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RESOLUTION OF MINOR DISPUTES 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 6, 1979 

HOUSE OF REPRESEN'I'ATIVES, SUBCOMl\UTTEE ON CONSUMER 
PROTECTION AND FINANCE, COl\fl\flTTEE ON INTERSTaTE 
AND FOREIGN COMDIEROE, AND SUBOOMl\IITTEE ON COURTS, 
CIVIL LmERTIES, AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF J USTIOE, 
CmIMI'ITEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 

Wa8hington, D.O. 
The subcommittees met, pursuant to notice, at 1 :30 p.m., in room 

2141\ Rayburn I-Iouse Office Building, Hon. Robert W. Kastenmeier 
(chairman of the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the 
Administration of Justice) presiding. 

Present: Representatives Kastenmeier, DanieJ;son, Gudger, Preyer, 
Railsback, Sawyer, and Broyhill. 

Staff present (Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the 
Administration of Justice) : Michael J. Remington and Gail Higgins 
Fogarty, counsel; and Joseph V. W oIfe, associate counsel. 

Staff present (Subcommittee on Consumer Protection and 
Finance) : Edward H. O'Connell, counsel; and !1argaret T. Durbin, 
Staff Assistant, Minority. . 

Mr. K.:ASTENMEillR. The committee will come to order. 
The Chair would like to announce that we expect other members 

of our two subcommittees to join us shortly. 
The House is in session,. this afternoon, and there may be votes 

taken periodically, and sometimes it causes conflicting demands on 
members' schedules. 

This afternoon the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties;. and 
the Administratkt,L of Justice of the Committee on the Judiciary and 
the Subcommittee on Consumer Protection and Finance of the Com
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce commence hearings on 
legislative proposals to promote the creation of mechanisms to resolve 
minor disputes. 

Three specific bills, H.R. 2863, H.R. 3719, and S. 423 are on the 
table. These bills differ in ways that will be explored and debated 
during' these hearings. 

Without objection, and before we begin testimony on the specifics 
of the legislation before us, I ask that the text of the three bills be 
inserted in the hearing record. 

[Tl~e bills are reprinted in app. at p. 247.J 
Mr: KASTENMEIER. The two subcommittees are sitting in joint ses

sion this afternoon because two of the bills have been jointly referred. 
We could have proceeded individually, but this is a sign of our desire 
to work together in an open and efficient manner. 
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It also recognizes that this is impm:tant legislation directed at a 
pressing social need. For my part I hope that the two subcommittees 
can formulate a proposal that is mutually agreeable to both commit
tees. Then we can successfully process a consensus piece of legislation 
through the House and proceed, hopefully, then to action in the 
Senate. 

Before greetjng our first witnesses Tet me explain how we are going 
to proceed. 

The two subcommittees are plalming 4 days of hearings during 
which we will receive testimony from a diverse, extremely well-quali
fied list of witnesses. I will chair the first and third days of the 
hearings. 

Congressman Preyer, as acting chairman of his subcommittee, will 
chair the second and fourth days of the hearings. 

Now I would like to greet our first witnesses and with the permis
sion of the witnesses we will change the order somewhat. 
. To accommodate the possibility that one of the witnesses may be 
pressed for time, I hope we will be able to proceed expeditiously. I 
will ask as our first witness an individual who has appeared before the 
,J udiciary Committee on several occasions, a thoughtful, eloquent, and 
competent spokesman for the needs and views of the State courts. I 
would like to call forward Hon. Robert J. Sheran, chief justice of the 
SunrE'l11e Court of the State of 1\1innesota. 

Chief Justice Sheran has served in his present capacity since 1973 
and prior to that he was an associate justice on the same court. He has 
been active in the American Law Institute, the American Bar Associa
tion, and currently is chairman of the Committee on Federal-State 
Relations of the Conference of Chief Justices. 

We are very pleased to welcome you back, Justice Sheran. 
We have your statement, which together with the many appendixes 

I aEsume you will want to oifer for the record. I will accept the same 
for the record, without objection. You may proceed as you wish, Justice 
Sheran. 

[ Justice Sheran's statement follows:] 

STATE]I,fE~T OF ROBERT J. SHERA~, CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT, STATE 
OF MINNESOTA AND CHAmMAN OF THE FEDERAL-STATE RELATIONS OOMMITTEE 
OF THE CONFERENCE OF OHIEF JUSTICES 

The Oonference of Ohief Justices is gl"ateful fOl: this opportunity to comment 
on the Dispute Resolution .Act as proposed in E.R. 2863 and E.R. 3719. We sup
port this legislation in princil1le and eommend the Commerce and Judiciary 
subcommittees for the long and thoughtful consideration they have given to it. 

As leaders of state judicial systems, members of the Oonference are all too 
familiar with the comple)..i.ty of the problems involved in providing appropriate 
forums for the resolution of so-called millor disputes. We recognize the necessity 
for new approaches, outside the court as well as within, if we are to meet the 
obvious needs. 'l'he pending bills, we belle,re take the correct approach in pro
posing experi,mentation with, and evaluation of, a wide variety of alternatives 
to formal adjudication and by providing for a national information clearing-
house and technical assistance program. . 

Such an approach can J.mild on encouraging new programs underway in a 
number of states and hasten needed development in many others. It defines an 
appropriate federal role while leaving development a:Q.doperation of new pro
grams to those clusest to the people to lJe served. 

We have ::lome concern, howeveJ:, with the fact that the program would be 
administered by the Attorney General of the United £tates. The federal judi
ciary, as you know, goes t0tne Congress, and not to the executive !}J?anch, for 

3 

the ~ut~~rity and funds to conduct research and demonstration programs within 
ttle JUdICIal branch. It does not submit to direction or overSight by the Attorney 
General. 

State judiciaries cannot, of course, deal directly with Oongress. But we feel 
the seIparation-of-powere doctrine should appl;y to them as well in their dealings 
with the Federal Government. While we do not see thi~ program with its limited 
scope, threatening the independence of State court sYstems, we' are· reluctant to 
endorse a procedure by which the Attorney General of the United States could 
use program funding decisions to affect policy decisions of state judicial 
officials. 

The prOI)Osed lJ'ederal program would, of COUl'se, involve many nonjudicial 
grantees; private agencies as well as those of Stn.te andl:ocal govel'llments, But 
a sizable judicial invol,ement would appeal' necessary if the program is to 
achieve its greatest potential. 

The Conference of Chief Justices does not now have a recommendation to make 
for d'ealing 'with this particular separation·'of-powers dilemma. But we ha,'e just 
completed work on draft legislation designed to deal in part with the more 
difficult and pervasive separation-of-powers problems that have arisen in con
necmon with federal grants to state courts through the Law Enforcement As
sistance Administration. 

We Jlope to bring this legislation to ttl:! Il ttenti'on of Congress in the neal' 
future. It prollOses creation of a State Justice Institute to admi)lister a cliscre
tionary grant program, principally in the research ,and development field, for 
iInprovement of State court systeJJls. The Institute ,,,ould be 1111 indel)el1dent 
agency, chartered along lines of the Lega.l Services CorpOl'ation, but its fUllC
tions would be more in line with those of the Nati'onal Institute of Corrections 
ado1)tecl, of course, to judicial needs. 

The proposed Institute is not stru(;tured to be an operating agency but to 
provide an appropriate mechanism for administering Federal funds 'designated 
for improvement of State judicial s~Tstel1ls. In this sense, the proposed State 
.Justice Institute might serve a role in connection with the Dispute Resolution 
Ad. But any such role \Yol1lc1 be complicated by the fact that the funds under 
this act would be destined for nonjudicial as well as judicial programs. 

The In'oblem here, as with the LEA.A legislnti.on, is that State and local courts, 
functions of the independent third branch of government uncler all State Con, 
stitutions, are combined for Federal program purposes 'with nonjudicial agen
cies .. A.s I have indicated, ther,e is not a simple solution to this dilemma. But we 
l1ave hopes tlHl.t the State JusUee Institute proposal will help us in dealing Witll 
it. 

One manner in which these concerns for the separation-of-powers could be 
lessened in significant degree would be for the Congress, through legislative his·· 
tory if not in statutory language, to make it clear to tlIe Department of Justice 
tl1at it would like to ~ee the varions <progl'tlms of the Dispute Resolution Center 
contracted out to existIng nonprofit organizations qualified to perform them. 

In addition to the separation of powers issues discussed, the ConferenCe of 
Ohief Justices will haye a continni.ng' concern for the types of relationships, if 
any, which shoulcl be established bet\"veen the judiciarJT and nonjudicial dispute 
resolution forums. These vAll be matters for deciSions in each State and locality 
but there is a 'Concensus wl'licll witllin the judiciary, I believe, on the need for 
court ofliciil,ls to be illf()l'lUli!dJ tlt least, 'about new pl'o:~rams in the nonjudidal 
field. Certainly juclgesof small claims C'ol,1rts now fUi1ctioning effecth'eJy inlllany 
States would tal;:e this view. It is the "leW of Hon .. Tames D. Rogers, respeeted 
judge of the Hennepin County )lullicillal COllrt in .i\:Iinneapolis, who has exten
siYe experience on the largest com:t in l\Iinnesota's statewide conciliation court 
system. In relllarks n t a recent national conference on minor disputes, Judge 
Rogers, ",11'0 ulso serves as chairman of the ~Ietrop'olitan Courts Committee of 
the National Conference of Special Court .Judges of the American Bar Associa
tion, outlined the many advantages smull daims courts can 'offer and ilrged tlw 
conference pnrticipa ,,~ to "include the judiciary in both the planning and the 
program" of whatever plan they adopt, "Either arbitration or medintion must 
have the jucUctary available to either enforce the agreements," he said, "or to be 
the last resol't where there is failure of solution." Because Judge Rogers views are 
more authOl'itutiye in this al'en thantlllY I can offer/ I would like to append l1is 
statelllellt to my own and lllal;:e it available for the heurin~ record. 

If it i.sagreeable with the committee, I also would m,e to append materials 
provided by Justice Ben l!'. Overton of the Florida Supreme Court that describe 
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the proO'ram he initiated in 1977 when he served as chief justice. The Florida 
progra~, funded in part by a grant from LEAA, is pr?viding. the stat~'s ~.ocal 
communities with the clearinghouse, research, and techmcal asslst.an~e progr~ms 
proposed at the uationallevel by the Dispute Resolution Act. It IS, III my ~l~W, 
an impressive illustration of what a State court S!st~D;l can do br p.r~vldlll~ 
leadership in the search for improved meth.ods, both JUdlCl~1 and nOnJudICIal, for 
the resolution of minDr disputes. And it strengthens my behef that State courts
historically responsible for mDre than 95 percent .of the work of dispute res.olu
ti.on-sh.ould be used t.o the fullest extent p.ossible as the NatiDn mDves to 
impr.ove its ability tD resolve citizens' disputes, h.owever small in ::nDnetary ~erms, 
or low .on the scale of criminal cDnduct, in a manner all Wlll recognlze .as 
effective and just. We have many assets including improved. administrative 
structures, a vast store of experience and knowledge, dedicated pers.onnel and, 
in m.ost instances, public acceptance. . 

Because the pending bills prDvide fDr short-term Fed.eral fun~lllg, and bec~use 
they W.ould give "special c.onsiderati.on to pr.ojects WhICh are lIkely t.o cDntlllue 
in operation after e:A.'}Jirati.on" of Federal g:ants, i.t seems to. me that. new pro
grams tied into judicial structures with public fundmg would, III many lllstances, 
best meet the goals .of the act. .. . . 

We are, therefDre, pleased that the bills provide f.or judicial particlpation III 
the program at bDth the State and Federal levels: .. 

In closing I will cDmment briefly on tw.o specIfic aspects .of the bllls. Flrst! we 
believe the brDader provisi.ons of H.R. 2863 which would appear tD c.over ml~or 
criminal as well as civil matters, are preferable to those .of H.R. 3719 WhICh 
appear limited to minor dvil disputes .. For instance, c.onc~liatiD~ ma~ pr.ovide a 
better s.olution than criminal pr.osecutIon in many cases lllv.olvmg tum.or thefts 
or assaults if the parties are friends, neighb.ors, or are related tD one another. 
And min.or civil disputes, as we kn.ow, can escalate into minor .c:iminal act.s. 

Sec.ond we alsD believe nonprofit organizatiDns sh.ould be explicItly authorIzed 
to receiv~ grants fr.om the Dispute Resolution Center under the provisions of 
section 6 as they are to receive grants from the Attorney General under sec
tion 8. 

That concludes my prepared remarks. I will be happy t.o respond to any ques
tions y.oU might hav;,). 

RES.oLUTI.oN 2-GITIZEN DISPUTE RESOLUTION AOT 

Whereas the Conference .of Chief Justices rec.ognizes the need f.or additi.onal 
dispute re~olution programs and res.ources if each citizen is t.o be pr.ovided a 
just remedy within the law f.or all legitimate grievances; and, 

Whereas, the just res.oluti.on of many grievances can be accomplished through 
mediation and arbitrati.on procedures; and, 

Whereas S. 957 as amended (No. 1623) would create a nati.onal resource 
centel' and'pr.ovide funds to assist c.ourts, states, localities a~d n.on:g.o:ernmen~al 
c:rganizations in developing new mechanisms for the "effective, fall', lllexpensive 
and expeditious resolutions of disputes." Now therefore, be it 

Resolved that the Conference of Chief Justices endorses the principle of 
federally funded technical assistance and demonstration pr.ograms designed 
to improve dispute resolution mechanisms, but with the understanding that such 
federally financed programs recognize the constitutional responsibilities of the 
judicial branch of state government in the resolution of citizen disputes i and 
that federally financed pro"grams, at the national, state and local levels, be 
conducted in keeping with the doctrines of separation of powers and state 
sovereignty. 

Adopted in New Orleans on February 10,1978. 

STATEMENT BY JUST,I:OE BEN F. OVERTON OF THE FLORIDA SUPREME COURT 

As Chief Justice in 1977, I created a special committee chaired by Justice 
Joseph W. Hatchett .of .our court, to evaluate present citizen dispute settlement 
program5-i and to assist in development of new centers in this state. We presently 
have 10 centers in full operation and four in the development stage 

These pr.ojects are people programs and are d~signed as an avenue of c.om
munication for citizens to mecZiate their problems expeditiously and with little 
or no cost. They are used in disputes where there has been a prior relationship, 
i.e. neighbors landloard and tenant, husband and wife, boyfriend and girlfriend. 

Our pr.ogra~s are not mandatory and their purp.ose is mediation not arbitra
tion. All of the programs appear successful. The majority are operated through 
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the office of the chief judge of the circuit in which it is located although we 
h~Y~ some programs .operated by prosecutors' offices, one by a local bar asso
cIation, and one by a non-profit c.orporati.on. 

The structure is fl~xible and we have intenti.onally avoided any strict uni
f.o~m rules of operation. We do have a suggested manual of operati.on for 
gU1~ance. The plll'pose of the programs is t.o bring people together to talk out 
their problems and we have n.o fixed way to accomplish this purpose. 

In my personal vie,v, the most effective of our programs and those that have 
been e~si~st t.o initiate are th.ose that we have developed and supervised thr.ough 
,the eXIstll~g cour.t ~nd administrative staff. The 00urt gives to the program and 
Image of llllpartIahty removed from politics. The court program als.o have a 
broader coverage of the types of disputes resolved. For instance, in programs 
operated b~7 the prosecutors, most disputes concern minor criminal matters. 
C.ourt .operated programs will encompass landlord and tenant, small claims 
mat~~rs an~ domestic disputes in additi.on to minor criminal pr.oblems. 

CItIzen dIspute settlement centers are an effective to.ol to resolve minor dis
putes be!ween individual citizens, and their deyelopment should be encouraged. 

A detaIled rep.ort of the programs in Florida is attached. 
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By Michael L. Bridenback. 
Kenneth R. Palmer, and 
Jack B. Planchard 

IN RECENT YE.'RS state and federal 
courts have been called on to resolve 
ever-increasing numbers and types of 
problems and disputes between indi
viduals. groups. and organizations. 
Thi. escalation in litigation has re
sulted in overburdened court systems 
and intolerable claims on costly and 
lime-consuming procedures and formal 
adjudicatory mechanisms not neces
sary to the successful resolution of rela
lively simple cases. Unfortunately. the 
response from state court systems has 
too often been an automatic cry for a 
greater commitmeht of the type of re
sources needed for the handling of 
more serious criminal and civil cases. 
The problems peculiar to the filing and 
resolution of cases more approprlately 
classified as "minor" have been largely 
ignored. 

The impact of the growing number of 
minor disputes on the total workload of 
any state court system is difficult to as
sess \\o;th precision. but it appears to be 
significant. For example. in 1977. there 
were approximately 898.000 new case 
filings [excluding traffic) in Florida 
state courts. Of this total. 48 per cent 
were misdemeanor and small claims 
filings. Misdemeanor cages comprised 
74 per cent of the total criminal 
caseload. and small claims cases rep
resented 42 per cent of all civil cases 
filed in that year. 

While. of course. not all misdemean-
or and small claims actions can be 
categorized as minor in terms of their 
relatIve severity. complexity. or finan
cial implications. a sizable percentage 
[estimated at 75) can be. in addition. 
although "minor" in terms of 
the call on scarce judicial resource!,. 
these disputes are regarded as ex
tremely important to the involved par
ties. Florida's experience suggests that 
these cases often may farnam in the sys
tem for an inordinate time owmg to 
scheduling problems and backlogs 
caused by the over-all increases in 
caseload_ And when they finally re
ceive attention, they are dealt with less 
thoroughly than may be deSirable be
cause oflimited resources. Often a fint!
ing of guilt. innocence. or liability fails 
to resolve the true problem between 
disputants and. more speCifically, the 
reasons for the dispute. This is espe
cially true with respect to various small 
clatms actions in which complainants. 
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even with judgments in their favor. 
may encounter considerable difficulty 
in receiving the compensation pro
vided for as a result of the court's dis
position. 

When there is an ongOing relation
ship between the disputants [famil), 
members. neighbors. landlord and ten
ant. for example). the problem is Ilkely 
to reoccur or become even mOfe aggra
vated If tho underlying causes are not 
dealt with. There is usuall)' little pre
ventive benefit in handling these cases 
through regular court processes. Be
cause of delays, costs. and uncertainty 
of results. many disputants ma), simply 
choose not to pursue a resolution in the 
courts at all. The tensions generated by 
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the dispute grow and can erupt in vio
lent "self-help" or other antisocial con
duct. 

A more recent and innovative re
sponse to this problem has been the de
velopment and implementation of ciU
zen dispute settlement programs 
throughout the country. Many of the 
pioneer efforts were patterned after the 
night prosecutor program in Columbus, 
Ohio. which in turn was based on the 
use of mediation techniques to resolve 
disputes arising from minor crimtnal 
actions between persons who knew or 
dealt with one another regularly. 

The publication Neighborhood JUs
tice Centers; An Analysis or Potentiol 
Models describes the Columbus pro-

The Florida Supreme Court has taken the initiative to expand 
citizen dispute settlement throughout the state. 

gram as being operated by the cit)' attor
ney's office of Columbus. and program 
sen'lees are provided by consultants 
from the Capital Unil'orstty Law School 
under contract. The program was estah
lis had in November. 1971. as a joint ef
fort of the law school and the city attor
ney. Law Enforcement Assistance Ad
ministratIon block grant funds were re
ceived in September. 1972. prOViding 
tho opportunity to expand. The project 
is now a part of the citv's budget. 

Cases are referred to the project by 
the screening staff of the prosecutor'S 
office and also are accepted by clerks 
on the project staff when the pros
ecutor's office is not open for buslOess. 
The proioct processes a wide range of 
cases. Including interpersonal dts
putes. bad checks. I'iolotions of city or
dinances. and some consUmer cam .. 
pleints. Once a case is accepted. a hear
ing is scheduled for approximately one 
week later. Hearmgs are held in the 
prosecutor's office in the evening. with 
law students servmg as mediators The 
students are trained in mediation 
techmques and attempt to resolve the 
disputants' problems through diSCUS
sion Disputants are often referred to 
social serVlce aRcncies or to graduate 
student social workers on the staff of 
the prolect. 

The successful Columbus program 
dnd slmtlar projects In other major met .. 
ropolitan areas. mcluding ~lIaml tOade 
County). spawned a live Iv movement 10 
create .lternallve dispute resolution 
mechanisms for civil as well as rrimi
nal complalllts. The American ,\rbttra-

tian Association's "4.A I. programs 
were developed along similar lines and 
have been implemented in New York 
City, Rochester, and a number of simi
lar metropolitan areas. The Boston 
Urban Court has also Implemented dis
pute resolution programing. 

The mediation component of the Bos
ton program is administered by Justice 
Resource Institute. a nonprofit organi. 
zation. The program was established in 
December of 1975 and is funded by the 
L.E.A.A. Cases are referred from a 
number of sources and include a wide 
range - family and neighborhood diS
putes. landlord-tenant disputes, and 
disputes involving friends. Once a case 
is accepted. a hearing is scheduled 
within a week of the date the parties 
agree to submit to mediation. Hearings 
are held In the storefront offices of the 
program. A panel of mediators, largely 
lay community people. hear the case 
with the sessIOns typically lasting two 
hours. The mediators recei ve training 
through the Institute for Mediation and 
Conflict Resolution. Social service re
ferrals are available to both disputants 
and are offered at various stages of the 
process. 

As the number of minor.dispute res
olution programs has Increased, atten· 
tion has turned to the manner in WhlCh 
information about the concept should 
be disseminated. The L.E.A.A. Iden
tified the Columbus program as an 
"exemplary project." A new initiative 
by the Department of Justice and the 
L.E.A.'\., commenced in 197;. cails for 
the establishment of neighborhood jus
tice centers on a pilot basis in Atlanta. 
Kansas City. and Los Angeles. It is the 
hope of the L.E.A.A. and the Department 
of Justice that the knowledge gained 
from the intensive evaluation of these 
efforts Will facilitate the growth of the 
citizen dispute settlement movement 

At the same time the American Bar 
Association has established a Special 
Committee on Resolution of ~1inor Dis
putes under ItS Section of Administra
tive Law. This committee, which is 
headed by Sandy O',\lembe,te of 
Miamt. is charged w,th the raspon
slbllities of prOViding technical aSSIst
ance and c:onductin~ research on the re· 
qUirements for and the operation of non
hhglous alternattves to formal court 
processinF: of mlnor disputes m state 
court systems 

In spite of the emergmg importance 
and popularity of the clhzen dispute 
settlement concept. however. relatll'el)' 
little .ttention has been gll'en the re-
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quirements for the development and 
co-ordination of a successful state-wide 
program. The Florida Supreme Court 
has broken ground in this regard by 
identifying those needs. Its formula
tions are the result of three' years of 
monitoring of the rapid growth of and 
reliance on citizen dispute settlement 
projects at the local level in Florida. 

As mentioned earlier. one of the 
pioneer programs evolved in Miami. 
Because of the success of that program 
and the widespread interest of Florida's 
judiciary. a number of programs were 
established throughout the state. Other 
fully operational projects now are 10' 

o cated in Orange (Orlando). Duval 
(Jacksonville). Broward (Ft. Lauder
dale), Pinellas (St. Petersburgl 
Clearwater). Polk (Bartow/Lakeland). 
Alachua (Gainesville). Hillsborough 
(Tampa). Brevard. and Collier counties. 
Palm Beach (West Palm Beach). Monroe 
(Florida Keys), and Volusia [Daytona) 
counties are in the inltlal stages of plan
ning and implementation. There are at 
least six other Florida communities in
vesUgating the potential of these pro
grams. 

The common goals of tbese programs 
are to provide an alternative forum to 
the courts for citizens to work out 
meaningful solutions to interpersonal 
conflicts. to red~.ce the time necessary 
for citizens to obtain a hearing and res
olution of their complaints, and to re
duce substantially the cost of bandling 
tbese disputes for the litigant and for 
courts. 

In spite of the similarity in their es
tablished objectives. however. tbe 
programs vary significantly in struc
tural organization and operating pro
cedures. Of the ten programs now 
operating. four are set up under the 
supervision of the court. three "puate 
under the auspices of the state attor
ney's office, two are supported by local 
bar associations. and one is supported 
by a private nonprofit corporation. 

Tbe funding sources also vary-there 
are L.E.A.A. grant funds. Community 
Employment Trainlng Act funds. state 
or local general revenue, and funds 
from the American Bar Association. 
Some of the projects have been funded 
through a combination of resources, 
depending on their budgetary require
ments. 

There also are significant differences 
in budgetary requirements. For in
stance. the programs In Brevard and 
Alachua counties originated in pros. 
ecuting attorneys' offices and are sup-
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ported through the regular operating 
budget of those offices. No additionai 
funding was requested. In contrast. the 
Miami program has a budget of approx
imately S100.000 a year obtained from 
the Metropolitan Dade County govern
ment. The othar programs vary in fiscal 
requirements from $40.000 to 5130.000 
a year. 

Caseloads range from approximately 
400 to in excess of 3,000 a year, de
pending on local policies dictating the 
types of cases bandied. Wbile most of 
the programs have concentrated in the 
criminal area. a few have branched out 
into civil, domestic, consumer. and 
juvenile matters. The distribution of 
caseloads by case type varies from 
program to program. 

And staffing is not uniform. For ex
ample. some have volunteer mediators. 
while others use paid profeSSionals. 
Some mediators are graduate students 
or university faculty members with 
backgrounds in the social sciences or 
psychology. Others use a cadre of 
mediators comprised largely of lawyers 
or lay citizens trained in mediation 
techniques. 

Two programs that exemplify the dis
parity are those located in Duval 
(jacksonville) and Plnellas (St. Peters
burg) counties. The Duval program is 
sponsored by the state attorney's office. 
while the overseer of the PInellas pro
gram is the circuit's chiefjudge's office. 
The state attorney's budget provides 
funds for the Duval program. along with 
a S40.000 supplement from the L.E.A.A. 
to operate a youth mediator program. 
while the Pinellas program obtains fi
nancial support from L.E.A.A. 
(5131.000 a year). The Duval program 
operates from the state attorney's office. 
while the L.E.A.A.-funded program is in 
a branch courthouse as weUas the main 
courthouse. 

According to a recent study con
ducted by the Florida State Courts Ad
ministrator. the type and volume of 
cases han died by these two programs 
also differ substantiallY. Duval disposes 
of 50 to 60 cases a month. of which 83.6 
per cent are criminal. The five primary 
types of disputes dealt with are assault 
and batterv. assault. animal nuisance. 
criminal ';;Ischief. and neighborhood. 
In contrast. PineUas handie. 150 to 160 
disputes monthly, consisting ofn.6 per 
cent civil cases. The five major types of 
CdSes are landlord-tenant. recovery of 
property or money. neighborhood dis
putes. assault and battery. and con
sumer problems. 
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The primary referral sources also dif
fer in that 98.9 per cant of the Duval 
cases are referred by the state attorney. 
while only 17.5 per cent of the PineUas 
cases originate from this source. In ad· 
dition. the disputants involved in the 
.pinellas program are roferred by a 
wider diversity of sources (iaw en
forcement 23.5 per cent. clerk of court 
10 per cent. and city haU 9.3 per cent). 

The mediators utilized to settle dis
putes do not differ substantially in their 
professional backgrounds and areas of 
expertise. but those working for the 
Pinellas program receive $8 to $10 an 
hour for their services, while in the 
Duval program they are volunteers. 

In fact, these variations demonstrate 
the flexibility of the cltizen dispute set
tlement mechanism as a viable alterna
tive for almost any jurisdiction. As a re
sult. the Florida Supreme Court an· 
nounced in 1977, as one of its major 
priorities. the need to investigate and 
evaluate existing programs in order to 
determine how and why they are suc
cessful and how their continued 
growth and expansion could be en
couraged and supported. 

Florida's judicial Planning Commit
tee. with the support of the staff of the 
Office of the State Courts Adminis
trator, identified several immediate 
problems and needs: 

• There was a lack of definitive 
guidelines to assist in the development 
of programs based on the experience of 
those that already existed. 

• Tbere was a lack of mechanisms for 
co.ordination and technical assistance 
to provide support and encouragement 
for the development of programs. 

• There was a need to ensure that 
neW programs be developed in co
operation with. rather than in conflict 
with. established state-wide proce
dures. 

• Tbere was a need to develop 
streamlined methods for screening dis
putes appropriate for citizen dispute 
settlement programs. 

• There was a need to develop Im
proved training for program staff. 

• There was a need to provide better 
lnlormatlon about the citizen dispute 
settlement concept not only to courts 
and the criminal justice community but 
also to the public. 

• There was a need. because of lim
ited funding sources, to deveiop 
strategies for financing programs ant! 
improving their cost effectiveness. 

Based on these preliminary findings, 
the Florida Supreme Court established 
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a Special Advisory Committee on Dis
pute Resolution Alternatives by ad
ministrative order' In january, 1978. 
That committee now functions under 
the leadership of justice joseph W. 
Hatchett and includes representatives 
of the Judiciary, the iegislature. various 
state attorneys' offices. local govern
ment. and other affected public, con· 
sumer, and citizens' groups. 

The supreme couri aiso has instituted 
a Jtate-Ievel project believed to be one 
of the first of its kind in the country. 
This project will provide a research, 
technlc~l assistance, and training 
mechanism for C.D.S. programs 
through the Judicial Planning Co
ordination Unit of the Office of the 
State Courts Administrator. 

Tbe advisory committee plans to ad
dress the following: 

• A thorough assessment of the exist
Ing programs. 

The assessment will have two major 
thrusts. The first will Involve documen
tation of the manner in which the indio 
vidual programs are organized. staffed, 
operated. and funded. The second 
thrust will gather dat. on a large sam
ple of cases handled by the various 
programs over the last year. The obJec
Uve will be to document the impact of 
the programs in terms of the effective 
disposition of their caseloads. 

A unique characteristic of the plan
ned research is that the research 
methodology will be developed and 
executed as a co-operative venture be
tween those working at the state and 
local levels. The study will provide 
data and information that the staff of 
the individual programs themselves 
feel they need to monitor and evaluate 
their own efforts. 

• The preparation and dissemina
tion of guidelines for ti,e establishment 
of C.D.S. resources in new jurisdic
tions. 

This will be one of the primary prod
ucts of the study. Subjects to be cov
ered by the guidellnes will include: 
(1) the identification of problems and 
obstacles to program pianning and Im
plementation and solutions to them; (2) 
selection of program objectives: (3) 
program organization: (4) staffing; (5) 
workflow or paperflow and the rela
tionship to court and other dispute res
olution procedures; (6) operating pro
cedures; (7) referral resources: (8) 
operating hours: (9) program location 
ciIid facHlt1i;:; iCquti'cmcnts~ (10) bud· 
getary reqUirements. funding alterna
tives. and application procedures: lll) 
training reqUirements and offerings; 
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and (12) consulting or technical assist
ance resources. 

• The establishment of the capability 
to provide direct consultative technical 
assistance to local dispute resolution 
programs. 

The primary consulting resources 
wIll be indiViduals in other C.D.S. 
programs. Additionally, consultants 
from the American Bar Association. tI .. 
neighborhood justice center program. 
and programs in other states may also 
be relied on. 

• The development and impiementa
tion of a comprehensive orientation 
and training program. 

Orientation and training are two as
pects of program administration at the 
local level that may be welt suited to 
development on a state-wide b.sls. 
First. the development of trainl.ng by 
;1rogram personnei on mediation 
techniques is often regarded as a lower 
priority than other local funding re
quirements. Thus paid mediators are 
recruited from such fieids as 50cial 
work. the iaw. and the ministry on the 
basis of an assumption that they have 
expertise in handling mediation set
tings. Lay persons recruited to serve as 
hearing officers on a voluntary basis 
may have no such skilts. Finally. while 
training on the techniques employed in 
the mediation hearing may be too 
costly for a local program, the subject 
matter is relatively universal and may 
be developed state-wide and offered re
gionally. 

Of equal concern is the general iack 
of knowledge ~'1udges. prosecutors. 
public defenders. law enforcement offi· 
cials. and others on the role and func
tion of C.D.S. programs. The committee 
will meet this need by developing local 
orientation procedures as well as ensur
ing the integration of C.D.S. materials 
into the continuing education pro
grams offered by the various bar and 
professional associations. 

• The development and pilot testing 
of alternative public information or 
education strategIes. 

As in the area of orientation and 
training. it is the commlttee's view that 
various public education strategies and 
materials directed at promoting public 
awareness of and reliance on C.D.S. 
programs might be more cost effective 
If developed state-wide. The subject 
maUer Is fairly standard and yet the 
cost orIaunching a sound public educa
tion effort may be prohibitive for any 
single program. 

• The assessment of C.D.S. programs 
compared to other judicial and nonju-

dlcial dispute resolution alternatives. 
Finally. the committee will assess the 

relationship between C.D.S. programs 
and other types of dispute resolution 
procedures. including criminal, small 
claims. juvenile arbitration. and ad
ministrative procedures. tha latter hav
ing recenily been prOVided for by act of 
the Florida legislature. as well as those 
associated with domestic relations 
cases. 

The committee will aiso document 
methods to ensure that new programs 
are integrated as smoothly as possible 
into the local environment. 

• The establishment of the capability 
to monitor the activities and growth of 
citizen dispute settlement and related 
programs on a continuing basis. 

The DIspute Resolution Alternatives 
Committee. in concert with staffs of 
local programs. has undertaken an am
bitious task. If it succeeds. substantial 
benefits will be real!zed by each of the 
programs in existence as well as those 
that will bo established. The commit
tee's existence and mandate attest to 
the Florida Supreme Court's commll
ment that there Is a legitimate role for 
citizen dispute settlement resources at 
the local level. If operational problems 
cannot be solved satisfactorily by local 
projects individually. the state can 
make a meaningful contribution by fill
ing the void. At the same time. every 
effort must be made not to centralize 
control of the local programs because of 
the need to tailor them to the unique 
requirements of their individual Juris
dictions. 

It is expected that through this 
partnership. citizen dispute settlemdnt 
programing will continue to de'.elop 
and grow as a complementary alterna
tive to the more formal judicial and 
nonjudicial dispute resolution process
es available in Fiorida. it is the hope of 
the supreme court that Florida. through 
this initiative, will contribute vital eX
perience and knowledge to the other 
statos ..... 

(Kenneth R. Palmer is the judicial 
planning administrator in the Florida 
State Courts "'dministrator's office. 
Michael L. Bridenback is a staff as
sociate in that office and Is serving as 
staff director of the Florida Supreme 
Court's Special Advisory Committee on 
Dispute Resolution Alternatives. Jack 
B. Planchard also is 0 stoff associate in 
the court administrator's office and is 
associote staff director of the special 
committee.) 

April. 1979 • Voiume 65 573 
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ADDENDUM II 

DISPUTE RESOLUTION INFORMATION AND TECHNICAL 4SSIS1.'ANCE SERVICE 

STATE COURTS ADMINISTRATOR, DISPUTE RElSOLU1.'ION ALTERNATIVES COMMITTEE 

I. What is the (Zispute 1'OOOZ1ttion, teehnieal assistanee scrvice? 
It is a centralized information and 'consultation resource for local jurisdic

tions who are interested in developing or wll0 have implemented alternative 
dispute resolution mechanisms including citizen dispute settlement programming, 
juvenile arbitration, family courts, etc. 
II. Who ad1ninisters the disp1tte 1'esol1tUOn technical assistance ser-V'ice? 

The service is administered by the Florida Supreme Court and the Office of 
the State Courts Administr.ator, 
III. Who is eligible to 1ttiUze the tochnical assistance services offered by the 

office ot the state eoltris aclminist1'atod' 
The following organizations, agencies or individuals may utilize the service: 

Judges, Court Administrators, State Attorneys, Court Clerks, Existing ODS 
Programs, Colleges and Universities, County and City Commissioners, Local 
Bar Associations, other inter·ested local governmental agencies, interested pri
vate and community organizations, 

ITT. What (£1'e the major t1tnctions ot the technical a-8sistance sC1'Vice? 
The primary function of the service is to provide technical assistance through 

on-site or written consultations to jurisdictions interested in developing an alter
native dispute resolution mechanism 01' to existing dispute resolution alternative 
programs where a specific problem or need has been identified. Consultations are 
elirected at providing local personnel with the free advice and guidance of 
experts in the field of dispute resolution at the local, state or national levels, 
as well as that of persons in Florida who have successfully developed and im
plemented programs. 

A secondary function of the service is to act as a central clearinghouse for 
all information related to dispute resolution, and to create channels of commu
nication among those who have .an interest in the dispute resolution field. 
V, What kincl ot technical assistance services ((1'e ava'ilable? 

Technical assistance services are available in the following areas: 
New program d"'velopment: 

1. The conduct of needs and resource assessments, 
2. Documentation of existing procedures. 
3, ~\dentification and projection of program requirements related to: 

Personnel, funding, goals and objectives, procedures, referrals, tr,aining, 
and monitoring/evaluation. 

4. Forms and records development. 
5, Statistical/recordkeeping procedures. 
6. Workflow /paperflow, 

Program funding (new or existing programs) : 
1. Assessment and projection of funding requirements. 
2. Identification of funding sources. 
3. Development of application for funding, 
4. Organization of presentation to funding source. 

Program staff training (new or existing programs) : 
1. Administrative. 
2. Intake. 
3, Mediators, 

Public ed uca tion/informa tion/rela tions, 
Specialized needs or problem assessment and resolution including: 

1. Worms development. 
2. Evaluation, 
3. Statistical/recordkeeping procedures. 
4. Procedures documentation, 
5. Case selection criteria. 
6. Other TBA. 

Special research/evaluation in specifiC areas such as: 
1, No ~hows rates. 
2. Participant satisfaction rates. 
3, Program effectiveness. 
4, Benefit/cost analysis. 
5, Other TBA. 
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VI. What technical assistance reS01trCeS will be 1ttiUze(l? 
. The follo,'.'ing or~anizations and/or individuals ma;r be utilized in the provi

SIon of techmcal assIstance: 
Statewide: 

Local staff in existing programs. 
DRA. committee members and statl'. 
Private consultants. 
Uni versity personnel/c.onsultants. 
Local attorneys interested in dispute resolution. 
Executive agency or legislative personnel. 
Other TBA. 

Nationwide: 
Neighborhood Justice Center Evaluation Project-Institute for 

ResearCh. 
American Arbitration Association. 
Institute for l\fediatioll anel Conflict Resolution. 
ABA Committee onl\finor Dispute Resolution. 
ABT Associates. 
U.S. Department of Justice, 
National Association for Dispute Heso]ution. 
Grass Roots Oitizen Dispute Resolution Clearinghouse. 
Individual DRA program stuff. 
Private conSUltants. 
Other TBA. 

1711. What m'e the pl'oced1l1'es t01' 1'equesting teoll1t'ieaZ assistanoe 11'om the offioe 
ot the State COlwtS aclministrat01' (OSOA) 't 

The procedures for requesting technical assistance are as follows: 
Identification of a problem 01' need by local jurisdiction. 
Contact representatives of the Office of the State Courts Administrator 

by telephone or letter, 
If the request can be satisfied by staff, the information will be provided 

directly by phone or letter. 
Reqt1.est for assistance of a scope beyond the immediate capabilities of the 

service staff will be handled in the following manner: 
1. Upon receipt of the request, a meeting will be scheduled between 

the staff of the Office of the State Courts -Administrator and the juris
diction requesting the assistance to discuss the nature of request in 
detail . 

2. A review of the resources which may be appropriate for providing 
the assistance requested will be conducted by the OSCA staff, (See 
question # VI) 

3. Selection of consultant or consultants to provide the technical as
sistance will be made jointly by the OSCA staff and the recipient 
jurisdiction, 

4. At the convenience of the recipent jurisdiction, an on-site visit by 
the consultant(s) will be scheduled by the OSCA staff or written input 
by the consultant (s) will be SOlicited. 

5. The provision of technical assistance requested byconsultullt (s) 
selected. The nature of tlle TA will vary by the type of assistance re
quested and, thus, the procedures for proyiding the TA ,,,ill be developed 
in detail after the selection of the consultant (s) , 

6. The filing of a report by consultant with the recipient jurisdiction 
and the OSCA. 

7, Evaluation of TA provided by both the recipient jnrisdiction and 
the OSCA. 

8. The conduct {)f a follow-up assessment of resultS/impact of TA, 

VIII. How 10m the TA tJ1'OVillecZ to an 'inlZivi(Zlla.l j'lw'iscliction be evaluated? 
A post-technical assistance evaluation will be compl~ted by both t?e jurisd~c

tion receiving the assistance and the OSCA. The reclplent of the aSSIstance wlll 
be asked to rate the overall performance of the consultant while the OSCA staff 
will only address the TA report submitted by the consultant. 
IX. Is the1'e a limi·t on the (Zm'aUon ot the techn-ical assistance lwov-idelZ? 

Yes tl1e duration of the TA will be limited to no more than ten days of on-site 
consuitant assistance, unless it can be exceptionally justified, 
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If it is determined by the Office of the State Courts Administrator that the 
subject matter of the TA request is not appropriate, the reporting jurisdiction 
will·be advised. 
X. What other services are available? 

The following services are offered ;. 
Maintenance of an updated bibliography on relevant articles, papers and 

reports written on Dispute Resolution. 
Maintenance of files on all in-state DRA programs and selected out-of

state programs. 
The conduct of research in specialized areas. 
Periodic notification of workshops, seminars, etc., on dispute resolution 

to local jurisdictions. 
XI. Who shottlcl be contacted to pa1'tiGipate 01' utilize the service? 

The contact person is: Mr. Mike Bridenback, Office of the State Courts Admin
istrator, Supreme Court Building, ~allahassee, Fla. 32304. (904) 488-8621. 

THE JUDICIARY AND MINOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

Presented by: Hon. James D. Rogers, Judge, Hennepin County Municipal Court, 
l\Iinneapolis, Minnesota, Chairman Metropolitan Courts Committee, National 
Conference of Special Court Judges, American Bar Association 

'1'he goal of this conference is the solution to the problem of minor dispute 
resolution in your community. Thus you question why should a member of the 
judiciary be a part of this program and the solution, as we are looking for new 
avenues, not wanting to tread the old ones. I hope that when we are finished you 
,vill find there is a place for the judiciary in the solution. 

'Ye all should be careful that our terminology is understood. We use the term 
"minor." 'Ve mean size, not importance. We well know that even the smallest 
claim has great significance to the parties. 

I would like to give you my thoughts and feelings based upon my experience 
and background as to where the judiciary fits into the total plan of minor dis
pute resolution. 'Ye should clearly understaud that the courts of this country do 
not need to increase their caseload. But on the other hand, they cannot shirk 
their responsibility for handling the resolution of disputes. 

When I went on the bench, I felt the court must be innov·ative, meet new 
challenges and find new solutions. vVe in Hennepin County feel we have been 
very innovative and lIl1et the challenge. When we found a solution that worked, 
I was convinced that this was the answer for all courts. I have long since 
learned this is not trQ.e; that what may work for one court or community is not 
necessarily the answer for another court or community. If you come to this 
conference expecting a pat solution to take home and put in operation, I am 
sure you will be sadly mistaken, but I feel that the ideas you receive can be 
the bas!s for yolir program. Whatever plan or program you adopt must involve 
or inC'lude the judiciary in both the 'Planning and the program. Either arbitra
tion or mediation must have the judiciary available to either enforce the agree
ments or to be the last resort where there is failure of solution. In some areas 
arbttration or mediation will reduce caseloads in the court. In others it will 
increase the caseloads. The latter will be true where there is not present an 
easily accessible small claims court. It is vitally important that the legislation 
now before the present congress (which narrowly failed in the last congress) 
is adopted, but this must include fund!ng for the judiciary. If not, the problems 
will only be compounded. Let me cite two examples of experiences in this area. 

First, the Department of Transportation established the ASAP Program 
which increased the alcoholl'elated driving charges 200 percent or more in many 
courts and only provided minimal funding and assistance for the courts to deal 
with this influx of cases. Second, the LEAA program provided millions of dollars 
for law enforcement agencies; yet in most states less than 5 percent of the 
funds went towards dealing with the court-'related problems resulting from the 
influx of cases. 

A major fallacy is that lIl1inor disputes and small claims are purely the prob
lem of urban America. These problems exist all over this country, and the only 
difference is volume and degree. All of these problems need and deserve Jftn 
answer. 

When I first went on the bench, Minnesota still had the justice of the peace 
system. They have now abolished all of the justic0 of the peace courts, and these 
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have been replaced with full-time courts, and this is good. A number of my 
friends who were JP's told me, "We do a better job than you can in putting out 
loca'l brush fires," and they had a strong point in this area. We all must find 
ways to put out the local brush fires, but we cannot revert to the justice of the 
IJeace system. 

What does the judiciary have to offer as a solution? What iU'e its advan
tages and disadvantages, and why should it be used? The judiciary has small 
claims courts. Where there is no small claims court functioning, these in most 
cases can be established without new legislation. All that is needed isa little 
pressure on the local court. The court solution has the advantage in that it can 
be placed in operation in a short period of time with very little or no start-up 
costs. It gives the parties a final, legally binding and enforceable 'answer to their 
dlSipute. It is the fastest procedure to an ultimate solution and functions at a low 
cost to the taxpayei'. The major disadvantage is that it is a solution in an ad
versary situation. It is always more desirnble to have people work out an agree
able settlement. But sometimes the costs are high, and the question is, should the 
taxpayer be expected to bear this burden? 

In November 1978, the National Center for State Courts released an excellent 
publication entitled "Small Claims Courts-a National Examination" by John C. 
Ruhnka and Steven Weller. r.rhis study covers 15 small claiills courts in all parts 
of the country and of varying population sizes. It is an excellent sampling of the 
courts and their activities. I know of no other study of such depth on this subject 
and written in such an objective fashion, and I highly commend it to you. 

I would like to point out a few examples of hvw small claims courts are 
presently meeting the challenge. Obviously, I will revert to my own experience 
in 'Our Hennepin County Conciliation Oourt. Our court started in 1915 aud is one 
of the oldest in the country. The name "Conciliation Oourt" comes from a 
Scandinavian court discovered by a. Minneapolis judge on·a visit to his ancestral 
homeland. Because of its long existence, the court is well known in. the community 
and is used extensIvely. There is a $1,000 claim limitation, but bll,sically no other 
limitations, so it is available to all in need. The filing fee is $2.00 which the legis
lature may raise to $5.00 this year. The cost of handling a case is approximately 
$12.00, and in this day and age with the obligation of all branches of government 
to be cost conscious, this is an extremely reasonable level of expenditure for 
dealing with minor dispute resolution. 

In 1978 the court processed over 29,000 cases, and in 1979 will process over 
32,000 cllses. Oases are heard daily in the Government Oenter ·and on a regular 
basis at the foul' suburban court sites. Claims can be filed at the Government Cen
ter or any of the four suburban court locations every day that the court is open. 
The cases are heard within six weeks of filing. There is a right of appeal, if the 
parties are dissatiSfied, to the Oounty Municipal Court. The appeals are heard 
within four months. The appeal rate is approximately 11h percent. Thus we feel 
we have met certain of the essentials of minor dispute resolution, being accessi
bility, low cost Ilnd rapid final disposition. 
. We have been using lawyer referees for over eight years. This has worked 
well. It has freed up judges for other work am} has lowered our costs. We pay 
the referees $75.00 per day. We have adopted certain innovations to improve 
our functioning. We have grouped the automobile accident cases so that they 
are heard at one setting. It was found that a number of claims were 'being filed 
against launderers and dry cleaners, a field that needed expertise. Thus we 
enlisted the help of the localrepresentati,es of the National Institute of Cleaners 
& Launderers. They have provided us, at no charge, with .an expert at these 
hearings. We set special calendars for collection matters, and it should be 
pointed out that the accusation which is made that small claims courts are 
collection agency courts is not true as only 25 percent of our volume are collection 
agency matters, and as you will find from the National Center report, the allega
tion does not bear water throughout the country, 

In addition, we have set special calendars for housing matters which I will 
go into in more detail a little bit later. 

To help the litigants understand the court, an easy-to-understand guide has 
been published and widely distributed throughout the county, and you have tl 
copy of this publication. Recently a four-minute audio-slide show was placed 
in operation on the counter of the clerk's office next to the courtroom. This ex
plains the court procedures and is designed to alleviate some of the uncertainties 
of the litigants before going into court. 

Some might allege that the one weak spot in the system is that there is no 
procedure within the court for the collection of the judgment. We are now in 
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the process of providing further information to litigants as to the steps they 
should take to collect a judgment when it is not paid by the losing side. To a 
certain degree the problem ·of collection is also true with arbitration and 
mediation. 

'The court provides one aspect that no other method provides, and that is 
what I call "the black robe syndrome." Many people really want to have someone 
to tell their problems to, and is true even if they lose. They feel satisfied if a 
judge (even a referee) in a black robe listens patiently to their complaints. 

The court offers what I call a situs or setting advantage. Tbe location of the 
minor dispute resolution proceedings is jn most cases all important. For prob
lems between neighbors a local setting is fine, but for disputes between merc)J.ants 
and consumers or landlords and tenants this may not be true. 

We must remember that the ultimate goal is jm;tice, and to accomplish this 
goal we must not only do justice, but we must appear to do justice. Thus whose 
turf or ground we are on may greatly affect the appearance aspect. I am not 
so naive as to think that the courts are loved by all, but they do provide a neutral 
ground, and dedicated judges can overcome the other problems. 

Other communities have programs that Hennepin County has not yet adopted. 
Portland, Maine, has mediation as a part of the small claims court. This is also 
true of New York City in the l\fanhattan and Harle-m courts and the court in 
San Jose, California, has added both mediation and arbitration. In areas such 
as San Jose and New York City with ethnic and language problems which we 
do not have, this ha.s been a great addition to the service provided by the court. 
These are just a few examples of meeting the various local needs by the judiciary. 

At the present time the National Conference of Special Courts Judges of 
the American Bar Association (under the direction of the Honorable Robert 
Beresford of San Jose, California), the National JUdicial College, University of 
Nevada, and the American Bar Association Special Committee on Housing and 
Urban Development Law are establishing an educational program and seminar 
to be conducted at the National Judicial College for judges throughout the 
United States to assist them in establishing or,improving their procedures for 
handling small claims in dealing with minor dispute resolution. 

The most I'apidly growing area of minor disputes is in the housing field. These 
matters basically fall into three categories: First, code violations which ,are 
criminal in nature; second, eviction matters; and third, claims for damages, 
rents or deposit refunds. The last two are civil in nature. The eviction and code 
matters can only be handled within the judicial system. The claims matters can 
be handled outside of the system. Obviously, it vi'ould appear that the total an
swer to all housing matters .shoulc1not be separated but should be handled within 
one system. This does not necessarily require establishing a housing court, At 
the present time the American Bar Association Speci,al Committee on Housing 
and Urban Law Development is making an exhaustive -study in this area with 
HUD support. This program is known as the National Housing Justice and Field 
Assistance Program. The report of this committee will be published in early 1980 
and should be of great help and assistance to communities in dealing with their 
problems in all thrl2e of the areas mentioned. 

In addition to 'this report the committee is producing a quarterly information 
buUetin and also is producing in cooperation with the Law School of Washing
ton University, 'St. Louis, Missouri, the issue of the Urban Law Annual which is 
to be released in June, 1979 which will be solely devoted to housing matters and 
will be the only presently known compilation of this magnitude dealing strictly 
with housing matters. 

To return to my provincial nature, we feel we have made great strides in han
dling housing matters without establishing a separate housing court. These mat
ters are probably the most emotion-packed next to domestic disputes. 

Thus we embarked upon a program whereby we have brought together repre
sentativ,es of both the landlord and tenant groups and formed a committee headed 
lJy one of the judges. This committee meets regularly. The committee has agreed 
upon a form of summons and information folder to be attached to the summons 
in eviction matters. These are written in simple, understandable language to 
assist the parties, particularly tenants, in knowing their rights and in preparing 
themselves for the court proceedings. The committee has agreed upon a system of 
a hearing officer working with the judge in eviction matters to handle the de
faults and thus reduce the time of litigants being required to w.ait in court. 

Eviction matters in the 'Court are increasing at the rate of over 1,000 a year, 
but with this system we me able to manage the caseload. 
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~ode YiolatiOl~S are set fOl' one day each week. The City Attorney's office has 
:tssIglled one asslst.~l1t to l~an(ll~ these !-llatters, audIle is well prepared and versed 
l~l the code and lJnngs WIth hIm the lllspector to court even on the defendant's 
first al~pearance. The goal is compliance, not prosecution and this approach has 
been Inghly snccessful. " 
T~e hou.sing claims in conciliation court are set on a special calendar. ,Ve have 

a group of 14 lm'i';rers who are well h:aill(>d in honsing" matters who handle these 
cal (>nclur-s. ,Ve luWe regular refresher programs for them. 

We have been successful in Hennepin County because of three factors' the 
grea.t help of .~ur fOl'1;ller ad~linistrntor, S. Allen Friedman, the willingn:e~s of 
the Judg~s ~o try new lllnOYatlOlls and the support of the Hennepin County Board 
of CommISSIOners. 

. ~ h?pe th~t Y?U will finel, ~he. materials w?ich you have received, including 
our annual report, the ConCIlIatIOn Court GUlde and eviction forms of interest 
and help to ~1.0U. We welcom~ .your .inquiries and visits to see our 'system. 
. In t~e m.along of your deCISIon how to handle the prolJlems of minor dispute 
resolutlOn III your community, don't leave the judiciary out of your planninO" 
whatever route you take. Look to the institutions that YOU already have as both 
you and I have an obligation to the taxpayer to lJe cost conscious TaiI~r "our 
bro~l'~m to meet the ~eeds of your community. l'here is no natiom~'ide sOlulion. 

?" ~rel?f the. loud yor,ces as all too often in this urea it has been found that they 
~~e t ~a lllft.WIth emob?n f\-nd. not sound reason 01' understanding. Bear in mind 
d· a. tl.e Ub It

mate goal IS J!1stI~e, and to accomplish this goal you must not only 
o JUS Ice u appear to do Justice. 

TESTIMONY OF nON. ROBERT J. SHERAN, CHIEF JUSTICE OF 
MINNESOTA; CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL.STATE 
RELATIONS CON:FERENCE OF STATE CHIEF JUSTICES; ACCOM
PANIED BY HARRY SWEGLE, WASHINGTON LIAISON, NATIONAL 
CENTER FOR ST11TE COURTS 

;!,udge SHEHAN. Thank you, :M:r. Chairman. 
l.he Conference of Chief Justices is O'rateful for this opportunity 

to comment on the Di~pute R~solution Act as proposed in R.R. 2863 
and II.R. 3~19. "'if e SUPl?o.rt tIns legislat~on in principle and commend 
t~1(~ C01:nmelce and JllchclUry SubcommIttees for the th0l1O'htful con-
SIderatIOn ~hey have given to it. b 

I apprecIate the privilege of beinD' able to file this statement I will 
Ill~kl sOl:le general observations willI respect to the subject m~tter of 
t lIS lea~Ing, and then respond to such questions as may be considered 
approprIate. . 

,The Declaration of Indep~nclence has declared that all men are 11 eat~d equa~ and equally ~ntItled to life, liberty, and the pursuit of 
laPPll1(\s.s. 1\ ~ know that If over 200 million of our citizens are to 
Eursue hft;', lIberty, an~l happin~ss, each in his own way, there are 
01\~d to be many. confllct~ and ch~pu~es which require resolution. 

e InlOW that ll~ a .socl~ty wInch places gr(\at emphasis upon the 
manufacture and. chstrlbuhon of goods, particularly consumer D'oods 
m~IW of ~hese dIsputes "Ivill relate ~o. the products which are bl11ad~ 
a, al1able In ~uch. abun~lance to our cltlzens. Housing is essential. Fre
quently housmg .Is avaIlable only on a rental basis, so there are bound 
to be c.ontroversles and disputes snr~nging from "the relationship of 
~andlol~ and tenant. As our ,PopulatIOn tends to becol11(\ more urban
lze~, dl.awn toget~H;~r more tIghtly into the larg'e metropolitan areas, 
there 'WIll be ('onfl~cts between neighbors living in such proximity one 
to another ~s to bl'mg to the surface differences which in an eal'liel' and 
more agrarIan society might not have surfaced. ( < 
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'Ve Imow too that as family ties become less strong, as the commit
ments to family unity become less deeply felt, we will have our share 
of family diskn~t~s that re.quire resolution .. There is tL join~ Federal
State responsIblhty that dIsputes of these lnnds find resolutIOn .. From 
the standpoint of the citizens the problem is to find a method of dlsp~te 
resolution; to them, whether Federal or State governments proVIde 
it is not all that important. The imperative is that some method .be 
provided so that disputes can be resolved and people can get on wIth 
more constructive efforts in more productive fie1ds. 

That is why the Conference of Chief Justices has committed itself 
to the belief that the responsibility for the resolution of disputes, 
wh3ther they be minor or great, is a joint Federal and State respon
sibility. 'Ve have committed ourselves to cooperate with the institu
tions of Federal Government and most specifically the Congress of 
the United States, in exploring the problems and suggesting reasonable 
solutions for them. 

We believe that in many significant respects the Dispute Resolution 
Act, which for consideration by this joint committee, recognizes 
the proper allocation of authority and responsibility between Federal 
and 8tate Governments. 'We think it entirely appropriate, for example, 
that the Federal Goverllment establish an institution which would 
serve as a clearinghouse for information with respect to minor dis
putes, which would provide technical assistance to the States in pro
viding an answer to the small disJ?ute resolution problem, and which 
would make available seed money In some instances to get suitable pro
grams started. \iVe believe, however, that the basic responsibility for 
settlement of small disputes as woll as major disputes must continue 
to be in. the States. It is important to bear in mind that from a .stand
point of volume, somewhere behveen 90 and 95 percent of the dIsputes 
and controversies occurring in the United,states are and will continue 
to be resolve,d through State court systems. , 

It is important then that State court systems fulfill their responsibil
ity in addressing these problems and that the Federal Government be 
vigilant to avoid intruding in an area which by its nature is better 
reserved for the States. But insofar as the functions that are outlined 
in these bills are concerned, we see them as being appropriately Federal 
functions in providing flUlding, technical assistance, an informational 
clearinghouse. 

We think it important to recognize the role of the Federal Govern
ment calling to national attention the existence of SUelI problems as 
the inability of State court systems to provide effective means for the 
settlement of all minor disputes. We recognize and pay deference to 
the leadership of the Ohief Justice of the United States, and others, 
in directing our attention to the fact that there are many disputes 
which have not been given appropriate forum and that there are 
methods by which these disputes can be addressed and settled, such as 
mediation, conciliation, and arbitration, which could be employed 
more effectively than they have been in the past, but which should 
supplement State court systems and State court services rather than 
replace them. This is so because there exists wit1}in our State court 
systems an institutional character; a vast fund of experience in dispute 
resolution; established administrative structures; a deep commitment 
to the duty of resolving disputes in order to improve the well-being of 
the public generally. 
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In dealin~ with those problems, there should be no int~'usion upon 
the indepen' ence of State judicial systems or anJ:" allocatIOn of. func~ 
tion which is not fully consistent with (:he doctnne of separatIon of 
powers. This is th", reason why the Oonference of Ohief Justices has 
some reservations about the legislation, springing from the fact that 
the administrative authority, the fund allocation authority, is placed 
in the Office of the Attorney General of the United States, not for lack 
of confidence in that Office'or its incumbent, the fact is that we regard 
the Attorney General of the United States as one of the great exponents 
of the independence and worth of State court systems-but because we 
believe the problem to be as simple as this: 

If the Federal Government believes that the Office of the Attorney 
General of the United States as a part of the executive branch of the 
Government should not control the operation of the Federal court 
system then the Office of the Attorney General of the United States 
should'not significantly influence the'operation of State court systems 
by control of funding decisions or in other ways. . 

We apprec.iate the fact that the problem presented here IS not easy: to 
resolve. We have addressed it and now have a· task force report wh~ch 
has the a'r)}')roval of the executive committee of the Oonference of Oluef 
J ustices ~hich deals specifically with the question. . 

It proposes that the distribution of Federal fund? in .aid. of dIspute 
resolution in the States should be through a Federal Instltuhon created 
by the OonO'ress sepal'ate and independent from the executive depart-
ment of th~ Federal Government with policy decisions determined by 
a board comparable to the Legal Services Oorporation appointed by 
the Presi(l~nt, confirmed by the Senate, and made up of people .experl-
enced in State judicial systems. In due course a bill embo.dymg the 
creation of this institution will be presented for consideratIOn by the <1-

Congress. ... 
In the. States there have been experllnents 111 the field of dIspute res-

olution which are consistent with the principles which I have 111en-
tioned and which I think you will find useful to eXil,mine as you pro-
ceed further with analysis of this bin. 

Those with which I am most famiHar occurred in the State of 
~1i.J.lllesota where we have in Hennepin County, our most populous 
county, a conciliation court where we a,re able to .process some 30,090 
minor disputes per year at a t.otal cost of app.roxlll1utely $10 per chs-
pute with a user cost of approxnnately $2 per d~spute. 

The persons who act as judges, referees arbIters, wh~tever the pro-
per term might be considering their function, are not Judges, but a·re 
lawyers who are recruited or volunteer for the purpose an~ who. 'are 
able to carry O~lt what is gen~ril;ny reg~rd~~ us a very ~ffechve mm~r 
dispute resolutIOn process 'vntlnn the Juchclal sys~em ~tself. In a~dl-
tion the lllun~cipa.l court in the county of HennepIn d~v~rts to nelgl~-
borl~oocl resolution centers for conciliation and mechatIOn :approxI-
mately 10,000 matters which 'woul~ ~e 1l1isdemean~r'pr.osecuh~ns .Res-
olution on a neighborhood medIatIon and conCIlIatIon baSIS IS at 
approximately a 90-percent le;rel of s~lccess. .' , 

Of all the States In the Na,tlOll wluch have been able to put tog ethel 
minor dispute resolution mechanisms within the judicial systen~. I 
think that the State of .Florida. hus been most successful. I am. gom~ 
to defer any questions ,in that re~arcl t? Talbot D' Alem ~erte, who .IS L 

from Florida, whose dIrect expenell'ce 1S greater than mUle. He WIll 
be testifying shortly. 
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In summary, then, members of the committee, the Conference of 
Chief Justices supports H.R. 2863 and H.R. 37'19. \iVtj believe it would 
be better te cover both civil and criminal matters. 

We have the reservations which we have mentioned with respect 
to the placement of the authority for fund allocation in a part of the 
executive branch of the Federal Government. liVe tender as our salu

. tion to the difficulties the task force report and accompanying legis
lation which will soon be available to those of you who are interested 
in reading it. 

I would be pleased to respond to any questions. 
M~r. KASTENl\:I:EmR. Thank you, Chief Justice Sheran, for that state-

ment. It is very helpful. .,JI 

Both the subcommittees are aware of the work of the Conference 
of Chief Justices and the State judicial task force that has produced a 
report which I think many of us would like to avail ourselves of at 
some time in the future on the sensitive question of Federal-State 
judicial relations. 

In that regard, to what. extent do you see the minor dispute mecha
nisms created as .xtensions of or adjuncts to the State courts rather 
than as alternatives that might incidently handle matters which might 
otherwise go to the State judiciary. 

If in fact they are the latter, then it seems to me the question be
comes what is the interest of the State iudicary and will Federal fund
ing conflict with this interest. Depending on how one answers may be 
very important. So, are these dispute resolution mechanisms exten
sIons of or adjuncts to the State judiciary, or are they quite sepa.rate 
and different animals ~ 

Judge SHEHAN. To begin with, :i\£r. Chairman, I acknowledge that 
if mediation, conciliation, and arbitration employed in minor dispute 
resolutions are separate and distinct from the judicial process, the 
concerns that I have expressed may not be relevant. 

But it is very difficult to have an effective mediation, arbitration, or 
conciliation service without being able to move the problem into the 
court systems for enforcement. 

The enforcement of judgments would have to be done by recording 
the judgment in a court employing the mechanism for judgment en
forcement through the courts. NeIghborhood resolution of disputes 
which might otherwise be misdemeanors, for example, cannot be fully 
effective unless someone makes a determination in the court system 
that the case be diverted from criminal prosecution to neighborhoou 
resolution or conciliation. 

Conciliation or mediation at a neighborhood level is going to be 
more effective if the participants know that the alternative is a return 
to court, and the processing of misdemeanor complaints. 

In short, Mi .. Chairman, my view is, and our experience in Minne
sota. suggest it to be a fact that processes of dispute resolution in 
the neighborhood of minor disputes are inextricably interwoven with 
the State judicial system. 

If I am mistaken in that, and that is a judgment matter for this 
joint committee, then the other concerns that I have expressed are 
less significant. 

Mr. F.....ASTEN1.:I:EmR. I suspect you are correct, although one model 
that was discussed last year with the subcommittee in great detail-
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in the San Francisco area, appeared to be a mechanism unrelated to 
th~ State ,court system, excepting insofar as perhaps a district attorney 
:nay know of a case and may acquiesce in its being disposed of in an 
mforlhal way. . 

On the other hand, as you suggest, many other mechanisms can 
clearly be tied to the judicial system. 

Judge SEERA.N. I think in fairness this should be said: 
.State.cour.t systems should not try to impress their modes of dealing 

WIth tlnngs upon other forms of dispute resolution if they can work 
as .well or alm~st as well separated from the court system. I have 
?erIOus reservatIOns as to whether it can be done but I think that 
IS a judgment call for this joint committee. ' 

]\tIro ICAsTEN1.!EmR. I would now like to yield to Chairman Richard
son Preyer, the gentleman from North Carolina. 

.Mr. PRE~~. Th.ank you, :i\ir. Chairman, and I am honored to sit 
WIth your dIstIngUIshed committee here today. 
. :i\ir. Chief Jus~ice, :ve ::ppreciate having you here. I used to be a 
Judge and my WIfe stIll hkes to hear people call me Judge since she 
says that makes her feel that I have:1 real job. 

!- wanted to ask you, as far as the administrative procedures of 
thIS go, you suggest something like a State Justice Institute that 
w~uld 1;>e set up federally ?ut would be. an independent body, some
~hmg h~r~ the Legal SerVIces CorporatIon. One problem with that 
IS a politICal problem, a kind of problem I didn't have to deal with 
when ~ was a judge, namely, that right now the public is skeptical 
o~ settIng up a lot .of new institutions. In fact, we are busy trying to 
dIsmantle some, trymg to put an agency out of business. 
L~t me ask you the way you might ask a doctor for his second best 

adVIce., Assmning that 'political imperative was such that we felt we 
co.uld~l t set up a new: ll:dependent agency, do you see any other in
stIt~ltIOns that are eXI~tIng today that I:light be able to do the job ~ 

] or example, somethmg called the N atlOnal Center for State Courts 
could they handle this situation or the Federal Judicial Center ~ D~ 
you know of any existing bodies that might be able to handle this ~ 

Judge SEER . .'lN. I would like to answer that question in two parts: 
The fact of the matter is that Federal funds have been made avail

able to State cO~lrt systems p!-,incipally through the LEAA for the 
past 10 years, WIth the allocatIon of these funds being made through 
the LEAA, which is a part of the Office of the Attorney General of 
the United States. 

I ",:ould have to .ack.no~ledge, and I think this would be true of 
pl'a?tlcally every duef Justlce, the Federal funds that. have been made 
aVaIlable have beel~ made available with a minimum of intrusion upon 
State court operatIOns and hu;ve been llsed with O'reat success. So it 
can be done and is being done. But we have had ~ss success than we 
wou~d ~ul:ve had if we had llOt been involved in a process which treats 
the ]~ldIClUry, t~ system of corrections and a system of criminal appre
henSIOn, as bemg all part of one homogeneous mass. Restraints on 
"what ",ve were able to do have come from that. I think that we would 
have been able to direct. the e:nployment of these f~lllds more effectively 
ha~ we not ~he .separatIOn of powers problem whIch I have mentioned 
before. But It dId work and good results were achieved. 
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People have looked to other institutions as being a better place to 
put the authority. One thought was the Federal Judicial Center which, 
though it is a Federal agency, is a part of the judicial branch of 
Government, more closely related to the State judiciaries. But my 
impression. is that the Federal judiciary is not interested in taking on 
the problem of allocating Federal funds to State courts, theirposi
tion being, as best I understand, that if they perform the functions of 
operating a Federal judicial system, this is about as much as they are 
equipped to do or care to do. 

The National Center for State Courts is an institution which is 
policy-directed by State court systems. At the National Center at Wil
liamsburg, it has a staff of people who provide aid and technical assist
ance to the States. But my impression is that the National Center for 
State Courts has not wanted to assume the responsibility of fund allo
cations as between competing activities in the States or as between 
competing States. It has felt that its function should be to act on a 
contract basis for the States or State agencies carrying out a project 
employing their technical skill and resources to inlplement a funding 
determination already made. The National Center of State Courts 
would have a very significant role to play were we to move ahead with 
the State Institute for Justice, but it would be in the form of imple
menting programs which had been.decided upon by the State Institute 
of Justice rather than making the funding and policy decisions that 
would have to precede the implementation program. 

In summary, I must acknowledge that there are ways of doing it 
other than the establishment of a separate corporate entity. Our be
lief is that to establish such an enti ty would be much the better way to 
accomplish the same Tesults with greater efficiency. The political prob
lems that follow from that I don't profess to have any particular 
competence in dealing with. 

Mr. PREYER. Thank you. 
~Ir. KASTEN~IEIER. The gentleman from 1\1ichigan, Mr. Sawyer. 
Mr. SAWYER. I have just a couple of reservations and I would like 

to just throw them out to see what your response is, Justice Sheran. ,V ouldn't this function seem to fit more properly with t.he opera
tion of a prosecutorial office or a district attorney's office ~ I know 
from experience that a nUil1ber of these offices delegate a couple of 
lawyers to handling these matters, since most of them really are kind 
of quasi-petit criminal in nature. For example, somebody throwing 
garbage over somebody's fence, or trespassing, or hitting somebody's 
kid or something like that. 

Don't you think that such offices are a proper place as opposed to a 
judicial system for handling these matters ~ 

:NIl'. SHERAN. In Hennepin County, that is where the responsibility 
is placed-in the city prosecutor's office-and it works out effectively, 
but I think it works out effectively because the city prosecutor and 
the HelUlepin County court administrator have worked out between 
themselves a method' of operation that makes it possible for them to 
cooperate, effectively. 

1\11'. SAWYER. I was It county prosecutor. For awhile we delegated 
two lawyers to,spend their time on this. They used to a~ectiona~ely 
call it the "bitcl1er's bench," because you kind of got that Impres~IOn. 
Until they are in that business I don't think anyone fully apprecIates 
the volume of these neighborhood disputes, that just seem to fester 
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and go on. They are not called to a lawyer's attention normally, .and 
probably not much to a judge's either. I-!owever:, tl~ey are certamly 
there, and they are tinder for all kinds of more serIOUS tr0;tb~e. Up 
until recently we just could not afford to allocate lawyers tIme to 
these matters, it would keep the lobby full all day. . . 

It just seems to me, though, tha:t most of these k;mds of complaInts 
come initially to the police agenCIes, who then pohtely refer them to 
the prosecuting attorney's office, because they do not know what to do 
with them. Then it is sort of the buck stops there and you, try to work 
the problems out. I just wonder if. maybe LE~, assumIng we 'Y~re 
going to go with such a program, I Just wond~r If maybe LEAA ~l1ght 
not be an agency that coul~l handle tl~at lund of proble.m. It IS. an 
agency already in place WhI~h deals WIth the prosecutonal f~ctIOn 
quite extensively and also WIth the courts. What would you thInk of 
that approach ~ 

Mr. SHERAN. The significant work that ~ know about ~las been done 
through the city prosecutor's office. The CIty prose~utor s office has to 
work with the courts, No.1, in securing diverSIOn of cases from 
the misdemeanor calendar to the neighborhood settlement process. It 
must look to the courts to deal with the fines or ~mprisonment for. those 
people who come back in the court system as mIsdemeanants subJect to 
prosecution. . b 't . 

Mr. SAWYER. Most of the types of disputes I am talkmg a out, 1 IS 
up to the pros~cutor to intro~uce them .Into the cour~ system: Usually 
these are the kmds of petty dIsputes wInch are potentIally.serIous, that 
you try and work out, know~ng that the court s:rst~m IS burdened. 
Since these cases are already m the court s~stem, It IS t;ot so much a 
question of diverting them before they are Introduced mto the court 
system. 

Mr. SHERAN. Before charge ~ 
Mr. SAWYER. Right. 
Mr. SHERAN. Yes. . d f h' 
Mr. SAWYER. Which is where 90-odd percent of the kIn sot Ings 

I am talking about are. . 
Mr. SHERAN. To the extent that it is true, that you can deal WIth 

these problems without involv.ing the ~ourt syst~m, then I see no reason 
why the court system should Impose ItS ~uthorIty .on ~he process. 

In the county in whi~h I have expel'leI1?e, whIch IS the co~nty of 
Hennepin, t~ey deal ~lth 10,000 mlnor dIsputes throu~h~.neIghbor
hood resolutIOn center In the course of a year at an apploxImate cost 
or fl.ronnel $40. Throngh our ronciliation (,Ollrt, system we resolve 30,000 
problems in the civil, n~t in the ~riminal field, at a {!ost of about $10 a 
unit. If you can categorIze the ~Isl;mtes and take those out of the court 
system that are not affected by It In any way, I see no l:eason wl?-y the 
court system should be turf protecting, so to speak, In the dIspute 
resolution department. . 

I think that the bulk of disputes includin~ small disputes t1:re gOIng 
to find their way into court one way or anotner to be dealt WIth effec
tively and if I am right in that-I am not 100 percent sure that I am
then i think the State court system should have some significant part 
in the decisionmakin~ process at the State level. 

:Mr. SAWYER. ThanK: you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That is all. 
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Mr. KAsTENl\mffiR. The gentleman from, California, :Mr. Danielson. 
Mr. DANffiLSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. . 
NIl'. Chief Justice, it is a pleasure to hear you again. I tend to share 

some of the feelings of all of my colleagues here apparently. NIy con
cept of what we ought to be d~ing may n<;>t be exactly ~m all. fours 
with all of them, but I do not tlul,lk that ultImately the mInor dIspute 
resolution should be a Federal function. . 

We are dealing with people at the really genuinely grassroots ~ev~~J, 
and I really do not see much of an approprIate role for Federal JurIS
diction. I do hope we can do something, however, in the way of financ
inO" the experimental basis for dispute resolution so that we can have 
so~e models set up, we can carry out the experimentation as to what 
works and what does not work, and hopefully State, county, and local 
O"overnments will take advantage of the experience and then go ahead 
:nd do it themselves. 

I fully agree with .fifr. Preyer. We have already entered into an 
era of austerity. ~hose who think it is just coming I do.not think a~e 
really in touch WIth the home communIty to~ well .. 1 tlll~lk the publIc 
will accept the use of Federal funds to experIment In tIns matter and 
set up pilot projects, but today not a permanent involv~m~nt. . . 

As to Mr. Sawyer's comments, the gentleman from .~1lClllgan, It IS 
true that district attorneys, prosec~ting attorneys, receIve a gre~t ~eal 
of this sort of work that comes In off the street I guess or IS 'Just 
referred there, but I think that a lot of people in the area that I rep
resent are sort of turned off against courts, against prosecuting attor
neys, and we have a city attorney in Los Angeles who is a ciVIl coun
terpart of the prosecuting attorney, not the criminal part. A lot of 
people are very reluctant if not afraid to come in and talk to these 
people. When they see a city hall, they go the other way, and that is 
why I would really Eke to see the dispute resolution facilities out in 
the neighborhoods, where people can attend them without feeling that 
they are going to court. 

Most of the people in my district who would use these services can
not stand the sight of a courthouse or the sound of the word lawyer 
or court. It is just something that they do not want, so if we can work 
in that direction-and I am supporting the bill. I think the role of the 
Federal Government here should be to provide a little bit of financing 
and some experimentation and sort of an overall assistance to State 
and local government until we get these progr~ms on the way', but 
then I think we should get out of the way. That IS really my attItude. 

I certainly welcome your experience from :Hennepin County. I know 
you people have done very well up there. I think people do well in 
many parts of the world, but. we are talking about, as ~1r. Sawyer 
said, quasi-criminal and small civil matters, but nevertheless very 
heated, and we have got to find some way to calnl them down. 

I thank you. I yield back my time. 
Nfl'. :K.aSTENl\fEffiR. The gentleman from North Carolina, Mr. Gudger. 
Mr. GUDGER. Thank you, ~1r. Chairman. I merely want to thank 

Chief Justice Sheran for bringing us this important message and 
pointing out ultimately such attempts at resolution of grievances and 
disputes as may be und.ertaken by a.rbitration and similar fmlCtions 
may have to reiy upon the courts for enforcement, and'that the prob
lem of simple process still is a judicial and an administration of justice 
function, 'Yhere the court's interest must be recognized. 
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I am particularly gratified to see this Resolution No 2 ad t d 
~e.bruary l?,.il~ which the Oonference of Chief Justices ;eco(gniie:th~~ 
~ t IS prbpei fO! tI~e yongress to relate to this problem, and feels that 
1 cjn e c <;me wIthlll the constitutional and other strictures which 
you lave pOlllted out to us. Thank you for your comments 

~fr. SHEHAN. Thank you.' . 
~~r. IUd STENl\mffiR .. The ,committee thanks you for your appearance 

agaIn to ay, .fifr. JustIce Sller,e,ll. 
fhat con1cludes testimony from Chief Justice Sheran. The I-:Iouse is 

vO[RIng on t le floor, and the committee will recess for 10 minutes ecess.] . 
Ml'.lC.ASTENl\IEffiR. The committee will come to order. 
N <;>w we, are very p.1eased to hear from our second witness, Prof. 

DanIel J . .fif~ador, ASSIstant Attorney General Department of Justice 
~d' ~~e!tdor ~s head of tlle Department's Office' of Improvements in th~ 

nll~llstratlOn of Justice. He has been of enormous help to the sub
commIttee and to the House Judiciary Oommittee. 

F~)l' ~lY c.~llea¥ues I would like to fist some of llis credentials. Before 
c.onung t? \1 a.sIllng~on.fi1r . .fi1eador was professor of law at the Univer
sty 01 Vll'glllIa.; pl'lor to that, dean of the University of Alabama Law 

CdlOO , a Fulbl'lght scholar, a law clerk to Chief Justice HuO"o Black 
an an author of.a l~umber of books and articles. b, 

. Thfough<;>ut Ius lI~e h~ h~s b~'~n a motivating force behind improv
mg t le delIvery of JustIce In tile 'United States. Indeed we are sad
~ened by the thought of losing him back to law teachinO" il~ August but 
III a~y event, a great deal of what he: has been intere~ted in is b~illO" 
P~lt~ssefl by the Congres,s, a~d assw11111g that some good portion of it 
:VI In act be. e~lact~d, ~t WIll be a testimonial to his work and Iris 
11rfiuence and Ius mspIratlOll in the past several years. 

I am pleased to greet Professor ~1eador. 
Professor ':Meador, you may wish to introduce your colleague. 

TESTIMONY OF DANIEL J. MEADOR, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY 
GENERAL, OFFICE FOR IMPROVEMENTS IN THE ADMINISTRA. 
TION OF JUSTICE, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE ; ACCOMPANIED 

,BY PROFESSOR MAURICE ROSENBERG, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF LAW 

, l\1r., ~1EADOR. Thank you, :NIl'. Chairman. I appreciate those generous 
1 emarll..s. I am heartened by the prospect that some leoislation will O"et enacted. 5 ( b 

r ~ith me today is Prof. j)faurice Rosenberg of the Columbia Unib elsIty ASch?ol of Law. 1-Ie has been nominated by the President to 
ecom~ SSIstant !\'~torn~y General to head the Office for Improve

ments In the .Adm~llstratlOn of Justice commencinO" in Auo'ust when j depart" s~lbJect, of cOlU'S~, to the anti~ip.ated agreel;;ent of the Senate. 
; . Ul~l delIghted to have hlln here. ~-:Ie IS 11?- town today, and I thouO"ht 
It would. be a welcome .opportumty to Introduce him to these fwo 
~UbC?mmIttees and to tlus process that our Office is so often involved 
III WIth the ConoTess. 

1 a~ delight~d to. haye this opportunity again to testify for the 
Departme~t of JustIce In support of the Dispute Resolution Act I 
have submItted a statement for the record, and I would like simply'to 
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supplement that briefl.y and then answer whatever questions the com
mittee may have. 

:Mr. ~STEN~IEIER. '~Tithout objection, of course, your statement will 
be receIved for the record. . 

[The statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF DANIEL J. MEADOR, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, OFFICE FOR 
IMPROVEMENTS IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE 

lVIr. Chairmen and J?embers of the subcommittees: It is a pleasure to appear 
before. these sUbcomJ.1uttees on behalf of the Department of Justice in support of 
t~e DlsI.mte .ResolutIOn Act (S. 423, R.R. 2863 and H.R. 3719). Dispute resolu
tIOn leglslatlOn, as endorsed by the President in his February 27 1979 mes
sage on civil justice reform, can contribute significantly to the provision ~f full 
and equal access to justice for the people of the United States. 

A basic requirement in iproviding access to justice is the establishment of 
~pee~y and inexpensive forums for the resolution of disputes. Traditionally, 
~n ~h~s count.ry, courts have been the principal official institutions through whic:q. 
llldlvldual rlghts have been protected and the civil and criminal laws have 
been enforced. In the past, courts were forums of last resort for disagreements 
that were severe enough to benefit from the procedural formality of a trial. 
Numerous less formal public and prirate institutions were used to settle the 
relatively minor disputes of everyday life. These institutions included -justices 
of the peace, neighborhood policemen, churches, schools, and the family. In con
temporary American life, however, the role of these institutions has diminished. 
As a result, today many minor disputes either go unresolved or else find their 
way into court. Those that are unresolved often grow into larger controversies 
that cause anguish to individuals and sometimes lead to violence and criminal 
activity that can cost society dearly. 

Those minor disputes that result in court action often enter a forum that is 
not ideally suited to resolve them. Courts depend for their legitimacy upon a de
gree of procedural formality, including adherence to rules of evidence and pro
cedure and the right of appeal, all of which contribtue to the need for representa
tion by counsel. Each of these elements may help to produce accurate findings 
and impartial justice, but each increases the cost and delay of dispute resolu
tion. Consequently, the expense of resolving a small dispute through full-blown 
adjudication may exceed the value of what is at stake. This expense is borne 
not only by the parties to a dispute but also by society as a whole. Courts are 
expensive to maintain, and the more they are burdened with disputes that belong 
in other forums, the less efficient they become at handling the business for which 
they were designed. 

Additionally, adjudication is not the process best suited for the settlement of 
all controversies. It requires that there be a winner and a loser, and it focuses 
on the immediate matter in issue and does not examine and consider the under
lying relationship between the parties. Indeed, judicial procedure by its nature 
is adversarial and tends to intensify hostile attitudes. It is, therefore, often 
inappropriate for solving controversies in which the parties share an ongoing 
associa tion. 

Because certain types of disputes are best resolved through some mechanism 
other than a trial, we cannot provide a remedy for all controversies simply by 
increasing access to traditional courts. Although streamlining court procedures 
will help to reduce problems of cost and delay and will allow the court to 
process more disputes of the type they can most effectively handle, it is neces
sary to explore and employ non-judicial alternatives to dispute resolution as 
well. Rather than attempting to force disputes into existing forums, we must 
experiment with new forums that are adapted to fit the disputes. 

In line with that approach, the Department of Justice has established three 
experimental Neighborhood Justice Centers that employ mediation techniques 
to resolve disputes. Experiences to date show that the major categories of cases 
involve disputes between landlords and tenants, consumers and merchants, neigh
bors, and family members. During the first year of their operation, the three Cen
ters resolved a total of 1,614 cases, 1,014 through hearings and 600 in the pre
hearing process. The final evaluation report on these Centers will not be available 
until next fall, but we find these preliminary results encouraging. They have 
strengthened our belief that further experimentation with alternative approaches 
to dispute resolution is warranted. 
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0_ .-\'llY of the bills now before these subcommittees, S. 423, R.R. 2863 and R.R. 
0119, would allow the federal government to playa constructive yet appropriately 
limited role in fostering experimentation in this area of primarily local concern. 

. The bills each have two principal components. One is a dispute resolution 
resource center that would act as a national clearinghouse of information and 
experience 011 minor dispute procedures. The proposed center would make the 
information it gathered available to each state, it would conduct research and 
demonstration projects, and it would provide technical assistance to state and 
10('al governments and ooher interested groups to imp1,'ove existinO' mechanisms 
for dispute resolution and to create new ones. b 

TIle sec?nd component. :"ould cons~st 'of a seed money gr:mt program that 
would asslst states, locahtI,es, and prlvate nonprofit organizations in establish
~ng new or impr.o\:ing' exis.t~g dispute resoluti'on mechanisms. The gTant program 
lS carefully deslgned to hmlt the federal role to that of assisting in the initia
t.ion qi projects without assuming continuing long-term financial responsibility 
for the support of these projects. Under ohe program, applications would be sub
mitted to the Department of Justice by the agency or organization that would 
operate the project. Federal funding for a l)roject woU'ld begin to taper off after 
the second year for 'whicA funds wereavaiIable under both Rouse bills and after 
the first year under S. 423. Funding would terminate altogebher after the fourth 
yenr. 

Under both Ronse bills the grant program is structured to promote experimen
tn.tiOl.l "dth innovative ,'Proposals b;y requiring the Attorney General-pursuant 
to criteria established in conjunction with an Advisory Board which he would 
'appoint-to consider the national need for experience wioh a particular type of 
program. The Attorney General and the Board, however, would also be required 
to take into account the population density and financialneecl of states in which 
applicants are located, in order to ensure that the money will reach those areas 
,..,,11ere it is most needed. 
, The grant program will allow support for mechanisms to resolve disputes in a 
variety of substantive areas and a variety of general and specialized forums. For 
ill stance, to rpsolYe disputes involving family members or consumers, the Pro
gram could fund projects that are not limited to any single subject matter snch 
ns Neighborhood Justice Centers; the program could, however, also fund special
ized projects such as consumer action programs or family dispute mediation 
eenters. General and specialized forums could be funded to handle other inter
personal disputes .such as those bebveen neighbors, and other economic relation
ships such as those involving landlords and tenants. 

It is expected that the program will fund formal, as well as informal, dispute 
resolution mechanisms. Formal approaches to minor dispute resolution, such as 
small claims courts, would benefit from tIle program. Although some. localities 
have succ~ssfully established small claims courts, other communities have been 
IE'f;S successful or have not tried to develop such mechanisms. This program would 
help to generalize the e:\.-perience of the more successful communities, as well 
as to fund experiments to improve aspects of the operation of existing small 
claims courts-for example, through the improvement of means for enforcing 
small claims judgments. This broad range of experimental programs will help 
us to determine what disputes are best suited to what means of alternative 
resolution. 

'1'he bills place administration of the Dispute Resolution Program with tIle 
Attorney General and leave to his discretion the specific location of the vrogram 
in the Department of Justice. We think that discretion is best left to him because 
of the number of unresolved variables remaining. Until the amount and sources 
of fnnding available to the program are determined, it will be difficult to assign 
rt:'sponsibility within the Department. At this point, however, it seems clear that 
the Office for Improyements in the A,dministration of Justice will play some role 
in administering the program, though the exact parameters of that involvement 
luwe not been determined. 

There is experience within the Department of Justice in the administration of 
g'l'ant programs. i\Iy office directs the Federal Justice Research Program which 
awards cOl~tl'acts far the conduct of research into various aspects of onr justice 
~ysten1. '1'he Depru·tment's Antitrust Division administers a grant program to 
state attorneys general to bolster state l'ufOrcemellt of antitrust laws. In addi
tion, of course, tIle Law Enforcement Assistnnce Administration c1i~trihutes hun
dreds of millions of dollars evel'Y year in grant money to states, localities, and 
private organizations. Consequently, there is no dearth of exvertise or precedent 
for the mmlngement of the grant progrnm '''ithin the Department. 
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·'k ise would be determined by the Attor~ 
The location of the r~s?';lrce ceni~r bl~ :: arrange with private non-profit orga-

ney General. One posslbl~l~y wo.u. for the operation of the resource center. 
nizations thr?ugh competltiV~bPI~~I~~Oid large operating expenses an~ the crte1a
In this way, It would be POSSl e h'l at the same time drawmg on le 
tion of new bure~ucratic sttr,!ct%~g'd~p~:e resolution field. Alternatively,. the 
knowledge of outsIde e~per .S l!l·t to the grant program, wherever that mIght center could be located III proximi y 

be. . a tment of Justice supports adoption of, tl~e I wish to emphasIze that th~ 1?ep l' rimental program. We do not belieH 
Dispute Resolution Act as ahmited, expe 'OOTam Rather it should be fundecl 
that it should be a separate, newlra:t P{ y~ars 1980 and 1981. This approach 
out of existing ,Department fundStr~In :~~eral spending while responding to the is consistent wIth the need o.res 

justice reqUirement~ of o~r s~cIety. el communities to provide effectiy~ re-
In conclusion, tIns legislab~n W~~ld ~ P By experimenting with alternatlYes 

dl'E'sS -for a broad range of m~ll'or ISpU et~~O' under strict rules of evidence and 
to a formal hearing b~fore a J~ldg~~,~:~~ f~r but considerably less ~ostly and 
l)l'ocedure, we can POlll~ the ~~y Department of Justice supports the prompt 
time consuming resolntIons. e. ' luable IProO'ram. 
enactment of legislation t.o create tbl.S va °t I t to commend both 

O b I If f the DeI)artmen wan .. 1\1:1'. nmADOR. n e la o. l' t d for schedulmg tIns 
subcommittees fo,r co~la~ra~lng Ow ~ ~~a~~ t~~ hope and expectati(;>ll 
hearing so early ~n tIns. olloress: that these subcommittees wIll 
voiced by the chaIrman Just ~ 1f1l11.arl asc a hi O'h deO'ree of consensus. 
work together a~lc1 pro~uc~ ~ ~l ':~.ld~~T~lopment to 1977. At th~t time, 

These three bInS go ac \. III lel d widespread deO'ree of . Interest 
and as a result of a high .~egree ~nolution there we~e considerable 
in this whole matter. of ~hspute leTS uld en~ble the Federal Govern
discussions about leglsla~lOn tl~lt \\to limited role in the development 
ment to playa constructIve nn\. ye b f conversations among rep
of this movement. There ~ere a n~:~e~so and aO'e~cies of the Gov-
resentatives from e~ecc-utne, depa~'vate O'roups lawyers, judges, ~nd 
ernment, n1:embers 0,( lon.gretssd, J?Il the d~velop~lent of S. 957, wInch others. That process cu mma e In 

passed the S~nate in ~heh9fJhi C~ng::;s. as the chairman noted, one by 
Two hearIngs were e .. as y 'd s ou know the I-Iouse took 

{'Inch of these two subcommIttees. I!ldee ,a y. 'f v'ote bu'" was not 
\,;< t1 fl Tl bIll O'ot a maJorlvY IJ. 
up the matter on le 001'. tl ~~ J °quirement under the susp.enslon enacted because of the two- lUClS re 

I'u] e. l' . . 1 to underscore the fact The point in my reciting all ?f t lIS ~s Sllnp y . eration from a wide 
that the )Jill has had a bsulb.stanttll ~lefi~~e l~~i~~~i~n is now ripe for perspectIve, and we e leve Ia b • 

enactment. . . b t through a set of con~h-
The interest TIl tIns measure comes a ou t' d by Chief JustIce-. . t 1 . 1 have been men lOne 

tions In om? SOCle r tv.:l~ll < t any lenO'th. I would, though, un~er'" 
Sheran. I 'Y~ n?t C 0 ,atl t l:mk~ep in m~d the conditions in sOClety ccore that It IS unpor an 0 •• • d t 
;vhich this 'Y~o~e II!0vemen~ andjtll:;; bill :be~U;:£ p~~pje live together, 

In -~ny .clVlhzat~on ;,vhere a a:~:O'~~f controversies erupting frolll.: 
there Ineyltably wllld~u a ;hol~ Is~)r~ad out alouO' a spectrum. On the
time to tlme. These ISpU es ~Ie .I: '1 irritants bthat 0'0 away almost 
one er:

d
, there are the ,yery mlll1n: ~;'t1O'~t settled quickly het'Y2en t~le 

as q~nckly as th~y. all:se, 0' or ~~\h~e minor things on throug!l dIS
partIes. Controversl1iilian

j1e f d 'rritatinO' which require some lund of 
putes that are n:-ore 

C cu. dan 1 t to re~~lve And tlley ra.nge all the-third-party aSSIstance or JU gmcn . . 
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way to the other extreme, to the most violent and large-scale disputes 
that can disrupt whole segments of society. 

Now in Anglo~American history, We have had quite an array of 
nleans for resolving this spectrum of disputes. These means have in
volved both the formal and the informal, the official and the unofficial. 

As Chief Justice Sheran mentioned, in this country we have un
fortunately ·suffered an erosion of many of the institutlons and means 
which, in decades gone by, haye worked to iron out many of these dis
putes. It isa sad fact, and we need not here go into the causes, that 
nistitutions such as the school, the family, and others have diminished 
in their authority and influence. The result has been something of a 
void in American life today in the requisite array of informal ways 
and means of settling disputes. 

That vacuum has, in turn, resulted in two things. One is that many 
disputes simply are not getting resolved very well at all, and there
fore are causing festering irritatio.ns in society, and sometimes escalat
ing into eVen worst disputes. The other result has been an overreliance 
on the courts. There has been this overreliance because the demise of 
alternative llleans has meal').t that there has been nowhere else to go in 
many situations. . 

There has also been an overreliance on the courts because of the 
.A .. merican tendency to overdo almost everything. liVe tend-to overwork 
and overdo good things. \i\T e build automobiles too large, use too much 
gasoline, use too much electricity, and so on, across wide areas of life. 
And so it has been with the courts. I-listorically they have proved to 
be very yaluable institutions in American life, and hence there has 
Come to. be a tendency to overrely on them, even for situat.ions where 
they are not the best suited institutions. 

Courts are not the best means for handling many disputes, for 
several reasons. One is that they are toe expensive. It snnply costs 
too much to go ~o c()~n·t in relation to what is at stake in many instances. 
A lot of work IS bemg done to reduce expense, but even with the best 
of luck it is going to be quite a while before we make any real head
way on that. Even then, it is doubtful that we will ever get to the 
point where, for a good many disputes, the expense of. going through 
a judicial process is reasonable in relation to what is involved. 

...t~ second reason why courts are not the best means for settling some 
disputes is a more subtle and intangible matter of incollvenience, cost 
to the parties in terms of emo.tional upset and inVOlvement, loss of 
t.ime from jobs and other activities. Delay is a serious problem also. 
A lot of work is likewise being done on this problem, but here aganl, 
even with the best of progress, it is going to be ql1.ite a while before 
we make substantial headway in reducing those undesirable byprod
ucts of the ju~icial process. In any event, it is unlikely we will ever 
resolve them In a wholly satisfactory mamler. 

A third reason why courts are not the best institutions for resolv
ing many disputes is that the judicial process is not well adapted to 
some kinds of problems; SOllle kinds of controversies. The jlldicial 
process is all adversary process. It tends to. sharpen hostillties, to 
harden positions, to result in all eithe-r/or stance and an either/or out
come. There are situations, especially where you have relatively close 
and ongoing relationships among the disputants, where that land of 
process is not the best adapted to aclrieve a lasting and sound solu
tion. This is most easily visible, I think, in the internal family dis-
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pute, but it can also be seen in disputes betwee.n neighbors, possibly 
between landlords and tenants, and other situations where you are 

., clealing not hetween strangers but between people who have ongoing 
relationships and will continue to have relationships long after a 
particular dispute has gone away. 

'l'herefore. because of this whole combination of factors-conditions 
jn society, the inappropriateness of courts as a means for settling 
certain types of disputes-the movement has gained momentum in 
recent years to look for other ways to solve problems. As a result, 
there is a search for so-called alternatives to the courts or alternative 
dispute-re?olving procedures. This is a healthy move~nent, and it 
should be fostered, stimulated, and encouraged. That IS what Con
,gress can do through enactment of this legislation. 
. This is not a situation of second-class justice as against first-class 
justice, although it has been characterized ill that way by a few people. 
In my view, that is an inappropriate way to look at. the .. matter .. To use 
!an analoo-y, if a merchant has' the problem of dehverlll@: a dIamond 
Ting acro~s tOWJl, he can.do that through dispatching a deIiveryman 

.111. a 4-cylinc1er small car or eVen 011 a inotorbike. On the other hand, 
1.f a merchant has the problem of delivering a refrigerator across town, 
l1e has to have something else-a pickup truck, a van, or some other 
much larger vehicle. '. . 

That is nota questlOn of first-class or second-class deln:el:Y means. 
It is a matter of tailoring the means to the problem that IS lllyolye~. 
And so it is with disputes. Disputes run across.this whole spe?trunlln 
size. in nature, and we need means that are taIlored to the chspute at 
hand. It is not necessary to have the same kind of process for every 
kind of di!:lpute. . . ' .' . " ' . 

AUlmderstancling of thIS concept hesat the heart of tlns mOVeme!lt 
to provide a-! nonjudicial alterl1ative to resolve certain types of (hs-
putes~ I tJ:ink it is very ~portan~. • T 

There IS much expermlentatlOn now gomg on. "Y ou have heard 
some of these alternatives mentioned by Chief Justice She ran when 
he discussed the l\{inllesota program. You will hear from other wit
nesses'in the course of these hearings about other projects. other pro
cechll~es that ~re now in 'place, and you of course kno~ ab?ut the ne~gh
borhood justIce c~nters that. t~e Department of ~ ustIce 1~ sp?nsormg. 

All of these I VIew as eXperlll1ental. I-Iolmes saId, "AU hfe IS expel'l
ment:" I think that is particularly true in this search for new and 
a1tern~tive dispute-resolving pro~edures. ,;Ve do not want to ~et our
s('lves Into a concrete mold too qUIckly. We do not want to deCl~e now 
Toran time what is the best means or whether the procedure IS best 
located at "this agency or that agency.,Ve need the greatest possible 
degree of flexihi.lity 3,I~d experimentation at this stage, so tl!at we call 
learn more over a perIOd of years ahead. After w~ have gaIned some 
experience. we can ~Tadually evolve the hest deSIgn for procedures 
to resolve t11e differi~g types of disputes. That is the idea behind these 
bills. ' 

Anyone of these three bins would further that proce3S. and the 
Department of Justice is happy to support anyone of the three. They 
are'substantially similar, with only a few small differences among 
them, and the Department has no strong preference. We encourage 
the enactment of anyone of the three or any hybrid combination of the 
three •. 
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The program is pla~ed in the Department of Justice by all three of 
these, bIlls. That 10catlOn of the program evolved out of the processes.
runnmg back to 1977. There was no clear consensus early on as to> 
where the program could best be located. I think the fact is that there: 
is no, ideal location. There can be arguments made against anyone' 
locatIon. 

In a 'vay,. the Department of Justice came into it almost by default .. 
N 0 o~her agency or organization seemed to want it or seemecl to think 
t1~at, It was the best place, ,and the Department of Justice agreed, and 
WIllIngly agreed, to take It on. I-Iowever, an affll'mathre case can be 
made for the Department of Justice as the location for the proo-ram. 

~10re und more in recent years, we have come to realize that the 
Department of Justice has a much broader function in our Govern
llfent and in the life of the country than law enforcement investiga
tIon and ~dvocacy as the Government' lawyer. I like to think of it as 
un evolutIOn toward what ~you mig-ht call a "ministry of justice" con
~ept .. ,Ve have a'~eadersl~ip role to l)lay in improving j11stice at all levels 
III tIns country, In SP.Ottlllg pr~blel~1s in the justice systems of the State 
and ;F~der~l courts, In aclva~lclllg Ideas to cure those problems, ancl in 
ad~ln!.~~crmg progl.'ams whIch foster the improvement in the quality 
of ]U8"I"e. 

The c~isput,e resolution program fits into that concept of the Depart-
11.1e~t ?f JustIce. "Te sh.ouldnot confuse this program witJl what I be-
11e"o IS a s0ll1,e''Yhat dIfferent matter. That other matter is the best 
means ?f pJ.'ovldlllg F~deral funding to the State courts. "'\:vhatever the 
level of Fecle~'al fundIng that may be provided to State courts, we do 
need an efi'ectIye and well clesignedmeans of getting those funds to the 
~tate c?urts WIth the fe,vest problems possible. I think a serious recon
sIderat.IOn of h.ow ~hat is clone is highly appropriate for the Congress, 
but I do not t~nnl~ It should be confused with th~ administration of this 
program, wlll~h IS .not primarily a State court proO"l'am. There is of 
COUI'se a relatlOn.slllp, but th~ very idea of this progt:'raIn is to concen
trate on developmg alternatlves to the courts, not to provide fundin 0-

to the courts themselves. b 

Of course, one point of impingement is that the bill do contemplate 
"work 9n t.Il~ s~1all ~ourt pro~lem, and there is an impingement on the 
~tate, ]uChC~al'Ies. Yet the p.rl1~a~'y ~hrust of the bi~l is not to provide 
better f~Uldmg to the State ]TIchcIaI'les to help them In their traditional 
an(l prnnar'y roles. ' 

1\fl'. Ch,airman, I thh~k with that I will stop and attompt to answer 
any questIOlls the commIttees may have. 

1\11'. KASTENl\fEIER. Thank you very much 1\1r. 1\leador, for those 
comments. " 

:NIl'. Rosenberg, do you have allY comments of your own ~ 
~11'. ROSENBERG. 1\11'. Chairman, my only comments are that I am 

delIghte4 to be here at these ~learin~:s, and I am particularly delio'hted 
and gratI:fie~l by your recognlt.ion of 1\11'. 1\1eadol:"s contribution fa im
provem;nts In the ac1ministl:ation of justice thr6ughhis,tenure in office. 

~fl'. I\..ASTENl\fEIER. Thank you. , 
I have sovera.l9,uestions but.before I proceecl:I would like to yield to 

11l:y colJeagu~s. FIrst I '')ould lIke to recognize the gentleman from Illi
nOIS, 1\11'. RaIlsback. 

~Ir. ~AILSB~?K. 1\11'. Chairman, I w~nt to th~nk you for yielc1in:g to 
J11e. I "ould hke to ,echo what the chaIrman stull abQut,"what .is.going 
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to be the potelltialloss to the Department oiJustice when Professor 
::1Heador leaves and returns to teach. As I recall the legislation that has 
l)a.ssed through this committee, many of the bills have been either di-
1.'ected or initiatp.d. or helped by Dan 1\1eaclor, so we are going to miss 
:you and want to wlsh you the best. 

Let me just ask you about the desirability of having an advisory 
b.oarcl. I-Iow important is it in your opinion to the Department of Jus
tlC~ ~o hav~ an advisory board~ perhaps participating in selecting 
pnonty pro] ects ~ 

1\fr.1\iEADOR. On the whole, I think an advisory board or committee 
could be quite useful. It was not in the original legislation. It is not 
in S. 423. From the Department's stanclpoint, however, we do not 
oLject to an advisory board. I think it could have positive virtues in 
bringing a spectrum of views to bear on the development and ap
vroval of projects and project applications, and it might work 'to 
lllsure a more balanced program of projects running across the whole 
range of types of disputes as well as possibly iSeographically. So on 
the ,yhole we are fairly supportive of that idea, although it is not 
at all an essential part of the progl'am and the bill. 

:M1'. RAILBA.CK. N1y understanding is that right now there are three 
LEAA-funded projects relating to neighborhood dispute resolutions 
01' community dispute resolution. ,Vlmt has been the experience of the 
Department as to the kind of disputes best resolved- by those tri
bunals, or is it too early to telH 

~lr. :Th'iEADOR. It is somewhat too early. I can give you a few figures. 
There is substantial monitoring being done of those projects, a,nd an 
evaluation report will be available in the fall and winter of tIllS year. 
,Ve have some interim figures, but there has been no overall evaluation 
yet of the effectiveness and the quality of the work of these centers. 

To date there have been som~thing' oyer 1,600 disputes settled by the 
3 centers. The major categories of' disputes that have ibeen resolved 
in these centers are wha,t could be ca!1ed neighborhood disputes, dis
putes among persons living close aroun0. -each other-disputes between 
customers and merchants, landlords illld tenants, that kind of thing, 
and family disputes. 

Approximately 45 percent of all matters that have come into these 
centers have been resolved through the centers. Now, of the remaining 
55 percent of matters that were not resolved, we do not have detailed 
breakdowns. A large portion of those were not resolved because of 
the failure of the other parity to the dispute to come in. As you lmow, 
these centers have no coerlCive power. It is entirely consens1.ml and 
voluntary, and one of the major obstacles to settling some disputes 
is the unwHlingness of the other party to come in. But even so, they 
have settIed45 percent of everything that has come in the door. 

1\11'. RAI!'SBACK. I was going to ask you to give us kind ?f a profile 
of the varIOUS centers, but I do understand that we are gomg' to have 
another witness that apparently is the chairman of the board from the 
Atlanta N eighborhood Justice Center, so I think I will de:rer my 
quef:tion at this time. 

Thank you ver~y much. . 
~1:r. I(AsTEN~mIER. I would like to Yleld to the gentleman fr0111 

Cu lifornia. 
]\{r. DA1-.TIEI,SON. I will pass. 
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gen,tleman from North Carolina. 
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:.\11'. BROYHILL. Thank you, 1\11'. Chairman. 
Representing the Commerce Committee here today in these hear

ings, I am particularly glad to see you here, Mr. 1\1eador. 
Let me ask you a question or two concerning the funding of this 

progra,m. It is my understanding that the Department is not recom
mending llewfunds at this time. Is that correct ~ 

~1r. MEADOR. Correct. 
:311'. BROYHILL. Where would the funds come from to administer this 

program ~ "Vould they come from LEAA ~ . 
1\11'. 1\iEADOR. Yes. It is the position of the administration that 

LEAA funding could be used to carry out this program, and we do 
not, enderse or seek additional new funding for it. 

~fr. BROYHILL. Then why would it be necessary to have a new pro
gram ~ You have a program operating under LEAA now, as you just 
testified, with free centers, and of course perhaps LEAA funds could 
expand the program. . 

1\:[1'. 1\{EADOR. ,Ve think it is important to have the sanction and 
express endorsement of Congress for this program. It is a two-part 
program: one is tv create a resource center, and the other is to have a 
grant program to financef:xpel'imental new ventures. 

It is arguable that OIle could proceed without the legislation. The 
three neighborhood justice centers are a limited experIence. We be
lieve that, in order to provide a sounder ·footing, we need legislation of 
this kind to give an express endorsement 8,o1,1d authorization :for the 
Attorney General to proceed in a much more systematic way involv
ing a much more substa,ntial amount of mOlley than is involved in the 
three neighborhood justice centers. One could argue we might be 
able to proceed without it, but we would rathel.' not. We think that 
Congress should place its stamp of approval on a program of this kind. 

1\11'. BROTIIILL. Very briefly, how much is being expended per annum 
in the operation of these three centers ~ 

~Ir. MEADOR. In ronnd figures it is in the order of $200,000 per center 
for the opel'ations. That does not include the amount of money being 
spent on the evaluation, data gathering, and monitoring that will go 
into the fina,l report on how they operate. 

:311'. BROYHILL. And y<?u contemplate spending how much for fiscal 
years 1980 and 1981 on tIns progral11 ~ 

~Ir. 1\1EADOR. The assumption has been-and. here again there is no 
final decision on this-that if we were left to operate it out of LEAA 
func1s,we would contemplate funding somewhere in the range of the 
amounts of money specified in the bills, which is to say on the order 
~)f $2 to $3 million for the resource center, and on the order of $10 to 
$15 million for the grant program. 

~Ir. BR01.'RI"L. "Vho would administer the department within the 
department, which office ~ 

)11'. :MEADOR. No decision has be€l1maclcl on that, and there has been 
a deliberate decision not to try to settle on that \l.ntil the legislation is 
enacted. ';I'here a!'e severuJ possibilities. I will just mel}tion two or 
three for lllustratIOn. . 

One is that it could be housed in LEAA itself, that LEAA could be 
the locus of the administration and operation of the program. A second 
possibility is that it could be in the office which I head, and which 
Professor Rosenberg will come into in AmIDst, the Office £or Improve
ments in the Administl'ation of Justice. A third possibility. is that it 
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could be set up as a separate but not wholly independen~ office within 
the Department of Justice operating under the ASSOCIate Attorney 
General or the Deputy Attorney General, something o,f that so~t, A 
fourth possibility is that it could be in the proposed ~ atl(~nal Instltut~ 
for Justice if Con O'ress creates that as pending legIslatIOn call~ f01. 

So those' are som~ possibilities, but it simply has not been decId~d. 
We thought it better to wait to see if CO!lgress :would enact the legIs-
lation and then work out how best to admInIster It. , 

:Mr.'BROYHILL, I thank you for your response, As you know, havmg 
testified before the committee last year chaired by our colleague :Mr. 
Eckhardt of Texas, that one of the concerns that the conference com
mittee had, of course, i8 that of consumer di~putes. J1 e l~ave ~elt t,hat 
there should be more impetus on cons~mer dIsputes In ~hIS legIslatIOn. 
We felt that there is a need for an InexpenSIve, a faI~, easy way to 
resolve consumer disputes, and, ~s y~)ll yery, well testIfied, as ~OCl~
mented here today the cost of lItIgatIOn IS hIgh and the present JudI
cial system somethnes provides little relief for consumers, and so the 
fact that consumer issues in recent years have become more and more 
known. I h As national issues become national in scope, for examp ei we, ave 
passed a number of laws in the area of consumer areas grantmg rIghts 
to consumers. For example in the ~fagnuson-'M:oss Act, where we have 
a procedure for class actioh.s under certain circum.stances :where there 
has been a breach of warranty. We passed a Truth-In-Lending Act. We 
passed an Unfair Election Practices Act, and so forth, In other words, 
what we are saying is that the use of Federal ~unds to promote ?r 
improve alternative Inechanisms for t~e r~solutIon of consu~er dIS
putes in these areas and so forth we think IS perhaps approprIate" 

Now on the other hand, I am concerned tha~ where w~ are -gomg 
to be ~mphash.illg in this legislation. the settlIng of neIghborho?d 
disputes, domestic disputes, as you pomted out, landlord-tenants dIS
putes and family disputes and so forth-and some of these are petty 
criminal act.s-it seems to me that this should b~tter be left to the 
States and that we have less justifica,tion for spendIng Federal moneys 
in these areas. . . b 

I wonder if you would at least comI?e~t <?n ~hIS, the dlf.fere!lces e-
tween the two committees that have JUrISdIctIon over tIns bIl~. 

Mr. :MEADOR. From the standpoint of the Departme:lt of {ustIce, we 
take no real exception to the heart of.what you ha,ve Just SaId. !Iamely 
that consumer disputes are a very Important category of dIsputes, 
which should be addressed and will be addressed on a~y program, 
under anyone of the bills. 'Ye view that they are a maJor categor~T 
of dispute which needs attentIon as part of thIS se~rch for better and 
alternative means. It is completely the contemplatIOn of the :qepart
ment that they would not be neglected. Indeed, con,sumer dIsputes 
form a major category of the matters already dealt wlth by the three 
neighborhood justice centers. ..' T 

Our other view, which mayor mfty not, be ~C0!lslstel1t WIth Jour 
own. is thftt we do not believe that the legIslatIOn In a~y program. of 
t.his 'sort should be confined exclusively to consumer dIsput.es,. as Im
portant as they are, vVe beli~ve that we have ~ spectrum of dISpute'S 
here today which are troublIng to the AmerIcan people.1:ecause of 
inadequat'e means of dealing with tl;em, an,d that con~umer chsputes.ure 
simply one category of a whole family of dISputeS wInch need attentIon, 
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It would be possible, of course, to set up a program that would deal 
solely with consumer disputes. That could be done. We simply be
lieve that the momentum in this effort and movement toward develop
ing new and alternative means should be fostered all across the board. 
The climate of opinion we think is right. The interest is there in other 
areas, and we see no inconsistency in attempting to deal with matters 
other than consumer disputes at the same time that we are dealing with 
them. 

It may be that there are some common teclmiques, common proce
dures, that can be employed in all of these. On the other 11and, it lllay 
develop that they are discrete categories of cases and that you do not 
have an interchangeability of procedures. All of that we will find out 
more about as we go along, but it just seems to us in the national in
terest we should try to de'll with all of them. 

Now as to matters of peculiarly State and local concern-neigh
borhood, family matters, and so OIl-we certainly think you are rio'ht 
on that. There is no intention on the Department's part, nor is th~re 
any contemplation in these bills, that dispute-resolving procedures in 
th~se mfttters would become a permanent, large-scale Federal enter
prIse, The role of the Federal Government 11ere is very limited, as 
was I think expressed earlier by a member of, the committee. The role 
~s one of s~~ulatin~ new procedures, linancing some llll1ova~ive pro
Ject-s, prOVIdIng a lIttle startup money to help States, localIties and 
private organizations develop these procedures. The program has a 
5-year limit. The money is relatively modest. So we think this kind of 
Jiplite4Federal role is very appropriate to achieve one of those objec
tIves 111 the preamble of the Constitution, to insure domestic 
tranquillity. 

:Mr. BROYHILL. One final question, ~£r. Chairman. And it ties in with 
what 1'11'. ~1ead?r was saying at the end there. Is i~ the Depart,ment's 
thought that tlus program should have 'an end to It at some t11ne'~ I 
kn<?w, of course, you favor this as an experimental program, one from 
wInch we can get answers, get some more facts and so forth. But you 
are not. contemplating this. as a permanent p.r?gram, are you ~ 

~Ir. NfEADOR, No. \ve go WIth the 5-year prOVISIOns. 
111'. BRonIIuJ. You feel that it should be a 5-year program. 
kir. :&:mADOR, Yes; and of course at the end of that time if ConoTess 

thinks some fea.tures of it should be continued-for example, tli~ re
source center IDlght seem to have some appeal-of course it can enact 
llew legislation. But we do think the bill iswP]l designed with a 5-
year sunset, so to speak. ' , 

~fr. BROYHILL, Thank you very much. 
lUI'. KAsTENl\fEmR., The gentleman from North Carolina, ~£r. Gud o'er. 
:Mr. G-\JDGE~. Thank you ~1r. Chairman. I always enjoy treme~d-

ously the testImony of Att01,'ney General ~::(eac1or . .And I am particu
larly enjoying it todfi,y, I believe, because I am the son of a lawyer 
and the grandson of a justice of peace. 

I see ~hat ill his re::narks 11e gives credit to the justice of the peace 
for hayIn~ been a!l 1111portant part of our systen~ of justi.ce at an 
early tIme III our hIstory, and to have been able to dIspense WIth prob
lems that were peculiar to those dftys and time. 

And now perhaps as ]lis function has passed into history, we are 
finding ~ ll~ed to re:1?Jace this particular person or this particular 
agency wIt1nn our SOCIety. 

, , 
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I particularly commend' you for pOllI~ing' out that III the typic~l 
judical dispute there i~ a situation of w:nner an~ lose~> . .And yet. In 
so 'InaIty of our communIty problems there IS a sustamed dIlemma wInch 
cannot be resolved by a simple win or loss result. . 

I think the historic justice of the peace s~rved as a catal:yt~cagent, 
an ameliorating agent, someone who got neIghbor back to hYIng ~0l:11-
fortably with neighbor in llla:ny i?stances, and not by h~rsh admuns
tration of law, but by applymg Judgment and compaSSIOn and sym
pathy to problems that required all thr~e of th~se aSJ:ects. 

I would like to hear you comment Just a lIttle bIt further on tl~at, 
General ~{eador. That is, how you see that there could be develol)lng 
in our society a machin~ry whereby these sustained probl~ms, the 
domestic problems, the neIghborhood trespass problem, the spIte fel:ce 
problem, could be dealt with through new concepts of communIty 
mediation. 

Mr. MEAnoR. Well, I suppose the best way to comment concretely 
on it is simply to point to the experiences to date in the neighborhood 
justice center that I know something about. I-Iowever, I should say 
you will have the head of one ~f them and the cha~rman of the board 
coming in here later who can go Into much more detaIl. 

The idea is to have a place convenient at hmid. The very name of 
it, "Neighborhood" suggests that it is nearby, conveniently located, so 
you you can walk or drive a very short distance to get. t1~ere and ?IOt 
have to go all the way downtown to the courthouse. It IS'mexpenslv~, 
informal. You walk in. You tell your problem to a staffer who IS 
there, who then matches your problem up with a trained med}ator
there are about 30 mediators in each center to call. They have dlffereut 
specialties, so to speak. Some are better trained and' experienced in 
consumer matters, others in family matters, others in .ueighborhood 
matters, and so on. 

The staff person matches up the mediator with the pyoblem. The 
mediator takes over, attempts to get the other persoll In, and they 
talk it out. 

The idea is to reach a practical adjustment of the problem. It mayor 
may not stictJy comport with. what a court would do.it the lU'att~r. The 
point is to resolve the matter at a lower level before It escnJates In!o all 
all-out adversarial battle in court, where you need a third party J~ldg:
ment which imposes a settlement, so to .speak, OJ~ the part.ies. The lde.a 
is that jf the matter can be worked out m a way In wInch both agree, It 
is likely to be more lasting, to have more sticking power, so to sprak, 
a.nd also to leave tlle parties in a better posit.ion as between each other. 
This has been the case, I think, so far in those experiences. , , 

There are all kinds of ways the mediator works these out. Sometimes 
it is by a payment {)f ]~10n~y. ~ometil11es it is. by an agreen;l(:mt to pro
vide certain other serVices 111 heu of those wInch were prOVided. Some
times it is an a,QTeement simply to stop doing-what you are doing ill 
exchange for sO~lebody else stopping doing what theJT are. doing. 

The typical process involv~s a written understandIng of agreement 
at the conclusion w"hich embodies what the parties agree to do. Ap
parently there is some yalue in having a written. document whidl each 
party agrees to and signs. T!le legal enforceability of those documents 
is one of the frontier questW:r;s tha~~>eally has not ooen probed very 
far, and we have little expBrience WIth whetll~r they are legally ell-
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force ruble. But if you get to that point, the original procedure has really 
failed, because the supposed settlement of the disput~ has ~ome ~Uldon~. 

I a111110t sure whether all that answers your questIon. You Will hear 
a great clealmore a)bout this fro111 the people who operate one of these 
centers. 

:Mr. GUDGER. Thank you very much, Genera11feador. I yield buck. 
)11'. I(AsT1~NJ\mIER. I would like to recognize the third gentleman 

from North Carolina, ~1:r. Preyer. 
~lr. PREYER. Thank you, Mr. Ohairman. And thank you, Genera;t 

nleador, for your very interesting testimony. . 
I wanted to ask one question following up on what ~lr. Broylnll 

discussed. . 
The 'Commerce Oommittee puts more emphasis o~ c?nsumer dI~

putes, while the Judiciary Oommittee puts more on CrImmR.1. or quasl
criminal disputes. And I think you indicated you feel tIns .so~,t of 
resolution should go across the board, consumers as well as cl'lmlnal
type problems. 

One concern I had was if we. fund this out of LE.A.A, if we use 
LEAA funds to stimulate local solutionE, will we be barred under the 
LE.A.A law from doing anythlllg about civil disputes ~ 

The reason I ask that question is I understand on the ne:w LE.A.A 
law which is a bill which has come out of tho I-Iouse COlnmIttee. here, , . I there is a sectIon t lat says-

Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, no agency or other entity 
that is established by this title shall concern or involve itself with the civil 
justice system, civil disputes, or any other civil matter. 

Do you view that as barring the LEAA from using funds to 
stimulate local solutions to civil problems ~ .. 

~fr. ~fEADOR. If those provisions were in the finally enacted 'hill, it 
certainly at the least would pose a serious obstacle, I think, to the full 
implementation 9f the progra!l1 in these b~lls her~ today. I am. not 
prepared to say It would outl'lght prevent It, but It would certalnly 
create a problem. .. 

You have put your finger on a difficult sub,ect here, ·because we talk 
about using LEA.A funds for this program. The whole L;EAA I?roblem 
is difficult because you don't know whether at anyone pOlnt In time )70U 
are talking a bout ·LE.A.A funding as it now is, as it might be nnder 
the I-Iouse"-bill, or as it might b.e under some o~her bill, or what.. . 

Our P9si~ion has been ~hat given ~EA~ as It hasbeell, an~ shIllS 
lUI del' eXlstmg law, and gIven sometInng hke the level of fund~ng th~t 
is in the administration-bae-ked fl1ndingproposal, that fundIng t~IS 
program wgs}easibJe out of LE.A.A. I think if LEAA comes out wlth 
the prohibition you mentioned on civil justice., it :would substantially 
impair the program, although I don't know that It would completely 

'prohibit it .. 
As you know, by custom and evolut.ion LEAA ·funcling has been 

deyot0d to a. number of matters which are essentially civil, on the 
theory that they are closely and intiInately related to criminal matteI:s, 
and that the criminal and civil after a11 cannot .be neatly severed In 
many situations. So it may 11e tllllt lUldel' that theory, even with the 
pro]libition that. you mention, there coulc1~till be some programs 
flmc1C'cl. But I tlunk that wou1d have to be serrously thonght tl~rongh, 
mtd it would be a problem. As you may know, the Department oT 
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Justice believes that the LEAA funding should not be so restricted, 
that fundinO' should be made available for both civil and criminal pro
grams in th: new reorganized version of LEAA. 

:Mr. PREYER. Thank you. I would like to ask a few questions dea~ing 
with the differences between the I-Iouse bill and the Senate verSIOn. 

The House -versions have a provision for an advisory board, while 
I understand the Senate version does not. 

Do you object to having an advisory board ~o assist th~s program ~ 
And would you give the board Illore substantlve authorlty,~ Do you 
think we need an advisory board ~ 

l\Ir. :MEADOR. ,Ve do not object to that board. As I said a little while 
ag"o in response to :1\11'. Railsback's question, we do not have any 
objection to it. Indeed; I can see some positiye values in. such a board. 
I don't think it is essential, though. I think the program could be 
run very well without it. lIowever, it does nleet the concerns from 
some people about having broad-gauged input and perspectives 
brought to bear 011 the projects. I do not think it shoulcl have any au
thorltybeyond what its name indicates, an advisory body th~t the 
Attorney General and the administrators of the program would Idok 
to, ~o help tllem make the final judgments 011 what to fund and not 
to fund. 

:Mr. PREYER. Perhaps this question has been asked alreacl.ywhen. I 
wasn~t here. If so, just stop me. But the Senate version of the bill also 
has a national priority projects provision, which would be entitled 
to have money. ,Ve don't have that in tlle House bill on the theory 
that we would have greater flexibility il~ the program if.you .didn't 
mandate that use. Do you have any feehng about that sltua~loll ~ 

nIr. :MEADOR. We don't have any strong feeling on that. I tlunk the 
functional effect of the I-Iouse bill would be about the same. The 
whole point as to try to assure that the.re would be some effort in 
the administration of the l)rogram to evaluate, the various procedures 
that were' going on across the country and to identify those that clid 
seem to be particularly -promising and effective, and then to promote a 
wider usage of those. I think the language in the I-Iouse bill, both 
I-Iol1se bills, points in that direction, among the criteria, factors and 
so 011. So I don't think it makes l11uchdifference whether you include 
or do not include the national-priority project language. 

]\11'. PREYER. Final1y, there has been the fear expressed by some 
that if you set up alternative forms to litigation, you are in effect 
going to ,create a forum for second-class justice for the poor or dis
advantaged -persons. Do you have any comment about that or an v 
thoughts on how that could be avoided. ' 

1rIr. MEADOR. Yes. I think it certainly can be avoided. ,.t;'\.nd I do 
not think it is a necessary result of these programs ,at all. It is a 
matter of tailoring the procedure to the nature and kind of dispute. 
,iVe simply don't use the same nrocedure. 

We should not use the same procedure for every kind of dispute, any 
mOre than an angler uses the SHme kind of lure for every fish or a 
hunter would use the samekincl of weapon for every gaille he was 
going ,after. To me this is just commonsensE'. If you have a dispute over 
a barking dog, you don't need the same kind of procedure that you 
need, for example, in an antitrnst overpricing case, involving perliaps 
millions of dollars overcharged to several hundred thousand constun-
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ers. All in all, you can draw all kinds of contracts and analogies. That 
is what is involved here, it seems to me., 

It is clear we do need to take care that we don't assume a posture of 
saying that because a dispute only involves a $100 or a squabble be
,tween neighbors, it doesn't really make much difference how we treat 
it, and what we do with it. 

,Ve want quality justice, but tailored to the nature of the matter at 
hancl . 
. I view these programs as broadening and increasing access to justice 
11) the properly understood sense. I say that because today for many, 
many matters the only place to go is to a court, and if that is the only 
place to go, you don't have access to effective justice in many cases be
rause of the inappropriateness of the court for reasons I have men-
tioned earlier on. '. 

So I d.? not sh~re ~h~ fear that poor persons will l)e shunted to this 
court. I CtC; not tlnnk It IS a necessary result. I think that it is a custom
ary note we f;hould always bear in" mind, that we don't want -seconcl
class justice for anybody. 

~fr. PREYER. ,VeIl, I think th~t is a very good answer. You have in 
effect turned that argument .agalnst the u?ers of it by pointing out on 
~he ~heory that the law forbIds both the nch and the poor from sleep
mg In the park.; whe~'e you provide a magiliiicent'r.ourt, you price the 
poor out of busmess ill.that court, you are c1~J;lying them justIce. 

Thank you, :Mr. Chall'mun. ' 
I appreciate your testimony yery much, ~1r. ~feador. 
~:fr. KASr;r:ENl\mmR. Indeed, It 1S very useful for the O'entleman from 

North Carolina, ~fr. Pl'~ye~', to raise the question of the prospects for 
the ~EAA and chm~ges In It. It may be a very, very uncertain host at 
best for tIllS enterprIse. . 

I think we might be well cognizant of it. Since its future is Q'overned 
by a separ~t~ legislative process aJ10;,bJ:' other:wise separate f~l~ding, it 
seems tlu~t 1t IS well to be aware of tlir.drfficultles; , 

I take It you are llot,in any way ( 'll!'~erned at all about the separation 
of powers argument Clted by Justrce Sheran here. You have indicatecl 
that you don't .re~lly regar~ th~ programs as creating forums that are 
part of the eXIstIng State JustIce system or adjuncts to it as such is 
that conect ~ , 

~:fr. ]\!EADOR. Let me qualify :my st~tement just,~ bit on that. I don 't 
mean. to suggest that these varIOUS cl!spute-l'esolvlng forums and pro
cedures.would not be part of a St~te system of some kind, State justico 
systelllln the broad~st sense. I thUlk they would have to"be so consid
er,ec1~ ~hey ar~ cer~alnly not Federal forums, at least hI any long-range 
o.r p,,;~manent sense. They are local and State or even private in some 
sltuatlOns.' , 
~d yet ,,:hat I did meaI~ to. s~y is that tl~ey are not intimately or 

centlal~y part of. the Stat~ JudlClal systems 111 my view. They might 
be co~s~derecl. adJuncts to It. They are cer~ain]y related to the prob
lel~s w~th wlll~h c~urts deal, namely, setthng disputes. Yet they are 
qUlte clifferent In kind and different in appro'ach 

;:'I:e pln;ase "a~ternatives to the courts" I t1iink is expressive of 
tIllS Idea. rhere IS ~ .search here to develop procedures outside the 
courts ~nd the tra~lbonal process. It is for that reawm tlIat I am 
suggestIng we don t have to look at the problem of funding these 
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enterprises as though we are talking about j\mding the State co~rts 
themselves. I think that is a separate problem tha~ does need. attentl<;>ll. 

There is no objection whatsoever to the suggestIO!ls of O~lef Just,ICe 
Sheran that the Congress ought to look hard at. tIllS, and mdeed gIve 
some serious consideration as to whether there IS not a better way to 
structul'e a conduit for o-etting Federal money to the State court 
systems. But I am just s~ggestIDg that we should not treat the two 
things here as though they are one and the same. , , 

1tfr. KASTENDIEIER. In lact, really almost by a descnptIOn of ~he 
purposes as you stated we don't actually know the nature of each In
novative ent'erprise th~t m!1y b~ fu~de~. ,;V e d? not kno~ wl~at for111, 
.it will take precisely at thIS pOInt In tune. Isn t that COllect. 

~:1r. MEADOR. Correct. 
~fr. KASTBNl\IEIER. Although I suppose each person tends to have 

.a model in mind. Am I correct ~ 
~Ir~fEADOR. Yes, sir. . It 
:Mr: Iu.sTEN~IEIER. And if that. is ~he case, t~e model you ll':lg 1, 

'have in mind is the neighborhood JustIce ~ente:I:, SInce you hfl:ve exper
imented with it, ,and since it is an alternatIve dIspute resolutI~n mech
anism of a sort. That would be the ~ost~ referred to model m terms 
of your frame of reference, is that rlgl~t, . , . 

:L\lrMEADoR. Well, it is one. I certamly don'~ )Va?-t to lm~lt It to 
tl t 'Y ou have other th.ings such as the ConcilIatIOn ServIc~ that 
Cl~i~f Justic~ Sheran talked' about, whicl~ is actually b~ed m the 
)rosecutor's office. We have the small clanns. courts~ wlncI! can use l O'reat deal of attention and improvements m ID:ak.mg them ~t ~he 
ne:ds of citizens better. And there are other varIetIes of medIatIOn 
and conciliation services which have gl:own np a~ou;nd the

d 
countrl in recent years. So I don't want to be overly restrICtIVe a:n ~mgges 

that that is the one model that the Depar.tment of JustIce l~ ~xed 
on. That is the one that we experimented WIth but we are not lUl1lted 
to that at all. '. 'd I' 

:Mr. KASTENl\fEIER. Do any models you have In mm emp laSIze or 
focus' on types of problems-for example, i.s ~here fl:ny model of a 
forum that specializes in criminal law, or crlnllnal mIsdemeanors, as 
opposed to civil disputes? . . ff 

~:1r, ~fEADOR. I am not certain that I can ~lt~ to the comnnttee 0 i 
hand anyone project that is confined ~o .crun~n.all~a,tters as such. 
will be ~'lacl to look into this and submIt, m wntmg If I do find such, 
'b, , 

if the committee wants It. . . .. ,t' 
There are specialized programs tllat do hmIt ~hemsel:v~s ~o a par .lCU

lar kind of dispute. For example, there are family concll~atJpll serVlCes, 
there ~re consumer projects, and perha~s others of a ~pecIahze~ nature. 
These are unlike the neighborhood justIce center wluch you nllght call 
a nons}:r2cialized O"eneral dispute settling center. 
< I thu~k we ought to have proj~cts of both ~dnc1s. We n~ec1 to e:x
periment il1~ the specialized projects, concentratmg on one kI~c1 dof chs~ 
Jute. But we also need IDm:e work of a broader, more ge~lera.lIze typ~. 
I !:1r. KASTENMEIEU. The reason.of course for the questIon IS to d~ter
mUle what you may have in mInd as to the scope of these vanous 
enterprises. . t t 

Mr. J\fEADOU. On that question, I would urg~ the comn~ltt.eesno 0 
limit the scope of the program any more preCIsely than It IS already 
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limited in the bill. Because of the rudimentary state of our knowledge, 
the early stage historically speaking in the exploration and develop~ 
ll1ent of these procedures, it is desirable to leave as much running room 
as possible for experimentation. 

It seems to me anyone of the bills does define the purposes, the 
criteria, the objectives, the parameters, so to speak, of what is intended 
hel'e. In other words, a field is staked out within which a lot of room 
is left to finance projects of quite varying sorts. And to me that is 
gooel, that is the strength of the bill. And I would urge the committee 
not to try to narrow it down any.more rigidly. , 

~fr. BR01:J:I.ILL .. Would ~he chaIrman YIeld at that pOInt, because that 
l'aIses a questIOn In my mmd. " 

\Vhich bill are you referring to-the House JUdiciary bill, the 
~Iouse Commerce bill, or the Senate bill ? 

~1J.'. MEADOR. \Vell, we can live comfortably with anyone of the 
three. The statement I just made in my own mind I would apply to 
anyone of the three bills. ' 
, J\Ir, BROYIIILL. Under section 3, the defmition of dispute resolution 
mechallisl'n Ul the Senate bill includes disputes involving small amounts 
of n~o~~ey or. ot~lerwise ari~ing f~'oll1 the course of daily life. The I{ouse 
J uchcIary bIll Includes mmor dIsputes. And the House Commerce bill 
ulClucles minor consumer disputes and other minor civil disputes. 

It seems there is a great range of difference there. 
:Mr. lVIEADoR. Well, I am not sure that I can perceive that difference. 

qbviousl:y there is ~ difference in the choice of language. But the func
t~Ol,lal effect of tIns language does not seem to me to be radically 
d1fferent. 

.The enactment of anyone of th.os.e three provisions would in my 
mmd leave a lot of leeway to admln1ster the program over a sizable 
spectrum of disputes. Maybe if that is an erroneous interpretation of 
the bill, it would be helpful to be set right on it. 

M:r. BROYHILL. Perhaps we need to study this a little bit and get 
back with you at a later tlll1e. 

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Again, I want to express my appreciation and 
that of the two subcommittees for your appearance here today. You 
h!1v:e been. most helpful ~nd most candid ,in replying to questions and 
aldmg us m our deliberatrons. ' 
'~fr. MEADOR. Mr. Chairman, if I may add one closing note. In the 

event that I do not have occasion to reappear before eIther of these 
committees, I would just like to say that I personally and on behalf 
of the Department haV'~ appreciated very much the cooperation and 
,help of all of you in these bills over the last 21h years. 

I look forward to further work with you and look forward to the 
day of enactment of some of them. And I do appreciate your coopera
tion in helping these mutual interests. 

Ml,'. ICASTENMEIER. Thank you for your statement. I hope we will 
have occasion to have you as a witness before you leave. 

Now I am very pleased to greet two witnesses who have been very 
patient indeed. They are here designated to represent the views of the 
An1erican Bar Association. 

First,Talbot (Sandy) D'Alemberte, a practicing attorney from 
~fiul11i, Florida, :'M:r. D'Alemberte has served us a State senator Ul the 
Florida State Legislature. At present he is chairman of the ABA:s 
-Special Committee on Resolution of ~fulOr Disputes. 
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\Vith~fr. D'Alemberte is Prof. Earl F. Johnson, J.r., 1!niversity of 
Southern California Law School. Professor J ohnSOl~ IS dIr~ctor of the 
university's program for tl~e study of d~spute re~olutIO~l polIcy. ~~e ha~ 
an illustrious background m legal serVIces, haVIng served ~s DlIectOl 
of OEO Legal Services. lIe is coauthor of a ~'ecen~ly pubhshe~llbo~k 
entitled "Outside the Courts-A Survey of DIverSIOn AlternatIves III 

Civil Cases." , 'tt 
Professor Johnson is a member of ~fr. D'Alemberte s commI ee. 
You are both welcome. You may proceed. 

TESTIMONY OF TALBOT D. (SANDY) D'ALEMBERTE, CHAIRMAN, 
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTION OF MINOR DISPUTES, 
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION AND PROF. EARL F. JOHNSON, JR., 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAW SCHOOL, MEMBER, 
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTION OF MINOR DISPUTES 

~fr. D'ALEl\IBERTE. Thank you so much, ~fr. Chairman. This su~
committee and the other subcommittee have both been generous ill 
allowinO' the American Bar Association to present testimony. 

At y<fur hearings last year, ~fr. Chairman, ~e had two members of 
our committee, Prof. Frank Sander, who testIfied before you at some 
lenO'th r believe with him was 1\11'. Ron Olson. The I-louse Conmlerce 
Co~mittee was generous to ~fr. Johnson and myself in allowing us to 
testify on the legislation last year. . 

And you have yet to hear fro~n a fifth member of our commIttee, 
.Jack Ethl'iclge, 'who is the chan'man of the bo~rd of t~le Atl~nta 
Neighbol'hoocl Justice ,Center which has been referred to In prevIOUS 
testimony. 

You have been very generous with your.time. .' 
r anl' sorry that jylaur~ce r{o~enberg IS away, .because one of Ius 

favorite people to quote IS. YogI B~rra, and yOgI says that you can 
observe an awful lot of thmgs by Just watclnng. As we sat he1;e we 
have observed first of all this committee is obviously terribly we~l 
O'l'ounded in what we would otherwise like to talk about, and that IS 
the basic philosophy of alternative dispute re~olution. A~d having hac1 
contact with committee members,. and partlcularly WIth yOl~r staff 
people, that is not at all surprish~g to us. .. . . , 

,Ve start off, then, by expr~~slllg appreCla:tlOll to <;lail Fogarty and 
to otllPrs on your 110use ~JudIcIary staff-¥ike Rennngton,of course, 
and Ed O'Connell of the Commerce CommIttee.. . 

,Ve ... vill abandon our prepared statement, if w~ ca~, and vroceed, 
if we may, to make severa~ comment.s a~out the legIslatIOl). befory you. 

1\£1'. 1C.<\'sTE~'nrnIER. ,Vlthout ObJ~ctIOll, your statement WIll be 
received. .. . 

[The statement of 1\11'. D' Alemberte and Professor J olmson follows:] 

STATEMENT OF TALBOT D'ALEMBERTE, ESQ .. j CHAIRMAN, AND PROF. EARL F. JOHN
SO.N, JR., J.\IIEMBER, SPECIAL COMMITTEE<Ll'f RESOLUTION OF MINOR DISPUTES FOR 
THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION 

~:rr. Chairman, and members of both subcommittee~J I am Talbot p'4-lemberte 
of Miami Florida and I am Chairman of the ..Amerlcan Bar AssoCIatlOn's Spe
cial CO~ittee o~ Resolution of Minor Disputes. My colleague is Professor 
Earl Johnson, who .is also a member of the Association's committee. Professor 
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Johnson is Director 'of the Program for the ~tudy of Dispute Resolution Policy 
at the University of Southel'll Califol'llia, where he also teaches law. 

We are pleased and honored today to be deSignated by the .ABA President, S~ 
Shepherd Tate, to reiterate the Association's strong support and continuing 
advocacy for prompt enactment of the !proposed Dispute Resolution Act. We. 
certainly hope that the concerted efforts of you, Mr. Chairman and your col
leagues, will result in prompt subcommittee-level approval of the pending legisla
tion in order that both full committees and the House of Representatives will be 
able to implement the needed improvements in the justice system which this 
proposal would foster. And I would also like to express the ABA's gratitude 
for the fine and competent assistance of your counsel, Ms. Fogarty and Mr. 
Remington, and for the Consumer Protection Subcommittee's counsel, Mr. O'Con
nell, all of whom have been most helpful to the Association and our committee. 

Professor Johnson and I discussed in some detail during your hearings last 
year the reasons why the ASSOCiation's President for the past 2 years, has COll
sidered passage of this legislation a top priority. The record compiled at those 
hearings-at which Professor Franle Sander and Ron Olson, who also are mem
bers of the ABA committee, testified-was complete and we are content to rely 
upon it. T'oday, we would like to concentrate our attention on some of the particu
lar provisions of the three bills before you. 

NEED FOR LIMITED FEDERAr. ASSISTANCE 

The Association's Board of Governors, in May 1977, expressed support in prin
Ciple, for the "enactment of legislation such as the Consumer Cont;'oversies 
Resolution Act [Dispute Resolution Act], or legislation of similar support which 
would provide federal financial assistance to the states for the improve~ent of 
existing mechanisms, and the experimentation with new mechanisms for the 
resolution of minor disputes and which would reserve to each state the right 
to provide such mechanisms for the resolution of minor disputes as appear ap
propriate to meet the needs of its residents (emphasis added)." All of the bHis 
pending before you appear to recognize that, by definition, the most appropriate 
means of aSSisting citizens in resolving their everyday disputes is best determined 
at the state and local level, whether by such government entities as the courts 
or by voluntary citizen, consnmer or lan'-related organizations. ' 

The improvement of existing, or creation of new, mechanisms for resolving 
relatively small disputes is, as Professor Sander pointed out last year, 'based on 
a composite of the needs to increase access to the justice system, to reduce 
court backlogs (perhaps), and to provide a more diverse-andbetter-ranO"e 
of methods by which disputes may be resolved. We are not talIdng about °a 
so-called "second class" system of justice, to which would be relegated cases of 
apparent insignificance. To the contrary, .if we thought this legislation fostered 
such a system; we would be vehemently opposed to it. 

What this bill will do, we hope, is to assist state and local agencies and non
profit citizen, consumer, business and law-related organizat'.ons, in creatinO' 
more a<:!cess, and improving the means of access, to dispute resolving mechanism:' 
So many of the kinds of civil and minor criminal matters which could be resolved 
through mechani8ms assisted by this bill are not now resolved by any mech
anism-whether judiCial or outside the courts-we foresee this leo'islatioll as 
assisting the disputants in finally having a forum to help resolve thclr disputes. 

Our intent should be clarified through a discussion of some of the more 
important provisions of the bills pending before you. 

CRITERIA FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION MECHANISMS 

Section, 4 of all lJending bills stipulates that grant recipients must "provide 
satisfactory assm·D.nces" to the AttOl'ney General that a dispute resoluolon 
mechanism will meet certaill basic procedureal criteria. BaSed IOn the sound 
Pi'indples of federalism and semll.'atioll of ·powersj we think that small claims 
courts, 0:1.' anY other instrumentality of a state court system, should be explicitly 

, ,exempt from such requil:emellts. Otherwise, with a few exceptions,these criteria 
appear to be no more than that which a state or local entity Would otherwise 
employ to assUl,'e the success of a pl,'ogram and the prudent use of funds to run 
that program. 

However, the Particular proviSions of section 4 'contained in H.R. 2863 ap:pea.r 
to most clearly state the necessary criteria: sections 4 (4) (B) and (C), which do 
not appear in the other bills, are important expressions of intent with which 
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we agree. However, tile language of subsection (0) might be stated more clearly 
if it were written to "Promote the use of arbitrators, mediators, conciliators and 
other dispute resolution professionals, and to discourage the use of the adversary 
process in doispute resolution." We do favor the use of persons other than lawyers 
in minor dispute resolution mechanisms, but the language, "promote the use of 
nonla wyers" does not give clear guidance as to what type of person is to be 
preferred. 

Also, subsection 4 (a) (5) (E) in S. 423 is not desirable if the legislation is to 
remain true to the notion that state and local entitites can best determine the 
qualifications of professional arbitrators, mediators, and others in their 
jurisdiction. 

Finally, the ·phrase "State system" included in part (6) of section 4 of the 
Senate bill does not as clearly express that intent that state instrumentalities 
coorclinate their efforts as does comparable language in the House legislation 
which does not include the phrase "State system". The legislation does not intend 
the creation of a centralized, ullifiecl "minor disputes systcm"-especially since 
many dispute l'esolution mechanisms are or will be privately run. 'l'lms, the 
language in section 5 of the House bills (page 6) might be amended in subsection 
(1) to read: "Sec. 5. Each State is hereby encouraged to develop, and to assist 

localities and nonprofit organizations in the development of-." 

DISPUTE RESOLUTION RESOURCE CENTER 

While the grant-funding aspect of the legislation is the largest component of 
this bill, the proposed Dispute Resolution Resource Center is a necessary and 
natural complement to the grant program. Indeed, we think the resource cen
ter should and will be the. most significant part of this legislation in terms of its 
long-range impact, and that most worthy of continuation once grants have 
ceased. Indeed, the institutionalization at the state and local level of diverse 
forms of dispute resolutio.n mechanisms is the goal of this legislation; once the 
initial four-year period of broad-based e~"perimentation and eXI)ansion is com
pleted, the continued existence of the modest Resource Oenter is all we envision 
as a necessary complement to the continuation of local projects and expansion 
of new projects. 

'.rIms, (lUI' perception of the future of alterntltiV"e disPtlte resolving entities 
is fotmded '011 our faith in and support for local initiative in partnership with a 
national center for researCh, information dissemination and the proyisiOu of 
technical assistance. 

The Association's Special Committee has given a great deal of thought to the 
structure and purposes Of a resource center to conduct empil'icall'esearch of state 
level activities in orqer to be able to provide technical assistance to prospective 
projects. Such activities now are -con:ducted on an ,ad hoc basis: various organi
~mtions within tIle past few years have held conferences and symposia at which 
information on developing programs is exchanged; a number of articles and 
studies b,ave compiled information on particular projects, or on the experience in 
a number of projects with a narticular dispute resolution mechanism; and such 
organizations as the American Bar Association, the National Center for State 
Oourts and the American A.l'bitl\ation Association are often viewed as illforni'al 
reSource centers when they are requested to provide information they have gath
<"red to citizen groups, state courts, and others interested in establishing dispute 
resolution meC'hanisl11s. 

lfollowing the ABA-sponsored National Conference on Minor Disputes Resolu
tion in l\Iay 1977, the Special Committee discussed with the American Arbitra
tion Association and the National Oenter for State Oourts the concept of pooling 
their expertise in creating a consortium-based resource center. Because none of 
the groups had sufficient resources to actually implement this idea-and because 
the idea was receiving serious consideration in Oongress as a part of the Dis
pute Resolution Act-the proposal remained at the concept level. Nevertheless, 
from those discussions we urge that the Dispute Resolution Resource Oenter's 
work be based on this notion that no single entity or individual will have the 
requisite range of expertise upon which the Resource Oenter work should be 
based. Rather, the proposed OE'nter's reliance upon diverse sources of expertise 
should allow the Oenter's work to be most useful to states, localities and nonprofit 
groups. 

Finally, the question of thE' location of the Dispute Resolution Program, of 
which the Resource Oenter will oe a part, should be resolved. The Association's 
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Board of Govel'notS St1ggested that t}le Justice Departl11ent'~. Offi~~ for ~~pr0:e
mellts in the Administration of Justice would be an approp,nate. h~~~, for t~~ 
Program, and we agree. 'l'hut office, so ably head~d by Assl~tant Attor~ey G~.l
eral ~Ieador, was created two years ago b~ ~UtoIl1ey .G~neral ~ell to fO.CUS" ~he 
Department's innovative thinking in both CIVIl and crIm111al la" .. The ~xper~U;8" 
which has developed over the past two years could be used productively III can:y
ino' out the functions of the Dispute Resolution Progra,m. . 

I-Ioweyer, IJecuuse this Office was. created. by tI;e At~orn~y Gene~'al! ~nd not }JY 
.Oongress, it might be benefici-al to lllclude; 111 tillS le~Is~atIOll: a provIsl~n spec.lfi
,cally creating an OfIice for Improvements III the AdmlllistratIon of Justlc~ wb.:cl1 
would house the Dispute Resolution Program. Since we would not otherWIse WIsh 
to dictate 1'0 the Attorney General how to manage the Justice Department, \ve see-
110 pm~ticuinr need to provide more than the.la~~l1Uge, "* * t" to perform .such 
functions as the Attorney General may authorIze. . .. 

'Ye ·are pleased to note that neithe: House bill cOl~tallls. the p~~vIs~on-no~ 
included in seCtion 6 of the Senate bIll-for the certIfi~atIon of natIO:z;al I!I1-
ority projects". Such a provision seems contrary ,to .the llltent ?f the legIslatIOn 
to foster experimentation, ·and improvement of e~Istlllg ;ne~h~m~ms, at ~he state 
and localleyel. A particularly beneficial program III one Jup~chctIOn, for lllstance. 
of arbitration of consumer complaints, may not fit the eXIsting ne~ds of consum
ers in another jurisdiction. Rather, since the ver~ I?urpos~ of creat111~ a Resource 
Oenter is to create a single, national source of ll1fOrl~Httloll ,about dlveI:se ~ypes. 
of dispute resolution mechanisms, we see no purpos~ 111 fOrCll~g what WIll h!rely 
be a meaningless "national priority" stamp on a partIcular proJect or mechamsm. 

DISPUTE RESOLUTION ADYISORY BOARD 

In passing, we would note our support for the .use of a re:pre~entutiye Advis~ry 
J30ard (established in section 7 in both House bIlls) to perIOdICally co~S?lt WIth 
the Attorney General. While we express no opinion ?n the need to expll~ltly pro
viele for the consultative autho~:ity of the FTO ChaIrman, as suggested 111 S. 423 

.und lI.R. 3719, we do note tlle,i; many other indepe~ldent a¥encies a~d Executive 
Branch departments might be useful sources of adVIce and mformation. Thus~ we 
.suO'O'est that the Attorney General and the Advisory Board merely be authol'lzed 
an~t directe{l to seek the guidance of appropriate federal agencies and 

. departments. 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 

The financial assistance component of the Dispute Resolution Act, us proposed 
in aU tlll'ee bills is geured to complement, and effectuate the work of, the 
Hesource Oenter. 'As such, the principle of state and local discretion in the use 
of funds should be paramount. The ABA Board of Governors specifically sug
"'ested thut such discretion should be encouraged through a "revenue sharing" 
~pproach, wllich the elimination of the "national priority projects" language 
would permit. 

Furthermore, our Board Ul'ged that the record-keeping and other administra-
. tiye burdens imposed 011 a grant recipient be as minimal as possible. Without 
discussing such requirements in dehtil, 'we would suggest that the research 
needs of the Resource Center and the requirements of finuncial accountability, 
be the primary pmposes for what administrntive burdens are imposed. 

JUl'. D'ALEl\IBER~'E. ,Ve have several glosses as we go forward that 
we 'would like to put on the prepared statement, if you would allow 
us to make some corrections as we go along. 

I might say that, with your permission, we will split this presenta
tion. ,Ve haye been illspir.ed by your example of IULving the. Judiciary 
and Commerce Su.bcomnnttees get together, and we now brIng a prac
ticing lawyer and a professor to testify, much in that same spirit. 

I would like to just comment briefly that our authorization to be 
here comes from the American Bar Association and through its reso
lution adopted in ~{ay 1977. 

Three separate American Bar Association presidents whom we 
have served have been very, very supportive of 'this legislation, and 

. the concepts contained in ail three pieces of legislation now before you. 
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,Ve do join with the earlier witnesses in urging passage of legisla
tion along these lines. We do have some very specific comments to make~ 

1Ve join with the comments made earlier in saying that we think' 
the genius of this legislation is that it allows experinlentation at the
local and State level. vVe don't think it dictates a thing to States. 1Ve 
don't find it offensive to principles of federalism. And we don:t finel 
it offensive to lawyers. 

We as lawyers and members of the American Bar Associatior:. are 
very much conscious of the great expense of many forms of litigation,. 
and we are also very conscious of the fact that a number of citizens: 
really do not have adequate access to our courts. So we do very much 
approve the concept of the legislation. ' 

ThJ?~e are several comments that we would like to make, if we may.,. 
and tten we would yield to questions. 

First of all, relating to section 4 of the draft, I refer now to the bill,. 
H.R. 2863. Like you and othel's of the I-Iouse, ~{r. Chairman, there is 
a comment in our statement, prepared statement, which was issueel 
to you, which commented on the problem of federalism and separation 
of powers. 

I think after consultation we both agree that really those comments 
lVere perhaps appropriate when addressed to the Senate legislation~ 

There was a provision in the Senate bill that possibly could be 
construed to refer to the qualifications and tenure of people who 
would be working within the State judicial system or perhaps em
ployed by State or local government. And that created some fears of 
some people that we think would not be created by the drafts that 
are before you in the House legislation in either form, either the 
Commerce or the Judiciary draft. 

So we don't think at this time that there is any great problem with 
federalism or separation of powers in the legislation as it is being 
proposed. 

I would like to pause justa moment to specifically comment on a 
subsection of H.R. 2863, and that is the section which aeals with the 
desi-rability of having nonlawyers participate in the process. 

I think w~ are in agreement that the.adversary sy~tem may not be 
the al)proprmte system to handle certaIn types of dIsputes. And the 
~merican Bar .Association is on record a~ ~ncoura,ging alternative 
dIspute mechanIsms. We wonder, howe.ver, If It would be appropriate 
to express that in a more positive way rather than a negative way. 

One suggestion that I hwe is some language to change section 4 (c) 
to read as follows:. "P1:':I.tl.ote the use of arbitrators, mediators, con
ciliators and other dispute res.olution professionals and to discom:ao'e 
the user of the adversary process in dispute resolution." b 

. This is our suggestion in lieu of the language which would simply 
say that you would use nonlawyers. 

The only other comment that I would like to make before yieldino
to Prof. Earl Johnson is the comment again directed towards . th~ 
Senate bill. -. 

The Semth: biB has a definition of State system in its definitional 
section,and. it picks up in section 4 of the 'Senate bill reference to 
that State system. 
.. A~ ~ thh~k the other witnesses have.said before you toqay, one .of QUI' 
. ambItIons IS to see a really rather WIde range of experImentatlOn go 
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"iforvm.rd. And .the concept of having a State system it seems to us is. 
iinappropriate, ,and we would much rather see that language 
.eliminated. 

1Ye have some .alternative language to suggest if it were necessary 
to address that concept. 

,Ye believe that the business of this bill is to promote experimenta
tion, not (;mly by State and local government, but also by private 
,organizations. 

..tinc1 we concede that many times privat~ institutions, nonprofit 
corporations operating at the local level may well have something to 
l)ropose, but it would not fit necessarily within any concept of a.State 
f:ystcm. 

So again our criticism on that point is directed toward the Senate 
version, and we would recommend that you really look to the House 
yersions and eliminate that concept. 

If I may) I think you have made an excellent introduction to Pro
fessor J ohnsol1. Xou did neglect only, lVIr. Chairman, to say that at one 
:time he was also a prosecuting attorney and he practiced in Florida. 
And that is one reason that we ,vere able to get not. only the academic 
'and the practicing lawyer together, but a person from California and 
:::t person from Florida. 

I do 'commend to you Professor J oillison's book. I understand his 
royalty proceeds 'are not so great that it is not affordable. But he has 
studied, the subject a great deal. I think all who know him know he 
ppeaks from a great deal of expertise. 

~rr. JOHNSON. ~fr. Chairman, I am going- to be addressing only a 
couple of issues. One of those is the Resource Center. 

In 'that sense I anl mn,inly going to be underscoring what Assistant 
Atturney General ~1eador said in his statement about the Resource 
lOeliter, his feeling that the Resource Center in all likelihood could not 
be operated entirely by Government employees, that it required too 
11U1Ch expertise that is not readil:1 obtainable by Government employ
'lnent, and that some or all of the functions might well haye to be 
-contracted out. 

,Ye feel the same way. lVe haye given cOlldiderable consideration to 
~'he Resource Center and what it might do, and what kinds of personnel 
It might need, and what kinds of expertise it might need. And at one 
time in fact we were giving some corisideration'to seeking to fulfill a 
larg'e part of that role. 

,y ~ have been convinced by our own examination that it is going: to 
reqUIre contracting- out for a great deal of this; that no single outside 
'organization, whether it be the ABA or the' N,ationn;l Center for State 
'Courts, or" the American Arbitl:atiOll A!;isociation, or any of' a number 
'0£ other organizations one might think of has all of the expertise neces
'sarv for this kindof'thing. 

,Ve feel it importnnt that there be sufficient fle..··dbi1ity inthi'S act for 
the Depa.rt.ment of ~Tustice to look for the expel-tise where it exists, to 
'contract 1yit h a consortium .of orga11izations or with illdividu.al organi-
·zations to discharge its tasks. . . 

It seems to have been drafted that way, and it certainly seems to be 
construed by ~tfr. ~tfeador to allow that .. ' ~. 

I did want to also address one other issue. which was the issue of 
th8 national priority section that was in the Scnate bill and is. not in 
either one of the I-Iollse bills. . 
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Weare )leased to note in fact, that it is not in the l-Iow:;e bi~s. ,Ve' 
,t.hink it isI p;eferable to leave the l~laxil?-Ulll .am?unt.of dIscre~lOtl t~ 

I . 's 0' '011' 10' to be th" OTant o'Iver In tlns SItuation. But III la w loever 1 b b . vb' P . 8 (.) f II R 9863 
same vein, we were concern~c1 a b~t ~bout sectIOn go.. ~o. ,. 
which cl'eates a preference for eXIstIng prograI~ls 3,nd. wOl~ld SUrb~st 
that-,Yell it would certainly be open to tlle 11lterpre~atlOn of ~l~t 
--co~ll'ao'ino' innovatioll by llOW entities and coulc1 even be Interpr~tec : 1 

wouler se~m to us, as to' allow pre-emption of the field by eXIstlng 111-
stitutions such as courts. . b' . t . 

:nil'. ICAS'.rENl\mmR. If I might interrupt. ,y C': are agaul emg 111 eI-
ru )tec1 by a vote on the floor. If you have no tUlle problem, I pro~os~~ 
w; recess for 10 minutes. ,Ve will returll so t~lat you can complete Jour 
statement and we have questions "e would h,ke to ask you. 

The committee will stand in TcCCSS for 10 mInutes. 
[,Vhereupon a short recess wa.s takel~.l . 
]Sir. KASTENMEIER. The coml:nIttee will come to o~~le~. . . " "" .. 
\iVhen we recessed, we were In the process of heanng fron1 Plofe ...... OI 

..Johnson. '. . t I 
:Mr. JOHNSON. I think I ~an complete my cOl~lmcnt.s ,111 JUs _ a cogP ~" 

of minutes. I was addreSSIng the IS~Ue: of sectIon 8 (g) of ILR. ",-863 
which creates funding priority for eXIst111g programs, andl ~l!1 me~e.]y 
suo-o'esting' that the language seemed stronp; enough ~ha~ It 11llg11t 
cr~ate too great a presumption in ~a':<:)l' o~ existin~ ins~l~utIOl~S, 8m~~I, 
claims courts, ailc1 other such UlS'Lltuilons, and mIght ChscoUloe 
innovation. . f . t' . t't 

I don't see any problem with ~ak~ng the. factor 0 eXIS 1:1g ]118 1 U-, 

tions into account to avoid dnphcatIOn and that s?rt of th111p.:, ~ut as 
stated, I think it is oyerbroad/ and it creates, I thmk, an undeSIrable 
"implication. ' . 1 t 

As lawyers wo have. been ex,erci.sing our 1)rerogatrve, ?r "Ia ",:e' 
often take as prflrog:atlv~, to nIt-pICk on rather small pOInts that", e-
think are importa,nt, but In terms of-- ..' 

Mr. KASTENMEIE"R. What funding priority aTe you tlnnJnng about 111: 

section 8 ~' C) 

:Mr. tTOHNSON. I think it is 8 (g), page 16, of I-LR. 2860. 
J\fr. KaS-:;''ENl\fEIER. Yes. That is a good point. Thank you. . . 
:Mr. JOHNSON. As I say, we were spenc1jn~ mo~t of ~)11r ~E!stlll1~ny 

on what are rather picayune points probably m tlns legIslatlon Wh.ICh 
we think is of considerable importance, but yet are not. t~le ren;llv 1.111-
portant thing which is as far as we eml see getting thIS leg]slahon 
passed t11is year. . ' 

We think that it is the kind of legislation that IS of extr~me llnp?r-
tance. It has taken a lon.g time, for this c.ountry t? recogJ}IZ€~ the SI~-. 
nificance of so-called mInor dIsputes and to begIn looJGn~ at wa} s 
other than the traditional judicial process to resolve such c1lsputes .. 

I hope that we will not miss the opportunity that we have a~ tl1~s' 
point in our history bem~use of recent developments a~d recent Intel
ests to mount what I thmk could be one of th€\ most Important pro-
grams in the area of justice that this country has se'en. , ~ 

Mr. IUSTBNl\rnIER. Thank you for your comments. I would hl ... e to· 
yiE'ld to 1\Ir. PreyC'r of North Carolina.. . ' 

1\{r. PREYER. Thank you. 1\11'. ChaIrman. We app~'eClate the COlll-

ments of the two experts on this. 

. ......... _J 
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Do you think we ought to try to clarify in legislation whether these 
programs shOUld be for both civil and criminal matters, or do you 
think that is necessary ~ . 

Mr. JOHNSON. ~{y own personal vie,v is that that should be left open 
in the statute because so many disputes have both dimensions to them 
and what started as a criminal complaint often turns out to be basicallv 
a civil dispute between the parties. ., 

At the same time sometimes essentially what starts off as a civil 
dispute, comes into the system as a civil dispute or is brought to the 
center as a civil dispute, may turn out to also have some criminal aspects 
to it as you dig deeper into the dispute. 

So I think it is important that whatever institutions are set up, 
whatever experimental programs D,re set up" have the option of deal
ing with disputes that are characterized by tJl1e formal system as either 
eivil or criminal. 

l\{r. PREYER. Do you think there ought to be any sort of protection 
that would apply to potential criminal defendants or civil litigants ~ 

l\{r. J OHN"SON. Let's begin with the hardest case, the criminal case. 
I don't know of any of these institutions, t.he ones that exist at th~ 
present time, that aren't voluntary in nature, that is, if someone is a 
criminal defendant and is asked if he would like to have his case 
me~iated ra~her than going through the fOl'mal systell1~he has that 
optIOn, and If lawyers are not going to be present in the other forum or 
wha~ever, hevohmtarily elects to go that route. That, I think, provides 
conSIderable protection. 

In terms of the civil litigant, most of these, at least the existing ones, 
and I would suspect that future ones also, end up with a resolution 
of the dispute that has come into writing of some form and that you 
end up with a written agreement that disposes of the issUE~. 

~1r. D'ALE1\IBERTE. Ii might say, Mr. Preyer, that we hav(} had some 
experience in Florida, ,as was alluded to earlier by the Chief Justice. 
'V"e have, I think, 10 of these in one form or another in active opera
tion. We do have one decision in Florida which indicates that state
Irxents made during the process of mediation are privileged, and that 
is a judicial decision and is fro111 a lower court, has not yet reached 
our appellate courts. ! 

~,;frankly, still I personally have the worry that there· will be inc1i
catImiJ.S when we may have such problems, but we don't seem to have 
any large. outbreak of Isuch problems and so far as I know only one 
decision in Florida relat.ed to that subject .. 

1\{r. PREYER. On the question of where this program (;>ught to be 
located, (T~ldg(' .. Shera;n sugg. ested a new. independent body, justice body 
or sometlnng like thIS. ItlS presently ill the Attorney Gen(~ral'soffice. 

Do you have any thoughts as to where it should be locat6d ~ 
Also, in connection with that" ].fr" :M:eador ta.Iked a,bout funding 

from the I.JEAA. I wondered if I could get your opinions OIl where 
it ought to be located a.s far as the funding, 

l\{r. D'ALE!lfl3ERTE. To address the second question first,I personaUy 
am very Rl?prehensive about the administration suggestion that this· 
very excellent program be tied in with LEAA. From my viewpoint, 
Ritting many m.iles away from this capital cit.:v. it seems to me that the 
f\lture of LEAA is too ullcertain and I wonldvel'y much hope that 
you would not adopt that suggestionmac1e by him. 
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I like virtually everything else he said. I do agree with him that 
the decision as we followed the legislation, and the concept that the 
,decision come to the Departmev.t of ,Justice was really through process 
-of elimination after considerin,g various other Federal agencies. 

ABA has no real heavy f:uggestion or junior suggestion about where 
it should go. vVe feel qUite comfortable with it in the Department ot 
.Justice, such as 1\fr. l\1:eador's office, but there are probably places it 
could be placed that would make us lesE; comtortable. 

Again, I mention LEAA and it is only a personal remark; but again 
I hope this excellent job you have designed that does so many thIngs 
as identified by committee members would not be lost in the confusion 
that seems to surround the future of LE1\"'A at this tune. .. 

:M:r. JOHNSON. The only further comment I would make is that I 
think that we are dealing with a bill that hopefully will pass this 
,year and has to consider what exists as of this time. It may be that 
·a year or two clown the line there will be a reorganization of lnany of 
the programs in tIle justice area, the creation of some kind of separate 
organization, and as many of some kind that conceivably could adovt 
this program or could push this program could be transferred, but In 
the present time and in the interiIn at least it seems the Department 
of Justice would be the most appropriate vehicle. 

Mr. PREYER. 1\1:1'. Chairman, I won't impinge on the 5-mulute time 
this late in the afternoon. 

I noticed you mentioned using Yogi Berra to start with so I will 
close with a quote from Sam Goldwyn who said when bidding fare
well to a group, "don't think it ain't been lovely." 

I will say it has been lovely to have you here. 
JHr. D'ALEuBERTE. Thankyou,:Mr. Preyer. 
1\fr. IUSTENlIIEmR. The gentleman from North Carolina, 1\fr. 

Broyhill., 
1\fr. BROYHILT.J. You were here before when I was speaking to the 

·other witnesses from the Department of Justice ancl I was e~preSSi!lg 
'Some concern that the bill, other than the Commerce CommIttee bIll, 
doesnot emphasize consumer disputes to a special degree. . 

I have a couple of concerns and one of tllem, of course, IS that there 
is a Federal interest in this whole conSlIDler area. 
~T e have passed legislation which I mentioned before-the 1\1agnu

'son-~Ioss Warranty Act, the Truth-in-Lending Act, Unfair Debt Col
lection Practices Act, and so forth. In other wOJ;'ds, there can be some 
justification going to the House and sayulg' that there is a Federal 
role here to play a1ld that we should provIde some Federal moneys 
and providing some help in setting up these dispute settlement mech
-anisms which are foc'llsed toward consumer disputes. 

Now, if you g'o towa-rd neighborhood disputes, domestic dispute~, 
and so forth, I think the argument could be justifiably made that tlns 
is not an area ~or spending Fec1:eral tax moneys and sllould not be 
-enacted. ' . . _ 

I think this is a ve;ry real, practical, political problem ill thIS CO~l
gress, that Tjust don't think that we are gOUlgtO b~ able to pass a 13111 
in the House if we are only g<>il1g to be dealing WIth what has come 
to be called the barking dog case. ., 

So, next, I want to get your comments. 
1\fr. D'Ar.El\1BERTE. Both of us wil1 comment briefly on thu,t because 

I know Professor Johnson has some thoughts. 
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~fy own observations would be in the nature of the way citizens O'et 
those services of dispute resolution, ~1r. Broyhill; it seems to me t1~at 
t?d3;y they go to the court system. They go to it in most instances iden
tlfymg a place to go and they receive various kinds of services within 
that structure. 

-As 'Ye .see experiments with the neighborhood justice system, I still 
thlll~ It IS advan~ageous for the .citizen to know that there is !1 place 
to go :where a WIde range of dIsputes can be resohred. I tlunk, on 
an~lysIS, we look at the nU~llber of th~ oper~tions. ,iVe'would say that 
qUlt~ a l?t .of the case~oad Indeed do deal WIth consumer disputes, but 
I t~llnk It IS awfu.lly Important for that consumer to InlOW where the 
~ehv:ry .services lare IO!, 4isput~ resoJlution. I almost think you should 
fa VOl tlus act because It IS eaSIer for the consumer to find his or her 
way to that dispute resolutionl11echanism it you allow the experintents 
to have a gen~ral di~pute resolution facility. 

I co~ce~e ill many of these, a rather large percentage of their case
load WIll Indeed be consumer direct and clearly consumer disputes 
but I don't think we d? very well either]ll our !formal court system or id 
some of these alternatIve systems to balkanize themand to have a laro'e 
number of them and confuse the public through tha1t balkanization. b 

I do know Professor Johnson has some observations. 
~~r. JO~NSON. ~u~t a couple. 
~ll'st, Slllce tIll$> IS an eXl?eriment,al.program and we are trying to 

leaIn how to best r~solve dIsputes, l~ IS very common that you learn 
wl:at would be best In terms of resolvlllg consumer disputes by a mech
amsm that you tryout to resolve interpersonal disputes or landlord
tenant disputes or whatever. 

The sec?nd comment I would make is thaii this is a OTantmakino' pro
gram. I~ IS ;not o.ne that we would depend~\ it would seem to nl~, for 
ItS constltutlOnahty on the commerce clause in any sense and the Fed
e~al Governmen~, it seems to me,. has ~ stak~ in imprdving the way 
dIsputes of all kmds are resolved ill SOCIety. It would seem to me that 
altl~oug;h the consumer dispute. is an extiremely ~mportant category, 
theIe are many other extremely Importanti categorIes such as landlord-. 
tenant, and so forth. . 

I think it would be a mistake to restrict it just to consumer disputes. 
1\1r. BROYIDLL. Thank you. 
:Mr. KAsTENl\mmn. The gentlema~ from North Carolina, ~Ir. Gudger. 
~1r. GUDG~R. Thank y\~u, ~~r. ChalTmalJ.. 
I wOl~ld lIke to ask 1\11'. D Alemberte a question about his proposed 

change In the language in the subsection w hieh presently reads, "Pro
mote the use of nonlawyers in the resolution of disputes" to the lan
guage "promote the use of arbitrators, Inediators conciliators. and 
other dispute resolution professionals." ',' 

liVonld not the net effect of the chan<Ye in tJlis lano'nao'e be to brin<Y' 
aboard a great number of laWYE'rs ina~nuchas law;er;have becom~ 
r~ther promin~nt in this !lrea 'of expp.;rtisei as media'tors, conciliators, 
dumute resolutlOn profesBlOnals? ' 

Mr. D'ALEMBERTE. Perhaps so, and I really have no p~trticl'ilar brief 
even for the language we have suggested. Our reactioIl to the lan<Yuage 
as pr.?pose'~. in the bill is that it is negative and you probably ~ol'ild 
turn It posltlve. 

"What we found in some of the experiments gOUlg on-and we haye 
one in my own COlllty, Dade County, :Miami, Fla.-'is that lawyers are 

Q 
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not very expert in mediation techniqu~s'particularly. Indeed, before 
lawyers can be used, they have to go through a trainlng program that 
teaches them something about mediation. You have to educate them 
.out of the adversary system. 

Indeed, we may be educating them into the techniques used by those 
JP's that you mentioned that we had in our system some years ago, so 
we rea!ly do~'t ~hink th~t lawyers hav:e any. great expertise ~artic
ularly m LedmtIOn technlques and our mtentlOn by my suggestIOn of 
.change in language is not to try to create other positions for bar 
members. 

Indeed, we would like to see these experiments go forward using 
nonlawyers, and, frankly, that is where people have more contact with 
the community in some instances and people don't have the commit
ment to the adversary system that many times we, as lawyers, have. 

Mr. GUDGER. I suspect that adopting your language we could make 
it clear in the committee report that we are considering the use of that 
language as implying a desire to remove from the adversary proce
dure and from the adversary profession those who participate in this 
particular function. 

:Mr. D'ALEMBERTE. Yes, sir. 
:Mr. GUDGER. One other question I would like to address to Profes

:sor Johnson. I understand that you are director of a dispute resolu
tion program at the University of Southern California. I am 
particularly concerned about this fundinO' mechanism. We have two 
patterns, one of them the LE.AA pattern wllich seems to fit the research 
portion or could at least afford a source at a time of austerity for 
research and development. 

The other, of course, would be a program somewhat similar to the 
victim of violent crimes bill which the Judiciary Committee reported 
out favorably this past week and which would apply a Federal con
tribution into those States which have or hereafter put into J?lace a 
method of compensating victims of violent crime, such as California 

"bas. 
Do I understand that you strongly support any other method than 

the LEAA method, Dr. Johnson, or are you merely saying that you 
perceive that this ought to stand on its own bottOln without being 
referred into the LEAA structure ~ 

Mr. JOHNSON. I think it should stand on its own bottom in the sense 
·of it could be very well within the Department of Justice or whatever, 
but I think it should not be part of. LEAA as such because the per

.sonnel there are oriented primarily toward criminal process, criminal 
procedure, police procedures, and so :forth. 

It is not the ideal place to locate for that reason and for several other 
reasons. In terms of the machinery for how the, grants are made, this 
is basically as I see it, except for the resource center part of it, a 
grant making program to encourage and evaluate experimentation and 
I think that there are a number of models within Government, and 
most of them we will exemplify in this piece of legislation, for accom
'plishingthat part of it.' 

I don't think one has to follow the LEAA pattern. You could look 
-to a lot of other agencies that have handled their grantmaking powers 
very well and I see nothing' in this statute that ,vould interfere with 
the\Tery effective program of b'Tantmaking. 
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~Ir. G~GER. J?o y?U see some advantage in Federal participation on, 
~ ~n,at~lnng basls. wlth those States wInch are already on their own 
llllhatlve clevelopmg programs in this area? 

,:Jfl'. {OH~TSON. ,Yell, I think that the formula set forth in this 
st,~~ute lS pr~bably the be~t way t.o approach ~t because what you are 
t~J lllg to do lS e~lcourage lllnovabon, as I see It, and certainly as this 
~tatu~e portrays It, and It seems to me that this.lJattern of lOO-perc8nt 
fl~nch~lg for 2 years followed by a gradual easmg of the Federal con-
~l'lbutIOn for 2 n~o~'e years ~s tl;e b~st waJ;" to bring about illllovation 
In local. c<?mmunlt~es and I tll1nl{ ,IS preferable to merely matching 
sO,me eXIstIng fundlllg that may eXIst at the local level for these kinds 
of programs. 

~Ir. GUDGER. Thank you. 
~Ir. IUSTJ?Nl\:J:EIER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Illi

nOIS, :M1', RaIlsback. 
::\11'. RAILSBACK. Yes. 
I want to also commend you and say that I happen to aOTee with 

you~' gene.ra~ statoments t~lat Y(;)U think we should not try to con
straIn or hm~t the use of mlnor dIspute resolution tribunals to perhaps
a.ny one partIcular category. .r really have. no tr~>U'ble with setting up, as an experiment a minor 
dlspute resolutlO,?- trIbunal that w~mld, maybe, cleal with primarily 
consu~ller-type dIsputes. I-Iowever, It does seem to me that O'iven our 
expel'len~e and maybe even t!le exper~ence in England, th~t we are 
well advlsed to proceed cautlOusly wlth a too general or broad ap
proach, and see how successful we can be at c1ealillO' with landlord-
tennnt or even 111inor criminal cases. I:> 

Do. either one of you happen to be familinr with the Eno'lish 
experIence ~ b 

,1\11'. J OHNSO~. I am some-what familiar with some of the small claims 
tl'lbunal e~pel'lments there and also "with their administrative tri
bunals \v}nch t~ley use to handle what we wouldcH,ll social security 
and publIc hOUSlllg and many rental cases. 
. I am more famili.ar with something a little bit closer to home, that 
~s, Canada, and thelr rentalsman offices that have beo'un to sprinO' up 
In u. ll~lll1b~r ?f :pr?vinces, that at least a couple of tl~ provinces have 
.exclUSIve Jurlschchon over all landlord-tenant matters. 

. ~lr. Rl\ILSBACK. Recent~y some of us as part of a trip to England 
VISlt~c1 wltl~ som~ of the Judges there. ,Ye als" met with some of the 
!lclmllnst~atlv~ tl'lbunal heads. During our visit we learned that there 
"IS s01l1ethm~ h~m ~O,OOO lay people that actually sit in judgment. These, 
lay p.eople s~t ~n pa~els of three and determine a tremendous number 
of ll111101: cI'llllmal dIsputes and remove- a tremendous caseload from 
the EnglIsh court system. 

Let me as~{ .Y?U th~s about your criticism of section 4. 
.()' Is your crlt:Clsm dIrected at any part~(ml~r s.ubsection, 01' is it just 
~eneral~y your fear about perhaps our lnfl'lngmg 011 the traditional 
sepa,ratlOn of Federal and State powers ~ 

~~r. D'ALE.l\:J:BERTE. ~~r. Railsback, we have to apoloO'ize to you. I said 
·earlIer, I tlunk at a tlllle "y11en you may have been I:> out briefly that .. 
Profess?~ {ohn~on and I did not get together entirely. We did'have 
'some crltlCIsm dlred.ed tmyard section 4 of the Senute ~ct, and, frankly,. 
we much prefer sectlon 4 In each of the two I-Iouse bIlls, and the only 
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criticism that we made at all, and it is minor,. frankly, was the non
lawyer language of subsection 9 o~ section 4,. sub (4), I believe it is:: 
Yes, sir. Section 4, sub (4)0 whlCh IS the language "promote the use of 
nonlawyers in the resolution of the dispute." 

That may not be bad language. ,iVe haven't come up with language, 
that is entirely·clearourselves. Our thought was that it might be useful 
to speak positively in tenns of the skins that you want l)eople to have· 
rather than negatively in terms of a profession or degree that he might 
have concerned because there are even some lawyers who are capable· 
of mediation. 

I don't 'COlUlt the number high. If our profession improves and 
picks up on this kind of program as we hope they would, you lllay find. 
that there will be some greater number at a later time. . 

Mr. RAILSBACK. Has anyone asked yon already to maybe share wIth 
us a profile or the statistical information abo~t the University of 
Southern California 1t1inor Disputes Center ~ IIave we reany gone into 
your experience at all as far as how it is set up ~ 

1tfr. JOHNS,ON. ,Ve are a research center and we are doing a number" 
of things, but among the things we are doing is examinmg various 
models for resolving disputes not only in the United States but else
where, and I happen to be on the board of a neighborhood justice center' 
in Los Angeles, but our center is not itself directly involved in resolv
ing any sorts of disputes. 

We have, as I say, been examining a number of models both here 
and elsewhere and would be happy to share wjth the committee and" 
the committee staff reports from tliose examinations that we had com-· 
pleted and so forth. 

1tfr. RAILSBACK. As your statement recognizes, there seems to' mE',. 
anyway, to be a major difference between the Senate-passed bill and 
the approach taken by the Commerce Committee's and the lJudjciary 
Committee's bill, and' that is whether to esta·blish a national priority 
project system or to set up an advisory board. 

I take it that both of you agree and strongly 8npJ)ort tIle concept of 
an advisory board type system rather than iny kind of an earmarking' 
of certain project. 

Is that correct ~ 
Mr. D' ALEMBERTE. Yes, sir. 
Mr. RAILSBAOK. And that is generally because you be 1ieve that the 

thrust should be to encourage experimentation, whether with COll

Sll,mer-type tribunals or Jancllord-tenant or those that may handle' 
a whole range of various disputes. Is that correct ~ 

1tfr. D'ALEMBERTE. Yes, sir. 
1tfr. RAILSBACK. Thank you.

H 

J\'1r. D'ALEl\:IBERTE. 1tfr. Railsback, there is an evaluation, interim' 
report, published by the Depart:ment of Jm;;tice on the three different 
neighborhood justice centers established by them. I .am sure iii is 
available to your staff, and you have a member of our committee, 
Judge Ethridge, who is chairman of the board of the Atlanta Neigh
borhood Justice Center, who is coming before you the ne1..1; week yath· 
Linwood Slayton, who is director of that program, alld he will prgb
ably be able to give you a lot of the details you al'e looking for, but 
we do have some materials both in our ABA offices and Professor 
Johnson's center. We will try to get that additional mailing to your' 
staff. 
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:Ml'. RAILSBAOR:. Thank you very much. 
. ~~r .. J.OHN~ON. ~f~y I.add one other research project we are invohred 
1n I,S ill conJunc.tlon WIth the University of ,Visconsin Law School, 
;and} am sure. that Congressman Kastenmeier, the chairman, will 
1?e able to obtaIn a great deal of information about that particular 
iacet of our work, as well. 

nil' .. ICAs'rENUEIER. I just have one or two. questions. In terms of 
-t~le neIghborhood justice centers, 'their experience is rather short, hut 
:smce you have been able to follow them from your perspective would 
.you say they l~.ave been successful without reservation, or do y~u have 
som.e ~'eservatIOllS about that particular model and the way it has 
'worked ~ . 

. :JUl'. , D'ALEl\fBERTE .. Earl is more closely associated with· the Los 
... A.ngeles one and I would defer to him. . 

1\11'. JOHNSON. I ~hink tha~ they are successful with reservations, 
:that they are evolvmg experI~n~nts. I ~an only ~p~a~( really: for the 
.~o~ .A.ngeles one and say. that It IS evolvmg, .that It IS Improvmg, that 
It IS, I would say, certamly at least a qualIfied success and there is 
very definite progress in it. ' .' 

The major problem that we faced is the problem that was alluded 
-to. by somebody. earlier in. the presentations, having to do with the 
'~~lul'e to get th~ respondmg party. to C(;>111e t~ the medhttions ql~ite 
. fleql~ently, and It. has taken us a long tune, SUlce we are notusmg 
,coerCIVe methods In any sense, to solve that problem. It is not that 
:nob?c1y woulc~ respond, but that was an early problem, particularly, 
I l111ght add, In the. context of landlord-tenant disputes and to a lesser 

-extent consumer dIspntes, where the tenant miO'ht want to mediate 
'01' the cOl~sumer might want to mediate, but the landlord felt he had 
;aU the ChIPS or the storeowner felt he had all the chips and did' not 
want to bother mediating the issue. 

The problem is easing, and I think that our rate of mediation suc
.cessful mediation, has doubled or tripled within the Jast few mdnths 
all~l we are al~o ,~eginning to add some additional elements to th~ 
ne~ghborhooc~ Jus~ICe center program. TVe are in the process of devel-

-opIng an arbItratIOn component to add to the mediation component 
-at o~n' center, sO.I think it is too early in the game to say whether that 
'part.Icul~r experIment has been a lOO-percent success that it has proved 
so~ne thIngs, that we have learned a lot, that it is improving a lot, I 

"Uunk are all safe statements. 
I 1tlr. lCASTENl\{EIER. You have heard. Assistant Attorney General 

. :&ieador, who :preceded you. Do you tlunk that the program should 
ha:Te a useful lIfe of about 5 years, and then that it be sunsetted mit of 
,(>~!st('nce ~ Do you have 1110re or Jess the same expectation ill terms of 
hfe of the program as 1tIr.l\ieador~ 

~Ir. D".t\.LE~rnERTE. I guess I would endorse Assistant Attorney Gen-
,eral1tfeador's approach to that, and that is that I would certainTy hope 
that Congress would lo~k ~t that again. Frankly, there is an awful 
lot we do not know at tIns hme. If you want my advice, I would guess 
that you would want the resource center around somewhat IonO'er 
than that. It seems to ll?-e ~hat the resource center is the thing that is 

'most. needed today. It IS Just extremely urgent that someone be the 
clearmghouse and the wisdom collector and disseminator and evalu
-ator for everything that is going 011, so that we do not keep makinO' 
-the same mistakes in communities all across the country. b 
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There really is a moyement going on here. 1\1y hope is that this leg
islation will make that movement very much alive and that the re
-source center could really be useful, it seems to me, and my guess is: 
it can be useful, far beyond the 5 years. A relatively small amount of 
Federal money and grants will really encourage this movement to 
grow, and I think it is entirely reasonable to have a 5-year sunset on 

-that. 
I would carryon with obviously the resource center also, although 

it is my guess that you will-want to 'keep that alive a longer period of 
time, but then I reaily do not know, and I think it is entirely a reason
able approach to sunset. 

1\fr. K.ASTENJ'lIEIER. Your suggestion is that we could use more affirm-
.a.tive language in the bill than the current provision, "promote the
use of nonlawyers in the resolution of disputes." Alt!lOugh I share the 
.apprehension of the gentleman from North OarolIna, ~1r. Gudgel',. 
it isa matter of fact in these mechanisms, as we contemplate them, 
that they would very largely be made up of llonlawyers. Oertainly 
the ABA must realize that. 

1\11'. D'ALEJ'lrBERTE. I do realize it entirely. 
Mr. lCAsTENMEIER.I do not want to misunderstand the implication 

-of your suggestion. 
Mr. D'ALEJ'IIBERTE. No, sir; and I think the criticisms made toward' 

the language we suggested ma:y indeed be valid. I am not s~lre that 
,either set of language really pIcks up the thought that :V~ thmk you 
want to express. You really want to move out of the tradItIOnal adver
sary process for certain types, or at least you wa,nt to encourage
expectation in that, and we wholeheartedly e!ldorse tlu~t. .. 

We are not attempting to see more lawyel'lllg go on In these types of 
tribunals, :Mr. Ohainnan. It just strikes us that the real thought yon 
had was really a more positive thought than that, and although we
have reviewed 1\1:r. ::Mark Green's testimony, he has some rather Ull

kind thinO's to say about the American Bar AssociPJtion. At least I 
hope on this subject that you will find that we believ~ we have a con-
structive support of this legislation, and I repeat agmll what Profes
sor Johnson said, that any of these indivi~ua:l commeI!-ts we make· 
about e,ither of the two .bills, we are really pIckmg at a nIt ~ome'yhat .. 
We think both bills are excellent and we think the most Important 
thinO' is to see leoislation like tIllS is adopted and funded, 'and we rc--
IJeatOaO'ain our ~eat hope that this will not get caught up in the con-o h •• 
fusion surroundinO' LEAA at tIllS tmIe. 

1\I1r. KA_STENJ'lfE~R. Well, in any event I would like t~ take tIllS occa-_ 
sion to commend and congratulate you both, ~ft. D'Alemberte and 
Professor Johnson, on your testimony. It is positive testinl0ny .over-
all and very supportive of the endeavor -of the two subcon~nllttees: 
that are undertaking this jointly. On behalf of the commIttees I 
express our th~nks n:nd gr.atitude to. you .for participating. 'Ve may 
later of course ill delIberatIOns on tIns legrslatlOll want to contact you 
again at least for J:'our furt.her cO~l1ments. . .' _ •. 

I would also hIre to thank Indeed my colleagues ill tIllS rath~r 
long session on the opening day on tl!e hearings. 'Ve will be gather
ing tomorrow morning under the .chaIr o~ the gentleman ~TOI)1 North 
Carolina, :Mr. Preyer, at 9 :30~ UntIl that tlll1e, the subcommIttee stands~ 
adjourned. 

tWhereupon, at 5 :22 p.m., the joint committee adjourned, to recon~· 
vene at 9 :30 a.m., Thursday, June 7,1979.] I 
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RESOLUTION OF ~IINOR DISPUTES 

THURSDAY, JUNE 7, 1979 

IfoUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SunC0:i\UUTTEE ON COURTS, 
OIVIL LmERTIEs AND ~'ITE AmUNIS'lTh\.'l'ION OF JUSTICE, 
COJ'lfMITTEE ON THE J UDIOIARY, AND SunCOl\f]\:[!TTEE ON 
CONSUUER PROTECTION AND FINANCE, OO]UIITTEE ON 
INTERSTATE AND ,FOREIGN CO:J1Il\IERCE, 

TVashington, D.O. 
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 :50 a.m., i~ room 2123,. 

Rayburn flouse Office ~uilding, l-Ion. Richardson Preyer presiding. 
Present: Representatrves Preyer, Broyhill, ICastenmeier, Danielson,. 

Gudger, and Moorhead. 
Staff present (Subcommittee on Oonsumer Protection and Finance) : 

~dward ~-I. 9''Oo11nell, counsel; and ~1argaret T. Durbin, staff as-. 
slstant,.mmol'lty. 

St~ff. pres~nt (~ubco~n1l1ittee .on qOU!ts, Oivil Liberties, and the
Adn~lllistrahon of JustIce) : Gall I-lIggms Fogarty and ]Hic.hael J. 
RemIngton, counsel, and Joseph V. ,y olfe, associate connsl?]. 

1\11'. ~REl.'ER. Th~ committee will come t,o order. Today, the Oonsumer 
Prote?tlOn and FInance Subcommittee, in conjunction with the Sub
conumttee; on Oourts, Oivil Liberties and Administration of Justice 
of tI~e Oommtttee 0~1 the Judiciary, will hold its second of 4 days of 
hearIngs on three dIspute re.solution .bills. 'rhcse bills attempt to en
c(:mrage the development of lllexpenslve, fall', 'and easy-to-use lmecha
nlsms for resolving cons~~ner and oth~r minor disputes. Yesterday, 'We 
heard the legal COmll1.Ull1tle~' perspe~tIve, and today we will dehre into 
the consumer and busmess SIde .of tIllS problem. 

Let me hasten to add at this juncture that when we talk of minor dis-. 
putes in these hearings, we are, in fltct, talkino· about real and nao'o·inn-

bl I t 'f l' 0 bo b pro ems t la ,1 not reso veel 111 an acceptable ma.nner clllllCompound 
intO' a festering sore upon our society. ' 

Unfortunately, as we say in the laws "The smallest possums climb 
the highest trees sometimes." 

These minor dispntes have shown tllemselvcs increasino'ly to be in
appropriate for handling under the. traditional legal systonf it has been 
mfL1lY: :years sinc~ Alexis de Toque-dUe,. in his illciteful commentary on 
our lIfestyle, p0111ted out the propensIty of Americans to taJm m1cry 
cOl~troversy to court. Our increasing complex, urba,n and industTial 
SOCIety, however, has overburdened the adversarial system to the 'Doint 
where eve~ ~uch an authority as Judge L?arned lfan'Cl said: "I must say 
that as a l;itlgant, I should drea~ a la WSUlt beyo~d almost anything else 
short of ~Ickness and ~eath:" If such an authorIty: as J uelge frand held 
such feelIngs, one can 11nagme what John Q. PublIc feels. --

(55) 
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This, of course, is the rationale of these hearings-to ~et an .over
view of the problem in order that we can make son~e COl.lsIdered Judg
ments as to how best solve the problem. I am lookulg forward to the 
"contribution the witnesses today will make. . 

We are honored to have one of the fathers of one.o~ the .three bIlls 
.to open our hearings this morning, Bob Eckhardt, dI~tmgll,Ished Oon: 
oressman from Texas. Oongressman Eckhardt, we wIll turn the floor 
'~\Ter to you at this time. 

TESTIMONY OF lION. BOB ECKHARDT, A REPRESENTATIVE IN 
CONGRESS FROM THE S'rATE OF TEXAS 

:Mr. EOKlIARDT. Thank you, ~lr. Chairman. It is very appro.priate 
"that this bill be before the subcommittees that y?U have mentlOned;. 
indeed, the very titles of those subcommittees inchcate the purpose of 
the legislation. . ' . -1 

I know that today people are very much afraI~l ~lllcl negatIye WIt 1 

respect to lawyers. They almost appr?ach tl~e posItron that :PIck had, 
in Henry VI, where he said: "The fIrst tlllngwe do we kIll all the 
lawvers." . 

This, of course, is not what this bin does, but it does PFOYIde a me~ns 
,0f obtaining justice without the lIse of lawyers, andmdeed I tlunk 
. this may even be welcomed by lawyers. . 

I remember when I first started in practice, I felt I was rUnllll1g a 

kind of free legal aid clinic. At that time, I was the chairman of the 
Oommittee on Usury of the Travis County Bar, and most of the cases 
I O'ot were so small as far as recovery is concerned, and so difficult, as 
~th~ ch~fi'man has said, the smallest possums c~imb the highest trees, 
~Uld the smallest fees seem to go with the most dIfficult cases-. that any
one would welcome remoying this from the area of ordmary legal 
practice. . 
. Also, the publi~ conceives of the rcn:ec1y for consumer ~omplalllts 
.as being totally Inadequate. The IIarl'ls Poll found th~t (£) percent 
.of the public' believes it to be a waste of time to complaul a:hout cOIL
;flumer problems. And indeed there are many consumer problems as-
sociated with certain goods and services. 

. For instance the I-larvard Business Review and the Law and 80-
riety Review h~ve found that in cert~ill c~tegories of goods a~d serv
ices, as for instance dentures and heal'lng aId purchases, approxll1~ately 
,1ne-fourth of aU the transactions result in some type of complaInt. 

So there can be no question but, that this . legislation is of eX~l'eme 
jmpOl'tance. It nearly passed in tll(> 1ast seSSIon but got caught 1)1 the 
"la.st days of the session where it hacl to get a two-thirds vote to get 
through, and that way it was stopped. . 

I think in this session we need to look at some of the questIOns of 
.detail. I understand that there have been some recommendations th~t 
this be done within the LEA.A function. I don't think that the bIll 
should necessarily preclude using LEAA personnel for administering 
"the problem, but it should certainly not be financed through the very 
relatively sparse funds of that agency. 

The authorization for LEAA this time is $446 million, a $200 million 
cut from the expenditure of Jast time and only $30 millioJ! of that is 
.discretionary. It is true that LEAA has financed some neIghborhood 
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~ustice. cente~'s, but the.se have b~en li~ited larg,ely to in~erpel:sonal di~
putes In whIch there IS some kmd of an ono-Olug l'elatlOnslnp as for 
ms~allce, between I?-eighbo~'s or between. la~dlords and tena~ts,' alld 
so forth, and the dIsputes Invohred have to do laroely with questions 
tilat inv<?lve a criminal question. b 

T~le chsputes that are addr~ssed.here are l~rgely. civil disputes, and 
~ thmk tl~at .should be kept In mInd. Certamly If we merely utilize 
:1'u.nds WhI?h a~e ~lready badly needed in the area of avoidance of 
crIme and In crlll1malmatters, if we merely divert those funds to this 
purpose, we have done no good at all. As a matter of Iact, we may have 
done harm. It may be a b~lckward step. 

I wO~lld suggest that tJlere be ~h~ sa:lle kind of emphasis in the ulti
mate bl~l 011 th~ resolutlOn. of CIVIl dIsputes that existed in the COl1l
l~erce bIll last tune. Ther:e I~ q. slight difference between the judiciary 
blll.and the ~ommerce bIll In that respect. I don't think it is really 
Lel'l'Ibly .n~canlngful as fur us the intent of the two subcommittees but 
the SuchClary CO~llnittee refers to minor dispute settlement, and the 
.cOl~llnerce O~m~l1I~tee ta:ll~s U?out ci vii disputes. I think it would be 
ad VIS able to Ipl1It It to CIVIl dIsputes, particularly in view of the fact 
t}}at LEAA 1S already doing some things with respect to criminal 
! .. lsputes. 
Ther~ is another thing ~hat I think should be brought out, and that is 

that tIns .type of. small dIspute settlement is not taken care of by the 
.small c1all~l~ court. In ~he first place, the small claims courts tend to 
b~ O\'el' u.tIlIzed by varlOUS businesses concerned with collectinO' their 
[nIls and by landlords and in areas that are more typically jud~ial in 
nature. . 

Besicle~ that, the sm~ll clQ.,ims courts don't coyer all of the country, 
no!' all of ~he people 111 the country. Somewhere around 40 million 
pC'ople are 1n rural areas in which there are no small claims courts 
and, ~herefore, t.hat is not an answer to the question that you are ad~ 
drcssmg here. 

I 'Y<?ulc1 ~rther_suggest that you retain the Oommerce Oommittee's 
proVls1~ns of. makmg the Federal 'l~l'ade Oommission a consu]tmlt in 
<..'onnech.on ,nth these matters, because we have gone into this pretty 
d0eply. IJ~ Congress, and delegated authority to the Federal Trade 
Coml~11ss101\-to make rules in questions involving unfair and deceptive 
p~'uctrces. \~ e. have als<? passed the M~agnuson-:M:oss bill-which deals 
w:th ,y.alTalltIes-~h~t IS. c1os~ly related to this question, and the Fed
Cl al Tr~de COlllnllsslOlllS umquely ImowleclO'eable in the area of con-
'~mnE'r dIsputes. 0 

I am not sngg(>~ting th~t the FTC administer the program. I think it 
should Ibe .admllns~ered 1n the D~l?artment of Justice, and, further
more, I thmk that In your delegatIon of that authority to the Depart
men,t of ~Tusti~~, the d~legntion'-shonlc1. he broad. As I'said before~ ~ou 
dOll,t necessal'lly take It out of,LEAA. I think that should be a choice 
t~w.t t~le Demn'tmcnt. of ~Tushce shou1(1 make as an administrative 
lJuatter, al;d I c1Ol!'t tlunk the statute should d~ctate the question~ . 

In short, I tlunk that your two subcommIttees can come out with 
a ll:uch ~n?re ~houghtf~ll aCCOl~nt than we had last time, becaus,~ you 
ha\ e .ft. httle bIt n~or~ ~Ime nt It, and I applaud the fact tliat you are 
.WOl'klllg together In Jomt hearings this time. lYe just didn't have time 
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for that last time. It is a very important issue, and I hope that we win 
Eee the passage of an adequate law this time. 

[Mr. Eckhardt's complete statement follows:] 

5TATEMENT OF HON. BOB ECKHARDT, BEFORF.) THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSUMER 
PROTECTION AND FINANCE 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee on Consumer Protection 
and Finance, it is a pleasure to appear in support of H.R. 3719, the Dispute 
Resolution Act. This bill meets the need for dispute resolution mechanisms that 
are accessible, informal, and inexpensive. 

Some would suggest that the inefficieIljcies of the judicial system be solved 
according to Shakespeares' exhortation in Henry VI: "The first thing we do, 
let's kill all the lawyers." However, as an attorney myself, I am reluctant to 
espouse this alterl1ative. Instead, I propose H.R. 3719 to remov.e the need for 
lawyers in the resolution of many minor disputes. 

The magnitude of unresolved consumer and commercial disputes has clearly 
been demonstrated. In 1973, the National Institute of Consumer Justice recom· 
mended that federal funds be made available to stimulate state and local gov. 
ernments to eshlblish and improve small claims courts. Consumers need accessible 
forums for resolving c(lntroversies witlrvendors, manufacturers, and providers of 
ser,ices. A recent IH.Uonal survey of consumer attitudes by Louis Harris re
vealed that 79 percent of the public believes it is a waste of time to complain 
about consumer problems because nothing will be achieved. Research published 
in the Harvard Business Reyiew and in the Law and Society Review showed 
that for certnin 'categories of goods and services, sueh as denture and heariDg 
aid purchases and appliance repairs, consumers experienced problems in 011e
fourth to one-third of all transactions. 

Frequently, the time and expense involved in trying to resolve a complaint 
seems so great in compurisoJl to the dollars involved in the original purchase that 
consumers just don't bother to pursue a solution. The sum of aU these small COlll
plaints adds up a great burden on the American marketplace. A manufacturer 
01' vendor who reduces his or her costs at the consumers' expense, and gets away 
with it puts responsible businesses at a competitive disadvantage, lowering 
stal1(lnrds throughout an industry. Equally important is that the frustration and 
hopelessness felt by a consumer with no practical system for redress contributes 
to cynidsm and alienation, despite the increasing number o;f consumer protec
tion laws at both the state and federal levels. If the indiyidual consumer has no 
practical way of enforciJi;5 statutory rights, such laws create only empty promises. 

During a time when inflation is a major public concern, I am in agreement 
with the relatiyely low level of funding ($15 million annually for grantees, $3 
million annually for the administration of the program) requested in R.R. 3719-. 
Rmvever, I oppose any suggestion that the program should be funded out. of 
existlno- LEAA appropriations. I realize that LEAA now has statutory authorIty 
and fu~ds for promotin~ 15,devance resolution mechanisms in the criminal law 
area. But. the total funds :lyailable to IJEAA are already subject to many de
mands and simply adcling civil disputes to the list of LEAA responsibilities 
would 'pay statutory lip sel'yice to the purposes of H.R. 3719 without putting Ul} 
the necessary resources. I don't see why Congress shou1d tell LEAA to reduce 
its .crime prevention activity in order to fund civil contro,:ers:y- resolut~0.n pro
grams. Therefore, I strongly urge that a separate authOl'lZatlOn prOVISlon be 
ret.'lined in the bill. 

As to the question which organizational entity should administer the. funds, I 
would be inclined simply to designate the Attorney General and all~w. I:lm to de
cide which departmental uuit sho,?:d have the delegated .r~spon~lblhty. I .am 
not opposed, for example, to allowmg LEAA to hav~ ~dllllll1stra~lve authorl~y. 
assuming of course that both the Commerce and JudIcIa.ry CommIttees exercI.se 
vigorous oversight to ensure that consumer disputes are gIven a~equ.ate empha~ls. 

Fina1ly, I have been asked to elaborate on the role of the FTC 111 the adm1ll
ist-ration of this prn~ral11. The Chairman of 1:he FTC would have soJely ~ CO~l
sultative role in advising the Attorney Gen~ral {)nsuc.h 1~1Jttters as ~he crlte~']n 
for awnrding grants, the identificatio ll?f ~Ispute reso .. utIon mec1I3:1l}~ms w111e11-
are most effective aml fair to all partI('s 1llynlved, and the .SU1JlUISSlOn of the 
annual report relating to the administration of the program 111 the Department 
of Justice. . th I t' 

As my earlier testimony pointed out, the need for emphaSIS on 'e .re~o u Ion 
of com.umer disputes is well documented. The Federal Trade ComnllsslOn wa$; 
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establis~led to. promote c~mpetition in the marketplace and to discourage deceptive 
or unfUlr busmess practIces. It ilierefore is well equipped to offer the benefit of 
its ~A1Jerience in dealing with grieYances arising from commercial transactions. 
AddItIonally, the FTC posses~es some speCific expertise in this area. The l'Ifag
lluson:Moss "\Varra.nty A?t, WhI~h .was passed in the 93d Congress and marked up 
by .th~s SubcommIttee, IS admIlllstered by 'the FTC. That law encourage the 
establIshment by warrantors of informal disputes settlement mechanisms anel 
the Commission has set minimulll requirements for such proo-rams. As a con
sequence, the F1'C's familiarity with the practieal aspect.s of e~tablishin<r work
able guidelines for dispute resolution can assist the Attorney General in the same 
L'lSk. 

I believe that aU Americans should haye access to forums which provide just 
settlements for mil10rciviJ disputes. Rights become illusory if adjudication is 
too long delayed or the yalue of a claim is consumed hy the expense of assertin~ 
it. Th'e bill, R.R. 3719, will enable us to take a major step forward in making 
justice a vaUa ble to the ordinary citizen. 

~Ir. PREYER. Thank you very much. ,Ve appreciate your testimony, 
and you .have cleared up several 9uestions I had in mind. Since you 
-were chall'man of the Consumer Fmance Suhcommittee last year, I am 
interested in your views on the role of the FTC. You do vIew it as a 
consulting role. Also, you indicated that it should be administered in 
the Department of Justice. 

Do you have any thouq;hts about whether an arm of the judiciary, 
stIch as the Federal Juchcial Center of the Administrative Office of 
U.S. Courts, WQuid be an appropriate administrative. unit, or would 
}iOU leave it with the Attorney General at the J nstice Department 
HndeI'R'broad g'rant of authority ~ , 

.lVIr. ECKHt\RDT. I think I wOllJdleave it with the Justice Department 
under a broad gl'ant of auth01'ity, and one broad enough, for instance, 
to deleg,ate it to the Judicial Center or other aPl)l'Opriate agency. 

]'vIr. PREYER. Thank you. . 
1\ir. Kastenmeier ~ 
:J\Ih. ICASTENl\n~mR. Thank you, ~1r. Chairman. 
I-Iow does your hill differ from the bill you introdncecllast year ~ 
JYIr. EOKHAHD1'. I don't think it differs very much from the Jast bill. 

Ittliffers Il'Om the bill that is in the .Tudiciary Committee in that it 
refers to civil actions rather than all actions, and in that way would' 
exclude cri'1ninal actions or actjyity, and it diifel'S in puttinp' tlw Fecl.-

l . ,,"'l 

eral Trade Commission in a consultative position with respect to the 
operation. I think that is substantially the difference bebveen the two 
bills. 

l\ir. KASTEXl\I"!';IER. Last year you had before yoU in your sl:11-
committee a. bill in one f01'111 which was somewhat' 1110difiecl when it 
we'nt to the floor, as I recall. 

1Yas not. your bill of last year modified fro111 the point of intro
duction to the fOl'Jl1 it took when it reached the floor g 

:Mr. EOKHARD'!'. It was some\vhat, yes. . 
Mr. KASTENl\IBIER. So does this bill reflect the proposal that reached 

the:floor, or does it reflect the bill as originally introduced ~ 
1\{~'. EOEHA1IDT. As it reached the :floor and iIi adclitiull to that, it 

is I'e.~.uced. in the amount of money involved. Last time, it was $20 
mil1iqn,;" this is $15 million, PIUS tile $3 million for administration., 
, 1\11'. K.AS~'ENl\IEIER. ,Vhy did you reduce the amount of money ~ 
1\:fr. EOKHARDT. For tactical reasons. 
1\11'. KAS1'ENlfEIEH. That is a good answer. 
I am interested in your reasons for excluding IOriminal matters 

when so many of the laws enacted by Congress, several of which origi-
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nated in the Commerce Committee, affecting consumers, in fact, involve 
criminarsanctions, whether it is truth in lending, packaging Jabelling 
iequirements, there' have been a whole series of bills all involving 
criminal sanctions. 

To the ~xtent that any consumer involved in some sort of dispute 
~ould allege the criminal aspects of any of these laws, why should 
these be excluded necessarily ~ .. . 
.. ~1r. EOKHARDT. V\Tell, if the dispute involves both criminal~,nd,civil 
matters, it would be covered, I think, by virt~e of the fac.t that oivil 
disputes are covered. ~f!;er all, th~ process enV1s~ged h~re IS a p~'oc.ess 
which involves not crlllllnal sanctIOns, .but first, If pOSSIble, medIatIOn 
and then possibly preal'l"angement or preagreement for compulsory 
arbitration. So it is not typically criminal in nature with respect to 
the application of the remedy in this bill. 

But there is another significant fact, and that is I do not like to 
.see a situation in which those enforcing criminal law-which seems to 
lne to be a Inatter of right to the person injured-I do not like to, see 
those enforcing criminal law to say "Go over here and try your other 
remedy first; try an agreed remedy first." It seems to me that we 
Imve a tendency to withdraw the extension of a person's right to be 
l'epresented by the State in a criminal matter when we afford another 
l:'emedv of an informal type. . 

~fr. 'ICAsTENMEillR. Of course, it can be argued that the more typical 
case is just the opposite. Very often, let's say, the victiln of crime is 
;required to appear in court. He doesn't get restitution) and he doesn't 
get the satisfaction, whatever that may entail, of confronting the per
son who offended him. In some of the models which might ,veIl be cov-
ered by this legislation, these things may take place. . 

In fact, to the extent that criminal matters may be included, it, 
would be for the purpose of giving the secured party some satisfac~ion 
not otherwise given to him by law. . . 

:Mr. ECKHARDT. lVell, that might better be handled uncleI' LEAA's 
present program of neighborhood justice centers. LE.A.A's entire pro
graIn is supposed to be designed for preventing crime, and they do 
presently administer neighborhood justice centers devoted entirely to 
criminal process. As a matter of fact, these have eveI?- been sOl~1ewhat 
objected to on grounds that they may tend to 1110ve mto the iIelcl.we 
are now dealing in in this bill. 

kIr. MSTENl\IEIER. As a matter of fact, it is my impression that 
much of the resources are devoted to settlement of civil clisputes,.and 
it was testified yesterday that these are models which might be fol
lowed under this legislation. There are several neighborhood justice 
centers that were established by the Department of J nstice on a trial 
basis dlu'ing the last year or so. A very high percentage of the cuses 
that they handle are civil disputes. 

~fr. ECKHARnT. What I am suggesting, though, is that that program 
does have typically the criminal reach, and it would not be necessary 
to duplicate that in this bill, though this bill might well take some of 
the load off of those centers with respectto civillnatters. ' . 

;Sut ~ understand tfmt is a very, very limited program as :fal' as 
tInngs lIke consumer dIsputes are concerned. '.' . '. :';' 
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~rr. KASTENMEillR. They do purport to include consumer disputes. 
. :.tinting the disputes. 

Mr. EOKHARDT. It is my understanding that they are supposed to' 
be with respect to interpersono.l disputes and ~argely to those that are 
likely to be recurring. Now, they may reach .1I?-t? the ,consumer,£el~l, 
but I understand the department has been cl'ltlClzed for extendmg ~t 
that far because of the mandate of the LEA.!. Act with an emphaSIS 
on prevention of crime. 

~Ir. Iu.sTENl\fEIER. Do I understand that you would prefer that 
these be exclushrely consumer ~ . 

}tIl'. ECKHARDT. Not exclusively. but I think that this is the area ill 
which the greatest need exists. ~WelI, let me put it this wa~: To a 
eertain e:A1;ent the disputes that are typically neighborhood disputes, 
the kind of dispute that has been somewhat perjoratively labe~ed the 
bal:king dog-type of dispute, the ~reation of a remedy may prohfera~e 
or Increase the number of complaInts. The fact that you can complaIn 
about. a minor lluisance may create more complaints that would be 
settled informally without a process of this type. But in the area of 
consumer disputes, I think you 11a ve some very real disputes that 
simply go without resolution unless you have a remedy. 

In other words, you have a universe of cases which is more finite 
and more limited and in which there is a crying demand to settle them. 
In the case of interpersonal disputes, it seems to me that the universe 
is very flexible; it could increase with the opportunity to ihId an area 
of cOlllplaints. . ... 

So I would gIve an emphaSIS on the consumer d~spute s.Ide per
sorially, but I would not exclude the other type of dIspute from the 
legislation. 

~Il'. KASTENllIEIER. At this point, nfr. Chairman, I will yield back. 
~Ir. PREYER. Thank you. 
1\£1'. Broyhill ~ . 
:Mr. BROYHILL. I would only comment on· the gentleman's answer to 

the last question. I have a concern about getting support for this bill 
in the. House. I think that if we take a bill to the House that is billed as 
one that would be,to set up these centers just to settle ba.rking-dog cases 
that weare ,O'oing to have a very difficult time getting a majority to 
vote for it. {"think we could legitimately show that we have a Federal 
interest inasmuch as we have passed consumer legislation in re'cent 
years in the area; for example, that l\£agnuson-~£oss has a warranty 
section in it, where they have a right of class action under certain 
circumstances; truth-in-Iending legIslation, and other legislation of 
that. type that have been passed, I think it could be argued that there 
is a legitimate Federal interest there. 

So I would hope that there would be a great deal of emphasis on 
settliilg of consumer disputes in setting up programs of this kind. 

Thank you, ~£r. Chairman. 
Mr. PREYER. Thank you. 
:Wlr. Gu.dgel·~ 
:Mr. GUDGER. Thank you, lVlr. Ohairman. 
I Qomme;nd the gentleman for his bill and for the way in which he 

luts dealt so ·forthrightly with the distinctions between it and other 
legislation peneling and considered in the last session. 
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, 1: am troubled perhaps about this concept morefrol1l the standp0int 
9f the authorization which your bill and others propose wher~by the 
Federal commitment could be as much as 100 percent in these grants. 
I look upon the problem as Ibeing this: In each State presumably' we 
now have some efforts being made to develop new dispute'l'esolntion 
processes below the Small Claims Court level or as alternatives to :re
sort to the Small Olaims Court process. I know we do in North Caro
lina, and I am sure you do in Texas, and I am certain Louisiana does 
likewise. Yet I see that each of these States has a pattern of history 
which is perhaps unique to that State, and I certainly know that Texas 
has the common law, and Louisiana does not have the common Htw, 
~~ld tl~e processes of t~l~ two States are bound to be vastly differen:~' by 
Just history and definItIon. : 
- 1\iy concern is this: 'iVhy do you not perceive that the States should 

bear a bigger share of this burden rather than fro111 the Federal Gov.:. 
ernment to undertake to bear the entire load ~ , :'! : 

1\11'. ECKHARDT. "What we purport to do here is establish a progr~m 
that would be totally governed in each of the specific dispute settle
ment cases by the State or by even a private nonprofit corporation, hhd 
what we purport to do is put up front-end money for the establishril~l1t 
of such programs but to withdraw gradually the Federal presenc~ in 
the case. ' , . 

On pages 16 and 17 of the bill, weprovide for the first and sec~ojlCl 
year being 100 percent, 75 percent for the third and 60 percent fOl~ the 
fourth, and, of course, this is only a 4-year appropriation. . 

So presumably if it is extended, and if it is a success, even a smaller 
amount would be granted in any successive bill until it is phased' out 
as a federally £nanced program. " 

The question yon raise, though, also bears on this question of the 
civil or consmner dispute-type process. 1\1any disputes have to do with 
goods that are nationally manufactured and in which informatiol), con
cerning that dispute obtained in one of these dispute settlement 'cen
tel'S might be useful in another, as, for instance, a toaster -or a washing 
machine, or something with an internal defect or the service affordecl 
with respect to such machines. So I think we do have a Federal con
cern in this area perhaps larger than in even larger types of disputes. 

We have a total amount involved which exceeds that iilvolved in 
many lawsuits. One reason why we have been able to move on this 
matter across the aisles is that :rHr. Broyhill was very much concerned 
about some of the problems involved with class actions. He felt that 
the class action procedure' opened the gate maybe too wide and might 
create too litigious an atmosphere with respect to small dispute settle
ments. In conceiving of this as an alternathre \ye must also conceive 
of it as ha1ring a national conseqnence with respect to produ9ts pro
duced and sold nationwide. 

:Hr. GUDGER. Thank you for that. 
Let me phrase another aspect of the same concern in this fa!3hion. 

Traditionally, of course, the judicial mechanism for dealing with small 
claims has largely been the responsibility of the State systems. Now, 
nowhere in your bill. do you refer to a State participation or State con
tribution. Yon refer to State andloc~tll11echanisms and that soi:t of 
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tiling, bilt III the funding machinery you do not refer to the State 
mechanism. ' '" ','" 

Now, my interest is this: I can see how if we follow the LEAA route 
presumably we ar~ goiug to be fundin~ throngh a State planhing 
structur.e, whereas If \~e do not follow tlllS LEAA route 3;nd set rip a 
system mdependent of that, then we ?an have grants c1u'ect to the 
grantee, wInch may pe a local commUlnty structure or which may be 
~ nonprofit cO~'porahon at the l?cal )e~/el aI1d may not have the State 
'll1volvec1, audIt may be that you deSIre to leave the State out inasmilCh 
as. that COUld. represent a C?st of putting some of these programs~nd 
tnal mechanIsms on the hne. 

Is that one of your concerns ~ 
1\1r. ECKHARDT. That is correct, anc1, frankly~ I personally do not 

'favor doing it th~'ough the LEAA l)rocess, but I would not preclude 
that, because I tlnnk that is more typically an administrative question 
that should be left to the executive department rather than financin 0-

it in the statute. ' , . I::> 

. ~lr. GUDGER. Thank you very much, Oongressman Eckhardt. I yield 
back the balance o~ my time. 

:NIr. PREYER. Thank you. ' ' 
~fr ~1oOl'heac1 ~ 
:Mr. :MOOIUIBAD. I have no questions. ' 
~1r. KAS'l'ENMEIER. ~fr. Chairman, I know there is a vote on but I 

n~ed.c1arific~tion on one point. Is Mr. Eckhardt's view of the sdope of 
Ins bIll ~hat It would not tolerate administratively or otherwise being 
l~cated In LEAA ~ That appears to be totany antithetical with your 
'VIew of what the bills function is. 

"Vhy would you want it to be funded through LE"AA ~ 
1\£1'. ECKHARD1'. I would not want it funded throuO'h LEAA a.nd 

I am unequivocal on that proposition, but who wouldl::> administe~ an
other pl:ogram on other funding is another question and I would not 
necessarIly preclude LEAA from administerin 0' a proo-raIu based on 
other fU!lding as this bin provides. l::> I::> 

, ~fr. R.ASl'ENl\rnmR. You would not obJ'ect to LEAA administerinO' 
n b a consumer program ~ , 

~1r. ECKHARDT. I would personally not desire it but I would not 
preclude it in the legislation. I would' simply deleO'ate authority to the 
Justice Department to administer the program. I::> • 

~fr. PREYER. Thank you very much, ~1:r. Eckhardt. Your comments 
have been very helpful, and we are grateful to you for all of your basic 
work on these bills. . 

,~Te now have a vote on, and the committee will stand in recess for 
-about 10 minutes. ,~Then we return, we will hear from Mrs. Esther 
Peterson. 

rBrief rece..c;s for members to vote.l 
,~fr. PREYER. The committee will'conleto order again. 
,Ve are very pleased to have as our next witness 1\11'8. Esther Peter

son, the Special Assistant to the President for Consumer Affairs .and 
D.irector of the U.S. Office of Oonsumer Affail~s. ' 

.Thank you for being withl'l.e'today, 1\1rs. Peterson. Your statement 
:Vlll be made a. pa.rt of the record. We look forward to your testimony 
J11 any form you care to present it. 
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TESTIMONY OF ESTHER PETERSON, DIRECTOR. OF THE U.S~ 

OFFICE OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS, ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARU 
CUFFE, DEPUTY GENERAL COUNSEL, U.S. OFFICE OF CONSUl VIER 
AFFAIRS 

[The prepared statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF ESTHER PETERSON, DmECTOR, U.S. OFFICE OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS,. 
BEFORE JOINT HEARINGS OF THE CONSUMER PROTECTION AND FINANCE SUBCOM
MITTEE OF THE INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE COMMITTEE AND THE SUB
CmnurrTEE ON COURTS, CIVIL LIBERTIES, AND A.DMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE OF 
TIIE JUDICIARY COMlfITTEE 

ilIr. Chairman: It gives me great pleasure to appear at these joint hearings 
to present my views concerning the proposed "Dispute Resolution Act." I believe 
that the time has come for enactment of this legislation that, to use the language 
of the bills will "assist the States and other interested pal·ties in providing to
all persons 'convenient access to dispute resolution mechanisms which fU'e effec
tive fair inexpensive, and expeditious." This legislation has been passed by 
the 'Senate on three different occasions, and it probably would have been adopteel 
by the House last year but for its consideration under the suspension of the 
rules procedure. In addition, President Carter has endorsed the enactment of 
le<rislation of this type in his February 27, 1979, messuge on civil justice reform. 

The value of this legislation lies with its recognit~on that dispute resolu?On 
is a dYnamic process which must be fashioned accordlllg to the needs and deSIres: 
of the program participants. Accordingly, this legislation does not inhibit, but 
rather encourages maximum fle."tibility and experimentation in designing pro
gram and forums for the resolution of minor civil disputes. 

Convenient uncomplicated, and expeditious resolution of minor disputes is a 
goal which has frequently eluded the consumer movement. Too often, ?itizens 
with legitimate grievances involving product purchases, household serVIces, or 
performance of warranty obligations are buffeted back and forth between sellers· 
and manufacturers, regulators and service providers, or franchised dealers and 
corporate officials without ever obtaining satisfaction. or resolvin.g th~ir c~m
plaints. I can speak with personal knowledge of the WIdespread dissatisfaction 
of consumers with many of the structures which the government and the com
mercial sector have established for the processing of consumer complaints. Let
ters with the common characteritsics of frustration arrive at my office daily, 
and far too many detail unsuccessful attempts to resolve the problems through 
dealers, distributors, manufacturers, or others in the chain of commercial prod
uct distribution. While some progress has been made in establishing mechanism.s 
to handle consumer complaints by enlightened segments of the business commu
nity and some State and local governments, further expansion is largely con
tingent on the availability of funds to assist in these efforts. 

These observations are certainly supported by the results of a national survey 
of consumer attitudes which was un(%rtaken by the Marketing Sciences Institute 
and Louis Harris and Associates, Inc. This study entitled "Consumerism at the 
Crossroads" revealed that 79 percent of the surveyed public believed l'that it is 
a waste of time to complain about consumer problems because nothing wi.ll be 
achieved." As the findings of this legislation Imggest, an unresolved minor dispute 
may be of minimal social or economic magnitude, "but taken collectively such 
disputes are of enormous social and economic consequence." There can be little 
doubt that all parties suffer when disputes remain unresolved. Businesses lose 
customers, consumers get ripped off, and the frustration of individuals reduces 
the public's faith in the system of laws governing this country. 

Based on our experience in processing citizen complaints, we have found that 
most often the only practical means of obtaining redress for the typical consumer 
problem is resort to a small claims court. However, given the practical impedi
ments which frequently restrict their accessibility toa significant segment of 
the population, small claims courts may not be providing the public service that 
was intended in their creation. 

The small claims court systems have been the subject of numerous studies 
that have identified their shortcomings and recommended remedial action. 
Among the more authoritative examinations of small claims courts is the 1973 
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report of the National Institute for . Consumer Justice (NIJC) entitled "Redress 
of C~)l:sumer Gri~vances." It is encouraging to note that many of the specific 
prOVISIOns of SectIOn 4 of the billS, the "Criteria for Dispute Resolution Mecha
nisms," implement the recommendations of the NICJ report to make small claims 
co.urts moreac?essible and ~asier to use by the avel1Uge person. Lest there be 'any 
~msundersta':1dlllg, I re~oglllze that these bills are not solely designed to remedy 
t~e faults of small claIms. courts .. Rather, thes~ measures envision the apI?~ica
t~on of fund~ t? other forms of ~lspute resolutIOn such as arbitration, con cilia
tI.on, or ~edla~IOn .. Clellrly,. m~xlmum experimentation in fashioning forms. of 
dISP1;l~e res?lntw!l IS essential If the goals o~. the legislation are to be achie:ved. 

Bef?re diSCUSSlllg' some of the details ot the bills, I think it is appropriate to 
establish on the I:ecord that this legislation is not an attempt by the Federal 
~OVer?lllen~ to .SelZ~ control of the Nation's small claims court systems. Nor 
IS thIS leglslat~on llltended to result in extensive Federal involvement with 
~ttemRts by. Stat~ ~l1d. local governments to create more responsive means of 
re?olvlllg .lllll~or CIVll dIsputes. Lastly, these measures should not be viewed as 
belng solely llltellded to alleviate the congestion which characterizes many of 
the court .systems throughout the Nation. To the contrary this leO'islation should 
be recoglllzed as having the narro\v purpose of assistinO' State a~d local O'overn
ments and non-profit organizations for a limited period ~f time in their attenlPts 
to address the public's need for expedious and uncomplicated ways of resolvinO' 
small sum civil disputes. ~ 

AU o~ the'bil~s under consideration are worthy attempts to acldl'ess the Nation's 
ne~ds for readIly. accessible means of informal dispute resolution. HOWeVel\ I 
b~lleve that certalll attributes nre essential for the achievement of stated O'oals 
of the Act. Among such desirable characteristics are: ~ 

1. A~ording ma~imum flexibility to grant recipients to create or improve 
mechamsms acc01:c11llg to their .perceived needs and desires: 

2. R;equu'ing concentrated effort by grant recipients to inform the public of 
the eXIstence ~:tlld purpose ot funded mechanisms' 

3. Creating a centralized source ot tecl1l1i~al information and resource 
reference; 
. 4. Insuring '~ prominent r:ole for the Federal Trade CommiSSion in the opera

tl~_ns i of the .d~spute reSOIU~IOl1 programaIld its resource center; and 
~'. Emrhaslzmg the pse of grant fumls for the resolution of small SUlll disputes 

arlSlll!? from commerclallllarketplace transactions. 
. SectlOl.l ~ Of the bills, "Criteria for Dispute Resolution Mechanisms," estab

lIshes lllllllml:lll ?tandards for mechanisms to be eligible for fundinO' under the 
1\ct. The~e Cl'lt~rla general~y afford maximum flexibility to recipient; to fashion 
dIspute r~solutIOn mechalllsms according to their perceived needs rather than 
under strIct federally-imposed guidelines. Of particular importance is the fact 
that. although. subsection (4) requires that a dispute resolutions mechanism 
provl~es f?r. "reaS0l1a~11e, fair, and rea~ily understandable forms, rules, and pro
~edur~, "hlCh shl,Lll lllclude thos~ WhlCll- ... (C) permit the use of dispute 
l:esolutlOn mechamsms by the busmess community," the actual extent 01' nature 
of the use ~f the ll1:chanisms by the business community is left to the discretion 
of the fundlllg a1)phcant. ~'hus, the proposed legislation will result in the award 
of .Federal funding assistance with a minimum amount of attached "Federal 
'Strmgs." 
. Sectio~ 4(7) and Section 5 of the House bills address the need for public 
mformab.on program.s to apprise "potential users (regarding) the availability 
and locatIOn of tl~e d~spute settlement mechanisms." I believe that this feature is 
absolut:ly es.'3entIal If we. are truly intent on increasing the use Df existing' 
mechal!lsms and eI!l!ouragmg the public to resort to new 01' improved dispute 
resolution programs. ExpC:'rience has shown that there is a direct correlation 
between the lack of public awareness of the existence of dispute resolution 
meclu:ll!sms 01' Sr,tlall claim~ courts, and the public's general skepticism toward 
the utilIty of mulnng complmnts about legitimate grievunces. 
. It should be furt~er noted that public information programs are particularly 
Important for low Income consumers. As a group, low income commmers m:e 
more frequently victims of unresolved complainb:; or disputes than other people. 
Thus. ~very effort must be made to fashion mechaniSl11R and related public in
formation programs in ways which will encourage low income consumers to 
rf'sort to .the mec.hanisll1S in the face of unresolved complaints 01' arbitrary denials 
of essential Sel'Vlce~. 

~ection 6 'of the House bills requires the establishment of a "Dispute Rf'so
lutIOn Program" und a "Resource Center" within the Department of Jllstice. 
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The Center's responsibility for serving as a centralized source of information, 
technical assistance, research, and e~alua!ion,. should greatly enhance the pros-
pects for attaining the objectives of thIS legIslatIOn. " . 

Clearly, all funded parties will benefit from the exchange of lll~o~mntIOn 
concerning attempts to fashion new or improved mechanisms. In .addlbon, the 
availability of information and technical advice from the Center wIll reduce the 
poten:-tial for ventures into experiments which are unlikely to produce favorable 

results. , . t R 1 t· P 0 am" as In general, lam pleased that the proposed 'DIS.PU e eso u IOn l' gr . ! 
contained in the Rouse versions, negates any suggestion !hat grant ~eciPIents 
must create additional bureaucratic entities in order to quallfy for fundmg u~der 
the Act. However, I believe that care a~d vigil.aI~ce m~st be c~n~inu~uslY"exe~'?~sed 
to insure that the judgment of fundlllg recIpIents IS afforded broad tlefere~~~ 
by the national administrators of the Prog~~m. In my vie,,~!.~e key to successfu~ 
implementation of the Act will be the abIlIty of grant recIpIents t? develop or 
improve mechanisms which best suit their particular needs and d~sIres. 

Section 7 of the Rouse bills ,requires the establishment of a "Ihspute Resoln
tion Advisory Board" which would consult with the ~ttorne~ ~ener~l a~d .<?enter 
regarding the operations of the Program. I support thIS I?roVISIO? .as It ':Illlllsure 
that the public, through designated representatives, WIll partIclp~te III the d~
cisionmaldng process of the Dispute Resolution Program. ~he speCIfied com~sI
tion of the Advisory Board generally insures that the varIOUS aspect~ of SOCIety 
which have direct interest in reducing the frequency of unresolved (hsputes are 
involved in the operations of the Program. In addition, the presence ?f the Boarel 
should generally insure that the grants are not awarded III furtherance of any 
particular narrow interest. 

Section 7 (e) of R.R. 3719 provides that the Chairman. of the Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC) shall advise and consult with the, Attorney Gen~ral an~ !.he 
Center "in the same manner as the Advisl)ry Board. ' I support thIS provlsI.on 
as it insures that the Nation's prinCipal consumer protection enforce,?e!lt ?ffiC:Ull 
will be able to convey to the Attorney General and Center the CO.m.nnsSlOn s vast 
experience and expertise in dE-aling with consumer problems arlSlI1g from com
mercial marketplace transactions. In addition, tlle advi~or~ ~ole. of t~e FTC 
Chairman will enable the Center to benefit from the CommISSIOn s dIrect mvol:ve-
ment with dispute resolution mechanisms which hav~ been created unde~ SectIOn 
no of tlle :Magnuson-::\Ioss Warranty Act and applIcable FTO.1·egull1tions. . 

Section 8 of the House bills, "Financial Assistance," establishes th.e adm:-ll
il'ltrative criteria for the award of grants to eligible recipients. Of partIcular m
t~r;st is subsection (C) (7) of R.R. 3719 which requir,es th~t applican!s "set forth 
the nature and extend of participation of interested partIes, Illclu~lllg consnm
ers, in the development of the application." This provision is essentIal for unless 
the public actively participates in the development of plans and. programs t.o be 
funded, citizen acceptance of new or improved dispute resolutIon mechamsms 
may 11e lacking. t 1 IIf 

Section 8 (E) (2) of both Rouse bills prohibits. the US~ of gran s func. s or 
the compensation of attorneys for the representatIon of dlsP~ltanb:; o~ c1mmants 
or for otllerwise providing assistance in any adversary capaClts:." Whll~ I under
stand the reason for this provision, there is a problem regardmp: the use of n!
torneys which concerns me. In my view, .the recOl:d should refi.ec~ a recogm
tion that disputants should be on equal footmg when 1t cO.mes to USI!lh th~ mecha: 
nisms. When only one party to a dispute uses a. !awyer 111 presentmg l~IS or. her 
case the other party is clearly disadvantaged. Smce the purpose of thIS l~gIsla
tion'is to create dispute resolution mechanisms w~i('.h are bo~h un('?mphcated 
and inexpensive, I would hope thnt the implementlllg regulatIons WIll address 
this concern in an appropriate manner.. " 

I believe that Section 8 should he amended to Impose an affirmatIve ?blig~
tion on grant recipients to maintain public records of processed. co:nr>lmnh~ 111 
order to identify product design problems or patt~r~IS of ~buse b~ mdlvldual ~ar
ties or :firms in a manner which would not be ac1mIlllstrll;tIvely burdensome. GIant 
recipients should also be required to 1'efer to approprlat~ la:v enforcement a~l
thorities any evidence of alleged criminal wrongdoing WhICh IS. hro'!1ght to theIr 
attention by citizens utilizing the mechanisms. l\~andatory ,mam!enance o~ rec
ords of complaints to dispute resolution. me('ha.l1lsms COUld. pr.ovIde a ?aSlS .~or 
the subsequent development of informatIon WhICh would !l:d 111 the preventIOn 
of disputes. In my view. there is n pronounced need for CItIzens to have acceSA 
to comparative information concermng locally-purchased consumer p~oducts aD;d 
service13. While certain product comparison publications presently eXIst, there IS 
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a paucity of similar information on local consumer services. Clearly, the pres
en(!et,of comllarativ,e informatiQn 0)1 c.onsum,er services could have the, beneficia) 
ette~ts', of encouraging identified marginal providers to improve the quality of 
servic~.s, in order to compete in local markets, and supplying a means for con
sumers ',to avoid providers whose service is likely to result in dispute-causing 
situations. 

Before concluding my remarks, allow me to express my concern regarding 
the idea of using $15 million to establish programs in all 50 States for the resolu
tion of all types of minor disputes. Informal dispute resolution is, as I said ear
lier, an idea whose time has come. The need is clear, but there exists a danger 
,that the funds maybe spread too thin to have any meaningful impact if the bills 
are.el},u!)ted in their present form. I do not question the propriety of establishing 
locally-based forums for the resolution of minor non-commercial disputes. In 
fact, the funds should 'be applied to a variety of dispute resolution procedures 
and uses at the local level since regardless of the type of complaint, citizens 
need readily available means for the prompt resolution of disputes. 

However, the genesis of this legislation was the 1973 Report of the National 
Institute for Consumer Justice. That study suggested that mechanisms for the 
resolution of disputes involving consumer goods and services were generally 
nnavailable, inacceSSible, ineffective, Or unfair to most citizens. In view of the 
facttllnt COnS\lmer problems constitute the vast bulk of unresolved disputes con
fronting American citizens, I think that this legislation should emphasize the 
nse of grant funds for mechanisms to resolve SUCll disputes. This snggestion is 
generally in accord 'with the language of Section 2 (a) (1) of H.R. 3719. Unlike 
the comp-aI'able section in R.R. 2863, tllis section specifically refers to "disputes 
involving consumer goods and serVices," an emphasis which I believe should be 
in eluded in the final version of this legislation. 

Lastly, I do not believe that funded mechanisms should be allowed to handle 
:any type of 'Criminru proceedings-felonies or misdemeaIlOrs. As I read Sec
tion 3 (4) of R.R. 2863, the definition of "dispute resolution mechanism" does 
not limit the jurisdiction of funded mechanisms to civil cases as is done hl the 
snme section of R.R. 3719. Tlle nature of criminal proceedings requires close 
attention to safeguarding constitutional rights and they are, therefore, incom
patible with the informal character of most dispute resolution entities. Where 
there is both a civil and a criminal component of a controversy, however, a 
mechanism should be able to seek resolution of the civil side of the case. The 
c~'iminal side should be pursued through the more traditional procedures. 

In dosing, I wish to praise the proponents of all three bills. While I may not 
agree with some of the details of the proposals, I wholeheartedly support the: ob
jective of tlle Federal government assisting Stnte and local government and non
profit organizations in the creation of improvement of dispute resolution 
mecbanisms. 

In my 'view, a mOdified version of this legislation as r have Outlined toduy 
offe:rs citizens the best means for l'educing the instances of unresolved disputes 
nnd their correE:iPonding negative societal impact. I urge you to move swiftly and 
enact' this important piece of legislation. 

Tbank you for giving me the opportunity to testify at this joint hearing. 

.~frs. PETF.JlSON. Thank you. I appreciate the opportunity to be here 
wlt.h Yon. 

I 11ave with me t.oda~y Richard Cuffe who is the Deputy General 
Counsel of the Office of Consumer Affairs. I would appreciate, filing 
my ~oml)lete statement for the record and summarizing the position 
that it contains. I know you have gone into this subject in-depth with 
llumy people and I would certfltinly like to contribute. 

I think in providing my views I want to say, first, that I feel thnt. the 
time has come. for the enactment of this legi.sJation 'which, in the lan
gua,ge of the bill will, "assist the States and other interested part.i~s in 
providing- to all persons convenient access to dispute resolution mecha
nisms .w'hich are' e:if.ective, fair,inexpensive, and expeditious." 
A~ you know, the le.gi.slation has been passed by the Renate on three 

different occasions. I anl hoping this year that we will be a:ble to get it 
tlu:ough the I-Iouse. " 
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. 'This type of leghHati6n 'has'ooen 'eilclorsed by the }lresident ai1~tI 
t~link it has a 'Y~(1:e .c1egre.e of,~upp~)l:t t.ll?-·ou~houttJle ?~un:try.; ,_.:! ,.: 

The value or tlus legI$latlOn lIes wIth Its recogultlOJl t·hat dls.p,ute 
resolution is:u, dynrul1ic .process which must be fashioned u,ccorcling·to 
:~he ~leeds and desires of the p,rogru,ln pu,rticil)al~tS. : " ." ,: '::, . 
·.'Unfortunately, we'hu,ve'a'tenclen~y to often fe~l that',Ye;can S~t.~lP 

,here in 1Vashington and design structures and ways to cure localpro.h
lems. In my "..jew, I think that increasingly we must learn to l:ely;on 
'~6cal people to fasl1ion sohitions a~ they see fit, with 1Vashington l~elp~
~llg by giving the means so that they can deyi~e thing that help th~l~l~ 
selves. I think that informal. dispute resolution is an arm'\, where the 
Federal Government reu,lly needs to help. . :;., , 
. Thus, I fayor legislationthu,t does not inhibit but'rather encourages 
mu,xilllUlll flexibility and experimentatioll in c1esigI).ing programs.and 
forums for the resolution of the minor civil disputes. " ' 
, 'I speak in behalf of this legislatiOl~ from a long history of e~perieiice 
ill deu,ling with consumer disputes. I think from the time I first st.a,~·ted 
working ,vith this problem way back with President J ohnson~ and even 
before that with President ICelmedy, the letters of frustration call1tdo 
me iTOlU people who could not get a fair, and equitable l'esolutiQi~of 
their problems. Unf?rhmately, I think it is a grow~ng problem.,., : 
. So it is extremely 1lllportant that we have convenIent, ullcomphcatecl 
ftnd expeditious means for the resolutioli of minor consnmer dispute'S. 
Cert,u,inly it is a problelu that the consumer movement has tried to do 
something about, but 'Ye have be:en somewhat frustrated ~ec~use 1,:e 
have not yet sU'cceededln deyeloplng the means foraccomphslung tlus 
important task. ! 

This is another reason why we feel very strongly about this 
legislation. 

Too often citizens with legitimate gTievances involving product pur
chases, household services, or performance of warranty obligations are 
buffeted back and forth between sellel's andmanufacturPvrs, regulators 
and service providers, or franchised iiealers and corporate officials, 
without ever obtaining satisfaction or resolving their complain:ts. 

People send me letters "with thick files describing cont.inuous refer
rals back and forth without, ever receiving any resolut.ion. Ycl': II, as 
Congressmen, 11a Ye sent us similar letters from constit.uents with these 
problems. 

I can speak with personal knowledge of the widespread dissatisfac:
tiOll of consumers with manv of the structures '\vhich the Gon~,rnment 
and the commercial sector llave established for the, proc~ssing of con
sumer complall~ts. I am really. happy to rep~~tt that in ~he Office of 
Consumer AffaIrS, we are working very hard V'(:rth the varIOUS Federal 
agencies which deal with consumer complaints. 

We had a meeting yesterday of aU the compln.int handlE'rs throug'h
out the Federal Government to see if we can't bring their efforts 
together and find improved mechanisms for taking care of the8e 
problems. . 

",V1Iile some progress has been made in establishing mechanisms to 
handle cQnsmner complaints by enlightened ~gmonts of the bush.iess 
community and some State ,anellO'cal g-overrunents, further expansion 
is largely contingent on the ·availability of funds to assist hl these 
efforts. ' 
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:. I ilo want to congratulate tb,bse areas in the private sector who have 
made strides in developing expeditious but fail' processes for complainlt 
r~~lution. Thel'e ~re mu,ny ~xamples of t.hat" effort, but it is not enough. 
It.~lo~s: howe:vcl', show that -such mechanisms can be developed. It is 
a1~ heartening to know that some Shltes have been doing u"greu,t deal 
in these arens~ but unfortunately, this problem frequently gets the snort 
end of the stick because funds are not always available. Thus, we lmve 
l1o.t;been able to develop these mechanisms to the extent we should .. 

~ +<Ul the bills under cOllsideru,tional'e very worthy attempts to address 
UU$ NHtion~s need for readily accessible means of informu,l dispute 
l'esolntion, IIoweyer, I belleve that certain elements arc essential for 
the achievement of the goals of the ad,. I would like to list the ones I 
feel are necessary to that end. " . 

.First, a,ffol'cl rllaxinium flexibility to grant recipients to create or im
prove mechanisms &ccording to their perceived needs and desires. 
Again, it is the flexibility at the level of the users that is very important 
to encourage. 

. Second, require concentrated effort by grant recipients to' inform tIl(' 
public of the existence and purpose of fundedmechanisll1s. ' 
,"I think one of the principal responsibilities that must -be carried 

with this program is to be sure that people understand and learn how 
to use the fundedmechanisllls. 

Third, ereate a centralized source of teelmical information for 1;e
sea.rch and reference, so that we can exchange the information that 
we.lE'arn in developing these programs. 

~ :Fourth, insure a prominent role for the Federal Trade Commis
sion in the operations of the 'dispute resolution program and its re
source center., 

. ,Due to its competence and experience in the field, the FTC can, be 
a, tremendous help in advising the Department ofJ ustice regarding 
the.operation and achninistratIOll of the program. In general, I think 
we: have to work harder tow'ard USll1g competence and expertise ·in 
the Federal Government, by encouragmg greater communicatioll be
bYeen the agencies, Hnd bringing all this knowledge to bear in a, con-
sb:uctiYe way. ' 
:, Fifth, eml)hasize the use of grant funds for the resolution of smull 

5Ul1l disputes a.rising from marketplace trrulsactions. This, I think, 
the studies have shown, is one area where dispute resolution has been 
somewhat neglected. It doesn't mean that other clisptltes can~t,be 
handled, but as I watch and study this problem, I am convinced that 
consumer dispute resolution is an area where more needs to be done. 
Thus, I hope we can have the emphasis there. " 
. ,-Related to this idea, I would Eke to express my concern with the 

idea of usin~' $15 million to establish programs in all 50 States., for 
re'solution of all tYl)es of minor disputes.·' 
. Informal dispute resolution is, as I said earlier, an idea whose time 

11as ·come. The need is clear, but there exists a danger that the funds 
may be spread too thin to have any meanirlgful impact if the bills 
.a.re'eIuleted in their present form. 
.. I do not question the propriety of establishing locally based forums 
for the resolution of minor noncoml11ercial disputes. In fact., the funds 
should ·be applied to a variety of dispute resolution procedures.mld 
uses at the 10calleve1, since regardless of the type of complaint, citi-
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zens need readily available means for the prompt resolution of 
disputes. 

H;owever, t~e genesis of this legislation was the 1973 report of the 
N atIOlla;1 Ins~Itute for OOll~umer Justice. That study suggested that 
meChaIllS;nS :ror the resolutIOn of disputes involving consumer O"oods 
and serVIces were generally unavailable, inaccessible ine:ffecti~e ior 
unfair to most citizens. " 

In view 01£ .the. fact that consumer problems constitute the vast bulk 
of. unre~olv~,d dIsputes confronting American citizens, I tllink that 
tIns legIslatlOn should emphasize, if at all possible the use of O"rant 
funds for mechanisms to resolve such disputes.' 0 

1\1y fuller ~tatement goes into detail on the points, I have raised, 
but I w~)Uld hke to say I want ~o congratulate the proponents of these 
three bIlls. I ~ay .not agree wIth some of the details, but I heartily 
support the obJectIve of the Federal Government assistinO" State and 
local governme~ts and nonprofit organizations in the cre~ion or iin
provement of dIspute resolution mechanisms. 

In my view, a modified version of this leO"islation as I have out
lined today, o:ff~rs citizens the pest means fo~ reduciI;g the instances 
of unresolved dIsputes and theIr correspondinO" neo'ative societal im
J?a~t. I .urge you to move swiftly and enact .ttis i~lportant piece of 
legIslatIOn. 

I thank you. 
~~r. P~EYER: Thank you very much, Mrs. Peterson. Your long ex

l~erlen~e 111 thIS field and the r~speet with which you are held in, this 
field gIve a great. deal of meU1~mg. to your support. ,;V e appreciate'it. 

I want to mentIon one quest~on In your written statement. On. page 
1~ you urge a. mU1;datory mu,mtenance of records of complaints'to 
dIspute resolutIon ill order to help solve problems by revealinO' pat-
terns of abuse. b 

I. c3;n understand why that would be a good idea, to collect such 
statIstres and to have such records. But I v{Onder if that doesn't run 
c<!unt~r to the experimental and to the no-strings attached approach 
of tlllS program. ' 

You emphasize the experiInental nature of it In other words I 
don't thinl~ you w~m~d want ~lS to set up these pl:ograms as a sort' of 
recordkeepmg statIstIC collectmgagency necessarily. 

1\11'8. PETERSON. I should preface lny response by saying that I was 
a member ~f the Federal Paperwork 'Commission, and I am' aware 
of th,e occas~ons when Congress unintentionally imp?ses on t1~e public 
~nd the pl'lvate sector, many of these recordkeepmg reqUIrements 
that are subsequently determined to be burdensome. 

On th~ other han.d, my experience has been both in the private sec
tor. and;Ill the pubhc sector, that we need a barometer. 1-Ve need indi
catIOns of growing problems. I shall never forO"et workin o' with the 
private sector ina Iltfmber of areas where I went and said look there 
are ~any problems here. Tell me please, how we can w'ork t~ward 
solutIOns. 

I recognize your problem and I think your point is well taken. If 
the program c~}Uld only be devis~d ~n a. careful way, so~hat it. can' be 
used constructively as a way of IndlCatllloO' trends and dIfficultIes the 
public would certainly benefit. b '. • 
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I WOllld be reluctant to say that we shouldn't keep recordkeeping 
to a miniIl1um. Let's be sure it is not records for records' sake. Let's 
be sure it is useful and integrated into what we are trying to do. 

Mr. PREYER. Thank you, Mrs. Peterson. 
1\tfr. Kastenmeier? 
Mr. ICAST.EN~IEmR. Thank you, :Mr. Ohairman. I would like to ex

'press my admiration for 1\'1rs. Peterson, too. I think she has contrib
uted enormously over the years to public policy, consumer affairs to 
be sure, but many., many other areas as well. 

One of the diffiCltlties which you must be aware of is that of alter
natiye dispute mechanisms. It has been around for a long time, and 
has been encouraged and proposed, although not reduced to legislative 
form in this connection. 

The merger or wedding of that particular idea in the original Sen
atc legislation and what we have before us, is really a merger of a 
couple of different ideas, both of which have had separate e;,enesis. 

In that regard, you must be a ware that the Justice lJepartment, 
represented by the Assistant Attorney General, yesterday testified for 
a broad-gagecl bill. The Justice Department hopes that all miIlOr dis
putes willluwe some hope of l'econciliation through a program of this 
sort. 

Now, of course, one 'can well understand why someone n10re particu
larly concerned with consumers would feel that the emphasis should 
be there and the other things are merely collateral and possibly to be 
tol('rated in creating these mechanisms. 

The reason I raise this is because I am not cl~'tr on who speaks for 
the administration, who speaks for the Pre&)ident in terms of whether 
this should be broad or narrow. 

Should this be another commercial court. or should it be broadly 
gaged in terms of what it handles? ' 

One of the difficulties is, and I think that you reflected this, that 
there really isn~t a great deal of money in allY of the bills. This re
iicds, I guess, current fiscal realitieR. 

Therefore, it has to do with whether we are really underwriting 
;many courts or many alternati,-e mechanisms or whether this is essen
tially innovative. ,Ve donot want to underwrite every alternative dis
pute forum in America, but l'ath(,T certain ones that show promise, i11-
llOvation, imagination, ingenuity in responding to these problems. 

,Ve aTe encouraging selective alternative models aimed at helping 
the States, local units, and private. entities to develop effectiye mech
anisms whirh were created as demonstration models for the alternative 
forums which will one day exist. 

So ~ wonld ask yOl~ wllether, if this is the concept, must ,ye n?t be so 
st'lechvc ~s tq zero In, let's say, on consumer forums alone 111 that 
'Connection. 

Do yon sec. what I am dl'hdng at ~ . 
]\frR. Pl~TERSOX. Yes. I appreciate the point that vou are taking. I 

gllr:SS from my point. of viC',Y-and I have not had a~lot of experience 
in the other art'fts, I mU8t 1w frank with yon about that-I have, felt 
usuully that tlwl'e al'(, nnmerous 111C'c1muislilS for the resolution of other 
:type8 of disputes. 
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. ¥rom my poiut 6f vi~w, aird ~ mil sl~eaking fr01n iuy experience on 
tIns problem, I see the frustratIOns of the consumer n,rea wllichhas 
been so soreJy neglected and the':far-I'e~ching 'effects of them. This is 
extremely chfficult. I-IoweveI', I don't tlnnk aIi}~ of us would want it to 
be narrowly limited to that area alone. 
'r agree ,,7ith yon tllat we have to be innovative and find whn,tever 

m:e th~ best ·wa}'s. But.I mn s~' afrai~ if we don't emphasize this way 
of tr:png to solve the frustl'atlons of marketplace, consumers that we 
,yould be missing a proble.m in our societlT that is becomin 0" increasil1o'ly . '. 1 .J b b cl'ItIca. 

I don't think that the snggestecl emphasis means that the flU1ded 
n.lechanisms will deal exclusively with consumer disputes. I would 
lIke. to ask mv a ttornE'V here whether that is so or not. 

I recognize my bias, :Ur. Congressman, in these feelings because con
sumeI' problems are so heavy on me due to their constant increase and 
the lack of innovative ways of dealinQ' with them. 

Eut I am.so afraid tlm~ it w~ll be. f)ut off ~f ~e don't really emphasize 
COnf:llmel' dIspute resolutIon. 1: hat IS the prIncIpal area that. I feel very 
strongly about, but I 'woulcllike to think about it. I don't want to have 
a closed mind on it. 

. ~1~" CUF~E. I have nothing else to add E'xcept that onr idea of this 
bIll IS that It would afford the maxim'tim flexibility to State and local 
goveynments and nonprofit organizations to fasHIon mechanisms ac
cOl'chng to the manner and the need that they lJerceive exists at their 
level. .... 

",Ye don't want the Federal GoveI·nment. comin 0" in and dictatin 0" 

how one paytj.culnr :rorum sholild be established b over another. \V~ 
would c;rtamly no~ sug~est that any type of civil dispute would be 
excludeC/, from conSIderatIon before these mechanisms. 

)11'. KAST]~N:i\mIER. I appreciate. that statement. Let me be candid 
too, at lea'iit frGlil a tT~ldiciary Committee standpoint, this should not 
be. sec:n as ~m ~lternahve to the failure of the Congress to enact a con
smnerpr~~:)CnOl: agency 01' a .consu?1e~· advocacy.agency. This is not 
th<? sop Ot the Clne for the defiCIency m tllat connectIon. 

:afr~. P:gTE,RSON. I tl~in.k: ~f tl~~t 'l~ill had passed, I would have been 
here Just ~he f:ame. Th~s JegIsJauon ]8. a tool to make possible the equity 
that we. ale always trYlng t~o d~yelop III the :marketpluce. 

)'Ir, KASTEN)mIER. Thank you, ~1r. CIHtirman. 
1\11': PREYER. Thank you. 

.' jUl'. Danielson ~ ~ 
:;\1r. DiI.NIELSON. Thank yon, :Thfr. Chail'man. 
Ihaye no questions to ask I am terribly sorry to say. 
1\1rs. PETERSON. I have never kTJ,01Yll YOllllot. to hn·ve, a question for 

nle~ -
~fl:" DANmLsON. A~ usual, J:'on do such a magnificent job that I have 

l1ot!lmg unun~wered In my mmc1. I lmol': that she has ]Jut 1161' blessing 
on,. It and ~clchng that to that of my chall'man here I don't 1m ow 1mw 
thlS can flul. ' . 

~ .1\£1's. PETERSON. I have put blessings on other things that have failed 
as.you alllllOW. ' 

Thank you. 
::\£1'. PREYER. Mr. Gudger~ 
~rr. GUDGER. Thank you. I, too, wa?t to express my admiration for 

tIns lady who has done so much for Improvement in our society and 
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has 'dedicated so much ofh~r time and energy over the years to im,
lJortant works. . . . . . , 

I vi70uldlike to comment bI'Iefly, or have you comment further, If 
you' will OIl your observations on page 10 of your writteI~ l11an-qsc~·j:J?t .. 

You mentioned that section 8 (e) (2) of both I-Iouse bIlls prohIbIts 
the use of Grant funds for compensation of an attorney for the repre
sentation of disputants 01' claimants 01' otherwise providing assistance· 
in an adversary capacity . 

You go ahead and I think very properly point out that if such funds 
are denIec1 to one litigant, the other litigant. may be having an ad
vantage because that, litigant may be able to afford counseL 

'What do you see as the function of your Legal1:\'id Service in this 
particular context ~ Do you see this as a place 'where the Legal lbd 
8m'vice should be provided on one side or on the other side or on both 
sides in controversies 'which come before these forullls ~ It does present 
the problem of possibly having federally-funded attorneys on each side 
of a controyersy which could be an expensive and dangerous thing . 

. l\Irs. PE'l'ERSOX. I think your point is something that we need to be 
cl1Teful about. I want to be absolutely sure that no ,one is denied and 
that thblgS can go forward. " . 

·It 'SeemR to rne that there can be a legal advisory role of some kind. 
I am not a lawyer and I would like to ask my counsel to speak on this 
POiHt. 

:Th11'. CCFFE. Our idea in this regard, Oongressman, ",vas to make sure 
the.re is parii-;Y between the parties who use the funded mechanisms. 
1Ve would certainly not preclude the idea of utilizing professional 
Jegal counsel to advise, not necessarily in an adversary capacity, and 
assist people in trying to resolve their disputes on their O\yn. 

One of the. principal attributes of this bill is that it would fund 
mechanisms that ,yould allow people to resolve theil.· own disputes as 
Qpposed to making these minicourts, if you wjl1. These should not be 
minicourts. 
. :Mr. GUDGER. I think you added to what is ah:ea<:i)r a very important 

comment in yonr written testimony. I am glad to have it brought lIP 
anq. developed just to the extent that it is""now. It at least addresses 
oui' at.tentior~ to it. 

Secondly, I would like to mention that COllgressman' Eckhardt 
tes.tifying here ear1~er this morn.ing poiJ~tNl out that the neighborhood 
grieva.nce, the barkmg clog casE', these kmd of things, if they are to be 
s~lhject t.o a· forum of ~his type for their resolution, lnight telld to incite 
more llelghborhood dIsputes and tend to encourage neighbors to go to 
court, _so to speak, ruther than resolve their differences between 
themselves. 

:Th1rs. P~'l'ERSON. I think tha~ won~d be. unfortunate because, Q:ood
ness, I ~,hmk one ?f the essentIal tll~ngs lS to ~ry to work out differ
en~es WIthout hrLVl11g to go to superIor authorIty. I think that would 
he :unf0l'tunate if it had that effect. ' 
~J\~l" GUDGER. Do you ?ee this :fo~'um as possibl:y affording an oppor
tllnlty for the resolutIOn of neIghborhood grIevances ~ Now your 
a.ddres'S certainly ~tron;gly stlggests ifhat t.he fornm be for the protec
t.I01l of consumer lllterests and as a:rl.; avenue to resolve these market-
place disputes. ., 
. But don't you see, also, that. i~ a phm is e,\70lved ill some sta~e, par

tICularly where rUl'n,1 commumtIes can ha.ve a method of workmg out 
52-434.-80--0 
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without the. expense of judicial determiJ;lation controversie~ between 
neio-hbors over trespasses and small cla~s and ?ontroverSIes, don't 
:yori see that this might be ~ proper ~llctlOn of tIns new ~orum ~ : ~ 

:M:rs. PETERSON. It certaInly could be a valuabl~ functIO;t. I tlnnll.. 
the whole point is ~mpha~is. Th~ local pe,ople workmg o~ ~llls~ problem. 
,can be the cletermmants In saymg how It should be ,fashIoned. HC!w
ever, I don't want us to ~mpha:sIze' that type of dIspute ,resolutIOn 
over this other extremely Important area that I am ?onceI!led, about 
today, that is, helping people resolve problems whIch arIse .111 the 
commercial marketplace. . . 

:Maybe I could relate my concern regardl?g the em~hasIs for' fund
ino- to inflation because the letters have Increased frOlll consumers 
with marketplace problems. People want to know.where tl:el'e are co~t 
saving shortcuts, and what I can c10 to help them,I;U these llUi~tIonaIY 
times. So I don't want us to lose sIght of the P?SItIve economIC aspect 
·of helping the consumer in these areas',Ocrtalllly we o~lght to help. 
If we fu1d a lovely and easy way to do It, I am all for It. 

1\11'. GUDGER. Thank you ycry much. You are an excellen! advocate. 
If I,vere disposed to be against this, I know you would chssuade me 
against by bill. . 

1\1rs. PETERSON. Thank you. I hope you WIll never be against me. 
1\£1'. PREYER. I don't think we identified your la·wyer. . 
l\Irs. PETERSON. This is Rich Ouffe, who is the deputy dIrector of 

the office of consumer affairs. ... . 
1\11'. PREYER. 1\11's. Peterson, after aU the nIce tlungs tlmt haye been 

said about you here this morning, you lI~nst know how the pancake 
fe01s after the syrup has been poured upon It. . . . 

1\£rs. PETERSON. Yes; it is very had nutrItIOn. One should. ~7'imId 
sweeteners these days. 

Thank you -very much.. . 
1\11'. PREYER. Our next WItness IS 1"[1'. Jeffrey L. Perlman, the asso

ciate director of the consumer affairs division of the Chamber of 
Commerce. 

TESTIMONY OF JEFFREY L. PERLMAN, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, 
CONSUMER AFFAIRS, U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

1\11'. PERTJ~rAN. Thank you, 1\11'. Chairman. I will summarize my 
statement, if I may. . 

1\11'. PREYER. All right. ~Vithout objection, your ::;tatell1ent will be 
made a part of the record. 

[The prepared statement follows:] 

STA.TEMENT OF ,TEFFREY. L. PERf,)fAN ON DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
(R.R. 2863, R.R. 3719 AND S. 423) 

I am Jeffrey JJ. Perlman. Associate Director of Consumer ~ff~irs fOl' the Cham
ber of Commerce of the United Sta~es .. On. behalf Of. the N atIon~l Chmnbet', I 
wjsh to express appreCiation for the InVItation to testify on the DIspute Resolu-
tion Act of 1979. . 

The National Chamber is the world's largest business federation. Our membel'
ship is composed of more than 80,000 business. firms, 2,60.0 l?cal and s.t~te cha~
bel'S of commerce and 1200 trade and profeSSIOnal associatIons. Our mterest 1n, 
and support for, the U~dedying concepts embodied in the Dispute Resblutio'n 
Ad represent our mem bel'S' desire to' strel~gthen small claims courts and other 
consumer-business dispute resolution mechanisms. 
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We support dispute legislation which will authoriz~ federal assistance to local 
:and' state communities to improve their small clmms courts procedures 'and 
informal complaint handling mechanisms. In fact for several years we have 

;sought similar type action on the state level with our own program we refe.r to as 
"Up With Consumers". Legislation shou,ld provid~ individuals and busm,esses 

'with forums for resolving consumer, bU8mess and mterpersonal problems lUan 
. effective, expeditious, fair and inexpensive manner. 

Further, dispute re~olufion legislation must recognize that effectiveness de-
.mands that it l'efiect the individual needs of the community. We are confident 
that federal legislation can provide an incentive for states and local communities 
to ree,aluate their existing minor dispute resolution mechanisms and to create 
new mechanisms and amond or eliminate old ones, according to their 

• effecti veness. 
The inability to obtain a refund or deliver.y of a product or service paid for 

may not appear to be as important as solving energy or .employmEmt pl10blems 
within a state. But, to the consumer who has been wronged, the need to obtain 

· justice is of equal importance, and legislatures must be provided with the incen
tive to realize this. 

Unfortunately, for many people, procedures for resolution of minor claims 
"and disputes are unavailable or ineffective. Therefore, the development of 
informal dispute resolution mechanisms will encourage participants to resolve 
their difference quickly and inexpensively, without protracted litigation. 

The Dispute Resolution Act will assist programs which recognize that dispute 
resolution will be most effective wllen both public and private devices are utilized. 

'Through its support of numerous procedures, this legislation recognizes' that 
most companies will do anything within reason to settle a dispute amicably. 

· This recognition will provide the necessary support for dispute resolution plans 
utilizing the talents anel experieilce of consumers and businesses. 

This bill transcends ideological lines and enjoys the support of the Adminis
·tration, consumer and business groups, as well as that of lawyers' groups and 
representatives of state and local goYernm(C'uts. It is a significant step in the 
right direction. In facilitating the establishment and improvement of informnl 

· dispute resolution mechanisms and small claims courts, the bill with its careful 
restraints on government intervention and its reasonable price. tag, ulti1Ua~ely 
'may solve the problem of how to provide effecti,e consumer redress. . .. 

Let me now turn to speCific consideration of the proposals. All three, H:R. 
'2863. H.R. 37lD and S. 423 have much to recommend them, However, in Our 
,opinion, H.R. 2863 is the supE'rior bill. H.R. 2863 is a broad bill which will Pl'O
vide financial assistance to those groups which develop mechanisms to resolve 
minor disputes. It anti~pates many ideas as w~ll as recognizing the interested 
pat·ties. 

Let me make specific reference to several of R.R. 2863's sections which I 
'bel~eve are ~ritical to the success of this approach, to settling consumer com
plaults. SectIons 4(7) and 5(2) €'11courage states to develop iuformation IJrograms 

· aimed at :.,)otential users of the dispute mechanism. Good advertising is of impor
tance to the succeSH of any mech~nism, No matter the merits of a mechanism: 
it is wasted if no one knows it exists. 

Additionally, ,ve appreciate the bill':::; recognition that .success often req1,l\;l'PS 
that a dispute mechanism must go to people rather than vice-versa. We strongly 
Support ideas such as evening and Saturday hours as well as holding court or 
arbitration hearings in the locations where people live and work. Too often a 
court date during the middle of a weekday afternoon, scheduled six months 

: af~er the problem occurred is Simply ineffective. The National Chamber's "Up 
With Consumers" program incorporates many of the same ideas. I am happy to 

· state that this progrum which includes reforming small claims courts has 
rE'reivecl favorablE' rerognition in several states inclnding Kentucky. Michigan, 
and Arkansas. With the incentives provided for in the Dispute Resolution Act, 

· we expect the llext legis1ative sessions to result.in improved redress mechanisms 
· on the state level. 

Equally .important is Section 6(b) (5) (A) calling for mechanisms which are 
fair, expeditions, and inexpensive. It .is very important' that consideration be 
given to cost. If a progr1Uu is not cost effective, it will fall under its own<weight. 
p"eoD1~ want programs where tIle cost does not exceed the benefits. If the pto
gram IS too expensiye, people will refuse to fund it. Failure will ineVitably lead 
to frnstration resulting .in further deterioration of miIlor dispute resolution ,mechanisms. . 
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While H.R. 2863 is a good bill we have several concerns with it. Section' 
4 (~) (E), permitting the use of dispute resolution mechanisms by bQsiness,. 
insures that business, and especially small business, will have n. vested interest 
in a programs success. However, the section should be amended to the mandatory' 
language of H.R. 3719. Ifa businessman understands he can utilize the mecha
nisms, he is more likely to support them. Without the confidence of business, any· 
resolution mechanism lacks a substantial amount of important community sup
part, .Businessmen, if not permitted to utilize the dispute mechanisms when they 
ha v€ been victimized, wiU inevitably see the dispute mechanisms as denying' 
justice rather than promoting it. Such an attitude would cripple, if not destroy, 
any new program. H.R. 3719 correctly recognizes this concern and hilS properly
provi$1ed for it. H.R. 3719's language should be included and emphasized in uny 
dispute resolution bill. 

Section 6 (b) (4) calling for a "comprehensive survey of dispute resolution' 
mechanisms is a valuable idea. This section should speCifically state that par
ticipation by a private Qrganization is voluntary. It should be perfectly clear' 
that private organizations cannot be forced to make expenditures of time or 
money, or be forced to disclose any records simply because the proposed Dispute· 
Resolution Resource Center is making a survey. 

Thirdly, Sec~i.on 6(b) (9) should be clarified to insure that grunts and con
tracts go only to those groups whose primary interest is dispute resolution. No· 
bill should promote the creation of groups simply to benefit from federul largess. 

Several additional eon('ernf~ ;oot in H.R. 2863 need expression. ~'he National 
Ohamber strongly opposes Fecleral Trade Commission (FTC) participation in 
this program. The Justice Department has expertise in the development of legal' 
and quasi-legal procedures. By working in cooperation with local communities, 
the Justice Department can structure procedures without the need for FTC' 
involvement. The FTC deals mainly with substantive trade rules, usually involv
ing.large companies. There is no reason to believe the FTC, which many times 
is a division foree, can provide any ideas which will have not been contemplated' 
by. Justice, the Center and the local community. 
, ~urtber, I shall enunciate Wllut I belieye is a concern shared by much of the 
COplmittee. We are convinced this program should not be assigned by the' 
Justice Department to the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA). 
Di~pute resolution mechanisms are civil in nature and should not be identifi€'d 
With LEA.!. which deals with criminal programs. Furthermore, LEAA is under-· 
gOing substantial reorganization . .A. new civil program such as this one could 
,yeg be given little priority in a broad reorganization. 

1fjnalIy, the .Tustice Department should detail existing staff to this program. 
Th~s will result in a fast start up, while insuring that all employees job is not 
dependent on this program Jasting forever. We all want this program to be· 
successful. Nevertheless, it is experimental. If it fails it should not be continued 
siJ;n.ply because employees fear for their jobs. 
. . J~'urther, this legislation stands to spawn exciting new ideas. It should increase· 
citfz.en participation in the judicial system throngh al'bitration, mediation and' 
siffiilar devices. It will place people in forums they understand without subject-· 
ingthem to the intimidation of a major courtroOlll confrontation. 

Because H.R. 2St33, tIle Dispute ReHolntion Act, wi:l benefit both the consnmer' 
a~f1 the business community, we support it. 

:Mr. ??ERLnf~\N: O~lb~ha]f of myself and the National Ohamber. I 
apprecIate thIS InVItatIon to be here. Ho',ever, I do confess to ·find 
niyself in somewhat of a di](lmmll. Before the rOll11l1itte(' are tlll'e(' bills . 
I· can't say I support one bin and oppose the others. l\Iy dilemma is 
that aU three have substantial merit. . 
~'The underlying concepts .embodied in the Dispute. Resolution Act 

l'.epresent our members' desue to strengthen small claims courts ancl' 
other consumer-business dispute resolution mechanisms. 

: 'VVTe support dispute legislation which will authorize Federal assist
ance to loral and State communities to improve their smaU claims 
ro.nrts procedures and informal compJaint-hullcllillg '111eChllnism~. In 
fact, fOF several years, we have sought similu.r type action on the State· 
level WIth our own program ,ve refer to as "Up ,yith Consumers." 

"..-

" 
·Legislation should provide individuals and businesses with forums 

-ror resolving consnmer,business, and interpersonal problems im an 
'effective, expeditious, fair, and incxpensive manner. • 

As I said' "when I began, all three ·bills ha,Tc merits. IIowever, since 
· on balance .,ye believe I-I.R. 2863 is broader in scope and more Jikeb~:to 
clealwith more and variecl pro b1e1118, we be lieye it is a superior bilL Let 
me, therefore, address several comments to it. ' .... 

First, we very much support I-I.R. 2863 as well as the other bms 
· encouraging States to develop information programs aimed at p.dten
tial uSers of the dispute mechanisms. It seems crystal clear to me that 
a major problem ,yith aJl dispute mechanisms is that too oftenn0 one 
knows they arc there. 'Good aclYertising is of importance to the success 
of any disput(' mechanjsms. No matter \vhat the merits of a mechanism, 
it is wasted if no one knows it exists and is therefore· not used. 

Equa.lly important, section 6 (b) (5) (a) ca,}]s for methods that are 
inexpensive. "Inexpensive" does not appear in S. 423 ancl we hope it is 

· an oversight. ,~T e hope that the program will be cost e:G:ective because 
if it is not, it ,yin inevitably faIl uncleI' its own weight. . 

People want programs where the cost does not exceed the benefits. 'If 
it is too expensive, communities and their citizens will refuse to fund 
it. Failure of new programs because of cost wi11 imwitably Jead to 
frustration resulting in further deterioration of minor dispute resolu-

· tion mechanisms. 
,Vl1ile If.n.. 2863 is a good bill, I ha,Te onc significant problem ''lith 

it. Section 4(4) (E) permitting the use of dispute resolution mech-
· flnisms by business assures that 'business, and especially small business, 
will have a vested interest in the program's success. 

I-Iowever, we believe that the section should be amended to refiC'ct the 
mandatory language 'of I-I.n.. 3719. If a businessman understands he 

· can utilize the mechanisms, he is more likely to support them. ,Vithout 
the confidence of business, any l'csolntion mechanism lacks a substantial 
amount of important COll1n1l'illity support. 

Businessmen, if llOt permitted to utilize the dispute mechanism when 
they have beell victimized, will inevitably see the dispute mechanisms 

:.ns denying jus~ice rather than.1?rom9ting· it . 
Suc1~ an attItude would cnpple, If not dC'stroy, any 11\:!W program. 

I-I.R. 3 (If) properly recognizes this roncern ancl has properly provided 
for it. lYe hope that 2863 would do likewise. 

Let me, if I may, press two ndditional conccrns. The national cham
ber strongly opposes Federal Trade Commission participation in this 
program. The tTustice Department has primary expertise in the de
velopment of Jegal and quasi-legal procedures. By working in coopera-
·tion with local communities it can structure procedures without the 
need for FTC involvement. Thel.'C is 110 reason to assume the FTC can 
provide significant ideas which have not bcC'n contemplat(lc1 by Justice, 
the advisory conteI', and importantly, the local community. 

Finally, let me echo a concern shal'ed by much of the committee. lYe 
are. conc('rIwd enforcement of c1ispnte resolution should not be assigned 
to LEAA. Dispute resolution mechanisms are primarily civil in natur~ 

< and should not be identified with LE.A.A which deals primarily with 
<-criminal problems. . 

Furthermore, since LEA.A is undergoing suhstantialreorganization, 
'we arc concerned that a progl'Hm snch as this would be given little 
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priority in a broad reorganization. This legislation shou~d incre~se
citizen participation in the judicial system through arbtrailon, medm-· 
tip.P:,i.and, similar. devices. . . 

Hopefully, it will place people in forums they understand wIthout; 
subjecting them to the in~imidation of a major courtroom confr<?!lta-· 
tion. Because H.R. 2863 WIll benefit both the consumer and the busmess, 
community, we are happy to support it. 

Thank you, :NIl'. Chairman. 
lvIr. PREYER. Thank you, :Mr. Perlman. 
'Ve.appreciate;.the Champer of Commel'ce support for this progral.n~. 

J...Iet;meask you, about the one area you want to keep.the FTC out oilt .. 
I realize that to mention the FTC to a member of the Chamber of COlll
merce is like mentioning the FEC to a Congressman. ,,7 e both euch 
react rather violentlv. 

But it has been brought out that there ha.ve been a number of snb
statltiv:e. bills;rec.ently: that deal with consumer matters, the :M:agnusoll-' 
:M:oss Act, equal credit opportunity laws, warranty act. 

Don't you think anyone who is a conciliator or mediator inyolyed ip 
resohTing a consumer dispute" should lmow something about those' 
laws ~ Wouldn't the FTC be helpful in aclvising on that ~ I am not say:... 
ing they are going to run the program. 

:M:r. PERL1\IAX. I hope not. 
Two things, nIl'. Ohairman: 
First of all, it. seems to us that we should not forget that what we are' 

really talking about, hopefully, is local community problems, almost 
exclusively small problellls. If they are not small problems, they end up" 
in superior court or Federal court. 

So we haye to assume that between the advisory center of the Justice' 
Department and community itself, most of these problems should be 
capaJble of answers. 
. Now, when you cleal with something -like ~lagnuson-~foss, for ex

ample, certainly the FTO has the primary expertise and, ill fact, .. 
primary jurisdiction. 

So if the Justice Department were to inquire, I can't see how 
anyone could forbid the Justice Department fronl inquiring of the
Federal Trade Oommission, or for that matter, of OSIL\.., or any 
agency. You may have a problem involving individual dtizens which 
has to do with someone being injured, so' you could call in OSHA,. 
or you have another type of problem and you can cull in the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission, and there al'e tens of agencies that could 
have particular expertise.' . . 

But in terms o{ something lik~ j\1agnuson-:NIoss, if the ~Tustice De-
...,." .. ,l-....... " .... l- ".<>1 .. ",..1 l-l.,n TJ'nr1",.,.n 1 'PJ'O :"10 ('IAIYl"""l' ",c'1'O',\ a nl1e",l-;n,.. nn,·tn;" h'T 
IJOI.,L UJ~.H;:;UJ.lJ GlIi:tn'O\,..L ~~~p ,1..: v\...LU.l. U/~ ,..J..,.. C'-\,..I.Q '-IV ..l.l.1 . .l.l. .;a;;1 .J.L ," '~1 \.I, ,.)\.-,&.'-'..&.-1.., ''Yv.... "''' ...... ~,1,J..J 

they should answer, but :uothing;beyond r~spOl:cliI:g. . 
j\1r. PREYER. ~fay'be Informal consultIng, mchrect consultatIon, or

something. 
Do you feel this is cost-effective legislation ~ That is an important 

consideration these days in budget consciousness. 
~fr. PERL~IAN. I aidn't hear the question. . 
A:(r. PREYER. Do you think this is cost-effectiye legislation ~ 
~fr, PERL~IAN. I think it can be, As I see what we are trying to

clo, what the Oongress is trying to do) is develop 10cal systems witl1in 
certain parameters. I think the ~ey is that the Oongress or the Justice> 
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Department only approve those systems which they determine are' 
cost-effective, so I hope that the Justice Department would not ap-· 
proi\\e . .'!of an;v;thiug which .was.going, to cost.somuch . that, ~ft~rl th~· 
grants ran out, the program was going to fall, because the State or 
local community would refuse to fund it. 

Mr. PREYER. I think what I am getting at is, have businesses had 
experience using these mechanisms, and haye they found it saved 
t.hem any money ~ You might not be able to answer that right at the· 
moment, but if you do have the opportlmity to look in your files in 
that .connection, we would be interestecl.in knowing of any specific' 
e~ample's' of c()st sav.ipgs fOl' !businesses through ·the use of conciliation. 
or mediation techniques. 

1'11'. PERL]fAN. Mr. Chairman, two things: Let me poll some members· 
to get an impression of that, Ibut I can tell you that many of the 
bigger ,businesses today have set up, in effect, arbitration proceedings, 
themse~ves. They must be effective because they seem' to be expanding
them nationwide, the major corporations that can afford to do it, and 
they must ;be working. But I will poll some of our members and 
respond to you. 

lvIr. PREYER. That was my impression that it must be working,. 
and it must be cost-effective, and if we can have any documentation 
of that, it WOUld :be helpful. 

Thank you yery much. 
1\11'. I(astemueier ~ 
~1r. I(ASTENMEillR. Thank you, 1\11'. Ohail;man. 
I certainly appreciate your testimony. I thought it was excellent,. 

brief, and to the point, and I want to congratulate you, 1\f1:- .Pe.rIman. 
As I understand it, you do not really seek a narrower bIll, but en

dorse the broader bill at least ill terms of minor disputes resolution. 
That is to say, it is not limited to any single form of dispute. 

1\1r. PERL1\IAN. ~1r. Kastenmeier, we believe that all t,ypes of prob
lems, 110t just consumer problems-there are very serious problems
that you have to be concerned with. We have heard so much abotJt the· 
barking-dog case today, but the barking-dog case, where the two 
neighbors get into a fight, the next thing you know, too often it ends· 
up III a city court as an aggravated assault and battery, with one per
son testifyIng against the other person. There is no resolution to that. 
How do you determine to take one person's word over another ~ And 
a criminal sanction based on charge of aggravated assault, doesn't 
solve that problem. I hope that the Advisory Council can find an alter
native answer because they don't exist for that kind of problem in the· 
cOl~rts toda.y. 

:Mr. KASTENMEillR. I appreciate that. Let me test you a little further· 
on that point. 

'What would be the Chamber's reaction to allowing the enYisioned 
programs handle cases with potentially rriminal ramifications: fot' 
example, a consumer dispute oyer a change in an odometer, or false· 
laheling, or a charge of minor shoplifting or vandalism ~ 

Mr. PERL]fAN. "Vithin the paranleters of due process seems what you 
are suggesting, in a way) is a criminal small claims court. I have no. 
problems with that as long as we remember that we are talking about 
due process requirements. 1\1y only problem is that I am concerned ill 
some of those cases when we are put in a crimina:! milieu, as it were, we.-
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-don't have answers on how to work them out. C).'iminal sanctions are 
not satisfactory for certain problems\ be they against business, .be th.ey 
:against consumers, be they against landlords, or be they agamst the 
-tenant. We have to find alternatives to some of the criminal sanctions 
we have now. . 

M~r. IUSTENl\1EIER. Yes, I appreciate YOU;l.' comments. . . 
You have indicated reservations about the Federal Trade Comm~s~ 

flion, specificaHv the chair111an and about LEAA. being involved in 
-the proaram. "'That other alternatives do y?U see ~ Do :you think tl;e 
Just.ice Department alone should be able, wlt.h the Ach?sory CO~l~lCll, 
to handle this or do you see a role for any other agencIes or entitles ~ 

:M:r. PERL1\rlN. As I sug~ested ea;rlier, I l:nderstand that .ce~·t~ill 
aaencies have certain expertise, and If we deCIde to start specrahzll1g 
a b certain type of problem that may involve OSI-IA, it may be that 
the Justice Department may have to go to OSHA and say, help us work 
this out, but by-and-large I don't think ~Te are talk.ing. a?out probl~ms 
which are national in scope. ,¥" e are taUnllg about IndIvIduals dealmg 
with other indhriduals, be they a private businessman or be they a 
landlord. It is not the situation by-and-large, which is resolved by a 
-substantive trade rule in "\-;Vashington by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion, or a rule that OSHA promulgates for Ibig business 01' large indUfl

-tries. Those, as I understand this legislation, really are not, by-and
large, the kind of problems we are trying to reach. I understand we are 
·trying to reach those problems that have nowhere else to go, that are 
not getting involved, ancl I feel like the Justice Department, along 
with the local communities, which are more aware of their problems 

,than anyone, that they should be able to work it out. 
~1r. MSTENl\IEIER. If you know, what is the view of the FTC with 

respect to its involvement in minor dispute resolution? Do you know 
if they have a position, whether they want to be involved? 

Mr. PERL1tfAN. I have only heard the talk around town that the FTC 
is anticipating a major-well, major may be overstating it, but a sub

·stantial role in advising and workins- with the Justice Department. 
Now, that may have changed in the last day or so, but I have seen 

'11othing in writing whicll indicates that it has. 
)11'. KASTEXl\IEIER. One last question, and that is on the mandated 

cov-erage point you made. ,~That is your answer to designing programs, 
to make them original forums created with funds or aid, which will 
principally have consumer disputes. And then another one which 
might be created to have interpersonal disputes, but 110t really any 
. business or consumer business. 

I can appreciate the apPl'ehensj")ll a businessman or others mip"ht 
have in ensuring" the program is dcs.: .. gned to be accessible to businesses, 

,consumer complaints, but I am concerned that no program could be 
designed that, in fact, does not limit some elements of the programs 
we ,yould want to look at. 

1\ir. PERIJ1'IIAN'. I think that is certainly true. I don't think there is 
,nec(lssal'ily any place for consumer disputes in a particular mechanism 
which is dealing with Jandlord/tenants. I think it may be necessary 
in certain instances; the mechanism may be too weak, does nothing for 
the landlord/tenant or may do the aggra'vatecl assault, the trespass, 
those sorts of cases; but it seems to me only fair at thE>; time we have 

,cases involving consumers against :business that business should have 
an equal opportunity to bring it case. 
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:Mr. KASTENMEIER. That is your point, that in terms of consumers 
and businesses a forum not be desigped to favor one as opposed to the· 
other. 

M'r. PERLMAN. That is right. Obviously there are certain situations 
where consumers have no business in the case, either; they are not 
acting as consumers, but they are acting as assault and battery situa-· 
tions; or something like that. 

lVIr. lCAsTENl\fEIER. Thank you for your excellent testimony. 
:Mr. PREYEU. Thank you. 
}tIl'. Danielson ~ 

''''Mr.DANIEbSON. I don't have much to add in my questioning. ~Iy' 
pei'ception of these disputes and the settlement pl'ocedures that we are· 
going to have to work out move pretty much along the line that funda-· 
mentally they should not be Federal problems. I don't think they 
busically are Federal problems, and I think that our legitimation here 
as ··a -Federal intervention is basically O~le based on the cOllcept that 
governments are formed to provide domestic tranquillity. 

I think the consumer aspect ('omes in largely because we have a con-
stitutional basis, and that would bring in Interstate and 'Commerce
and that is a long way around to reach a spiked fence. 

But the way I look at it, the largest number of problems that the· 
peol)le of our country have are problems which aIe, monetarily speak-
ing, at least, not capable of being resolved in courts; they are not cost-
effective at all. 

It is sort of like if you have a boiJ, ,yhich hurts~ it is severe. YOll 
can hardly afford to be checked into the hospital. You don~t go to the 
1\iayo Clinic with a boil. A.nd that. doesn't mean that it is not real,. 
that it is not painful, that it doesn't need treatment. ,Ye seem to have 
appl'oached this type of resolution in the medical field with some· 
neighborhood clinics here and there, where people can go for first aiel,. 
shall I say, or for the proper treatment for things t.hat do not justify· 
going ~he whole gamut of the general circuit of medical hospitals; but 
you stIll need treatment. 

The same is h'ue with disputes. "Te keep hearino- the ,YOI'd con
SUIller, anc~ it is very l'~al, b~lt that is just one part otthe whole prob
lem ; that JS, the l'elahonslllp between a buyer and a seller and the 
buyer for some reason or another is not pleased with what l~e bought 
from the seller, and you have a dispute. 

If we could have a forum, if you are buy-in 0- a Cadillac and vou' 
have a problem, I suppose YOU can 0'0 to CClut because il; the first 
place, i~ ?70U have a Cadillac, :rou can ;trord to go to court. ' 

But If you bought a ska~eboard and the wheeJ ch'oppecl off, it is 
not as bad as a DC-10, that 18 hue, bnt if the wheel comes off, you are 
mad because you bought that skateboard, and you can't afford to go 
to court over that wheel. 
_ l\fayb~ ~hat is a ridiculous example, but it is not too far from what 
1 tUn c:1l'lVll1$ at. Sl~ppose you bought a $100 bicycle and the wheel is; 
defectIve. 1: ou can't go to, c~u.rt t.o get that wheel replaced or COl'
rect~d. There should be a faCIlIty where the people can go to an nn
J?artml con~p~tent person aI:tl just Si~llply and honestly layout the 
facts, !Je ~vilh~lg to he questIOned a lIttle bit, and have the opposite" 
party 1ll.vItedIn, because this is not a coercive process, as I see it. ,Ve 
are gettmg too fOJ;mal if we start to coerce. Let the merchant come
in and explain what was wrong with that bicycle and probably if 
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the impartial pel'sou\vere to say, "Look, 'why don't you just give liim 
a new wheel here, and get it fixed. ",Vouldn~t you be hapy if the bicycle 
'worked ~ That is what you wanted in the first plD,ce." :Maybe they could 
:go out smiling, and I think that is wha~ we are talking l1bOl~t. . . 

I have seen spiked fences between neIghbors, eac~l one ~lllldmg.llls 
or hers a little higher than the last. layer of the neIghbor's, and they 
put ugly signs on th~re, calling th(,ll1 name~ a~ld whatnot. !ll L.A., we 
finally reached a pOInt where they have hnuts; you can't go but so 
high. It helps, but it doesn't resolYeA·. :', 

l\1y concept is that ,ye ~lave a l~gltlmate funcbolll~ere, and I am' ~'()~ 
ing to snp0rt W!Httever lnnc~ of bIll we can c<!mp:ro~:rl1se on, but I tlunk 
we should provIde the fundmg, or help proYlde It, at least, for anyone 
of many ,different potentially feas~ble s<;>lutions to t~lis ,dispute prob~ 
IE'nl. I tlunk we should keep track In a sImple but effectIve manner of 
what is the effect of using this procedure or that procedure, some proto~ 
types, pilot plants, and disseminate that information to the local and 
State governments for their use as they see fit, and I think that is 
where we can do onr greatest good, to try to help se.r\;e as a catalyst 
to get this sort of think working, but to keep our hands out of, the 
procedure ancllet it be done at home. ': 'I:, , 

",Vhat we are talking about is the kind of dispute settlr.ment that in 
ages past used to be handled by the clergy of a community" the 
patriarch of the ('xtended famil~T within that comunity, the 'ters,on 
who had earned through a lifetime of activity t.he respect of the COlll
lllunity, whose judgment was relied upon, in SOllle culturE's the so-

· called godfather. That is what we are really talkiuO' about. 
Now, I know in England they ha ye a similar little thing tl:at h,as 

become pretty big; they have magistrates there who arE' unpaId, dIS
tinguished citizens of a community or vil1age who gh~e a certain 
amount of their time, and they can resolve a lot of disputes, but thel,·.c, 
is a part of the formal legal system, and they can rcndel' judgments, 
and so on. 

I don't 'mean to go that fat, hut why couldn't some of our retired 
lawyers give a little bit of time. 'rhe Bar Association should be inter~ 

· ested in that. We have retired judges who could enjoy life a lot more 
· and live a lot longer and make a tremendous contribution if they 
would give a day a week, a group of them, and let the neighbors come 
in and tell their story, and here yoU have an impartial .... person who 

-understands many of the implications, so let them ghre some counsel 
and advice. I think that is the direction we have to go, because we can~ 
not set up a formal court with compulsory process able to levy or rencler 
judgments whic11 can be executed, and so on. Once we get into that, 
we are in the court structure. ",Ye already have small ciftims court. I 
think we should get at a way to let people talk out their problems, get 

· some advice from an impartial person who is respected as to what 
might be able to resolve the conflict, and that is all we may 'be able to 

. do. 
That is a gold question I asked. 
Thank you very much. 
Mr. PERL1\fAN. it is a pleasure to agree with you. 
Mr. PREYER. Thank you. 
Mr. Gudger~ 
Mr. GUDGER. Thank you, 1\fr. Chairman. I have just one question that 

-I would like to have clarified. 
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Assuming ~hat the bill that is recommended here, or presented by 
i!le ,subcomI~llttees anc~ brough,t to the fioor of !he Congr~ss, is roughly 
'Sl111l1ar to lLR. 2863 III that It does not speClfically brIn 0' FTO into 
tl~e act and does not specifically contemplate or project substantial com~ 
;l1ut~lent of these l?cul forums to resolution of criminal disputes an,a 
reta1!ls th~ e~perllnen\al characteristics with the Departmen~'bf 
· ~ usbce, brll1g It on the hne speedily as yOUl' comments have urged, h6,v 
far can we expect the Clutmber to go in its endorsement ~ , : 
, You s~y you slwport the legislation in principle. Do you expect to 

'work actIvely for It ~ . 
1[1'. PERLlVIAN. Yes, sir, we think this is a very good idea. ",Ye are 

~firmly committed to tl~is. As I say, we have very few problems, with 
~-I.!t. 2863. ~Te woul~ hke to s~e the mandatory business Janguage;'hnt 
It IS a good Idea. It IS somethlllg whose time has come. It needs to be 
,done. There tHe problems out there, as :Mrs. Peterson suggests, and 1ve 
11ave our ow~ program that we have Ibeen supporting for the last 5 
ye~rs, sometlung called "Up with Consumers," trying to promote small 

,claIms courts throughout the country and arbitration and mediation 
procedures: We are not new to our support of this, and I think we will 
support tlus concept long and hard. 

~Ir. GUDGER. Thank you very much. 
:Mr. P.ERLUAN. Thank you, sir. 
)11'. P.r:R1""ER. Thank you very much, }\fr. Perlman. ",Ve appreciate 

'your testllllony. . 
)11'. PERLl\IAN. Thank you, nfr. Chairman. 

':TESTIMONY OF CONSUMER PANEL, MARK GREEN, DIRECTOR, CON
GRESS WATCH, WASHINGTON, D.C., SHARON NELSON, LEGISLA~ 
TIVE COUNSEL, CONSUMERS UNION, WASHINGTON, D,C. 

~1r. PREYER. Ou~' final wi~Ilesses today is a cousumeI.' panel consisting 
· of ~1ar~( Green, (lIreGtor of Congress ",Vatch, and }\fs. Sharon Nelson, 
]e~lslatrve counsel of Oonsumers Union. · ; 'V~ are del~ghted to have y~l~ hel'e.todaJ;" It is §Sood to see you back, 
J\fs. Nelson. 'Y ou are very familIar WIth tlus hearIng room. You served 
:0~1 the Commerce Commi.ttee staff and helped formlilate the committee 
bIll, I understand. And your paper you have submitted here is in 
eil'ect, a mini-Brandeis brief, and we are appreciative of it since you 
are probably as knowledgeable about this as anybody ill the country. 

, That brief will receiYe careful consideration. 
,Ve are glad to have you here, and I don't know which one of you is 

-Pl'cpul'ed to proceed. BotJl, of your statements will be made a lilatter 
• ./"'\..f! .j.l.,..n, ·un'lI· ...... ·-..:l·· n..",.l "'rn'1'\. T'n'.;ftl nn·1' .:-. ....... ,.T4'",n -i,_ ""' .... ·u"\. ___ ,J .;_ ft. .t!+. 
-VoL un, .I,v\,;V.L\.l, (U.L\.l no W,J..l..L \,;CUJ. Vti .YVlf. uv IJ.LV\.:i,;:a:a .. l J.U (~ny WfLy you see ~ll;. 

[The statements of J\fr. Green and l\1s. Nelson follmv:] 

STATEMEN'f OF l\LmK GREEN, DnmCTOR, PUBLIC CITIZEN'S CONGRESS \\7 ATCII 

Public Citizen appreciates this opportunity to testify before both your in~ 
tpre~t€'<1 sllhc'Ollunittces on a subject little-noticed yet fundamental-call avera .... c 

, citizens ha ,'Te their consumer complaints heard und answered? "" 
For decades the answer has been "no," In, the early part of this century 

'Roscoe Pound, then Dean of Harvard TAl. w SellOol, called it CIa denial of justice': 
to force anyone to llire a lawyer fOl' a small claim and observed that 'because 
lawy('rs were not taking up many sman cnses was no reason to conclude the 
· cases were unworthy of adjudication. "}\fay it not be that we have been ass:uming 
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too lightly that what is unprofitable for the lawyer is unprofitable for the
law?,",he said. 

Three-quarters of a century later, unfortunately, we can still nsk that question. 
Pte~ident Carter was surely correct about the misallocation of legal resources: 
when he estimated last year in his speech before the Los Angeles Bar Association 
that "90 percent of the lawyers represent just 10 percent of the people." For this. 
the established bar must bear much of the blame. Thus, the American Bar Associ-· 
ation's earlier defense of "minimum fee schedules," now declared to be illegal 
price-fixing by the Supreme Court, and its prohibition of attorney fee advertising 
and "unauthorized practice of law" committees are examples of its guild mental-, 
ity. So has been the ABA's struggle against group legal services. 

The result: high fees operate to price most Ameritcaru; out of the market for' 
jli:stice in this country. Surveys of unmet legal needs, from the early 1940s 
through the ABA's most recent effort in 1976, indicate that fully two-thirds of" 
aU Americans do not have ready access to lawyers; when the 1976 survey asked 
respondents whether most lawyers charged more than they were worth, 62 per-" 
cent agreed. 

If some .<\mericans want to buy Cadillacs, they are free to do so. But if others. 
want Toyotas, the choice should be thei.rs. So too with the legal justice system. 
~.Re,alter-nativ:e of IOW-co8t, quick remedies must exist for those who can't afford 
the Cadillacs and Covington & Burlings. A mass society must make available' 
forms of mass justice. 

Our society often doesn't, as the Courts, Civil Liberties and Administration of 
Justice Subcommittee's own hearings on access to justice demonstrated. The· 
cost of courtroom justice is bad enough. In addition, there are no small claims 
courts in niDe states (Arizona, Delaware, Louisiana, l\fississippi, Montana, South 
Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia), and in several other States: 
the courts serve only a few urban areas. An estimated 41 million Americans lat:!k 
access to small claims court. And even a program that has proven its value by 
resolving 80 percent of the 5000 disputes it handled annuully-the Consumer 
Help Center of New Yorl>: City, jointly run by Channel 13 and NYU Law 
School-ended 2 years ago when no new funding was found. 

Americans not only Jack the access; they have the need. In a study of 2,500-
urban households, conducted by Arthur Best for the Center for Study of Re
sponsive Law, 1 purchase in 5, or 20 pel' cent, generated dissatisfaction-although 
only one-third of these problems were reported to anyone. In only 1.2 percent of 
those instances where buyers had problems did they go to a third party for 
resolution-even though the seller failed to resolve their complaints about half' 
the time. (Best & Andreasen, "Consumer Response to Unsatisfactory Purchases: 
A" Survey of Perceiving Defects, Voicing Complaints and Obtaining Redress," 
11 Law & Society Revie·w 701 (1977). Two seminal studies in 1972-the final re
port of the National Institute for Consumer Justice and the Small Claims Court 
Study- Group's report on "Little Injustices"-document how consumer problems 
go unanswered. One jurisdiction Which has provided a substantial consumer 
office-New York City yia its Department of Consumer .Affair'~-received 247,606 
phone calls, letters and personal interviews on consumer ;problems in 1977. 

Though we may be talking about what are considered "little injustices," the
scope of the problem is anything" but "little." Studies of local consumer fraud
including "The Darle Side of the Marketplace," David Ccplovitz's "The Poor
PaY ):[ore," Sen. Philip Hart's many studies, and Professor Philip Schrag's 
Counsel for the Deceived-indicate the prevalence of everyday ripoffs tha.t al
together can destroy the quality of life for many urban residents. The Kerner"· 
Commission in the late 1960's, for e::<;;ample, asserted that local consumer fraud' 
w.as a significant cause of urban riots . .A. $50 o.vel'charge may be inconsequential 
to a white collar civil servant or corporate employee, yet it can mean some meals' 
skipped to a lower income family. And many $50 over~harges in a community can 
have a widespread, repercussive effect. "It is unlikely that the ft tee of In,\y can 
be marshalled to address 'little injustiC'es,'" induded anthropologist I~aUl'a Nader, 
in a seminal Yale Law Journal article of April, 1979, "unless they are recon
ceptualizp.d as collective harms." 

Public Citizen support'> the concept of n modest Federal program-inYolving an 
overseeing office in the Department of .Tustice and a diSQretiol1llJ.'y grant pro
gram-to prDvide seed monE'S to inspire llew dispute resolution mechanisms at 
the state and locallevGl. S. 423, n.R. 2863 and H.R. 3719 are allnseful, good-faWl 
and parallel attemptfl to accomplish this purpose. In our view, though, H.ll. 3719' 
would be the best vehicle to work from, for several reasons. 
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" 'The p:i'imary one is that it tries to ensure, especially as compared to R.R. 2863, 
"that the Justice Depurtment not allow "neighborhood disputes" to crowd out 
"consumer disputes." The former-battling neighbors, the noisy disco in a Quiet 
community, the petty offense-to be sure, are real and often unresolved by the 
formal legal process. Yet several years ago former Senator John Tunney was pro
moting"legislation to provide up to $95 million to llelp resolve the millions of slllall 

· consumer complaints anllually. The result in H.R. 2863 is a $10 million grant pro
gram to resolve small complaints annually-not consumer complaints but all'com
plaints. 'Yhat happened is that a "consumer controversies" bill became a neigh
borhood justice center bill due to Justice Department insistence. But that Depart
ment already has experimental programs in three cities to test its laudable idea 
of neig'hborhood justice centers. And if the $10 million simply comes out of 
LEAA's-own budget, as President Cartel.' has initially said it would, it is .reason
able to assume that the dispute resolution program and "Resource Center" would 
have a strong "neighborhood dispute" bias rather than a consumer di.sp.ute 

, emphasis. 
As explained previously by John Bea~e, an attorney in the office of Assistant 

Attorney General Dan Meador, "We feel that the process of dispute resolution is 
basically the same for all these types of matters." The similarity is that both i11-
voh'e disputes our courts are now not equipped to handle. But there are impor
tant differences as well. Consumer disputes often involve people who are not in 
a continuing relationship (how often do we buy a lawnmower or hire a moving 
company?) and where the relationship is inherently imbalanced, as the seller 
knO\ys how to cut tlle corners of the law while the consumer is inllocent. Neigh
borhood dispute~ usually ill\'olve people not unequal in sophistication, who know 

"ea('h other, and where the potential for self-correction is therefore greater. "\YhiIe 
there is a body of substantive precedent that, if applied to consumer complaints, 

· can solve them, there is rarely such established precedent to deal with neighbor
hood squabbles; the latter turn peculiarly on the facts of the case and social his
tory of the relationships. Consumer disputes can be resolved by judges aided by 
.paralegals; neighborhood disputes by sorial ,\YOrkel's aided by lay analysts. 

Finally, it is llot unCOllllllon for the ]!'el'leral Goyernment to involve itself in 
cOlllmereial cases under the COlUmerce clanse, especially where there is such ,1. 

" substantial record of need and failure as tllere is for small consumer complahlts. 
But Federal jurisdiction over, say, domestic and neighborhood confIict"s is ·far 
more unusual uncl tenuous. And where is the comparable record and studies of 

..neighborhood disputes? 
Annual funding for tlle grant pl'ogram should be $20 million. If both noneco

nomic and eCQnomic disputes as part of the program, n lesser figure would mean 
the drop in the bucket would be split in half, I am not una,,"are that this is sup
posedly all austere and budget-conscious Congress. But a measnre seeking $15 
million passed the Senate nnanimously last year and one seeking $20 million got: 

-a substantial majorHy (but not a two-thirds majority on Suspension) in the 
House last year, For a bill supported by groups from the Chamber of Commerce 
to Public Citizen and WitllOut any serious institutional opposition,this authori
zation leyel should liot be inconceivable. R.R. 2863's $10 million grant program is 
too modest. 

R.R. 3719, in Section 7, provides that the chairman of the Federal Trade Com
Juission be enconraged to tuh'ise and consult with the Attorney General, as ea'll Hie 
Advisory Board. H.n. 2863 makes no such l)roYision and excludes the FTC chair
man frolll the Advisory Board. But if tl1is program is to help resoh"e both neigh
borhood and consumer disputes, it seems to tilt grossly ill the former direction to 
lu\.ye the Justice Department and LEA,A .. so instrumentally invohred and the 

· consumer yoice of the FTC so specifically excluded. 
TJ1e "Findings and Purpose" of lI.ll. 3719, in (1) and (4), apPl,'opriately em

pha$ize the role ofCOnSll11ler disputes. H.n. 2863, in its parallel section, seems to 
go ont of its 'va~r to ayoid the concept. Given the history and purpose of the bill, 
chis omission is Ullwarranted, 

The J?rice of getting S. 423 reported out on the consent calendar last year and 
this )year was, among other provisions, Section 4(a) (5) (5), which "permit[sJ 
the use Qf dispute resolntioll mechanisms by the' business cOl1ullunity, including', 
but not limited to, small bnsillesses. corpol.'ations, partnerships, and assignees," 

· The J?roblem with this nppronch is that it requires local mechanisms to allow the 
business use of (lispnte mechanisms, even thongh many jurisdictions prohibit sncll 
husiness nccess. '1'11e relJ1::011 is that bnsilless'entities tend to crowd outcol1Sumers. 

· A st\Hl? ,clone by the Conuecticut PubliQ Interest Research Group of sIllall claims 
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cases filed in Hartford. Connecticut from May to September 1976 revealed that" 
83 'percent of all cases illVolved corporate plaintiffs versus individual defendants. 
AIlother sunrey showed that corporations brought 22,000 of 29,000 'Washington,. 
D.O. small claims cases filed in June, 1972. 

Ideally, this provision should be struck entirely; allow each jurisdiction to de
ter~mine whether, or to what extent, to allow business use of dispute mechanisms. 
In the alternative, the general language of the two House bills is preferablf' to 
S. 423, which is unnece~sarily specific and goes so far to enshrine tJle access of
collection agencies---institutions that too often distorted small claims courts into 
de fncto collection agencies. 

111 conclnsi on, Public Oitizen supports a dispute resolution bill which contains; 
(a) a resource center studying and coordinating these experimental programs, 
(b) .the awarding' of grants by the Attorney General after consultation with an 
advisory board, as we snggested in earlier testimony, and with the F~'O, (c) grant 
critei'ia'that stresses need, div.ersity, exmn~tme!ltntion and the likelihood. of eOn
tinnation, (d) restrictions on the compensation of lawyers in dispute programs. 
and (e) adequate funding. 

Oile final caveat. Section 6(b) (9) of both bills allow the Resource Oenter to· 
contract out for studies and projects. ",Yhile this provision may be standardlun
guage, it carries the potential for mischief. Several analysts of these measurE's. 
have indicated that this provision would permit much of this program to he' 
simply contracted out to the American Bar Assoclation, which has tlle resourees 
and interest to perform many of the functions of the Center. But not the inde
pendence to do so. The bar, no doubt, has much to contribute to helping resolYe 
small disputes. But its l)rice structure and "ethics" code has often worsened the· 
problem of average citizens being squeezed out of an expensive justice system. A 
l'einforcing triangle of the Justice Department liE.A .. A and the ,iliA is not. I 
think, what the original sponsors of a dispute bill had in mind and it is Dot what 
PubliC Oitizen thinks is ideal. We. urge. yonI', committees to improve on S. 423-which suffered the burdeJl of· 
having to obtain unanimous consent-in order to assure citizens that for a wrong 
there is a remedy. 

STATEMKNT OF SHARON NELSON, LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, \\7 ASHINGTON OFFICI~, CON
SUMERS UNION, BEFORE THE SunOOM1.IITTEE ON CONSU1rER PnO'l'ECTION AND JPI
N~\NCE OF THE Co],DIITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND ]'OREIGN OOMMEROE ..AND SUB-

. C01DnT'l'I-~E ON COUR'l,'S, OIVIL LIBERTIES, AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUS1'IUE 

Mr. Chairman: On behalf O'f Consumers Union ~ I wish to thank you for your 
invitation to testify at this joint hearing today. The three bills pending before· 
the Subcommittee, H.R. 2863, H.R. 3719, and S. 423, woula establish gr.ant pro
grams to assist the states, localities or nonprofit organizations in providing
"effective, fair, inexpensive and expeditious" mechanisms in which ordinary citi
zens could attempt to' resolve minor disputes. 

H:R. 2863, introduc-ed by Mr. Kastenmeier, anel H.R. 3719, introduced by 
Congressmen Eckhardt and Broyhill, would establish virtually identical pro
grams .. witin the .Tustice Department to provide federal grants to states, local 
"'overnments, and nonprofit organizations to establish or to imprO've small di~
pute resolution mechanisms. The major difference between the two House bills· 
is the emphasis on the types of the disputes to be resolved within the federally 
funded forums. H.R. 2863 has a broader emphasis and appears to' favor the' 
establishment of mechanisms which can handle all types of minor disputes 
relu'tively efficiently and inexpensively. H.R. 3719 appears to emphasize those· 
small claims that are usually handled on the civil si{1e of the state courts and 
which in predecessor legislation were known as "consumer controversies." H.R. 
37i9thus contains language which reflects an emphasis on consumer prO'tection. 
~Plle . concepts and purpose of the Senate bill is simi1a~ to the House bills, but 
tlie basic admillistratiye scheme of S. 423 differs substantially from the House· 
bills. S. 423 would create an entitlement program under which a certain amonnt 
of'mone", would .. be allocated to each state fO'r dispensation to various parties 
wi~hi:J.l,tliat state who apply for funds .. 

1 Consumers Union is a nonprofit membl'TShip organization cllartered in 1!J3G under' 
the laws of the State of New York to pro\'ide information,. education and counsel auout 
consumer goods and services and the management of the famlly income. Consumers Union's 
income is derived solely from the sale of Consumer Reports. witb over 2 million circulation, 
rejpilarly carries articles on health. product safety, marketplace economics, and legislative,. 
iirdi~ial and regula tory actions which affect consumer welfare. Consumers Union's publica-
fions carry no advertising and receive no commercial support. 
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Consumers Union long has been interested in .activities that wo:uld imP.rove 
citizen access to the judicial system. Thus, we 'Sued the State Bar of Virginia. 
for its restrictive lawyer advertising rulef)-a case decided a.s a companiO'n ease 
to Bates v. State Bar Of A1'izona, 433 U.S. 350 (1977). Our advocacy offices often 
have participated in administrative, legislative and judicial proceedings in sup
port of reforms that would tend to make our legal and judicial system more 
accessible to all our citizens. Oonsumer Reports frequently has reported on de
velopments in the provision of legal services. Through the years, ,ve have com
mented on how institutional arrangements could be improved to better serve 
the -consumer who has been injured in the marketplace, including improvement 
of's'inall claims cO'urts.!! We believe that the concepts and purpose of.all three 
bills pending before you are meritorious and we generaHy endorse them. 'While 
this 'legislation presents a good start to solving a constant and vexatious COIl
sumer problem, 'we think it could be .improved in certain ·respects which win be 
discussed in detail below. 

NEED FOR THIS LEGISLATION 

No O'ne would dispute the validit.y of the concepts and purposes of this legis
lat.ion. In fflet, this legislation traditionally bas enjoyed the support of the 
business community and the legal profession as well as major consumer groups. 

The neE'd for mechanisms for the redress of minor disputes has been well~ 
documented in leg:al literature." Proyisi.on of redress for small f'lnims has a COll
siderable llistory in Anglo-American law. In England, small debt courts were 
created by statute in 1606.' In the United States, early uttempts to provide simple 
justice for small claims led to the establishment of tbe rural justices of the 
mmce courts. However, in 1013, Roscoe Pound of the Harvard I ... ,lW School noted: 
,- .. ' [I]t is a denial of justice in small causes to drive litigants to employ 

. lawyers and it is a shame to drive them to legal aid societies to get as 
charity what the state should give as ~U'ight.5 

In that same year, as a response to the problem described by Pound, the fi}:st 
operating small claims court was established in Cleveland. The original pnrpose 
of the small claims court was to provide legal redress to those claimant.s likely 
to be discouraged by the delay, the expense, and the procedural technicalities of 
trial court proceedings. The idea prOliferated so that a small claims court sys
tem now exists in nearly every state. Despite the enthUSiasm of the early small 
claims movement, the small claims courts never became truly experimental. 
States ,yere content to merely enact enabling legislation based on earlier models. 

However, as the movement for consumer justice grew in the 1960's, the small 
claims court mO'Yement was again revived. Law l'eview a'l'ticles discussing spe
cific small cluhns statutes and their operation in specific courts began to appear, 
l!1xcellent empirical studies also were released which described the disparity 
between the actual operation of the courts and the goals they were intended to 
achieve.G In 1971,a Presidential Oommission, thi~ National Institute for Oon
sum.er Justice, a nonprofit cO'rporation, was established to study thoroughly the 
inadequacy of €'xisting procedures for resolving disputes aristn(l' out of con
sumer transactions. In 1972 it published its report on small claims courts in 
the United Stntes.T Another natiollwide study was carried out by the Ralph 
Nadel' affiliated Small Claims Courts Study Group, which in 1972 published its 
report entitled, "Little Injustices: Small Olaims Oourts and the American Con
sumer." Both of these studies were concerned chiefly with only one class of small 
disputes-those between individual citizens seeking resolution of disputes arising 
in the marketplace. 

Between 1960 'and 19'(0, nine Sta.tes enacted or amendeel theil.· small claims 
statutes. Nineteen more States adopted new procedures for small claims courts 

~ fle('. for l',amnle. COllfmmer R('norts, Octoher lf171, at n. 624 calling for l'pfOl'll1 of 
smnll olaims courts and Consumer Reports 1979 buying guide issue at p. 35G which pro, 
yides advice on how to use small claims courts. . 

3 See, for example, Yng'"esson and Hennessey, "Small Claims, Complex Disputes: A 
Review of the Small Clnims Literlltul'e," Law and Society (wl11tl'r Hl75) , and the 
bi.l)I~QgF,I.lI?I1Y cOn~ahl!?~l 11,1 Johnson, ~untor and .S<;hwartz, "Outside the Courts: a Survey of 
Dlv!:r/$!Oll Alternatiyes 11l Civil Cases," ptlb)'~~ll(\d by NatioDl.l1 Center for State .Courts 
(1917).. 

, "8Inll11 Claims Courts," 34 Columbia Law Review !J32 (1934). ' 
G .Pound, "l'lle Administration of Justice in Modern City," 26 Hnrvard Law Review 302 

(1913). . . 
oSee Yngvessonand Hennessey, supm. ; 
7 Nntional InstiJ~te for Consumer Justice. Sta·ff Stu (lies on Small Olaims (Jourts, 

Boston, Mass,. 1!J I •• 
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from 1970 to 1976.8 As will be diScussed, further 'belo~, many of ~hese States made 
fundamental policy changes in the o:petation of. theIr small clal.mscourts. 'l'~ese 
.efforts, as well as increasing interest III ~lternat~e .metho~s of dIspute ~eso~utlOn, 
'ndicates that there is substantial state mterest m 'lmprovmg access to Justice for 
those citizens who cannot afford to hire a lawyer. 

SCOPE-TYPES OF IHdPUTES DESERVING FEDERAL ATTENTION 

While certain provisions of the' pending bills represent .substantial improve
ments over previous versions of this legislation, we hav~ serIOUS doub~s a?out t,he 
<efficacy of attempting to solve all problems of minor dIspute resol~lhon III a ~1~ 
.01' $15 million program. Given the limited amount of money authorIzed, ,ve j;lllll1l~ 
that the program should !have a narrow and. well-defin~ focus, not, an amorphOl~s 
""'0 out and do good" mandate. Thus, whIle small crImes and small domestic 
r~lations problems might also receive short shrift in the state courts, we ~vould 
strongly recommend narrowing the focus ?f this. n;tod~st progran~ and restormg t~ 
the- bill its original emphasis on those mmor CIVIl dIsputes WhICh usually occur 
between buyer and seller in the marketplace. . . 

The arguments for establighing a broadly based dlSput~ resolutIon I?rogram 
within the Department of Justice are (1) that all ~~a~l dlsput.e l:eSolu.tlOn pro
cedures are virtually the same and (2) t~at the dIVIS~O~ of .dIspu~e: llltO su~
'stantive categories would not be cost effective. In our.opmIo~, 'll1clud~n", domest~c 
and neighborhood quarrels and minor criminal cases III one forum Wlt~ e~ononllC 
disputes neither addresses real world problems nor reflects sound J?rmcipies ?f 
dispute resolution. The needs of a recently separated husb~nd l1:nd WIfe ,locked.lll 
an emotional c!hild custody battle for a forum to settle vanous Issues are ,not the 
same needs as those where a consumer contends a term of an automobIle loan 
from the local bank violates a provision of the Truth in L~nding Act. In the 
former case, social workers, representatives fr?m the commumty and ot1~el:s .,,·ho 
understand the dynamics of separation and divorce may be needed to facIh.t~te 
dispute settlement. However, in the consumer's case, 'R 11erson who ~as the abl~lty 
to read the law and apply it to the case would probably be the 'arbIter of chou'e. 
Social workers anxious to smoo11h the ru~ed feelings .of t~e ~on~uHler and !'lie 
banker would be viewed as superfluous, If not downl'lght Irl'lt8:ti~ng. 2.1hus, the 
requirements and resources needed to resolve one type of small dIspute are not 
necessarily the same as those needed to resolve another. 

Indeed one should not assume that small disputes necessarily mean "simple" 
disputes ~nd for that reason relegate all of them to non-judicial forums. As stated 
b'" one of the lendin'" judicial advocates of alternative dispute resolution: 

,I SO called mi~or disputes are as likely to involve rules of law as disputes 
involving larger sums of money, and the volunteer lawyers [at the San Jose 
Com·t] feel that parties ~n such d·isputes are 'as much .entitl~d to ihaVf\ th~m 
resolved in accordance WIth the law as those engaged ill maJor law SUItS. 

"{hile some "informal" mechanisms may be appropriate for Tesolntioll of minor 
domestic relations cases or juvenile delillquencycases, they 'also may be Singularly 
unde::;irable for consumers seeldllg to enforce a statutory right under the :M:agnu
son-:Moss Warranty Act, or the State's mini-FTC Act, or local consumer protec
tion law. Experimentation with mechanisms employing varying degrees of formal 
procedures clearly should be encouraged under this program, but hard won con
sumer rights 'and remedies Should not be foregone simply for the sake of infor
mality. 

The use of Federal funds for assisting the States and local governments .in im
provingdispute resolution for their citizenry are most appropriately confined to 
.consumer disputes. Traditionally, the criminal law, landlord and tenant law, 'fiud 
domestic relations law are matters of State, not federal concern, while market
place disputes have shown an 'increasing disregard for state boundaries as <!on
sumers cross state lines to make purchases and manufactured goods are dis
tributed nationally or regionally. The resolution of consumer disputes has a 
direct impact on interstate commerce and, thus, the subject is 'appropriate for 
federal intervention and assistance. However, the use of federal funds for the 
resolution of domestic relations matters or small criminal matters should be lower 
priority for this program. 

S Ruhnka and Weller, "Success in 'Small Claims: Is a Lawyer Necessary?" 61 JlIdicatlll'o 
176, at 178 (H)77). 

Q Ber('sforcl and Cooper, "Neighborhood Courts fOr Neighborhood Suits," 61 Judi,catUl'o 
183 (October 197'7). 
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Thus Consumers Union would recommend that the legislation s.hould empha
size th~ clear need for mechanisms capable of Ihandling consumer dIsputes. If the 
resources and expertise offered by such mechanisms also lend themselves to the 
solution of other minor disputes, such as those between landlord and tenl1:nt and 
neighborhood dd.sputes, that would provide a windfall benefit, but these kmds of 
dispute settlements should not be the focus of the program. 

The current LEAA. authorization bills, as passed by the Senate ·and r~po~ted ~y 
the House Judiciary Committee, contain a $50 million pe~ year autho~IzatlOn fO.r 
new entities to be established in the Department. of JustIce-the Natnonal InstI
tute of Justice and the National Center for Justice Statistics. The functions of 
Center for Minor Dispute Resolution proposed i~ th.ese bills may duplicate so~e 
of the functions conta'ined in the LEAA authorIzation. The responSible commIt
tees of Congress should clarify their intent with respect to. each Jus~ic~ D~part
ment agency's responsibilities. Further, if Congress determmes that It IS :VIse to 
spend federal money on traditional state responsibj~ities. su~h a~ domestic ~e~a
tions and juvenile justice systems, then the approprIate m~tl~utlOn for admmIs
tering such grant programs may already reside in the eXIsting', amply funded 
LEAA. 

FUNDING CRITERIA 

Section 4 of all three hills contains the criteria for funding 'applications. While 
specific provisions of all three bills may differ in .certain Significant respects, tl~e 
O'eneral structure of section 4 is quite similar in aU bills. The Eckhardt Bill IS 
~nlike the other two insofar as it makes all the requirements listed in section 4 
absolutely mandatory, not merely suggestive. 'Ve tencl to favor the approach 
taken in S. 423 and H.R. 2863. The bills autJhor.ize the establishment of a demon
stration program and thus a hortatory approach seems wiser insofar as it does 
not dictate a model which all applicants must emulate, 

Many of the section 4 requirements 'are clear and unassailable. Easy to under
stand rules and procedures are essential; assistance, including paralegal assist
ance, to persons seeking the resolution of claims as well as the collection of judg
ments should ·be provided. Mechanisms receiving money under this act should be 
open at night and on weekends so that .people do not iha ve to take time from work 
to file and process.a claim. We agree that where there are large non-English speak
ing populations, there should be adequate arrangements for translation. 

These basiC criteria were derived from the National Institute of Consumer 
Justice staff recommendations for small claims courts. However, as this legisla. 
tion has evolved, some previously specific recommendations have become so 
generalized or so refined that it is now difficult to tell exactly what is intended 
by the language of certain provisions. For example, S. 2928, introduced in the 
93d Congress, expressly forbade the practice of "sewer service." While the 
language of the predecessor bill was not elegant, the "sewer service" prohibition 
has been reduced to ensuring that "all parties to a dispute are directly involved 
in the resolution of the dispute." (S. 423. § 4(a) (5) (A) i H.R. 2863 & 3719, 
§ 4 (4) (A) ,) Presumably, this requires adequate noti<!e and measures to 3)revent 
abuse of default judgments. However, the precise meaning is not cleat'. Further, 
one of the major problems with small claims courts discussed in the NICJ Study 
was the inability of people who had successfully won ~ judgment to collect it, 
An applicant seeking funding should not have to resort to extensive research in 
the legislative history to find out that the statutory requirement of ensuring 
that "the resolution is adequately implemented" means that judgments slloul<l 
be relatively easy to collect. 'Ve would recommend that the Oommittee reports 
;provide explicit examples of what is intended by each requirement mentioned 
in Section 4. .. 

Section 4(6) of the House bills is somewhat more troublesome. In the past, 
,Consumers Union has endorsed the requirement that a mechanism receiving 
federal funds be required to maintain open records on closed cases in order to 
identify patterns Ol' practices of consumer abuse- or f'raud, to correct patterns of 
product or service deficiency, and to provide other iaw enforcement agencies with 
informatioll so that they, in turn, can perform their remedial 01' deterent tasks 
more effectively. Such :an approach would benefit not only the actual claimants 
who bring a dispute to a given mechanism but also a much larger class of con
sumers by encouraging the early detection ancI prevention of unfair and decep
tive practices. Section 4(6) of the House bills lacks such specificity. Section 4(6) 
states that "consultation and cooperntion with community and with governmental 
agencies" is to be enCOUl·aged. Consultation when? 

52-434-80-7 
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Cooperation with whom? These are questions that we would like answered 
before we would endorse this provision. This provision is especially. problematic 
as part of the Kastenmeier bill which would encournge treatment or 'criiriinal 
and domestic relations matters in mechanisms funded by this program. In such 
cases, there may be certain piivacy rights as well ,as basic constitutional protec
tions which could be violated by an overbroad m'andate to consultund cooperate 
with community or governmental agencies. 

Section 4(a) (5) of the Senate bill and section 4(4) of the Kastenmeier bill 
require mechanisms funded by the program to observe reasonable .and fair rules 
and procedures. H.R. 2863 and S. 423 each include a list of examples of such rules 
and procedures which, among others, suggest that the business community be 
perwitted to use the dispute u:esolution mechanisms funded by this bill. The 
Eckhardt Bill would require business access as a mandatory requirement. The 
subcommittees should know in this respect tha.t 15 states now bar assignees and 
collection agencies from suing in small claims courts. Those states :are California, 
qolorado, Georgia, Idaho, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New 
Je:L58Y, New York (also corporations and insurers), North Dakota, Oklahoma, 
Texas and Utah. The New York City small claims court also bars associations, 
partnerships, :and corporations. And the Jefferson County, Kentucky, Consumer 
Oourt bars assignees 'and ,all non-consumer plaintiffs'!o In addition, some states 
have attempted to try to prevent the small claims courts from being a mererlv 
glor~fied c?llection . agency .by limiting the number of claims that any party cail 
file m a gIven perlOd of hme. Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska and 011io 
have done this by statute. Other courts have imposed similar limitations by 
court rule.ll . 

While prohibitions such as these may have the effect of funneling consunlers as 
defendants into more expensive trial courts, our federal system requires that such 
policy decisions concerning the jurisdiction of the various state courts remain 
matters of state :prerogative. Therefore, we recommend that the language of the 
bills should be clarified in order to make clear that it is not the Congress's intent 
to make such states ineligible for fundling. The language of these paragraphs 
should be qualified by the phrase "if state law permits." 

All three bills pending before these- subcommittees require assistance to claim
ants involved in a dispute resolution mechanism. This provision should be re
tained. The high cost of obtaining adequate legal representation is part of the 
problem of small dispute resolution. Eight States have attempted to rectify the. 
imbalance which results when only one party !is represented by an attorney by 
banning lawyers entirely from the small claims court and letting the parites deal 
with each other on a pm 8e basis. They are: California, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, 
Michigan, Nebraska, Oregon, and ,Yashington.l!l Such a ban has, in turn, created 
the phenomenon of the :professional business defendant who also can outmaneuver 
the unrepresented consumer in the court room. Thus, the answer may lie not so 
much ·in rules on the appearance of attorneys but in assuring that participants are 
adequately advised by well-trained paralegal personnel. The evidence presented 
by Ruhnka and Weller in their study of the Rochester, New York small claims 
courts would tend to support this conclusion. They found that plaintiff satisfac
tion and success rate depended on the advice on how to prepare for trial that 
plaintiffs had received----ceither from an attorney or court ap!pointed personnel.'S 

Many commentators remain undecided with respect to determining the appro
priate role for attorneys in various types of dispute settlement mechanisms. As 
noted above, eight states prohibit representation by an attorney in their small 
claims courts. None of the pending bills directly address this issue. However, all 
three bills contain a section which would prohibit the use of federal funds appro
priated under this Act for the cO'1llpensation of attorneys. (H.R. 2863 and 3719, 
§S(e)(2) and S. 423, §7(d)(2).) Apparently, this provision was inserted in 
order to assure that the funds appropriate under this bill would not be used as a 
"back door" mechanism to fund legal service attorneys. However, the proscription 
of the use of funds for attorneys providing assistance "in any adversary capacity" 
is overboard. We would recommend deleting the section in its entirety and leaving 
the decision to local decisionmakers. This would be consi::.tent with the exped
mental nature of the funded projects. 

10 Ruhnlm and Weller, BUp/'a., at 178. 
llJd. 
l!lRuhnlm and Weller, BUpl·a., nt 178. 
13 M" at 184. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE SCHEMES 

gr~~~:t c~~~~ft:h~n ad:rinliS\rative sc~eme t?ap is essentially an entitlement pro
cated to s a or~u a by. WhICh a lImIted amount of funds will be allo
in'" Whic£ach state. If a'ppllcan~s ~rom that state submit an application for fund-
th~t apPI1~~~t~v~te ::~~~gl cfl~rIty I?roject designation.contemplated by the bill 
ser d f d' ti e. portIon of the approprIated funds are also re
ad v~ . ~r /scre honar;y grants by the Attorney General. We believe that S 423's 
tio~l~~S ra ~ve se eme l~ overly complex in the context of a $15 milli'On auth'oriza
$150' Oooap§li~'l:z:ts fl'~?l DO States applied, each state would be entitled to less th~n 
NO~lloc~ti~n ~~~r~ ~:~r~~fd:~a:~:IY big enough to encourage anyone to apply. 

to~~f;~~i~~;l~~~t~~~~ i;y3th'S NaftId·o~.;11 Priority Project concept represents a much 
'd" e e era government. It assumes that all wisd 
:a~~ ~~c~~~~I~~;O~a~nd ~~es tll~ Attorney General .much too much .po:': r;;; "r . e an oca oovernments concernmg states and local need 
fO:t1~v~~~~t lU~.tea~, f~yorh the appr~)ach taken ill the two House bills which s:t 

. , an lve oua s t e mechal11sms are to achieve but leave the s ecific de 
tm~s of th~ m~ans for achieving those goals to the applidants. These bills ~Uthoriz~ 
a (.emons ~atlOn.progra.m. Thus, it would seem wise to encourage as much ex
~e~l~le~tat~~n WIth varIOUS ,modes of dispute resolution as possible in oreler t.o 

e e~mme e mo~t sllcces~rul means of achieving statutory goals. Specific and 
;lefl:r ~tatutory gmdan~e WIth respect to the substantive goals the problem is to 
aclue~ e would help to ms~re tha~ ~ederalmoney is wisely spent by the Attorney 
~ner~l and the pro~ram l,S ~dmmistered ac:cording to the Congressional intl'nt. 

e thmk that tl~e. House bIllS, ~pproach to dIsbursing the money would allow the 
s~fl:tes and localities the flexIlnlity they need to respond to the needs of their 
cltlz~ns, and would also encourage innovation. 

Wl.th respe?t to t~e development of the grant application, all three ,bills require 
that the .~pp~~ant set forth the nature and extent of the participation of inter
ested p~ t~es III th~e de,:elopmen t of the application. (S. 423, § 7 ( c) (6) ; H.R. 2863, 
§ S(c) (t) ! .RR. 3(.19,. § 8(c) (7).) The Senate bill and the Eckhal'dt bill specifi
cally requu~ descl'll?tl?n_ of the r;ole plaJ'ed by consumers in the development of 
th~ applIcatIOn. W~ thml\. that tIns language should be made stronger. This legis
~atl~n ~erelJT :x:e~ull'es a pro fo~ma statement with ;respect to public participation 
oy r?p;res~ntath es of theco~stltuency the mechamsm is intended to serve. Snch 
partiCIpatIon shonld. be 1 !qUlred in this experimental pro!n'am in order to insure 
that ~~deral. mon~y IS spen~ wisely on programs which m"eet the actual needs of 
the, CItI~ens 111 a gIven l~cali~y. Th.us, we '~To~lld recommend changing the language 
to r~qll'lre th~t the applIcant prOVide "satisfactory assurances that consumers in
cluding low lUcome consumers, have participated in the development and have 
commented on such plan or plans." U 

Secti~n 6 of ea?h House bill establishes a Dispute Resolution Resource Center 
and .a~sIgns to tins Center the performance of certain functions. We support au
thorlzmg the Center to snrvey mechanisms that already exist in each state and 
to pro'V'ide a clearinghouse function and technical assistance to states ancI other 
gran.t reCipients. However, we are concerned about the legislative language in 
S.ectlOns 6(b) (5) and 6(b) (7) of the House bills. Section 6(b) (5) of H.R. 2863 
g:ves ~1~H Adviso.ry Boar~ a~ld the Ce?-ter the authority to identify "the most fair. 
expedihous and mexpensIve' mechamsms or aspects of such mechanisms. Mr. Eck
hardt's b~ll requil'es identification of "effective and fair" mechanisms. Perhaps 
the selectIOn of only two or three adjectives from the findings and purpose section 
WnS unintentional, but for the sake of cladty and uniformity we would recom
mend authorizing the Board and the Center to identify "effectiv~ fair inexpensive 
and expeditious" mechanisms. ' , 

Section 6 (b) (7) of the House bills requires the Center and the Board to 
identify disputes which are most amenable to resolution through mediation and 
other informal methods~ We are concerned that this section will relegate adjudi
catory proceedings to ,a last priority position in this program. We believe that 
to do so would be a grave mistake. The House bills would seem to encourage 
funding mechanisms in which decisions could be rendered through compulsory 
mediation or arbitration procedures where the consumer is not provided with 
legal or a paralegal advocate or, for that matter, where the decisionmaker is not 

14 See, for example, the descrIption of community involvement in the San Jose Neighbor
hoo~ Court in Beresford and Cooper. "Neighborhood courts for Neighborhood suits" 61 
Jwhcature 185 (1977).· . ' 
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a lawyer but is authorized to decide cases base~ n~t upon s?b~tantive law ?ut 
upon common sense or his or h'er rough sense of Jushce. If thIS IS the underlymg 
intent of this section, we would have to vi~orously opp~se it. We. fin~ th~t t~e 
use of' the word informal and the underlymg assumphon that mformahty IS 
always a virtue very troublesome. This ambiguity probably stems from the l.ack 
of clear program focus in both bills. An informal remedy may be approprIate 
for one type of dispute but not for another and, as. we argued above, we 'Y0uld 
be very chary of relinquishing substantive legal rIghts for the sake, of mfor
mality. We would recommend deletion of this paragraph in its en!iret! and 
reliance instead on Section S(b) (5) as we have recommended amendmg It. 

We are also curious about the intended meaning of Section 6(b) (9) of the 
House bills. This provision would allow the Justice Department to con~ract out 
all the responsibilities for a~lministering the Cente.r. This \Y0l:!ld l~e aI?- unfortunate 
result. Although it is conceIvable that an academIC or legal mshtl!tlOn may ~ave 
the expertise appropriate for performing some of the ge?ters assl~ned f~1fchons 
(data gathering, etc.), other functiontl such as provldmg techlllc~l aSSIstance 
and identifying meritorious projects are probably best left to relahvely neutral 
and accountable government employees. 

Section 7 of both the House bills establishes an advocacy board to advise the 
Attorney General on the operation of the program. We are not entirely sanguine 
about advisory groups in general, and are dubious ,about the results that will be 
forthcoming from a board composed of only three representatives of user groups 
(community organizations, consumer organizations, and business organizations). 

Section 7 (e) of the Eckhardt Bill requires the Attorney General to consult 
from time to time with the Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission. The 
Federal Trade Commission has experience with informal dispute settlement 
mechanisms established under the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act. Such experi
ence and staff expertise should be useful to the Attorney General in setting up 
the program authorized by these bills. 1\1oreover, the Consumer Protection Bureau 
of the Federal Trade Commission receives a substantial volume of mail from 
dissatisfied consumers and is acutely aware of the need for adequate dispute 
resolution mechanisms. In order to avoid duplicative or wasteful federal efforts 
in this field, the Federal Trade Commission and the Justice Department should 
be required to coordinate and consult with one another. We support this provision. 
. Section 8 (b) of each House bill requires the Attorney General to prescribe 

procedures for submitting applications and awarding grants. Section 8(b) (4) (B) 
requires the Attorney General to take into account certain factors in deciding 
to award grants to applicants. 'Ve have no trouble with the Att'orneJ~ General 
taking into account population, population density, State financial need, etc., 
but after the Attorney General has taken them into account, we think the Con
gress should clearly state what weight should be given to each set of factors. ])'01' 
example, is a rural population (which the Senate Commerce Committee esti
mated to be vastly underserved by small claims courts) in a State with a bal
anced hudget to be rewarded with an award at the expen~,e of a very densely 
populated but poverty-stricken area on the eastern seaboard? The intent of this 
section should be made explicit. 

Section 8(c) (8) of each House bill and section 4(a) (5) (E) of the Senate 
bill requires the applicant to describe the qualifications, period of service and 
duties of persons who will be charged wtih resolving or assisting in the resolu
tion of disputes. However, a specific exception is made for judicial officers. This 
exception makes the requirement nonsensical. Apparently, the provision was 
added in the Senate during the 95th Congress to alleviate certain Senators' 
concerns that such a requirement would allow the Federal Government to dictate 
eligibility requirements to the states' judges. The problem this provision was 
intended to solve was the problem of local political officials appointing lay 
people with no legal experience or lmowledge who then often acquired a life
time pecuniary interest in the fees they charged for dispensing "rough justice." 
Requiring an applicant to merely state the "qualifications, tenure, and duties" 
of the potential decisionmaker should not infringe on state rights. The exception 
for judicial officers should be deleted. 

Section 8(h) (2) of R.R. 2863 contains an absolute limitation of $200,000 on 
the amount anyone project may receive. We think that this is an unnecessary 
curb on the Attorney General's discretion. 

CONCLUSION 

';IIi sunmlary, we support the passage of a small dispute resolution bill which, 
will fund primarily consumer' dispute resolution mechanisms and which will 
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:tUow t~e states, localities, and nonprofit organizations the flexibility to select 
lllnovative and s.ound ~ispute res?lution programs truly responsive to local 
needs. We apJ)recmte thIS opportumty to provide these comments on H.R. 2863, 
H.R. 3719, and S. 42~ an.d hope they will be useful to you in obtaining the 
enactment of an effectIve dIspute resolution program. 

Thank you. 

~Ir. PREYER .. 1\fr. Green, you are listed first. ,Ve will call on you, if 
that does not VIolate the rules of courtesy. 

~Ir. ~REEN. I will ~peak first because of reasons of the alphabet, not; 
expertfse. You are rIght about Sharon's knowledge on the subject. 
. Ch~~rman Prey~r and 9hairman ICastenmeier and members, Pub

~IC CItIzen apprecHl:tes thIS opportunity to testify before both your 
mterested subcommIttees on an often little noticed but very funda
mental ~roblem, can con~um~r wrongs be remedied ~ 

.A. SOCIety tha~ has a JustIce system which services only those who 
can afford the ~l~h cost of lawyers. really is ,not. a justice system at all. 
Too often th~t IS what characterIzes our JustIce system in America 
today. There IS a need unfilled. In a study of 2,500 different house
~olds conducted by Arthur Best for the Center for Study of Respon
slye !:aw, 1:e found that one purchase in 5 or 20 percent generated 
dIssatIsfactIon. Y ~t of th?se. only 1.2 percent were instances where 
buyers went to thud. ~art~es m .order ~o ~ry to correct problems that 
~h~y ~ad ~,ot had satISi.actlOn WIth. TIns IS often referred to as "little 
IDJustlCes. But the scope of the problems really is any thin 0- but little 
as Mr. Danielson, I think, indicated. E:I' 

The Kerner qommission, for example, in the 1960's indicated that 
loca! consumer fraud was one of the signiiicant causes' of urban riots. 
A $00 overcharge perhaps to you or me is an inconvenience and nn
n?yml\!(l, but to a p~or person in this country it could mean ll1~als 
skIpped. And many .$50 overcharges can aeld np to millions of dollars 
and haye r~percussIve and corrosive impacts 011 a community. As 
anthropologIst Laura Nader said in a Yale Law !Tournal article of last 
month: ( 

. It. is unlikely that the force of law Clm be marshal1ed to address little in
Justtces unless they are reconceptualized us collective harms. 

!l:e bills, be,fo:'e u~ are ap imaginative, w~ll intended, and parallel 
e.:ffOlt~ to by to a,c1dlcsS tIns problelll. ,Ye tlllnk there are advantao'es 
and d1sa.dvantages to all of them, anc1let me describe those from ~u. 
persl;ectJt:~ II~ t!le early 1970's. Senators :Magnuson and Tunney P1'O
po~eQ a $9D 1:11111on consumer cOl~troverRies act, and now we fincl that 
t~llee-quartel~ of a. d~cade later, It has evolved into a dispute reso]u-

b
hon act, one $1~ mIlhOl~ g~'an~, program, not for consumer complaints, 

lilt all complamts. TIns IS, ill part, because of Justice Departme11t 
ac vocacv. . " ( . 
. In additio;ll, recently, President Carter has indicated that $10 mil
h~n would sllllply come. out of LEAA's own budget to administer the 
plogram. ~'Te have anXIety that the so-called neighborhood or inter
~ersonal dIsputes could potentially crowd out the 'consumer's dispute 
smce we are dealing wit.h obviou'sly a very small amount of l;)Oney' 
comnarE'd to the problem nationwide: ~ I 

~e would have a few recommendations. 
FIrst: money. !.In,st YE'~r, a $15 million hin passed the Rennte unani

mously, a $2~ ,mIlholf b~n got a subf?tantia1 majority in the Ifouse but 
not a two-thuds maJorlty. For a bIn sponsored by groups fro111 the 
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U.S. Chamber of Commerce to Public :Citizen, without any serious 
lll?titutional opposition,_ an~ even given t~lat it is a supposecUy austere
mmded Congress, we tllmk It not ImpossIble to contemplate a $15 mil
l~on to $20 million program, especially since both consumer controver
SIes an~l ~on-economic' controvers.ies will probably end up in the 
synthesIS bIll that the two subcommIttees produce. 

1Ve do, second, prefer H.R. 3719's provision for the Federal Trade 
Commission. If, in fact, you think of this bill as a consumer bill and 
a Justice bill, and if you want to house it in the Justice Department 
,yhieh we don't oppose, why not at least have the Federal Trade Com~ 
mission have ,a mandatory consultative role ~ If we are seeking a kind 
of rough panty, why exclude the Federal Trade Commission, which 
dO,es have an ~ar to the, ground and fingers on the consumer pulse in 
tIllS c~)Un~ry-If I, can mIX ,metaphors. 
. ThIrd IS the POlllt !1lentlOned by the previous witness about mandat
Ing: the use, of a~y dIspute resolution by the business community. 1~Te 
tlnnk that Ina~v:sable: Perhaps ~ s~ore of States go the exact opposite 
way and prohIbIt busilless aSSOCIatIOns from the small claims courts. 
,Vhether t.lley are right or wrong, we could discuss, but they haye made 
the local Judgment that these institutions often push out individual 
consumers . .Aild we l..~ow how small claims courts accordin 0' to many 
stt~dies, could turn into collection agencies. I an~ ideoloo'i~aUy sur
prIsed that the Chamber of Commerce is recommending tlll~, because it 
would put the Federal Government in the position of attachinO' a man
~atory strll~g and ordering ,local entities to permit busllless I'"> associa
tIOns, even If ~h~t local entIty doesn't want to. Normally, I thought 
that the States rIghts-Chamber of Commerce is opposed to that kind 
of string attached by the Federal GmTernment. 

One final poi;':t,. There are provisions in both House bills to contract 
out the various studies by the dis}mte resolution center and other 
analyses, which is normal, I suspect, in bills like this. But many of the 
staff and commentators of this legislation have predicted tliat that 
could lead to a substantial bulk of this program simply being con-
tracted out wholesale to the American Bar Association. . 

I think the ABA has a lot to contribute in this area. They ha:ve a lot 
of expertise but they don't have the necessary independence. A lot of 
the problems of individuals being' priced out of courts, one has to con
clude, traces to American Bar Association canons of ethics. At least 
tJlo Supreme Court has concluded that in six decisions in the last two 
decades, and I would be anxious, in conclusion, if a program which 
began as a consumer dispute mechanism ends up in the Justice Depart
ment administered by the LEA..t\... without new funds, part of which is 
contracted out to the American Bar Association, and which excludes 
specifically the Federal Trade Commission. 

AU those po~nts would create an unwarranted tilt in the program 
toward the neIghborhood resolution and away from the consumer 
re~olution. Public Cjtizen would like to see a greater parity. I thlllk the 
biDs arc not that far apart and a consensus is quite possible and 
prrdictable. 

Thank yOU, J\{r. Chairman. 
:I\fr. Pmunm. Thank you. 
~fs. Nelson ~ 

., 
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~Is. NBLSON. Thank you, ~1r. Cha~rm~n. ,On behal~ of Con,sumers 
Union I wish to thank you for your l1lVI~atIOn to testIfy before ~hese 
joint l{earings today. The three bills pendmg befoFe the sub')com~l ee, 
II.n. 2863, intl'oduced by Congressman KastenmeIer, II.R. u719, 111tr1d duced by ConO'ressmen Broyhill and Eckl~a~'dt, and S. 42~, wou, 
establish proo'I~ms to assist the States, locahtles, or llon:p~'ofit Orga

l
llI

• ( b • f" . ditIOus mec lazutions in providlllg effe?t~ve,' all', Inexpenslye, ex,pe 
nisms in which ordinary cItlzens could settle m;rnor ~Isv~tes. 

Consumers Union has Ion 0' been interested ill actIVItIes that would 
improve citizen access to the j'tdicial system. . 

,\Ve believe the concepts and purposes of all thre~ bIll~ bef<;>re J:'ou 
are meritorious and we O'enerally endorse them. WInle ~lns legIslatIOn 
presents a good start tg solving a c01:stant a?-d vexatIOUS consumer 
problem, we think it could be imprc;>vedln cer:taIn.respects., ' 

Obviously, the first way in wInch we tl~ink It ,could :be Imr>,roved 
is the scope. This question has been extensIvely dIscussed befOIe you 
this morning. ~Iark noted for you the backgToun~ and record upon 
which this legislation has been based. We also thinfr .that, the ~cop.e 
of the leo'is1ation should reflect the fiscal conservatlvlsm that IS ex
tant in tl~s Congress. There should be a narrow and well-defined focus 
for a $10 million or $15 million program, not an amorphous go-out-
and-do-good -for-all mandate. ... . 

However I think the problem can be dIVided Into two dIfferent 
questions. The first question is, how many grants should go to what 
kind of mechanisms, and second, what percent~ge ~f the gra~t~ funde~ 
by the Federal Government should be fc;>r settIng C01!SUmel dlspute~ 
and what should 'be for other kinds: neIghborhood. dIsputes, domestIc 
relations cases, small crimes, and the like. . 

,Ye recoQlUze that all of these disputes are deserVIng of treatment, 
but we ar~ talking about priorities in a Federa~ p:'o~rUl?-, and we 
think that the record llldicates that small eco~omlC CIVIl dIsputes a!e 
and have been totally ignored for a :long tIme. If I may, I WIll 
illustrate. . d' th k' I f 

In our written testimony, on page 5, ~e ISCUSS, e ~l!lc 0 case 
where a husband and wife perhaps, locked ill a long-tIme clnld custody 
case, have engaged in a minor assa;ult. The need for a forum for them 
to resolve their dispute is total1y dlfferent than ~he I~eed of a conSlUner 
with a complaint ao'amst his local1bank for VIOlatIOn of the Truth
in-Lending Act forO a forum to .resolve his dispute, with the bank. 

A social worker or representatIves of the communIty wo~ld !be the 
arbiters of choice in the first case. In the second case, a SOCIal worker 
anxious to smooth the ruftled feelings of th~ ba~e: a~d the consumer 
would be viewed as superfluous, if not downrIght ll'l'ltatmg. 

1Ve don't think that the first case needs to b.e excluded from 
mechanisms funded under this act, If they can come ill aD;d be reso~ve.d 
there so much the better. IIowever, we think the emphaSIS. and prIOrI
ties sllOuld be on the economic civil claims that can be eaSIly resolved 
and such mechanisms funded by a Federal progr~I?' . . . . 

As 111'. Broyhill and others have noted, tra;dltIOnal respon~I~:nhtles 
for domestic relations matters and small crnnes haNe tradlt~onaJ.ly 
been with the States. On the other hand, a Federal presence 1n con.., 
sumer matters has been well estalbljshed. 

' .. 
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Finally, we note that LEAA authorization bills have been moving 
through the Congress (passed by the Senate, and reported out of Judi
ciary) which contain two new entities, one, the Nn,tional Institute of 
Justice, and the second, the National Center for Justice Statistics. 
They each have a $28 and $22 million price tag attached. VVe are not 
sure what their functions will be, but we think that the flUlctions of 
this program and those programs should not overlap. 

1Ve generally endorse the funding criteria contained in all three 
bills. We have prdblems with a. couple of specific provisions. 

Section 4('6) of the !-Iouse bills contains a requirement that 
mechanisms funded under this bill consult and cooperate with com
munity and~overnmental agencies. There was a predecessor provi
sion in this bill which ltfrs. Peterson discussed which would have 
required a mechanism to maintain open records on closed cases in 
order to identify certain patterns of conSlUner abuse and fraud and 
to turn oVer such information to other Government enfOrCelllent agen-
cies. We endorsed that provision. ' 

However, we are concerned about the intent of this provision in a 
program with an emphasis on solving all types of disputes. There 
may be certain privacy rights and constitutional protections which 
could :be foregone with a broad mandate to consult and cooperate with 
such agencies. 

VVe would recommend that the committee make its intent clear with 
respect to that requirement. 

1f1e second point has to do with the requirement of promoting' 
busm~ss access to the mechanisms. As :Mark discussed, this require
ment IS mandatory in the Eckhardt bill and suggestive in ~fr. ICasten
meier's bill and the Senate bill. 

We would be disaP1?ointed if the committees i~ored the fact that 
15 States now Ibar aSSIgnees and collection agenCIes from using their 
small cla~ms ~our~s. I have named those ,~tates in my written testimon~~. 

vVe t1unk m tlus area that the commIttees should observe the tradi
tional notion of federalism-use the States as lwboratories in experi
men~ing with different. responses to di~erent pr?blems. Rather than 
~akmg a Federal reqUIrement that busmess entIties have access, the 
bIll should leave that decision to the loca:! and State decisionmakel's. 

We have the same kind of comment with respect to the bill's ban 
on lawy~rs. I .believe tha~ eight States prohibit the appearance of 
la-v:yers ill thel1; small claImS courts. I am not assuming that sman 
cll1lms courts WIn be the only ones funded under this lbill. But such 
bans are one of the State responses to small claims problems. 1Ve 
~ou.l~ hate_ to see tl?-ose States Ibe ineligible, or the other 42 States be 
Ine.lIgrble for fundmg because they permit In wyers in their small 
clmms courts. 
. FinallY1 w!th respect to the administrative schemes contemplated 
ill all three bI!ls, we .sl:!-gge~t at P!lge 12 in.our testimony that a require
m~n~ for publIc partICIpatIOn be Included In the application. 

WIth respect to Federal Tr~de Oommission par~icipation, we think 
that t.he r?le the Ec!mardt ~Ill and the Senate bI11 contempJate for 
the FTO IS approprIate. It IS a consult~tive role. It requires merely 
that tl~e Attorney General and the chaIrman of the Federal Trade 
OommIssIOn talk to each other from time to time. We think that is 
appropriate. They do it now with respect to antitrust matters and 
the like. ' 
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And the FTC has some experience. It promu1gat~d a rule on in
formal dispute settlement mechanisms a few years ago. Unfortunately, 
only the homeown~rs warranty ,gr'oup has been cert~fie~. But there 
are experiments gomg on now. Chrysler and the ASSOCIatIOn of Better 
Business Bureaus are setting up a settlement program and the Ooun
'Oil for Better Business Bureaus is funding a program for all auto 
dealers in Des Moines. 

The Trade Commission is evaluating these programs and probably 
they could respond to your question as to how cost effective they seem 
to be. 

That concludes my statement. Thank you very much. 
~fr. PREYER. Thank you. We appreciate 'the testimony of both 

witnesses. 
~1:s. Nelson menti<?ned a 1?o~nt that if we follow lt1:~'s. Peterson's 

suggestion of collectmg statIstIcs or data fram these dlspute resolu
tion mechanisms in order to determine patterns of abuse, that then we 
nlay run into some constitutional problems or some privacy proble:ns. 

In that same connection, in your statement you comment on sectIOn 
4 that consultation and cooperation with community and with govern-
ment.al agencies is. to be encouraged. .. . 

Now I wonder If you could expand a httle bIt on what lnnd of con
sultation and with \vhom you are thinking there ~ I think there, ag~in, 
'~'e could get into some privacy problems and perhaps some constItu
tIOnal problems. 

Ms. NELSON. 1Vith respect to the predecessor requirement, the re
quirement was the mechanism should ma.intain records on closed cases, 
not open cases but cases that had come to some degree of closure, final 
judgment or whatever the resolution is. That was in the context of, 
again, the small economic clain~s. . . 

The notion was that agenCIes hke the local consumer protectIOn 
division of the attorney general's office,in a State would have acces~ 
to those records in the case of used car auto dealer fI'aud or something 
such as that. 

If there had been a subst.antialnumber of such cases, he would be 
able to find people who had been wronged and that sort of data would 
he useful in bringing an indictment or class action suit in that sort of 
situation. 
~£y point is that in the context of a dispute settlement mechanism 

that is handling more cases than civil economic claims, that is handling 
disputes between husband and wife, parent and child, something that 
might amount to an aggravated assault in the 'criminal justice system, 
that requiring just consultation and cooperation might be an invitation 
to some. kind of abuse. 

I think if in the bill, as it is finally drafted or emerges from commit~ 
tees, if it ~s clear what the focus of the program is and what those 
requirements mean in each context, that will satisfy our problem with 
the provision as drafted now. 

~1:r. PREYER. Thank you. 
Jnst one more question to either of you. 
The Senate 'bill suggests that a portion of the :funds be used for "na

tional priority project." Now, I wondel:ed whether you think that is a 
good .idea or bad idea, and also the I-Iouse versions have visions for an 
advisory Iboard and the Senate doesn't. 
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I wondered what your rettction to that was ~ 
Mr. GREEN. I think the Senate bill's national priorities concept is 

unnecessary. I would like to leave it to the discretion of the Attorney 
General in consultation with the Federal Trade Oommission and the 
adv:isory board that vou recommend. 

Public Oitizen thinks the advisory board in both House bills is a 
good idea. It brings together people who would be using, and be expert 
at, a small settlement mechanism; that that would be a good collabora
tion with the Attorney General. 

We are anxious that a priorities concept has almost a patronage 
aspect to it. You want to give each State something. Some States, 
though, may have very adequate mecha,nisms, and other States may be 
lacking them entirely. Some States may have a population that really 
needs new mechanisms, and others not. 

I think you should leave that to the discretion of the Attorney 
General rather than mandating it in the act. 

]'1s. NELSON. I would quite agree with that. I think it is too small a 
program and too experimental at this stage to have Washington telling 
the States and localities what they need. 

With respect to the advisory board, we don't have any terrible prob" 
lems with it. I think it might be useful. I am not sure how. It depends, 
I think, as most things do, on the personnel on the advisory board and 
how successful they will1be. 

Generally, some advisory boards are useful and others are just 
surplusage. 

Mr. PREYER. Thank you. 
].{r. Kastenmeier ~ 
Mr. KASTENl\rEIER. Thank you, Mr. Ohairman. 
Both the witnesses seem to take the position that the scope of the 

legislation should -be relatively narrow, that is to say, more 'consumer 
oriented than similar to other minor disputes. ., 

Mr. Green, you personally and as a representative of Oongress 
Watch, and I think R,alph Nader, have been an active proponent of 
proposals to broaden standing to bring suit in Federal court. 

Why i:c.this regard do you seek to limit standing to appear before, or 
have access to these minor dispute forums ~ Aren't these positions 
inconsistent ~ 

Mr. GRJ!lEN. No; we are for liberalized standing to sue whenever the 
substantive grievance is in Federal courts. This program, though l is a 
finite program with a certain dollar amount, $10 or $15 million, which 
is a drop in the bucket in a sense. We would be anxious if that drop is 
cut in further small pieces if you put too much jurisdiction in the 
program. ""'~ 

It is not inconsiste:p.t because conceptually it is easier to support a 
Federal measure which tries to reform commerce. It is more tradi
tional,· as Mr. Danielson indicated, for interstate commerce to be reg" 
ulated or affected by the Ftjderal Government. 

Second, there is a very substantial empirical data base on sma11 COll
sumet' grievances. Some of the publications, the Little Injustices report 
and' others that l\{rs. Peterson mentioned, have documented the extent 
of small consumer abuse that goes unremedied. 

~his is not·!·tii) say that i~terpersonal dispute is not real, and. not 
senous and not frequent. I Just don~t know how frequent and I don't 
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~ow ~hether this bill, giyen its original incep~ionanc1its evolution, 
IS the rIght home 'for it. 

In my test~mony I did say that we don't oppose the concept of having 
both. economIC and noneconomic neighborhood disputes in one measure .. 
'VVe Just want to be careful that there is more of a 'balance than I think: 
is in some of the bills before us. 
On~ £!nal point: you me~tion~d beforetruth-in-lending and small!. 

~hophfhng. You asked a prIor WItness should they be included. Truth
m-lending can be, but rarely is, a criminal matter. 

But for something that is criminal, albeit a misdemeanor, these alter
nate mechanis!lls ~ould ~e an inappropriate home beca:use of the whole 
array of constItuhonalnghts that are attached to it. 
~~. KAsTENMEmR. You are familiar with the fact that many minor 

crllDmal matt.ers are diverted from the criminal justice system and 
don't necessarIly end up requiring the individual to be prosecuted and 
convicted a~d penalized pursuant to law. 

I am talkmg about vandalism, shopliftinQ'S, chanO"in o' of odometers 
f ' 1 b l' d '-' I:> /:) , alse . a e Ings, an . so f~rth. I guess those are typical problems. that 
so_mebody. maJT con:l:ront ill the commerce and consumer-communities. 
The questIOn IS,whe~her a brand range of.disputes ought to have access. 
Or .do you see It :prm.cIpally as a collection agency type of operation. 
Or In the alternatIve, IS it more a consumer complaint vehicle instead of 
Sears. and Roe.buck having its cons~mer complaint department serye 
as an mtermedmte forum for those dIsputes only. 

Ms. NELSON. May I try to answer that ~ 
lIr. KASTENMErER. Yes. 

. Ms. NELSON. As a law student I worked in the KinO" Oounty 'Vash. 
mgton prosecutor's office in the juvenile division. I ';as famili~r with 
severa! LEAA. funded diversion projects that we had in King Oounty. 

~ thmk the point we are. trying ~o make is that ~hose LEAA. already 
eXls~ and L~AA already IS spendmg money for Just those sort of de" 
serVIng proJects. We, of course, have a built-in bia.s, but we do think 
consumer dISputes are equally deserving and in a small progTam we 
hate t~ see them be swallowed by the others. . . 

I thmk we al~ concede that a young person in trouble deserves help. 
But we are !alking about the .structure ~f ~his particular program and 
we are t~lkmg about allocatmg these hmIted dollars. That is why I 
~hought It useful to break the question into really two questi.ons: that 
IS, what percentage of grants should go to different cateO'ories of dis
pute settlement mechanisms a:nd what kinds of disputes ~hould we at
tempt to resolve in those forums ~ 
. I think there really are twdquestions that the committees will have 

to ~ace. Should the Attor~ey General when making fundinO' decisions 
decIde to fund the mechanIsm that purports to solve the whoYe universe 
of problems or should he fund the mechanism which purports to solve 
merely one aspect of the problem ~ 

Let's save what we have been callinO' consumer controversies land
lord: tenant. "nd small tort~ and lea~e t71e juvenile justice ftnd ddmestic 
rel~bons. matt~rs Ol~t. I.thmk that IS what the Oongress will have to 
deCIde WIth tIllS l~gIslatIon. . 

We are advocatIng t~at the pr~mfl;r:y fo?us, the greatest percelltageof 
grants go to those small,economIc CIVIl dIspute settling mechanisms. 
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Well, you both understand that whatever money. 
~Congress appropriates for this purpose, if indeed·it does, we will not be 
:able to lmderwrite all such forums in America. Rather it will be used 
. selectively for certain innovative ones and certain ones worthy of, 
'emulation as models. . 
. "'That you are suggesting is that those models be very confined, very. 
limited:; in terms of standing.; namely, that these are consumer. foru,ms 
only and that OthlH' problems would l,1ot necessarily be embraced., . 

I think you are well aware that there are such forums that do l;landle, 
both consumel: ane} all other types. of disputes. These are. conununity 
endeavors. It IS sald they are relatlvely new bUG tend to work well, at 
least that has been stated in past testimony. I don't understand your' 
l)osition. ' 

!fr. GREEN. Let me try to be more precise. . , 
Public Citizen would desire it be Iimited to commercial economic dis- . 

putes. I don't see that as a narrow area. I see that as something that is 
enormously broad. However, we don't object if the final bill contains 
both types of disputes. . 

Mr. hlSTENMEIER. But not including false labeling, shoplifting, 
vandalism, and changed odometers, and those sorts of things ~ 

Mr. GREEN. False labeling or consumer odometers are consumer 
abuses, so they would be contained. Shoplifting, although cOll1ll1ercially 
related, I think is a different category. It is not a company engaged in, 
a J?r~meditated and general consumer violation,. '. It is all individual 
'cr1I11lnal act. , '" o. ' . • ~ . " 

. The second point i~ that while we do not pre'~er,we don't 6bjecttq a 
blll such. as y,:mrs wlnch,has a broader purpose, bec3;us~ there isa'very 
substantlal arp;um<:'nt to be made for .these interperspnal disputes., . 

One final pOll~t. The LEAAis already e~perimentil1g with the neigh
borhood resolutIOn centers, and so one mlght argue that it is unneces- . 
sary to deal with it in this bill, as it is currently 'drafted~ 

}'1r. KASTENl):J:EIER. One other thing,I want to he clear on andthat is 
the access. This perhaps is a point' of dispute between yourselves and 
the preceding witness representing the chamber of commerce. 

Should access of the business community il,1clude access by.assignees, 
such as collection agencies ~ .' , 
. Mr. GREEN. We thinlf: not. There are some strings in this bill, to call 
It that, because there lS a great consensus behind them. The mecha
nisms should be open on weekend~. They should be bilingual, if neces
sary, et cetera. 

The issue of mandatory access by assigti.~es is a controversial one, at 
a minimum. Different States have resolved it aifferently. That,is the 
kind of controversy that I think should preclude the Federal Govern
ment in this bill from insisting on a certain standard at the State level. . 

:Ms. NELSON. :;:: have nothing to add to that statement. 
!1r. hlSTEN:M:El:ER. Would the phrase: "E:x;cept as precluded by State 

law" or ~omething to that effect eure that pr..oblem ~ 
~fr. GREEN. Yes; it would. 
~r r. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, ~1r. Chairman. 
Mr. PREYER. Thank you. 
Mr. Danielson:~. 
Mr. DAN,IELSON. I have. no questions. Thanlr you, :Mr. Chairman. 
Thank you, both of you, for your testimony. 
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~fr. PREYER. ~1r. Gudger~ 
~1r. GUDGER. I have no questions. Thank you. 
~rr. PREYER. Thank you. We appreciate your being with us here to

day and your written statements as well as your testimony will be very 
helpful to us. 

~1s. NELSON. Thank you, 1\11'. Chairman. 
]\fr. PREYER. The committee win stand in recess until June 14. 
[Whereupon, at 12 :20 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned, to reconvene 

Thursday, June 14, 1979, at 9 :30 a.m.] 
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RESOLUTION OF MINOR DISPUTES 

THURSDAY, JUNE 14, 1979 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SUBCOl\{MlTTEE ON {~OURTS, 
CIVIL LmERTIES AND THE Anl\{lNISTRATION OF JUSTICE 
OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, AND SUBCOM
MITTEE ON CONSUMER PROTECTION AND FINANCE'OF 
THE COl\{MITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN 
COl\{MERCE, 

Washington, D.O. 
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 :02 a.m., in room 

2141, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Robert W. I(astcnmcier 
presiding. 

Present: Representatives Kastenmeier, Scheuer, and Broyhill. 
Also present: Gail Higgins Fogarty and Michael J. Remington, 

counsel; and Joseph V. W olie, associate counsel, Subcommittee on 
Courts, Civil Liberties, and the A.dministration of Justice. 

Edward H. O'Connell, 'counsel, and Margaret T. Durbin, staff as
sistant, minority, Subcommittee on Consumer Protection and Finance. 

Mr. KASTENMEIER. The subcommittee will come to order. 
Today the Subcommittee' on Courts, Civil Liberties, and Admin

istration of Justice and the Subcommittee on Consumer Protection 
and Finance resume a third day of joint hearings on dispute resolu
tion act legislation. 

There are three bills pending in the IIouse on the subject. H.R. 2863, 
H.R. 3719, and S. 423. All would stimulate the development of in
formal methods of resolving minor disputes, primarily in the non
judicial nonadversarial setting. 

Last week we heard testimony frOln the U.S. Department of Justice, 
the President's Special Assistaut for Oonsmner Affairs, the A.merican 
Bar Association, the Conference of [State] Chief Justices, and various 
representatives of consumer and business groups. 

I might note that, all witnesses supported tl:e concept <?f a limited 
Federal program to encourage development of unproved dIspute reso
lution mechanisms. Howeyer, there were different comments orr the 
scope of disputes to be covered and the amount of funding of such 
legislation. , 

Today's witnesses.lhave unique expertise in the area of dispute reso
lution. The first panel, which represents neighborhood justice centers, 
includes Judge Jack .P. Etheridge, who is a senior judge of the Ful
ton Superior Court, Atlanta Judicial Circuit, and also 3., in ember of 
the faculty of the College of Criminal Justice at theUhiversity of 
Sout? Carolina. He is chairman of the board of the N eighborhoocl 
JustIce Center of Atlanta, Inc., as well as a member of the ABA's 
Special Committee on Resolution of :M:inor Disputes, and cha-;irman 
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of the National Conference of State Trial Judges (ABA~. :rhe second 
member of that panel is Linwood R. SlaytO!l, Jr., a practIcI~lg lawyer, 
who serves as the director of th~ Atlanta NeIghborhood JustIce Cent,e!': 

After these witnesses, we will have a second pan~l and the Chan 
"''lill introduce those three p~rso~ls wl~en that panel IS called for. 

Therefore I would at thIS tIme lIke to welcome the first panel, 
Judge Jack Etheridge and :Mr. Linwood f?laytoll. . . 

Weare pleased to have you. If you ':'1sh to proceed eIther dIrectly 
ill your statement or in any other fashIOn, you ar~ free to do so. 

[The prepared statement of Judge Jack EtherIdge follows:] 

STATEMENT OF JUDGE JACK ETHERIDGE, OHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, NEIGHBORHOOD 
JUSTICE CENTER OF ATLAN'l'A, INC. 

1\:[1' Ohairmen and Members of the Committees: I am Jack Etheri.dge, from 
Atlm~ta, Ga., where I serve as a senior judge of tIle FUltO!l SuperIor Cou.rt, 
Atlanta Judicial Oircuit. I am chairman of the board of t~e NeIghborhood .Ju~b~e 
Oenter of Atlanta Inc. I am a member of the .A.merlCan Bar ASSoCIatIOn s 
Special C01nmitte~ on Resolution of 1\Iinor Disputes and currently. have the 
honor of serving as Ohairman of the National Conference of State !l'lal Judges 
of the American Bar Association. I am a member· o~ the faculty of the College 
of Criminal Justice at the University of S?uth Carolin~. .' 

Everyol1~ who is affected by the growmg complexIty of li~e IS touched. by 
an increasing need to a void disputes or to resolv~ them as qUlclrly ~s po.sslble. 

Very briefly, I will discuss that recognition. as It has been exemplified 111 the 
creation and operation of Neighborhood JustIce Centers. 

At the outset may I point out however, a very fine statement of Robert 1\'1. 
Cover in the foreword to the April issue of the Yale Law Journal devoted to 
Dispute Resolution (vol. 88, n~ber 5, at :page 912, 1~79 ~. n:e obse:ved: "There 
is a 'growing realization that, Just as no lillportant lllstitutlOn serves only one 
function, so no important function in a society is performe~ by a si~gle .inst;itu
tion." The resolution of disputes can, of course, be accomplished by lllshtutIOns 
other than the courts. Effective alternatives to courtroom dispute resolution do 
exist. ::3ome useful at other times, have lost their effectiveness. Others, througn 
trial and e~or, become effective, and hold great promise. 

One of these might be the Neighborhood Justice Center. You will be presentec[ 
with a good bit. of information about tho!ile now in existence in the course of 
these hearings, I am sure. Based on observation of their work, one may con
clude'that they serve a great social need. 

As you know, with the encouragement ·'of the attorney general, and with funds 
of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, centers were established in 
Los Angeles, Kansas Oity, and Atlanta. 

it is important to note that they were not created out of whole.cloth, or hy 
legislative of executive fiat, In order for them to have been created, much WOrl{ 
was done on the local level by voluntary work. While each of the centers have 
the same mission, they operate somewhat differently. Los Angeles is organized 
under the aegis of the Los Angeles Bar Association, Kansas City under the Oity 
Council as a unit of city government, and Atlanta is an independent non-profit 
corporation. These centers, and others Iil.:e ,them, cannot fulfill their true func
tion, however they may be organized, simply as additional government agencies. 
Their heart and soul is their commitment toward citizens helping each other. 

The great and encoura.ging aspect of the legislation you are considering is tlmt 
it provides for experimentation and the encouragement of the participation of 
citizens, neighbors, not only as poHcymakers, but as mediators-not as judges 
or jurors, but as peacemakers. 

I hope you will not forget that local communities have an immense reservoir 
of talent, and a resourcefulness for meeting local problems which does not often 
exist here in \Vashingron, and which cannot be adequately provided for in nar
rowly drawn legislation. 

There are a. growing number of dispute resolution centers throughout the 
country. They take ma.ny different forms. My brief reference this morning will 
be lim,ited to the three centers I have referred. to earlier~ They have been in
tensely evaluated and we have learned much from their work. 
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.A first requirement is that 'those who set out to establish,a center do so w.ith ri.. 
commitment not toward I'eform of the existing judicial establishment, but toward 
helping disputants quickly and fairly,get their disputes settled. Thisdpes, not 
require an attack on the judiciary, or the legal profession. It requires an opeu 
mind;: 

Few things for instance, have been more encouraging to us in Atlanta than the 
Whole-hearted acceptance of the center by the judges and lawyers of 'the area. 
Matters are frequently referred to our center by lawyers. It is seen not as a 
threat but as a welcometl resource. I am pleased to attach, as an indication of 
that, a recent Resolution of the Young Lawyer's Section of the Georgia Bar AsSO
Ciation. (See exhibit 1.) 

'l'he President of Atlanta's center is a brilliant young attorney. Several mem
bers 'of the board of directors are attorneys, and these include. the director of 
the'Atlanta Legal Aid Society. 

The support of the local bench is evidenced by the fact that some 61 percent 
of the matters dealt with by the center are referred ,there by the Courts. 'l'he 
Treasurer of the center is also the Court Administrator of tile Oircuit, and on 
the board are such persons as the chief probation officer 'Of the juvenile court 
and the clerk of the civil and misdemeanor court of Fulton County. 

We constantly receive Unsolicited statements of support from the judiciary 
such as the following: 

"When I act as a magistrate in this court, I refer as many family disputes and 
petty matters as I can to your center, und the results have been good. I find that 
it gets out of the system cases which, neyer should be there and are costly in 
hUman factors as well as taxpayers dollars. 

"I recognize that these disputes must go somewhere. I feel that we have too 
often failed to establish other agencies that can create the atmosphere of the 
community to bandle mattel"s that should be kept at the community level-mat
ters that are the result of social conditions brought on by urhanization and that 
lay in the domain of the gray area (of the law) . 

"We have used the courts:as a great rug under which we sweep human souls 
and statistized them as criminals.~-Hon. Dan Duke, State Court of Fulton 
Oounty, 1979." 

One is impressed at the support that can be found throughout the country from 
the 'bench and bar for these centers and for the idea of the development of alter
native techniques for d'ispute resolution. 

You will be interested that the National Conference of State Trial Judges huti! 
ad(l,pted as one of its goals the support .and promotion of Neighborhood Justice 
Oenters. 

In writing legislaUon one must constantly fisk whether that which is contem
plated will work. I am convinced that this legislation 'Yill, if it permits flexi
bility. Not every community will have the disposition to adopt such an organiza .. 
tion as Atlanta's, or of that .o:f Kansas Oity or Los Angeles. But one can learn 
from the other, and then can adaJ}t the experiences of others to their own unique 
situation. 

In addition to the need for generous and continuing support from local leaders 
in establishing dispute resolution centers in the first place, well trained mediators 
are indispensible. 

Our experience .has taught us that with thoughtful training of about forty 
hours the mediators can handle the most complex and tension-filled situations. 
In Atlanta, and I am sure it is true in Kansas Oity and Los Angeles as well, we 
have had an abundance of people who !lave sought to become mediators. We nOW 
have 54 mediators. 'l:Iley serve virtually on a volunteer basis. For each mediation 
session, they are paid $15. Our mediators come from all walks of life, and from a 
wide socio-economic spectrum. To observe their work and their successes, is an 
inspiration. It is a reminder aga1in that it does not xequire the whole panoply of 
a courtroom, with its flags and robes, it gavels and deputies, to achieve a just 
result. . 

WIlen the mediator wins tlle consent of both pal'ties to the ending of their 
dispnte, justice has usually been served. Data indicates that 96 percent of t.hose 
engaged in mediation, complainant and respondent alike, have been satisfied with 
the process. . 

The three Qenters each have five staff members. In addition tlley mal;:e use of 
volunteers, such as law nnd graduate student interns. Because of a large number 
of yolunteers in the Atlanta Oenter I have taken special pride in viewing it al
most as a school ,of justice. Our volunteers are both young and old. They serve in 
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many helping capacities. Often one is assigned to a warrant office, Or to attend 
court and act as a refenal person. Throughout their work at the Center they are 
closely supervised. 

The Neighberhood Justtice Centers can recegnize the interdependence ef dis
pute processing. They can eften amelierate the injustice of judicial techniques 
and outdated· procedures. They can help restore the age-old confidence that ml,lst 
existili. a decent, livable society where we are dependent on each other. 

The. Qep.ters. are demonstrati:p.g tPat one. may have confidEmce, that. 'Yith their 
help,"one"m'ay':workeut: disputes, although sometimes miniscule, sometimes 
enormouB~but almost always agonizing and frequently potentially devastating. 

It is difficult, indeed impossible, to' quantify the success of the Centers. I want 
therefore, to peint to examples which are most encouraging. Both have to' de 
with what I believe to' be the greatest contribution you can make in supporting 
this legislation. It is the teaching by example that can be done. Just as judges 
are teachers, so too are legislators. I pQint to' twO' gratifying phenomena arising 
from the government's support ef these Centers. One is the establishment of 
studies throughout this country on how our system ef justice can more fairly 
resolve disputes. Only last week, as an example, the President ef the Georgia 
.Bar Association created a cemmittee to' be headed by Judge Charles Weltner, a 
distinguished former member of the Congress, to look into the matter of improved 
met,hods of arbitration and mediation. Lynwood Slayton, 'vhe will pr,esent t.esti
monY"here today, will be on tl"~atcommittee and I have been asl;:ed to serve as a 
consultant to it. As you kne\,,' the American Bar Association and other states 
are studying this subject as well. (See Exh. 2) 

Anether phenomenon might be one of the most surprising and gratifying of 
all. Studies are shOwing that these whO' have been through the process of media
tion are increasingly reporting that because ef that experience they are aVdiding 
other disputes, er are solving them themselves witheut vielence! What an in
calculable gain it would be to' find that disputes are not only being successfully 
settled, but that a significant number are being avoided! One can hardly dare 
fer more. 

I urge that you draft legislation as broad as possible to allow the considera
tion of the resolution of a wide range ef disputes. Much work can be done, and 
will be done soon, in the improvement of small claims courts. What is needed in 
addition, the great epportunity here, is the previsien for the support ef alter
na:tives to courtroom resolutions. 

A Resource Center is vital in order that lessons learned can be shared. While 
the funds preposed fer distribution to the States is quite minimal, it does at 
least represent a beginning, which is ef critical importance. 

I am persuaded that if encouragement is given by the Congress to States and 
local commlmities to make a start, and le~sons learned throughout thecov,ntry 
can ,be appl1ed, this Congress will have made ,possible in a substantial way, the 
promise of the Feunders and the Censtitution that the protectien of one's prop
erty, and the pursuit ef happiness shall net be a shallow one. It will be a premise 
that can be made geed. 

EXHIBIT 1 

RESOLUTION 

Whereas, all manner of effort should be considered with respect to reducing 
court caBe loads in the overcrewded courts of the State of Gerogia and elsewhere, 
and 

Whereas, both the interests of justice and judicial economy are served by proc
esses which expedite out-of-court resolutiens ef minor disputes, and 

Whereas, the Neighborhood Justice Center of Atlanta has been assisting in the 
resolution of such disputes since approximately March of 1978 and has succeeded 
in doing so in a very high percentage Df the cases referred to it by the cDurts, 
government agenices, legal services organizations, and law enforcement personnel, 
and 

Whereas, studies presently underway are expected to demonstrate that sai.d 
mediated resolutions promote considerable savings in the courts, other pubhc 
assistance and legal services agencies. and among the disputants, and 

Whereas, the HDnorable Griffin Bell, United States Attorney General, has cited 
the Neighborhood Justice Center of Atlanta as an excellent program seeking to 
resolve the problem of congested courts, 
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Therefore, be it he1'eby reSOlved, By the Younger Lawyers Section of the State 
Bar of Georgia that it recognizes that the Neighborhood Justice Center of Atlanta 
is performing '3. useful service to onr courts and to members of the Atlanta com
munity and the Younger Lawyers Section hereby commends-for their excellent 
effort, diligence, example, and imagination-the officers, staff, and volunteer 
mediators of said Neighborho.od Justice Center of Atlanta, as well as the judges, 
court efficials, and others respOll.'Sible for aiding in the Center's successful per
formance to date. 

This 24th day of March, 1979. 
EXHIBIT 2 

[The Atlanta Journal and Constltutlon,Sunday, June 10, 1979] 

ARBITRATION SYSTEM MAY KEEP DISPUTES OUT OF COURTROOM 

(By Beau Cutts, Constitution Staff Writer) 

'7 

S~\'vANNAH.-The State Bar of Georgia will conduct an in-depth examination 
.of a major new means of resolving legal disputes outside traditional court pro
cedures, the new president of the State Bar said in an interview. 

The result of the new system would be quicker, cheaper service for the public 
and a cut in the heavy case load in the courts, said Kirk M. McAlpin, an Atlanta 
lawyer who became president of the bar on Friday. 

The State Bar of Georgia was created by judicial order of the Supreme Oourt 
of Georgia. Membership in the organization is manda~ory for lawyers practicing 
in Georgia. 

McAlpin received his law degree in 1948 '3.t the University of Georgia and has 
practiced law in Savannah until 1963 when he joined the Atlanta firm of King .and 
'Spalding. He is in the litigation section of the firm. ~l'ryil1g libel and environ
mental Cflses has occupied:a considerable amount ef his courtroom time in recent 
years. 

Highlights of the interview follDW: 
Q nest'ion. For your years u.s president of the State Bar, do you have in mind 

some program of particu:ar public interest? 
Answer. One of the areas I think of great interest to the public is mediation 

and arbitration. This would be a way to settle many matters out of c.ourt by the 
parties in dispute, selecting a qualified lawyer to help them reach a decision. 

Qll,cst-ion. How are you developing this concept? 
Answer. I have appointed a committee to examine the potential in this area. 

That committee will be chaired by Charles Weltner, a Super~or Court judge of 
Atlauta. They will make recommendatiollil which will help the program we face 
every day-and overload of cases in our courts. 

Question. The delays, especially in civil 'Cases, are almost intolerable in some 
courts. 

Answer. This development I am discussing could have a great impact on the 
public 'and the courts. When somebody has <u di~ute, he wants it 1'esolved immedi
ately, and he bas every right to. 

Unfortunately, with the limited resources given our courts, cases have to wait 
their turn. If we can find a WRy to shorten those cases, the public will be better 
satisfied. 

Question. How would arbitration work? Like an unofficial court? 
Ans.wer. I.Jet's say we had. a contract for you to deliver 1,000 cartons of goods 

to me' and a dispute arose over your delivery. Under arbitration, I would have a 
law:ve~ and you would have a lawyer. We would VDluntarily enter arbitration 
and~ be bound by tile decision of the well-respected lawyer acting as the arbitrator. 

Qnestion. ,\Tould the mediation process-reaching a compromise by mutual 
agreement-as well as the arbitration be geared primarily fOr businesses or 
individuals? 

Answer. For individuaLs, primarily, and perhaps, small businessmen rental 
disputes for payment of merchandise, debtors. 
. Debtors very much so where his wage may be garnished unless he can get a 
quick resolution when he thinks he is right. 
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'TESTIMONY OF HON. JACK P. ETHERIDGE, SENIOR'JUDGE, FUL~ON 
SUPEIUOR COURT, ATLANTA JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, ANDCHAJ.RMf\N' 
OF THE BOA~D, ATLANTA NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTER'; 
LINWOOD R. SLAYTON, JR., DIRECTOR, ATLANTA NEIGHBORHOOn 
JUSTICE CENTER; AND EDITH PRIMM, DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

Judge ETHERIDGE. Thank you, Mr. Ohairinan. 
I am very pleased to be here _and appreciate the invitation very 

much. As you have already indicated, Linwood Slayton is joining' me, 
here. He is the director of the Atlanta Neighborhood Justice Oenter., 
And to my left is !fs. Edith Primm, associate director of the center ~ 
who has done a superb job there. 

Because of that and her lmowledge in this whole area, I llave asked 
her to come so that if there are questions from the committee, she might 
respond. 

As of course this committee Imows very well indeed, there are eilec:
tive alternatives to courtroom dispute resolution. TlW critical questiOll 
and the great challenge that we have is to find the, best ways to use 
those alternatives and the best methods to use them so that people who 
have disputes can llave them resolved in a fair and prompt way. 

One of the things that has happened in the last 2 or 3 years has 
been the experiment of dispute resolution centers as we have called 
them, neighborhood justice centers. ' 

As you know, there have been three of them developed under the 
aegis of the Justice Department and with the assistance of LEA A 
with its funding. Those have been in Los Angeles, Kansas Oity, and 
Atlanta. 

I would like to take a few moments to chat about those centers. This 
win be only a very brief comment. 

The first thing I want very clearly to say is that the creation of 
such centers arose fro111 voluntary work. It was sacrificial work 011 
the part of a great number of people and not by any legislative or 
executive fiat. I think it needs t.o -be said more and 1110re that things 
of this sort don't just happen because of someone's idea. They lmppen 
because people are willing to contribute their time and effort on the 
local level. That certainly has been:t:cue of these three centers. 

What they have undertaken to do is to be free enough to experiment 
with techniques. You will hear later during the morning, I amsU:1:8, 
some results from the evaluations that have taken place, and very in-
tense evaluations indeed have oecurrec1. . 

One of the marks of these centers has been the sense of freedom they 
have felt to experiment with techniques. 

Now we find our need is to evaluate those experiments and see what 
is working. One of the lessons we have learned is that the legis] ation 
which would effectuate tlus movement, and I think it is a movement 
now across the country, that is, the recognition that alternative dis
pute resolutions should be used and ,can be used outside the setting 
of the courtroom, should not be narrow, but should indeed be broad in 
its form. . 

Now, having- some experience on the bench for a good many years, 
and serving this year as chairman of the National Oonference of-State 
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'Trial Judges, I would li~re .to express what I think to be 'the general 
:sense of acceptance of tIllS Idea by the. bench and the bar~ , . 

I look not only to the experience of knowing a good many judo'es and 
lawyers around the country, but from the experience of attendhlO' and 
tea?!uJ?g a~ tJle N ati!Jnal J udici~l College and also in Georgia. b _ 

:r thmk It IS, vellY ll11portant for there to be an understandin 0' that 
·discussIon of alternative dispute resolutions does not imply an ~ttack 
'on tIle j~diciary or legal profession. I don't think it is perceived as 
.such by eIther of those groups. ' 

Let ]~le give you two examples . .Attached to my brief statement is a 
r~soJutlOn by the younger .lawyers section of the Georgia Bar Asso
-ClatIon, a very large and effective group ill our State. 'They have, as 
.you will see, unsolicited by our neighborhood justice center~ proposed 
and adopted a resolution which is very iiattering and very supportive. 

The Atlanta center, as is true of Los Angeles and Kansas Oit:y, is 
greatly supported by the bar. J\fany of· the members o£ our bar are 
~awyers. Tlle president of our neighborhood justice center in Atlanta 
IS a la.wyer. I jus~ don't think that it can be contended that there is 
any ~ifiiculty with the support of the bar generally for these 
tecluuques. 

Siniilady, and I think interestingly, the bench across the country 
!a v!Jrs this. The committee has ~eceived statements already that would 
mdlqate that. TI,le local ,bench In Atlanta, for example, has been ex
tremely ,supportlve. We have many of our cases referred from the 
courts .. 'Ve have on ~>ur board. the court administr:ator of the circuit, 
probatIOll offict'rs, chIef probatIon officers, and so forth audso on. 

So we llave learned that we should not be worried about the lack 
·of support from those two important and, I think, indispensable 
groups. . . 

I wonlcllike to read a paragraph or two from a judge who wrote 
"llS an unsolicited letter which I think sums up in a beautiful way 
what many judges feel. He.says" 
-. Wllen I act as a magistrate in this court, I refer as many family dispntes and 

petty matters as I· can to your center, .and the results have been good. I find 
~hat it ge,ts out of t.he s;v.stem cases which never should be there and are costly 
III human factors as well as taxpayers dollars. 

I recognize that these disputes must go somewhere. I feel that we have too 
'often fa~led to establish other agencies that can creatte the atmosphere of the 
'Commulllty to hal1dle matters that should be kept at.the community level-mat
ters that are the result of social conditions brought on by urbanization and that 
lay in the domain of the gray area (of the law). 

We hfl:ve. l:sed tlle courts. a~ a great rug under which we sweep human sou1s 
and stabsbClzed them as crl'llllnals.-Honorable Dan Duke, State Oourt of Fulton 
COllnty,1979. _ 

This ~s P~trt o~ a Jetter that ~udge Dan Duke wrote to our center. I 
woul~l lIke to 110mt out sOlnetlnng thn,t we have learned from expel.'i ... 
ence l:r; the Atlanta Oenter and I think it is true in the others as well. 

IndIspensable to this conce1jt is the use of mediators. :L\fediators are 
people W!lO are drawn from the community, who came to these centers 
vo]untariJy~ who have been carefully selected. ~fiss Edith Primm has 
dohe a brilliant joh in developing thnt in Atlanta, 

They h~ve been use.~ very, he.avily to mediate disputes. They come 
from aU walks of our communIty. Our mediators come from hiO'hly 
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trained graduate students to those who have barely any education at all, 
but do have the temperament to do this job. 

We have found that this has a tremendous impact in the 'community 
because each of these mediators in almost every case become mission
aries for this 'Concept. You are going to hear later data t,hat show that 
over 90 percent of those, either complainants or respondents who have 
used the mediation process, have been pleased with it. I think that is 
something that is distinct from any other programs that have been 
developed of this sort. That is to say, the wide use of people of the com
munity to be peacemakers, not judges, not jurors, but peacemakers 
among fellow members of their community. 

Our staff in Atlanta and the other two areas has consisted of only 
five people full time. But we have used volunteers from law schools 
and others to do a variety of different types of work for the center. 'Ve 
think that this has been a very fine use of these people. 

Finally, I would like to point out two things that I think are excit
ing. I think they have come in some measure from the use of the N eigh
borhooc1 Justice Centers and their visibility which has been good. 

One is that throughout this country there are studies bemg made,. 
actions being taken in this area, which I think would not have been 
taken but for what has happened with the centers. 

Two immediate examples I would point to that I Imow about well. 
One is that only last week the president of the Georgia Bar Associa
tion announced that the ma.jor thnlst of the Georgia Bar Association 
will be the study OI alternative methods of dispute resolution. 

The chairman of a special committee will be a distinguished former 
~1:embel' of thjs Oongress. Judge Charles vVeltner, ~[r. Linwood Slay
ton, and I will be active with that committee. 

I think that is an enormous tribute to the encouragsment of thi.S' 
Congress and the Justice Department and others have given to thig 
whole concept. . 

Finally, and I would close with this point. It is one you will not 
find in the data. It will not be quantifiable, and I am not certain that 
it can ever be something that you can put on a chart in any way. It is 
so exciting, it is so significant. that I want to call it to your attentiollr 

In the evaluation of the work done by the centers, every other person 
in KanSR9 and Los Angeles who has had dispute~ mediated has been 
intervie-wed. I mean everyone of them. Every other one in Atlanta 
has been interviewed because of the difference in the volume. 

One of the things that these people are volunteering has been, r 
think, surprising and I want to share that with you. These people are' 
saying that as a result of the mediation process they went tllI'ough,. 
they have subs<,quently avoided other dispntes which th(lY say they 
would not have been able to avoid had it not been for what they learned 
through this process. 

In many areas o~ life, p~ople get in fights bec!n~se one gives them a 
bad look or sometlllng 9.S SIlly as that to us. But It IS very real to them. 
I think thn.t what happens with alternative displlte T£'soluHon, what 
happens when you offer them a chance to have a dispute mediated by 
someone who is not a judge. is that we are teaching anel we nore being 
taught. I think that' is a Jesson that is coming from this that is 
enormous nnd can have an impact across this country that is, while 
unmeasurable, tremendous. 

Ul 

~fr. Chairman, ?lem~~rs of .th~ c~>lnmittee, 1. tha~lk you again.for. the 
chance to appeai'. I WIll be delighted, of course, to answer any ques
tions at the proper time. 

:Mr. KASTEN1\£EIER. Thank you, Judge Etheridge. I think the panel 
will forbear in questions until we have heard from your colleagues. 
~ow, I woulc1like to recognize Mr. Linwood R. Slayton, Jr. 

[The prepared statement of Linwood R. Slayton, Jr., follows:] 

STATElIfENT OF LINWOOD R. SLAYTON, JR. 

Mr. Chuirman, Honorable Committee Members and Frienas, thank you for 
affording me the opportunity to share my views on the proposed Dispute Resolu-
tion Act today. . 

My name is Linwood R. Slayton ,Jr. Esq. lam and have been the Executive 
Director of the Neighborhood Justice Center of Atlanta, Inc. since its inception 
in late 1977. I am 'an active member of the State Bar of Georgia and was formerly 
the Director of Planning and Evaluation for Economic Opportunity Atlanta
the locul community action agency in Atlanta. 

In my capacity as Executive Director of the NJCA, I have dealt with the 
myriad day to day administrative, programmatic, political and policy-related 
issues and concerns attendant with the successful operation of a metropolitan, 
comprehensive dispnte resolution program. 

I have many speci:fic concerns which I :feel are relevant to the deliberations of 
this body. My concerns may be loosely grouped in the areas of : 

A. Legislative policy considerations. 
B. Programmatic considel'ntions. 
O. Program impact considerations. 

A. LEGISLATIVE POLIOY CONSIDE1(ATIONS 

After carefully reviewing H.R. 2863, R.R. 3719 and S. 428, I offer the following 
observations and recommendations: .' 
Proposed. scope of d.is17ute resol1/,tiOfl, legisla.tion 

The NJCA has handled a very wide array of disputes involving money claims, 
neighborhood problems, uomestic and intra-family matters, merchant-consumer 
controverSies, landlord-tenant disputes, and a host of other rela.tively minor 
problems which Tequire thp. assistance of third parties to facilitate effective reso-
111tiIJns. We have seen flrst hand the potential effectiveness of mediation fit; a 
dispute resolution technique-irrespective of the characterization of the prohlem 
ml civil or criminal in nature. The reality is that the vast majority of disputes 
we have handled are multi'!:aceted, that is, they typically involve some ('ombina
tion of civil (money and/or property concerns) and criminal (violent 01' dis
orderly behavior) overtones. 

For this reason, we feel and our experience suggests that the scope of the 
enabling legisln tion being considered :should be as wide as possible. Tlle langnage 
reflected in R.R. 2863 is general enough to enable programs to handle minor 
civil and "criminal" disputes as the need arises. Comparatively. the langnage in 
H.R. 3719 and S. 423 limits the type of disputes to be handled to consumer and 
civil prOblems in the main. 

The Atlanta NJC receives from 60-70 percent of its cases by referral from the 
local courts. Our ('ourt referred cases are both criminal (misdemeanor offenses 
e.f!. disorderly conduct, simple bat.tery, assault. criminal tresPIlRs. abandonment, 
t.heft by taking or deception) and civil (small claim cases involving monetary 
disputes over less thrul $300, landlonrd-tenllnt and merchant-consumer mutters). 
It is important to note tbat it is tbe minor criminal (lllse in which I)nf' pnrty 
swens out a warrant agaim~t llis/her sponse, lover, roommate. !riendor nehrhbor 
that. I am referring 1;o-:-not stranger ve:r~us stranger Cl'iml?s involving violent 
bel1avior nnd/or ~evere injury to another. It lIas heen Ollr experience in Atlanta 
thnt. it lR 11l1wis(l if nt)t impossible to look at a ('(Ise as n t1criminal" matter exclu
sively because there is always a related monetary and/or civil aRpect involved 
as well. . . 

Example: Mr. A and Ms. B llave been living to.g-etller bnt are (lxperwl1('mg 
problems. Tbf'Y fl(~ree to senarnte find Mr. A vacl1tes t.hejr llnnl'tment INlvin~ MR. 
B with two children and the furniture. Two wl?eks later, Mr. A asl,s Ms .. B :f07 
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the color television that they purchased jointly and she refuses. Mr. A angrily 
.goes over to the apartmeut, kicks down the door, slaps Ms. B in the face and 
removes the television to his new apartment. Equally incensed Ms. B take out 
.a warrant agai1!st ~r. ~ ~or battery, criminal trespass and theft by taking .. 

Query: II:> thIS a 'crlmmal" matter that should best be resolved by a judO'e 
in a form~l court of law pursuant to the statutes of the State of Georgia? in 
fact, the dIspute arose over the color television which Mr. A had helped to pur
.chase. Clearly, if the parties' differences over the television can be resolved to 
their satisfaction, the likelihood is stl-'ong that there will not be a repetition of 
the "crjminal" behavior displayed. 

This example points to the very real fact that the kinds of problems which are 
handled by our center do not :fit into neat categories which happen to be con
.sistent. with existing legal and statutory definitions. The NJOA is in existence 
to help people to resolve their problems expeditiously, informally and in a man
ner that is most likely to encourage long-lasting results. This is true whether 
A. cas~ is civil, criminal, both or neither. The obvious conclusion of this point of 
VIew IS that we strongly suggest that the Oommittee endorse and pass B.R. 2863 
which will U,)ermit programs funded thereunder to handle both "criminal" and 
civil disputes and to handle all appropriate problems in the same manner. 

Related to the general topic of the scope of the proposed legislation is the fact 
that ,each of the different bills vary somewhat with respect to funding levels. 
The proposed $200,000 pel' project ceiling included in n.R. 2863 mal~es sense and 
should help to ensure that a maximum number of jurisdictions will be able to 
benefit. On the other hand, the other two bills provIde for annual funding of 
.$15,000,000 as opposed to $10,000,000 as included in B.R. 2863. Our experi€'nce 
in Atlanta suggests that a quality program which handles from 3000-4000 dis
putes per yt!ar can be operated with a maximum federally funded budget that 
·does not exceed $200,000. -

Finally, we find it difficult to envision any meaningful role that the Federal 
Trade Oommission could perform as proposed in S. 423. This, of course, is con
sistent with our position regarding the needs for centers to deal with both civil 
and criminal matters. The NJO pilot effort was administered by the U.S. Depart
ment of Justice's National Institute of Law Enforcement and Oriminal Justice. 
This office provided the necessary leadership and support to help to mal.:e the 
NJO concept a workable reality. They 'should be commended for their input during 
the critic!!.! field test phase. Similarly, the Atlanta NJO will be. funded for an 
.additional J'€'ar by LEAA's Oourt Adjudication Division. All indications suggest 
that the Justice Department is the appropriate federal agency to handle the 
NJO type programs. I do not anticipate any problems with LEAA in the coming 
grant period (July 1, 1979-June 30, 1980) primarily because they have had 
considerable experience h administering court-related projects of this type. 

B. PROGRAMMATIO CONSIDERATIONS 

A primary programmatic concern involves the question of program thrust. 
Specifically, should a dispute resolution effort seek to alleviate court congestion 
or facilitate greater access to justice? This is not a simple question which 
should be treated lightly. Rather, the chosen direction will shape the image .. and 
1l,olicy of individual programs. In Atlanta, we opted to align our program with 
the court as much as possible. Today we are handling from 120-150 court refer
rals per month. This represents about 60-70 pm'cent of our mQnthly caseload. 

The Atlanta approach, I feel, is consistent with our position that there is no 
real need to distinguish between civil and cri,minal cases-they are all Itpeople 
problems" which must be resolved quickly, inexpensively but effectively. 

There continues to be considerable debate over whether a program should be 
system-based, Le., linked to the courts, police and/or the prosecutor or comm1,1l1itl 
based, I.e., not linked to any institutional referral som:ce but seeking cases solely 
from the population to be served. Objectively, I ·believe that the answer to this 
-query is contingent upon the desire of those in ,the justice system to work with 
dispute resolution programs. It is clear that Genters must Imve the ongoing 
support and cooperation of the courts to be effective in reducing court conges
tion. There does not seem to be :a,ny rlearcut answer which can be anplied across 
the board in all jurisdictions. The key, I feel, is··ra'tionally assessing the rela
tive merits of available approaches and PIaking a decision t}lat will ;worlc best 
in a partiCUlar locale. Therefore, enabling legislation shoulc1 be flexible enO-ngh 
to permit. a wide range of options rather than restricting the options potential 
grantees might have in establishing new projects. . , 
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The experience we have had in Atlanta is indicative of the potential value 
inherent in aligning a private, 111m-profit group with the formal justice system 
machinery. Unlike the Los Angeles NJO which relies primarily on self referrals 
. (walk-im for cases, the Atlanta NJO encourages and receives case referrals from 
the courts, police, city and county service agencies, other community organiza
tions, Legal Aid, the organized Bar, the Better Business Bureau, and walk-ins. In 
one sense, the structure of 'the Atlanta effort enables us to enjoy the best of both 
worldS, i.e., we are closely linked with the courts but have complete independence 
and flexibility to accept cases from any source. Also, om." autonomy lends us 
much more credibility with the disputants than if we were a part of the courts 
of any part of the system. . 

C. PROGRAM IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS 

,\Ve are often asked whether the existence of the NJC has resulted in a reduc
tion l.n court congestion. While the comp'lete data is still being assembled by the 
Institute For Social Analysis (ISA), the national evaluation contractor, a cursory 
review of court filings in the State Court of Fulton Oounty reveals that in 1978 
there was a 4.5 percent reduction in the number of ctvil cases filed as compared 
with the 1977 level. Of importance is the fact that N.JOA staff and volunteers 
are physically present at the Small Claims filing desk to divert potential litigants 
and to channel appropriate complaints to the NJOA. Similarly, in 1978 there was 
~ 17 percent increase in criminal warrant.;; over the 1977 level. Of importance here 
~s the fact that the NJCA does not receive criminal case referrals prior to the
lssuance of a warrant or an arrest. Instead, once a warrant is issued or an arrest 
is made,. a pro~able cause hearing is held. It is at this point that the presiding 
.Judge WIll deCIde to refer a case to the NJCA for mediation and to continue the 
c~se fOr thirty days so the matter can be mediated and reso'lved. If the media
tlOn works and the disputants resolve their differences the court will dismiss the 
case, in effect, removing the case from the calendar and the docket. 

Another frequent question posed is whether the existence of the center .and 
the emphaSis placed on facilitating out of court settlements contributes to the 
'~Dvelopment of a "second class justice system .?" We think not! While it is true 
that more people who are poor and disadvantaged tend to be served by our pro
~r~~ than. those wh~ might be considered to be middle and upper income level, 
miS IS a dIrect fUllctlOn of the population which interfaces with the justice sys
tem. A f~e<!ue~tly told p!ay on words involves a poor, black man who recently 
faced Cl'lmlll!!.:.. charges m court" "When asked about his recent experience in 
court, he replied: "1 went to court looking for justice, and that's exactly what 
~ found-JUS~-US." The fact is that the poor, blacl.:s and other minorities come 
Into contact Wlth the system much more than their upper and middle class coun
terparts. This is true regarding incidents involving criminal matters as well as 
small claim complaints. TlIus, the congested condition of our courts must be 
en~Ul'ed by thos~ who use the courts most frequently. Logically, any alternative 
WhICh can ~xpedite t"he han~ling of a problem, eliminate the costs to the parties, 
~nd .result 111 resolutlOns WhICh stand the test of time is preferable to the formal 
Just!cesystem so long as the alternative does not curtail or deny anyone's legal 
rights or options. . 

Potentially, the greatest impact the NJOA may have had may not be measul"
able. I refer to the fact that the center has handled a large number of domestic 
cases, lllan;y o.f which are referred as criminal cases involving' charges of assault, 
b~tter!. cr~mlllal tr~spass, etc .. Domestic ?ases tend to involve a danger-laden 
SItuation-If the baSIC problem IS allowed 'LO fester and is ignored, violence may 
ensue as people feel they have no other viable alternative. Atlanta has been 
r~fe!red to as the d0l1!estic homicide capital of the country. The historical un
'wllllllgneS~ of the polIce and the courts to intervene in domestic sqnabbles has 
been a .serlous problem. ·Prior to the inception of the N.JOA, many couples with 
domestl~ problems ha~ no ~la~e ~o turn ot~erthan the courts or the police. The
cour~s <:Ither had no time, JurIsdICtion or lllterest in inte):vening, rendering the 
p~rtIes In. the same 0: a wors~ed condition. We' have resolved over 200 domestic 
disputes m ~tlanta. I~ our eIghteen month~ of operation with over 75 percent 
of these casel.> remamIng resolveq, after a thIrty day follow-up period. Potential-
ly, at least one life has probably been saved as well" . 
. Cos.ts are a~so a relovan.t conc~rn ~hat must be explored. Efficiency and relative 
effectiveness lllvolve multIple crIterIa, one ot which is cost-effectiveness. Clearly. 
the more cases a center processes and resolves, the more cost effective it will be". 
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,In Atlanta we are proud that our cost per referral averages about $75 and our 
(!ost per re~olution averages about $175. These figures include all. operational costs 
incurred including startup costs. A more Q"ealistic profile is $60 per referral and 
$130 per resolution (April, 1979 data). Comparatively, a misdemeanor case 
which goes to trial will average at least $500 in total costs (court costs, judge 
aud court personnel, attorney fees, time lost from work, etc.) In Atlanta, we 
have been able to control our costs while maximizing service by relying. very 
heavily on volunteer resources. We have found that the program is a natural 
haven for attracting dedicated and committed volunteers who wish to channel 
their energies towards something worthwhile and needed. We have about 60 
active volunteers who serve as mediators and court intake volunteers. Mediation 
presents a unique opportunity for a volunteer to see the fruits of this lab?rs 
immediately. For this and other reasons, mediation is viewed as a real helpmg 
experience by our volunters who represent a true asset to our program. 

I trust that these observations and constructive suggestions will be afforded 
the consideration they are due. I know that the need for viable dispute resolution 
programs is real. There are a tremendous number of people who are having very 
real problems and find it difficult to obtain assistance in resolving same. 'Ye have 
filled this void most effectively in Atlanta and feel that our experience can and 
should be replicated in other jurisdictions in America. Thank you. 

. 1)1r. SUYTON. Mr. Ohairman, I, too, appreciate the opportunity to 
appear before the body today to share some of rp.y views on the act a~d 
hopefully share with you some of the experIences we have had ill 
Atlanta in attempting to run a quality program. . 

l:y name is Linwood Slayton, iIr. I am and have been ex~cuh:ve 
dirbctor of the N eiglrborhood JustIce Center of Atlanta, Inc. smce Its 
inception in late 1977. I am an ~ctive member of the State Bar. of 
Georo'ia and was formerly the dIrector of plannmg and evaluatIOn 
for E~onomic Opportunity Atlanta, the local community action agency 
in Atlanta. 

As the executive director I. have had ample experience in ap a~pects 
of runnino- a dispute resolutIOn program from the very begmnmg to 
the end olthe final field test period. It has been a very challenging and 
rewarding experience in many ways and rather frustrating as well in 
some respects. 

.Aiy concerns today can be loosely grouped into three different ar~as. 
The first is legislative policy conSIderations. In reviewing the three 

pieces of legislation that have been offered and are being debated, I 
think one common question emerges and that is whether or not we feel, 
those of us who have been operating pro¥rams, the scoJ?e of t~e leg;i~
lation should be wide enough to deal WIth programs mvolvmg CIvil 
and/or criminal matters as well as neighborhood disputes and other 
interpersonal problems. 

Our experience has been in Atlanta that the larger or wider the scope 
or jurisdiction of a program, the more effective it can be. 

The reality is, as we have seen it, that problems that people have do 
not fit into neat categories. They are simply problems that people have. 
They may have some civil ramifications or criminal ramifications, but 
they are simply people problems. 

Toward that end we handle a wide range of disputes in Atlanta 
involving monetary claims, neigh~orhood problems, domest~c prob
lems, merchant consumer controversIes, employer-employee prQDlems-
problems. . .. 

That is, I think, the critical ou~~t.ion: Do we have the capabIlIty 
and track record to suggest thr.:i.J dispute resolution in a neighborhood 
setting is eifective and desirahie irrespective of the type of controversy 
or dispute ~ . 
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We think it is. The reality is that a vas~ majority of disp~tes .we 
handle are multifaceted. Very often they .mvolve ~ome combl!la~IOn 
of civil money, or property concerns, and m many illstances crImmal 
kinds of problems, that is, violent or disorderly behavior mfl:y occur as. a 
result of the disputants' own efforts to come to some resolutIOn on theIr 
own initiative. 

Sometimes these problems do flareup into violent behavior and the 
police or courts become involved in a criminal way. The .fa?t o! the 
matter is, though, that the problem that causes such "crImInal' be
havior typically involves an interperson~l disput.e. We attempt,. then, 
to deal with that aspect of the problem Irrespe~tIve of 'Y~ether It has 
been categorized by the courts or system as crImInal: or ~IVIl. 

For this reason we feel that the scope of the legIslatIOn that. hope
fully will be passed this session should be as broad as pOSSIble to 
embrn,ce both minor civil and criminal disputes, consumer controver
sies, or neighborhood problems. 

The fact of the matter is that Atlanta received 60 to 70 percent of 
its cases by referral directly from the local courts. Our court-referred 
cases are both criminal and civil, crimin3;1 ~ases being misdemeanor 
oiIenses, things like disorderly conduct, crIm~lal trespass, etc. . 

Oivil cases tend to involve typical small claIm court type cases WIth 
a monetary threshold of $300 or less. Weare involved wit~l a number 
of lal1:dlord-tenant matters and consumer matters, all of wIllch emanate 
from the courts, the State cour~ in Fulton Cou~tJ: in particular .. 

It is important to note, I think, that the cnmmal cases, the lands 
of cases I am talking about particularly, are cases where one p~rty 
:\\'ill 0'0 t.o a court al1?ry and attempt to swear out a warrant agamst 
a l)el~On wife o'irl friend, former friends, neighbor. We are not talk-

"I::> • 1'1 b 1 . ~llg about offenses involVIng extreme y VIO ent e laVIOr or severe 

InJury. " "f t' 'bl t I I t Our expel'i~n~e shows that It IS ~lnwIse, 1 no .1l11pOSSI e, 0 00 r a 
a case as a crll1unalmatter exclUSIvely because It came to us from the 
criminal court in Atlanta. We find that there are a number of related 
or collateral matters that embrace civil kinds of complaints and 
problems. 

For example, if you have a situation where .Air. A. and ~is. B. have 
been living toO'ether but are experiencing problems. They agree to 
separate alld 1\11'. A. vacates their apartment leaving ~fs. B. with two 
children and the furniture. Two weeks later, .Afr. A. asks ~1s. B. for 
the eolor television that they purchased jointly and she refuses. JHr. A. 
anO'rilv !Toes over to the apartment, kicks down the door, slaps ~fs. B. 
in the' fa~e and removes the television to his new apartment. Equ~lly 
incem;ed, :M's. B. takes out a warrant against ~ir. A. for battery, crImI
nal trespass, and theft by taking. 

Query: Is this a "criminal" matter that should best be resolved by 
a iudge in a formal court of law pursuant to the statutes of the St~t.e 
of GE'orgia. ~ In fact, the dispute arose over the color television wInCh 
~fr. A. had helped to purchase. 

01early, if the parties' differences over the television can be resolved 
to the,ir 'satisfaction, the likelihood is strong that there will not be a 
rE'nrtition of the "criminal" behavior displayed. 
. This' points out the fact thft,t it is very difficult, if not impossible, 
to separate a criminal and chril case. It is simply a problem and we are 
there to help people resolve those problems. 
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The next point I wanted to deal with also in terms of le¥islati ve 
scope is the fact that many of the bills make mention of the fact that 
there is a proposed $200,000 per project ceiling. We think that makes 
sense. We think it will insure that a maximum number of jurisdictions 
'will be able to benefit from the legislation. 

Similarly, the bills have different maximum levels of funding. Obvi-' 
ously, from a program operator's point of view, the more money that 
is available, the better. However, our experience in Atlanta suggests 
that a quality program call be operated which handles from 3 to 4,000 
disputes a year with a maximum funded budget of not to exceed 
$200,000. So I think that does make sense. 

I think coincident with that, however, we need to again stress the 
point Judge Etheridge made that you need and you must, in our 
experience, have a quality corps of volunteers to supplement the paid 
staff in these progTams. 

In fact, we have logged in from 2 to 3,000 volunteer hours in Atlanta 
in the 18 months of operation. Those volunteer hours are provided in 
a number of capacities, most of which involve COlU't intake work where 
Qur volunteers actually are physically present in court, receive refer
rals from the judge who haneUes cases or refers cases to us. They inter
view complainants at the small claims desk to see if they are willing 
to use our process as opposed to going through the formal complaint 
system. . 

V\! e found that to be a very effective way to provide volunteers in 
a meaningful capacity and to get maximum benefit of their service:. 
to the center wl1ich then enables our paid staff to do the work they are 
best equipped to do, that is, to maintain and operate the flow of cases 
that come through the center. . ' 

Let me move now to my second topic and that is some programmatic 
considerations. I think a primary programmatic concern involves the 
question of the thrust of the program. I think specifically the qnestion 
shOluel be put, should a dispute resolution effort seek to aI1eviate court 
congestion or facilitate greater access to justice? This is not a simple 
question which should be treated lightly. 

~Iuch thought and deliberation went into the plan in Atlanta and 
I think our board made some very wise decisions, that is, we opted to 
align our program. with the courts to the extent possible. 

In an effort toinailltain a sense of independence and autonomy, we 
are not a part of the court structure. We are not a part of the county 
bureaucratic machinery. We are a private, nonprofit corporation oper
ating independently, physically, and structurally from the system, and 
we are perceived by the people who use the center that way. 

I think that makes a difference and needs to be considered. The fact 
of the matter is that when people understand that we operate in a 
two-story home in a residential neighborhood more or less with a very 
informal setting, it makes a difference to encourage people to talk very 
frankly and candidly and openly about the problems that bring' them 
to the center. 

We are talking about very nersonalkinds of matters in many in
stances, domestic disputes involving husbands and wives. Perhaps they 
have gone along for years and years and years and much of the medi
ator'stask involves gettin~ that rapport and confidence established 
so people can really talk and get things on the table. 
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,Ve t.hink our structure facilitates and lends itself to this kind of 
experience and it 11as proven to be fairly effective. I think there is a 
:I.'clated question as to ,whether the program sll(~uld. be system based or 
community based: System based refers to the questlO~ of whether they 
should be linked formally or informal1y to the polIce, courts,or the 
prosecutor's office, or conll11unity .base~ referring to whether or pot 
we should seek cases solely and prl:marily fr~:)lll the t?-rget pot)UlatlOn. 

There is no standard answer to th~t questIOn, I,tlnnk. I. th:Ul~ ,~hat 
n~eds to be done is consider'what WIll ,vork best III each JurIsdICtIon. 
Therefore toward that enel legislation should be flexible eno~gh to 
permit potential graIite~s a wide r~nge of options ~>ather tha~l In any 
way attempting to restrIc.t the. opt~ons t!lat ~hey: mIght have In estab
lishing programs and proJects If tIns legIs1a~10n III fact does pass: 

,Ve think our structure and our system gIves us the ?pportu~nty to 
enjoy the best of both wo~>lds, that is, ,ve are cl?s~~y lmked WIth the 
courts but have complete Independence and flexIblhty to accept cas<'s 
from any source. 

The f~wt of the matter is that while 60 percent of our cases do cO~11e 
from the court the remaining 40 percent of cases come fl'om a wule 
ran<Ye of sourc~s, the Better Business Bureau, the Governor's Office of 
COI~mner Affairs, the Legal Ai.d Soc~ety, the <;>rganized b?-r itself, 
local pov('rty :progran:s, conllll~unty actIOn agenCIes, and varIOUS gov
ernmental socml serVIce agenCles are referrmg cases to us. 

:Most encouragingly-and .this is very cons!sten~ again with the 
jud <Ye's remarks-we are gettmg a number of SItuatIOns where people 
whg came through the process have referred their friends and neigh
bors to us. They say, try the neighborhood justice center. They helped 
me and maybe they can help you. . 

The people a~ the ce:r:ter seem to reanJ~ care. That makes a dI~erence. 
So we are seelllg an Increase monthly In the number of walk-In cases 

that come into the center, unsolicited and not referre~ by f?rmal 01'

<Yanizat.ions 01' institutions. To us that says the ll1.eSsage IS gettIng across 
b d . . b and we are om~ a JO '. . . 

The third anel final area IS the questIOn of program Impact. We are 
often asked whether the existence of the center in Atlanta has resulted 
in allY r.eduction of ~ourt cong~stion. I think ~he representative fr0111 
the InstItute for SOCIal AnalYSIS, M~r. Cook, WIll speak to that. 

But we have found in 197'8 in the State court of Fulton Oounty there 
has been a 4.5-pcrcent reduetion i~ the nm111:e~ of civil .2~ses 4led as 
compared with the, 1977 level. I tlunk what IS llnpo:r.tll.ILL. n.eTe-IS that 
our volunteers and staff are physically present~,tthe'sman claims de~k 
whe-re we divert potential claimants from entrering that system. 

It'is very encourag~.ng to them to Imowt}iat they do n?t have to file 
n. filing fee and t.here 18 no 30- to 60.-day walt that they nught have had 
if they went through the.formatsJ~~Jem. . 

Perhaps very: i.nteres~lllg t6-tli~m also I~ the fact that us~ of the sys
tem the center Itself, WIll not waIve any rIghts that they mIght have to 
llse 'the formal court process if mediation fai~s or we ar~ not abl~ to 
get a voluntary agreeinent from the party bemg complaIned agamst 
to -participate.. . 

Similarly, in the State court of Fulton County 111.1978 there was a 17-
percent increase .in criminal warrants issued over the 1977 level ,Yhat 
is important here is that ou~ staff, a..nd our center does not receIve a 
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criminal cas~ prior to the issuance of a warrant, so as a result the cases 
do enter the system: 
, We are able to get involved at the earliest point and that is at the 
point where a judge would hold a preliminary hearing, a probable 
cause hearing, and rather than binding the case over will refer the' 
case to us. for 30 days to see if we can settle it, and if we are effective· 
in doing that, the case, 9 times out of 10, is dismissed. ' 

I think another question that has emerged considerably and which 
I may as well deal with straightforwardly is the question as to whether 
or not the existence of tile center contributes to any development of a 
second-class justice system. 

,Ve think not. We think that while it is true that more people who 
are poor and disadvantaged tend to be served by our program in Atlan
to, than those who might be considered to be middle or upper income 
level, the fact of the matter is that this is a direct function of the 
population which interfaces with the justice system. 

I am frequently told a play on words that we hear in Atlanta som~
times involves a poor black man who recently faced criminal charges III 
court. When asked about his recent experience in court~ he replIed, I 
went to court looking for justice and that is exactly what I found, just 
us. 

The fact is that the poor, the blacks, and other minorities come into 
contact. with the system much more than their upper and middle in
come counterparts. TIns is true regarding criminal matters as well H$ 

small claim matters. 
So, I think, then, in answering the question of second-class justire, 

the congestion of our courts must be incurred by those who use the
courts more frequently. Therefore, "\'ve are serving the segment of the
popUlation that has been referred to as poor, disadvantaged, minority. 

Any alternative that can expedite the handling of the problem, elimi
nate the costs to the parties, or at least abate them somewhat and result 
in resolutions which stand the test of time is preferable to the forma,} 
system so long as that alternative does not curtail or deny anyone's' 
rights or options legally. 

Now perhaps, the greatest impact we may have had is one that. 
ca.nnot be measlu'ed. I refer to the fact that the center has handle.d a 
significant munber of domestjc cases, many of which come to nse in the 
form of criminal cases involving charges of assault and battery, crimi-· 
nal trespass and abandonment. 

The fact is that the domestic cases involve a danger-laden situa
tion. If the problem is allowed to fester and is ignored, violence tends 
to ensue. Some people refer to Atlanta as tlle domestic homicide 
capital of the country. I think the historical unwillingness of the polke 
and the courts to intervene in domestic problems has been a coneern , 
and has resulted in tIns sense of helplessness when domestic problems' 
do emerge. 

Prior to our existence, there were not too many resources around 
where domestic problems could be hanclled. ,Ve have resolved over 
200 domestic disputes in Atlanta in our 18 lllonths of operation .. 
Seventy-five percent or more of these cases have remained resolved 
during tlle followup period. 

We think t.hat at least probably one life may have been saved as a, 
result of the existence of the center and the :fact that people have a. . 
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forum where they cail sit down and intelligently, rationaJly,' most of 
the time, discuss their. problems and 'work but- a sohition they both ". 
can live with. 

Finally, in terms of costs, we have been asked if we are cost effective. 
It is difficult to answer that. The data is still being computed. Right 
now we are averaging about $75 to $100 a case referred to us, and 
about $175 to $200 as a, :resolution cost. These costs, in my view, are 
fairly high inasmuch as they do include the startup costs and all the 
various administrative costs that are associated with setting up the 
program as a pilot program. 

We think it is realistic to look at $50 to $60 per case as a reasonable 
projected figure once the program is operational on an ongoing basis 
and the startup costs have been absorbed. 

By comparison, in talking with some of the members of our board 
who are active in the courts as administrators or clerks of the court, 
they estimate that it takes at least $500 to run a case through the 
formal justice system, when you consider attorney's tin1e, court time, 
judge's time, clerk's time, the various court costs, time missed from 
work, et cetera. 

So by comparison we do think we are cost effective and we would 
welcome any more definitive statements and studies from researchers 
and evaluators that will support that. 

In conclusion, I would like to say that the experience has been an 
interesting one. \~T e think we are providing a meaningful service, and 
more importantly, we are helping; people. That I think needs to be the 
primary point and focus of this deliberation. 

I thank you again. 
:Mr. IUSTEN1\:rEIER. Thank you, ~{r. Slayton, for a very informative 

statement. 
The Ohair would also like to ruc1nlOwledge the presence at the table 

of ~Iiss Edith Primm, deputy director of the N eighborhood Justice 
Oenter of Atlanta. It is my understanding, ~1:iss Primm, that you did 
not have a formal statement to make. 

Ms. PRIMlIf. That is correct. 
Ml:. MSTEN1\IEIER. I would like to ask ~{r. Slayton, you .referred to 

court l'eferrals and other institutional referrals through the N eighbor
hoor Justice Oenter of Atlanta. 

You also indicated that this was not necessarily-that you arrived 
at thi~\ system in Atlanta and suggested by implication that perhaus 
Kansas City and Los Angeles were doing 'things differently. ... 

].{r. SLAYTO~. Yes, sir. , 
1\{r. IL\STEN1\IEIER. In what respect ~ Do they rely on walk-in and 

other types of contacts ~ 
~{r. SLAYTON. Los Angeles is considered to be what vou might call 

a comnumity-based model in that they solicit and seek COlllll1Ullity 
referrals, self-referrals, and walk-in cases primarily. They are not 
tied to the courts in any forma.l manner. They have attempted to 
solicit re:ferrals from some area small chtims courts in the outlying 
areas o:f the city. 

But by and large their mission has been to test the feasibility of a 
community-based model, self-referrals .. As a result, their caseload has 
been somewlmt less than that of ours in Atlanta. Kansas City is a 

--- ,- _ .. _------
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part of the city government structure an~ seeks to get the bulk of its 
referrals from police and the prosecutor s office. . 

Inh~rent, I guess, in their problem-Kansas City'S-I~ t~a~ tl~e pl'O- . 
oTam is a part of city government and only ser:es the CIty s reslden~s. 
The courts however, are county operated: ThIs creates prob::ms In 
that it has 'been difficult for the ICansas CIty program to wOlk _effec-
tively in the county court system. .' 1 

We in Atlanta opted to aline ourselves as closely as we eoul~ WIt 1 

the court sunply 'because we felt that that made the most sense In our 
jurisdiction. . t 

I thUlk my statement really ~s ~o ~ug:gest tha~ there IS no one pa~ 
answer for every city or every ]urlsdJ:chOl:. I thmk you nee~l to ] ool\. 
at where the need exists and where you thInk you can do perhaps the 
more effective job. . d I 

That is what we attempted to ~lo III Atla~t~ to a large. e,gl'~e: 
thulk, because of the involvement !n the prellllllna,ry plall111~lg of the 
members of our board and the wls~om that they demonstrat~d an~ 
the experience that they had. I think that was part of the Judge s 
point. t' f :M:r. KASTENDIEIER. Qne of my concerns re1ates to the percep Ion 0 
the role of a prosecutor in these various n~odels. Some people assume 
that the prosecutor will be 1110re directly lllvolved, but many a~sullle 
that as a matter of fact. the prosecutor shou1d never be present In the 
minor disputes resolution forum. . . , ,_ 

Indeed, he may 1m my ancl.approve.of the ong~)lng. attempt .to. Ie 
solve a l)articular conflICt W;lllch may lllvolve a VIOlatIOn of crlln1l1al 
lft.w. I-Ie ma:y act upon that Inf?rmally. But he does not actual1y par-
t~cipate in any of these proceedmgs, does he ~ '. . 

1\11'. SLAYTON. No. In Atlanta we have not been Involved a~ aU WIth 
t.he Drosecutors. I guess our court system is set up somewhat dIfferently 
in tEat you do not have to go before the prosecuto!, to get a warran~. 
You can go before the clerk of the court. The only tune the prosecutors 
O'et involved in our system is when probable cause has been found and 
~ases are bound over for trial at the misdemeanor level or the felony 
level. . 1 . 1 tl 

But in those jurisdictions where they do interface dIrect Y:Wlt 1 le 
prosecutor's office,.to.my knowle~ge the PFosecutor~ are l~Ot lllyolved 
in the actual medmtIon system Itself. It IS a case InvolVIng tIle two 
disputants and the tllird-party neutral medin;t~r: . 

:Many jurisdictions I thUlk, ha:ve responslbllJtles to repo~t hack to 
the prosecutor as to tl;e outco!ne witJ:1 varying degrees of detaIl. We, f~r 
example, report back to the Judge slIDply that the case has been medI
ated, that the parties have resolved it between themselves and have 
reached a written agreement. . '. . 

If the parties themselv~s want to prOVIde tl~e Judge WIth a copy.of 
that aO'reement and sometImes he may ask, that comes from the partIes 

b '. f as opposecl to comIng rom ~s. .' 
So, to answer your questIOn, the prosecutors are not Involved In the 

forum itself. 
1\11'. KASTENDIEIER. Let me ask Judge RUleridge whether he sees .any 

problem with the lack of formal procedures, or whateye~ else he mIght 
proposed in connection with protecting disputants agamst the use of 
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their statements as evidence against them in subsequent cri1nulal or 
elYil proceedings. 

Is there any way that these dispute forums can literally do without 
formal due process guarantees and yet be mindful of protection .of 
those who innocently and unknowingly may be inyolved in the in
formal dispute resolution process ~ 

Judge ETHERIDGE. That is a very important question and one which 
concerns us and has from the very beginning. . 

First, I would say that the mediation process almost universally is 
strictly a voluntary one. If either side at any tune wishes to withdraw, 
the.y may do so. If it happens to have emanated from a court, it will 
go back to that court. . 

So that, first, both sides are involved on a vohmtary basis, seeking 
to have their dispute not judged but mediated. 

Second, we do not know of any instance in the country yet where 
this has been a problem. You are speaking, of course, of the privilege 
that might be a problem here. ",Ve don't know of any case that has 
.arisen. There is a decision fron1 a trial court in Florida which has 
.ruled that the mediator is privileged and upon subpena, is not com
pelled to testify as to what might have been said during the mediation, 
during the dispute. ' 

.As far as I know, there is no other opinion, no other decision on 
that question. . 

But if there were, I think that would be a State question, not a 
question fOl~ the Congress to deal with, if it had to do, of course, with 

·State law. 
Therefore, it seems to me that addresses itself to all of us who .are 

concerned about this. The dilemma, and I am not suggesting it is. a 
bad one, but the dilemma is, of course, the protection of due process 
on the one hand and the effective dispositiQn of a dispute on the other. 

.As we all know, sometimes injustices are done in the name of due 
process. "HTe want to avoid that realistically. We don't sec that as a 
Ina.jor problem. We have not had that as a problem in the last 18 
rmonths that we have been in business. . 

1\11'. ICAsTENl\IEIER. I would like to yield to the gentleman frOl11 
N ortll Cal-'olina, 1\11'. Broyhill. 

~fr. BROYHILL. Thank you very much. .. 
vVe appreciate so much your 'coming to share your experience with 

.;llS. Thi~ is mo~t valuable to us as weare considering bills before both 
.of these subcommittees. 
" 'The q'uestion tliatIhave-' I suppose I should direct this to ~1r. Slay
ton since he does have the experience of or the responsibility of direc-
ting the program. .. 

I might p:reface the question by 'saying that our subcommittee on the 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee lu~s been priInarily in
terested in consumer matters. The question is : Is this mechanism useful 
in resolving consumer disputes? . 

l\:[r:. SLAYTON. Very much so, 1\fr. Congressman. The faot df the 
matter is that" consumer-merchant controversies, as we lab~l them for 
.statisticalpnrposes, represents the highest single category of type of 
cases that we handle. 

<I 
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1\1:1'. BROYHILL. \i\That percent ~ 
1\11'. SLAYTON. Twenty-one percent of our cases when they enter the 

process are merchant-consumer controversie~ of various types. Wh~t we 
have found in the merchant-consumer cases IS that they !1r~ most hke~y 
to be conciliated as opposed to be resolved through ~echatIOn. That IS, 
once a complaint comes to us, either by phone or refe~ral from w}w,t
ever source, we then, in turn, contact the party belng complamed 
against, typically the merchant. 

,i\T e explain to him .01' ~ler that a compl.aint l~a~ b~en filed and that the 
nature of the complalllt IS thus and so. We SOlICIt from them a response 
as to whether or not that, in fact, fairly represents the situ~tion al~d 
whether or not they are willing to c?ll1e in on a vo~untary baSIS at thell' 
convenience to mediate the matter WIth the complamant.. . 

Typically, what happens is ~hat if there is any, validIty ~t all In 
their minds-the merchant's nund-to the complaInt, they WIll agree 
to resolve the matter there to our staff person. They will tell them: have 
the party call me, come see me, I will refund their money, .exchange 
their product or whatever tl~e nature of the controversy !mght have 
been; I am too busy as a bUSInessman to c~me there and SIt down for 
an hour and talk. lowe her the money; I WIll pay her the money. 

On the other hand, if they feel there is no validity wha.t~oever to the 
compaint, typically they will be the ones to refuse to partICIpate volun-
tarily using ~L number of reasons.. .. 

VVilat we have attempted to do to aVOId or get aroun.d tIns trach
tional reluctance on the part of some of the merchan~s I.S to ~ondu?t 
field mediations. 1\1:any times we have conducted mechatIOns m .the~r 
offices simply because one reason they refused ~o come volunta~Ily IS 
because they are too busy; they have to run a busllless and earn a hvrng, 
so we bring the disputant to them. 

We have been very effective, I believe, in resolving those that ca~ be 
resolved. Typically, when you get into that s~tuati~n, you have an lln
balanced situation many times. We are dealmg WIth contracts many 
times, and they feel, and correctly so, that the. merchants. have law ~n 
t.heir side, so let the people sue them. They WIll take thelr chances m 
court. 

Sometimes we are not able to persuade them otherwise. But in terms 
of sheer numbers, 21 percent of our cases are consumer-m!3~'ch.ant con
troversies and they are most likely to be resolved ,as!L conCIhatIOn mat
ter than a mediation matter. If they reach medIatIOn, we are able to 
solve it at the same rate as any other case.. . . . 

lvIr. BROYHILL. Judge Etheridge, I wonder if Ms. Pl'lmm mlgh~ gIve 
you an example ofa mediation situation which she i.s familiar WIth. 

lvIs. PRIl\{1\{. .A. recent example was Tuesday of tlnsweek. ,'Ve had a 
complaint in which a lady had taken her watch to be fixed, and all 
she needed wa,s a crystal on the watch. The watch was sent somewhel:e 
jn Ohio . .A. month later, she hadn't gotten the crystal or the watch. TIns 
dispute was a total $4, and,. anyway, th~ lady had gone t? the small 
claims court to file it complamt, and we, In fact, sent a medIator to the 
jewelry shop because the man called and said he would be happy to 
come except he harl a one-man operation. So we sent the mediator down 
and actually mediated the dispute in the lobby of the office building 
where most jewelry shops are in the city. So, over a $4 complaint, we 
were able to get this done. 
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One other ,comm~nt: The greatest pr?ponen~s of our center are the 
clerks in, the Fulton Oounty Small ClaIms Office of th: State court. I 
can Iiever 0'0 into that court which I do frequently, wIthout the clerk 
'I::>, . "Tl . stoppinO' rlo-ht in the middle of mid-sentence and saylllg, lere IS a 

lady fr~n tIle Justice Oenter' why don't you take your claim there~" 
...:\.nd I have to throw up my l~and aI,ld say, "I don't have a.file; wait a 
minute." So when we are not down tllere, they are so enthusIastIC about 
what we are'doing, they hand out the brochures, and people call us, and 
,ve feel having somebody down there is ?l'l!-cial{ bl~t we get a tremendous 
nmnber of cases because the clerks feel It IS effectlve. 

:Mr. BROYHILL. You answered several questions I had. And one other 
question I have is with respect. to your c~)lnments about ~nance. I-Io'v 
would you anticipated you would contll1ue the operatIons of your 
neiO'hborhood justice center ~ ,Vould this be transferred to the State or 
to tile city assuming that financial assistance from the Federal Govern-
ment would expire sometime in the future ~. . 

1\11'. SUYTON. We think there are a number of optlons, many of wInch 
we are pursuing. The Fulton OOlUlty Oommission, we think~ is the logi
cal source of funding in that 60, percent of our cases come through the 
courts of the county. Of course, we do have somewhat of a propos~tiol1 
13 situation in Atlanta like everywhere elsewhere resources are tIght. 
,Ve suspect that 'a good portion of the block grant that goes to the 
State can be allocated and earmarked for dispute resolution ,pui']?oses 
aJ'Olmd the State. 

I think the point that Judge Etheridge made that the organized bar 
js active and interested in this problem suggests that there may be 
funding protection at some point down the road there. 

We work very closely with the number of volunteer and private 01'
,ganizations, such as the Junior League. 1\fany of our voluntary medi
ators are Junior League members. I don't think it is too unwise to say 
that down the road we think they would be willing to support finan
cjally some portion of the program. 

I think to be effective a program needs to get resources from a num
ber of contributors, 'as well as State and local government and, to some 
(·xtent, the Federal Government. So I don"t envision, however, any 
situation where the program can become self-sustaining just to charge 
fees and things like that. I think when we do that we will change the 
~haracter of the program somewhat. 

So, I think them are a number of options, local options, State op
tions. find private resource options that can sustain the program over 
~), perioa of years. . . 

1\1:1'. KASrnN1\mmR. I regret to inteJ:rnpt at this point, but the second 
bells for a reeorded vote nave sounded, and those of us here have to 
leave for the I-Iouse floor. Therefore, we win recess for 10 minutes. I 
know the gentleman from New York, 1\1:1'. Scheuer, has questions. If 
the panel will be patient, I think there are some other questions sev
eral of us might want to ask. Accordingly, the subcommittee will re
cess for 10 minutes. 

rBrief recess for 1\fe1l1bers to vote.1 
:Mr. KAsTEN1\mIER. The meeting will come to order. 
,Vhen we recessed, the gentleman from North Carolina was in the 

pl.'ocessof asking questions, so I think we will call on the gentleman 
from North Oarolina, Mr. Broyhill. 
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1\1:1'. BROYHILL. One other question with regard to finallCil1O'. Do 
you have any additional financing at this time other than the F~deral 
grant~ 

:M:r. SLAYT?N. vVe are just in the process of hopefully processing a 
1-year extensIOn grant through LEAA for a total of $160 000 rou<Yhly 
10 percent of which is required to be a local match. vVe llave m~de d 
reques~ t? the City CounciJ of Atlanta as well as the Fulton County 
CommIssIOn to come up wIth the match. That is the only additional 
moneys now that we are a.ttel!lpting to generate. 

I-Iowever, we are also In the process of hopefully contractin<Y with 
t~le ~tat~ to provide s?me training to .the people in the area of ~auca
tIOn In dIspute resolutIOn which will generate some funds as well that 
we can apply to the match requirement. 

So, at this point, those are the only non-Federal resources that are 
llOpefully looming on the horizon. 

Judge ETHERIDGE. ~Iay I add to that, because I think I want to 
lnak~ a little m.ore optimistic statement than that, because we are not 
lV?rr:Ied about It. ,Ve feel goo~ about the fact that the cOlmty com
m~sslOn has ~een very supportIve and impressed, and we .think they 
WIll approprIate funds, but there is something else I would like to 
comment on. 

In our group of mediators, plus our staffing, we have developed a 
VBl'Y, very fine 'expertise in the field of mediation. This is a special 
skill, and tl~anks to ~~s. Primm's 'York ~n overseeing this mediation, 
we have a hIghly qualIfied group OT medmtors, and we are not elnbar
rasse4 at all to. say to, all:y.body in the country tluy,t t!ley are available 
to trn:m others In mediatIOn. As Mr. Slayton Just indIcated, we believe 
we will shortly have a contract with the State to train various State 
employees in the field of mediation. ,Ve think this is an evangelical 
kind of thing to do, and we are going to do that. 

One of the things we are determined to do in Atlanta is to accom
plish these two goals: One, that we would be self-sufficient with re
spect to the Federal Government, and two, that we will replicate or 
see that things are replicated that work in Atlanta. For example, 
almost every week-~1s. Primm might wish to comment on this-we 
hear from other people around the country. She has taught in Reno, 
Nev., at the Judicial College, and she and Mr. Slayton are going 
about the cOlmtry teaching in this subiect. We use mediators to teach, 
and we think we can use that kind of skill to generate funds for the 
center-as~ f?r ex~mpJe, the contract with the State: ,Ve are trying 
~o use every ImagInatIve way we ~an to be self-sufficIent, and just as 
Importantl~ to share w~lat ,,:e tlunk are the ve~y important lessons 
that are. bemg lea,rned :l,n thIS field. We recognIze that the Atlanta 
Center, like Kansas City and Los Angeles, exist principally because 
they are experimental and their mission is to do such a good job that 
others around the country will adopt this teclmique, and ,ve think 
greatly enhance access to justice, greatly improve court congestion, 
though we don't want to promise.too much there, and greatly enlarge 
the participation of ,people in the communities, in the" whole area of 
dispute resolution: ' 

, 1\1:s .. PnunI. I would briefly like to state along those lines I think 
the most encouraging thing about this potenti~lly 95 percent sure con
tract from the State of Georgia in the field of education, teaching 
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mediators, people to mediate educational problems, is that tIllS con .. 
tract came completely out of the blue. We all know a lot of people ill 
the State and Judge Etheridge knows a lot of people elsewhere, but 
as far as this particular contract, these peol)le came to us and said we 
have heard of your good work; we need mediators; we want you to 
do it; and that was particularly gratifying to us, because it was not 
an area in which we had concentrated any particular efforts. 

Second, I think the point Judge Etheridge I'-1ade about the media
tors being sort of the public relations people, it, really has proven to 
be so. We have found over and over again that the mediators sell the 
program, whether they ,be at a party or at a meeting, or whatever. 

,Ve found last year when the State Bar of Georgia asked us to par~ 
ticipate in .the street law seminar which emanated from Washington 
to in fact teach educators all about law so they would understand 
what their students were talking about, ~l.nd maybe help them to stay 
out of the judicial system, if possible, they came to us and said would 
you do a 2-hour component on the center on mediation. ,Ve decided 
q.uicldy that the best way to do that would be to demonstrate a media
tIon rather than talking for 2 hours. That has been our format all 
through this whole 18 months, and every time we do it, we 'have an 
overwhelming' response and enthusiasm for the process because people 
are excited by the process when they see it. 

~1r. lCAsTEN)IEillR. One of the concerns, particularly of consumer 
groups who are interested in minor dispute resolution, is that the 
various bills do not contain a great deal of money. The limited re
sources-and indeed I note that they are cut back from even last 
year's bill-will have t.o underwrite resolution of many types o:f minor 
disputes. Therefore, from a consumer standpoint, these groups hope 
the forums would be more or less consumer-oriented. This is because 
they feel there are so few dollars to go around that it woulclnot fully 
give impetus to the resolution of consumer disputes. 

I wonder i£ you have any comment on that. 
Mr. SLAYTON. I think it is very difficult, if I hear your question cor

rectly, to talk about priorities in terms of types of cases. ,Ve think 
that there is very little difference in handling a case, whether it is con
sumer or anything else. ,V" e don't handle consumer cases any differently 
than any other kind of caSe. I don't think emphasizing consumer dis
putes at the expense of other disputes will be helpful in the long run. 
I think that people need to know any kind of a problem they might 
have can be potentially handled by a center is a valuable resource. 

The fact of the matter is, as I mentioned earlier, that the bulk of our 
cases, 21 percent, again the single largest category is consumer 
disputes. 
. The only way I ~uess I can respond to your question is simply saying 
that giving us' or l).aving the flexibility, shall we say, to deal with as 
wide a range as possible of disputes will probably enable us to do more 
in the area of consumer cases, period. If we become labeled as a con,. 
sumer-only l)rogram or a landlord/tenant-only program, then I think 
over a period of time people will lose. sight of the fact that 'we can and 
do have the capability to handle any other number of types of disputes. 

1\11'. KASTENl\IEIER. For example, let's discuss the situation of a mer
chant who has difficulty collecting from persons. Should that mer;
chant have access to an mformal formn due to the fact that if he went 
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through normal litigaHon, like a garnishment proceec1ing,or some 
other-it differs from State to State-whatever it may be, that that 
litigation would be more expensive and slower and less likely to re
~olve the dispute ~ Should these considerations apply to the merchant 
III an equal manner as they apply to the consumer ~ . . 

~fr. SLAYTON. We think they should. We have not had a sIgnIficant 
number of complaints that ('inanate from merchants. "\Ve have had 
some. "\Vhat we do find related to that, however, is that many times 
consumers who have been served with initial kinds of indication that 
legal action may ensue if they don't become current financially, wiU 
come to us and say you help me. liVe will contact the merchant or the 
creditor, and if th6Y are willing to come in and sit down and work out 
payment schedules, ths.t has been effective. I think Edie might want to 
add to that. 

~fs. PRIMl\f. One of our most successful and earliest cases involved 
just such a situation in which a furniture company had a default 
judgment against a gentleman, and they were going to put a lien on 
his property. He was a taxi driver, and this company had made OVBr 
50 contacts in a 2-year period, alIa the man's defense was he had bee,n 
living with a woman, s,nd they bought the furniture, and then she left 
and took it with her, and that he shouldn't pay for it. So he didn't 
lUlclerstand that his name was on the contract. The furniture company 
had been ve~y sympath~t.ic, and they were willing to meet, if we would 
take. a medIator to theIr company. So we did, and I went with the 
medIator, and we got down to, I think the outstandino- agreement was 
$350. He finaUy didn;t pay the last $10, but within 2 years they col
le~ted $?O. In about 8 months the,y got the balance of the $350, except 
mums $.1.0 ; so they were. pleased with it. 

~fr. I{ASTENl\rnIER~ Z!udge Etheridge; I assume that you have had 
some working knowledge, of various alternatives, various forms other 
than ~he model used at Atla~ta designated neighborhood justice center. 

Is It part of your expec0ation that the models underwritten will 
differ greatly fron~ the neighborhood justice center, or will you tend 
to em.ulate that wlpch you locally have found working so well ~ In the 
questIon I am askmg,for example, Dbvio1Jsly there is extensive USe of 
,:hat is termed mediation here and obvious'ly in the Atlanta institu
tIonal referral, and oth.er ~nodel~ don't seem nec~ssarily to involve 
~hat. ~ome are very passIve In theIr form of resolutIOn. Are you famil
Iar Wltl~ th~se other types of models and do you think they are worthy 
of fundmg In ts:rms of variations ~ 

Judge ETHERIDGE. I am familiar, ~hough I say with great deference 
to you and the others of the commIttee and Dan :McGillis here that 
I .am ~10 expert on anything, but certainly if I may respond with that 
dlsclanner, yes, there are many alternatives, and yes, I think we should 
try as many as we ca.n. But we have somehow got to stop inventino- the 
!Vhe~l again every ti:r~e. We have just got to stop that. Our syste~ of 
JustIce can't tolerate that. The people of this country need disputes 1'e
so~vecl. We dOI?-'t I~Md to sta~'t out in every State, 50· States, with a· new 
llelghborhood Justlce center Idea. We have done that .. 

To the extent. those th~gs are wor:king, they need to be replicated 
somep.la~e else, If appr.oprIa~e. Th~t IS why the resource center is ex
tremely Important. It IS an Incredlble waste of money to restudy the 
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same thing over and over again. It is unfair to the public and shouldn't 
be tolerated. 

So the resource center, I think, is extremely important in that it will 
collect those things which will have succeeded and hopefully wash out 
those things which were flighty ideas, which were good, but which are 
flighty and didn't work. . 

There are many difIerent models, as you know. In Columbus, Oldo, 
they have the night court situation. There H,re all sorts of bad checks 
kinds of courts. JP's, if properly trained, can do things, which should 
be encouraged, Judge Beresford, in San J'ose, has a court that deals 
with civil complaints, and so forth, and I think those thin,p's ought to 
be, encouraged .. I think the only limitations that we have is;' our c10sed 
mmd, and I thmk that the system can be used to getoutsicle the court
room environment and deal with problems in other environments. 

}\1~·. 1CASTENl\fEIER. I want to make sure I understand you, because 
I tlunk what yon suggested is thnt we should stop experimenting, 
that w~ al~eady have learned enough about this, and it is a question 
of rephcatIng the successful models. Is that what you said ~ 

~udg:e ETHERIDGE. No, I didn't say that. "\Ve should replicate that 
wl11ch IS successful, but we should never stop experimenting. When 
you see a good lawyer, he neiTer stops thinking up new ideas, and one 
shoul~ alw~ys try that. By 110 meR~1s would I suggest we should stop 
exp?1'lll1entll~g. "\Ve should stop trYIng the same things that have been 
falling year-~n and year-out. For example, we have got to figure out 
t~lat at l~ast In many o~ these c~urts'ye are deciding the .w~ong ques
tIon. It IS not approprIate to shgnmhze someone as a cl'lmInal when 
~le has been trying to resolve the dog barking problem. The question 
I~ how do you get the dog to stop barking. That can he solved by get
tmg tl~e t'"':o neighbors together and putting the dog ill a pen or 
sometlllng hIm that. ~on't you see ~ "\Yhat \ye hn.ve done is say because 
of the court of law, It, therefore, must deal with the other question: 
who is the criminal ~ And that is a box we should vet out of, you see. 

No, I think this is one of the most exciting fielc1~, and I tliink the 
reason the Federal Government should keep on keepinO" on here is 
!hat. you ca~ tea~h this country that there are other wa}';'s to achieve 
JustIce, not Just In the confines of the rigid judicial system. 

~Ir .. 1CASTENMEillR. The committee is very indebted to you, Judge 
E~herIc1ge~ you, ~fr. Slayton, and ~fs. Primm, for your appearance 
tIns l110rnmg. You h~ve been. very helpful, primarily because you 
have first-ha~d e.xperIence wInch ,,:e can apply to our assessment of 
what th~ legIslatIOn ought to look hIm, or what it should accomplish. 
I cOmplml(mt you alJ. 

Thank you very much. . 
Next will be the last p~iilel of-che morning. It consists of Dr. Daniel 

l\:[cGillis, research fellow at the Center for Criminal .r ustice, Hftr
yard Law School. 1-1e has done extensive research on the sub;ect of 
the dispute processing mechanisms. He is co-author of a LEAA 
monograph on neighborhood justice center analysis of potential 
models. 

Also, Dr. Royer F. Cook, president, Institute for Social Analysis, 
Reston, Va. His company has been evaluating the three neighborhood 
justice centers referred to before (Atlanta, 1Cansas City, and Los 
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Angeles). I-Ie has issued an interim report which was published last .. 
December with the final report due next December. C . t 

Al :&{s Linda Sin o'er director of the Center for ' omm~ull y 
J usti~~' in ,~T aShingtoll, pa;tner of the law fir111 of Goldfar.b, Slll~er 
&; Austern. She has practiced law for the past 11 years, whIch aft t l~ 
same time authoring several books: She recentlJ; worked as c1nt-u an

f for the Legal Services CorporatIOn, on the Is~ue of r:eso u IOn. 0
0

• 

minor disput.es. :&1:s. Si.ngel: is welll~own to tIllS commIttee, havlllo 
worked with It on occasIons m the past. h 11 d t 

Panel, please come forward. You are wel~ome, and.you sa. e. er
mine who shall proceed. In any event, I WIll ask, WIthout op]ech~r:' 
tllat all your statements aI~d the statements of the prece

1
dlllg tWtt: 

nesses with attachments, WIll be a part o~ the record. T lese s, a e 
ments' will be reprinted in the formal hearIng record at the start of 
your respective oral testimony. 

PANEL ON RESEARCH: DR. DANIEL McGILLIS, lUi~SEARCH FELLOW, 
CENTER FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE, HARVARD LAW SCHOOLj DR. 
ROYER F. COOK, PRESIDENT, INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL ANALYSIS, 
RESTON, VA.; LINDA R. SINGER, ESQ., DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR 
COMMUNITY JUSTICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Dr. :&1:CGILLIS. Thank you, :&1:r. Ch:;tirman. I apl~reciate: the.oppori 
tunity to comment on the proposed ~hspute r~sol~tlOn legIslatIOn anc· 
its prospects for improving our delIvery. of :J1 .. ~stlCe. I have been co~
ductin o' research on a ran o'e of mechanIsms m the past fe~:fl Y. ear s, 
and I thouO'ht in the next 'lew minutes, I would comment brIe' y 011 

three issue; that I touch on in my written staten~ent: t1?-e type~l of 
local programs I think should be funded; the qualIty. of JustIce lat 
is l:i:;-cly to be rende.red by th~se programs; and the ISSue of how to 
enCourage local fundmg of pl:oJects. . . . 
. [The statement of Dr. DanIel :&1:cGilhs follows. ] 

S F DR. D 'NIEL MCGILLIS RESEARCH FELLOW, CENTER FOR CRIMINAL TATEMENT 0 ~ , 
.JUSTICE, HARVARD LAW SCHOOL 

Mr. Chairman: I am a researcher .at Harvard L!lw Sch?ol's ~en\er for Cri~n~ 
nal Justice. I have been conducting research on mnovative dlsrU e l7~ess:~lb 
mechanisms and recently coauthored a monograph for the Depa:: men 0 ~lS ICe 
titled" "Nei"'hborhood .Justice Centers: An Analysis of PotentIal MOdels'

t 
Th3 

stUdy' was ~ommissi'oned by the National Institute of Law Enfor~emen . au s 
Criminal .Justice to provide a review and analYSis of ~'epresent!ltlve ~~o.lectd 
providing mediation and/or arbitration for the processIllg 0i mmo~ ~~l 1~t 
criminal disputes. The study was conducte.d under a contrac awar eo. 
Associates Inc. (A copy of the monograph IS attached).. . D' 

I appreciate the owortuni~y to con;ment ~pon the varlO(~ ier~8~~s ~ ihe37I~~ 
ute Resolution Act now belllg conSIdered III Congress .. . ' .. i~ 

P d S 423) The bills respond toa well documented need for Impr?Vements 
6~r cl~rrent 'methods of processing disputes. Nume~olls research studIes an\go:-

l1ln tal commissions have established the maJor problen:s of the com; s In ~~nd:(1' minor disputes including limits in access due to hIgh costs,extenc1ed 
delays, ~nd practical limitations in the lIse of .adjudication ~o r~olve ~omal~l: 
underlying Gonflicts between disputants" Th~ Dlspu~e Reso~utlOn esom.ce. e b
tel' and the program of financial assistant to mnoyative proJe?ts ca? proVld~ su 6{ 
stantial guIdance in efforts to reduce these chromc problems lin om; proce~l~gfor 
minor disputes, and the dl'afters of .the cur~ent ~ills !3hould be commen e 
their careful and thoughtful preparation of th'ls legIslation. 

. r 

I would like to comment briefly regarding a number of facets of the bills in 
light of what I have observed in my research on dispute processing mechanisms. 

APPROPRIATE TYPES OF DISPUTES FOR PBOCESSING 

The three bills seem to address substantially different 'types of disputes. The 
Senate version refers to "disputes involving small amounts of money 01' otherwise 
arising in the course of daily life" as the appropriate focns of the proposed 
dispute resolution mechan'isms. 1\:[r. Eckbardt's bill uses the phrase "minor con
sumer disputes and any other minor civil disputes," and 1\:[1'. Kastenmeier's 'bill 
(R.R. 2863) refers to mechanisms for the resolution of "minor disputes." 

'l'lle phrase disputes "otherwise arising in tIle course of daily life" in the Sen
ate liill can presumably be construed to expand the bill to include a wide range of 
additional non-monetary dispntes. But this phrase does not 'appear widely 
throughout the bill, and "state systems" are concisely defin.ed as all state spon
sored mechanisms "for the resolUtion of consumer disputelJ and other civil dis
putes not involving large amounts of money." The Office of General Counsel of 
tIle IJaw Enforcement Assistance Administration notes in a recent docnment 
that, "the general rule of statutory interpretation is that if the statuory language 
is clear and unambiguous, it means exactly what it says j but if the language is 
ambiguous, it must be interpreted in accordance wHh the legislative history." 
l\Iy reading of the Senate bill and the Eckhardt bill is that the language quite 
clearly rules out the inclusion of criminal justice mechanisms. If this is not in
tended, this point should be clarified in the bill's legislative history (e.g. com
mittee reports, statements by .floor managers of the bill in floor debates, etc.) or 
through a revision of the language of the bIll. The phrase "minor disputes" in the 
Kastenmeier version seems appropriately broad, and I recommend that this lan
guage be .adopted in the House version Of the bill 'and in any subseqnent conference with the Senate, 

The importance of clearly including both civil and criminal mechanisms has 
been noted by the American Bar Association in a letter from !its president ,to 
Senator Kennedy on March 7, 1978; by ProfeSsor Frank Sander of Harvard TJaw 
School an his testimony before the House Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liber
ties and the Administration of .Justice on .July 27, 1978 j and by Raymond 
Shonholtz, Director of the San Francisco Community Board Program, in his 
tesbimony before the same committee on August 2, 1978. The arguments for in
clusion of both civil and criminal matters typically include: (1) the great diffi
culties in categoriZing numerous minor disputes as strictly civil or cri'lllinal 
(e.g., an assault may be prosecuted as a criminal charge or treated as a tort 
case in the civil courts or both), (2) the common circumstance of civil disputes 
leading to criminal acts (e.g., a longstanding unpaid debt among neighbors re
suIting in a flstfight), and (3) the potential confusion and alienation of citizens 
if their case is rejected for processing by a mechanism deSigned to increase 
.access to justice due to what the citizen perceiYes as a la\vyer's "minor technicality." 

All .of the projects which I studied in my research for the Department of 
.Justice processed both civil and criminal matters. T:le l\iiami, Los Angeles, and 
Atlanta dispute settlement projects catsgorize 25, 59, and 60 percent of their 
caseloads respectively as being civil in nature (consumer/merchant, landlord/ 
tenant, etc.). Many of the mediation and arbitration projects have developed 
close working relationships with theIr local Small Olaims Courts, consumer pro
grams and l.'elated mechanisms as well as with the pOlice, prosecutor and crimi'nal courts. 

Recent research has indicated the striking need for alternative means of 
processing many minor criminal matters. And preliminary date suggest that such 
.prO{'essing is, in fact, effective. Research on the New York courts by the Vera 
'Institute of Justice :and on the Washingtoll, D.C. 'Courts by the Institute for 
Law and Social Research (INSLA W) both have persuasively demonstrated the 
'courts' difficnlties in handling criminal cases in which the defendant and victim 
had a pdor relationship. Such cases comJ;>l.'ise a large pl,'oportion Of the court's 
caseload (e.g. 56 percent of Violent crime cases nnd 47 percent of combined vio'" 
lent and property crime cases in New Yorlr City). IiI New York, the majority 
()fsuch cases are dismissed due to lack of complainant cooperation. In Wash
ington 75 percent ofnssauIt cases involve persons with prior relationships and 
llearly90 percent of these cases are dismissed. Both studies cilll for alternatives 
to the present choice betw~en full prosecution and outright dismissal and rec
Ommend mediation as a promiSing option. A recent study Of five Flol'ida medill:-
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tion projects has strongly supported the use of mediation in criminal cases. The 
research was sponsored by the Florida Supreme Court and involved a study of 
over 2,500 mediation cases. 'l'he researchers concluded that the projects were 
effective for both civil and criminal cases but that "disputants referred to (medi
ation) :programs by criminal justice personnel were the most l:lkely to appear 
for sclleduled hearings, reach agreements, and be satisfied with the (mediation} 
process." Preliminary research findings from the Institute tor Social Analysis 
study of the Justice Department Neighborhood Justice Centers (in Atlanta, 
Kansas City, and Los Ang-eles) also indicate that criminal justice system refer
rals are more likely to result in hearings than other types . .Assault and battery, 
assault, and harassment make up a large propol'tion of many project caseloads 
(e.g. approximately 37 percent for the five Florida projects). Some assault 
cases among acquaintances can eventually lead to homicides, and the INSLA "\V 
data for Washington, D.C. indicate that 75 percent of hOnllcides occur among 
individuals with prior relationships. Mediation can provide a valuable alterna
tive to the dismissal of such assault cases and may provide a 'll1eans for reducing 
spiraling violence among acquantances. 

In short, the applica.tion of a sharp distinction between minor and civil and 
criminal cases does 110t seem to be practical or advisable in light of the experi
ence of projects processing both types of cases. The testimony last year of 
higilly regarded experts hefore the Honse Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liber
ties and the Administration of Justice has outlined these difficulties in detail. 
The civil/criminal distinction is particularly indefensible in the conduct of re
search by the Dispute Resolution Resource Center. The aa)pal'ent limitation \)f 
comprehensive surveys of state and local dispute resolution mechanisms to civil 
torums in S. 423 and H.R. 3719 would result in a large expenclitur,e of tuuds 
tor data of highly dubious utility. Citizens simply do not 'Consistently respect 
the legal distinctions bebveen civil and criminal matters and bring many of 
their "civil" cases to the police, criminal prosecuto.rs, clerks of criminal courts 
and so forth. Some of these agencies simply l'eject these cases out of hand while 
others provide valuable referral service s, att·empts at mediation, etc, Tllese 
mechanisms would need to be carefully studied in any comprehensive study of 
state mechanisms for the resolution of minor disputes. 

Both the California Rnd Florida state legislatures have recently developed 
proposals for state support of new dispute processing mechanisms (see Califor
nia Assembly Bill 2763 and Florida Senate Bill 1296), and both of these bills 
have taken the .approach ot clearly specifying both criminal and civil mecha
nisms. A similar broad approach should be taken by the federal government in 
its development of the Dispnte Resolution Program. Limiting the bill to civil 
mechanisms would be very harmful to the financial assistance portion of the 
program by severely constricting room for experimentation and would also be 
harmful to the Resource Center's research because of the complex interdepeml
encies of the criminal and civil dispute processing mechanisms to be studied. 

LOCAL FUNDING 

Many apparently successful programs terminate nfter the federal funds run 
out. Rein and Miller have written extensively about the problems o.f transfer
;ring federal demonstration projects to local funding, and have noted, "Whnt 
about the morning after the wedding'? Who will pay for feliCity during the long 
years ahead, at steadily increaSing prices? Cities have limited tax bases. Boards 
shy away from projects with increasing budgets-the standard of efficiency is 
often meaf;mred by low cost, not high yield. "\Vho will keep the project going"?" 
Criminal justice projects funded by the Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis
tration block grant funds have often experienced great difficulties in receiving 
continued funding from local governments even jf impressive achievements have 
been documented by the projects. 

The Resource Center could explore optimal levels of funding for projects to 
avoid the common problem of extremely well funded federal demonstration 
projects which no city budget could hope to support. Some projects have been 
quite succ.esstul with relatively modest budgets (e.g., $4:3,000 J)er year in Colum
bus and $65,000 per year in Rochester). One technique for keeping costs low is 
the use of :vo.lunteers. The Atlanta Neighborhood Justice Center has involved 
many vo.lunteers in case intake; the Chapel Hill, North Carolina Dispute Set
tlement Center is totally run ,by volunteers with a projected .annual cost of ap
proximately $3,'500 including the CQst ot renting an attractive office suite. A 
recent Gallup Po.ll (November 30, 1978) reported that 69 percent of those sur-
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veJ~e(~ .sta~ed th~t "the?, :vou~cl be willing to engage in specific neighborhood 
aC~1'':ltIe7~ mcludmg assIsbn9' III the per~ormance of some neighbo.rhood sociaL 
serVIces ?u a volunteer baSIS. Many proJects have verified Gallup's finding; for 
~xample, m San Jose over 300 people volunteered to serve as mediators follow
rug a ~ew~paper description of the local project. Citizens appear to find involve
ment m dIspute set~lement projects to be very rewarding, and pro.jects should 
tap the vast reserVOIr of volunteer help available to them. Possibilities for ustl)er 
':free" com~nunit;; space for project serv~c~s should al:;;o be investigated (e.g: 
churches, YMOA s, schoo.ls, etc.), and shdlllg scale charo'es for new projects 
could be explored. b 

The new dispute processing mechanisms could provide a major reform in our 
SOciety's w~ys .of ?and!ing .disputes but to accomplish this acbievement they 
!leed to be lllstItuhonalized 111 local budgets. At present, little is known regard
mg methods for institutionalizing successful projects, and the Resource Center 
could study this problem in its efforts to assist the new projects tunded by the 
Dispute Resolution Program. 

:E.'0ur additional problem are likely to apprar in the COUl'se of the implemen
tfl:bon o~ th~ Dispute Resol~lt!On Program. These problems will need to. be dealt 
WIth pnmal'lly ~y the admllllstrato.rs of the federnl and local programs rather 
than by the legIslature but are sufficiently important to warrant mentio.n on 
the record and considerntion in legislative drafting. 

THE QUALITY o.F JUS'rICE 

Careful conside::atlon needs to be given to the quality 'of justice rendered by 
the new alt~rnabve mechanisms for dispute processing. Three major fears 
ha-:e. been :o.lCed ;recently ill this regard, (1) will the U;>I'ograms provide a crude 
ana Im:precI~e form of justice? (2) will they ,primarily serve the disadv.antaged 
and be Identified as s.e~ond rate justice for the poor? 'and (3) will they inhibit the 
conduct of needed litIgatio.n for major and recurrent abuses of the disadvan
taged by the powerful? 

The COllcern regarding impreciSion and unfairness in alternative forums re
quires sophisticated 'Comparative research for an answer. Some observers fear 
th~t since the new mechanisms will not provide the full panoply of due process 
safeguards, their judgments may be unsound. Chief Justice Warren Buro'er has 
challenged tlllS view and has sugg~sted that we suffer trom "our wil1ing~ess to 
assume that the more complex the process, the more refined and deliberate the 
procedure, the better the quality of justice which results." He added that we 
should "inquire whether our fascinatio.n with procec1ure with leo-al tests-often 
now .involving three or four tiers deep-has not led to ~ smug :ssumption that 
confllcts c~n be solved (jnly by law-b:ained people." Anne Strick has cataloged 
pressures 1ll the adversary system which at times can lead to imprecise judg
ments in here r~cent. boo)\: "rnju~tice for All." Earl Johnson, of the University 
of S~uthern ~ah~orJ1la, h~~ pro.YIded u concrete example of the potential pal'l1-
dox 111 ..the ~Ifferm9 preCISlOn of adjudication and alternative approaches. He 
llo~es, Irol11cally! I~ the real world even due process notions actually may 
weIgh n:or; ?eavlly III favor of the amateur, informal forums. As a practical 
matter! 111 mmor' criminal and civil cases, the disputant's cho.ice may be between 
a h~rrled five-nlinute hearing before an ovenvol'ked, often distracted judge, and. 
a leIsurely, thorough oue .01' two-hour ~x~lllinatio.u of his case by a panel of 
laymen .: . It .would reqlllre some sophIstIcated research to ascertain whether 
a pro~ess~onal Judge ~an uncover more salient facts and render a sounder juc1g
~~ent III five .01' ten m11lu~es than a lay tribunal. could ill all hour or t'\yO, But it 
IS no.t self-,eYl~ent that, glven the practicnl constraints of time and resources the 
co.urt would YIeld better results. ~'he fairer forum may well turn out to b~ the 
less formal Ol~e." Tlle. ~esoul'ce Center should. commission research to. investi
gat~ th~ r~atlve pre~lslon and fairness o.f such mechaIllsms as mediation anel 
arbItratlOlllll comparIson to adjudication. . 

The concern regarding alternative projects being viewed as poverty program 
efforts is a very legitimate one. Even if research demonstrated that such proj
ects rendered very just deCiSions, the appearance of· second rate justice mia'lit 
still attach to. them if ouly poo~ people used them. Efforts should be mac1e~ to 
encoul'.age the u~e of tllesa projects by a wide variety of individuals drawn frolll 
all Socl.o-economlc group~. TIle ReS?lU'ce Center .s11ould monitor the types of clien
te~e usmg these lllechamsms and ll1vestigate ways of insuring their use by the 
mIddle class as well as the poor. 
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The third concern noted earlier is the fear that non-judicial dispute resolu
tion mechanism will inhibit needed litigation of recurrent abuses. This concern 
also wa.rrants efforts on the part of the Resource Center. Patterns of abuse by 
some companies, landlords, etc. may indeed reqnire adjudicated solutions. Mech
anisms for identifying patterns of abuses should be incorporated in projects 
if deemed appropriate so that victims of an individual or organization which 
has received repeated complaints could be 'advised tthat given the offender's past 
record adjudication may be advisable. Staff members of the current Neighbor
hood .Tustice Centers h'llve noted that they readily spot repeat offenders. When 
project caseloads become very large a systematic means of identification will 
probably be needed. Mediation iProjects cannot become involved in any adjudi
catory efforts because of the possibility of the project losing its image of neu
trality. Clients can be advised that adjudication may be necessary, however, with
out Violating the project's neutral position. 

In short concerns regarding the quality of justice rendered by non-judicial 
dispute settlement projects require ~reful !attention. As was noted earlier, 
research may indicate that the innovative projects are even superior to adjudica
tion in precision in some circumstances. 

JUDGING PROJECT SUCCESS 

At present the complex trade-offs between different project goals have .not 
been carefully thought out (e.g. high quantity vs. high quality case processmg, 
time consuming but high impact group dispute resolution vs. more rapid individual 
dispute resolution, justice system assistance vs. community assist~nce, etc.). 
In the absence of such a conceptualization many projects and fundmg sources 
appear to have resorted to caseload size as the prime in~e~ of project D:~hieve
ment. Such a criterion for success can lead to competItion among dIfferent 
agencies in a community for cases and an unwillingness to refer cases to other 
perhaps more appropriate forums. The caseload size criterion also discriminates 
against projects relying on community rather than justice system referrals be
cause of the additional time required by these projects to deyelop credibility, 
projects which focus upon time consuming intergroup disputes, projects which 
attempt in part to serve as a referral clearinghouse, etc. The Atlanta N.J.C. has 
noted that its goal for monthly case hearings is approximately 75 per month. This 
would result in 900 hearings per year. How can the adequacy of this goal be 
assessed? In comparing the goal to the achievements of other similar projects 
it can be seen that 900 hearings per year is less than half the number occurring 
in the Miami Citizen Dispute Settlement Project and yet project costs are quite 
similar (approximately $125,000 for Atlanta and $150,000 for Miami). But ·the 
Miami project hearings are approximately half as long in duration as the 
Atlanta hearings (roughly 40 minutes in Miami vs. 80 minutes in Atlanta) ; 
tIle hearings are held in space donated to the project (courtrooms) rather 
than in a separate facility having a more relaxed and informal atmosphere, 
and the Miami project has a higher ratio of referrals proceeding to hearings 
pe.rhaps due to the use of court stationery to request respondent attendance 
ratber 'than the less coercive project stationery in Atlanta. If the Atlanta 
project were willing to decrease hearing length so that mediators could proc
ess more cases per session, use free but formal government facilities for hearings 
and apply more coercion to respondents to attend hearings, then the higher goal 
of 2,000 hearings per year might be appropriate. 

Evaluated data are needed to determine what types of modification may in 
fact be appropriate. The directors of the Miami project stress that the reduced 
hearing length is not harmful to the quality of settlements, tbe use of courtrooms 
for hearings increases the seri{)usness of disputants and willingness to delll ef
fectively with their problem, and the implicit coercion in the project's letters to 
respondents is appropriate to increase respondent attendance; respondents can 
not be helped by the project if they refuse to particiate. (The Rochester American 
Arbitration Association project fund it llecessary to change from project to 
court stationery early in its existence to increase respondent compliance.) At 
present, discussions regardin~ such is~ues as heal'iug length ~nd type {)f facilities 
for Ilearin~s are conducted VIrtually m a vacuum, and detaIled data are needed 
to inform these discussions. For example, merely the knowledge that the use of 
court stationery appears to increase respondent attendance at hearings is :insuf
ficient. These respondents may be less likely to ad.here to agreements because they 
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are less interested in compromlslllg in the firl'lt place and {)nly attend due to 
fear. In short, data. are needed linking reviseu: procedures to the effectiveness 
of case processing (durability of settlements, client satisfaction, etc.) as well as 
to more superficial outcomes such as increased numbers of hearings. It should be 
noted that eyen when such data 'become available other factors will still in
fluence choices among project components. For example, in the sense of the use 
of coercive letters to respondents, some projects may reject such a procedure on 
philosophic grounds even if a higher rate of respondent attendance and durable 
resolution is demonstrated. Other projeds may feel that such coercion is legally 
inappropriate because the disputants are pressured into quasi-judicial proceed
ings without due process safeguards. This concern may be particularly relevant 
in the case of arbitration. A careful balancing of empirical data with value 
judgments will be needed in the development of projects. The implications of 
differing philosophies and goals of projects for caseload size, cost per case, dur
ability of settlements, and related issues should be made explicit and investigated. 

OYERPROMISING POTENTIAL ACHIEVEMENTS 

Many !~esearchers have noted the problems with exaggerated claims for pro
grams and the resulting disappointment when the inflated g{)als are not met. Toby 
has charactedzed the war on poYerty as an exercise in the politics of unrealistic 
expectations, and a quote in a Time article in May 1966, roughly two years after 
the program began, stated that, "the war on poverty has been first in promises, 
first in politics, first in press releases-and last in performance." Edelman's book 
on P{)litics as Symbolic Action amply illustrates the problems with overpromis
ing results for Social programs. Individuals involved in the development of the 
Dispute Resolution Program should keep the lessons of earlier programs in mind 
when l)rogram goals are developed and should carefully consider the potential 
future problems resulting from exaggerated and grandly stated project goals. 
New dispute processing mechanisms may have a profound impact upon court 
caseloads, system costs, neighborhood tension, and other variables in the future 
once progra.ms are firmly esta:blished and integrated into referral networks. In 
the short run, however, programs will need to be carefully nutured. They are 
unlikely to have massive impacts oYernight, and researchers and the public should 
not be misled to anticipate immediate, dramatic results. 

EXCESSIVE BUREAUCRATIZATION 

Researchers have long .:warned about the tendencies of organizations to become 
oyerly bureaucratized. Nejelski notes that this "formalism" results in organiza
tions following "the letter of the law and not its spirit. Their motivation can be 
merely self perpetuati'on, not serYice to tlleir clients." This trend is often ac
companiecl by efforts to modify informal structures into highly formal ones. For 
example, Nejelsld points out that, "The juvenile courts and workmen's compen
sation tribunals after a few decades develop the SDl'.1e rules of evidence, adversary 

. proceedings, hearing 'officers who want to be called judges, and burdensome 
bacldogs which they initially replaced." ~'his type of transf{)rmation could po
tentially occur in any new dispute proceeding forum if program operator~ and 
funding organizations did not gnard against the possibility. Nejels]d has noted 
Jefferson's draconian solution for this problem-a thorough restrncturing of the 
instruments Of government every twenty years. Presumably, this response could 
be avoided if conscientious efforts were made to resist "formaliza.tion.'; In any 
event, program developers should bEl aware of the wen documented tendency of 
organizations to become rigid, overly complex, and unresponsive to their clientele. 

ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROGRA:r.! 

Both House versions of the Dispute Resolution Act llaYe improved upon the 
Senate !bill by reYising the administration structure of the program. In plll'ticular, 
(1) eliL'lination of the national priority program mechanisms, (2) the cbange 
to total discrettonary fuuding, and (3) addition of a Dispute Resolution Advisory 
Board all seem to be advisable. These provisi{)ns should be maintained in any 
House-Senate conference on the bill. 

I woulcl also strongly adyise that the Dispute Resolution Pl'Ogrnm consider 
funcUng comprellellsive networks for the processing of minor disputes in llumber 
of jurisdictions in addition to the funding of isolated projects around the coulltrs. 
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8uch "comprehensive networl;:s" wuuld be comprised ,?f a ~umber of new or i~ll
proved mechanisms in a single jurisdiction processmg dIfferent types of dIS
putes with different approaches. Possible approaches include mediation, 
arbitration ombudsmen, and related procedures, and variations within the pro
cedures (e.g. lengthy mediation hearings focused upon improving commulli~at~oll 
for disputants with ongoing personal relationships vs. britjf phone medIation 
efforts for persons with transitory relationships). An attempt would be m.ade 
in these jurisdictions to coordinate the various mechanisms through approprIate 
central screening and referral mechanisms and disputants could proce~d volun
tarilv to mechanisms providing greater coercive settlement if lesSCOel'CIVe meth
o'ds failed. Present research on the relative effectiveness of different .tYJ?es of 
ai)proaches of .dispute resolution for different types of disput~s could md I,n the 
sfructuring of such comprehensive networks. Such a. coordlllate~ exper.llnent 
would have many benefits. Present efforts to develop Isol:"~,tecl proJects ';Ithout 
taking other existing mechanisms into account have at tImes resulted III turf 
problems among programs, diftlculties in developin~ referral arrangements, and 
~'elu.ted prohlems. The'development of comprehensIve networks ,-"ould take ad
'mntage of the many already existing (lisput~ proc.e~s~ng m~chamsms . spon~ored 
by such groupS as state Oonsumer. Prot~ction DIVISIons, the Bet~er Busmess 
Bureau, professional Boards of RegIstratIOn, courts a~d prosecut~)Is. ~ am cur
rently conducting a study of alternative dispute I1rocessmg mechamsms III !30st~u 
and have found thus far that public awareness of the ll~any ~uch mechalll~ms 111 
Boston is very low and coordination among tJ;e ~echa~lsms IS unsys.tem~tlc and 
often totally lac1dng. Assistance to the states 111 Improvmg f1:nd ~oordm~till.g such 
mechanisms is an essential role for the proposed federal fUlldmg. EffectIve co
{)l'dination of currently existing and new meCh~nisl11s. mar b~ the '~est. method for 
insuring efficient program operation and ultImate IllstitutlOllal1zatlOn of sucll 
projects in local budgets. . ' t 

Once again, I would like to stress m.y support .for the DlsP~lte. ~esolutH~n Ac 
and my appreciation for the opportlllity to testIfy before thIS JOlllt llearmg of 
House JudiciarY and Oommerce subcommittees. The Dispute Resolution Act 
could serve as a valuable catalyst in.improving A~erica~s system. or. ~ustice, a~c1 
the new mecbanisms created by the DIspute ResolutIon Pro.gra~ are lil\..ely.t~ rarse 
provocative and fundamental issues regarding the relatIonshIps of llldlvlcluals 
to one another and to their society. 

Dr. NIcGUJLIS. In regard to the types of programs .to fund, it seems 
clear to me that we need to experiment broadly., I ~lllnk ~hat th~ r:eecl 
for improved access to justice in tIle consumer hOUSlllg, n11110r Crllnlllal 
areas and others is very wen documented, ~l~d I won't go through 
the litany of problems experienced by both cltlzens and the courts ill 
these areas. I think you are an well a ware of them. . 

.As you know, some jurisdictions ~lave begun ~o tes~ new.dlspute 
processing me~h.~nisms, and th~ pr9Jects vary WIdely In theIr cha~
acteristics. TIllS IS a healthy sItuat}On .. We have heard al~eady thIS 
morning about some neighborhood JustIce. center effort~ 'Y111Ch ta~m.a 
broad approach, a:ttempting to handle a wIde !ange of CIVIl and cnIDI
nalmatters. This IS sort of the one-stop shoppIng approach where they 
hope to avoid problems of citizens being hassled by having to go re-
peatedly to different agencies. 

I am 'su1'e you have already heard frOID experts in the consumer area 
about the hIgh level. of specializati?n ill s?me C01~su~l1er ?TIechanisms 
and housing mechanIsms. Other maJor proJect varla!lOns Include who 
runs the proO'ram such as the courts versus more Informal groups; 
dispute Pl'oc~ssing technique such as face-to-face luediation, versus 
phone mediation, and what-not. . . 

The pl'obleil1s addressed by the d~fferent typ~s of mechamsm, I 
think, are very similar and have a baSIC. core that IS co~stant, and that 
is why I feel that we should f~lnd a :vlde range of d}fferent sorts of 
mechanisms. I know some preVIOUS WLtnesses h~ve saId we really are 
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nlixing .apples and .or~nges .when we ~roup together both consumer 
111~cl:a~Isn~s and crI~nmal dlspu~e .proJects. I think we are probably 
·dealmg wlth two dIfferent varIetIes of apples and not apples and 
{)~'anges, and the conceptual similarities are greater than the 
·differences. 

Tl~e ¥ec1eral Government can p~ay a useful role in funding experi
,ment8 In these areas, and we mIght find we need compromise ap
proa~hes we hav~ll't~een yet, such as group of specialized programs for 
JlOusmg, domestIc dIsputes, and other matters, all housed lUlder one 
roof. In .some other jurisdict~on.s we might find that we simply need 
to cool'chnate the already eXIstIng mechanisms and that in fact a 
project that would screen cases and publicize' the exist~nce of the 
,screen~ng mechanism might be n,ll we need. ' 

I tlunk the. Federal effOl'i, if the b~ll is passed, would be likely to 
have a huge 11l1.pact at 'the present tIme. because of the momentml1 
we are seeing nationwide in this area, and I think it is a momentum 
that ~ill fade in du~ course if such legislation is not passed to sup
port ~t, and ~o prOVIde a central clearinghouse for information and 
.experunen'tatlOn. 

You probablJ: know t!lat citizens in many jurisdictions have shown 
a great eleal of Interest 111 these programs. For example a proo-ram in 
San Jose advertised for mediators and received 300 ~ppliC~lts for 
.only 18 slots as :Tol~Ulteers. The B~ston attorney general's progr~m 
,on consumer medIatIOn has 115 mechators at any o"iven time and hun
,d.r~ds ~ore wh? would,like to serve in that cap~city. So I feel that 
·Cltlzenllltel.'est IS very lllgh . .A. lot of programs are being spontaneously 
. '~leveloped aro:und the country, but they need Federal guidance in help
mg to .ascertalll what work~ a~ld 'Yhat doesn't work, and the relatively 
:smalllllVestment of $15 mIllIon In program fundil1O' I think could 

.IX! 1 b t 'f . . b' , pay Ou enormous y, U I It was only put Into the consumer area I 
clunl\: that we would be squanderinO' this o'!'eat momentum occurri~lO' 
'across the country. for ha.ndling a b~oad v~riety of types of dispute:' 
As 1\11'. Slayton .sald earlIer t~)(lay, the .consllller area might actuall.y 
benefit fI'o~n a wIc~e range of dIsputes beIng handled and a wide variety 
of mechanIsms belllf;, fundec1, becaus~ that might increase the visibility 
,.of the whole opel'atIOn, ultImately mcrease the number of consumer 
matters handled. ' 

1\11'. lCAsl'E~MEIER. :May. I interrupt ~lere 011 one point, and this is 
{)~le of ~he pr~l1ary questIOns confrontIng the. committee. You men
boneel, In paSSIng, the Boston panel or whatever it is ~ 

Dr. :McGILLIS. Attorney general complaint. 
. :Ml'. KASTEN1.fEIER. On COllSlUuer mediation. Does this illVolye minor 

{hsputes~ , 
Dr. l\1CGILTJIS. This is a program that has been. established for a 

number of years under the attorney general's office in l\1assachusetts. 
:rhey have established 27 programs, I believe, statewide includino' one 
In Boston. Interestingly, they did that with only $200 000 func1i~O' as 
leverag~-they received an. ap.pl'?p~·iation of $290,000, and the.y got 
the varIOUS 1\1assachusetts Jurlschchons, to pr<?vlde matching lTnited 
,YaJT 1110n~y, and other local funds, and they snnpJy used $200,000 as 
:an 1~1c~lltIye~unc1 to set up the 27 mechanisms. These prograins use 
111edmtIOll. It IS by telephone, as a l'ule. The mediators are students and 
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retired persons typically, and they found, as Linw~)Qd Slayton has 
mentioned that these consumer matters are oftentImes very much 
amendable' to telephone conciliation. You don't have to bring the 
parties face to face often. . . 

Mr. KAsTEN~rEmR. I guess my qu,estIOn IS, as one who prefers a broad 
approach to the minor dispute resolution program, should we make a 
consumer mediation model such as Boston has or someplace else has 

, impermissible under the legisl~tion; that is to say, must e!l-ch m?~el 
be exclusively broad ~ I would like to know the answer to tlns qu.eStIOn 
because ~1r. Eckhardt and ~1r. Broyhill are concerned about it. 

Dr. :MCGILLIS. Absolutely not. I think we have to investigate the 
effectiveness of specialized mech~nisms. as wep as th~ broad ones. I 
think the bill would make a serIOUS mIstake In fundmg only broad 
proo-rams, because It might turn out that the Attorney General-type 
offi~ or the executive office of consumer affairs-type model under the 
Governor mio-ht be best, for consumer problems, because you might 
,need the clout of sponsorship by a ~igh ~uthority. Also the :people .in 
such an office might be able to ,?e traIned ll~ consumer p:ote~tIOn legls
lation more thoroughly than III broad llelghborhood JustIce centers. 
But we don't know that yet. It could also be that a broad program like 
the Atlanta one could end up being a better approach for the consumer 
and have a higher rate of success. 

So I think it is an open question. I .. think the consumer advocates 
might be riO"ht. We don:t know. I think we should spend the money 
broadly andofind out, and I th~nk in th~ long run the consu~ler groups 
will, in fact, benefit from tIns. Certamly none of the neIghborhood 
justice centers are anticonsumer in any way. These programs seek out 
consumer matters, just as they also seek out the other types of matters. 

I have just two other brief points. I think the resource center can 
clearly provide a wide range of services, and in particular, I would 
hope that it would provid~ some useful insights' lnto the quality .of 
justice rendere~l by th~ proJects. As y:ou kn0:W, some haye s~tld me4Ia
tion projects wIll prOVIde a crude and ImpreCIse form of JustIce. I tlunk 
we need research in this area comparing mediation programs to the 
courts. I suspect that the long hearings that you get in many of these 
progra~s, 1112- to 2-hour hearings, J?-1ight provide.a greater degree 
of justIce than you get before a harrIed exh3:us~ed Judge who has 15 
minutes to spenc} on a case, but we ne~d soplllstIc~ted r~search o~ ~he 

-comparative eqUIty of case outcomes, dIsputant satIsfactIOn, durabIlIty 
of settlements and related measutes. 

Some others have said these nonjudicial projects are going to .be 
second-class justice for the poor. Linwood Slayton noted that earlier 
todj,y. I think that is a critical point. I would hope the resour~e center 
would monitor caseloads around the country and attempt to find ways 
to encourage middle-class usage of the programs so they don't have the' 
image of being programs for the poor. 

Others have said the projects will inhibit needed litigation of re
current a:buses that occur. For example, in the Massachusetts Attorney 
General's office, I Imow Paula Gold, who operated that program for lli 

long time, has an anecdote about an auto dealer that had 500 com
plaints registered against it at the complaint section or the attorney 
general's office. Each was mediated, and she was very frustrated and 
said, we are not in the business of using public funds to set up a com-
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'plaint office for this auto dealer, and that, in fact, matters like this 
should eventually be litigated and the recurrent abuse should pe dealt 
with. I tend to think she is riO"ht. These programs should prOVIde data 
on the number of complaints they have for different types of merchants 
and efforts should be made to litigate recurrent abuses. In Massa
chusetts with the attorney general program, they have such data on a , . b compute,r, In anum er of cases. . 

Finally, I would like to note a few point.s about encouragmg l.ocal 
funding. You know that we have a long hIstory of Federal proJects 
that appear to be successful and the pro~rams subsequently are not 
institutionalized for various reasons. I tlnnk we really have to worry 
a lot about ways or encouraging local funding. One way, of course, is 
to keep prices ~own, and some of the programs ar~und the country are 
quite InexpenSIve, and yet process a great ma?y dlsPUt~S. The Colum
busniO"ht prose,cutor program Judge EtherIdge mentIOned, handles 
about 9,000 interperson~l l}1ediations a year and costs only $43,000, and 
it is because of the way It IS structured. It uses free. space, and low cost 
mediators who are students. I wouldn't necessarIly recommend the 
model of law student mediators, but I think we have to look at models 
that are inexpensive and see if we ~an do the same thing elsewhere, per
haps with heavy use of volunteers In the program. 

We could also use free space in churches and day-care centers. I 
know the San Francisco program uses day-care centers. I sat i;o. on a 
mediation hearing there a few weeks ago, and the p!esen~e of pIctures 
of Bugs Bunny on the wall and Donald Duck certamly lIghted up the 
atmosphere quite a bit. . . 

I would arO'ue that we need to stress low-cost approaches. I WIll gIve 
an example. In Chapel Ifill, N.C., people there have pro.vided money 
out of their own pocket fo~ the ren~al of space to set up a pilot program. 
I think this is extremely :r:npr~ssIve. rhe progran; IS headed up by a 
bartender. fIe is the executIve dIrector In Chap.el I-II~I, an~ the progrm}1 
is processing cases and has devel?ped relatl(~nslllps WIth ~he DA s 
office the police and other agenCIes. They WIll need fundmg' even
tually, but they ~re ~alking about seeking only $5,000 to $6,QOO. 

I think we have to InvestIgate some groups that are attemptmg these 
extremely low-cost efforts, using heavy: ,:"oluntary re~ources. . .. 

Finally, I want to say that In addItIon to focusll1J2: o~ l~ldlvI~ual 
types of projects, I ~ope the resou:ce center c~n prOVIde Inslg!lts Into 
how to coordinate dIspute procesSI!1g meChalllS~ns .. ~~t ~r~SeIh:, many 
disputants have no way <?f locatmg approprIate J.udlCIal or non
judicial forums. It is chaotIc. yv eare d?ll~g a study ~l Boston un~er 
Ford Foundation support, lookmg at eXlstmg mechanIsms for med~at
ing disputes, an~ ~e are fin~1ing sc?res of programs that are domg 
some sort of medIatIOn oftentlllles WIth very small caseloads, We have 
to focus on some of the existing' mechanisms as well as the new ones 
we want to develop. I think the Federal role there could be very im
portant in trying to coordinate the current resources as well as devel
oping new ones. 

III closing, I think this coordination issue is perhaps one of the most. 
important because ignorance of the existing mechanisms can clea,rly 
be as much a bar to access to justice as the more traditional barriers 
of cost, delays, and related problems. 

52-434-80-10 
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:Mr.ICAsTEN1tIEIER. Thank you. Now, I would like. to recogmze 
Dr. Royer F. Coole . . . 

Dr. COOK. Thank you, ~fr. Ohauman. I apprecIate the opportunIty 
-to be here today. . 

At this point, I would like to request that the Wl'ltten statement be 
'submitted to the record. 

)11'. IL<\.sTENl\IEIER. \iVithout objection. 
[The written statement of Dr. Hoyer F. Oook follows:] 

:S~I.'ATE::':[ENT OF DR. ROYER F. COOK, PRESIDENT, INS~'I'rUTE FOR SOOUL ANALYSIS 

For the past 1% years, the Institute for Soci'al Analysis has been conducting 
.{';ruluation research 011 the Neighborhood Justice .Centers, developed a~ld sup
.Il()rted by the De~artment o~ Justice. and locat~d III .Atlanta, Kansas. OIty, and 
1Jos Allgel,es (Vemce/l\Iar VIsta). TIns eyaluatlOn wII.I be com~leted ll; Dece.m
bel' of this year. The main purpose of tIns statement IS to proYlde aynilable lll
formation about how the Centers have ueen operating, the types of cases they 
have been handlino' and what Idnd of impact they have had on people who have 
hrought their disp~tes to the Centers. In addition to discussing these results to 
,dnte, impli-cations Will be drawn for tile elements of the proposed bills and for 
the shape of future disputes resoluti?ll mechanisn:;s. " 

Neighborhood Justice Centers (NJCs) are desIgned to process D111lor dIsp~tes 
through mediation and arbitration, .rather than through formal c.ourt ~ctl?n, 
~uch Centers may be more approprIate forums. t.han the courts for achIevlllg 
fair and lasting resolutions of disputes among CItizens, and they may .als~ help 
to relieve the court caseload. In order to as~ess the stre~gths and ~efi.clencies of 
the Neighborhood Justice Centers, the Instltute for S?cml AnalYSIS IS c~ndl~ct
iug and independent evaluation of the Centers. 'rIle maJor goals of the eva.luatlOn 
.-are the following: (1) Determine to what extent the .NJCs .have e:::tablished an 
.('1'1'p'ctive alternative in the community to resolve mUlor disputes; (2) Deter
mine how well the Centers are attracting ·a variety of cases from both criminal 
justice and community sources of referr.al; (3) Explo:e whether or .not the 
mediation proc·ess contributes to a redUctIOn of confilct ill thecommumty; (4) 
Analyze the process by which the concept and procedures of Neighborhood Jus
ti'C'e Centers are institutonalized; and (5) Assess the responses to the NJCs from 
the community mld the criminal justice system, To meet these objectives, two 
oasie kinds of data are required: (a) Process data-detailed information on the 
number and types ot cases coming into the Centers, and information on how 
·each case was handled (mediated, referred, etc.) ; and (b) Impact data-infor
mation .about how the NJC experience has affected the disputants sevel'al months 
later, and information about how agencies in the community and criminal jus-
tl-ee view the NJOs. . 

At the outset of project operations, ISA placed full-time Research Analysts 
on the staffs of the Centers. A data collection mechanism was developed which 
l'outinely gathered information on ,all the cases coming into the Centers-the 
l'eferral sources and the characteristics of the caSes and their disposition. These 
process data provide a continuing up-dated depieHon of the NJCs' cllselond 
:arid their characteristics. In order to assess the impact of the Centers on the dis
putants, interviews are being conducted Witll disputants approAimately six 
months after their case was handled by the Center. Data collection on these 
·disputant interviews is not yet complete. However, preliminary analYSis of the 
-disputant interview data has been conducted; these results are reported belOw. 

CASELOAD RESULTS 

Four categories of data were gathered Oll all cases handled by the Centers: (1) 
Disputant -characteristics (age, sex, race, etc.), (2) Case tyves (domestic, assn ult, 
n€'ighbor a'ssuult or harassment, landlord-tenant, etc.), (3) Referral sources 
_ (judge, police, self, etc.), and (4) Case dispOSitions (resolyed Yia hearing, hear
ing but no resolution, etc.) 

During the first year of NJC operations (through April of 1979), 3,628 .rases 
were handled by the three N.TCs. Altogether, nearly half (45 percent) of these 
-eases were resolvecl as -a result of a hearing or priOr to a hearing. The cases 
(!ame from a broad range of sources-(l) judges, (2) prosecutor or clerk, (3) 
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:police (4) community agencies, (5) self (walk-ins), (6) legal aid, (7~ goyern
ment 'agency, and (8) others. Most of tl~e cases (62 percent) were ;eferr.ed ~y 

·.the criminal justice s~'stem, although a SIzable pe:0ent~~e of cases (38 percent) 
were referred by other agencies. ,,7ith the exception of .Judge referr~ls, the, ma
jority of cases handled by the NJCs do not reach a ~earlllg. Howev,er, ~2 percent 
of the cases referred by the judges reach a hearlllg, and 8<1: pelce~t of these 
cases are resolved. For all other sources of referral (ex-cept the ~ollce) almost 
as many cases were resOlv(>d prior to a hearing as through a l:earll1~. 
. A wide variety of t3'pes of cases wer~ handled by the NJ~S, mcludmg (1) Do
mestic assault or harassment (8.3 percent); (2) Domestic se~tlement (7 pe~
cent) ; (3) Family disputes, not couples but relatlve~, parent/cluld, ~tc. (~.2 per: 
-cent); (4) Neighborhood assault or .harassment (I.~ percent) l (D~ Nelg~lb~r-
hood nuisance (7.3 percellt); (0) DIspute between fl'lends (9.1 p~Iecnt), (I) 
1Jandlord/tenant disputes (17.3 percent) ; (8) Consumer/merchant dIsputes (21.2 
percent). (9) Employer/employee disputes (9 .. '.1: l1ercent) ; and Others (6.8 per
cent). Il{terestingly the cases tire evenly divided between the two broad cate
gories of (1) donle;tic/famil~', neighbors, and friends; and (2) landlord/tenant, 
consumer/merchant, e11lplo~'ee/employer, and other. In ~uct, 48 percent o~ the 
total 'CUses were in the former category 'and 52 percel;t III .the latter. ConSIder
ably more of the cases in the first category (domestIc, f.l'lends, etc.) than the 
:second wer.e resolved through hearings, while the more civil t.ypes of c:ases (land-
lord, COllsumer, etc.) were more often resolved without a hearing. . 
. The characteristics of the disputants vary among the three N.TCs, refiectlllg the 
different demographic compositions of t,hree cities. In Atlanta, both complain-
:ants and respondents (not representing corporations) are predominantly Black 
-with lll(ldian annual incomes below $6,000. The majority of corporate respondents 
(.e.g. landlords merchants, etc.) are white. In Kansas City, complainants and 
l'espbndents m'e nearly evenly dividecl between black and white, with a small 
number of hispanics; m('cUan annual income of disputants is also under $6,000. 
In Los Angeles (Venice/Mar Vista), the majority of complainants uncl respoll~l
euts are white, with the others a fairly even mix of hispanic and black. :Median 
income of diSiPutants is between $6,000 and $12,000. In Ahort, the disputants tend 
to reflect the racial c:omposition of the communities whi-ch they serve, but they 
:avpear to be attracting a disproportionate ·amount of lower income pE'ople. 

These data show that the Neighborhood Justice Centers were able to attract 
.-and process a sizable caseload during their first ~'ear of operation. (It should be 
noted that 59 percent of the total caseload was handled by Atlanta alone-they 
hal1dled 2,147 total cases.) More importantly, perhups, these data indk:ate that 
one dispute center ca.n attract and process a wide variety of case typeSj from 
interpersonal cases to consumer oriented cases. 

IMPACT RESULTS 

Information about the impact of the NJOs on the disputants and on the courts 
.und tboCOmnltUlity is currently being gathered; the collection andaualysis of 
these data will be completed by October 1 of this ;)'ear. I-Io\vever, the collection 

o()f an important segment of the impact data is nearly complete-the follow-up 
interviews with disputants whose casj:ls W.Ol'e mecliated-and preliminary 
analysis of these data has been conductf:'cl specifically in preparation for these 
hearings. Although these data are preliminary, they provide initial answers to 
;several important questions about the status of agreements and the disputants' 
perceptions Of their experiences with the NJCs at a point about six months (on 
the average) after attending- a hearing: 

. (1) Do disputants view the agl'e~ment as a satisfactory one? 
(2) Do dislmtallts feel that they have kept the terms of the agreement? 
(3) Do dis.putants feel thnt the other party bas kept the agreement? 
(4) Are disputants sntisfiecl with the mediation process'? 

. (5) Are disputants satisfied 'with their overall a'(perience at the N,TC? 
(6) How do the answers to the abov~ qUestions (1)-(5) vary according to 

:type of cD.se? 
l!'or present purposes, we ~hall use the analysis results from the Atlanta 

NJC, mainly because impact analyses have not yet been conducted in aggr~gate 
-(i.e., combined across all three Centers) anu the Atlanta penter has Dledwtecl 

. the- lnrgest number of ('aRes (475), more than KUJ}sas CIty Ulld Los Angeles 
,~oll\bined. Results from Kansas Oity and Los Angeles will be <liscussed bl:tefiy. 
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From the 475 cases ru.edlate.d in Atlanta, 252 cases (53 percent)' were randomly 
,sampled for follow-up mterVIews. In each of· these cases interviews were held 
with both the complainant and the respondent, or with' only one disputant if 
both could not be reached. 

When c~mplainants were asked if they were satisfied with the agreement 8-:1: 
percent saId yes; and 89 1;>ercent of the camp'lainants claimed to have kept 'tile 
agreement terms. (Although when asked if the other party has kept the
agreement t~rms, onl;y- 71 percent of complainants said yes; 74 percent of re
.spondents saId yes.) T\yo other related questions point to a hio-h level of dis
putant satisfaction with the experience. When asked if they wer~ satisfied with. 
the mediation process, 92 'percent of the complainants said yes; 88 percent of 
respondents saId yes. When asked if they were satisfied with their overall ex
perience at the NJO, 90 percent of the complaiuants said yes; 91 percent of the' 
respondents said yes. 

There are only slight variations in disputant satisfaction and in maintenance
of agreement terms as a function of type of case. Only 62 percent of complainants, 
in domestic assault/harassment cases claim to be satisfied with agreement terms. 
(compared to 84 percent over aU cases), although other interpersonal case satis
faction rates range from 84 to 96 percent. Respondent satisfaction is high across. 
,a'll case types with the exception of the disparate categories of family disputes, 
(64 percent satisfied) and consumer/merchant disputes (68 percent). Other 
respondent satisfaction rates range from 80 to 100 percent. When disputants are 
asked if they have kept the agreement terms, there are virtually no differences 
across case types. However, when complainants are asked if the other party has 
kept the agreement, the civil-type cases (landlord/tenant, consumer/merc'hant, 
·employer/employee) register negative responses in only 8-15 percent of the
cases, 'whereas negative reaponses occur for 30 percent of domestic settlement 
cases, 31 percent of the neighbor dispute cases and 44 percent of the familJT 

dispute cases. When re~;pondents are asked if the other party has kept the agree
ment, 22 perc-ant of landlord/tenant respondents and 21 percent of consumer/ 
merchant respondents say they have not. As one would expect, smaller per
centages of respondents than complainants in interpersonal disputes claim the
other party has not kept the agreement, ranging from 0 to 30 ,percent. 

Across all case types, complainant satisfaction with the mediation process is 
high (83-100 percent), with the lowest being consumer/merchant cases. Re
spondent satisfaction is least in family dispute cases (58 percent). Overall satis
faction with the NJO by complainants and respondents reflect these same trends; 
i.(?, complainants somewhat less satisfied with tlie KJO in commmer/merchant 
cases, whereas the respondent is less satisfied in falUily dL;putes. 

The results from the NJOs of Kansas Oity and Los Angeles are highly similar' 
to the Atlanta results. In Kansas City, levels of disputant satisraction with: 
the agreement, the mediation process, and the NJO itself are high; rr,nging' 
from 73 percent (complainant satisfaction with agreement) to 88 percent (com
plainant and respondent satisfaction with NJO). Oomplaints and respondents; 
cl/tim to ha:ve maintained agreements in 88 percent and 85 percent of cases, respec
dvely; although only 68 percent of complainants and 72 percent of respondents 
believe that the other party has kept the agreement. Interestingly, the results 
from Kansas City are very positive, but consistently just below the levels of" 
dlsputantsatisfaction and resolution maintenance displayed by Atlanta. As in 
Atlanta, there is little variation across different types of cases. Satisfaction ap
pears somewhat les$ with interpersonal cases than more civil types of cases; 
agreements hold r. ~l. moderately high rat~, with little variation across case· 
types. 

In Los Angeles (Venice/Mar Vista), levels of disputant satisfaction are a.lso· 
moderately high (ranging from 73 to 86 percent cliaming satisfaction acrORS. 
various indices), but tlle proportion of disputants satisfied is, on most indices, 
slightly below those of Kansas City and Atlanta. 

In summary, these preliminary follow-up analyses show that the ovel'whelm
ing majority of citizens whose disputes have been mediated or a!.'titrated inl 
the Neighborhood Justice Centers are satisfied with the process and the out
come, an('::!ontinue to abide by the agreement, There are indications that inter
personal disputes provide somewhat less satisfaction and maintenance of agree
ment than consumer cases, al"t::hough differences are neither large nor p::!{)nsistent. 
Iudeed, the central message of these impact l'esults is that a broad spectrum of 
types of disputes, from domestic to consumer/merchant, can be resolved effec
tively and satisfactorily within the same dispute resolution mechanisms. 
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ISSUES AND IMPLICATIONS 

The above results have several important implications for the direction of' 
future dispute resolution mechanisms and for the shape of B.R. 2863, B.R. 3719, 
and S. 423. Because the major difference between H.R. 2863 and H.R. 3719 seems 
to be the types of disputes that would be handled by the propose mechanisms, 
we shall first address the question of how the effectiveness of the NJC dispute 
rer.;olution process varies according to the type of case. To begin to answer this 
,qrwstion, we must view the dispute resolution process as encompassing "at least 
two stages: (1) T)J.o attraction of cases to the Center and to a hearing, and 
(2) the extent to which disputants are satisfied with the process and hold to 
the agreemellt. 

Our data show that there is virtually no difference between interpersonal and 
·consumer/chil cases in the number of cases which are attracted (or referred) 
tc the NJCs. However, a considerably higher percentage of interpersonal dis
llUtes reach a hearing than do the consumer/civil cases. 1Ve believe this occurs 
for two reasons. First, the interpersonal disputes carry a higher level of im
plicit coercion because the large majority were referred from the courts. Second, 
in the consumer/civil cases the respondent (the landlord, the merchant, the 
,employer) often refuses to show. Thus, at the first stage-getting a case to 
hearing-the Centers seem to do better with interpersonal cases than with 
-consumer/civil cases. At the second I:ltage, achieving a satisfactory and lasting 
resolutiol'/ there are indications that the consumer/civil cases perform slightly 
better than the interpersonal cases; satisfaction levels and maintenance of 
:agreement terms apI,)ear somewhat better with the consumer/civil cases. But 
these differences are neither large nor consistent and the overwhelming im
,pression is that both types of cases yield high levels of satisfactory and lasting 
i1:esolutions. 

"'?e believe that these findings argue for the broader definitions of case type 
found in H.R. 2863. It seems clear to us that with interpersonal disputes, 
mediation-based resolution mechanisms provide an effective and much needed 
:alternative to the courts on the one hand and long-term counseling or therapy 
,on the other. To the extent that either type of case (interpersonal or consumer/ 
ciyil) presents certain limited difficulties in reaching a hearing, or achieving 
a satisfactory agreement, these are matters for further research and develop
ment under the auspices of the proposed Dispute ResolutIon Resource Center. 

The second issue I would like to address relates to the need for providing 
sufficient reSOurces for outreach-generating cases from criminal justice 
ngencies, the community and from walk-ins. The NJOs found that outreach 
.activities-becoming known among community residents and organizations, 
gaining the trust and coo~ration of the courts and other agencies-consumed 
:it tremendous amount of l:;taff time and program resources. Such efforts were 
most apparent in the J",os Angeles NJO where the thrust of the program was 
toward the generation of community-based referrals, mostly Hwallr-ins". These 
programs are attempting to connter de€'ly ingrained perceptions and attitudes 
,on the part of citizens and public officials; they should have additional assist
ance in changing these perceptions and attitudes. Such assistance ruay come 
from yarions sources. The Resource Center should include a program of ap
vlied research to develop and test improved methods of outreach. The Resource 
CE'nter should also inSl,lre that the technical assistance that it provides includes 
a sizable component on outreach. Finally, dispute resolution programs snpported 
by this legislation should have ample Tesources allotted to outreach and case
load generation, particularly if the program is to be directed rather exclusively 
toward the generation of community-based referrals. 

Dr. COOK. And rather than reading my written statement, I want 
i:o take jnst a few minutes to snmmarize the partial results of our 
rCP0arch to elate on the neighborhood justice centers. 

rJet me first discuss the data on the numbers and types of cases that 
have been handled by the justice centers in Atlanta, Kansas City, and 
Los Angeles. During the first year of operations the centers handled 
a total of 3,628 cases, nearly half of which were resolved. 

Interestingly, the Atlanta Center alone handled 2,147 cases, which 
is 59 percent of the total cases. 
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These caseloads indicate to us that the centers are responding to a.' 
genuine public need for this kind of service. We also found that the 
cases were evenly divided between the two broad categories of inter-· 
personal disputes and comlumet-civil disputes. Forty-eight percent 
of the cases across the thrE)e centers are interpersonal disputes, ancI 
52 percent were consumer-cl,vil. So when w:e look at the caseload, what .. 
we see is a very respectable and, I think :£01' Atlanta, very impressive
casoload generated during the first year of operation. Second, we see' 
that the caseload was a highly varied, well-balanced one. 

'V.e nre in the process now of conducting :£o]1owup interviews with~' 
disputants 6 'months after they attended a· hearing. What we have 
found is that a very high proportion," 80 to 90 percent, of the dis
putants say they were satisfied-satisfied with the agreement terms, 
:vit~ the mediation pro <;ess, and with the overall experience at the! 
JustIce center. 

Also, a large nlajority of the complainants and respondents claim· 
that the agreement terms are still holding 6-months later. 

Now, while there is virtually no difference in the number of inter-
personal cases a.nd consumer-civil cases attracted to the centers, a, 
higher percentage of interpersonal dispntes reach a hearing than do: 
the cousumer-chril cases. 

We think this has something to do wit.h the fact that the interper-. 
sonal cases carry with them more implicit coercion because they typi
cally come from the courts. On the other hanel, the consumer-civil cases
as Linwood Slayton pointed out, often do not r('ach a hearing because 
the respondent refuses to participate. lr[any of them also do not neeel to· 
reach a hearing because t.hey are conciliated. 

However, there are indications that consumer civil cases achieve a: 
slightly 111.01'e satisfactory and lasting resolnt.ion than the intcrpe.r
sonal cases, but these di:ft,:erences in sa tisfartion and permanence of' 
resolution are neither large nor consistent. So to summarize t.hese fol
low-up result~, I -W:01l1d say tha.t the interpersonal cases appear to per
form better III the sense that they more often reach a hearmg. 
I-Iowever, there are indications that the consumer-civil cases seem to' 
perform a bit b~tter, in that once they do get to a hearing, they seem. 
to achieve a more satisfactory and lasting resolution. 

,Vhat these findings seem to argue. for in our Y'iew is the broader
de,finitions of case type. found in I-I.R. 2863. It seems to us that both 
types of eases can be handled under one dispute resolution roof, as r 
believe the Atlanta people have suggested, and Dr. ~fcGillis has sug-
gestec1. 

Thank you. 
lVIr. lCAsTENMEIER. Thank you, Dr. Cook. 
:i\r[iss Singer ~ 
Ms. SINGER. Thank you. 
T haye a written statement on file. 
[TIle written statement of :i\is. Linda R. Singer follows:] 

TESTBWNY OF LINDA R. SINGEn, DIRECTOH, CENTEH Fon COMMUNITY JUSTICE 

I am pleased to. testify in support of R.n. 2863 and H.R. 3719, both bills en--
titled the "Dispute Resolution Act." . 

As Executive Director :of the Center for Community Justice in Washington,. 
D.C., I have long been involved in the design, o'peration alld evaluation of alter-
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native mechanisms for the resolution of disputes. The Center is active 1n the
search for appropriate techniques-illclutling mediation, arbitration, and concilia
tion-for settling conflict in institutional settings such as prisons, schools, and 
hosIlitals, as well as in t.he larger community. 

Our wOl'k has convinced us that there is a far-reaching need for the systemaJ 

tic development of many forms of dispute resolution. The evidence, presented to
your committees during these hearings and in testimony last summer, is over
whelming. The complexity :of American life and the size of the institutions \yitlL 
which citizens must deal continues to grow. The potential for conflict is great. Of
ten, however, family, neighborhood, religious and government institutions, which·. 
once mediated am'Ong individuals Or between individuals and institutiDns, no 
longer play this dispute-settling role. 

Recourse to the courts is not always the answer, and not simply because 'Of' 
docket-crowding. For many disputes that do not involve major legal issues or 
large amounts of money, the adversary legal process consumes to'O much time
and money, polarizes the positions of the parties, transfers initiative and re
sponsibility from the parties to their attorneys, and obscures substantive issnes 
with procedural niceties. Our sC'arch fDr new alternatives should keep in miud; 
the attributes that made the :older, more personalized methods of resolving diiS
putes so effective: Simplicity, timeliness, accessibility and finalit;\7. 

With these considerations in mind, I enthusiastically support these tWD bills; 
and what I view as their paramount goals: improving the a·ccess of all citizens. 
to methods 'Of achieving justice; and developing forums best suited to resolving: 
specific categories 'Of disputes. In supporting alternative dispute re·solution mech
anisms, I do not believe we will be creating a "second-class" system of justice· 
somehow inferior to the courts. Rather, 'we will be creating supplimental mech
anisms to do what the courts cannot do, in a way that emphasizes the personal' 
participation of the disputants themselves. 

In order to create the most appropriate means of resolving disputes, our most 
pressing needs are for experimentation and innovation, carefully observed Hnd; 
evaluated. This legislative effort will succeed not by ~imply causing the few exist
ing Pl'ot:otypes to be multiplied, but by stimulating creation of a wide variety of 
experimental models, the most successful of which will serye as the basis for a' 
more widespread network of dispute resolution mechanisms. To this end, H.R~ 
2863 and H.R. 3719 correctely refuse to confine the disputes to be settled to any 
narrow category. It is apparent that mediatiye techniques offer promise in civH,. 
as well as criminal disputes, in personal as well as economic matters, and in issues: 
affecting groups as well as individuals. The freedom and incentive to experiment 
with many types of disputes is essential. 

The bills also encourage diversity by defining /lgrant recipient" to include non
profit organizations as well as State and local governments and goyernmellt 
agencies, to date, private, non-profits groups have made some of the most import
ant contributions to the art of nOll-judicial dispute resolution. TIle legislatio.ll; 
will enable them to continue to do so Rnd broaden their vase of sUDPort. l'lle 
need for diversity also is acknowledged in Section 7 of each bill, which pl.·OYides, 
for an Advisory Board, with members drawn from a variety of public and private,. 
profeSSional and volunteer organizations interested in dispute resolution. 

The criteria set out in Section 4 for the selectioll of grant recipients represent a' 
sound attempt to pr:omote unfettered access to efficient, timely means of resolving: 
dispuites. The emphasis in this section is on reducing the sort of barriers that cur
rently result in only a small proportion :of civil disputes coming to the attention 
of lawyers or a court. Section 4 of H.R. 2863 contains two proviSions that are not 
contained in H.R. 3719 j one emphllsizes the goal of voluutal'iness in dispute reso
lution j the other requires grant recipients t'O promote the use of non-lawyers in, 
resolutions. Both provisions encourage uncoerced citizen involvement in dispute
resolution and 'Ought to be retained. 

Other language is important in ensuring that the funds appropriated in fact 
encourage innovation and result in viable models for dispute resolution. Section S 
Wisely incorporates a limitation on individual grant si~e and directs the Attorney.' 
General to give preference to those projects likely tb continue after the with
drawal of federal funds. These requirements should decrease waste and encour
age innovative approaches to management, particularly the use of community 
volunteerS. 
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During the early years of the program, evaluation should receive as much em~ 
~phasis as the actual operation of pilot programs. Many practical and philosophi~ 
,cal questions about di-spute resolution mechanisms remain to be answered. For 
·example, in what ways is it appropriate to encourage individual disputants to 
participate in a dispute resolution mec.b.anism? Is coerced participation ever ap~ 
propriate? What factors produce a fair process and make the resulting agree~ 
ment (or decision) acceptable to both sides? How far toward the 'Consideration 

,of root causes should mechanisms go in search of the solution to social or inter~ 
personal problems? What are the relative advantages of neighborhood~based 
mechanisms as opposed to those centrally located or attached to departments of 
,government? In what circumstances is arbitration appropriate if mediation fails? 
Should arbitration agreements signed under the auspices of a di"8pute resolution 
pro(~dure be enforceable in court? Should statutes of limitation, statutes of 
fraud, the Uniform Commercial Code, and other legislation apply to non-judicial 
disputes and, if so, lUlder what circumstances? How can mechanisms compensate 
for disparities in the parties' information or abilities, particularly in disputes be~ 
tween individuals, such as consumers, and organizations? Should statutes 
require organizations, to participate in informal dispute resolution? In what cir~ 
cumstances, if any, should the previous resolution of similar di'sputes have prec~ 

·edential value? 
Section 8 provides for an independent investigation of the performance of the 

Resource Center and the extent to which the A~t's purposes have been achieved, 
to be completed by 1984. This provision is it necessity both to evaluate progress 
and to determine the direction future work and legislation should take. That in~ 
vestigation should determine the extent to which projects funded under the Act 
have contributed to answering questions such as those raised above. In this re~ 

. gard, Section 6 charges the Resource Center with conducting research and sur~ 
veys to identify successful existing mechanisms and to determine the types of 
disputes most amenable to mediation and other techniques. Among the responsi~ 
bilities of the Attorney General under SeQtion 8 is the establishment of proce~ 

·dures for evaluating the effectiveness of projects funded under the Act. 
These provisions should insure that the projects will adequately test dispute 

resolution models in aU areas of major importance. As the program progresses, 
it should be possible to use the results of the evaluations to make the Section 4: 
,criteria more specific, and to identify those issues to be addressed by later proj~ 
. ects flUlded by the Act. I believe that thoughtful, careful evaluation will carry 
,out the emphasis of this legislation on innovation and experimentation, speed the 
-development of effective model mechanisms, and prevent the expenditure of 
money on inadequately designed projects. 

If the proposed legis~.ation is to provide increased, timely access to appropriate 
·di"8pute-resolution forums for all citizens, then inevitably it must direct attention 
to those disputes that occur between individuals and large organizations. Due 
to the increaSing complexity of life and the concentration of power in govern~ 
mental and corporate bureaucracies, unorganized individuals often find thelll~ 
selves in conflict with manufacturers or retailers of goods, landlords, schools, 

'welfare departments, and other organizations. There are obvious disparities be~ 
tween such organizations and their clients in power and reSOlU'ces and in fa~ 
miliarity with legal problems and procedures. 

Although many types of organizations have a continuing relationship with in~ 
,<1ividuals as clients, Qustomers, or employees, few have attempted to develop ef~ 
fective mechani-sms for responding to individual complaints. Nor have many 
otller experiments in dispute resolution been concerned with such problems. 
For example, the design of the LEAA~funded Neighborhood Justice Centers spe~ 

.cifically limits them to disputes between individuals or between individuals and 
small, neighborhood businesses. 

Mediation probably cannot work effectively if the power of the parties is sig~ 
nificantly unequal. Consequently, one task of new mechanisms concerned with 

·disputes between individuals and organizations is to equalize the power of dis~ 
putants enough for non~judicial techniques to work. n.R. 2863 and n.R. 3719, by 
their broad scope and explicit reference (in Section 4) to use of the mechanisms 
by businesses, have the potential for advancing this important effort significantlv 

Because of the importance.of the goals. of this legislation, and because the pl'O~ 
,.gram can and should take a creative approach to the funding and evaluation of 
grant recipients, the statute should assign administrative responsibility to a 

.specific office within the Department of Justice. I believe that the Office for Illl

.provements in the Admini-stration of Justice is the best choi'Ce for this responsi-
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bility. OIAJ has a clear interest in the area of dispute resolution, together wim. 
tJ1e ability to give researc.b. and evaluation central priority and to use the results 
to plan future program directions. Unlike tIle Law Enforcement Assistance ~cl~ 
ministration OIAJ is not limited primarily to criminal justice concerns; Its 
broader scope is especially importvnt since most of the disputes to. which this 
legislation is addressed are civil. The grant of administrative auth?rl~y to OIAJ 
should speed the organization and initial work of the program; It IS my only 
proposal for substantiye change in the bills. . 

H.R. 2863 and n.R. 3719 in combination are necessary because too many ~mel'l~ 
cans of all social classes lack access to forums that will fairly and speedIly re~ 
solv~ disputes in which they are involved. The legislation wpI he.lp promote ~he· 
highest standards in the design, implementation and evaluatIOn of more effective 
dispute resolution systems. It receives my enthusiastic support. 

Nls. SINGER. "\Vhat I would like to say this morning is that I su~port, 
Doth I-Iouse bills. They are very close together. I ~vould prefer eIther 
of those bills to the Senate version because of theIr greater scope for 
jnnovation and diversity, because of thei!, use of an ~d~iso;ry .board to· 
oversee the program, and because of theIr more realIstIc tnllmg. . . 

I would like to focus on what I believe ought to be the emphaSIS of 
both the resource center and the grantmaking progran~ t~lat a~'e en-. 
visioned under the bills and on possible places for admlllIstratlOn of 
the dispute resolution program. . 

As the section 8 criteria of both I-Iouse bIlls make clear, you do not, 
envision just another grantmaking progran:~ that ~ill spread a little 
bit of money to each State to do the same thmg. I~ IS. clear that to~ay 
there are an insufficient number of prototypes eXIstIng to deal WIth 
the full range of disputes that occur. . 

I think it really would be wasteful if all that happens. under thIS. 
legislation is that we spread small claims cour~s and nelgh?o~hoocl 
justice centers throughout the country. I agree Wlt?- Dan ~1CGIllIs and, 
his emphasis on the nee~ to .encourag~ the cre~tIon of a number of 
diverse models to deal WIth dIfferent kinds of dIsputes. 

For example, there are disputes that occur ~ communi~ies betwe.en 
different ethnic groups or tl:at involve the pOSSIble re~olutlOn of SOCIal 
questions. Other e~a~nples ~nclude whether .a D;e'Y hIghway ought to, 
be built, or a new JaIl, or dIsputes between In~IvIduals and the large 
institutions from wllOm they buy most of thelr goods, and the large 
Government agencies with which they must deal. . 

If we are going to create a large number of models, we are gO~llg' 
to have to find out what works and what doesn't work Thus I tlunk 
that together with an emphasis on diversity there should be an em
phasis on reseal'ch. 

I personally am not a. researcher, altho~lgh I am. a member of a. 
research panel this mor~1l.11g. But I haye chscovered.lll the course ?f 
my work with alternatIve forms of d.Ispute resolutlOP that we stIll 
need to find answers to a whole range of Important questIOns. 

For example, we still know v~ry little about why some peoP.Ie use 
courts some people use alterna,tnres,alld some people use notlung at 
all wh~n they have disputes. . . . 
~T e need to know what mIlllmal elements are necessary to make a 

process fair and easy to 11se. We need to focus on wI?-at .a~justmellts 
in a process are needed when dIsputes occur b.etweeIi IndIVIduals ancl. 
institutions that have greater power and expertIse .. 

I think it is'important to note, because we have he'ard so much about 
neighbornood justice centers this 'morning, that no large institutions~ 
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-participate in neighborhood ]ll.st.ice centers. NThey were not designed 
to handle disputes between a consumer and ~ears, Roebuck, a~though 
they have had O'ood success with the consumer and the local Jeweler. 
The fact is thatOright now most of us buy goods and services not from 
the corner store but from stores as large as Sears, Roebuck. -

There are other models that are trying to deal with some of these 
problems in different parts of the country. Some still have to ~e cre
:ated. The Better Business Bureaus, for example, have be,en trymg to 
alDitrate disputes between consumers and large automobIle I?anu~ac
turers. Prisons hio-h schools and universities have been experll11entmg 
with alternati~e ;ays to deal with disputes with inmates, teachers, 
-students, and staff. .. . 

Housing courts and landlord-tenant arbItrators are trymg dIfferent 
approaches to problems between landlords and tenant grou;ps. vye need 
to know which of these things make sense and for what kinds of 
-disputes. 

,Ye also have a number of legal questions that still have not. been 
answered about some of these mechanisms. For example, what. IS ~he 
enforceability of an arbitration conducted in a neighborhood JustIce 
center or of an agreement reached between two people through 

d· ~. n me Ul010n~ 

What shoulel be the standard of confidentiality concerning what 
goes on in a neighborhood justice cent~r~ "Vhat is the rele:rance of 
technical leO'al requirements that sometImes favor the establishment, 
as Linw~odbpointed out earlier, but someti:~l1es were pas~ed for ~he 
specific reason of favoring the little person, hke the Tl'uth In Lendmg 
A.ct or recent landlord -tenant reforms ~ 

Should these things have a place in a neighbo~llOod iusti~e,center, 
and if thev do what does that do to our emphasIs on snnphClty and 
taking out"the l~gal tech~ricalities ~. 

Finally, as Dan mentIOned ~arher, we nee~l to ,dev:el,op ways of f~ed
inO' information that we obtaIn from resolvIng IndIVIdual complaInts 
into law enforcement and regulatory mechanisms that are set up to 
deal with pervasive or systemic problems. 

I believe that the fuilding priorities under this bill should t~ke. t?e 
need for specific information into accou~lt and that those prI~ntIes 
should change as t1le program progresses In order to reflect new mfor
mation that is gathered during the early stages of the program. . 

,Vith these considerations in mind, I have concluded that thIS pro
gram would best be administered in one of two alternative ways: First, 
throuO'h a special office in the Justice Department, such as the Office 
for I~provements in the Administration of Justice, aided_by a strong 
policymaking advisory board" perhap~ on. the model of the present 
National Institute for CorrectIons, wInch IS part of the Department 
°of .Justice but which is run by an independent board. 

A second alternative that"I believe you ought to co~sider is the c:ea
tion of a nonprofit corporation, such as the Legal Serv~ces CorporatlOl;, 
that would be well situated to use some of the expertIse from the Pl'l
vate sector in administering this program. 

In either case, I hope that the mechanism that is created to admin
ister tlris program win make us~ of thE' large number of diverse orga
Jlizations and individuals in the private sector thnt, have already 
tlccuinulated °a good'deal of expertise in this field. There is nopne 
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,organization or even group of individuals right now with a monopoly 
-on creativity or expertise. 

If this program accomplishes one thing, I hope it will maintain and 
encoura,ge the diversity that has already begun to grow. 

Thank you. 
J.\,lr,K.t\STENl\IEillR, Thank you, ~ls. Singer, , . 
If anything, with that long list of rather provocatlve qlilestIOns, you 

.11ave given us pause in moving forward with this legislation without 
perhaps even more information. . , , 

First, I would like to l'ecognize the gentleman from North Carohna, 
1,11'. Broyhill. 

:Mr. B'ROYHILL. I was interested in your comment, ~1s. Singer, about 
the appropriate agency to administer this program. 

The administration testified that they wanteel some flexibility. I am 
~lOt sure if you are familiar with the testimony that they submitted. 

~ls. SINGER. No ; I alllnot. 
1\11', BROYHILL, Now, as I understand it, you are being more specific. 

You are not endorsing the Justice Depu,rtment administer this pro
gram and that they give authority to whatever office within the Justice 
-Denartnlent that they so desire ~ 

~1s. SINGER. I am'not familiar with the administration's testimony. 
I do know that there has been some controversy over whether this pro
gram ought to be ndministered by LEAA. I think that that wou1d be a 
'bad idea because that agency has quite properly focused on the crimi
.na1 justice system and the focns of this bill is on civil justice, 

I do think that wherever in ,Justice this program goes, if in fact it 
·does go into the Justice Department, it is important to provide it with 
'a strong advisory board with the kind of diversity that you _have 
a]rf>ac1y envisioned in your hill. 

Such a diverse board could help to bring a number of different per
spectives to this program. There is obviously a di1emma with a pro
.gram that; is set up with a 5-year sunset clause as to whether you want 
-to create 3, whole new agency to run it or give it to an existing agency, 

I think that good arguments CQuld be made on both sides. If you saw 
vour way C]Nlr to create a nonpl'ofitcorpora.tion to admini.ster t.his 
program~ I think there would be some great advantages in flexibility 
'and in continuity, l'ega,rdless of whether the next attorney genetal hap
'pens to 8ha1'e the strong interest of the present attorney general in 
'-crrnting a,lternativ€' dispute resolutim 'me'chanisms. . 0'; 

~1::1'. BROTIULTJ. I t~link I have detected the thread, at least o116,thread, 
in the testimony that von gentlemen have given as well as the testj.~ 
J11011Y that was .Q'ivel1 111'io)' to VOUl'flthat. Olle of the kE'Y elel11 (mts in the 

·successful operation of one ot these centers is the effective training of 
pel·ponnel. 

]\£y question is: Are there institutions or programs or organizations 
iihat can help perform these functions at the present time of training 
mediators ~ 

Dr. Coon::. Yes, there are. In fact, the, justice centers used a va.riety 
-of trainine: organizations to train their mediators and staffs. Kansas 
';City used the American Arbitration Association and the Institute for 
~1:ei-liation and Conflict Resolntioll to train their arbitrators and 
ll11ediators. 
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Los Angeles put together a local package of trainers which consisted:. 
of mediation trainers-people trained in mediation and arbitration. 
previously-and behavioral 'scientists-psychologists, 'Clinicians, anc1 
that sort. In Atlanta, as I recall, they also put together a combination, 
of AAA people and local resources. 

In all three cases we were impressed by the level of training andl>y
the effectiveness of the training. I thing there are, in almost any loca-· 
tion, sufficient resources to put together a good training team. 

NIl'. BROYHILL. Thank you. 
. 1\11'. MSTENUEillR. Dr. Cook, you state that in the centers there is a 
disproportionate amount of lower income people. Could you elaborate 
on that statement ~ Is it because they cannot afford another for.um 01" 
what do you believe ~ 

Dr. COOK. yv ell, .we are not really sure yet why that is. Some answers 
to that questIOn will come out of our impact data. ,Vhat we have had' 
thus far is that the median incomes in two of the cities of the disput
ants, Atlanta and Kansas City, are below $6,000. 

In Los Angeles the median incomes are between $6,000 and $12,000,. 
due primarily to the cost of living in Los Angeles, I believe. 

As to why that is the case, I would first of all concur with Linwood' 
Slayton's remarks, that these in effect are the kinds of people who are
coming to the justice system. This is true certainly in Kansas City and 
Atlanta. 

Now we ~ave more walks-ins, considerably more walk-ins, in Los" 
Angeles. This could be part of the reason why the income levels are 
higher in Los Angeles. 

In fact, I think that considerable efforts should be made tm,ard' 
developing outreach methods that will reach a broader band of citizens. 

1\1r. MSTl!lNl\fEIER. Have ypu been able to determine, for example, 
to what extent the legal profession generally supports the legislation~' 
:Mavbe in part the legal professi.on createp a need for it. ~ 

Dr. COOK. We have not looked at that question specifically. We sus
pectthat it is a c?mbi!-1ation of custom with the popUlation that is using' 
the centers at thIS pomt and an economic problem; that many of these· 
people are not accustomed to using lawyers. 

Perhftl)s Dan or Linda have something to say on that. 
1\1r. l\fCGILLIS. I think it is clear in many c'ases that u:liddJe class 

and upper middle class individuals purchase various types of social' 
services. They might see marriage counselors or hire lawyers to nego
tiate out of court for them rather than going to the COul'ts.~fany justice 
center clients are poor and cannot afford such services. 

So that has some effect on the distribution of the caseload tl1at we
are seeing. But I think we need more research on the role that the legal 
profession has in creating a need for justice center. 

l\1:r, IC\sTEN.i\rErnR. Dr. Coole h1 your report.. what shortcomino:s r10 
you find in the neighborhood justice centers,' either conceptual1y 01" 
ol)erationally ~ Is there a pattern of shortcomings in terms of falling 
short of the expectations ~ . , '. . 

Dr. COOK. I think so. There are' some aspects of tJie centers that need: 
attention and I think need research. Again, I would l11ention the out
reach problem. Los Angeles spent a tremendous amount of time re
sources in attempting to publicize their center, to make it kil.<)'\yl1' 
throughout the community. They were on telelrision a number of times~ 
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They had. public announcements on TV and radio. They appeared in 
shopping centers. They put a tremendous amount of work into the 
'effort to try to gain more public awareness. 

A couple of months ago we did a community survey to find out what 
the level of awareness was in the Venice-NIar Vista area, the target 
:area. Only 30 percent of the citizens had even heard of the justice 
·center. 

1\lr. MSTENl\fEillR. 'Vas one of the problems that the caption is a 
,euphemism really ~ Tliese are not really neighborhood justice centers . 
'They are metropolitan minor dispute centers, aren't they ~ They must 
}haye a range of hundreds of thousands of people in Atlanta, Los 
Angeles, and ICansas City they would potentially reach. 

Dr. OOOK. That is possible. In Los Angeles, because they ar~. a 
.:community-based program and have attempted to generate walk-ms, 
the great majority "Of their referrals come from their target areas, from 
their neighborhood, in fact. 

In Kansas City and Atlanta that is not the case since their referrals 
come through the justice system, they come from virtually all over 

;the city. 
1\1:r. MSTENl\rEIER. 1\liss Singer, to what extent are you serious about 

,raising questions about ethnic or political disputes as potentially being 
at least conceptually within the reac11 of some of these centers ~ Up to 
this point we have assumed that political disputes and public issue 
,disputes, essentially ethnic disputes, probably belong in other forums. 

1\1:s. SINGER, I am quite serious. In fact, models already exist. In 
New York, for example, the Institute for 1\1:ediation and Conflict 
"Resolution has succ'essfully mediated disputes among ethnic groups 
.about, for example, access to public housing. A certain number of units 
were going to be built, and the question was Yi' hich people would be 
,able to live in them. . 
. Are the Puert() Ricans going to get those houses or are the Jews who 

-also live in the communIty ~ Exactly that dispute was successfully 
mediated last.year. Disputes over whether aI!- in.dustry can .be built in 
'an area or a hIghway or a dam, over the obJectIons of envIronmental 
'gtonps. are now being mediated routinely by an Office of Environ-
'mental Mediation, supported by the ~ord ~o~mdati?r:. . 
. There is a new group formed calleel the JaIl coalItIon that comprIses 

,O'roups from the far left to the far right. The reason that that &,roup 
~an -erist as a mechanism for reform is that it is chaired by a mect.iator 
,,,hose job it is to assist in resolving differences among the group. The 
Kettering Foundation has just funded an experiment in three mid;. 
wpstern Cities to try to have mediators help local.. State, and Federal 
·officials work out 'budget processes on an annual baSIS . 

. So', I don't think I am being fanciful. The models are scattered. They 
11ave not gotten as much publicity as some of the others you have heard 
-about. We obviously need a lot mora research before we lmow how cost 
·effective tney are. I suspect they ateeriremely cost effective. 

.1\1:1'. MSTENl\fEIER. In terms of an analog, of course, the Legal 
Ser-yices, Corpo~ation ~.uggests itself and you are certai;u!y very)al:0:V 1-

.,edgeable about It. You know that the statutory authorIzmg legIslatIOn 
is very circumscvlbed with reference to just what program attorneys 
can do and cannot .do, for example~ in terms of getting into lobbying, 
:activities. 
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Wouldn't you think that the saI?e limitations would -apply here in 
terms of scope ~ Shouldn't we descrIbe, let's say? the general paramete~s 
beyond which you would not expect these dIspute forums to go In 
terms of politics ~ . . 

lVIs. SINGER. I would hope to see much more diversity in these pro
O'rams than we have seen in the legal services programs, which were 
~stablished with a narrower function in mind. ~T e have had much 
more experience and much longer experience providinO' lawyers for 
pOI' people in civil cases than we have had providing alternatives to 
the justice system itsel~.. . 

Also I think your bIlls have made It clear that we are not fundIng 
advoca~y when we establish this program. The point is to fund tri
bunals or forums rather than advocates. As a result I believe the bills 
are much less politically divisive, a~d therefore less controversial, 
than if they funded advo~ates for :partlC~ar gI~OUp~. . 

I think the controversIal questIOns tIns legIslatIOn will present are 
what kind of program should receive prio~'ity. and how should we 
divide our attention and funds between rephcatmg successful models 
and encouraging a whole new O'roup of n:odel~. 

As I think I have made crear at tIns pomt, I would vote not for 
replication with this limited amount of money but for creativity. 

By the way, I apologize for giving you Ipore questions than I ~ave 
given you answers. The answers don't eXIst. I assure you that If I 
hau the. answers I would have shared them. On almost everyone of 
the issues that I have raised, people will argue passionately on both 
sides with equal conviction and equally little data. I think the fu~c
tion of the resource center under tl1is program has got to be to prOVIde 
data that will allow us to find the answers to all the questions I have 
raised. 

~{r. KAsTEN1trnIER. Thank you. 
Dr. McGillis, have you had an opportunity to evaluate the interim 

report of the neighborhood justice centers .~ Would you care to 
comment~ 

Dr. MCGILLIS. Yes; I found the report very interesting. In fact, I 
am currently working on a document for the National Institute of 
LEAA that will take the findings from that report and from other 
national evaluations that are going on now and try to combine them 
into a picture of what is happening around the Nation. 

You might be aware that the Florida Supreme Court recently spon
sored a study of five Florida mediation projects. That paper just caI'ne 
out in the last 4 weeks. It is a very interesting evaluation that has 
many of the same measures as Dr. Oook's study, but also has some 
different ones, has a somewhat different focus. 

So I will be attempting to put them altogether and try to make 
sense of these national level ones plus some local evaluatioiis. 

I think the ISA evaluation Dr. Cook talked about shows that we 
have some real problems in generating sufficient caseloads in some of 
the cities. I thjnk we are going to have to pay a great deal of attention 
to the causes of those problems. 

We can point to other programs around the country that have 
much larger caseloads. Admittedly, these programs .are quite new, the 
Department of Justice ones. But it gives me some pause for concern. 
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I am concerned about other new progr~ms that n;ight be fnndecl~ 
under this legislation. Just how long does It take to gIn up a prograln 
to have a cost-effective caseload ~ . 

]\11'. IUSTEN1tfEIER. vVell, there certainly are d~'awb~cks to becomll1~: 
a large program serying a large group ?f p~ople In a c:t~ 0:' m~tropoh
tan area. You can lllcrease your case Intal~e and .lool~ "elY .good, but 
you lose really what might truly be called a nelghbor~lood ~)l: co~n
munity identification. You also may decrease the quahty of JustIce· 
rendered. . 

Dr. ]\1CGILLIS. I agree that we h~ve to worry.a lot about the qua~~~y 
of the justice and how much atten~IOn we can ~lve ~o th~ pe<;>ple. lV Ith. 
reO'arcl to your comment about nelghborhood.ldentlficatIOn ill AtlaI~t!1 
and Kansas City, both programs are centralIzed -and serve the entll'e 
cities. 1 . t 

:Mr. Slayton and I talked in the recess about how the At anta proJec , 
could become neiO'hbOl'hood based and develop a very large caseloacL 
so that they handled a subs~antial part of the court cases that are 
misdemeanors and small claIms. RIght now they probably pI'ocess: 
about 2 or 3 percent of the total court ca~el?ad. . 

Linwood pointed out the ?u~rent logIstIcal problem of funnelmg a~. 
project cases throug~l a bUIldmg tl~at c.an only accommodate 6 or: { 
cases at once. He pOInted out that It mIght be better to decentralIze, 
the program in neighborhood offices, perhaps clUlI·~h. basement~ ancl 
schools. Perhaps in each area you could have adchtIOnal n:edlatOl'S 
who miO'ht be local volunteers. Then you would not have thIS bottle
neck pr~blem of a facility that can only handle 3,000 or 4,000 cases a' 
year even if it i~ goin~ fiat ~ut. . . 

These satelhte offices In the neIghborhoods would prOVIde the· 
Atlanta 'project with the '.'l1eighbol'hoo~ ~denti~catton" you mentioned. 

There is a ~rograll1 In 90ra111., .N. Y. wInch I.S on Long Isla?:d 
that is attemptIng ~o do tln.s, locat~ng l?ranches I~l free cOlm~1un~ty 
space. I think th!1t IS the ultImate chrectIon the lleIghborhood JustIce 
centers will need to go in. . . 

lVIr. IUSTENl\fEIER. On behalf o:f the commIttee, we would hk~ to· 
thank you, Dr. :McGillis, Dr. Cook, and ~1s. Singer, for your contl'lbu
tion here today. I think perhaps ,Ye have not used you as fully as we' 
might, but the hour is late. . " . 

I will only conclude by saymg that you have made, I tlunk, a ve~y. 
worthwhile contribution to the dialog and to the record that we WIll 
base our judgments on. 

Thank you. . 
That concludes this morninO"s hearing. Next week we WIll have our' 

last scheduled hearing under the chairm~nship of the able gentlen;an 
from North Oarolina, :Mr. Preyer. The time and date of that hearIng: 
will be available to the press. 

Until that time, we are adjourned. 
[lV'hereupon, at 12 :12 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned.] 
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RESOLUTION OF MINOR DISPUTES 

MONDAY, JUNE 18, 1979 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SDBCOJ\urrrrnE ON CONSIDrER 
PROTECTION AND FINANCE OF TIlE COMJ\fITTEE ON IN'l'ER
STATE A,ND FOREIGN COMMEROE, AND SUBCOJ\fUITTEE ON 
COURTS, OIVIL LIBERT~S, AND TIlE ADJ\UNISTRATION OF 
JUSTICE OF TIlE OOMMITTEE ON T:r:m JUDICIARY, 

vVashington, D.O. 
The joint subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 11 a.m. 

in room 2123, Rayburn House Office Building, I~on. Richardson 
Preyer presiding. 

Present: Representatives Preyer, Kastemneier, Scheuer, Gudger, 
~1azzo]i; Broyhill. and Railsback. 

Staff present: Edward O'Connell, counsel; ~1arg~Lret T. Durbin, 
staff assistant, minority, subcommittee on Oonsllller Program and. 
Finance; Michael J. Remington and Gail Higgins Fogarty, 
counsel; and Joseph V. 1V oIfe, associate counsel, Subcommittee on 
Courts, Oivil Liberties, and the Administratioll of Justice. 

~1r. PREYER. The subcommittee will come to order. 
Today the Oonsumer Protection and Finance Subcommittee, in 

conjunction with the Subcommittee on Oourts, Oivil Liberties and 
Administration of Justice of the Oommittee on the Judiciary will com
plete its 4.clays of joint hearings on three dispute resolution bills, H.R. 
3'719, I~.R. 2863, and S. 423. 

Both subcommittees have heard interesting and thought-provoking 
testimony so far and after looking at the witness list, I am confident 
thattoday we will continue in this vein. 

At this juncture I would like to reiterate a point Ohairman I{asten
meier initially brought out on June '6, when he opened these hearings; 
that is, the very fact that we are holding joint hearings indicates that 
the subcommittees recognize tl;at this is important legislation and one 
in which we both think we can make an important contribution. 

I am sure that as a result of these hearings the two subcommittees 
will be able to agree upon a proposal that will pass bothcommittens 
and gain acceptance by the House of Representatives. 

As a final preliminary thought I, personally, and in my role as act
ing chairman of my subcommittee, would like to thank Ohairman 
Kastenmeier, his subcommittee members and staff for their coopera
tion during these hearings. 

These hearings truly have shown, as Chairman Kastenmeier sajd, 
"t" * * our desire to work together in an open and efficient manner." 

This morning we will hear from a panel of public officials who will 
give their perspective on the dispute resolution bills. The memberR 0 f 
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this panel are Bruce Ratner, Oommissioner of the Department of 
Consumer Affairs of New York City, N.Y. and the I-Ionorable Jealllli:J 
Malchon, Community Commissioner of Pinellas County, Clearwater,. 
Fla., on behalf of the National Association of Counties. 

:Mr. Stanley Van Ness, Public Advocate of the State of New Jerse:y" 
was to be with us this morning, but he hasn't been able to he he]'e~ 
However, his statement has been submitted and will be made a part 
of the :record. 

[The statement of JHr. Van Ness follows:] 

STATEMENT DF STANLEY C. VAN NESS, PUBLIC ADYOCATE OF NEW JERSEY 

Good mo.rning Chairman Scheuer and members of the Consumer PrDtectiDn 
and Finance; and CDurts, Civil Liberties, and AdministratiDn Df Justice 
SubcDmmittees. 

I am Stanley C. Van Ness, Public Advocate o.f the State Df New Jerse:v, and I 
thank you fDr the opportunity to. comment o.n H.R. 2863, H.R. 3719, find S. 423, 
the variolls versions of the "Dispute Resolution Act." The director of Our office 
Df disput settlem011t could not accompany me this morning as our department is 
hosting the first national cDnference on dispute resolution in New J'ersey be
ginning tomorrow. 

I would like to. state at the outset that I suppo.rt the basic provisio.ns Df all 
three bills befo.re yo.u. However, before Pl'eceeding to the substance of my testi
mony, I would like to. present SDme brief backgrDund cDncerning Dur department. 

The department of the public advocate was established in 1974, partly in 
respDnse to the crisis o.f CDnfidence In government at all levels that fDllDwed th(~ 
Vietnam/Watergate era and partly in recDgnitiDn that in several impDrtant 
areas, the brDad public interest was nDt being appropriately represented. New 
Jersey's Goyernor Brendan Byrne and the legislature conceivecl the depa:l.'tment 
as a means of ,restoring the public's confidence in government by providing citizens 
with a way to have a voice in the administratiye decisionmaking process. I raise 
this po.int to. illustrate that the department of the public advo.cate was established 
in the same spirit that bro.ught the Dispute Reso.lutio.n Act before the U.S. 
Co.ngress. 

We believe that ~his legislation will make o.ur gDvernmental and judicial sys
t!'lms more reSp~nSI1;'e to the needs and interests o.f o.ur citizens, partlr.ularly in 
lIght o.f escalatmg demands being placed upo.n tho.se systems bT.' incl',;lasinglv 
co.mplex issues and elusive so.lutio.ns. ,,~ 

The department o.f the public advo.cate is co.mprised o.f six divisio.ns in addition 
to the New Jersey Dffice o.f the public defender, which represents all indigents in 
the State accused o.f co.mmitting crimes under State law. 

Our division of me:r::al health advocacy reDresents individuals in New Jersey 
facing possible invo.luntary cDmmitment'to. a State mental institutio.n. It ~lso 
wo.rks toward refo.rms in the area of patients' rights. TIle office o.f adyo.cary for 
the develo.pmentally disabled plays a similar ro.le on behalf o.f victims of mental 
retardation and physical hnndieaps. 

Our divisio.n o.f rate co.unsel l'epresents the public interest in all utility rate 
pr(l,ceedings befo.re our Public Utilities Co.mmission. 

Our broadest mandate under the public advo.cate statute is the d1v51310n of 
public interest advo.cacy, which functions as a government financed public in,. 
!erest la,,: fil'~. S~aff.attorl1~Ys .rep:esent tl}e.publi.c inter(>st on a wide runge of 
Issues by mtervelllng In and lllStItutlllg adUulllstratIve and leo-a! pro.ceedillo-s The 
o.ffice of citizens co.mplaints, within our department serves as the State,'s IIO~buds
man," receiving and investigating co.mplaints by citizens concerning the actiDn Dr 
inaction o.f State agencies, 

. ~a~tlY, we have. an ?ffice o.f .dispute settlement that pro.vides mediatiDn, con .. 
cIlIatl?n, aI~d arlntratio.n serVIces as a neutral third party to go.vernmental 
agencIes ana community gro.ups in public interest disputes. The o.ffice also. con
ducts training pro.grams in the nego.tiatio.n prDcess to.r go.vernmental agencies 
cDmmunity gro.ups, and individuals. ' 

01.11' experience so. far in a wide range o.f disputes has been very positive. We 
have successfully conciliated or mediated disputes invo.lving environmental con
cerns,. <:.o.lleg~ and pl~blic SChODl problE'msl lo.cal and State seryice complaints, 
an(1 diSlo.catIOn of neIghborho.ods in redevelo.pment areas. By helping to. reso.lve 
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, tIre-se maU~l'S before 'tn'C'Y were taken into., co.urts' o.f la w~a1!d ?lo.~t Df. them 
would have eventually' 'ended up there-I beheve that o.ur nego.tIatIO~ls 'Yere able 

, to., .protect the publk intel'est witho.ut prejudice to. any Df the partIes mvolved. 
I would like to. shnl"e briefly two. examples. ,. . 

The 'Dnly comprehensive facIlity in New Jersey lIcensed to. trea~ ane} dIspo.se 
ot hazardo.us wastes a service that is essential to. Dur large chemwalmdustry, 

. experienced 'a 'serio.u~ explo.sio.n and fire in 1976 th~~ pro.mpted our State depart~ 
ment Df envIro.nmental protectio.n to. clo.se the faCIlIty. In the aftermath Df the 
trageay, local citizens and the township in which the facility was IDcated vigDr~ 
ously o.ppo.sed reo.pening it under any circumstances, even after the department 
of enviro.nmental pro.tectio.n indicated it co.uld re.-~pen. As a ~esult Df the ne~o.
tiatio.np:rDcess co.Drdinated by o.ur staff, the faCIlIty ~nd res~dents came to. .un 
agreement that o.pened the facility's Dperatio.n to. pubhc scr,!t.ll1y, mo.re fully m" 
volved the public in safety planning, and allowed the faCIlity to. reDpen. The 
aU'l'eelllen't was reached nine mo.nths after the fl:ccident. Had the matte~' no.t been 
r~so.lved or had the citizens fo.rced to. file SUlt, the delayed re-o.penlllg Df the 
facility ~o.uld have posed po.tentially serious enviro.nmental consequences around 
the State eco.no.mic repercnssio.ns in o.ur large chemical industry, and wo.uld have 
deepened'the bitterness between the facility an~ the local citi~enry. I wasyar
ticularly pleased with the reso.lutio.n o.f this dIspute because It ,:as relatIvely. 
quick and pro.tected the essential interests of all the invo.lved partIes. . 

. Ano.th~r significant clispute \y~ w~re involved. in co.ncerne~ the. effect Ca~lllo. 
,gambling develDpment in AtlantIc Clty was haVl?g DD: the hIspamc po.p,?latIOn, 
The hispanic co.mmunity claimed they were be:ng dlsI?lace~ f~o.~ the.Ir co.m
munity. Our Dffice was bro.ught in after some 400 Irate llispamc CItIzens Ja~med 
the city co.uncil chambers and presented a list o.f 15 demands. Our negotIators 
were able to. establish a process that :resulted in the reso.lutio.n o.f these demands 
Df the Co.lUlIlUnity group using concilliatio.n and mediatio.n. By reso.lving this 
dispute Dur o.ffice of dispute settlement was able to. ensure the pro.tection Df the 
eco.nDmic interests Df the city and the interests o.f the hispanic community, while 
avo.iding po.tential conflict. 

AnDther very pro.ductive service that o.ur office o.f dispute settlement: has p~o
videa is training in negotiation techniques. We have conducted an active tram
ing pro.l?:l'am throngho.ut the State that has inVOlved some 500 IJeo.ple fro.m 
gDvernment. agencies and co.mmunity gro.ups. This invo.lvement by no. means is 
to. suggest that all individuals attending these programs will beco.me crackel'jaek 
nego.tiato.rs. Ho.wever, by equipping individuals with an awareness of the vn1llc 
o.f the nego.tiatio.n pro.cess and the skills to. make it wo.rk, I am ho.peful that we 
have enabled peo.ple to. resDlve their own disputes in a way that will avo.id Dpen 
co.nflict and litigation. 

The experience o.f o.ur Dffice Df dispute settlement is enco.uraging, becaus it has 
been able to. keep certain disputes o.ut o.f o.ur co.urt system while facilitating 
resolutio.ns that have been fair to. all parties invo.lved. No. amount of adminis
trative Dr judicial efficiency is justified if the interests Df the parties invo.lv1,"d, 
especially thDse with limited reso.urces, m'e no.t pro.tected in the process. In this 
regard, I am not so. much co.ncerned with Dverburdening Dur co.urt system per 
se, As I am with talting o.ut o.f the system disputes that may be fairly reso.lved by 
other, less Co.stly and time-co.nsuming methods, That is the true challenge befo.re 
us: To. design dispute resolutio.n mechanisms that are mo.re appro.pri,~te to. the 
nature o.f the particular dispute while fully pro.tecting the interests o.f all parties. 

Our experience suggests that mediatio.n, co.ncilia.tion, and arbitratio.n have 
much to. Dffer in dealing with mo.re lo.calized types Df disputes. I suppo.rt the 
measures before yo.u because they wo.uld support these mechanisms in the States 
in a way that would ensure bo.th fairneSS and efficiency, 

While perhaps o.ur experience thro.ugh the o.ffice o.f dispute settlement is cU
rectly relevant to. the bills currently under yo.ur cpnsideratiDn, my Dverall ex
perience with the department o.f the public advo.cate further suppo.rts the 
enco.uragement of llo.nadversarial dispute reso.lutio.n. This experience has led 
me to view the issue Df alternative, no.n-adversarial conflict resDlutiDn within a 
bro.ader co.ntext of. institutional refDrm. Based o.n that perspective, I would like 
to Dffer three Dbservations that I believe are germane to. yo.ur deliberatio.ns. 

First, as was documented by a number o.f witnesses befo.re Co.ngressman 
Kastenmeier's s\lbcommittee in last summer's hearings on S. 957, Our po.licy-mak
ing ancl justice systems are, to.day subject to. ,varied, and increasing demands, 
many Df·which these systems are ill-suited to. deal with effectively. Court dockets 
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and reg'Jlatory agendas continue to grow, and judges and administrators ar~ ex
pected to deal competently with a wide range of complex problems, each w1th a 
different social, economic, and political impact. In this connection, I should note 
that it is not ,rare for a State judge to hear a murder trial and an environmen
tal dispute on alternate days, or for an administrator to be expected to for~u
late and implement broad policy plans and at the same time to be presented w1th 
disputes generated by the effects of programs he or she administers. . 

Second, the variety and extent of these demands on our systems and the lll
creasing complexity of the disputes that grow out of them, suggest to me that 
we ml1st be open to new ways of doing things. We must carefully restructure our 
institutions to be more responsive to the reality and variety of [problems as they 
actually exist. There is, for example, a great difference between an individual 
consumer problem and the issues posed in the debate over nuclear power. It 
seems clear that tllese problems demand different institutional responses. 

Third, and this is something tllut as an attorney I have come around to per
haps rather slowly, is my belief that less formal, non-adversarial processes are 
more appropriate for certain disputes and issues. This realization has been 
prompted by the operation of the various divisions of our department, as well as 
the success of our office of dispute settlement. 

In the criminal area, for example, I am optimistic about the potential of the 
diversionary mechanism lmown as pre-trial intervention. This program avoids 
the costs and stigma of a trial and the devastating consequences of possible con
viction by suspending the criminal process and diverting the accused to a pre
adjudicatory probationary-type program, t.he successful completion of which 
would result in the dropping of charges. Oases such as those which are appro
priate for pre-trial intervention might also be effectively and fairly handled by 
community-based justice centers. 

In the public interest area, we have been able to resolve a number of com-
plicated cases that would have involved costly and lengthy trials by achieving 
out-oi-court settlements. One case that challenged the validity of om State civil 
service examination system was resolved when the opposing experts were able 
tl) arrive at a meeting of the minds. Another case in which we challenged the 
total treatment scheme of the State's largest mental hospital was settled after a 
long and complicated negotiation process. However, as long and complicated as 
that Vrocess was, it was far more expeditious than the trial that would have 
resulted ha<l the negotiations failed to result in an agreement. I note in this rega;rd 
that it is our policy to litigate as a last resort; as a rule, we attempt to resolve dis
putes through negotiation before taking a matter to court. 

While the lands of disputes I have alluded to thus far would go beyond the 
scope of the bills be-:ore you, I believe that our general experience with the success 
and effectiveness of non-adversarial resolution provides an important perspective. 

However, I must be candid in pOinting out that in complex, broad public policy 
cases such as tllesp-, I feel very strongly that the parties must retain their rigl1t 
to be heard in a formal court of law. While many disputes may be resolved 
through negotiation, I would not be willing to forego the ultimate procP(lural and 
substanti\1'e safeguards of a formal trial. I do not feel, however, that this view is 
inconSistent with the purposes oi the bills you are considering. This legislation 
merely encourages and supports efforts to provide access to non-adversarial dis
pute resolution processes, rather than impose such processes on certain classes 
of disputes. The dispute resolution proposals under your consideration enCourllge and as-
sist states and localities in the development of mechanisms and institutions best 
suited to their own particular needs. This is a new and developing field. !l.nd no 
one has all the answers. It is my judgment tlmt the best approach for the Federal 
government is to encourage experimentation a.nd facilitate the sharing of infor
mation rather than t'J apply preconceived guidelines. What works in one area may 
be inappropriate in another, for a variety of reasons. In reflecting this .aw!lre
l1es~, these bills represent a wise course for the Federal government at thIS time. 

I would also like to comment briefly on the question of the appropriate Federal 
aO'encv to administer the dispute resolution program. I understand that this was 
of some concern to Oongressman Kastenmeier's subcommittee in last summe~'s 
hearings on S. 957. It is my unders!an~ing that witnesses before t~e .subc.ommlt
tee suO'gested two alternative instItutional arrangements to admll1Istermg the 
progra;' through the department of justice: fozming a new agency or non-profit 
corporation. similar to the legal services corporation, or having the program ad
ministered by the existing legal services corporation. It is my view that all of the 
suggested methods would be workable. 
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.1 .uud~rstand that concern was expressed al)Qut the Department of Justice ad 
fa¥t~~e~;~t:~~l~~o~~am for ~ear that the agency's legalistic, adversarial ori~Il: 
Bee this as a pr'Jbre 1 s co;mItment to the dispute resolution program. I do not 
1 0' th m. un er any of the proposed administrative alignments 'l~ 

i~nth~~ fie!l~~~r~C:l:.~d~~niSt~ered and staffed by individuals who are expe~·t 
17 . . . 1 ~ 0 e concept. I have had to wear two hats, those of 

~~' oca~~fi a~d o.bJe:tlv.e tlllr<l party! and because I was willing and able to rely 
th gua ~ ~'. expert dl~pu.te resolutIOn staff, our office has not been hindered by 

~f more 'J 1:1n aI, le~alIs~lC approach of the majority of our department 
.£ ~ O~lY cQ.ncern If thIS program is administered throu""h the Depart~ellt of 

JU~~1Ce 1S that an equal emphasis be given to consnmer di;putes as ,;e11 as c:iYil 
m~ ~rs. I ~yould also reco~1l11end the participation of the Federal trade com
m1SSIOn c~all'man 'In the ad v1sory board. 

In.310~Illg, I would lil.:e to state that of the three bills the subcommittee are 
c~nsl erIll~. I would. favor H.R. 3719. I base this judgment on the fact that Ii R 
~Il~ contaIlls both the higher funding level and the dispute resolution adYiS~I; 
~~d'IIn contrast, H.R. 2863, althl)ugh it cont.ains the adYisory board is fundecl 

a e ower level, and S. 423 does not include the advisory board ' , 
. O~e Oft!he greatest problems faced by alternative dispute re~olutioll proo-rams 
~nl e~e lmes o~ fiscal conservatism, including our own program in New j'"'el'sey 
~s a~l\. of finanCIal support. The Federal government cl)uld be of tremendous heit~ 
~~ t~s regt~r~l. Also, the adyiso.ry board could be a valuable vehicle -:::01' facilitating 

e legul~r Illput of the public and other relevant interests, and could proyide 
nee~ed gmdallce to t~e dispute resolution resource center. 
. Fym~lY, I would lIke to l~rge the committee to favorably report out a dispute 
Ies~ ution Act. Such an. action would represent a much needed reform one tlwt 
':ti0. d help to offer fl11rer, more effective, and more efficient justic~s to onr 
Cl zens. . 

. :Mr. PREYER. At this time we look forward to heal'in 0' from Commis-
SlOneI' Ratner and C0111missioner :J\1alchon. 0 

It appears M:r. Ratn~r is not .here. Perhaps he will be here in a few 
moments. If he comes In, we WIll hear from him, and make his state~ 
ment a part of the record. 

:J\fs. :J\1:alc!10n, we wil~ be c1eligh~ed ~o hear fr~)ln you as spokesman for 
county officmls, who WIll be heaVIly llwolved In this type of program. 
If yon would proceed any way you choose. 

TESTIMONY OF COMMISSIONER JEANNE MALCHON, PINELLAS 
COUNTY, CLEARWATER, FLA., NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
COUNTIES, ACCOMPANIED :BY DONALD MURRAY AND HERBERT 
lONES, NACO CRIMINAL JUSTICE PLANNING STAFF 

~1s. !IALOH?N. Thank you, :J\1r. Chairman. I am delighted to have 
th~s oppo~'tum:ty to speak for the National Association o·f Counties on 
t1ns very Important ma~t~r today. 

I am·a county con1.111I§slOner o.f Pinellas County. Fla. I also serve as 
n ~1ember of the .. advIsory COl1;lllllttee of the Florida Supreme Court on 
DIspute ResolutlOn Alt(',r~:1tlves, and I serve 'as cha.irpel'sol1 for the 
J~w. enf?rc;ement su~comnnttee, on the NatlOnal Association of Coun
heR' Orllnu!fl,1 tJustlce and ~nblic S.afety Steering Committee. 

I wou]?, If I may, ~ir, Ch.auman, hke to add 'at this point that prior 
to becon~lng.n. county com~l?sionel: some 6 years ago now, I have been 
verr actn~e l~l volunt~er cn:I~ ~ffa1Ts for a period of Rome 15 years 
ralt·lculaIly Involved In actnTIhes with the LeaO'ue of "romen ,iot€'I's' 
~avmg served as local and State president, and' a member ~f the 'n~~ 

tIOnal board. < 

So. I do bring the perspective of not only the O'overnment official but 
also hopefully the citizen, to tllis testimony a~d my remarks today, 
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You have copies of my prepared testimony, and I ,:ill not read tl~at 
There are just five points that I would particularly like to emphasIze, 
that we touch upon in the testimony. 

First is that both the costs and the limits of the present system have 
been stl~etched about as far as can be tolerated from the point of view 
of local elected officials and the citizens whom the system serves. . 

VVe have the well-known, well-publicized tax. revolt going tl~rough 
the country, which limits the ability to finance Increases, both III ~er
sonnel and facilities for the present court system as well as the ensulllg 
aspects of it, correctional instituti?ns and so on. . . ,,7 e have in our own State now Just had the legIsla~ure adJourn, and 
in the closing moments of the session, as a compromIse, they placed a 
5 percent cap on the increase in revenue from local ad valorem taxes 
on local governments. . . . 

I fear that we are o'oin 0" to be experIencIllg more and more of thIS 
kind of thing. So that fro~ a very practical point of view, we have to 
look for viable alternatives. 

Second, and no less important, perhaps even more ~portantly, is 
the need for serving our citizens better. We are certalllly all aware 
of the frustration and alienation being experienced by members of the 
A.ll1erican public today. We know it is no myth. . 

Unless people can be s~rved more ~mediatefY and. more effiCIently? 
and at less cost to them, In the resolutIOn of mlllor dIsputes, many of 
these will ge unsolved and will fester to the point where they become 
violent or criminal acts of one sort or allother. 

The litigation process, as we know i~ t?day, is a ~~r?id~li~lg proces~ 
to many people, it is a costly process., It I~ ~orn!al, 1~ IS ~~gId. One of 
the thlllO"S about it of course, IS that In a htIgatIOn SItuatIon there are 
winners ~mdlosers.'It is an either and or situation, which almost man
dates tllat half of the people are going to come away from the process 
dissatisfied or unhappy. .. 

The mediation process, we are finding, does result In compromIses 
which, while they may not be completely acceptabfe 0.1' satIsfactory 
to both parties are partially so, and therefore more ll1clmed to have a 
satisfactory result. 

The thircl point that we want to make isthat any of the bi;l1? that are 
before you do not, III our opinion, have the degree of fleXIbIlIty that 
should be incorporated in legislation for this purpose. . . 

Differing commlmities throughout the country have dIffermg prob
lems. The scope of disputes to be covered by such a program should 
allow for minor criminal disputes, or criminal situations as well as 
many juvenile acts. 

One of the big problems that people are acutely concerned about 
today is vandalism and that kind of thing in neighborhoods. l\1any of 
the formal processes that we have today' do not provide for a reso]u
tion of these disputli's without very lengthy formal and rigid. proces~es, 
and sometimes with less than satisfactory results from the pomt of VIew 
of f'verybody all the way around. . 

The structure should he flexible. We have some questIOn about the 
provision in the bills which would in fact create a new agency. We 
are wondering if the process could not be housed. in some existing or 
even a proposed agency, such as the National Institute of Justice. 
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lYe also think that at the local level there. should be ~exi?ility for 
these programs to be carried out, ei~her by prIvate organIzatIOns, non
l3l'ofit orO"anizations under the aegIS of the courts, or whatever other 
J>rogrrunbor agency ;eems suii.tt~ble III a given community. 

,;y e feel very strongly that the success of these pr~grams depends 
very much. on the motivation of the people who ar~ gOll1g to put them 
together, the ~bility that th~y have and so on. TIns can vary greatly 
from communIty to communl'ty... . . . . 

The last point that we want to stress under: the fleXIbIlIty. asrect of It 
is the referral process. ,;Ye think tl~at the bIlls pro?ably hmrt the re
:ferral process too much to a formalIzed structure, eIther ~h~ States at
torney, prosecuting attorney,.district attor~ley, whatever It ~s. 

In some of the proO"rams III my own PUlellas County, III my o;vn 
'State the referral prgcess is far more open than that, even allOWIng 
peopl~ to 'come in off the streets, not ev~n to be I:eferred by any agency. 

But it also allows for referral by SOCIal agenCIes, churches, and other 
appropriate groups. .. 

I myself utilize it in referring citizel~s who call me WIth co~plamts 
'For which there is no other alternatIve, and have done tIns most 
-successfully. .. . I 

The fourth point is our concern that there be greater prOVIsIOn In t le 
bill for local government involvement. . . . . 

As we point out in the prepared testImony, tIns IS essentIally and 
will be essentially a county program.W e feel that !here needs to .be, 
both in the grant application review process and In the evaluatIOn 
process lllput from local governments. 

We don;t necessarily think that y~m have. to set up anothe.r ~oard or 
anvtliinO" to do it from the local pOInt of VIew. ,;Ye have eXIstmg now 
snch gT~UpS as the ] ocal criminal justice plamling councils, regional 
planning councils, all who either through the LEAA process, the A-~5 
review process, are skilled and trained and have staff who do thIS 
kind of thing. . 

We think there should be some local government mput, more than 
is indicated or provided in the bill. 

The fifth point is the matter of funding. As you welllmow, there 
are several of these pilot projects in operation throu~hout the country. 
We have several of them, perhaps a major proportion of them, based 
upon population, in my own State of Florida. . 

They do differ greatly. All of the approa.ches beIllg used .h!lve met 
with some degree of success, some better SUIt some commUIutIes than 
others. . . 

We don't feel that tl1is should. be entered into on a pilot baSIS at tlus 
point. We feel that-has been and is being done.. . 

There needs to be some research done and evaluatIOn of. t~ose proJ
ects which have been very successful, uut what we need now IS for help 
to local O"overnments to 0'0 ahead and institute those pro~rams that 
hnve pro;ed successful. The reason for this, of 'course, is obvious. 

There is nn overlapping period, a phase-in period, before these pro
QTamS hegin to really redl1CJ\ the 10ftd on the existing system, and there
fore reduce the costs or the J'~(?te of increase in the cost. 

Tn the meantime, to institute these programs local governments arl3 
going to have to pick up a dual expense burden in putting in the new 
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programs while still continuing the old programs at the level that they 
are. 

So, there is a very great need for help to local governments to get 
these new programs into operation. 

I think the fact that the bill addresses a phase-out period of reduc
ing appropriations is good. The appropriation should be adequate to, 
do this wherever there is a need and where these programs can serve 
a purpose, rather than on a pilot or experimental basis, as the figures 
in any of the bills would seem to indicate. 

If you look at our testimony of the cost of the programs that are in 
effect right now, you would see that the funding of the bill would per
haps allow 100 programs throughout the country. V\Te don't feel that 
that is sufficient. . 

I think,~{r. Chairman, that that covers the main points that I wish 
to emphasize in the prepared testimony. At this point I would he' 
happy to try to answer any questions that you or members of the 
committee might have. 

I do have with me :Mr. Herb Jones and ~{r. Don :Murray of the 
NA.:CO Criminal Justice Planning Staff to answer any questions that 
I might not be able to. 

[The statement of ~{s. Jeanne ~Ialchon follows:] 

STATEMENT OF JEANNE MA'LOHON, Cmn.rrSSloNER, PINELLAS OOUNTY, FLA., 
REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES 

Mr. Chairman, I am Jeanne MalcllOn, County Commissioner of Pinellas County 
Florida, member of the Advisory Committee to the Forida Supreme Court on 
Dispute Resolution Alternatives and Chairperson for Law Enforcement on the' 
National Association of Counties Criminal Justice and Public Safety Steering-
Oommittee. . 

l\1r. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear hefore this joint rOlll
mittee hearing to present the views of the National Association of Counties rp
garding' proposed legislation designed to assist states and local governments in 
establishing better mechanisms for :resolving minor disputes. 

THE NEED FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROGRA~fS AT THE I.OOAL LEVEL 

The National Association of Counties strongly supports the expanded use of
conciliation, mediation and arbitration in resolving minor disputes. \Ve arC' ('on
vinced that the indiscriminate processing of minor cases through the court'!'; is 
not only costly, but grossly ineffective in resolving individual conflict. 1Ye are 
anxious to promote the development of neighborhood just'ic€' or dispute resolu
tion programs nationwide-including its potential for reducing citizen frm;tl'fl
tions, relieving overcrowded court dockets, and for getting at the underlying 
factors that precipitate conflict. Unfortunately, only a small number of coun
o,es-certainly less than 50-have implemented such programs. 

1.1JJ.e reality, l\fr. Chairman is that most of our county courts receive "minor" 
caBes too late, after the initial conflict has intensified, when the disputants are 
so acutely frustrated that they have no wllere else to turn. The rPlllity is thnt 
in the vMt majority of counties, an individual's only option in resolvinO' minor' 
conflict is to settle the dispute themselves or go to court. 0 

Although most minor disputes involve technical violations of the civil and 
criminal law, many are in reality social services cases in need of lmmedin te 
attenti~n.W~ do no~believe that c,itizens ~l1ould be compelled to go to court
to oJ;>tnm SOCIal serVIces or that the court IS the most appropriate agency for 
malnngsuch referrals. Most dispute resolution programs employ social w01'l,e1's 
to assist disputants in receiving social services. A large proportion of rtu:~es 
never reach the hearing stage because the dispute resolution staff is able to' 
refer the disputant to a social service agency, which is able to resolv(' the dis
putant'S" problem. In many in,gtances, the staff provides followup services after' 
hearings. 

--~' ------------~----
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Dispute resolution centers are the way of the fl,lture for our crin:inal justice 
system. The overcrowding of court dockets, the lack of confi~lence, mterest an.d 
'cooperation of victims and witnesses, the long court delays glves support to thIS 
cOll.cept. 

THE COUNTY ROLE .AND NEED FOR ASSIS'.rANCE 

The Bureau of the Census determined that in fiscal year 1976, counties and 
municipalities financed $12.1 billion in criminal justice expenditures, largely 
through property taxes-out of the national total of $19.7 billion. Certainly, the 
J)assage of Pr,oposition 13 and its rippling effect have heightened the need for 
efficiency, but especially for mol""; effective methods in solving minor disputes 
'.at the county level. 

Unlike muuicipalgovernments, whose largest expenditure is for police, coun
ties invest substantial tax dollars in every functional area of crhninal justice: 
Policing, prosecution indigent defense, courts and corrections. In fiscal year 
1976 municipalities spent less than 6 percent of their criminal justice dollars 
for ~ourts, ,vhile counties spent almost 26 percent. of approximately $?-.2. billion. 

In the 10nO' run we anticipate that the expanSIon anO use of medIatIOn and 
.arbitration i~ settling minor disputes at the county level has the potential for 
,substantial cost savings. For example, the annual operating budget of $120,000 
for the Community Mediation Center in Suffolk County, N.Y., is estimated to be 
approximately half the cost of one judge and his staff at a total of $250,000. If 
the program can be designed to divert ·cases from the formal adversary process 
in a court settinO' to the informal process of a mediation center, a settlement 
that is more sati;factory to the disputants, at a lower cost, is possible. The sav
ings result from the use of community volunteers trained as mediators coupled 
wi th the reduction in processing cost through referrals from the police and dis
trict attorney's offce. 

The present costs of maintaining our criminal justice systems are rapidly 
increasing-too fast for county officials to meet both operating and capital ex
penditures from the local tax base. While total crinlinal justice expenditures in 
the nation increased 14 percent from fiscal year 1975 to 1976, the expenditures 
for county goverllments increased 19 percent. Our local systems of justice are 
heavily supported by tile most :regressive of local taxes, and most of us face 
,:fiscal emergencies. 

Although NACo anticipates long-term savings in court costs for counties who 
,develop dispute resolution programs, we do not envision any short-term savings. 
The hard reality is that counties who are willing to experiment with new dis
pute resolution mechanisms at the community level will, in the short run, be 
askecl to assume the costs of a brand new system, (In top of exising judicial 
. expenditures. The g'l'o\yth of mediation and arbitration programs at the local 
level may not result in any immediate reduction in the backlog of court dockets, 
number of judges or in our yearly expenditures for the maintenance and opera
tion of court facilities. In the foreseeable future, our best hope is that we can 

-cut i11to the rate of increase for such expenditures by makiDg the courts more 
effective. 

'The county is a 11lliquely suitable place to initiate dispute resolution pro
grams. The courts and many agencies that provide human services must come 
-to the county governing board for approval of their budgets. The counties' re
sponsibilities in criminal justice, its eir(lrts to maintain public health, physical 
and mental, to supply vocational training, to provide social services (including 
welfare), to fund education (tl1t'se vary by county, but most counties have com
prehensive responsibilities) have already created a strncture than can institute 

,comprehensive community-based services. Large urban counties or consortia of 
counties are eligible to receive and spend manpower training and placement 
monies under the Comprehensi.Ye Employment and Training' Act of 1973. This 
skeletal structure for change can be fleshed in with the -collaboration of com
munity resources-,private groups, volunteers, and the school system. 

For these and other reasons, the follo\ving platform amendment to the crimi
-nal justice section of the American County Platform was adopted at NACo's 43d 
.Annual Conference in Atlanta, Ga., July 11,1978 : 

G. Mediation/ ArbitratiDn of Minor Disputes-To help relieve overcrowded 
court dockets for both criminal and civil charges &lld to increase citizen pal'
-ticipation, reduce the costs in processing minor disputes and to guarantee a 
full presentation of the issnes, counties are encoul'aged to establish mediation 
U11d arbitration programs or a combination thereof, which rely on discussion a1;ld 
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programs while still continuing the old programs at the level that they 
are. 

So, there is a very great need for help to local goverlllllents to get 
these new programs into operation. 

I think the fact that the bill addresses a phase-out period of reduc
ing appropriations is good. The appropriation should be adequate to. 
do this wherever there is a need and where these programs can serve 
a purpose, rather than on a pilot or experimental basis, as the figures 
in H.ny of the bills would seem to indicate. 

If you look at our testimony of the cost of the programs that are in 
effect right now, you would see that the funding of the bill would per
haps allow 100 programs throughout the country. vYe don't feel that 
that is sufficient. 

I think, ~1r. Chairman, that that covers the main points that I wish
to emphasize in the prepared testimony . .At this point I would he· 
happy to try to answer any questions that you or members of the 
committee might have. . 

I do have with me 1'v.fr. Herb Jones and ~fr. Don :Murray of the 
NA.:OO Criminal Justice Planning Staff to answer any questJ.ons that 
I might not be able to. 

[The statement of ~1s. Jeanne lvIalchon follows:] 

STATEMENT OF JEANNE l\IALOHON, Col\nnSSIONER, PINELLAS COUNTY, FLA., 
REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL AssoQ]:.A.TION OF COUNTIES 

Mr. Ohairman, I am Jeanne l\Ialchon, Oounty Commissioner of Pinellas County 
Florida, member of the Advisory Committee to the Foricla Supreme Court on 
Dispute Resolution Alternatives and Ohairperson for Law Enforcement on the' 
National Association of Oounties Oriminal Justice and Public Safety SteeriuO'-
Oommittee. '" 

Mr. Ohairman, I appreciate the opportlmity to appear hefore this joint ('OJn
mittee hearing to present the views of the National Association of Counties re
gardin~ proposed legislation designed to assist states and local goYerl1ments in 
establishing better mechanisms for resolving minor disputes. 

THE NEED FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROGR.A.i\fS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 

The National Association of Counties strongly supports the expanded use of" 
conciliation, mediation and arbitration in resolving minor disputes. ,Ve fll'(l ('ou
vinced that the indiscriminate processing of minor cases through the courtH is 
not only costly, but grossly ineffective in resolving individual con1iict. We are 
anxious to promote the development of neighhorhoocl justiN' or dispute r(>solu
tion programs nationwide-including its potential for redllCil1~ citizen -frnstl'fI
tions, relieving overcrowded court dockets, and for getting at the ullc1erl:vinO' 
factors that precipitate conflict. Unfortunately, only a small lllunber of COUll~ 
ties-certainly less than 5O--have implemented such programs. 

The reality, Mr. Chairman is that most of our county courts receive "minor" 
cases too late, after the initial conflict has intensified, when the clispntflnts fire 
so acutely frustrated that they have no wh<:>re else to turn. The reality is tllfl t 
in the vast majority of counties, an individual's only option in resolving minor
conflict is to settle the dispute themselves Or go to court. 

Although most minor disputes involye technical violations of the ciYil and 
criminal law, many are in reality social services cases in l1('<:>d of immedin te 
attenti~n. W~ do no~ believe that citizens ~hould be compelled to go to (,onrt
to o~talll SOCIal serVIces or ~at the court IS the most appropriate agency for 
makmg such referrals. Most dIspute resolution programs employ social workerfl 
to assist disputants in receiving social services. A large proportion of cnf::es 
never reach the hearing stage because the dispute resolution staff is ahle to 
refer t!Ie disputant to a soc.ial service agenCY. which is able to resolve the dis
puta~t S'problem. In many lllstances, the staff provides followup services after' 
hearmgs. 

--- ----~- --~------
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Dispute resolution centers are the way of the future for our criminal justice 
s;ystem. The overcrowding of court dockets, the lack of confi~lence, interest aH~l 
,cooperation of victims and witnesses, the long court delays gIves support to thIS 
COll.cept. 

THE COUNTY ROLE AND NEED FOR. ASSISTANCE 

The Bureau of the Census determined that in fiscal year 1976, counties and 
municipalities financed $12.1 billion in criminal justice expenditures, largely 
through property taxes-out of the national total of $19.7 billion. Oertainly, tile 
:passage of Proposition 13 and its rippling effect have heightened the need for 
-efficiency, but' especially for more effective methods in solving minor disputes 
,at the county level. . 

Unlike municipal governments, whose largest expenditure is for police, coun
ties invest substantial tax dollars in every functional area of criminal justice: 
.POlicing, prosecution indigent defense, courts and corrections. In fiscal year 
1976 municipalities ~pent less than 6 percent of their criminal justice dollars 
for ~OUl'ts while counties spent almost 26 percent of approximately $1.2 billion. 

In the long run, we anticipate that the expansion and use of mediati~n and 
arbitration in, settling minor disputes at the county level has the potentllli for 
.substantial cost savings. 1)'01' example, the anllual operating budget of $120,000 
for the Oommunity Mediation Center in Suffolk County, N.Y., is estimated to be 
approximately half the cost of one judge and his staff at a total of $250,000. If 
the program can be designed to divert -cases from the formal adversary process 
in a court settin'" to the informal process of a mediation center, a settlement 
that is more sati;factory to the disputants, at a lower cost, is possible. The sav
ings result from the use of community volunteers trained as mediators coupled 
with the reduction in processing cost through referl'llis from the police and dis
trict attorney's offce. 

The present costs of maintaining our criminal justice systems are rapidly 
increasing-too fast for county officials to meet both operating and capital ex· 
penditures from th<:> local tax base. While total criminal justice expenditures in 
the nation increased 14 percent from fiscal ~'ear 1975 to 1976, the expenditures 
for county governments increased 19 percent. Our local systems of justice are 
heavily supported by the most regressive of local taxes, and most of us face 
:fiscal emergencies. 

Although NACo anticipates long-term saYings in court costs for counties who 
.develop dispute resolution programs, we do not envision. any short-term savings. 
'J:he hard reality is that counties who are ,villing to experiment with new dis
pute resolution mechanisms at the community level will, in the short run, be 
asked to assume the costs of a brand new system, on top of exising judicial 
. expenditures. ~L'he growth of mediation and arbitration programs at the local 
level may not result in any immediate reduction in the bacldog of court dockets, 
ll1.unber of judges or in our yearly expenditures for the maintenance and opera
tion of court facilities. In the foreseeable future, our best hope is that we can 

-cut into the rate of increase for such expenditures by making the courts more 
effective. 

"l'l1e cOlmty is a uniquely suitable place to initiate dispute resolution pro
grams. The courts and many agencies that provide hUman services must come 
-to the county governing board for approval of their budgets. The counties' re
sponsibilities in criminal justice, its efforts to maintain public health, physical 
and mental, to supply vocational training, to provide social services (including 
welfare), to fund education (these vary by county, but most counties have com
prehensive responsibilities) haye already created a structure than can institute 

-comprehensive community-based services. Large urban counties or consortia ot 
counties are eligible to receive 'Und spellcl manpower training and placement 
monies under the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973. 'l'his 
skeletal structure for change can be fleshed in with the 'Collaboration of com~ 
mllnity l'esources-private groups, volunteers, and the school system. 

For these and other reasons, the following platform amendment to the crimi
'nal justice section of the American County Platform was adopted at NACo's 43d 
Annual Conference in Atlanta, Ga., July 11,1978: 

G. Mediation/Arbitration of Minor Disputes-To help relieve overcrowded 
court dockets fOJ; both criminal and civil charges and to increase citizen pal'
·ticipation, reduce the costs in processing minor disputes and to guarantee a 
full presentation of the issnes, counties are encouraged to establish mediation 
and arbitration programs or a combination thereof, which rely on diScussion a~d 
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compromise rather than criminal prosecution or civil litigation. The definition 
of minor disputes can be determined by the courts, the prosecutor's office, and/or 
by the legislature. 

Examples of such cases might include domestic disputes, juvenile disputes, 
landlord tenant disputes, etc. Legal representation is not necessary, but would 
be permitted. 

WILL PROPOSED LEGISLATION MEET THE NEEDS OF COUNTIES IN IMPLEMENTING DISPUTE 
RESOLUTION PROGRAMS ~ 

A.. Ptwpose and scoope 
Although S. 423, H.R. 3719 and H.R. 2863 support the implementation of dis

pute resolution processes, S. 423 and n.R. 3719 would limit the purpose of such 
legislation to resolving minor civil disputes. Only H.R. 2863 is sufficiently brond 
enough to be consistent with NACo policy. H.R. 2863 would simply limit the 
scope to "minor disputes." The line between civil and criminal is too narrow for 
arbitrary distinctions. There are many minor criminal cases that could benefit 
from the mediation process. There are even more juvenile cases that could bene
fit and are implicitly excluded. 
B. Disp1tte re80ltttion 1'e801£1'ce center 

H.R. 2863, S. 423 and n.R. 3719 would all cr.eate a Dispute Resolution Resource 
Center to serve as a national clearinghouse for the exchange of information, to 
provIde technical assistance to State and local goyernment and to provide basic 
research. The development of such a center has our total support. We need to, 
know ·what works and what doesn't work and we desperately need technicnl 
assistance from the Federal Government and from Sta,te government in imple
menting programs. The Community Relations Service in the U.S. Department of 
Justice, for example, has a long and distinguished track record and Wis type of 
service should be utilized in providing technical assistance to State and local 
governments. 
O. Fund8 

Although NACo believes that all of the proposed bills contain inadequate au
thorizations, n.R. 3719 and S. 423 are more realistic with a total yearly au
thorization of $18 million as opposed to $12 million in H.R. 2863. The Federal 
Government is currently spending about $600,000 for three justice centel's for 18 
months. Of this amount, roughly $150,000 per center went for operational costs ~ 
the balance represented special developmental expenditures. At a rate of $150,000 
per center, the $15 million set aside in n.R. 3719 and S. 423 for State and local 
grants would support only 100 justice centers in the United States. Considering 
tllere are 18,000 cities and 3,104 counties, such funding would barely scratch 
the surface of the problem .. 
D. Revie1V of grant applications 

Both R.R. 3719 and H.R. 2863 requires that the chief executive officer, attorney 
general, and chief jhdici~l officer in a State be given the "opportunity to submit 
written comments" on any application for financial assistance submitted"by a local 
government or government agency, or a nonprofit -prganization. We question the 
wisdom of such a requirement-other than to insure statewide coordination of 
effort. Surely, a local nonprofit organization could generally be more informatively 
judged by 'R local government than by State officials, far removed from local 
operations. These bills are silent on any review by local government. 

SUMM:,4.RY, 

In summary, NACo supports a dispute resolution act that would cover all minor 
disputes, be they Civil or criminal. 

:Mr. Chairman, at a time when our Nation has focused on prevention in our 
health care system, it is equally appropriate that we begin to create for our 
systems of justice, strategies that can help prevent violence. A dispute reRolu
mon act, which is adequately funded and recognizes tJle crucial role of local 
government can achieve this objective. We need to get llt the underlying factors 
that precipitate violence long before it occurs. 

Mr. PREYER. We would be glad to have them join you at the table 
here. 

Thank you very much for your testimony, which is put very suc
cinctly and to the point. It is very helpful. 

·1 

1.6,3 

On the question of funding, what level of funding do you think 
would be more adequate ~ Put it that way. . 

:Ms. MALOHON. That is very difficult, to put a precise or even a ball
park figure on at this point, sir. ,iVhat we are cUITently engaged in now 
is doing some research as to the programs that are effective, but cer
tainly most of the 1l1>ajor ;metropolitan areas could benefit from some 
such program as this. 

So, I would say that statistically, whatever number of metrop~l~tan 
areas, multiplied by the 100,000 to 150,000 figure that we have utlhzed 
in exis,ting programs would -be somewhere in the neighborhood. 

ObVIOusly, there are certain less densely populated areas that could 
also benefit from such a program. I would say that perhaps they 
·would be far fewer in number. 

:Mr. ~fmlRA Y. :Mr. Chairman. the three pilot programs that are C1U'
rently supported by LEAA. I think the estimates are operationally 
it is costing about $150,000 a year. These are new efforts, but a~ that 
rate, as ~:rs. ~IIa.lchon indicated, you could fund, using the most hberal 
of the bins that hfLve been proposed, only 100 programs in the United 
States, with that kind of expenditure at the local level. 

The, difficult in the short run, as also has been indicated, as Goyern
ment is asked to take on, or to fund a new system, and st.ill fund the 
old system at the present time-in the short run, it is going to be diffi
cult to see any savings. 

~{s. 1VIALOIION. Our own Pinellas COlmty program, our annual 
budget for that, a LE.A.A grant, is some $200,000. Of course, ours, as I 
say, is a l'athcr comprehensive progranl and covers all of these aspects 
that I have addressed. 

,Ve are, of course, expecting that to be phased out after the next 
fisca,} year, and then hopefully with the cooperat.ion of our municipal 
governments in our county, 'We will pick it up locally. 

~Ir. PREYER. ,VI) at is the. population of Pinellas County ~ 
1\fs. ~1:ALCHON. A total of750,000 people. ' 
~1r, PREYER. One of the basic tenets of the legislation is. that. Fed

eral funds W0111d cease after 5 years, after the phase-in period. 1Vith 
the sort of pl'f'SRUre on local financing which you ha:ve just described, 
do yon think that is a realistic assumption, that these programs wou] d 
be--

~fs. nlALOHoN. Yes, sir, I do. I think this is a local government func
tion, As I said, local governments need help because it will be a dual 
situation in the beginning years. Thev need help to get it underwav. 

Theoretical1y, it. is a focal government function, and jt shoulcl re
duce th('. burden-if we cannot actually reduce costs, certainlv ,yeo c\'ln 
reduce the rate of increase in those costs of the formal judicial system. 

~{r. PREYER. ""\iV e also haye budget pressnres on Congress, as wen as 
at your State level. So that one thing that is important to Congress at 
this time, a budget conscious Congress, is whether the dispute'resolu
tion bills are cost effective. It is a hard thing to come up with hard 
information on that. 

Do you have any evidence or any proof that you could give us to 
show the cost effectiv~ness of these programs ~ 

~fs. ~1ALOHON. I heSItate to say that we have proof, Mr. Chairman, 
because the program and the whole concept is re]atiYely new. I can 
provide for the committee reports from our own local pl'ogramand 
those in Florida. 
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The Naco staff is presently, as I say, researching the otlier pro
grams that are in operation around the country. Our own figures
and I am sorry that I do not have that report with me here today
indicates that we are picking up many cases that peJ::haps would not 
,be in the formal courts anyway. 

V\That we are finding is that it is reducing the situations where 
these escalate into acts of violence or some other kind of situation 
that would ultimately impact not only on the courts, but on the cor
rectional systems and the whole criminal justice system. 

I think at this point we can only have projections rather than hard 
pl'oof. 

)h. :MURRAY. j)lr. Ohairman. if I could just add to that. The adver
sary system we think in many' instances obscures the underlying fac
tors that precipitate conflict. Oourts are operating uncleI' the rules of 
evidence, don't always get at the underlying factors that precipitate 
a conflict. 

A kid might throw a ball through someone's window. A court would 
be interested in did he throw the~ball and not the factors that might 
have led up to that incident. ",Ve hope through mediation 'we can get 
at these factors and, if necessary, if social services for example are· 
needed, that these people could get the proper referrals. 

We in county government, since we have major responsibility not 
only in criminal justice but in the health and social services system, 
certainly cannot abdicate our responsibilities. ",Ve face the problems 
:in one system or another. 

:Ms. MALOHON. I would like to expand upon that a little bit. One of 
the potential uses that we see for this system is the situations of do
mestic violence. These, if they go unresolved, as they do in most 
cases today because the parties are reluctant to press charges, the 
police who come to the scene are not trained, and there is no way that 
the:y can force these people into the kind of social agencies and sq on
as I say, the parties are reluctant to press charges because if so it 
means perhaps loss of employment an'd loss of income. 

Usually in these situations there is not only spouse abuse, but there 
is child abuse, which starts the whole cycle for children who become 
dysfunctional juveniles and end up in the criminal justice system. 

If one considers the total cost of that kind of unresolved situation 
and could treat it early on in this kind of a setting, which has a some
~.V'hat formal,l)rocedure rather than ju?t being shifted or referred 
from one SOCIal agency to the other, WIthout any resolution agreed 
to ·by both parties. 

:1\11'. PREYER. It is hard to put a dollar value on that. 
:t\Is. l\fA!~OHON. It is very hard, but one thing about aU of the rami

fications of these festering situations that are now going unresolved, 
that eventually end up in some sort of violence or criminal act, I 
think is the p6i:ential for saving, not only dollarwise but in the social 
asp(lcts of it, is iust fantastic. 

:.\£1'. PREYER. Thank you very much. 
j\fr. Ratner has come in. ""Yon't you join us at the table here ~ :1\fr. 

Ratner is the New York City Department of Consumer Affairs Oom
mjsRioner, and his plane was late today. W~ are glad you made it. 

:1\1:1'. RATNER. Thank you. 

r' 
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~fr. PRE1."ER. Let me suggest before we proceed with further ques
tioning of the other witnesses that we hear from Mr. Ratner at this 
time. 

TESTIMONY OF COMMISSIONER BRUCE d. RATNER, NEW YORK 
CITY DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS 

:&fr. RATNER. I will make my comments brief. Basically, the city of 
New York and the department of consumer affairs support the leo'is-
lation before the subcommittees. b 

.First, .we are at a time of extrel1~ely high inflation, a time when 
mInor d~sputes. become .even .more Important. Every dollar-every 
penny-Is crUCIal to the famIly budget now. There is no room for 
waste. 
. The sec;.ond p<?int is that we i,n the department of consumer affairs 
In New "York Oity gets approxImately 110,000 complaints, telephone 
~alls, and. inquiries a year. ","Te feel that that is only the tip of the 
Iceberg WIth respect to the total number of complaints aroun.d. 

A study published in the 11arvard Business Review shows that 
only 3.1 percent of complaints are reported to third parties. It gives 
~s in the ~ity a sense that even with our high volume, we are really 
Just touchmg a small percentage of the problems. 

Another point tJIat we think is very impo.rtant is that minor dis
pute resoluti?n can be handled with a relatively small amount of 
money; that IS, you can resolve !t great volume of disputes at low cost. 
Ou~' 170,000 inquiries and complaints a year are handled by a staff of 
only 10 people and 50 volunteers at ~ cost o.f about $300,000 to $350,000 
a year. 

I{owever: I would also like to emphasize that while I think the bills 
are very good, I think the subcommittees ought to consider some points 
that could improve the bills. . 

Firs~, the empl~asis of programs funded by the bins should be on 
two tlll~gs: That IS, buyer and seller complaints; andland-lord-tenant 
complaInts. 

. I think when y~)U get into ne~ghborhood or interpersonal and family 
~lsputes yon run Into three ma]~:n' pro~lems; One, they are very expen
SIV~ to resolve; two, they reqUlre. SOCIal workers and other sl)0.cially 
trmned personnel; and three, they take a great deal more thne than tlie 
average consnmer com'plaint to resolve. 

While I think .that thes~ interpe~sonal are very: important and that 
they should receIve attentIOn, I tlunk that the bIns nnder discussion 
he~'e should concentrate on buyer-seller and landlord-tenant relation
ShIpS. I think with the kind of money that is presently heino' contem
plated for expenditure under these 'programs, to extend f~l1din 0" to 
other areas would broaden the bin to the point where I don't thi~k a 
good job could be done in crucial areas. 

A second point of great concern is the question of business access. I 
kno.w this point has been disputed and debated. To what extent should 
bUSIness access be permitted under the bill, under this law ~ 

In Ne:v York City we have what I consider a very successful 
sm~ll claIms court. It doe.s ~ot -aIlo,,: corporations, partnerships, arid 
aSSIgnees to appear as plamtlffs. I tlunk one of the reasons for its suc
cess is because it does not allow this business access. . . 
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':Vhile bu.siness has a right and should in fact be able to litigate 
c~alms, I tlunk the e~perience in small claims courts of other jurisdic
tIons shows that busmess access to trese courts can have a neO"ative 
impact. For example, a study of small claims courts in Ha~tford 
showed that 83 percent of the claims filed were business claims collec
tion claims. The court in a sense became much like a collection ~ourt. 

The affective aspects of why it is not a good idea to have business 
~ccess a1'e somew'hat hard to pinpoint. It is the ambience and the feel
ll),g of the smuIl claims court in New York, as being a citizens' court, 
a pe?p'l~'s court, that I think holds its a.ttraction, and also holds the 
crechblhty. of consumers and other people who use the court. 

90mparIng o~r small claims court with our housing court, which is 
prImarIly a land.lord-tenant court, one can see that people's perception 
of the court is different. Our housing court is not regarded by many 
people as a very good court, a very fair court, as a court which is easy 
to use. I think in part this is because it is primarily a court where the 
same landlords appear often, so consumers see a regular relationship 
~etween a landlord anti the judge or clerk. Not that there is anythinO" 
Ill~gal or wrong going on, but that perception has a very negativ~ 
effect. 

It is crucial for a dispute resolution mechanism to have the confi
dence of the public. The public should feel the systems are there Ior 
them. 

If the subcommittee does decide to permit, as the bills presently do, 
business access, I would tend to limit it to either to a couple of days 
a week or to ~ small numb~r of cases per year for any given plaintiff, so 
that mechanIsm does not In a sellse become a collection court, and yet 
perhaps could be used by a small business, such as a small grocery 
store, for the few claims it has. 

So, if there is any business access, I would try to limit it either in 
teuns of number or days per week. 
. J\1::y third focal p~int.with respect to improving the proposed legisla

tIon Involves the CrIterIa for what ought to be funded. There are three 
or four requirements that could be added which would encourage the 
creation of better dispute resolution mechanisms. 

First, a funded program should make use of volunteers. Volunteers 
are a very important way to take limited resources and resolve a great 
many disputes. 

Before becoming commissioner of consumer affairs for New York 
City I started a consumer help center with a local television station 
and a law school where I taught in New York. We at that time had 
a budget of $50,000 or $60,000 a year. We had about 60 volunteers and 
resolv('u about 5,000 disputes it year for that relatively Sfiiftll budget. 
It was because of vohmteers we were able to do it. Therefore I would 
include a recommendation that volunteers be part of any prog~'am. 

The second point I'd like to make related to criteria fo1' use of funds 
regards the question of patterns of abuse that are found by dispute 
resolution mechanisms. 
. One of th,e p~o?lems with. deciding that disputes oUgJlt to be handled 
ill a small: IndIVIdual way IS th~t records may be kept in a piecemeal 
fashion, which makes it difficult to discover a serious pattern of abuse 
or-fraud by a company. 

My agen.~y is both an enforcement and dispute resolution a,gency. 
r 
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We have a system whereby when a number of complaints viles up,.or 
when a particular complaint looks like a serious matter, it IS sent over 
to the enforcement division. This helps greatly in preventing further 
problems. 

Therefore, I conclude that the bin ought to have a requirement that 
dispute mechanisms have a method of recorcUteeping or identifying 
patterns of abuse, and that there be some plan for pointing those pat
erns out to appropriate consumer agencies or district attorneys, as the 
case may be. This is essential because, with, various small dispute reso
lution mechanisms, it could be possible, for example, for a violator to 
hu.ve 30 claims litigated without the pattern ever coming to the atten
tion of an enforcement agency. 

:My last point with respect to criteria that ought to be included is 
the question of volume of cases and expeditious handling of cases. I 
think one of the problems is an area that traditionally has gotten a low 
priority for funding is that when fundin.g finally comes, the funding 
is probably not enough to really resolve every issue in great detail. 
Therefore, I would make one of the criteria for funding the fact that 
a dispute resolution m~chanism is not only accessible, but that it is set 
up to handle a substantIal volume of cases at low ~ost. 

I can tell you at the consumer help center and at the department of 
consumer affairs, if we· did 11 ot hu;ve budget constraints, we would pro b
a.bly spend ten ~im.es as much to resolve a complaint, even though ten 
times as much mIght not be necessary. 

. There 'are economic laws that describe that phenomenon, but I just 
want to emphasize I think the volume question is an inlportant cri
terian that absolutely must be considered when a dispute resolution 
mechanism is reviewed for funding. 

In summary) I think a dispute resolution law is badly ne('ded and I 
would like to encourage the subcommittees to pass it. I a.lso urge you to 
consider some of the changes that I have recommended. I appreciate 
having this oPPOl'tunity to testify, and would be happy to answer 
questions. 

[The information follows :] 

TESTIMONY OF BRUCE C. RATNER, Cm.n.nSSloNER, NEW YORK CITY 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS 

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am delighted to have this 
opportunity to testify in favor of proposed legislation which would assist in the 
establi.shment of improved and innovative mechanisms for the resolution of minor 
disputes, specifically S. 423, R.R. 3719 nnd R,R. 2863. As Commissioner of the 
New York Department of Consumer Affairs, an agency charged with educating 
and protecting New Yorkers, in the marketplace, n,nd as past head of the Con
sumer Help 'OeIJ,ter, a non-profit dispute resolution p'roject acting through the joint 
efforts of New York University' Law School uhd WN:mT: televisiun, I feel I eull 
speak from experience'. 

I'd 1ilm to focus my comments in two main areas: nrst, why the passage of 
this legislation would be of great servtce to A,merican consumers and second, how 
a few changes in the bills as written could make this good legislation even better. 
. "Vast numbers of American consumers deSJ)erately need help in resolving proll

loms they hnve with merchandise 01' services they have purchased. They need 
information about who to approach with n problem, how to approach that person 
or institution and they frequently need help in reaching a fair resolution of dis
putes they have with vendors. In 1978, the New York Department of Consnmer 
Affairs handled nearly 170 thousand phone calls, letters and personal interviews 
with consumers who wanted help ~n rh~solying a conflict with a merchant or serv
ice company. ~'hese thousands of coni;acts represent just a small frp~~tion of the 
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number of transactions about which consumers are conce~ned: a study ~f near!y 
2,500 household's conducted by the Center for Respom;~ve Law, publIshed m 
Harvard Business Review showed that people actually VOIce complamts concern
ing only one third of the problems they perceive. Of the complaints that. are
voiced, only.3.7 percent are referred to third parties, and of these few complamts, 
only about 16 percent are referred to local consum~r agenci~s such as the Depart
ment of Consumer Affairs. In other words, accordmg to thIS study, for each and 
everyone of those 170 thousand complaints made to us, New Yorkers probably 
perceived over 86 more, amounting to a total of 506 million consumer problems 
per year in New York City alone. . .. ' 

During times of inflation the estabhs~ment of.a system for fau .resolutIOn of 
consumer disputes is particularly essential. FamIly budgets. are belI~g st:etch~d 
to the breaking point and people simply cannot afford to I~nore. sIt~atlOns. In 
which they do not receive vaiue for thelr.dol~ars. Now, wh.enmflatlO~ IS carvmg, 
away at Americans' purchasing power, fau dIspute resolutlOnmechaDls~s would 
help to insure a reasonable balance of power between consumer and 'busmess. 

One of the major benefits of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms is that 
they would move many conflicts out of the adversary~yste~ of our ?ourt.s, a 
system which is not always best for consumers or busmess !nvolved.m mmor 
disputes. First, conducting a regular case through the courts IS expe~sIve--both 
to the litigants ancI to the state. Litigants are faced with lost work time. expeu
sive lawyers' fees and the costs of a.large a.mount of paperwork-f:eguently 
multiplied by counterclaims. and stallmg taC~I?S. Governn~ent puts mIllIons of 
dollars per year into processmg documents, hIrIng and paymg personnel, and so' 
on for a relatively slow-moving caseload. When a problem is handled on a less 
fo;mal basis a fair result can often be achieved through a relatively short con
ference in ;hieh the parties involved exchange information directly with e~('h 
other, aided by an arbitrator or mediator. For example, the New .York .Clt;rT 
Department of Consumer Affairs regularly resolves problems on thIS basIS at 
low cost to both taxpayers and disputants. Last year, a team of 60 volunteers 
and 10 paid staff handled 170,000 complaints at a cost of roughly $350,000.J. Con
sumer Help responded to 5,000 complaints per year in depth, conducting legal 
research and extensive negotiations between disputants, at a cost of $60,000. 

USing alternatives to the formal adversary system to solve minor disputes 
serves to avoid aggravating feelings of ('onfiict between the parties. When a case 
is placed before a judge in the regular legal s.y~tem, litigants typically ~ake ~n 
extreme and. angry stance rather than a conclhatory one. Often a relatlOnshlp 
between disputants must continue after a cas~3 is :esolved-such as when a c?n
sumer and neighborhood store are at adds. Then It much better for commumty 
relations if those disputants achieve an agreement together rather than have a 
decision imposed upon them from the outside. . 

In addition to limiting aliellation between consumers and vendors. alternatIve 
resolution systems for minor disputes could curb the feelings of alienation the 
public often feels with government. Providing the public with fast, inexpensive 
und fair dispute resolution mechanisms as an alternative to slow and complex 
court systems would help people recognize that governmental agencies are de
signed to help, not frustrate, the public. This is especially important to lower
income or minority communities. Alternative dispute resolution mechanisms 
would not provide a "second-rlass" form of justice, as some have suggested. 
Rather. these mechanisms would place government problem-solving resources in 
the communities where they are needed, lowering language, distance and illlan
cial barriers which have prevented the poor from having full access to our judi
cial system. For example, New York City's Harlem Small Claims Court Com
mnultv A(lvor'fltps ]lave been of grea.t service in l'csponding to the needs of that 
~ommunity in helping both plaintiffs and defendants, by explaining legal rights, 
helping to fill out forms and in assisting in gathering appropriate evidence. 

Speedy resolution of complaints would also promote good business practices, 
as case records could provide both industry and government with information 
about repeating problems. 

Clf'arly, the benefits that would bf' provided by establishing innovative in
formal mechanisms for the resolution of minor disputes are substantial. 

Havi..ng made my strong support for this valuable legislation clear, I would 
like to turn for a moment to a few refinements which could make these excellent 
proposals even better. . 

1 Includes' overhead such as mailing costs, telephones, copy machines and so on. 
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First, the focus of the dispute resolution mechanisms funded under these bill$ 
should be narrowed to include only minor civil disputes such as those involving 
a buyer and seller or a landlord and tenant. To attempt to include disputes ,@c1r 
as those between neighbors or family members would stretch the funds allotted 
for these programs too thin. In addition, neighborhood Or family disputes r~qui;re 
special attention £i'om social workers as well as lengthy investigation and follow:
up in order to solve emotion-laden problems. These tusks should not ~e :h;~ndled as 
part of a program for quick and simple dispute l·esolutioll. 

Furthermore, business access to dispute resolution mechanisms established 
under this legislation should be limited to insure that those mechanisms will 
not become collection agencies for corporations. Unfortm;lately, small claims 
courts in many states have evolved in that direction. For example, a 1974-75 
study conducted by the Connecticut Public Interest ResearGl,I ·GllouP showe,Q. that 
in Hartford 83 percent of small claims court cases invol,,;e~l corpo~ate p~~n:tiff'S 
suing individual defendants. Eight corporations brouglAt ;96 p,erQeJ):t .0;1:;the suits 
examined by the researchers. Massive filings by these aOl'porations made small 
claims courts the toot of debt collectors rather than a court for individuals. 

New York law prevents corporations, associations, insurers and assignees from 
suing in Small Olaims Court, and this system has worked well to preserve the 
Court's role of serving individuals. If businesses ;are not to be excluded from 
lJringing cases before minor dispute resolution mechanisms, then it is essential 
that theil.· access should be limited to one or two days per week or a specified 
small number of cases per plaintiff per year. 

More funding for dispute resolution mechanisms is clearly needed, even if 
the focus of this legislation is limited to the consumer and landlord-tenant 
areas. For example, if one dispute resolution expert could resolYe as much as 
20 serious conflicts per day, about 5,200 conflicts per year could be handled for 
that salary. Comparing this 5,200 complaints to the 506 million potenital cases 
per year in New York City alone makes it clear that substantial staff will be 
needed nationwide. 'When the cost of paperwork, rents, training, public informa~ 
tion and so on is added, it is obvious that the proposed funding is inadequate. 
Consumers need and deserve more than $12 to $18 million in funQ.ing per year 
for these dispute resolution mechanisms and their administration. By way of 
comparison, the federal government paid $996 million to support the price of 
wheat during the 1977-78 crop year. 

As far as the technicalities of administration goes, I would like to raise two 
issues. ]'il'st, the law Enforcement Assistance AdmInistration should not be head~ 
ing these programs. The primary experience of the LEAA bas been in criminal 
justice mainly in criminal prosecution, making the past experience and orienta~ 
tion ot'this agency inappropriate to worll: in solving minor non-criminal disputes, 
This program should be administered by a federal agency familiar with civil 
procedures, advised :JoY the Federal Trade Commission which has a staff Imow.
edge able in the expectations, problems and needs of consumers. Second, H.R. 
2863 suggests that priorit~ consideration for fU1~(ling should be given to e~is~illg 
dispute reso'lution mechalUsms over new mechalllsms that would perform SImIlar 
functions in the same area. Final dispute resolution legislation should make it 
clear ~hat although federal grant money should not be used to pay for systems 
noW' ftmded by state and local governments, improvements in and additions to 
existinO' mechanisms Should indeed have priority over similar new mechanisms. 
This w~uld limit wasteful repetition of efforts within a community and make 
the most of the pool of experience held by staffs of existing mechanisms. 

Fina'lly I would like to propose some improvements that might be made in the 
requirem~nts for and possible uses of funds by groups receiving grants. One im~ 
portant change would be to require that effol'ts 'be made to train and use vol un,. 
t(>l?fA, Our Consnmer Affairs. complaint line phone room is sto.ffQd mo..inly ~}y 
trained volunteers, some of whom have been ,yith the Department smce ItS 
ince.ption over ten years ago. Many experienced volunteers with additional train
ing also act as expeditors, mediating between vendors and consumers to resolve 
complaints. When plans are made for dispute resoluttol! mechanisms! t11C::Y ShO~lld 
definitely include using volunteers who not only prOVIde an essentmllmk WIth 
the community for the exchange of ideas and infolUnation, especially yaluable 
for effective work in minority communities, but who can greatly expand the 
capabilities of a program at limi~ed additional ~ost. . . 

~'be Senate 'version of the DIspute ResolutIon Act specIfically mentIons that 
required reasonable and fair rules and procedures include the promotion of 
effective means for insuring that monetary awards or agreements are paid all(~ 
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that non-monetary agreements are carried out. Any finl'll dispute resolution 
lee:islation should definitely include similar requirements. Oollections have b~en 
a °serious problem in small claims courts . .A. 1976 New York Public Interest 
Research GrolLp Study of .five New York cities showed that fro~ 30 to nearly. 50 
percent of small claims court judgements go uncollected. No dIspute resolutIOn. 
mechanism will be effective unless it makes provision for prompt payment of 
settlements. , d 

AIM'; funded programs. should be requ.ired to. ga ther .. <lata on ~h~lr cal:!es an 
:resolutions. Not only will this informatIon be useful m determmmg the effec
tiveness of programs, but the data should be complied i~ such a W~y that r~
occurring problems can be traced and dealt with, on areglOnal or natlOnal basIs 
if necessary. . 

Finally, grant recipients should be required to ·show that they are handling 
a substantial volume of cases quickly and effectively. A program cannot be 
simple, fair or inexpensive if it is not accessible .and fast. Funded dispute ~esolu
tion mechanisms must be required to show theIr worth as twe alternatIves to 
slow-moving, bulky court systems by limiting their focus. to appropriate, simple 
cases and by handling them in a volume that justifies momes spent. 

In conclusion, I sincerely hope that you will give full conside.ration ~o the 
ehanO'es that I have proposed and that you will take all approprIate actIOn to 
insm:'e the passage of a dispute resolution bill. With high inflation, cOIis~ers 
need this legislation more than ever before. I'm sure we all agree that Amel'lcan 
consumers deserve a fair shake in the marketplace. 

J\fr. PREYER. Thank you very much. That IS very interesting 
testim.ony. 

J\fr. Broyhill ~ .. .. 
J\fr. BROYHILL. I am mtel'ested In your statement, In whIch :you aI:e 

saying tha.t the business community should be barred from USIng thIS 
system and yet at the same time your .prn;ted statem~nt says that 
business groups are also barred from sumg In small claIms court. 

What do you expect the busiaess community to do ~ These !1re all 
consumer-oriented disputes. Some of them, of course, are dIsputes 
where a person just hasn't paid. Others are disputes where there may 
Ibe some question concerning service that should be rendered to the 
consumer ·01' some complaint about quality or so forth. 

It would seem to me a mechanism such as this would resolve these 
disputes far easier than relying on the court system. 

Mr. RATNER. vVell, presently in New York City corporations aD:d 
eompanies do sue in our formal civil court, and seem to handJe thelr 
matters fairly well there. These cases are handled expeditiously and 
with reasonable volume. 

I guess my feeling is that to have a system which would be com
pletely open to business would lend itself to the possibility of it basic
ally becoming a collections court. ]\try statement to the effect that if 
you do have business access it should 'be very limited is based on our 
experience in New York City. , 

I think right now our business does have fair ['~ccegg to -courts. In 
New York Oity the civil courts are basically a collections courts and 
small claims court is in a sense a citizens' court. I think that a sys
tem wherein they are separated is a good system. ' 

J\.fr. BROYHILL. Does the consumer under your laws have the right 
to COll'!e in and to allege that the contract has been broken because of 
service not rendered, or because of quality complaint, and thus that 
we withheld payments ~ 

Mr. RAT~TER. Yes; conSlUners have two ways of doing that. One is 
ence they are sued in civil court, they could come .in and sa! the 
product was defective, or what-ever, and put in a counterclaim . .alter-
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natively, if not sued, the consume.r could initiate a suit in small claims 
court. . 

J\fr. BROYHILL. As I understand a lot of State law, the consumer IS 
not permitted to put forward that defense. 

J\fr. RATNER. In New York City, the consumer can put forth those 
def~nses or counterclaims, and does. 

There are a number of experiments in New York City to try and 
encouraO'e O'reater consumer participation in the legal system. For 
exrumple

b 
First National City Bank: has a tearoff summons, where the 

COllSlUl1e~ can put down what their counterclaim is and send it in as 
op'posed to appearing in court. So, we have experimented with better 
·ways for access for the consumer when the merchant sues. 

However when the merchant does not sue and the consumer goes 
forward, there is a special court fDr that. I think that distinction is 
important. 

J\fr. BROYHILL. Well, do you anticipate that under these programs 
that the mechanism that is set up would have tJ"\_~ <1uthority to hand 
down a judgment against an individual consumer ~ 

~fr. RATNER. Are you referring to any specific mechanism ~ 
Mi'. BROYHILL. ",'7J.lichever ones set up-50 to 100 progTams arolUld 

the country. Would they have the authority ~ Are you assuming they 
would have the authority to hand down a legal judgment requiring 
someone to pay, or requiring-that result in garnishment, for example, 
of their wages ~ 

]\tIl'. RA'l'NER. You are anticipating that 50 programs will 'be set up ~ 
Mr. BROYHILL. vVell, we are anticipating maybe 50 to 100 of these 

l)l'ograms might be set up around the country. I had not assumed 
that they would be set up with that type of authority. 

J\ir. RATNER. I would think that you could have all different types 
of systems. One might be an informal telephone mediation service. 
Another one might be an arbitration system, with awards. Another 
one might 'be improvement of small claims court in a given jurisdic
tion. Another one might even be improvement of a civil court sys
tem in a rural area that handles all kinds of matters. 

I wouldn't want to generalize and say all flUlded programs should 
be with or without judgments. I ,vould think, however, the majority 
of funded programs probably would make awards. I would hope most 
systems would be of the mediation. type and the conciliation type. 

In my experience they are lllllCh more cost effective than a judgment 
system. On the other hand, in New York City our small claims court 
operates at night, with voluntary arbitrators, gives awards and judg
ments, and opel'ates efficiently, so I would not preclude the notion of ., ~ , , 
Juagments ana awaras. 

1\'11'. BROYHILL. I am not a lawyer. The rest of these gentlemen are, 
I think. But it seems to me we start getting into really setting up new 
types of court systems-we better stay out of it. 

J\fr. RATNER. I think a small claims court is not a new type of system. 
J\il'. BROYHlT.L. It just seems to me this is something that the States 

can do under their State laws, and the Federal Government really htts 
no place ill this. 

~rr. RATNER. Lookin~ at New York City, our small claims court is 
considered by people to be excellent, people have confidence in it. 
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.~1:1~ •• BROffiiLL. ::Yes, but why ~hould the Federal Govermne,nt be (!Oll" 

tl'l~utIng to t.hat ~ vVhy shouldn't t.he State and local people do thnt on' 
theIr own, operatmg under their State laws? 
. Mr. RATNER. F~rst of all, I think Federal money could be used to. 
l11:;tprove small cla:llns courts ar~nUld the country, including New 'York 
9Ity. If the gOa:IIS to resolve dIsputes, one mechanism that works wen 
IS 'the s!nall clalllls court. It seems to me you ought to put money into' 
sometlung that seems to work well. 

~fr. BROYHILL. \i\T ell, I had not imagined that thisW'as o-oino- to 0"0 

qUIte that far. I thought that if this was o-oino- to end up as j~st a~oth~r 
par.t of the State court system, really th~ Federal Govermilent I don~t 
think has any part in it. 
. I liked your par~ there abo~t setting up something new and innova

tIve, as far as settll1g up a dIsputes settlement mechanism to provide 
for arbitration and mediation and so forth. 

Y'T ~ ~ight get some information there that might be helpful. But if 
tlus IS Just another type of small claims court that will be set up the 
States can very well do that nO,\7 l operating lUlder State law. ' 

nir. RATNER. The one comment I would have is that in o'eneral ao-ain 
I would not preclude the small claims court. I-Iowever l'do ao-r~e ~it]{ 
you that t~e most efficient method of resolving disput~s is a ~ediation 
center or Informal system. l\fy experience is if our ao-ency can handle 
17~,000 complain~s and the consumer help center c~urt handle 5,000 
c.1allns for a .r~latnTely small amount of money, arbitration and medja
tlOn are ef!ectrve systems. I would agree with you on the general thrust 
of your pomt. 

nil'. BROYHILL. Thank you. I have no further questions. 
:1\11'. PREYER. Thank you. 
:1\fr. Kastermleier? 
1tfr. KASTENl\IEIER. Thank you, :1\fr. Chairman. 
I. am sorry to be here a little late this morning. I missed part of the 

testlIDony of Commissioner :1\falchon. 
Commissi,?ner Ratner, I ta.1m it your recommen~a'tions literally are 

borne out or your own experlence In New York CIty. The result is we 
have to try' to t!anslate that :into. what it means for the entire country. 

Y o~ are 'talk:mg about a hIgh Intake program in a very narrow geo
g~aphIc area, wha~ J:"ou ~ecoml~end may, be suitable for New York 
CItY~Ut whether It IS sUItable for the rest of the country is another 
questIOn. 

That is why.I think there are those on the panel and other- witnesses 
who may enVISlOn a broader program. One of the difficulties is not only 
tha.t y?ur model suggests consumer and landlord.-tenant questions. 
Whlcl~ In the metropolitan area such as New York would. be centl'!tl 
questlOn~, but also that thetc, should be limited access for the business 
communIty any type of prorTram. . 

9ne of the ~ifficulties with tha~ i~ ~hat whatever programs are under
wrIt~.en have LO have broad credIbIlIty. llferobers of the business COl1l
!UunIty has to feel that they are not merely the defendant to be dragO"ed 
mto these forums. . b 

That is why.I join others, certainly Congressman Broyhill reflected 
,that concern WIth respect to the model that you suO"O"est in expressino-· 
these thoughts. bb , b 
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I am wondering, Commissioner Ratner, how in New Yotk ate :i1l~ 
terpersonal disputes taken care of; that is to say, how are disputes that 
are not consumer or landlord-tenant handled in your community? Is 
there any other comparable agency that presumes to reconcile minor 
·disputes Hmt are not consumer or landlord-tenant in character? 

nIl'. RATNER. ,Vl1en I was with the public television station and teach
ing law, and we set up our own consumer help center, we used to get a 
lot, of interpersonal complaint questions. Over a period of time, we de
yeloped a list of resources where it is possible to send those sorts of 
cases. 

In New York City there is a tremendous number of social agencies 
and charitable organizations that deal with the enormous number of 
those sorts of disputes and problems. Family problems are handled by 
.a number of State, city, and private organizations. Neighbor disputes 
l'eceive less attention. I think there is not a good forum for neighbor 

·disputes. 
:Mr. KASTENl\rEIER. Your experience, then suggests that in a very 

large urban setting, specialization is so prevalent that a broadly con
ceived progl'am might not succeed. This is because the community 
ulr('ady has other resources and is used to more specialization and cate
gorization of problems. flowever, in the rest of the country, the broader 
programs might readily be appH:cuble to their needs. 

~Il'. RATNER. That is possible. New York, as you say, has clEweloped a 
tremendous number of social agencies and charitable organizations, as 
I think most urban areas have. But in a.reas outside l'few York and 
·other urban areas that might not be the ca.'?e. 

:Mr. lCAsTENl\fEIER. Are you familiar with the .Tustice Department's 
lleighborhood justice centers in Los Angeles, Atlanta, and Kansas 
City? 

~fr. R.ATNER. I have read about them. 
nfl'. KASTENl\IEIER. You know that they are broad in scope with re

Spt'ct to resolving minor disputes. They handle consumer problems, as 
well as many, many others, even some that are criminal in nature ~ 

:\fr. }-{ATNER. I am a ware of that. It would be interesting to see what 
percentage of their time is spent on llonconsumer Inatters and how 
much money it takes to resolve these disputes as opposed to consumer 
and londlord-tenant matters. 

Perhaps an analysis should be done on what is an appropriate ap~ 
proximate expenditure for the different types of complaints. I sense 
that in some of the neighborhood or domestic disputes, it would be 
very expensive to do a reasonably good job. 

~fr. lCAsTENlIIEIER. Of course, the purpose of this program is not a 
permanent nnctenvriting of all alternathie, dispute mechanisms in the 
country, whether narrow or broad, but rather to give impetus, to aid 
States, and 'communities, counties, and localities to explore with some 
Federal assistance and some sort of centI'alresearch or other resource 
for comparative Durposes. 

Therefore, we are not necessarily concerned on a permanent basis 
·what. the immediate subsidizing o:f a givell program is. ""Ve are hoping 
to inspire the use of these devices, and t<J encourage some innovation 
at the same time. 

1'1'herefore, we may not be as interested if it costs $75 on an average 
to dispose of a consumer dispute, and. $300 to dispose of a neighbor-

~ ... ~" ..... ,--" ... ~ 
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hood dispute, which could involve costs to the community far in 
excess of $300. 

It is difficult to compare oranges and apples, or whatever, but it 
would appear that in all areas, some help is needed in stimulating 
alternatives to the court system. Our citizens recognize this and that 
is what this legislation is all about. 

I want to thank you. I am sorry to have missed 1\18. 1\1alchon's testi~ 
mony. I have taken enough time. 

Could I yield back the balance of my time, 1\11'. Chairman ~ 
:Mr. PREYER. 1\11'. Gudger~ 
1\11'. GUDGER. Thank you, }\tIl'. Ohairman. 
1\11'. Ratner, I want to commend you upon one concept that I want 

to learn a little more about; that is, the concept of use of volunteers. 
I see from your testimony that you were able to process 170,000 
complaints. 

I think these must largely have been consumer comnlaints about 
the quality of goods or the fulfillment of contracts for goods and 
serTTl'ces at a cost of $350000 "lsl'nO" 10 pa]':! "L'-ll'~ •• ~-,rl Qf\ TTA1"'~1-oo"C'O \' ,( ( , ,l. h .ll :.:iucL C\I.l,LU. 'Uv \-~ V'..!.. u.!..!. !.!' __ "-.:...::i. 

Would you explain to me how those volunteers functioned ~ 
JHr. RATNER. They function in two main W::1yS. First of a1], ,\'\,e have 

a phone bank-a hotline-at our agency. That hotline has nine incom
ing lines and is staffed with one city paid supervisor and eight 
volunteers. 

Each volunteer has been trained in dealing with consumer prob
lems. They know when to refer a problem to another agency, and 
they are familial' with consumer law. They will often achrise tlie con
sumer about how to help himself or herself, how to approach a vendor 
for resolution of a problem, and can tell tIle consunier what informa
tion we may need to help in the case. 

The seco~ld use is when a c01}1plaint involves more than giving simple 
phone aclv1.ce. ,Yhen agency lnvolvement seems necessary, we tell the 
consmner to write in or take the complaint in full over the phone. 
Volunteers then write up that complaint, send f'~ copy of the writeup 
or a summary of the complaint to the merchant involved. "'Then the 
merchant responds, the volunteer will contact the consumer or lllei:~ 
chant as necessary to resolve the dispute. 

1\11'. GUDGER. Thank you so much. 
Now, my concern is where do you derive these voluntE'ers~ From 

:what organizations, groups, do you find this contributed civic effort ~ 
]jifr. RATl\TER. We do a number of things. First, we are in contact 

with institutions such as schools, cone~es, and senior citizen programs. 
We also do radio Sl)ots rr'1uesting volunteers. One of our best sources 
is 'Present volunteers. We l~sk present vofunteers to recommE'na friends. 
We ha;Te always had a ready supply of people, some of whom have 
be.en wlth the, agency for as Ion§! as 10 years. 

1\11' .. <!UOGER. I want to thank you for your very clear tesHmony 
e}..l)lammg how your New York Department of Consumer Affairs 
functions and explaining also this ronsunwr l1elp center, and how 
that works in the more complex problems. I also want to t.hank YOU 
for your further explanation about vour small claims court, and 'the 
community advocates group in the Harlem small claims ('onrt com
munity. AU this is very interesting. The testimony is enlightening. 
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Your conclusion is that whatever legislation would be passed would 
benefit by directing funds into existing; agencies where there were 
such aO"encies and that we should not encouraO"e the development of 
progra~s th~t are more complicated. than dea1ing with seller-buyer 
problems and landlord-tenant problems. . . 

I am going to ask our other .witness, 1\1s. 1\lalchon, comm~sslOner of 
Pinellas County, Fla., to ~ta~e If sl;e sees any prospect of usmg volun
tary help significantly wltlun the broader based concept that she has 
testified about. . . . 

Ms. 1\ULCHON. Yes, sir. This is already being done. "T e .are utlhzlng 
voluntarv help in our Pinellas County program, and III the other 
programs in Florida, which are broader based programs. . 

I do have here a copy of a report from the Supreme Court AdV:lsory 
Oommittee which gives some statistics individually and cumulatIvely, 
on the sources of these caseE', and the costs and so on of the different 
proO'rams which I would like to submit for the record for you. 

~1r. P~YER. That would be very helpful, if you could leave that .. ~ wltn us. . . 
:Ms. 1\ULCHON. I would like to pick up :Mr. Kastenmeier's pOlnt, that 

while this may be particularly applicable to New Y?r~{~ wl~ere a c~r
tain situation pertains, I think that we need the fleXlblhty III the bIll 
for a broader scope elsewhere. 

I would just like to say that reference was made to the fact that 
there are social agencies to deal with some of these other problems. 
This is cortainly true in any metropolitan area. 

One of the j)roblems that I und as a local elected official, when 
complaints of all nature come to me, is that it is difficult to track down 
one of these agencies that will deal with the problem on a comprehen
sive basis. 

Many of tllese am:mcies will deal with one person, or one aspect of 
the problem, but .t~Y1ha:7e an agell.cy such as our citiz~n ~ispute re~olu
tions centflr, wluch WIll deal WIth aU of the partIes mvolved. In ,a 
comprehensive nature to try to work out an overall compronuse IS 
what we ~eally need, a~ld sOclal agencies do ~ot.serve this.function. 

:M:r. GUDGER. Do you have aI\Y trouble thm]nng .o~ ~ dISPl1t~ Teso~u
tion centG!' in Pinellas County that would flave a drnslOn. dealmg WIth 
seller-purchaser problems:. and. also ~eahng perhaps w~th landlord
tenant problems, along wlth a multItude of other sOClal problems, 
such as juvenile problems ~ 

11s. 1\1ALCIlON. "Te'already have a county department of consumer 
affairs that I think functions much ::l.S 1\fr. Ratner's department does. 
They. in turn refer some of their cases that they Call1lQt resolve within 
the. 'State statute governing consumer affairs to the citizen dispute 
center. 

IvIr. GUDGER. And then the citizen disputes center deals with it 
through a process of arbitration? 

1\fs.1\1.ALcHoN. Or through n:led~ation, yes, sir. 
1\fr. GUDGER. Now, one other thll1g. 
You have, I think, :Tel'y effectively described. the costs and the ma

chinery of your own Pinellas County operation. You have referred 
also to Suffolk Oounty, N.Y., I believe, and its community mediation 
center, which is somewhat similar in concept, I think, and in cost to 
your own. 
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, :l\1y problem is this. The funds which you are \.ttilizing there in 
Pinellas County, are they county ~unds ~ Is. it partly ~EAA funds? 

Ms. MALCHON". Partly. ,",¥e are III our tlnrd year aT a LEAA grant 
now, with the deescalating factor. We will be looking toward the next 
fiscal year to pick up the cost of it ourselves. 

:1\11'. GUDGER. You firmly feel that. tl~e fact that you are able t? d~al 
with juvenile problems and petty crllillnal problems and domestIc dIs
putes and community disputes -fully justifies the broad base for your 
l)articular county ~ 

:l\1s. J\ifALCHON. 1Vithout qualification, absolutely. 
:1\11'. GUDGER. Do you feel that the Federal Govel~nment, if we do com

mit in this area, should. commit on rL gradual~y declining basis so tl:at 
our fundin o' would develop concepts, help brmg programs on the hne 
much as yo~r program has been brought on the line, and then get the 
Federal Government out of it after 3 or 4 years ~ 

1\1s. ]\1ALCHON. Yes, sir, as I stated earlier. I believe that is a 
county or a local government function. The need for aid in starting
off tliese programs-and tl:ey should be ~llowed to be progr~ms t!lat 
will be suitable to that parhcul.ar communIty-the need for It IS durIng 
the phase-in period while counties will have to be nperating two sys-
tems, so to speak. . 

:1\11'. GUDGER. Let me ask you one final questlOn. V'Vhen you set lIP 
your program in Pinellas County, did you submit it to the state LEAA 
planning agency ~ 

:l\1s. ]\IL\.L0I:ION. Yes, sir. It went throug11 our local metropolitan 
planning unit, the local criminal justice agency on which I serve, 
and it went to the State advisory board. 

:1\11'. GUDGER. But you still think that the local level rather than 
the State level s110u]cl be the area where, these concepts are developed ~ 

:l\1s. MALCHON. I think there is a need for some input at both levels, 
to see that it fits in with overall State priorities. We have perhaps one 
of the unique situations in the cOlU1try, where there is a good deal 
of cooperation between the local planning agencies and the State 
planning agencies. 

)11'. GUDGER. Thank you so much. 
:1\11'. PREYER. Thank you. 
lvlr. Mazzoli ~ 
:1\11'. ]\fAzzOLI. ]\IIr. Chairman, I have no questions, thank you. 
1\11'. PREYER. Thank vou. 
:1\1s. :l\1alchon, what IS your practice as regarc!s business access ~ Do 

yoU~ have the problem in these types of mechamsms that they tend to 
become collection agencies and no longer for citizens ~ 

:l\1:s. J\1ALcHoN. We do not have that. That is still left to the smaU 
claims court, t'hrough the regulatory process at this time. Our citizen 
dispute centers do not have that kind of access. 

~fr. PREYER. You seem to emphasize to me in your testimonv the 
importance of the neighborhood dispute, and· the interpersonal dis
pute mechanisms, while :Mr. Ratner emphasizes the consumer disputes. 
. In your particular O'pera~ions, -do you fi~d that the ne;ighborhood 
disputes, that these mechanIsms meet the n81ghborllOod dIspute more 
importantly than the consumer~ How do you rate the priorities, land
lord-tenant, consumer ~ 
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~1s. ~LtLCHON. As far as saying do they meet them or are they more 
important;I think it is a question of volume, or quantity, rather than 
the relative importance. 

I might say that pel'haps my empha"sis on citizen, neighborhood 
kinds of things is again reflective of the fact that different communities 
have different problems. 

I am sure that you gentlemen are aware that Pinellas County is one 
of the retirement centers of the country. As the current time, roughly 
40 percent of our population is over 65 years age. . 

Obviously, with these people being retired, and being at home most 
of the clay, having very great concern over their gardens, their yards, 
perhaps in Some areas being adjacent to families with young children, 
I don~t think I have to draw you a diagram of the kinds of things 
that perhaps we have in greater quantity than other areas might have. 

So, I think our statistics would show that this is a very large pro
portion of our cases. This is not to say that the others are not impor
tant 01' tlS important, or dealt with just as effectively. It is a question of 
the mix of different kinds of cases I think will be reflective of any 
given community. 

vVe should have the flexibility to be able to deal with these things 
as the community's needs indicate. 

Mr. 1VIURIlAY. 'If I might add, the reason the National Association 
of Counties has supported the Kastenmeier bill in terms of its scope 
is because we recognize the difference between civil and criminal is 
often a hair line. It might mean a few dollar's difference. 

Yet, ,ve are faced, for example, in our jails, our county jails 3,re 
just filled with people there on very minor type cases. So we are pay
ing not onJly through our courts, not only through the district at
torney's office, but through our jails. 

We think that mediating disputes before these problems escalate 
into major acts of violence is the way we must go in this country. 
Unfortunately, countries are strapped in their efforts to support the 
current system. 

,",'Te are curTently spending over $1 billion a year. It is not ;.f we 
l1ad the money we wouldn't be interested in promoting mediation 
around thil~ cOlllltry. But we are stra,pped. Our expenditures, with 
inflation, are going up at a large rate, as :Ms. ~1alcholl indicated in our 
testimony. . 

We hope the. Federal Government would help counties expenment 
with an icle:n, that dates back to the Bible. 

~fs. ~1AL('lHoN. I was just goin.!! to adcl that, :NIl'. ~Inl'rav. Someborly 
made mention of the fact that this is a new concept. It is not, really. 
Iring Solomon used it I think very effectively many centuries ago. 

What w~~ are trying to do at this point is expand upon that a'-littJc 
bit and insUtutionalize it. I 

1vIl'. ~TON1~S. ,",Ve a.lso hope that through the medin.tion process it.se,Jf 
we a.lso ha.ve to look at the clog~ed. court dockets. We would hope that 
the long-range objective would be that these dockets, any de.lays, will 
not be as long. 

We look at the cases now being held up, some of the major eases, 
the major felonies, is because we have an abnl1dance of those minor 
disputes that could be settled within the neighborhood before it turDS 
into a major dispute. 
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I 
Ms. MALoHoN. Just one thing out of this report. If I remember cor- ,1 

r rectly-and I always hate to quote figures without picking the exact 1 ~ 

r 
spot-the average length of time it takes to resolve these in Florida J is about 11 days. "i 

Mr. PREYER. ~Ir. Ratner, let me ask you one question. One of the d 
bills, II.R. 2863, has a specific $200,000 project limitation. I would ;j 
thinlr that wouldn't be any problem in most areas of the country. Ms. II 1Ylalchon talked about their $150,000, but in a large city like New York, ,{ 
if you would attempt something on a citywide basis of an innovative . j 

nature, do you tliink the $200,000 limitation would be a problem ~ i[ 

Mr. RA'l'NER. I think it is probably better not to put a limit on fund- ij 
H 

ing, especially if we are talking about a broader bill than encompasses ;l 
disputes beyond the consumer and landlord-tenant areas. In New :1 

York City, with 8 million people, I think a comprehensive program 
could cost over $200,000. 

~lr. KAsTI~Nj}rEIER, ~1r. Chairman, would you yield. . , 
"" 

On that point, addressing the question, actuallY2 as I understancl ;1 
I 

M:r~ Ratner's testimony, it is not that New York IS asking for any [t v. 
program. You are testifying as to what you consider an adequate antl , 

',1 
ideal program operating in New York presently. 

You have also said that there are other social programs takino- care j 
-of other problems. You don't particularly contemplate N ew ~ ork 

\ :applying for a.nything which might be autilorized under any of these 
bills. Is that not correct ~ lot 

:Mr. RATNER. That is right. The question was whether I could con- ,I 
template a program larger than $200,000. The answer is "Y es. ~~ But I q we are not contemplating that. 

:\\11'. JONES. 1\1r. Chairman, if I may. We talked about the use of d 
-volunteers in these dispute centers. But we have not mentioned train- ;i ing: o.f theRe volunteers. We would s~rongly like to emphasize that the ,J 
traInmg of volunteers and the medIators themselves should be some- n 
thing that we should consider so that. they can he effective and e.f-

~ "ficient in doing their jobs, in order to keep the people out of the courts. 
~I~. PREYER. I think that is a good point. When ~1r. Ratner was de-

'scrl?lng ho:v the volunteers answer the telephone, with these rom- Il t ,~ 

~lamts 3;gaInst department stores, when you think of the complica- il 
I! tlOns of Just the Federal laws involving' that these clays, th€IY have to 

t 
11ave some pretty sharp individuals there. 

\i\That sort of training program did you put them throu o-h ~ 
. ~~r .. R~~TNER. They go throl~gh about ~ week of traini1f~ i.n laws and 

JurIschctlOn, and then depenchng on theIr competence and unc1erstand- 1\ 

mg of the material presente~, a ,":ohu-;teer can spend anywhere from n 
r~ another 2 weeks to 1 month hstenln~' m on phone calls to understand I) I"· 

110w to help a consumer. In addit17m, we "have an update trainino-
~ . ., 

r) program once a month. ~ b 

11 Th~ competence of the volunteers is just exceptional. I had that. same 
'experIence when I was with the public television station. n We !1re sel~c~ive .. We a~e very careful about who our volunteers are. 

U 'Y~ thmk.trall1Ing IS crucml ,Vithout making any comparisoll between 
'CIVII servIce workers and our 'Volunteers. I would say our volunteers r do very well. 

~Ir: PREYER. Invidious comparisons are ·odious. 
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I.Jet me ask all of you this one geneI'd «!llestion, the last question I 
have. . . 

There has been quite a bit of evidence tO'the effect tllat for one of 
these programs to function properly, there has to be some effective 
public education. The public has to know som~thing about the pro
gram, that it is there,what it does. 
. I would be interested in any suggestions that any of you might have 

on what is the best way to get at that from your experIence . 
:Ms. 1\IALoHoN. Generally, of course the first ·thing to do is to make 

sure that all of your social service agencies, community groups and 
others are a,vare of the program, what it can do a.nd what it can't do. 
This can be done through formal communications with these agencies. 

Oertainly there is no substitute for the good old Speakers Bureau, 
arranging 'talks, presentations with community organizations who are 
always looking for programs . 

Direct contacts, I think-going out and setting up a special meeting 
in some of the areas that might be most prone to have a need of this 
kind of system. 

Don't ',vait for another group to ask you. The Speakers Bureau, 
c01'tainly whatever you can do through the media. 

,Ve have had some feature. stories in the local news media on our 
programs. AU of the standard procedures I think are good. 

111'. :MURlL:\Y. If I can raise a point that I think wHI be raised this 
afte.rnoon by 1\1:1'. Shonholtz, I think credibility and public education 
go together. People have faith in a process, then they are willing to 
Estell. If they feel tl~at the system cannot possibly respond to their 
problems, then they WIll turn a deaf ear. 

The track record I think of mediation progrnms that we have looked 
at nround the country is good. People have the feelhig it can get at 
their problems, it can solve their problems. 

I think they will listen to the public education message because it 
works. 

:\11'. tT ONES. I think we should also like to emphasize the coordination 
of these particular programs within a local community-not only as 
Commissioner ]Vlalchon has stated at the State level, where the re
gional, State and chief executives are involved, but to coordinate the 
special services, the prosecutor law enforcement, along with the courts, 
the. mediation process itself, with the use of the media . 

,Ve hope that through the public education process, as ~1r. :Murray 
has stated, that the credibility of these programs would be much 
greater. ,Ve strongly emphasize the coordination within the local 
ateas, so that every social program, law enforcement and prosecution, 
can he aware of what is going on within the local community. 

1\11'. l\fmmAY. ~Ir. Ohairman, those of us in local government, recog
nizing as you do, I am sure, the ability of local officials to educate the 
public on ways they can help s01ve their problems is probably from 
our ~tandpoint the wu;y we see county governments going. , 

'1' e see elec.ted offiCIals at the county government level beIng educa
tors of the public on ways of solving their problelli.s. 

~fr. PREYER, Thank you very mUGho 
Before ]\III'. Ratner comments, if he cares to, I would like to recognize 

the chairman of our Subcommittee on Consumer and Public Finance, 
Chairman Scheuer, who we are glad to welcome here. 
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Mr SCHEUER. Thank you very much, }Ir. Chairman. time Our com
I ;on't intervene at this p?ir:~ and take.up v~l.uab~e t~ Richard

mittee has delegated resJ?o?slblhty forbtllnh eI~lIi r::~t~!,y o-iad to be 
son Preyer. The matter IS ill very capa e an s. ( b 

her:M~. PREYER. We do want to thank all of :you f01 f'bing herep!~~i~~ 
a vote coming up :t:ight now. Sffo, Il~httl1nkb~~ ~I~ Ra:n:~ ~fo-ht at the 
point to break. I dId c~t you 0 a I e ~ 1 ,... 'b 
end. Do you have anvthlng further to sa.y . d 

iiI'. RATNER. Just to reiterate the imP!Jl'tance of con~umerd e uca
tion reo'ardinO' these kinds of programs, though the ~edIla a?-. so on. 

:Mr. PREY]):' Doubtless you would recommend publIc te eVlSlon as a 
o'ood form of public education. 
b :Mr. RATNER. Yes, sir, it works very well. .'} b 

:Mr. PREYER. ,Ve thank you very much. Your testImony las een 
very helpful and useful. . ' . 

The committee will stand in recess urrtl12 p.m. thIS afternoon. 
[,Vhereupon, at 12 :20 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene 

at 2 p.m., the same day.] 

AFTERNOON SESSION 

:Mr. PREYER. The subcommittee will come to orde~. .' 
This afternoon we have a panel of program d}re~tors wInch WIll 

o-ive us each a little different an o-le on dispute resolutlon programs·
d

. 
o First Mr. L~rry Ray, who is the assistant city attorney and COOl' 1: 

nator df the Columbus, Ohio~ night prosecutor's program. ~. N';~~ 
has also been on 24-hour stancLby to get here, and w~ a,p,PreCla e a, 
eifort, ~1r. Ray.. He will tell us something about theIr nIght prosecu-
tor's program. h d' t f tl e 

Our second witness is :Mr. Raymond Shonholtz, t e . Ire~ or 0 }1 
community board progra:r!I, ~an Francisco, and he WIll glve us t 1e 
point of view of a ·cOlnmunIty-lm~ed. forum, . .} .~ 

Our third proO'ram director IS l\1r.EarleBrown, dIrector of t 11,; 
Cleveland, Ohio Center for Disputes Settlement.. t 

We have received, I understand" Mr .. Brown, !1 w~ltten sta~en~e.n 
from your parent organization, the .A.merIcan Al'i-ntratlOn AssoClatIon. 
Without objection, that will be made a ~al't of th~ rec~rd. .. 

rThe wrltten statement of the AmerICan ArbItratIOn AssoClatIon 
follows:] 

STATEMENT OF ROBERT COUT .. SON,. PRESIDENT, OF THE AMERICAN ARBITRATION 
ASSOCIATIO~, IN SUPPORT OF THE PROPOSED DISPUTE RESOLUTION ACT (H.R. 
2863, H.R. 3719 AND S. 423) 

Mr. Ohairman and Member.s of both SUb.cof!1mittees: I am !to.b~t <?oulson~ 
President of the American Arbitration ASSOCIation and am submlttin", thIS .stat: 
me~t to express the Association's contlnuing support for ~he proposed

t 
D!SP~ e 

Resolution Act. We urge the Congress to implement the Improvemen SIne 
justice process which this proposal seeks to foster. 

The Association will be represented at this hearing by Mr. E~rle C. Brown, tl~e 
Reo-jonal Director of our Cleveland Office, who h~s had extenslV~ p~rsonal exp,:
rie~ce in establishing and administering AAA neIghborl:ood med:ation an? arbI
tration centers in Cleveland and Akron. He is well qualIfied to. dISC?SS thIS type 
of program He also is familiar with commercial and labor arbItration cases ad
ministered by the Association. We haveasl~ed 1\fr. Brown to discus~.how the:; AAA 
community mediation programs operate in Ohio, de.scribing the lunds of Issues 
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and parties involved and the settlements that are reached as a result of that 
process. 

Although the bills R.R. 2863, R.R. 3719 and S. 423, vary ~ detail, they ~.ll 
relate to an attempt by the Congress to assist states and other mterested parties 
to provide nonjudicial dispute settlement mechanisms 'that are effective and con
venient to the public. This purpose is in harmony with the mission of the Ameri
can Arbitration Association, which was created over 50 years ago to encourage 
the use of voluntary' systems of dispute settlement, such as negotiations, media
tion, conciliation and arbitration. The AAA is a nonprofit agency operating 
throughout the United States. It provides process management in the resolution of 
disputes through Such voluntary techniques. Attached to this statement is a copy 
of :the Association's By-Laws, a list of its Directors and pamphlet describing 
its services. The Association adminiters over 40,000 cases each year involving 
many' kind of disputes, including consumer, commercial, labor and interpersonal 
disagreements of all kinds. In recent years, with support from foundations such 
as Ford, Rockefeller, Donner, Sloan and IEdna McConnell Clark, the Association 
has emphasized its communi'ty-related programs. It pioneered in the creation of 
neighborhood mediation programs in which both civil and criminal cases are 
handled in a prob'lem-solving setting, as an alternative to the adversary processes 
of courts. 

When this legislation was originally proposed, the American Arbitrntil"l) 
Associa·tion carried on discussions with the American Bar Association and the 
National Center for State Court.'3, looking towards the creation of a combined pri
vate research center which might be funded by such legislation and which might 
provide information and technical assistance to states and other interested par
ties seeldng to make use of non-judicial dispute resolution mechanisms. The 
American Arbitration Association continues to be available to initiate experimen
tal dispute settlement programs for communities tl1at wish to make use of its 
experience. 

We believe that it is appropriate for the Federal Government to support such 
work. In the past, private foundations and business organizations have shared 
the major burden for creating and administering such systems. We believe that 
a far greater use of mediation and arbitration would take place if government 
support were available on the terms expressed in these billiS. 

The level of funding for such a program turns, of course, upon your other 
budgetary priorities. Yet, it is well to remember that exactly when social pro
grams are reduced, injustice falls the heaviest upon the poor and powerless. Fair 
treatment at least permits those who are deprived to suffer tlleir lot with pa
tience. It is when deprivation is coupled with injustice that the fabric of society 
begins to tear. 

We would encourage such grants to be made for long enough periods to permit 
the programs to become established in their communities. These systems require 
time for installation and training and the building of a reputation. Three years 
is probably the minimum period of initial funding for such a program. Further
more, program staff and the volunteers need to I.>e convinced that the program 
has continuity. An important consideration is whother the host community will 
continue the program after federal funding is completed. 

The line between "civil" and "criminal" of course raises important constitu
tional and statutory and political questions. But in fact, the community media
tion programs fuuded by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
(LEAA) deal with interpersonal disputes that are imbued with both civil and 
criminal aspects. In many cases, they are "eriminal'l l11Rtters primarily because 
they first came to the attention <llf the police or of the prosecutor. Their resolu
tion may involve transforming them back into what they really are: interper
sonal "civil" disputes. While we recognize that this "reality" does not dispose 
of your legislative concerns, it should en~urage you not to become overly di
verted by the "civil-criminal" debate. 

To administer such a program, we would encourage you to ma.ke use of the 
Office for Improvements in the Administration of .Tustice, and to encourage con
tinuing involvement by nongoveI~nmental organizations that have been working 
in this area. r 

Chief .Justice Burger has derilonstrated his enthUSlftSill for the concepts ex
pressed in these bills, as have Chief .Tustices of state .court systems. But, in gen
eral, the federal court structure does not seem to offer an appropriate vehicle 
tor administering a national program of this na,tnre. , 
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Having designated one agency to have responsibility for the program,' w~ 
would urge you not to dilute such authOl,'ityby req-qiring it to be shared with 
another agency. . . '. 

If the Justice Department is to be the focus for the administration of such 
funds, care must be taken to support only those program.s that seem likely to 
obtain further local sl,lpport so that they can exist on a continuing basis. Also,. 
the administrators of such funding p;rograms should be careful not to inhibit 
the creation of similar activities by local funding sources, since experience shows 
that the availability of federal funds sometimes dr,ies up the willingness of local 
sponsors to initiate programs on a s~lf-sustaining basis. . 

At present, there is great interest in experimenting in alternative methods o~' 
dispute settlement and a consensus among many observers that the traditional 
adversary process of the courts often is not suitable. These alternatives have not 
burst upon society as a newly disc~vered invention. They have been a part of 
man's behavior for centuries. Mediation and arbitration have been known alld 
used since the earliest recorded history of mankind, long before formal courts of' 
justice were created and institutionalized. Voluntary s;}Tstems of dispute settle
ment have played a part .in ahuost every governing institution or commnnity. 

Uniquely, in modern America, the adversarial processes have come to monopo
lize the methodology of dispute settlement. Even nongovernmental systems of 
justice have become saturated and dominated by the concepts and regulations. 
and mental habits of the rule of law. 

Recently, there has been a growing recognition of the need to create forums, 
based upon a different model. Commercial arbitration is seen as one alternative,. 
a system under which parties are given the freedom to create their own chosen 
forum for resolving certain civil issues, a process that often results in more in
formality and problem solving than can be found in tne courts. But the freedom 
of groups and individuals to negotiate settlements, sometimes with the help of a 
mediator, is an even more flexible and powerful technique. A wide variety of ne
gotiating processes, ranging from simple bilateral contracts, to collective bar
gaining, to group problem solving, to democratic elections, should be lwailable' 
to all categories of Americans. They should be helped to understand these tech
niques. They should be encouraged to use them. Mediators and facilitators should 
be available to help them. These systems provide the highest quality of justice· 
since they permit participation by the parties in interest. 

These processes can be used to resolve antisocial behavioral problems, to ad
just material and social inequities, to determine individual and group grievances. 
and to reach agreement as to the appropriate balance between contesting inter
ests. They can deal with disputes of ahuost every variety. 

Many private and public organizations recognize the need to encourage such 
processes. The American Arbitration ASSOciation, of course, encourages the use
of these techniques in muny different areas of dispute. Other organizations have 
joined in the same effort. At these hearings, you have listenec1 to our voices and 
know 'what we are trying to do. 

Now the Congress is conSidering what role the Federal Government should 
play in this movement. You are planning to set aside a sum of money to encour
age further experimentation in the use of these techniques. The American Arbi
tration Association supports your intention. 

It is hoped that your intervention in this area can be done in a way that does .. 
not disrupt the many public and private programs that are already struggling' 
to perform a function in this field. For example, many arbitration and concHia
tioll. forums have been established by trade associations, professional societies and' 
community groups. In general, they are funded privately and often depend upon 
the voluntary services of individual arbitrators and mediators. 

1.V'e encourage you to be sensitive to the fact that business mechanisms already 
exist for the resolution of disputes in many areas. Industry trade association::; 
have provided consumers with a variety of remedial tribunals. This kind of' 
voluntary justice should be encouraged by the Federal Government. No compet
itive systems should be established that migllt inhibit such private initiatives. 

The American Arbitration Association urges the Congress to be sensitive to the· 
fact that many private arbitration systems are designec1 on a contractural basi::;, 
voluntarily by the parties involved. Sucll programs resolve large numbers of dis
putes withont burdening the courts. They are based on the constitutional right 
of freedom of contract, a converse of which is that parties should have the right 
to settle their own disputes in their own way, utilizing mediation or arbitration~ 
freely and without unnecessary restrictions. 
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. In that conne.ction thought should be given to the criteria and eligibility're
quirements contained in these bills, to see whether each suchl'estrictio? is 
necessary, or whether it might-inhibit the full'utilization'o::-voluntary arbItra
tion systems. 

Local governments and court systems also maintain a wide range of processes, 
utilizing the ClJncepts of conciliation and arbitration. The Federal Government 
itself provides mediation and conciliation services in many dispute areas, We 
hope that in your present attempt to plant new institut.ioJ?-s in t?e ,arious con?-
munities you will take care not to trample upon the eXIstmg prIvate and public 
systems ~Yhich are already serving the needs of their communities. 

In fact slJme of the existing programs need continuing support. Many of the 
neighborhood justice centers and community mediation programs established 
under LEAA O'rants neec1 continuing funds if they are to survive. Many private 
programs dep~nd upon a climate of encouragement and judicial deference ':!:or 
their future growth. What they don't need are short-term federal gI:ants, coupled 
with restrictive and expensive regulatory requirements. And sometimes th.e very 
prospect of a federal grant chills the possibility of obtaining state or local or 
private funding. .. 

Private systems of dispute settlement will continue to eXIst long after thIS 
legislative initiative has run its course. The most lasting contribution that Con
O'ress can make is to plant "system seedlings" in those areas which are now tlle 
~ost barren of justice. If your money can create justice for the children of the 
poor, ~or the disadvantaged, for the powerless inn;ates of ins~ituJ:i0ns and fo,! 
unrepresented workers, you wiD. have made a meamngful contrIbutIon to ~meri' 
can justice. If you can motivate institutions to install systems of impa~tlUl re
view to enforce the human rights of their workers and customers, you WIll have 
enriched the life of many Americans, and set an example for the world. 

But if you content yourselves witl1 duplicating what has already been den::on
strated and what will collapse at the sunset of your law, you WIll have fUlled 
to accomplish very much. Your access to funds, coupled with a current r~cognition 
that our justice system is failing, gives you a chance to swing our SOCIety away 
from authOritarian adversary justice. This legislation could encourage all o~ t~s 
to taJ;:e a fresh look at dispute resolution . .If Congress accepts that challenge, It 
should know that the American Arbitration Association is committed to the same 
goal. 

1\11'. PREYER. I gather you ar~ here spea~ing not so much for ~he A~ 
official position as you are to gIve us testllTIOny on your experIence allcl 
reflections on thp.se programs ~ 

1\11'. BROWN. That is correct. 
J\'Ir. PREYER. We are glad to have all o~ you. We will'proceeC!- in any 

way you wish. 1\11'. Ray is the first one hstec111p.1'P,_ Flo If he WIll opel1. 
first. 

TESTIMONY OF LARRY E. RAY, ESQ., ASSISTANT CITY ATTORNEY 
AND COORDINATOR, COLUMBUS NIGHT PROSECUTOR'S PROGRAM, 
COLUMBUS, OHIO; EARLE E. BROWN, DIRECTOR, CLEVELAND CEN .. 
TER FOR DISPUTE SETTLEMENT, CLEVELAND, OHIO; AND RAY .. 
MOND SHONHOLTZ, DIRECTOR, THE COMMUNITY BOARD PRO~ 
GRAM, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 

n1:r. RAY. Thank you. . . 
1\1:1'. Chairman and membe.rs of the commIttee, I have been assoCIated 

with the night prosecutor's program, coordinating that effort, for the 
past 2 years and worked in the program as a law stuc1ent for 2 years 
before that. 

I believe the purpose of my testimony is to provide informa.tion 
about the program's. history anc1 operations and its relevance to the 
bills at issue here. . 
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The city prosecutor's office is often referred to as a legal. emergency 
room. The police on the streets as well aB the prosecutors In the of?ce 
confront a multiplicity of minor disputes, involving neighbors, famIly, 
friends, landlord, and tena.nt: . 

Those disputes are <?f an Interpersonal nature3 .that IS, the people 
have had contact and wIll have contact n,fter the crISIS. 

The night prosecutor's program works directly out of the city prose
cutor's office in' Columbus, Ohio. The types of dlsputes range from the 
assault case, in which the woman has been beaten by her husba:nd, ~nd 
shows the injuries, to the individual case where the landowner IS bemg 
harassed by neighbors picking flowers or running across the ~a wn. 

Each day in the city prosecutor's offi~e in Colum~us approxI~'ul~te!y 
65 people con~e to file some type of crimInal co~plaInt. At l;east It IS In 
their perceptIOn. We found they had very hIgh expectatIOns of the 
crimin!ll system.. . 

Usually they come aslring for a warrant, demandmg a w3;rrant, ex
pectino- that the individual 00 arrested immediately, and will be held 
in j ail ~til time of trial.. .'. .' . 

It takes a lono- time to brIng theIr expectatIOns down to a realIstIc 
level. When we :ao, they usually have determined that a.formal com
plaint and warrant is not the answer. In fact, frequently It aggravates 
the. situation. . 

The failure in the system is its inability to deal with these minor dIS
putes. There seems to be a benefit i~ dealing with these dispu:l's 
promptly and justly, or they can contInue to escalate and undermme 
the confidence in society. 

There seems to be a lack of communication in urban settings. The 
formal court does not seem to be prmriding the answers for these 
delays and frus~rati<?ns. So, there nee~ed to be an al~ernative. . 

A Capital UnIverSIty law professor In late 1971 deCIded along wIth 
the assistance of the city attorney, would attempt to settle some of 
these disputes through the informal hearing process. This seemed to 
work. using volunteer law professors during late 1971 and 1972. 

At'that time, they applied for a LEA.!. grant for the night .prose
cutor's pro,o-ram. The grant was accepted. From 1973, 1975, tIns pro
gram .baseelon mediation, on informal hearings, was funded through 
the LEAA. . 

The program appeared to be so successful that after the funding ran 
out LE.A.A funding ran out, the local city council decided they wanted 
to t~ ke over the total fmlding of it. 

Since 1975, in the city of Columbus, the total funding of the night 
prosl'cutor's program has been from local sources. 

The purpose is fairly simple. The purpose of the night prosecut<?r's 
program is to aid parties involved in a dispute to reach a resolutIOn 
agreeable to both parties, that will be longlasting. 

It seems, looking over the numbers of cases in the night prosec:utor~s 
program, that there ar~ t~ree types of cases that w~ handle: FIrst IS 
the situation when a crImInal act has occurred, but IS very difficult to 
prove; and yet a problem exists between the parties. 

Second will be when a criminal act has occurred and court does not 
really seem to be the answer. 

The third typ~ would be where no ~ctual.c;i~inal act has occurred, 
yet a problem eXIsts between the partIes wlncn IS brought to the atten
tion of either the police department or the prDsecutor's offi( 
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In each of these type~, o~c~s~s,,: i~. s~ems :'3ome type of il~terve~tio~ 
is needed, :Mediation seems to work ill the nIght prose~utor. s progra~l~ 
It is basically a. procesS" in which a third party neut:r:~11 aIds the dIS~ 
putants in fashioning a mutually' accept3Jble agreement. .." .' 

Experience has ShO~l w~en peopl~ are 1?rollght togetl:er, glv~n a 
-chance to work out theIr dIfferences man Informal h~arIng settlJ;g, 
rather than a formal court structure, that they ta;ke tIus opportunIty 
and they work together in resolving the individual probIeI~: 

Because they do'work together and the ag~eements ~re salJIsiactory 
to both of them it seems as if tIllS agreement IS 10nglastIng rather than 
-one handed do~n by an authority. , 

The goal of mediation is to get to the heart of the proble~, n~t to 
be sidetracked by symptoms of the problem .. ~1<?s~ of tl~e tI~e III a 
.courtroom it :is a decision as to whether an IndIVIdual IS gUIlty or 
innocent. .. . 

\Vhereas in the mediation hearing that is not the issue. The Issue 
is to find O~lt exactly what the problem is and what is the best way to 
go about resolving it. . 

:M~ost complainants who come to the prosecutor's office want ql~lCk 
action to resolve their l)l'oblems. They do not 'Yant to take the t~me 
to wait 30 or 60 days for the .court t? ~esolve tIllS probl~m. 

]\10st of the time they are Just 'desIrmg peac~ and qUIet, .01' for the 
window to be paid .for, or the clog to stop barkmg, o~ the lnds to stop 
harassing them. They usually do not want punIshment for the 
individual. . 

The parties seem to prefer a reasona-ble, satisfactory solutIOll to a 
long, drawll-out legal procedure. 

Frequently the people arrive at the pros~cutor's office to .file a com
plaint moments before the other party arrIves. So we dOll,t have our 
traditional race to the court house to see who can file the charge first, 
Qr the complaint first. .,. .. 

~1eeliation seems to be the answer in most of these cases. l\fedmtIOn 
is not just counseling, but the real power to intervene; that is,.if. the 
mediation program did not exist, in maliy <?f our cases crlmlllal 
charo'es would be filed or some type of legal actIon would be taken. 

Re;iewing the statistics, cluri~lg 1978 the night prosecutor's. pro
gram scheduled o'ver 1'7,000 hearmgs. Ab~mt half of ~h~se w~re Inter-
personal tYI)e hearino-s and the other half were admm. IstratIve hear-

o , l' . I ings, such as bad c1~eck I~eari~lgs, health department ore Inance VIO u-
tions and motor vehIcle VIOlatIons. 

The program has gained a lot of publicity in the area. It h~s. be~;n 
in operation f?r approximately 8 yeaFs ,now. o the:' commmlltIes In 
the c~ntral Olno area have adopted ~llls Idea., s.o that sev~ral towns-. 
one, Newfrrk, Ohio, 40,000 populatIon; CInllIcothe, Olno, approxI
{{1ately 28000-have also received LEA.!. grants to start such a . , 
pro~ram. . 

There are several other small suburban municipalities III the 00-
]nmbus area-Gahanna, Ohio, population 16,000; Reynoldsburg, pop~ 
ulation 15,000-which have also adopted the program. They have 
started this program totally out of local money, based on the success 
of the night prosecutor's prograr:1. ...'.. . 
. The fiye programs WhICh are In qperatIOll In tl~e central 0.11~0 ~rett 
prove that m'ediation. c!ln ~e. successful, not only. I!l a? urban set~lllg, 
but also in small mUnICIpalItIes, as well as small CItIes In rural settIngs. 

52-434-80-1:3 
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All of the programs revolve around the mediation concept, although 
all of them are operating somewhat differently procedurally. 

The Columbus program operates directly out of the city prosecutor's 
office. The Newark, Reynoldsburg, and Gahanna programs work di
rectly out of the city police department. The Chillicothe program op
erates out of the Illlmicipal courtroom. 

There is a high degree of flexibility, not only in the operation of 
these programs, but also in the types of cases that they hold. . 

The most sig1.1ificant aspect about the night proseoutor's program IS 
that it sta.rted out through Federal moneys for 3 years and then was 
funded locally. The local authorities looked at the program, found it 
to he a successful program, that it was relieving the courts, that it ,vas 
saving the taxpayer's money. 

The estimatecl cost of a night prosecutor's program hearing is 
about $20, in comparison to a court case of $200. 

.c\ny program which starts out by Federal money, should have a 
future plan for funding as well as the process of integration into the 
COll1l11Unity. 

.tVl of the five night prosecutor's progr~'lll1S in the central Ohio area 
have been integrated into the local funding sources. 

Thank you. . 
. [The wi'itten statement of Larry Ray, Esq" follows:] 

PROPONENT'S TESTIMONY (DISPUTE RESOLUTION BILL) 

From: Larry Ray, Assistant City Attorney (Coordinator of Intake and Night 
Prosecu tor Program). 

Dat~ ::June 15,1979. 
In Columbus, the Night Prosecutor Program deals with one third of all crimi

nal' complaints registered with the municipal court system. During 1978, 17,219 
hearings were scheduled. It is estimate'd that the average cost of each hearing is 
$20: 1n comparison to the average estimated cost of a criminal charge filed and 
processed at $200. 

T1;le Night Prosecutor Program has become a well integrated vital component 
of the legal system. Utilizing volunteer law professors, the program began its 
opim~:bions in 1971 and obtaineel federal Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis
tr~.tioh (L.E.A.A.) moneys 1973, thru 1975. During 1974, the program was desIg
nated as an Exemplary Project by the National Institute of L~w Enforcement 
and Criminal .Tustice of Ij.E.,A.A. In the next year, the law student division of 
the 'American Bar Association awal'de'd the program its "Student Bar Association 
Proj~ct of the Year Awa;l.'d." From 1976 to the present, the program has been 
iully,locally funded. 

The goals of the program are: (1) To develop a procedure which would be able 
to rapidly and fairly dispense justice to citizens of Franklin County who be
come involved ,vith minor criminal conduct; (2) to eliminate one of the burdens 
on.tlie criminal justice system by reducing the number of criminal cases which 
cause a backlog in the courts; (3) to ease commullit~T and interpersonal tensions 
by helping the parties involved find equitable solutions to their problems without. 
resorting to a criminal reme'dy; (4) to provide a public agency forum for the 
working population during hours which would not interfere w'ith their employ
ment.; and (5) to remove the stigma of a criminal arrest record ariSing from 
minor personal disputes. 

In Operation, the office of the Oity Prosecutor screens private citizen clinlinal 
matters and diverts the complaInant into the Night Prosecutor Program. Instead 
of -a. co.mplaint being prepared, signed, and filed with the Clerk of Courts, a com
plaint is taken and a hearing is scheduh~d for a date thl.l,tdoes not int~rtere witn 
empl.oyment, approximately one week later. The complainant is tQI'(l'she/he may 
hrhlg a "witness" With her/him. Notice is sent ,to the pei'soh cJlarged, noti:J::v.ing 
her/him that a complaint has been made against her/him of the time or ·the 
scheduled stating the reason (s) her/his aI)lpearance is requested (in te.rms of 
t1).e: cr~minal statute involved), and telling herjlniIrl: of the time of the scheduled 
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. hearing. All such hearings are scheduled on a docket :;;heet in one-half hour 
blOCKS, weekday evenings, Saturdays and Sunday, 

Hearings are conducted ina private room in the office of the prosecutor. 
Present at the hearing are the hearing officer, human relations counselor, the 
comvlainant, the respondent, attorneys (which is rarely the case) and witnesses 
(if necessary). The hearing officer conducts the hearing informally in such a way 
that each party has an opportunity to tell her/his side of the story without 
interruption. The Alearil1g officer asks questions and the parties may 'talk with 
each other in un attempt to work out a resolution to the underlying problem. 

The hearing officer, acting in the role of a mediator, pays special attention to 
whnt the parties are saying in an effort to discover and reveal the basic issues 
which may in fact have ,precipitated the dispute, which brought the parties in{o 
the prosecutor's office. 

The human relations counselor assists the hearing officer during the hearing. 
The counselor provided crisis intervention counseHng and referral information 
to the hearing pal'ticipants. 

The most successful resolutions have proved to be those in which the parties 
themselves suggest a solution find agree about what should be done. Often, the 
most effective solution is suggestec1 Dy a witness, who in many cases, is a friend 
of both lJarties. If, however, the parties are not capable of or willing to do this, 
the hearing officer will suggest a solution which is palatable to the parties. An ad~ 
ditional responsibility of the hearing officer is to inform the parties of the law 
and crimInal sanctions which may apply. This illay include criminal statutes or 
city ordinances which carry criminal penalties. Frequently, the parties may lJe 
inforlned of community agencies which may assist, them in the resolution of the 
complaint. Occasionally, the problem involves many parties or even an entire 
neigJlborhood. In such cases, the hearing moves to a large room. ~'hese hearings 
usually last one hour or more. 

Hearings are free flowing without regard to rules of evidence, burdens of 
proo~ ~r other legalities. Emotional outbursts are common with the responsibility 
of ·the hearing officer being to insure that they do not get out of control. Ex
perience has shmvll that without the opportunity for the controlled dIsplay of 
emotiollali~m, ~houting, amI 'Other forms of confrontation, the basic truth often 
does not come to the surface. 

The NIght Prosecutor Program has been the focus of much national attention 
because of its continued innovations. Chillicothe, OhiO, (pop. 28,000) is in its 
fourth year of operating a similar medintion program. Reynoldsburg anel Ga
halma, Ohio, (two suburban municipalities) have begun their own programs 
witll' totally local funding. Recently, Newark, Ohio, (pop. 40,000) has been 
awardeel a L.E.A.A. grant to begin their program. These varieties of communities 
hav~;proven that mediation ,yorks and is needed in every community. 

l\fr. PRE1:""ER. Thank you very much, 1\11' Ray. 
I" see in your statement that you say the opportunity for the control

lpd· display of emotionalism, shouting and other forms of confronta
tion -is the way that basic truth comes to the surface. That is a theory 
we operate on in Congress, too. , 

Befol'e we have questions, unless there are particular questions of this 
witness, I suggest we go forward with 1\1:1'. Brown and ~rr. Shonholtz; 
and then we will ask questions. 

NIi', Brown, gooato have yon here today. 
']\fr,·BRowN. Thank you very much. 
Where has been, of course, a formal statement submitted by tlie pres

idel1t of the American Arbitration.A.ssociation, 1\1r. Colson. 
I have not had an opportunity to take a look at it, so that I could 

ascertain the fact that nothing that I say will be in conflict with tl1e 
preaident of the association. . . 

: However, I suggest that I have been a practioner of this fQrm o£.,'con
flir.tll('solution sin('(' about. 1971. I am operating at this point in five 
citie:s~ ill northeast Ohio-Cleveland, East Cleveland, Shaker HeigHts, 
_~~ITOn, and Elyria. . 

,t i • ~ ... J~. 
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I can suggest to you that I am personally listening to in excess of 
180 to 200 case.s a month. Whereas r feel reasonably certain that ;the 
1ype of mechanism that.·we have e~nployed in conflict re~olutio~!s not 
of course suggested as an alternatIve to the courts, but In addItIon to 
the court system. . . 

There is no question in my mind but ~hat the most effiClent court In 
our land could not handle a case, the kinds of cas~s that are refel'~ed 
to us, for so economical a cost, or with such expedIency as we do WIth 
the method that we employ. 

We feel reasonably certain that the courts do not address themselves 
to the problems of the majority of the people in the community that 
I am most familiar with. It does not serve. 

~10st of our cases of course originate in the prosecutor's office, in all 
of the cities that we work. Those that do not originate in the prosecu-
tor's office origina'te in the courts themselves, in the city. . 

In the city of EI~ria, ~or instance,.a judge will ~tov a case ~n progress 
and refer it to arbltratlOn. They will also do tIllS m the Clty of East 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

We have of course-I think it is in the material available to you 
there-info~mation that will suggest to you that p;te. juveD}Je ~ourt~ 
in the Summit County of Ohio, now, are fully utlhzmg tIllS kmd of 
conflict resolution mechanism that we are employing. . 

We call it arbitration as an alternative to the courts. Ifowever, the 
true practitioners of arbitration take some exceptions with the methods 
that we use because it is a combination of the skills of mediation, con..: 
ciliatiol1 and arbitration. 

We of course hope that the courts retain jurisdiction over all of the 
cases that are referred to us, and they do. 

We like to operute, if you will, somewhere within the shadow of the 
man, as it is sometimes referred to, the courts or the prosecutor's office, 
so that the effects of it still have a certain amount of clout .. 

We feel reasonably sure that what we are trying to do not only is 
resolve the disputes between the parties that come before us, but to 
transfer, if you will, some of the skills that 'Ye feel are nece~sary. to deal 
with any futur~ problems ~hat the t;~o part~es or the: multlple, In some 
instances, partles that are lllvolved m the dlspute mlght of course em
brace in future times. 

So what we do here is to sit down ancllet them talk it out across a 
tn,ble. Sometimes they do begin to yell at each other, and someti1~es 
they do vent their feelings. We feel thi.s is a healthy situation in many 
jnstances because what has happened In the past, the reason that.has 
brouO'ht them to us, is that these parties have never had an opportunity 
to sit down and talk with each other in the past. They just took some 
antisocial act against each other that resulted in one or the other par-
ties filing charges at the prosecutor's office. . 

The cases that we have will vary, I suppose, from assault and battery 
to conversion, to even disputes involving landlord-tenant. We certainly 
are getting·a large number of domestic disputes back in our area' at 
this point. . . . 

As recently as 2 weeks ago, 'Ye ·signed :a cont!act with the city. of 
Akron, Ohio that we are now gomg to be addressmg ours~lves.to pr:ob~ 
lems involving code violations. The courts, in an effort to deal with 

'j, 

#l~e .. lancHord-tenant and code:violatiol1 problen1§ in the city ot4kron, 
Qhiq, ,have de~eloped a. backlog. . .. ." 
. There are ovel' 400 cases now in backlog 'in that city that we have 
c~nt~actecl with, the-city.to resolve through ~hismechanism that we are 
~nlI110ymg. . . I.' . • 

. : [i'lle 'American ArbitratiQn ,Association, ihcidentally, do.es not COl~-:, 
~t?itself to. just tUIS 4-A typeof progl~am.lt has been involved over 
a period of' years now in such things as the Wounded Knee uprising
I !=luppose that is. still .fresh; in the minds of. some who have been' in 
Wi3;Shi:n,~Ol+ qv~r a period of time. . . 

. 'l;'hese :are th~ very same techniques that were employed in bring,ing 
abQuta cessation of hostilities there. . . 
. :In the pl'isoil riots at the ~1assac1iusetts State Prison at \Valpole-
:WI?Lw~re verY,veJ;y activethere, in that hot dispute.. . . . 

'l;he same. kind of teclmiques we are talking about in these other 
prQgrams utilizing here are the kinds of programs that were developed 
through the .hot disputes over a period of years that the American AI'-:
bitration Association has been very, very active in. 

Again, ma.y I suggest to you that the material that I have submitted 
to you will give you a statistical b'reakdo'wIi on the numbers of Cases 
that we art? doing in some cities. It will also give to you or offer to you 
some of the letters of ·coD:uhendation that we haVe received, not only 
1rO'll1 the courts, from city councilmen, from county officials, but fron) 
nei~hb()rhood people who have been involved in the program. 

Incidentally, the University of Akron did an in-depth study to 
evaluate the effectiveness of this program, and it exceeded our greatest 
expectations. It is something that we feel that you have taken a giant 
step to offer support to the existing program. 

I have beeh very critical in the past-and this is, I suppose, a little 
bit away from what I came here to testify-of some of the Federal 
programs that have supported the kind of program that we have been 
domg. .. . . 

I have suggested, of course, even to ~1r. Bell that the large amounts 
of money that were appropriated for the justice centers might have 
been ill thought of to some degree, and not thought out. 

The amounts of money that each city must have should not exceed 
the amount of money that that community will be capable of support
ing on its OW11, when -the withdrawal of Federal moneys come. . 

In some instances wllat has occurred is that new programs have been 
funded for experimental purposes when programs in other cities that 
llave proven successful have been asked to disappear, simply because 
of bcle of financial support for its continuation. ' 

I sincerely hope that that is a part of this particular moment or this 
bill that will be clearly thought out and an effort, of course, to rectify 
any errors in the pastthat have been made, in good intentions of course, 
or with all good intentions. 
It does not happen again. I feel reasonably certain that iIi every 

city, that we have operated in we lu~ve done so ,with, a realistic budget
,by not attempting to be administrators but practitioners; in an area 
th~t 'we feel.supports not only the effort of the community, of every 
community to resolve the conflict· that exists at a level that camlOt, of 
'C~~~'se, be a~ldress.ec1 through the' conrts themselves. . . 

o 
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The courts and the prdSec~ltors ought to bed·oing\pl~trial;wbrkif0r. 
the kinds of crimes and the kInds of problems that cannot be; of'cou,rse, 
::l.'esolvedthrough any other arena.' '. .' . 

The prosecutors in the' cities tlu~,t we .work in have recognIzed the 
effect and the help that we have gIven sImply be~ause we have, taken 
a lot of the junk out of the courts-a lot of the ~hlllgS that eventua~ly 
will result in a major conflict-simply because It has been dealt wIth 
a t this point. . ' . . . 

The law, incidentally, can only deal wIth the que.stIOll o~ tIle In-
110cenr:e or guilt of a person who has' be~n ~harg~d WIth a ct:lme. ~l:t 
an arbItrator, a,person from the communIty In wluchthe conflIct eXI~t:::;, 
can sit down with the parties involved in the conflict and let them, WIth 
the proper skills, to talk out their differenc('~ ~nd eyentually COJll~u'p, 
not only with what we call an award or deCISIon, but come up WIth a 
consent agreement that these parties may have arrived at th~lllselv~s 
witllOut,the aid of anybody else, had they taken the opportunIty to SIt 
down and talk as they are doing at this point. 

That conflict, of course, has been resolved through the method that 
we have employed here. 

AlthouO'h I have been in it-and I suspect may be longer than any
body else t=here-I h<:mestly, believe that we ~lave not. be~un to scratch 
the surface in applymg tIns means of resolvmg conflICt m the commu-
nity that we are attempting to promote here to~ay. . . 

.A.s recently as 2 months ago, I sat down WIth the VIce preSIdent ~f 
Chrysler Corp. to try to come up with some kind of a~ agreement, If 
you will, to resolve new car purchases. a?-d ,;arrantee dIsputes, so that 
this kind of thing would stay out of lItIgatIOn and thell. of cours~, be 
available to individuals who cannot afford the cost of legal serVICes. 

I don't know that I have covered all the points that I had intended 
here, but I do suggest to you that if there are. questions: that s(;)J~e of 
the material that I have submitted to you mIght furnIsh addItIOnal 
information. Of course, any questions that you may have I would be 
more than happy to answer. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
1\11'. PREYER. Thank you very much, 1\lr. Brown. 
1\lr. Shonholtz ~ 
Mr. SHONHOLTZ. Thank you, 1\11'. Chairman.. . . 
I appreciate the opportunity to be able to tesb~y before the JOInt 

subcommittees and have prepared a statemeJ~t. whIch I.would appre
ciate if it was made part of t.he record of the Jomt commIttee. 

Mr. PREYER. ,Vithout objection, that will be made a part of the 
record. 
. [The written st.atement of Raymond Shonholtz follows:] 

STATElfENT OF RAYMOND SHONHOLTZ, DmECTOR, C01\l;lfUNITY BOARD PROORA~[, 
CONCERNING THE DISPUTE RESOLUTION ACTS (S. 423, H.R. 2863, AND H.R. 3711) 

Thank you for the invitation to present testimony before the joint 
subcommittees. . . 

Non-judicial resolution of conflicts directly addresses a pressmg Judicial and 
urban problem. Under the weight of an oppressive and unmanageable. caf;e 
load urban courts especially lower courts.llave become essentially dysfunctional. 
It h~s'become·so s'erious that it is unusual for an urban municipal or lower 'court 
to hea~ by court or jm:y trial more than 5 percent of ~he civil' or crimin~l cases 
filed. The vast remainder are either dismissed at the time of call or arrmgnment 

r 

I' 
I: 
I: 

(gene:J:ally about 33:percent) and remainder compromised or plea-bargained from 
. ,'th~justice system (generally about 62.5 percent). 

'The dysfunctional nature of the justice system has resulted in civil (including 
consumer) and cl'iminal conflicts being returned to the bUSinesses, communities, 
and schools from which they came with no real judicial intervention, examina
tion, PI' determination. While the effect of this sitnation is normally lamented, 
almost all reformist moves are directed toward improvement in the justice/law 
enforcement structure, Limited' attention has been paid to the impact that this 
revolving form of justke has on the schools, bUSinesses, and communities of 
url)l,ln.Am~rlca.· 
,;~ Futtl,ie~;~ the reduction of agency and court case loads has become such an 
issue that equally limited attention is paid to the reality that few people decide 
to use the courts willingly. The reluctance often centers on the fact that: victims 
seldom get satisfaction or restitution; the court imposes an unacceptable formal
ity on people; and the process is always professional, and often uncertain. 
Weighing the speculative return against the social, time and monetary c:osts, 
people often do not use the justice system until the situation become dire. ISome 
resulting impacts are: 

1. Perceived as an ineffectual forum, delivery neither restitution nor 
punishment, few people willingly participate in the justice system, and most 
strive to avoid it. As such the system in effect discourages the early referral 
of conflicts, and, accordingly, forces communities and schools to tolerate 
di~pt!tes. 

2: The inacceSSibility of the justice system, and its failUre to address con
flicts at an early Or pre,entiYe stage directly undermines neighborhood, 
school and individual -safety. Unattended conflicts fester, resulting in in
creased tensions in the home, school or neighborhood. Not surprisingly, the 
vast majority of assault, felonious assault, and homicide cases are between 
people who know one another, often involving long-standing petty 
disagreem en ts. 

3. The dysfunctional, and reputably ineffectual justice system, discour
ages citizE:'ll participation. Thus victims, often aware of the conduct of of
fenders, refuse to engage the law enforcemE:'nt process. Experiencing no 
justice system de terence, offenders are enconraged to continue and/or 
escalate their conduct. (Accordingly, a recent Gallup Poll indicates that 
64 percent of urban Americans list as their first priority neighborhood prob
lems, specifically crime and yandalism. Refer to attachment.) 

Other debilitating iml)acts directly impairing the qualit.y of life in urban com
munities can be attributed to our failing system of justice. A law enforcement/ 
judicial system tllnt forces neighuorllOods to tolerate dvH and criminal inci
dents, undermines the safety of communities and schools, and encourages crimi
nal conduct of a dysfunctional system. If citizens do not readily use the system, 
do not support it, and seek to a void its impacts, it is a dysfunctional process for 
the administration of justice. 

In la,rge part the law enforcement/legal system within the urban.areas has 
achieved a dysfunctional nature due to its absorption of almost all conflicts 
within an adversarial, adjudicatory framework. The imposition of a highly pro
ceduralized, uniform process on all conflicts has weaken the integrity of the 
legal system. In short, Our legal system is overreachiug, oyer extended, and be
coming discredited. 

AlternatiYe conflict resolution, like the once popular diversion concepts of a 
decade ago, is being viewed as the panacea for agency and court case reduction. 
'While mediation components of law enforcement agencies and judicial system 
may have an impact Oll the entity's case load, it fails to directly respond to the 
<,:!,stem's general dysfunctional impacts on the neighborhoods and schools of 
urban Amerlca. This is the situation because generally agency mediation proj
ects receive cases after they have been receivEd, reviewed, 'and referred by a 
law enforcement agency. Such mediation projects have a very limited ability 
to develop into a neighborhood preventive forum, early intervention mechanism, 
or accessible neighborhood 01' s('hool conflict reducing' entity. Thisbeillg the 
situation, it is submitted that they will have limited impact on the general 
citizen's confidence in the integrity and perform~nce of the legal system. 

Given the atrophy that has taken place in local conflict resolution mechanisms 
(churches, family, and community organizations), there is a need to l'evitalize 
.11~~~b01 .. hobd-~nsed conflict resolution forums. TIle development of SUCll forums 
not ronly relates to tlie conflict resolution needs of urban communities, but under
scores an important national public policy in the post-Proposition 13 era. The 
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.shrjp~age. of ~ay,ail~ble :t~~ dp~l~r!3 fo:!.' socin,l. seryices Galls for greater citizen 
partICl~;lUtIOn In socIal serVIce delIvery systems. .'. . . 

~€}.i&,hqQrhood ,re~id~nts, tr9-iIied.fu :~le tec~~iq:U'es of' conflict re~olution, 'can 
p~e~- tIme hav:~ a. slglJ.Ificant tmpact .on the qt.Iality of' IJfe tn their ii~ighborhood 
and: 911 th~ type and ~umbe~ of cases el~h~r,mg" the traditional justice system'~ 
Mor,eover, ~l!;;h preventIve or,Iehted fornm's htl;v~ the real ability not only to bui1ci 
a, $trongnelgh??rh~od pr.qgram, but, to ,responclpositively to tlle.,llegative'im
pacts the prevrullllg JlJ,stIc~.~?,stem CllUses in the urban schools and 1;leighborhoods~ 

The lucal merch~nt s dIspute over the customer's failure to pay the bill the 
petty theft complamt by the store owner agnillst the neighboi'hood YOuth: the
t~nant who J~as·homerepa.jr, issnes with the Jancllord or the landlord who wants 
. back.;ren~ paId, the senior c~tizen harr~ssed by local yquth,.the school that is con
~erne~ wIth, fl. studen~'s t~'ua~cy stah~s, and the n~ighbbrs angry over vandalism 
m: nOlse",p~rkm~ orli,ke.pl.'operty i~~u.es ar~ manageable issues' fOl- n~ighbQrliQQd 
people tr~med'lll aS~I~tI?g others m, conflIct resolution. Moreover: these·i"Flsu,es. 
an.d mm;thcts can be receIved by a neIghborhood preYention forum' dii'$ctI1 with
.o~~ havmg to J?ass through law enforcement, judidal, or oilier ag«mc~es. Access'i~ 
bIhty, pr~ventIOn, and expeditious conflict resolution are. rele~'ent community 
'c,0ncer~s m ur~~ are;as: Thus a c9mml~nit:v p.l.'og1"PLm t~~t 'd~rectly relates to the
re.S?lutI(?~ of ~IVIl, crlmllla~, and Juvemle .mcldents arIsmg 111 the,neighbOrjlOod 
WI~. receIve ~road commulll.ty support. ThIS support is based on·the reality l';hat 
s~.ch preventIOn forums are respon:;;ive to immediate local tensions and COll
fil,CtS, and to ~he awareness t~la.t they call 'resolve a lai'ge number of 'cases 
presently passmg from the neIghborhood into the adult and jm,'enile justice' 
systems.-

The above comments set the context for the following critique and proposed' 
amendments to H.R, 3719, S. 423, and H.R. 2863. 

1. LEGISLATION SHOULD COVER ALL MINOR DISPUTES 

H.R. 3719 and .S. 423 are conceptually and procedurally similar and will be 
tl'eate~ as .complImentary bills under this analysis. B'OtIl pieces of legislation 
are ,pnmarIly reht~ed to cO~lsumer and commercial transactions. 'l'he Findings' 
a~d ~Url?Os.es SectIOn (S.ection 2) of H.R. 3719 allcl S. 423 make no mention of' 
mmor crImmal cases, neIghborhood disputes, senior citizen issues 01' other non
C?llSUmer or non-property activities. Persons charged with the administration of 
eIther Of. these Acts would be easily dissuaded from funding 'anything but com
merce-orIented conflict resolution centers. 

In. con~ras.t, H.R. 2863 ... covers the entire range of minor disputes without 
~uahficatI?~ .. (Co::upare Section 2(~) (1) of H.R. ?719 and S. 423 ,vith H.B.. 
_863.) It IS submItted that H.R. ?119 and S. 423 an:! too narrow in subject
matter and should be expand~d.to mclude all types of minor disputes regardless 
of .legal labels. The same tralllmg that is generally relevant for the resolution 
of a cons?me~ or l~andlord-tenant case is applicable to t.he resolution of n: 
pet~y . the~t, dlsturbll1:; the peace, Or assault and battery matter, The re
~tl"lcbon Imp~sed by. ~.R. 3719 and S. 423 would preclude agency and direct 
,referral of mr:lO,r crlmlllal cases, Such a restriction is not justified by eithei' 
procedural, trammg, referral or economic considerations. 
, Tbe s~me analY~is a1i!p~i~~, to the definitional sections of R.R. 3719 'and S. 423. 
:All refer.ence to I?,1l10rCIVU ' or "consumer" matters should be stricken or in the
alternat~ve sp~CIfic reference to minor "criminal" cases should be includer} 
(Refer to SectIOn 3 in the three bills,) . 

II. DISPUTE RESOLUTION FORUMS IN THE NEIGHBORFiOODS 

Both ~.R. 2863 ~nd H.R. 3719. support a finding tliat f'~eighbOrhOod, local, or 
c?mm~l1lty bas~d dIspu~e resolution mechanisms can provide and promote expedi
tIOns, ·mexpenSIve, eqmtable, and voluntary resolution of disputes as well a3 
serve as models for other dispute resolution mechanisms." (Section 2 (a) (6) ) 

.In cont:r,ast, S. 423 fails to mention I/lleighborhood local or community b~sed 
,dispute resol~tion mee~lanismH as forums promoted b~ the l~gislation. Within the' 
~b.ove anal~sIs and th~ conte:x:t of these comments, thIs is a: glaring omission. The 
IaIlnre to mclude, neIgh~o~'hoOd forums as possible recipients of S. 423 funds 
na~rows the range of recIpIents to agencies (e.g., bett~r business bureaus· small 
claIms c?urts, :p~osecutor's consur,nerfraud. units, etc.). ' , . 

'Thus III additIOn to, the narroi.v subject-matter rangl~ that distinguishes S. 425 
,f~~m H.R. 2863,. the.ro~m~r·wouidencoura:ge the bill's auministrato1,' to fund ex-
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clusi'V'e~y 'a/?iency oriented' programs; Certainly. t~lere is little, ~~ ,any" ~uid~n.c~)-'\}. 
the legIslatIOn that would enc.our~ge. an a~mll1l.strator to fund a ,ne~g4.boX~0~li, 
program over :1n agency program ~;f a selectIOn had to be made. T./;J.e 1,ulEs, faUm'e 
to explicitly include neighborhood programs distinctly restricts the range o.'f~x
peri mentation afforded under S. 423. Further, S. 423 discourages the develoIlllient 
of preventive forums inurball communities, where the need for preventive. con~ 
fiict resolution effort is the greatest. " ,:,' 

S. 423 should be amended. ~o specifically include the funding of neighborli6o~ 
pi·ograms. ·Its direction should be clear to afford an administrator sufficient 'el).
couragemellt and 'guidance in the allocation of limiteq resources . 

III. ADMINISTRATION OF THE ACT. 

'Section 6 of H.R. 3719 and H.R: 2863 are'exactly the same and woula. place'the~ 
aq.miuistration of the dispute resolution program in the AttorneY General''s''Of-
fice with programmatic decision-making performed in consultation withah' Ad
visory Board of nine persons appointed by the Attorney Genel'PoI. Section 6 o~ S. 
423 would like,vise establish the administration of the program in the Attorney 
General's Office without the establishment of an advisoryboal'dl, ' , , : 

It is submitted that appropriate adll.linistration of the Dispute Resolution' X'd 
would best be performed by a non-profit specifically established to undertake the 
development, f~ll1ding, research, and evaluation of non-judicial dispute Tesolution' 
forum~. Such, an entity would have a clear and specific mission, and would 'not 
be faced with the anomaly presented in the present legislation of a federal prbse-
cutional agency developing alternative, llon-prosecutorial programs. . , 

The non-profit coulcll1ave a governing board of nine directors representing a 
s.imilar range of interests as S?t out in H.R. 2863 Section 7 (c) (1). Not beIng 
wedded to any existing governmental agency, the range of programmatic in
terests and experiments il1itiRted by the new hon-profit would not be subject to 
any pOlitical influence or bias. potentially inherent in the program's a<J.ministra
tion by the Attorney Geueral's Office, 

In the alternative, location of the dispute resolution program could be leg-is
latively mandated to the Community Relations Service of the Department' of 
Justice. The Service (CRS) has extensive experience in mediation and conflict 
resolution activities. Moreover, as a department in the Attorney General's Office, 
it enjoys a rmige of responsibilities that do not require legal training. If conflict 
resolution programs are to develop as new justice models, it is essential th4t a I 

genuine opporhmity be afforded for full experimentation. The decisionmaking 
und administrative entities administering the Act must represent this broad· at
titude .. Having the Atto:rney General's Ofike developing and operating essentj.alIy 
nOll-law programs may prove a contradiction in experience, mission, and, experl- • 
mental commitment. 

.. ~. As an additional alternative to the establishment of a non-profit administeJ,'~ng· 
body would be the enhancement of the legislation's Advisory Board. The Bo[!.rd, 
instead of the Attorney General would be empowered to ,make, in consultation 
with the Attorney General decisions that affected grant requirements; ,gJ:ant' 
awards, technical assistance contracts, research awards, and evaluation designs. 
All of the functions set forth in H.I{.. 2863 and H.R. 3719 assig-ned to the Attorney 
General would be assigned to the newly created, and more appropriatelynumed, 
"Governing Board." Moreover, the activi'.ies of the Dispute Resolution Center 
set forth in f:)ec~ion 6 in ea,ch of tile bills wO,llld be admi1;listered by the Govern-
ing Boarclinconsultation with' the Attorne,Y General. . " 

Recog-ni~ing the potential political'arguments that mIght be raised to the' estab
lislllnent of a new non-profit agency or the assignment of new responsibilities to' 
an existing agency (CRS), full consideration should be given to the creation :of 
:an authentic 'Go,rerl1ing Board to undertake ilie responsibilities set forth in':Sec
tions 6, 7, 8, and 9 of H.R. 2863 and H.R. 3719, and Sections 6, 7,and 8 of· S: 423; 
Such a Board could exercise sufficient independence from anyone point of view 
and encourage wide latitude in program and issue experimentation, evaluation 
and reseal'ch. Furth{'" sucll a Governing Board composed of ·e;x:perienced and 
distinguished represeutatives in the field of alternative conflict resolution would 
be able to provide genuine leadership' in. the development of this 'Critically im
portant field. 

'I, : ' 'Iv. FUNDI:NG . -', i 1 

: :. :' . ' , : ' , .' - . ". ~: ) , I 

S. 423 .aIHl H.R. 3719, allocate $3,.0 'll,lillion ;foradm.in;i.st~·ative co'sts al.ld ,$~Ei:.O . 
million for program costs over the statutory period running to 1984: H.R. 2863 
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sets o'iit'$2.0 million for administrative costs and $10.0 million for program,fund
ing for the same period. S. 423 is encumbered with an entitlement provision that 
would divide the $15.0 million allocation between the States and-the Attorney 
Genern.l with one-half reserved for equal distribution among the States. 

It is submitted that the $15.0 million allocation more realistically meets the ex
perimentation, research, and evalulltion need of this new field. Moreover.~ $2.0 
million would be appropriate admiuistrative costs. Regardless which approach 
is followed as set forth in Section III, above, limited amounts should be authoried 
for administrative costs. Given the limited sums provided for program, research 
and evaluation, it can be reasonably projected that a finite number of programs 
and introspective works are likely to be funded during the legislative period. Ac
cordin~ly, a $2.0 million administrative e.~penditure. which represents a staff of 
approXImately 15-20 persons, sufficient travel and consultant· funds would'seem 
reasonable. . 

Further, H.R. 2863 and H.R. 3719 each authorize 1oo'per centum funding'for the 
first two years of the program and 75 per centum and 60 per centum for the third 
and fourth year respectively. In contrast, S. 423 authories only 100 per centum 
the first year and 90, 75, and 60 per centum for the following years. The approach 
taken in H.R. 2863 and H.R. 3719 are more realistic and relate to the fact that 
it will take any dispute resolution forum at least 12 months to become fnlly op
erational and known. To impose a fiscal limitation on it in the second years, as 
S. 423 would do, significantly prejudices the operational stability of the forums. 
In short, it is not realistic to expect a forum in the second year to generate 25 per 
centum local support. 

Finally, in contrast to the other bills, H. R. 2863 would place a grant ceiling 
of $200,000 on any federally funded program (Section 8 (h) (2) ). This limitation 
should be stricken from the bill. Given the unpredictable state of the economy, 
the wide variance in potentially funded programs, the different sizes of communi
ties or cities served, and the possible range of a program's activity any fiscal 
limitation at this juncture would severely limit the possible range of experimen
tation and research. It is submitted that tbe amount that any program should 
receive is a decision left with those administering the bill and the goal and bud"'et 
restraints they are working with. 0 

V. PRIVACY 

Each of tlM three bills provide to the Attorney General broad authority to 
e'xamine the books, records, files, and other papers of any of the funded programs. 
Recognizing the need for some fiscal accounting, relevant file review is appro
priate.However, included in the legislation sllOuld be some statement that the 
reeords of a dispute resolution forum are privnte and their review is only ap-
propriate for a statistical and fiscal purposes. ' 

This proviso is relevant and important, because many eixstinQ' and potential 
~orums may inform people that the information is confidential an"d not available 
Ill. any subsequent court or agency proceeding. To avoid any mis~impression,a; 
prIvacy prOvision should be included in Section 9 of H.R. 28G3 and 3719 and 'in 
Section 8 of S. 423. 

ATTACHMENT 

CITIZEN EMPOWERMENT IS THE INVOLVEMENT OF CITIZENS DELIVERING A 
SERVICE DIRECTLY TO THEIR NEIGHBORHOOD 

Gallup Poll reports that "a still larger majority, 7 in 10 (69 percent) state 
ther ~ou~d be willing to engage in specific neighborhood activities, including 
~~~~)g 'tn theperj01'mance oj some neighbOrhood sociaZ ser-vices." (Emphasis 

The area of greatest concern and volunteer participation' "neighborhood 
crime, vandalism 28 percent." . 1; 

[From San Francisco Chronicle, Nov. 30, 1978] 

GALLUP POLL: PUBLIC WILLING TO YOLUNTEER HELP 

[By George Gallup] 

P~:q-CETON, N.J.-A ~allup study completed recently for the National League 
of CitIes reveals the eXIstence of a vast resource of volunteer citizen energy that 
could be used in 'practical ways to alleviate urban problems. 

-~- ----- -----~----
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Following are the key survel; findings: . . 
Ame:r,ica!s., urban resid~nts state that they would be WIlling to donate an 

average of· nine ho'urspermonth to their city.a:.:d their neigh~o~hOO~s. Pro
jected to the total population of the 125 mIllion adults resld~ng m non
rural areas, the hours available per month comes to the staggermg total of 
approximately one billion. 

About one-half (52 percent) of A.merica's urban residents say they would 
be willing to serve without pay on city advisory committees to study prob
lems facing their cities and to make recommendations. 

A.bout two in three (64 ;percent) express a willingness to serve on com
mittees devoted to the specific problems facing their own neighborhoods. 

A still hirger majority, seven in ten (69 percent), state they would be 
willing to engage in specific. neighborhood activities, including assisting in 
the performance of some neighborhood social services. 

Following is the first question asked of the sample of the nation~s urban 
residents: 

:'Suppose the mayor of this city appointed committees made up of average citi
zens to study local problems such as crime, housing and public transportation
and to make recommendations. If you were' asked, do you think yeu would be 
willing to serve on one of these voluntary com.mittees without pay?" 

Here. are the findi~gs for .the urban population: 

Wi~ling to serve on city (rnayo:I"s) committee? 
(AU m'oan re8idents) 

Percent 
Yes ________________________________________________ ._________________ 52 
~o ______________________________________________________ -------____ 42 
})on't know __________________________________________________ -_______ 6 

To identify the specific kinds of committees, if any, on which the nation's 
non-rural residents would be interested in serving, respondents were handed a 
card listing various lunds of problems with which the mayor's committees would 
deal. They were then asl.:ed to indicate Which of these voluntary committees, if 
any, they feel they would be interested in serving on without pay. Following is 
the question and the most frequently named problems: 

"This card lists various kinds of problems that might be studied by such 
voluntary committees. Which of these committees-if any-do you think you 
would oe interested in serving o;.r without pay?" 

P1'oblems to be stud-iea by city (may01"8) committee 
(Based on those will-ing to serve) 

Percent 
Schools and edu~tjon----------------------------------------------__ 22 
Senior citizen. problems_______________________________________________21 
Parks, playgrounds, sports/recreational facilities______________________ 19 
Drug prcblems and rehabilitatioll_____________________________________ 18 
llctivities for youth__________________________________________________ 18 
Problems of the handicapped_________________________________________ 17 
Housing for the poor_________________________________________________ 16 
Improving hospitals and health care __________ , __________________ ...: ____ .:. __ · 16 
Problems of the poor ______________________ ~__________________________ 16 
lJnemployment problerns______________________________________________ 15 
Dealing with crime__________________________________________________ 15 
Courts and prison reform____________________________________________ 13 Itace relations ___________________ -___________________________________ 11 
Ail' and water pollution______________________________________________ '11 
City beautification ____________________________________________ ~______ 10 
Attracting/keeping new business/industry ___________________________ ~_ . 10 
Preservation of historic places and landmarks_________________________ 9 
Improving cultural opportunities ___________ .___________________________ 8 
~oise pollution_______________________________________________________ 7 
Public transportation_________________________________________________ 7 
Tra~c: control ~d parkjpg___________________________________________ 7 
Sanitation, garbnge, liter, etc __ ;.._______________________________________ 7 
Public libraries ___________________________ ~ __________________ .:_______ 6 

This question was asked to measure interest in neighborllOod committees:: 
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. "N?w s~ppose there were voluntary com~ittees of tl:e Idnd YO;J.l ~1,1S.~ descr~9~d, 
ill this neIghborhood. tJ,'h,ese would be made up of lleIghborhood I'eslCUmts who 
would studYpro~lem~ and make. re~omI?endations, to: ~ocal ,o11ici:;tls.l;E yoq, :fere 
asked, do you thmk you would be willing to. serve on one· of t:Q.ese .committees 
without pay?'l· . 

Willing to sel've ?n neighbo1'hOO(lcommittdetd, " .. 
. Pe'l'oent 

~~s ==========================.==========================:=:=== __ ===== : ~~ Don't know-________ . .:..:. _____ · _________ ----..,_..,-:-_-__ .,. ___ ... ____ ~-r __ -, _____ ..:. . 8 

And here are the problems urban residents !!lay they' would like to· work 011 : 

P"oblems to be studied btl neigli,borhood committees (based 01L :thlJse wilU1!'U to 
. . '. '. .' serve)' .. . .: 

Peroent 

Neighborhood crime, v~ndalism---.,..---------.--------------------------- ,;' 28: 
Nei¥l),bo~~<?Od clean-up and beautification ____ :.. ____________ -:_.,-_.:.. ___ '_____ . '22 
~enlor CItizen problelps_. _______________ . ___________________ " __ :.:. ____ . ____ ~ ·22 
Neighborhood- sc1iools ___ :.. ________ :.. _________ ;... ________________ .: __ ~ ____ ·__ . ·:22-
Neighborhood YOllth activities _______________________ :... _________ ~-:-_---_ . < ~ "22' 
Neighborhood recreation, parks, playgrounds___________________________ 17 
Health care for neighborhood residents _____________________ -.__________ 16 
Neighborhood employment opportunities_.:._-. _______________ .:..____________ 13 
Neighborhood housing problellls_______________________________________ 13 
Establishment of neighborhood co-operatives such as: 

. Food stores, general mercharidise·,etc______________________________ ·13 
Neighborhood race relatibns __ ~ ____________________________________ . 12 
Preservation of old, historic buildings, landmarks___________________ '11' 
Air and water pollution ________ "-__________________ .:.._______________ 11 
Neighborhood parldng and traffic~_________________________________ 9. 
Neighborhood' noise controL ______________________ ~_______________ ,9 
Problems of neighborhood retail bUSiness, shops, stores ___ .::__________ .·8 
Public trunsportation_-' _______________________________________ ---- . 8 

1\1:1'. SHONHOLTZ. liuch that has been said is common to allpl:o-' 
grams. There are now approximately 50 to 60 different dispute 'l'eso
lution programs in the United . States. They vary dramatically' in 
form, in slibject matter, and in the resolution process used. . 

The remarks of the two preYiOl~S speakers clearly go to the mel'lt 
of having conflict resolutions take care of a wide variety of business 
coming to our agencies, law enforcement in particular, and to om; 
courts. . 

~My ',remarks are made more _broad-based, allcl'tosonle degree m'qre 
philosophical, and Ithink are appropriate within this forum. '. 
,My remarks are relevant to the type of progTam we have developed 

in San Francisco, which is a community-based modef in' contrast to 
wJ?at I call an agency-basec1progrp,m) characterized by the progral~ls 
you heard by the two previous speakers. . . 

,By agency-based I mean that the primary referral of cases comes 
d:romone or nlore agency or court systems,' and that the ll1edil:~#on
arbitration program or conciliation 'program looks to most of its 
eases from these existing institutions. 

i The primary purpose of an agency'~based prpgram is to l'educe the 
caseload of those institutions. . ' ' 

.' I sub~lit to you that there is a weighty issue before us that is worth 
discussing. Certainly in the few minutes that is allocated to Ine I would 
like to take this up. . 

. .As a practitioner in crinllnallaw and civil Jaw, my impl.'ession;Qf 
the cou~,t'syst~m'is that it ~s.dysfmlctional, and I think it is an issue 
thittwe'ntled'to seriously address. ' . .;. 

r 
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',1 Tl\e~'refisoli'I "say ~tliat :col-irt ,sy~t~m' is c1ysfmictional is not because 
it js overburdened with cases. It is iiici:edibly inisusec1. I think that the 
qli~~~ty of ~tatements ~1acle by. the two previ.O:us speakers' go, to the 
hl~l'lt of what' I am saymg. ., .. 
~: -The fact that' their programs work so well in the agency model 
speaks to'the fact that maliy of the cases conlillg into the law enforce
~1)(hit/court syst'em"do· not need too' expensi,:e achrersarial procedul'es or 
the: imm~nse amoullt of legal training and talent available in a court-
rooni. They simply do not need it. . 
. IIOlie were'to look' at the vast majority of cases coming into the 

law eniorcem.ent system and the cases coming into our courts, one 
"'-QuId readily a~gree with the two previous speakers that the 'vast ma-
jority of those c.ises are in, the wrong forum. '. ' . 
: : The 'problem is not to look at the forum at this point. It is to look 
ati"here the cases' come from: The problem as such is that the cases 
thdt we are talki)lg' about that go into the exemplary programs men
tio~l1ed by the previous speakers are received by those programs after 
t4efact. 

Invariably,: there has been a police officer's intervention, there has 
~e~n ali investigation, oiten a ~riminal filing, ~]~d thei'e hasJjeell SOlne 
agency, often moi'e tl1an one, mvolvement In the case before t~l~ ,ease 
is referred to the programs previously mentioned. .' . 
. 'I submit to you that ·for every. case that these gentlemmi receive ill 

their programs, many, many more cases exist 'in'tIle commmlities. In 
fact, the reality is this :' The existence in every single urban settillg in 
this country of a dysfunctional justice system basically means that com"; 
m'tmities, the neighborhoods that you live in, that I, ~hre in" that these 
gentlemen and oth~r people in this l,'oom and other peopl~ in this 'C011l'l

try: live in, tolerate an extraordinary amolmt of tension: andc01rffic~ 
t>ecause there is no genuine pJace to refer them. ~ ..... . 
.. .. 7'here isno place, to go with.,conflicts in this country bilt to the police 
ana. to courts. Consequently, you find systems 'set up with police de
paI;tments, prosecutor's offices ,small 'claims court, or courts to"hallc1le 
the'influx of cases. ,. , . . 

; ~ The issue is not tIle resohi,tion process. The real issue is where.do Y01:1 
wallt to receive the cases and at what point in time. It is a cl"itical·iSsue 
for .the two subcon1Jllittees entertaining thebills;because I think wllat 
rea]l!y'~s at stake is the respe.ct and confidence' of people in the,judicial'Y_ 
, '. To the degree that tIle judiciary cannot solve l}.11q. readily deal wit11 
t~le.problell1s and conflicts,that people have, to that degree it will Jose' 
respect and confidence:.lt is becoming clear, that the judiciary JIas 
tp,ken on its shoulders, for whatever l,'easons, 'and lawyers 'have talmn 
op'their shoulders, a.,wide variety, if not a monopoly, of the entire field 
or 'conflict resoJution. It is essential that in order to serve the integrity 
of the existing institutions that, we begin to deal with the type oI"eon-
flirts ('ominQ' to the existing forums. . 

Xx that is' the case-and I submit to you that is the case, that tll(~:re is 
iU,,!iact to few forums for. people to 'turn te-then the ~ssue jSli't s() 

. much agency referral mechanisms but. the deve]omnent'o;f new. inno
vatiye, and experimental forums in the communities that people 'call 
11Se immediately and efficiently. 

: 'rhf' goal of the community board prog'J'am 11$)" been to develop t\ 

'ne~ghborhood~basec1' conflict resohttiol1. systenl. T.o "resolve 'cases ~e.... . , 
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ferred directly from the communities served, ,and not just cases proc
essed and referred by an agency or court. 

About 75 percent of the cases that we currently handle are directly 
referred from the neighborhood. By that I mean they are referred 
from church people that ,we work very closely with, community orga:' 
nizations, local schools, and mom and pop grocery stores and busin¢sses. 

"HT e make an extraordinary effort to do outreach and community 
education in the areas we work, in order to let people know when and 
how to use the program. In fact, as one of the previous speakers men
~ioned, some of our mostdifIicult cases are cases that have prior agency 
lllVolvement. . 

The goal, it seems to me, is to reduce the tension and conflicts that 
are present in urban society, and to provide forums to people that they 
(lan use to address their needs. We deal with cases that come from 
schools, that range fr0111 truancy to vandalism and out of the neigh
borhoods, whether they be parking cases, noise cases, or landord-tenant. 
\~T e become involved in the case at the earliest point of intervention and 
)Joint of conflict raising. 

The need for the devolpment of more such programs in the neigh
borhoods in our urban settings is essential. It it: the only way in fact 
to break down what I perceive to be a monopoly on the ownership of 
conflicts in this society by the legal system. 

This is not a terribly unique or novel idea. This country was not 
founded on the use of courts. Historically informal mechanisms, often 
church and school and community leadership, were used to resolved 
small disputes. 

:M uch of those- mechanisms are currently dysfunctional. The result 
I~a~ ~een that .institutions have taken on more and more of the r,ef?P<)fi
slblhty that rIghtfully belongs in the communities and neighborhoods 
of urban America. 

To reverse this trend and to encourage neighborhood responsibility 
we need to train people to make the best efforts on cases that come 
to them. 
. Tlle programs mentioned earlier, the different programs that are not 
here, all do different forms of training. In the community board pro
gra::m., anyone can become a panel member as long as they go through 
tralmng. 

T~ll~ traini~lg consis!s o~ essent~apy. the same type of training that 
a. mmlster mIght receIve In conCIhatIon and communications skills. 
In contrast to the two previous programs mentioned a nei O"hborli{;,@d
basecl program in my mind-and I think it is an a~'ea of additional 
experimentation-ought not to have any leO"al ties. 
, T!le ~esolutions made in t~e communIty board program are not legal
~y bmdmg. We do not substItute two hours of informality for the due 
process that would be accorded in a court of law. 
. 'If a resolution cannot be achieved, if a problem does llOt work out 
they l~ave the same existing mechanism available to them as they hac 1 
before they came to us. We have no experience of anybody to date 
USIng the court system who has gone through our program: \Ve do a 
follow~IP on most of the cases heard. We have a very high rate of 
resolutIOn. . , 
Th~ ne,eel is to provide a mechanism whereby experjmentution'tu.1tes 

place to allow neI.g~lbor.1lOod peopl~ .to essentiaUy .re Jear:n, it yO~1 will, 
what they were domg In commumtIes at an earlIer pOInt m lustory-. 
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~T ~ have many examples currently today of. this. Chinese family 
associations, German town communIties, Jewish communities, many 
suburbs of ethnic and racial communities do not take their conflicts 
intQ',court, nor do they take them to attorneys. They resolve them 
within a mechanisln respected ill that particular environment. I believe 
the resolutions they make are valid and effective. 

These forms of informal conflict resolutions need to be suppOl;ted. 
'VV l,1ueed to value the use of trained volunteers in the neighborhood to 
resolve conflicts in the neighborhood, to leave disputes in the context 
of where they arose and to encourage the involvement of people in the 
resolution of those conflicts familiar to the neighborhood. . 

None of that exists in the agency based model. That isn't to say that 
I oppose it. It is doing a service. It may be reducing the level of case
loads in existing institutions and courts. 

It may be providing a better service than our prosecutor, public 
def?nder and judges currently are in the ability to give genuine time 
and attention to real needs and problems. . 

I s:ubmit to you, however, if :ve are to do preyention and early inter
ventIon, we need to develop forms more baSIC and usable at earlier 
stages in the conflict. These forums should be in the neighborhood 
itself. 

In ~he prepared testimony I made several statements about the dys
f~l~ctIOnalnature of the justice system and its impact in the commu
nItIes. Those eomments come out of a broader paper thut I have written 
that .has been ~ircula;ted to ~aw enforcement, judges, and'general COll1-
mUlllty people m San FranCISCO. 

r:I;'he point of view that is taken in this testimony and in that paper, 
,:luch has been ve!'y ~vell received, is basically this-that a dysfullc
tlO!lal sy~tem 9f JustIce harms everyone in the neighborhoods and 
~vel:yone In a CIty ~ that there is a need in fact to make. our system of 
Ju~tI~e more functIOnal and to allow it to work for the type of case:d 
It IS ll1~ended to serve. To achieve this result a great deal more experi
meJitatlOn needs to take place in the neighborhoods. 

Thank you. 
~1r. PREYER. ~hank you yery much, ~£r. Shonholtz. I think you 

make a good pOInt, that when we find an institution that works well 
in'this country, ,ye then proceed to load it down with all of our other 
problems, hoping it. will work as well on those. 
. The first thing you know we llave eroded the effectiveness of institu

tIons. Schools are a good example. Since they have done a o'ood job, 
we want them to teach drivin o' and everytliinO" else everybody 'can 
thilik of. h b. 

So you are saying that is what has happened to our court system. 
Thank you V~I'y much for your testimony. . 

nIl'. Broylull ~ 
1\11'. BROYHILL. No questions, 1\11'. Chairman. 
1\11'. PRl~YEn. :Mr. ICastenmeier ~ 
1\11'. ICASTENl\IEIER. Thank you, ~£r. Chairman. 
I :"rant to complimen~ the ,!vitnesses. I th~nk they all have had ex

ceptIOnally broad experlellc~ In sOll1e~what dIfferent. models. They are 
exactly the people who I tlunk we mIght consult WIth about what we 
are up to here. . ' , 

To the extent that they cliffeI', I am wondering whether~ for example, 
1\fr. Ray: whether your own program, which is tied in with the prose-
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c~t'61."s office-, wOlild not iill\£r~ Shonholtz' view- suifei' from identinca
tfoilwith the dysfunctional justice system, which apparently his com:.. 
l11lt.D.ity boards are escaping., " , .' 
:'!'YOlU'S is very much more associatedwitli the office, literally with the 
iIi~titution that metes ·'out criminal justice, than some of the other 
models such as community based centers. .' . 
. ·poes it create a problem, where-the people would rather handle their 
cOlit'I.'oversies in their own neighborhood than be involved s6 closely 
wItli the prosecutor's office· ~ 

'~ft. RAY. ,Ve ha-ve discusseclthat frequently in the city prosecutor's· 
offi~e. At this'point, what we have been doing over the past 1 or 8 
yein~s is dealing with the complaints which com!:' directly to QUI' office, 
either through the police or the prosecutor's office. 

It has very little public relations such as advertising on television 
Qui' -services. So, we are not promoting the bringing: of complaints 
toollr office, although we do have a lot of comI).lunication with agencies 
in the city., " 

"rthink Mr. Shonholtz and I both would agree, as far as the value of 
flexibility mediation programs. Possibly we are talking about different 
stages of intervention. 

In the night prosecutor's program, we are intervening after the 
crisis'has occurred; that is after a potential crimll~Hil act has occurred, 
,Vliereas in :Mr. Shonholtz's prog~am possibly there is an intervention 
before a criminal act has occurred, but instead when the tension has 
sl'lr!aced. In a community there could be both types of programs. 

,Vhat we want in Columbus is to branch out and to have different 
pr'dgbims-iIistead of haying jtlstone central program in the heart of 
Columbus, we could branch out and have different branches of the' 
Iiight prosecutor's program' in several· sections of the city. ,Vhen 
people do have complaints, instead of coming downtown, they could 
go fo their loc,alnight proseClitor's ,program. But, we have not had the 
flll1cliilgfor that sort of experiment. , 

I would thlllk that bills such as these might provide the funding 
for such an experiment as that. 
:~The two subllrbanmunicipalities which I mentioned briefly probably 
are'~good examples of cOlmnunity type night prosecutor's program; 
whe-t:e we have a small comnllUlity and the. entire problem is contained, 
within that small community. 

>Tllere is much nl0re communication with council members, with 
t1i~.;:rolice, and w~tl: the social service agencies in that small com-: 
mrimty than there IS III Columbus. 

,.~.:rr. -KASTENMEIER. An issue I address to all three of you is one that 
ai'ose this morning-. One of the. witnesses suggested that in his own 
experience in the city of New York, consumer disputes and landlord
tenant disputes were much more. easily disposed of in sheer cost and 
effort than interpersonal disputes which are more difficult to resolve .. 

Presumably I guess we would say that criminal matters or quasi 
cr:iminal matters are mostly interpersonal in nature. 
. l,Ie felt-and I think maybe others might share that point of view~ 

thq,t on the basis of sheer number of cases reconciled per dol1ar, that, 
that r!:'solution of minor consumer disputes is more cost-effective than. 
r~~9Iution of interpersonal disputes. 

.. 
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,'·Now, I clon~t know whethe:!' 'there is allY data 'iIi 'Sul)porto;[ ,this .. 
I 'f&alize that III N e.w York City you have a highly ~ensitive·, andl 
sllccessful program to learn from. r guess you can handle. thol1sancliil 
'of cases if indeed people have access to a dispute. resolution mechanisml 
and know about it. " 
, 'What is your view about. the economics of or the disparity in eco
nomics 'of handling criminal or difficult interperffonal cases versus the' 
111o)"e simple consumer cases ~ Do you think that the person who sug
gests that the. consumer case should be. emphasized'because of eco,n0;miOi3': 
has·a good point ~ , ~ . 
. .1\1.~r. RAY. Let me take a few moments to respond to that. I thInk 

that the easiest complaints to mediate are those in which money' or' 
personal property is transferred as pal't of the resolution such as' in 
the passing a bad check type of situation, 01' III the broken window 
type of situation. . " 

The more. difficult hearings are those. such as the domestic violence,. 
w~lel~e there can be actually n~ money transferred or property trans
fei'red. They are equally as Important, al~hough they do consume 
moretime. 

r think it is important that mediation programs do not duplicate 
the efforts that exist'in the comniunity. In Columbus;. Ohio, we seem·, 
to IHive ft, very effective small claims court. ' 

. Several years ago we were doing a lot of small claims cases,· until 
sniall claims court began their conciliation program. Conciliation! 
lw'u1'ing programs, basically mimic the night prosecutor's program. 
So we ceased doing small claims and instead stressed the interpersonal 
hearings. ., . .. " i, ' 

Ii ",,'ould think that it is the same. with COl'lSumers. ,iV e do :few 'con
sumer type problems because we seem to have an effective c,onsmuel'" 
h.:ffa'ii's section in Columbus. But in other cities, such as Chillicothe,. 
OIlio, about half of Olir caseload concerns consumer type' controversies 
because. there is not an effective small clailhs COllrt there. . 

't'think a program has to be. very adaptable. to whatevei,the need is" 
whei'ever there is a lack of dispntes .resolution l11ecllmiisI~lS, for what:' 
ev~r type of disputes, whether it be ll).terpersOliu:l or 9onsumer~ , '. 

.:i~~r. ICASTEN~mIER. That was part of what .1\11'. Rat~H~r suggested; 
nq,i:i1ely, that they had effective small claims coutts i~l N~w York, and 
tliey':hacl social progran~s that handled different kinds of interperSollal 
disputes. . . 

.'Xii,s own effort,the model he was ta1king about, was a verJ:' limited 
consumer model which frankly even excluded [\, lot of'commerCIal cases. 
Y~t) the model had a. very heavy caseJoael. ' , : 

Til: .places like. the. greater San Francisco area, o~' the CJevelanc1~ 
Al\:ron u'l'€a, would there not be other programs-socIal programs and 
small claims courts and other devices-available which could hahcUe 
po;rtions of what otherwise. would be a broad neighborhood or inter-
perponal conflict.. . . . 

:Mr. BROWN. No questIOn. ,Yhen vou get. mto consumer problems,. 
cases are won and lost in cOlisumer 'arbitration hearings on the pres
~ntation of eyidence. You· are ta'lking about an individnal perhaps 
less articulate. than the persor~ bringing the charge, who has no legal 
counsel. 

02-434->;0-, -14 
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. . .You are a third person 'neutral, sitting in judgment in that hearing. 
How do you not become the a.dvo~ate of ~he ind~vidual. who c~~nop 
:articulate his problems and stIll gIve .a fall' and ~n~partlal deCISIOn ~ 

I don't believe it is the arena for socIal work actIvIty. I honestly do 
not believe that. . 

Again, I don't want to create controversy, but I want ~o .kee~ alIve 
the theory of the two-party system. If I, as !1.person.hvIng In my 
community, am called upon to. rend~r a deCISIOn agaln~t. a person 
where restituJtion has Ito be Ia conSIderatIOn, I may get myself In trouble. 
Sometimes people make themselves .a target of tl~e brothers or 
the friends of whoever is call~d upon ill that cOlnmunlty to r~It<;ler a 
decision against a group of kids that ought to be handled through a 
criminal procedurer where the law, the courts, the prosecutor's office, 
retains jurisdiction Uver that case. .. 

Now, as far as using it for consumer arbItratIOn, ~ see that 3;8 a 
spinoff. I see it inlandlord-t~nant cases. vV~at defense IS there agaInst 
nonpayment of rent ~ That IS the bottom lme to abnost ~lllandlord
tenant problems-ao'ain I am o'oing to rely on what I conSIder my mvn 
per~onal experience~ to ~ddres~ myself to that because I tried it at the 
outset. . . I . f AI f 5 
. I was deputy director of public houslllg IJ?- t 1e. CIty? ... \:1'on or. 
years. I blOW where tJ1e landlord-~enant SItuatIOn WIll lead you If 
you open up an agency to address Itself to those problems. 
. The FTC doesn't want you to charge the consumer money. The FTC 
says that that in itself is prejudicial. Y o~ ~uy a product, you. have a 
problem and the only way you can get It Into the courts or Into an 
arena fo{' resolution is that you pay a fee.. . 
. Well, if you don't .charge a fee, then It, ~as so much. nUlsa~lce;\~.alue. 
I made the mistake at the outset-and agalll I am talnng a ht.tlc:pp.ore 
time than allotted, but that is part of my .expert testimony~ I suppose. 

.I ran an ad in the newspaper announCIng my presenc~ III the com
munity. The television and radio stations were welcomIng us to the 
cQll1munity.They said, "If you .have a problem, .call Earle Brown:" 
Then they ran another article, "If you are mad WIth your mate, arbI-
trate-call Earle Brown." . 

",Ve were flooded with calls. It is an impossibility to handle tl;lat 
sqrt of thing. You try to tell !1 tenant ~hat if you have a l?robl~m WIth 
yow; landlord, what you ought t? do IS go down to legal serVICes :.:nd 
deposit your rent, and let's establ~h an escrow,.so that when we brmg 
your Jandlord in here and make hlln address h1111sel£ to the problems 
that c~nfront you, he cannot say that he is evicting you for nonpay
ment of rent. 
'. Try if :you will to O'et that party to go down and establish an escrow 
accOl;~t for that l:ent.bThey are going to spend it. In the final analysis, 
when it gets to court, the judge says did you pay your rent ~ No. There 
is.no defense against that . 
. vVen. it is alll'iO'ht for you to live in this man's house without pay
iilg rent because Ife won'f repair the roof if you live for free. But. if 
1;1e is going to charge you rent, there is a. problem here, and you h~ve 
no right to pay rent toa guy that:von't gIve you a decent place to lIve. 
~hat is a very, very complex questlOn... .. 

But again, I can only suggest to you that t!le maJorIty .of.cases that 
you are going to address .yourse~f to are gOlug to be cl'lllnnal cases, 
where there is a man standmg belund. 
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'The alternative to corrilng before you as a tl~ird .person ne:utral, ~iPh 
:110 authority beyond that given by the partIes Involved In the dIS
:pute-the alternative to that is to go ~nd get yourself au attorney and 

0"0 into court. That has been our experIence. 
,e :M:r. SHONHOLTZ. May I respond., I thi,nk Mr. B;rown n,nd I hav:e a 
major disagreement on that. I don t belI~ye tha~ IS the case. I'.tpmk 
-that points up the need for more expel'lmentatlOn and the WIsdom 
'of the bills before this body. . 

I do not believe that it is necessary in fact to have corroslv.e power 
in order to get people to come and to resolve 1?roblem.s. Pe<?ple In many 
instances have problems. We get ~ great varIety of J?-vemle cases, for 
.instance both out of the COll1mUluty and from JuvenIle court. 

A pl'il~ciple of the program is to avoid being a diversion. project: we 
'will not take a case if the police have made an arrest; or, If the prose
-cutal' has filed on the case; or if juvenile court intends to prosecute 
.it. 

"Ye are not a diversion program. If the. agency d<;>es not int.end to 
take leo'al action, and wants to refer the case, we WIll accept It, and 
,then talk to the people about their voluntary participation. 

Palticularly in juvenile vandalism cases and senior citizen assault 
·eases which we have done, our experience consistently has been that 
-the parents invariably are looking for some forum. someplace where 
they can talk a'bout the matter, where they don't have to talk against 
their kids, they can get some support for t.he kind of values and re
·sponsibility they want to see promoted in the family, in the neighbor-
hood, and with their children. 

This attitude contrasts my experience as a former public defender. 
-~There parents came into juvenile conrtl'ooms terrified of whatt'\Vould 
happC'l1 to their kids. knowing their kids had done inappropriate acts, 
"but willing to stick up for them in a courtroom for fear of what the 
judge may do. 
. The approach of our legal institutions often creates ethical COll
-fIiets: You have parents giving one message to the children that they 
-support them and, on the other hand, they are supposed to give a 
m~sage to them that they don't condone the conduct. This works to 
'-e:rode family authority. 

Using the strong pi'inciples of individual and social responsibility 
with youth-our program has a particular interest ill elementary, 

-and junior high school age kids-community board has been'~'able 
to achieve a great deal with a nonlegal forum. So I really wish to 
r,lalify, I think there is a hroader range of experience than 1\11'. Br0.w'u 
is suggesting. Again, it is not to confuse the issue or indicate he is 
. wrong. It is just to say I think there is more experience on that point. 

The other issue that you raise, which I think is a critical one, con
.. cerns the amount of time domestic cases take. ~1y experience is they 
. take a great cl~al more time. They are more difficult than the lanellord:.. 
tenant case. rrhe reason for that is that you are talking about people 
'who are esscntiaUy in a non-communication phase for a considerable 
period of time. They have a lot of tension and ange.r. So they "ex
plode" during these hearings. 

Such a· hearing will t.ake longer, a~ld the alIl<?1.~nt of needed social 
".resources may wen be beyond a medIator, conCllu~tor, or panel, but 
it llU\.Y be obtained through existing social services in the area. 

I, 
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,i "~.?l' ·j~lS~allCe, In ,the' c'QmIllunity qoard progranl most of. the social' 
SeJJVIce ·111 the . .areas; we: serve, the m~ntal health' aJld school outreach 
teum,for example,. ma~~ .tl~eir service avaiIanle to the panels. At. the. 
end o~ R pRnel heRrIng, II It IS very clear the parties need on O'oinO' work 
or'~lerapy, a: refel'l'alcan bel11ade to an existing service O'r~lp ti'ainecl 
to do that type of work. ' " b 
".Thus, the el111110yinent of a s.ocial, service does ilOt have to wait until 
the case ~ets to. cO,urt or after It explodes into violence. On this point . 
I\vould lIke~o JUSt add One other issue. ' 
. ,·In ~he Ull~t~cl Stfl;~es a little over a quarter of the homicides take
place In famlhe~. Or these homicides, a litt~e over half are between 
I~usbancl and WIfe. The other percent of homicides in the United' 
States, the other three-fourths percent, 80 percent of them are betweell~ 
]Jeople who l~llOW OIle another. 
'" ,Qf that 80 perce~lt,_ We are talking about people not only who kno,~ 
?ne a!l~thel', but of disputes thRt arc of long standing and quite petty 
all. br1gl1:. ~hese were people on constant conflict with no place to 0'0-
WIth theIr fatally petty conflicts. " b 
" In fact, fl;hout ~ or .~ years ago·I recall reading that Detroit had' a 
I~~1Ula~·:pohcy, ,ofpl~cl1lg people charged wj~h hOl:licide of a spouse. 
;l1;.~hell 0:wn Ie?OgIuzance,: because ,they had Just Inlled the onlv per
">;0-11 .~hey were m.terested 1;11 murdering, . and they Were in fact not. dallgerOlls.; , . . . 

, In Newt ~ ork itt the "VERA study, it was learned that 86 percent 
~~ ;a$~ault~ are. between peop.l~ who know one another, over 10no--. 
... tunc1mg dIsputes} often petty lllllature. : b 
r1do. not ·i.l?ld~rst,anc1·,vhY' w.e I3hould llot develop a social system ill:' 

t ~~ neIghborho?d~ to 'deal WIth .these; problems before the violence-
~~l:e~. l?lace. If ,It I~ a 10~lg-standlllg chspute, ~oll1ebody knows U'bout 
!I,~ •. \Vhat we :lleecl to do Ishave some mechanIsm to' o-et that conflict to a local forum. b 

{I~l:e.. Onle~' area ,~There this appears is ch~lcl beating. School people
~r~" of ?llll~ beat.mg cases l~ng befoFe pohce do. Neighborhood peo-

l~. e lan1cl Iel~hves.1mow of .child beatuig caSes lonO' before l)olice do 
¢.dlC.· t ley do rtOPllIig about It. ..' b .-
, ~.u~~l I, sul;nnlt to you tl~e reason is ;becallse there is no forum the .. 

·fEF* ~f e'fiectl\re,or l'e~pOnsIve. They' don't 'think much is o'oino. to hap: 
'~e?- ]; they refer the :case to the police. In fact, they mayb feel the c~se. 
b[comeAns m01'e comphcated, and they don't feel a resolution will t~l~e~ 
,p'"ac~. clmost people 'will l~Ot get involved in a dOnlcstic case ~l~~ 
;.jbJel1~~~~t t~le person comes mto the 11eighbor's house in a very ter-

: MII.1" RAILSBACK. ~fr. Chairman, may I apoloQ'ize for not O'ettI·Ilo-ller'e,. e:;ur· leI'. '-' b b 

i' Particularly, I missed your statement M:r Ray :However I d 1 
}jen to be familiar with your pI' 0" A'.' ( . , , 0 lap-· 
io;visit it but O'ot tied ,'tIt %laDll1· s you may know, ,I Intended I 
otfour other bills. up ,\1 1 Ie epartment of EducatlOn, Or one. 

t;,i~~J-~~l~'B~~tt ~~J1d11il~h eV6::3:thing t~lat all th~'ee of you have con-
of-what kind of res Iut' e!o a;:,l~leacfh o~ you, ~o ~p.ve u~ some examples 

. 0 lOn IS mac e 0 mIllor crnnmal dIsputes 
:' I~ ?ther words, ar~ we taJking about restitution, or O'ettin~ )arHes

to ablee to do S0ll1etlllng, say where you have an assault bor a bbu;'O'la-l'Y 
, b ,-

i 
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-'Or e,;ett' a crime' of ·violence. By the sarme token what do you get ,the 
juvenile offenders to agree to ~ . , , . . I , 

, ~Ir. RAY.' Our ~I.light procescutors progra;ll1S do not usually· ~eal 
'with juvenile respondents. Possrbly <?ne pr11ne example of a; Ing~lt 
prosecutor case would be, one that wInch occuned the other nIght III 
'Gaha.una, Ohio, which involved an elderly gentleman and a. YOli'!-lg 
,gentleman. . , 

The elderly ge~l.lt1eman was at a local grocery stOle. The glo~ery, 
store parking lot was. fun: I-lis car wouldn't start. I-Ie became rery 
irritated. 1-Ie called hlS WIfe. 1-Ie attempted to save the space rIght 

'beside his car so the wife could pull up beside it. , ' 
,Vhile he was attempting to save the space a young gentleman dr?ve 

in with his wife and a crying baby. There w,ere no other, parkmg 
. spaces. The young gentlClnan attemp~ed to pull Into the parkmgspace' 
that the elderly gentlemu,n was savmg. The elderly gentleman was 
11pset. lIe was waving th(~ tools in his hands. The young gentleman' 
was insistent upon parking. . : 

Rollmo- clown the window, he used very abus.IV~ language and then, 
rammedllis car into the parking lot, almost lnttmg the elderly gen
tleman. The elc1el'1y gentleman in response to that took a tool- and 

. smashed the windshield. The police wer~ calle4. . 
In that type of a case, it see~s as If pOSSIbly Iboth partIes could 

haye some type of complaInt ~galns~ the ~ther. . '"' 
The hearino' was held. BaSIcally It del'lved out of a mlsunder::;tand

in 0\ that the 3ioun o· o'entleman did not know exactly why the elcle~]y 
ge~tleman was sa'~iI~g the spot. The elderly gentleman 'Yas ,,:avmg 
the tools. The young gentleman thought ]~e w~s threate:r:Ing Illm." to 
which he I'esponded by rolling down hIS WIndow, USll1g abUSive 
'language.. .' 

So the misundel'standino's were cleared up through the hearmg. The 
-elderly gentleman paicl ,fbI' the yOU~lg .gentleman's window, and the 
young gentleman apologIzed for the InCIdent. . .. .." 

So in that case there was an apology. These IndIVIduals lIve In the 
Sa'll1e community, probabl~ will have s?me con~act with each other. 

:Thir. RAILSBACK. Let me Interrupt to Just ask If you canll1aybe c,ate-, 
o'orize how many restitutions would eventuate from these mInor 
.~irinl1;al disputes ~ In other words, say a juvenile offender would pay 
back somebody they rippccl off yoluntarily. Is tl~at one major met~lOd 

,of resolving the problenl ~ That IS what I am trYIng to get at. N otJust 
one or two Isolated cases, 

:Mr. RAY. Probably about 50 percent of our resolutions involv.e in. 
-one way or the other l'estitution. A large majority ilwolve apologie~. 
And then. a large majority revolve around referrals to other comll1U
'nity action. 

~Ir. RAILSBACK. :Thfr. Brown~. 
:Thil'. BRow1{. We are talking in our juvenile program of rOl!.ghly. 

around $2,000 a month ill restitutions. That is in SUlmnit 00unty~ :\¥ e 
are talkino' also about the possibility that the family of the charged 
party mayb~e ~I~capable of paying a financial re~titution. So it becomes 

-the responSIbIlIty of our volunt~ers to find gaInful employment :op-
. portunities for the child. -

.. But, again, ther~ is a problem thereQ,lsQ. "Ve have by that point 
·determined the gUIlt of the party who has been charged, and we try 
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very hard to do th~Jt. So we work out o~her mea~s. 'Y" e find employ
ment opportunities that have resulted; ,If you will, m the fact that 
after ~t1:le! indebtedness· has ,been: satisfied" that· that party now has .a· 
gq'od employee, that they have kept for the last 3 years. And that IS, 
2 years after full restitution was made. . 

Mr. RAILSBACK. OK. . . .. 
:Mr. SHONHOLTZ. I think basically the concept of reshtl~tlon IS. the· 

one generally use;d across the board. An exampl~ wonld 1;e ~n our bur~ 
O'lury cases and In our school vandansm cases, If there lSll t an exact, 
~on,Qtar;y ;mount tha.t the yout~lcan payout of ~lis own pocket2 gEm-' 
e.rally. ~the -parties workout some volunteer . .time, In the communIty or
at the school. That is a very common resolution in our program. 

We recently did a school vand!l1i~lll case with four youth~, inv~lving
several hundred dollars. The prmClpal of the school negotIated In the
panel hearing with the kids what they thought their time was worth,. 
anq. ihow seriollS they tl~oughF the matter was, and an agreement was: 
made to work off the time after school to pay for the damage .. 

nil'. RAILSBACK. After reading some of the statistics about juvenile' 
courts, and after actually interviewing some juveniles, I think that: 
this kind of an approach is far more effective than when they have tOl 
go to 1. court that may not have time to even hear their case, and niany: 
times won't do anything. This whole approach makes a great deal of 
sense to me, particularly restitution. 

And if juveniles don't have the means to make restitution, then r 
like even more the idea of helping them to get a job, which is what 
you suggested they are doing in Akron. 

Tl)~t is all I have, nil'. Ohairman. 
lVir. SHONHOLTZ. nil'. Ohairman, would we have a chance to comment 

on some of the specifics in the legislation at the time when the questions; 
by the panel may be completed ~ 
. IvIr. ?REYER. v\'-'hy ~ 1Vhy don't you give us any specific comments you: 

have nght now. . 
Mr. SHONHOLTZ. Briefly, I would like to just state that there are· 

four items of concern that I have in the bills generally. As you can 
tell' from my testimony. I think the legislation is warranted, and I 
think the legislation's subiect matter should be broad based. 

Oonsequently, I think it should spec·jfically include criminal and ju
venile acts, so there is no confusion on the part of whoever administers: 
the program that experimentation should be included and encouraged 
in this area. ' . 

Second, I do feel that the legislation ought to be clear that 
co~mnunity-based programs are to be included in those types ofpro-· 
grams that receive funding. 

In addition, on the technical side, I have a concern, that at the. end! 
of 1983 the $200,000 limit in the bill will be to restrictive. Given the' 
rate of inflation, the fact that the bill really spans a 5-year period,. 
and looking at the type of programs we may want to experiment with" 
I question the wisdom at. this stage of setting a dollar ceiling. This 
would be more appropriate on the administrative side of the bill than 
the programmatic side. 
, }\III': ; RAILSBACK.' ~fr. Oh airman , could I just as1: one question. 1\fr. 
Shonholtz, I read you~' statement, and I read your legislative concerns. 
And that leads me to ask a question that I think 1\11'. Broyhill wantecl 
to ask; . ", 
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. Given the kind of a phaseout that all of tp,e bills c?~ltain, obv~ously 
there is not going to be 100 percent funding over the,hfe of one of thes~' 

prWi~'T~omment do any of you have ab(;m~ the abj).ity of th~ local 
programs to eventually become self-sustammg. Or IS that gom~; to. 

. be a real problem ~ . . ,,' : 
1\fr. SHONHOLTZ. That 1$ an Issue. It seems some plograms wll.1 wa~t 

to experiment and prove a point, .and tl?-at should beallowed In·thIs, 
legislation. There are advantages 111 havmg the res~urce center estab
lished'vand functioning,;ut least. for .1~ months b~fore pro~3:ms are· 
funa~d;::This will provide: an opportlllllty to conduc~ evaluatlOnsthat 
would suO'O'est to a county or city the value of havmg a locally sup-' 

. bb 

ported progrcun. . . " . 
If we look at the Federal neIghborhood dIspute resolutlOn pro~I:ams 

whiclr'range some:where in the n~~gh~orhood .of $20~,900, a~d If you. 
add on to that the evaluation, whIch IS currently takmg place for the ' 
three Federal centers, at $320,000, you see basically they are $300,000' 
programs, g'ive or take a few thousand. . . 

That, is expensive for Ve~ice, 1\1arVista, and Los Angelesz or the 
various areas ill I(ansas OIty or Atlanta currently operatIng the· 
program. . . 

vV1lat it does not relate to IS what would be the cost If the programs, 
were citywide in the areas currently working. That is not the sit.uatioll. 
in any of the cities in the country. They are narrowly based, WIth the 
exception of 1\11'. Ray's program. The issue of who is going to pick it 
up .is a real issue. nfr: Brown's point on that is a very important oner 

lVIy concern about limiting the dollar amount at this point is to say 
that real experimentation is necessary, and that it is hard to assess'at 
this stage whether you are going to be shortchanged later in failing. 
to experllllent due to the $200,000 limit. 

The issue about cities and counties picking it up has to be addressed.' 
by every program that 100ks to this legislation for funding. 

lVir. BROWN. I personally don't want to sound as if I am pushing an<i 
shoving. We have been doing it since 1968. I think we have come up· 
at this point with as an extensive study, '~we" being American Ar-
bitration Association, as I care to be involved in. . 

I think some determinations have been made. I think some conclu
sions have been drawn. I think if you come up with an unrealistic 
budget at the outset, then the municipality that it serves will no~, be
able to come forward with full support of !the program at the wmth--
drawal of the Federal dollars. . 

Again, I am suggesting to you that that determination as to'the 
actual amount of money that you are going to put in ought to be m,ad B;

on a realistic basis prior to the announcement of that particular city 
that the program is going to begin in. 

What do you do ~ Do you start new programs in new communi£ie's, 
with the new-found Federal dollars, or do you go infull SUpp(n~t of 
the .programs that exist in various 'Communities now that have been
prOVt~n to be a success over a period of time. I think that is.a conclu--
sion or decision that you are going-to haveto make. - '. ' 

But, moreover, bear in mind that most cities are complaining, sayipg
that they arE~ bankrupt. I think if the States or the counties embra~ed 
the concept, that it would be far more beneficial to every individua~' 
commlmity that falls within that jurisdiction. . 
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nfr. RAILSBACK. Thitn.kYou. '. " ,- . ."" .': 
,··n1~. S~ONHOLTZ. I justhaye'two other comments to make on the l~g-

J.slatIOn, If I may. . _ .. c 

. ·.One·is'on theissue of privacy. All of the bills havT;e a very bl:oad man
.c1u:te t<;> the 4:ttoriley General to d? an evaluation of the progran~q. I 
:thlnk ill sectIOn 8, S. 423, and sectIOn 9, H.R. 2863 and 3719, that the 
:.scope of the·examination by the Attorney General is so. broad that it 
·suggests that the Attorney General might be able in fact, through his 
~'e'pI'esentatives <:>r her representatives, to actually contact, reacli,cleal 
WIth the-problems of the people who came to the centers, 
.' It seems to me that that is. an inappropriate scope of examination. 
The evaluation ought to be available for audit purposes, statistical pur..; 
poses, and process purposes. . 
. But to actually be able. to examine the complete information rec0rds 

,()~ the progr!Lm in, relati?n to the type of disputes, who brought the' 
Ci,lsputes, theIr names, theIr addresses and phone numbers concerns me. 

And I t1?-ink there ought to be legislation drafted into the bill that 
would clarIfy the scope of the examination by the Attorney General in. 
terms of accountability. 

Finally, there is the issue of the administration of the act itself. Each 
of the bills looks to the Attorney General to administer the act. Ilaving 
spent a, fair amount of time on particularly 2863, and last year on S. 
42:3, whIch I.11~d an 0PP0i'tunttyto testify on before the House subccim
ll1,1~tee, Judl'Clary Subco1I}mIttee on Oourts and OiviL Liberties, it 
strIkes me there aTe some lssues to be raised about the administration 

"0£ the bill. 
. Recognizing t~l~t we are in a .period of cutting back on the, develop

ment of new entItles, I am cogillzant of the fact that it may be difficult 
to develop another separate regulatory forum for the administration of 

-this bill. ' 
I would, however, submit to you that there are some. models aronnd 

that .would suggest, pa,rt.icularly from ~he Department of Labor, that' 
~~ nonprofit entlt~, a qu~sl-nonprofit entIty that relat~s to governmental 
I?teres~s and prIvate In!erests, could be relevant and are cllrrently 
.operatlllg. Those deal wIth 'manpower, and they also cleal out of" the' 
Department of Labor with the screenino- of' fuvenile or youth em-
ployment propm;;als. b 

It might be possible to develop an efficient; small, nonprofit, com
posed o~ a board of directors. not dissimiliar from the board of direc-

'fors enV:Isaged in the community legislati~)ll, but that would be free and 
totally mdependent, that would not }lave any biases,.that woul~ll~epre
sent the fun spectrum of tIle emero-mg- field of conflIct resolutIOn' and 
ivoule1' in :fa~t be a body that w~uiCl encourage h1-'oad-based 'wide 
'experImentatIOn. : ' 

T~lat is not to cast aspersion on the Department of Ji.lstice. IIow~vE'r 
the Department is an entity with a particular mission and'that ll1issio~ 
ancl history appropriately is in the pros~cutio:rl of. case~.,'· . 
. . The Depl1:ttm!3n~ c9~s~quent1y lu!-s attorneys in it as opposed to other 

1)eople .. Infact, to my Imowlet1ge the only'section of'fhe Denarfment 
'o,f JustIce. that does not have attorneys in it is the Oommunity' Rela~ 
tICJns SerVIce. . . , .. 
" qonsequently, I w()l~ld like to address to th~ subcommittee that·a, 

"TE.vl~w:take. place o~the' pos~il~ility: of 'd~ve~oping a' llo11profit for the 
~aehll1111stratIOn of tlus program. . 
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Failing that, it is suggested that the administrative responsibilities 
and discretion~ry, responsibilit~es inherent ll~ the advisory ~ommittee
be. expanded s~gnifi~antly. BaSIcally developlllg not an adVIsory com
nllttee consu~t!ng wI~h the Attorney General, but a board that is able· 
to m~ke deCISIOns WIth the Attorney General consultino' with it. Ex-· 
pandlI?-g the s,cope and responsibilities of the advisory b committee tOI 
m.ake It more In the form of a gover!ling boa,rd for the administration 
o~ these prograI~lS, woul4 provIde dIstance and insulation for the type' 
of e~perlll1en~3:tIOn that ,IS .encouraged by all three of these bills. 
F~ally ~ fallIng that, It IS sugges~ed that the Oommunity Relations; 

Sel:vlCe of the Dep,al:tmen~ of JustIce be looked to as an appropriate· 
e!ltlty for ~he .admInlstratIon of the program. The Oommunity Rela
tIo:r;ts S~rvlCe IS a congressional-established body, and no additional' 
legIslatIon would be necessary to mandate this proO'ram to the Oom-
munity Relations Service for its administration. b 

All three ?f ~hese suggestions are based on the assumption that all' 
prog~ammatlC ll~terests need to be explored, and as much latitude' 
provld~d as possIble, for the development of elifferent types of dispute 
resoluh~:)ll'programs. T<;> achieve this an entity that does not have direct 
or confllctlllg Intere,sts In the development of the proo'!'ams ou o-ht to be-
responsible for administering the legislation. b b 

The best example may well be the three Federal Neio'hborhood' 
Justice Oenters. I sit on the advisory board for the evalu~tion team 
of the three Federal centers. I am intimately familiar with their
develo~ment and history. 

ConsIderable pressure was placed on them to startup quickly, to
generate cases, to respond to trainlllg ancl to do a variety of things in 
the early development of the programs out of external needs re.levant 
to the Department of Justice. This should not be repeatedlll the future. 

The only wu:y to avoid ~l:is is to est~blish an entity free of these
pressu~'es, partIcularly polItIcal, that gIves enough latitude and dis
tance In the development of new forums to ensure their breadth and' 
growth. 

Thank you. 
nil'. PREYER. Thank you. I think those are very o'ood points. 
I am glad you !l1ade the privacy, point which l~ somethlllg I have 

been concerned WIth and that I thmk we have not brouo'ht up very 
often at th~se hearings. I think your suggestions 011 that ar~ very gooe1-

Th.e testlmony of ,all of you ~las been n~ost interesting today, most 
helpful. "r e 'youldlike to keep In touch WIth you. ,Ve may have some 
further questIOns to put to you as we go down the road on this. 

At this time we will adjourn the hem'ings. I would like to leave the 
record open for a week for written statements, inc1udino' response to· 
Chairman Kastenmeier's letter to FTO Chail'lll/ln Pertsclnllr and for-
any further answers to questions. ' 

I\fr, PREYER. Thank you all very much. 
[vVhereupon, at 4 :35 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned.] 
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ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS_ 

American Friends Service Committee, Grassroots' Citizen Dispute Resolut~on 
1Qlearinghouse(P.aul Wahrhaftig). ' ;, ',' " 
". Association of the Bar of the Oity of New York. ' , . 

California, State of, Department of Consumer Affairs (Richard B. Spohn); 
Council of Better Business Bureaus, Inc. (Dean W. 'Determan). . 
Equal Justice Foundation (Michael H. Sussman and Gregg Gordon) . 

. :. LegalfServices.Corporation (Ban J".;;Br.adley). . ' . 
l\fotor Vehicle Manufacturers Association (V. J~ Adduci).' , " 
National Hmne Improvement Council (Randolph J. Seifert). 

'National Manufactured Housing Federation, Inc. (William R. Keyes). 
National Senior Citizens Law Center (Paul Nathanson). 
Ohio Mobile Home and Recreational Vehicle Association (Gene Keener). 

;Sears, Roebuck and Co. (Philip M. Knox, Jr.). . 

( a) H.R. 2863 . 
. -(b)H.R. 3719. 

(c) S.423. 

APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX 1.-BILLS 

APPENDIX 2.-ADDITIONAL MATERIALS SUBMITTED BY WITNESSES 

(a) By the American Bar Association: 
(1) Sander & Snyder, Alternative .Methods of Dispute Settlement: A Selected 

JBihliography (1979) , 
(2) Selected articles from ABA Special Committee 011 Housing and Urban 

Development Law, National Housing Justice and Field Assistance program, on 
'''Housing .Justice Outside of the Courts: Alternative for Housing Dispute Reso
~ution" (1979): (i) Dellapa, Alternative Dispute Resolution Mechanism and 
Housing Disputes: A Survey: (ii) Carney, The San Jose Housing Service Center: 

..A. "Comprehensive" Non-Judicial Model for Housing Disputes; (iii) Ebel, Land
'lord-Tenant Mediation: Project in Colorado: and (iv) Drew and Williams, Res
«olution of Housing Disputes Outside the Courts: A Glimpse of Five Projects 

(b) By Dr. Daniel McGillis: (1) McGillis & Mullen, Neighborhood Justice Cen
.ters: An Analysis of Potential Models (1977) 

(c) By Linda R. Singer, Esq.: (1) Singer, The Growth of Non-Judicial Dispute 
.Resolution: Speculations on the E,ff~cts on Justice for the Poor and On the .Role of 
-Legal Services 

(d) By LarryE. Ray, Esq. :(1) Intake and the Night Prosecutors Program
The Year in Review (1978) 

(e) By Earh) C. Brown: __ 
;(1) Smith & Smith. An Evaluation of the Akron 4-A Project (1977). 
(2) American Arbitration ASSOCiation, Cleveland Center for Dispute Resolu

-tion. 
APPENDIX a-ADDITIONAL 1.fATERIALS 

(a) L. Nader, Disputing without the Force of Law, 88 Yale L.J. 998 (1979). 
(b) Macaulay, Lawyers and Consumer Protection Laws: An Empir.ical Study 

,(1979). , 
(c) Ourrent Developments in Judicial Administration : Papers Presented at the 

:Plenary Session of the American Association of Law.Schools (December 28, 1977). 

APPENDIX 4-ADDITIONAL CORRESPONDENCE 

(a) Letter from Honorable Griffin B.IBell to Honorable Robert "W. Kasten
lllleier and Honorable Richardson Preyer'{ July 19, 1979). 

(.b) ,Letter from Honorable Daniel J. Meador to Honorable Robert W. Kas-
ieilmeier' (August 3, '1979) . ' - , , 

(c) Letter from Scott H:. Green to Honorable Robert W. l{astenmeier (April 
":24, 1979). -
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(~) Letter from Professors Uacaule ' • , 
La(dmskY to Honorable Robert 'V, Kastenm~ie?(~b~kb Kl'ltz~r, Grossman and 

~ .. -e) Letter from Professor Willia L 1; , coer 4, 1919), , 
Kastenmeier (October 15 1979) m, F. Felstmer to Congressman Robert W 

(f) Letter from Hon Rob .t·B . -
(Uay 31, 1979). '.,e: ... , ~~~sford t? 9.~airman Robert W, KasteIlmeier-

!' .(g.) Itetter:.fl,'om. 1;'rof. Frank E AS" .' 
meIer (February' 13, 1979). . . . "i". a.n.d~r,)~, ~?Ilo!:~bleRob~:r:t W .. Kasten-. 

(h) Letter from Fa H ' •. ,.' . ": ," ." . );1.'" ;.: t 

(May.7, 1979.)." Y oney J~:~opp to. .c?pgl'e~sman· Ropert" W1' Itast .. '. . ~ 
(1)"Ltt ..... ', ...., .", .. enmeler 
leer fl'om Dr' Hob Helll1tO' Cll:' ':. " .' . , . , .! :. ~ -

( 
(j) Letter, from Nbrd~ F Blackerlp.fm.~,pe.ter·'W"~. RO'd~n(((;JuJle'12;i979) 

July 10, 1979). .' ..... 0 onorableRQbeI't W. Ka:ste'n" ' .. : 
(I) L ' ., .. . meIer 

r etter from J Edward D' ,t' ., . , . , . . , " . 
1969) . .: ,," t :', ,ay, 0 Hop.or~ble James H. S~he~er (june 7;, 

(1) Letter .from Joel EdelIllan to 'H . ". . ..' .".' . 
1979). ',. '" . oIl.orab~e Da~lel Lungren (S~Rte:inber 24,~ 
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ADDITIDNAL S~A~NTS 
PBEPABED TESTIMONY OF PAUL WAH' . 

DISPUTE RESOLUTION CLE.ABINGRO.:s~~~' ESQ., DIBECTOB, GRASSROOTS CITIZEN: 
. ' .. ERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMM 

I .thank you for the invitation ',:'.'. . ITTEE, 
hearmgs. I regret that there was nJ~ e~~bmlt ~IS wr~tten testinlOny to, these
to YO~ pe:-sonally the excitment I feel f ~g~ tIm~ avallabl~ for.·me to', transmit; 
potential IS for future activities i d ~r~", ha~ IS now g0l11g on aI)d what the 
grams serving "people~' disputes neve opmg mformal dislJUte resolution vro-

I have ?een involved with the'American 1" ' • " . 

~sed sOCl?-1 action organization, since :197ir}end~ Se~:vlce. Committee, a Quaker 
e .t~chmques of mediaUon to resolv .m exploIlIl?, the potential of using-

f~n.lt~es. Our. explorations, pUblication~ ~~l~ble~~ .7hl~h today trouble com
orma. establishment of the Grassroots' Ci' ac IV:I y III the field· led to tIle 

~OUIS~ In 1977. The Clearinghouse serves a n~~~n ~lspute. Resolution Clearing
·c~l~~acfrou&s. who are developing dispute ;'esolult~~~ C?~stItuency. of community 

, . an m effect serves as a resourc t .probrams. It IS also in close 
eXplorlllg tlie same field e 0 agenCIes and governmental t 't' 

lYe h 1 '. . llll S 
. _.' . ave. Jeen excited about the potenti I . 
programs have fOr being a real alternati!e ~~mmounty based dispute resolution 
putes. They address the problem of di . '.; l' p~ople ~o handle their \)wn dis
an,a bureaucratized. Rather than rely~~~te prOCeSslllg bemg over-professionalized 
~~~Pl~d solve 'p!-,oblems, in many instan:eso~h~~vernmen~ ?l: professiollals to help 
. o.r~:ne. by CItIzens in their own communi . responSIbIlIty can better be per-. 
pO::e.ntIal of' dispute reSOlution not as a ne ty strustures .. Hence, we see tIle real 
f:~:;~it ~ut/s a re?-l shift of responsibilit;i~rP;~~ed lllfo.rmal coui-tor agencr 

. IS rom thIS frame of'referencethat t'h' t .. I? so Vlllg to the community 
IS estimony stems. . 

AN OVERVIEW 
.' A review of the experience of pro r . I 
!ome con~lusions regardillg tlle futu~e a.~s ~?w III 0e. field !S leading us towards, 
brams. ~l'st, it would appear that a~l~blhty -of cltlze~ dlSpu.te resolutioll pro
sonable ~lspute resolution program tha .st any spOnSOl'lllg ~1Illt can run a rea- I 
~~;resolvlllg peoples' disputes HOweV61~ :t~let~ho:t.t~rm wIll do a credible job 
a secon~ or'third genei-ation' of staff ' . .1' ~ lll!tIal. enthusiasm weal'S out 

. cc:~v~ntIonal. governmental sources, a ~~~~ ~~~;undlll~ 1S Hrouunized;'· throngI; t,: 
WI't cease beIng a fresh' alternative. They W'n bel' de, ~lops that the programs It 
sys em. How can thi~ fate b . 1 ecome Just another facet of th I 
p!-,in~i'ples might be e~a~lined e n~~V~~~~d? fS ~aCkgrOUnd to legisl~ting som:' .' 
VIabIlity of real dispute resolution p~oO' CIP es hat should bear 011 the future 
'. (1) CDR programs should work w~f~m.s, " 
SImple but is not. To the extent tha~ ;e;l peoples'" Problems. That sounds 
.~g~n~y 0yerl.oad they are structured tt o",:rams are set up to lessen court or i 

oat lllstItutlOn, not as defined b th seIve only problems a,S defined bv the- ; 
pr9secutor skoffed at th~ idea of ~astrn pef})le .. Thus, j~ a recent wOl'ksllop a 
neIghbors complaining about a home g ;me;~. workmg on a ca$e invoh1n 
r:rd. In fact, as defined by the people ow~eI ~eligI.o~sly feeeling pigeons in hi~ 

ere was real apprehension of a shboex enSlve CIVl~ damage was involved and 
extent courts, prosecutors and the n. t-out develoPlllg OVer the iSsue. To the

I \,e would never have had to bother them-
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tSelVes with pigeon 'feeding problems, the bureaucratic imperatives of their strucl 
tuxe will encourage the staff of "their" mediation center to focus on "teal" 

I
'., problems (as the host sees them) and exclude pigeons. Contrary-to the e:x~~nt 

I
'. that citiz~ns cOlltrol, ,Own and run the CDR forum it will be encouraged to expand 
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,to cover lieeds as citizens define them. . 
, (2) Funding: It is urgent to est~blish f1fndin~ mechanisms geared to th~ 
basic needs and concepts of , peoples' dlsvute resolutIon. To the extent that fUl~d-

· ing structures are geared towards the needs of courts for instance, pressure iwill 
be exerted on the citizen program to conform to court values. In the end the 
:program will tend to mimic the court in structure. For example, LEAA funded 
mediation centers face an evaluation method designed for analyzing court func

-tions. The Il\:IOR Dispute Center, originally designed to be a community related 
program operating in two precincts in Harlem was faced with justifying them

: Selves to LEAA evaluators in terms 'of case load. Since few cases were generated 
from their small service area, they were encouraged to expand. Today they s~n~·~:'e 
.all of New York City and have an "acceptable" case load. Intake is primarily 
through criminal justice system sources. To seek aid in solving their problems 
~people now go to a city funded mass agency that efficienUy processes their COlll
plaint. In another five years will this forum be distinguishable from any other 
.:agency which people find irrelevant to their problems? Lost is the chance to 
;strellgthen independent community problem solving structures in Harlem. -We 
'strongly feel that Il\ICR's fate could well have been different if a funding source 
had been available geared toware1.s developing and legitimizing real community 
based forums for handling peoples' problems. 

A CROIOE OF DILLS 

Based 011 the above background, we are more sympathetic to the aporoach 
-taken in H.R. 2863, for it is geared more closely to the fundin,g of nOll-profit 
'volunteeristic citizen based programs. lYe find little positive in S. 423 that is 
110t included or improved upon in H.E. 2863 and find ourselves very uncomfortable 
'with S. 423's orientation towards the enhancement and legitimization .of court 
related processes as the preferred vehicle for clisputecl resolution. 

H.ll. 3719 raises some interesting qnestions, 'Vhile obviously based on 28G.':;, 
'-it is yery specifically geared towards consumer com})laints, Whel:eas 2863 sb;~f:!~~~'.' 
volunteeristic processes 3719 speaks in terms of coercion. It llses the terms 

'''adjudication'' reveatedly and omits in Sec. 4 (4) a discussion of establishil!g 
voluntary processes for dispute handling. 

H.R. 3719 would appear to be built on the assumption that in many situations, 
:val,":$cularly consumer situations, gross inequality in bargaining power is in~ 
volved and that "voluntary" pl'ocesses ,yill only amount to winelow dreF:~in~ 3,kil' 
to the traditional Better Business Bureau. That concern is real. Anthropological 

:literature indicates that where there is disproportionate inequality of power 
between the parties a mediated setting is likely to favor the powerful party. 
(Sally E. Merr)7', I<A Plea for Rethinking How Dispute Resolution Programs 
Work", to be published in 2 Mooter 4 (1979).) 

Legitimate as that concern is, the bulk of disputes handled today by meclia
ltion programs in the field involve people of relatively equal bargaining pow~J;~ 
friends, neighbors, ma, and pa stores and their customers and the like. For'ftli'ese· 
complaints vo1unteer;istic, mediated, community baseel models do work well. They 

· stl'O'ngly need SUPPO) \~. Would it be possible for the ultimate bill to encoUl~.'l:ge 
-the volunteeristic mediated model as in H.R. 2863 and still allow where appro
priate the "consumer court" model envisioned in 3719 for those disputes like 

· consumer ones against large businesses ",vl1ere some coercion may be needed' to 
· e4ualize tlle bargaining power. . 

It is also worth noting that H.R. 3719 Sec. 3 (4) fails to include crimilnal 
matters uL.der its jurisdiction. Henl:e, where a consumer dispute ends lIll in 

-punches being thrown it runs the danger of being classified as criminal and 
ill!lPx>ropr!ate to be handled under this le~islation. This kind of rigid cute

:·gorization is just the kind of thing to be avoided if the new forums are to serve 
"people" disputes. 

R.R. 2R'il'3 

'We hav~ read a (li'aft an(l sUPDort the sllggestio~s contained, 'in 'Ray' ~llon
holtz's tt;Stimony supporting an increased role for the Advisory Panel in over

:seeing . the priOrity setting and grant management ,processes: Th~ role ';u:nder 
.the present drafts is yery vague ancI. runs the danger of orienting the granting 
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and evaluation process to traditional justice system concepts. SoJ~d inpu.t of the' 
more broad ranging experience of the Advisory Committee should payoff in. 
developing more flexible programs geared to serve IJeoples' broad problems 
rather than just relief of court overload. 

While we share in Shonholtz's belief tha.t the Community Relations Service is~ 
the wing of the Justice Department most geared towards the rcal potential of 
citizen dispute resolution, we do have some fears in recommending them as the· 
appropl.'iate agency to oversee the Resource Center. Specifically we are worried 
that CRS has such a low profile that it is very vulnerable towards being over
lool\:ed in the aPlll'Opriation process. That weakness might jeopardize approprla-
tions for dispute resolution. 

SO~iE NITTY-GRITTY NOTES ON SPECH'IC PROVISIONS OF I-I.R. 280'3 

Seetion 6 (4) (E) : H.R. 3719 is an improvement here in that it leaves out the' 
last phrase of the Resource Center's evaluation responsibility of gathering data 
"incll1dmg the average cost and time expended in resolving various types of dis
putes." While cost effecUveness may be one measure of effectiveness other factors 
may be even more important. The effect of the program in developing a sense of 
independent citizen responsibility as first line problem solvers may ,be just as; 
erncial or eyell more. However, since rost effectiveness is emblazoned in statute· 
aiid the other measnres are not R.R. 2863 will encourage non-creative thinking 
administrators to stress 'court-mimicing values like case load volumes. Are we
buHding another LEA.A to l'eplirate courts? Either all criteria should be built 
into the statute, which is impossible, or responsibility should be given to th€" 
Resourre Center to develop meaningful e,aluation criteria. 

Section 8 (e) (1) : Lists appropriate activities to be funded under the bill. In 
om: . observations the establishment of effective citizen based programs, wllich 
rece~ye a hulk of their case load directly from the community inyolve consider
able base building work. Enormous outreach work is involved. in educating the-
community about the potential of this new process lwd ho\v to use it. TllUt kind 
(!f ·p.ublicity ancI outreach work onght to be sperifically listed undeI.· See) (1) 
rather than be left to the discretionary interpretation of "other" as set forth in, 
subparagraph (G)_ 

H.R. 3719 omits Sec. 8 (g) which is found in R.R. 2863. We support that 
OIl}.l:'3sIOn. 1Ve commonly see existing court sponsored institutions claiming that 
the.;yal~·eady provide the appropriate informal dispute resolution forum. New 
.Tel's~y .IS an example where many municipal courts have professionally staiCecr 
medIatIOn compon~nts. However, citizens in those areas have indicated they 
~eel tha~ a cOl11l11umty based model would handle many disputes WlIich today ne,"el' 
ll.n'4 theIr way downtown to the court mediation program. A Community model' 
may sUP12I~~en~ the court model or eventually supplant it. However under (g) 
tha.t12ossI.bIhty I~ all but closed off. The paragraph seems unnecessarily rigid. Its; 
Oll1~S~IOn IS not lIkely. to I~ad tl?e Resource Center to fund competing programs. 
It WIll be able to use Its dIscretIOn to fund the program with the better potential' 
regardless of which got started first. 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

. TJ).econfidentiality of the records of mediation programs is a crucial issue. Pro-· 
grll.;D;lS are oriented towards getting people to talk freely and get at the root of 
their problems. It is important to follow-up sometime after the hearing to do" 
pJ.'og,ram research or humanely see if further help is needed. It would be counter
prq~luctive to have to warn the parties that anything that is mentionea about 
tb,~:pl in program records can be ,subject to subpoena. However, if a program is 
bemg truthful about the status of the law, subpoenas are a real possibility und 
protection has not yet been firmly established under the Ia w. One program refuses: 
to tal\:e any funds at all for fear it would have to keep records which might be 
u~ep. ag.ainst its clients. It pref2rs to work informally with volunteers who lJ,se 
no-. penCIls and 110. ve short memories even if that format has obvious shortcomings. 

. We .stJ:ongly .recomll1end that dispute reso:utiQn legislation follow one of the· 
positive aspects of IJEAA. rt ,should in:volve protection against funded programs 
reve~ling confidential information about their clients. 42 U.S.C.A. 3771 (a) 
prOVIdes-
.,~I(a) Except as provided by Federal Law other than this chapter, no officer 

o~. employee of the Federal Government, nor any recipient of assistance undeI"
the jlrcvisions of this chapter shall use or reveal any research ,or' statistical in-
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formation furnished under this chapter by any person and identifiable to any 
specific pri vute person for any purpose other than the purpose for which it was. 
obtained in accordance with this chapter. Copies of such information shall be 
imlllune from legal process and shall not, without the consent of the person 
furnishing such information, be admitted as evidence or used for any purpose in 
any action, suit, or .other judicial or administrative proceedings." 

CONOLUSION 

This is an exeiting period in the development of dispute processing in this. 
country. There is a virtual ferment of activity among citizen groups .across this. 
land to pick up and experiment with these new/old ideas of mediation and in
formal conflict resolution. Congress this year has a chance to enhance these 
peop:es' efforts with a very small fillp-neial investment. We strongly urge this 
Committee and the Congress to support the aspirations of our citizens to retake 
lmto themselyes the responsibility of being the first line resource for solving: 
problems. 

REPORT OF THE SPECIAL Co.M}.[lTTEE ON CONSU~IER AFFAms, ASSOCIATION OF THE 
BAR OF THE CI'l'Y OF NEW YORK, DISPUTE RESOLUTION ACT OF 1979 (S. 423, H.R. 
3719 AND H.R. 28(3) 

Congress hus be~n actively considering legi.slation for. a number of years. to. 
provide federal aSSIstance to study and estabhsh mechalllsms for the resolution 
of minor disputes.! The legislative proposals have undergone significant changes: 
tl1rouO'hout the years including substantial reductions in funding levels and ex
panSi~n of the 'breadth of the legislation to encompass more than consumer 
disputes. While earlier bills specified proceclural standards for eligibility, cur
rent proposals have omitted these details to permit the states more flexibility. 

Three bills are currently being considered: S. 423, R.R. 3719 and R.R. 28C:i3. 
S. 423, which was passed by the Senate in April 1979, is similar to S. 957 con
siclered last year. Each of the bills authorIzes funds for the Department ·of 
;Justice to establish a Dispute Resolution Resource Center and to give financial 
assistance to dispute resolution mechanisms. Overall, the objectives and require
~nents of the current bills are similar, but there are differences in the details 
of implementation. . 

The Dispute Resolution Center would serve as a clearing-house for lllforma-
tion on dispute mechauisms, provide technicr:l ass!stance to .stat~s and l~cal g?V
ernments conduct research and surveys, and IdentIfy, folloWlllg consultatIOn WIth 
the 'Fede~'al Trade Commission, thos~ mechani~ms which. fulfill the Ac~'s ~ligi; 
bility standards and are most eiCectIve and fUll', 'and smtable for replIcatIOn.
Under S423 medhanisms which are so identified al"e to be certified as "national 
priority projects" and are to be guaranteed a priority status and at least one
half of available' grant monies. H.R. 3719 and H.R. 2863 do not establish priorit~7 
projects 1;mt do provide that priority consideration be given to existing mecllit
nisms cEI.R. 2863) or to projects which are likely to continue after expiration of 
the grant. 

In.addition, the billS authorize federal grants to states, local governments and 
nOll-profit organizations to improve existing dispute Illechanisms and to experi
ment with new mechanisms. The bills contemplate that the federal assistance 
would be used as seed money to assist the states, local governments and non
profit organizations ill developing and enhancing informal anc1alternativ·e dispute 
mechanisms for consumer controversies and minor civil disputes, including civil 
disputes ancillary to minC'r criminal matters and interpersonal disputes.3 Eligi
ble dispute mechanisms may include small claims courts, ~rbitratioll, mediation, 
con-cilin tiOll and other innovative forums which meet criteria established by the 

:l l'his Committee has pI:eviously issued a report. supporting the objectives of an earlier 
1'erAio.Il. Special Committce on Consumer Affairs, "Consumer Controversies Resolution Act,!' 
32 Record of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York 619 (Nov. 1977) . 

!l Under H.R. 3719 and n.R. 2803, an Advisory Board would assist the Center and. the 
Attornev General in carrying out their ,responsibilities. l'he Fedei'al l'rRde Cotnmii:l!':ion 
woul(l,a'Iso' he g~'Vlln an 'Il;d.:vif:joryrole under 'S423· and H.R. 3719, but not under H.R. 2863. 

3,.]!lllch'·of tlie' bills defines coverage di1ferentl~. H.R. 3719 and H.R. 2863 cover "minor 
consumer ... or civil disputes" or "minor disputes" respectively. While the preamble of 
S423 seems to limit the coverage of this bill to "disputes involving- consumer g'oods and 
Ren'ic(ls. as well as numerous other types of disputes involving small amounts of money." 
the d,~finitional seetion Quthorizes It broader applicatIon; namely, "disputes involving smnll 
amounts of money or otherwise arisIng in the courses of daily life." . --

~'!} 
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.:Act or the AttQrhey G.eneral. Q-rant 'applicants, are further req:tIired ""to 'setforth 
the'n.atureand extent of l)articipation of interest.ed parties, including consumers; 
'in the development of the application. " . . . . . 

Grant monies would be authorized for ·a.perIOd of four years, wIth federal 
:funding for,. projects to be progressively decreased each year. Funding levels for 
the arnnt program 'are $15 million each year under S423 and H.ll. 3719, and are 
$10 ~lillion a year under H.R. 2863, decreased from earlier v·ersions. 

In lieu of the specific procedural due process standards contained in earlier 
versions, the eligibility. provisions in each of the bills now apow more flexi
bility. S423, for example, requires grantees to provide conve~Ient ~ours;. easy 
;3nd non-technical forms and procedures; assistance to users, mcludmg transla
tion services for non-English spealdng users and the dissemination of inform a
ti on about the availability of other dispute mechanisms; and "reasonable and 
fair rules and procedures" to insure that all parties to a dispute ,vill be directly 
involved that the mechanism will be able to reach necessary parties and that 
-there will be adequate implementation of any 'decision or award. In addition; the 
hHl requires that the mechanism's rules permit the use of the dispute resoIu
D on mechanism by the business community. While encouraging the resolution 
o{lf disputes through such informal means as conciliation, mediation Or arbitra
tion B 423 also requires mechanisms to encourage the finality of the reso~ution 
o{lf c'onsuiner and other minor disputes. The other bills contain similar criteria, 
although H.R. 2873 adds a provision that mechanisms promote the use of 11on
lawYers in the resolution of disputes. 

The federal monies may be used to recruit, train and compensate personnel 
engaged in the administration" adjudication and collection processes; for fa
cilities and equipment, for research; and for the mOilitoring of mechanisms. Row
e,er funds may not be used under any of the bills to compensate attorneys ;for 
repr~senting disputants or claimants or for attorneys "otherwise providing as
sistance in any adversary capacity." 

This Committee has continuously expressed its concern over the lack of ac
cessible, speedy and affordable mechanisms to resolve miIH?r consumer ~is
pl.!tes.4 For this reason,we strongly urge the passage of a ~lspute R~solutlOn 
Act· to study and encourage. the development of alternatl ve and mformal 
mechanisms. 

The current bills however may be little more than a symbolic gesture tluJ,n 
a panacea. Througl{ the year~, the funding level.of the Dispute Resolution's'bills 
has been progressiv'ely reduced. These redl~chons, partIcularly .when accom
panied by extensions of the bill's .coverage mto 1l0n-cOnst;mer dIsputes, cO~lld 
diSSipate its potential benefits. In Its present form, the bIlls ~ay not prOVIde 
as fertile an opportunity fOr iuno,'ation as was hoped for. TIns concern grows 
<Jut of limitations on the length of the federal funding program, the extension of 
the Act to minor civil disputes, including interpersonal disputes, and the re
quirement that funded mechanisms insure access to businessmen. The limited 
time frame could create pressure to fund existing, rather than innovative, 
mechanisms and could discourage experimentation or careful analysiS of grant 
aDPlications. . 

The requirement that businessmen be insured access may be counterproductIve. 
Th.e Committee Report 5 accompanying S957 in the Rouse states that mechanis~s 
should· be free to experiment in the area of business access, and the Report :dIS
avows any intention to change state laws, including those like New York's Small 
Claims courts which limit access. Nevertheless, S423 and R.R. 3719 could be 
interpreted as mandating access to businesses as a prerequisite for funding, and 
8423 further specifies that the businesses which shall be entitled to access include 
corporations and assignees. 'Ye recommend that this provision be changed to en
courage but not to compel that eligible mechanisms be available to the business 
community.a 

ThE' Committee is also opposed to the bills' limitations on the l1se of federal 
funds to compensate attorneys. While it is appropriate for Congress to encourage 
programs which do not rely on lawyers performing adver&arial services, we dO 
not feel a prohibition which iJ,atly prohibits compensatioll to attorney.s for pro-

. ., Special Committee oil Consumer Affairs, '''Toward the Informal Resolution of Consumer 
Disputes,'" 27 Record. of the Asso<:iation of the Bar Of the City of, New York 419 
(.rune 1972). . . t't' d 'F . I C' . 9~ '1654 a Dispute 'Resolution Act, ~ouse Comm. on. Inters a f! an i ore gn ommerc,:, v- .•. ,' 
Part-.r, 95tjl· Congo 2d ~ess. lu (1978) ,at p,. 1v~.. ' . .. ,~.' . , 
"·.!l:For. example; H.R'.2863'.reads' that the meclianillm Sh~llld prOVIde tlllS and other desig-
nated procedures "to the'etiiln:f; possible~"· '. . . " . 
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vi ding assistance in finy advel'sarial capacity will further the overall goal of 
developing experimental, and workable, mechanisms. An absolute exclusion 
could, for example, hamper a mechanism's effectiveness particularly in providing 
assistance to implement a wards; raise ethical or other prolJlems regarding the 
supervision of paralegals whose involvement is strongly supported; and inequit
ably permit the compensation of paralegals for adversarial assistance, even if 
au attol'lley's services were obtainable at the sallle fce. ,Ve therefore do not see 
any basis fOr an absolute exclusion of attorneys, so long as the long-term ob
jectives of insuring speedy and inexpensive resolution of disputes are met. 

Another problem is the inconsistent approach of these bills to finality of a I'eso
lution, and the failure of the bills to 'l'ecognize the differences between lJinding 
and non-binding dispute mechanisms. For example, eligibility criteria require 
mechanisms to have procedures which would insure the finality of tIle resolution. 
'l'hese provisions are inconsistent with other provisions encouraging funding for 
mechanUlms which traditionally render non-binding deciSions, such as mediation 
and conciliation. For example, the ·bills refer to conciliation, mediation or ru·bi. 
tl'ation as informal alternatives to adjudication. However, in New Yorl\: and other 
states arbitration awards are final and enforceable. Since the bills also envision 
grants .to non-profit organiza.tions, we belieV0 that it should be made clear that 
there is no intent to sanction contracts of adhesion by which consumers bind 
themselves to submit future disputes to a private arbitration tribunal and waive 
their right to file suit. This committee has previously disapproved such pre
commitment clauses,7 while recommending that merchants offer arbitration to 
consumers as a voluntary option ,,,hen a dispute has arisen. 

Finally, while H.n. 3719 and R.ll. 2863 authorize tIle Dispute Resolution CentE'r 
to use the funds to provide technical assistance to state and local governments. We 
see no reason that other grant recipients should lJe denied such assistance. 

STA7E]'fENT OF RrcnARD B. Sl'OHl'I, DEPARTi\fEN1' OF CONSUMER A1!'FAtRS, 
S1'A'fE OF CALIFORNIA 

lUI'. Chairman and l\fembers: 
'We greatly appreciate having the opportunity to cOlllment on legislation now 

beforethe House of Representatives regarding minor dispute resolution. 
J!"'or too many years we have concentrated our concern and our resources almost 

exclusively on resolving disputes which involve large sums of money. "1\1inor 
protections, and failure to return rental security deposits have received litt:e 
disputes" involving such matters as defective appliances, breaches of warranty 
attention. However, the nutgnitude of these disputes is neither inconsequential 
to the individualS iuvolyed nOr in the aggregate to society at large. For the 
individual who suffers from the lack of effective methods to resolve such dis
putes, the result is frustration and aggravation. For society, our concept of equal 
justice for all stancls diminished. while alienation from apparent institutional 
difference grows. 

In an attempt to improve minor dispute resolution in California, we haye been 
conducting the Small Claims Court JD::-"',})erimental Project, in conjunction with 
the state .Tudicial Council find. six participating courts around the state for the 
past two years. The proj6~t was created to test methods designed to increase 
n.c('essiuility to small claim~ court for iucUviduals and to reduce the number of 
defaults. 

In April, 1978, three of the Ctl~lrts implemented experimentfl:l progra~s !l;1lc1 
procedures which included eyeumg' and Saturday court seSSIOns, medw,tlloll 
prior to trIal, free legal help for litigants, a law 'Clerk for the judges, bilingual 
court staff and interpreters, simplified forms, evening hours for the clerk's 
office relaxed change of venue procedures, ana a pl'eference for individuals over 
non-l~atul'al entities. The Department prepared a free booklet as :l guide to 
lltl11dling asmaU claims case which was furnished to litigants and the public. 

These programs and procedures remained in effect until March 31 of this 
~'ear. During the year test period, as well as during the 5 months preceding the 
implementation of the experimental programs, data was collected on nearly 
100000 cases filed in the six participating courts. The results will form the baSis 
of ~ report to be delivered to tIle Legislature this summer which will evaluate 

~ SpecIal Committee on Consumer Affairs, "Recommendation Regarding TIle Use of 
l'tIandatory Arbitration Clauses by Merchants in Consumer Contracts," 81 Record of The 
Association of the Bur of the City of New York 3tiG (Muy 1976). 
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the programs and make recolllmendations for future actions. Although we have 
accumulated a great storeoi' useful knowledge whIch will guide us in proposing 
future reforms for this judicial forum, it is clear that additional sustained ex
perimentation will be required to fully explore the range of dispute resolution 
techniques available. 

It is gratif;ring, therefore, to ,yitness the efforts of this Congress to comp!ete 
the work begun in recent years to focus more attention and resources on the field 
of minor dispute resolution. 'l'he Senate has passed appropriate legislation on 
three different occasions, and last year, our Department supported S. 957 by 
Senator Kennedy and others as presenting the best opportunity to provide 
needed funds for innovation and improvement of existing mechanisms. But for 
lhe special gonditions uuder which it was necessary to bring the bill before the 
Hou~'3e, it almost certainly would haye been adopted. 

This year, again, you have before you a Senate bill, S. 423 by Senator Ford, 
the successor to S. 957, a well as R.R. 3719 by Representative Eckhardt and 
R.R. 2863 by Representative Kastenmeier. ,Ve offer the following comments in 
the hope they will contribute to the difficult task of fashioning legislation which 
will indeed, in t.he words of the bills, "assist the States and other interested par
ties in proyjding to all persons convenient access to dispute resolution mecha
nisms which are effective, fair, inexl1ensive, and expeditious." 

A. SCOPE 

The "Findings anti Purpose" language found in both R.R. 2863, Sec. 2 and 
R.R. 3719, Sec. 2, places uudue emphaSis on the neighborhood dispute resolution 
center concept. The genesis of the current legislation resulted from a desire to 
improve methods of resolving consumer disputes. Data from the Small Claims 
Court Experimental Project show that from 40 percent to nearly 70 percent of 
the claims filed in the six participating courts illyolyed 'COllsmner transactions, 
while another 8 to 22 percent concerned landlord-tenant disputes. Clearly, this 
existing judicial forum handles a sizable number of consumer disputes, disputes 
,,,bich it may often be impractical to resolve in a neighborhood setting because of 
the parties involved or the nature of the dispute. ,A.lthough we support a diversity 
of approaelles, including neighborhood anel comlllunity formats, to give them 
apparent preeminence would seem to decrease the likelihood of allocating sub
stantial resources to concentrate on consumer disputes which may more fre
quently he resolved in other forulUS. 

The definition of "dispute resolution mechanism" in R.R. 3U9, Sec. 3 (4), is 
superior to botll R.n. 2863, Sec. 3(4), and S. 423, Sec. 3(d), in specifying "any 
court with jurisdiction over minor consumer disputes and other civil disputes" 
(emphasis added). By noting consumer disputes with particularLty, the definition 
serves as an imllortant guidepost to those WllO will implement the legislation 
that a significant portion of available funds should be devoted to mechanisms to 
resolve such disputes. Becanse small claims court represents the primary forum 
available in most states for the redress of consumer and other grievances, we 
SUPl)Ort specifically identifying it in the definition to ensure funds are afforded 
especially to this judi'cial alternative. 

n. pnOGfuUI CIU'l'F-RIA 

All three bills proyide criteria drafted in sufficiently broad language to permit 
exverimentation, "'itIl widely varying approaches designed to deal with the 
many different types of disputes which arise in our complex society. Among 
the three bills, S. 423, Sec. 4 embodies the most desirable set of criteria gen
erally by spelling out in slightly greuter detail the components of eligible disp~lte 
r0solntion mecllanisll1S such as evening anel weekend sessions. Compare WIth 
R.R. 2863, Sec. 4, and. H.R. 3719, Sec. 4. 

One weakness of all three bills, however, is the requirement, W.uich could be 
interpreted as mandatory, that business entities be permitted tonse any mech
anism funded. See S. 423, Sec. 4(a) (5) (D) j H.R. 28G3, Sec. 4(4) (E) j R.R. 3719, 
Sec. 4 (4) (C). Such a requirement would appeal' to preclude federal support 
for various types of consumer complaint handling programs, such as those 
operated by our Department and by many local consumer protection agencies 
around California which serve in many cases to resolve disputes expeditiously, 
effectively, and at low cost. Because such operations do not rely on face-to-face 
meetings of the disputants ancldo uot utilize an adjudicatory approach, tIley 
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may be overlooked as dispute resolution mechanisms. Nonetheless, the consumer's 
first attempt at resolving a probll'm often comes through contacting an agency 
with such a program. For examllle, during Fiscal Year 1977-78 our complaint 
mediation unit handled 58,000 complaints, inquiries, referrals, and other contacts. 
Even more Significantly, this number represents only the tip of the iceberg since 
tbe Department's. thirty-eight professional and vocational regulatory boards and 
bureaus also l'eceiYed additional thousands of consumer complaints and inquiries. 

These complaint handling programs do not by statute u,ccept complaints filed 
by businesses against individuals or other businesses because to do so would 
straiu already insufficient resources fitr beyond capacity. Even with federal sup
Fort, it would Uudollbtedly prove impractical to process such complaints. Thus, 
if "business use" of dispute resolution mechanisms is interpreted to require that 
businesses be perlllitted to initiate complaints, these important programs would 
be unable to secure funding due to the statutory limitatioll. . 

A further weakness of S. 423 is the provision which includes assignees among 
those who must be allowed to use an eligible dispute resolution mechanism. Sec. 
4(a) (5) (D). California Code of Civil Procedure section 111.5 prohibits the filing 
01' prosecuting of claims in smuU claims court by assignees except under limited 
circumstauces. Thus, if the criterion in S. 423 is intended to be mandatory, it 
would effectively bur California small claims courts fro111 receiving any funding 
under the l<.>gislation. 

a. OVERSIGHT 

We endorse the concept of an Advisory Board as proposed ill the House bills. 
H.R. 2863, Sec. 7 j R.R. 3719, Sec. 7. Raving work€!d with an advisory committee 
during the Small Claims Court ExpE'rimental Proj<.>ct, we have found that such a 
hody serves as an excellent somee of information and ideas, a useful sounding 
board, and a means of avoiding isolation from the broader spectrum of interested 
groupS. Such attributes especially commend themselves to the federal govern
ment where it seems even more difficult than at the state level to maintain a broad 
perspective regarding Yarious needs, attitudes, and develol1ments across the 
Butioll. 

D. RES'l'RICTIONS 

All three bills contain a prohibition 011 the expenditure of funds for the com
pensation of attorneys representing disputants orclaimallts. S. 423, Sec. 7(d) (2) j 
R.R.2863, Sec. 8(e) (2) j R.R. 3719, Sec. 8(e) (2). We support this prohibition 
~o the extpnt that it doe~ not undercut the fundumental principle that all involved 
Iuany particular dispute resolution process stand on equal footing with respect 
to legal representation. lYe seel~ to ensure equality in this regard in small claims 
proceedings in California by barring attorne;ys from appearing iu court except 
under extremely limited circumstflllc('S. See California Code of Civil X>rocedure 
sections 117.4, 117.41. 

]'l!rther, through the Smull Claims Court Experimental Project we haye found 
pnrtIcular success using attorneys as small claims legal advisors. Normally they 
provide only adviee and assistllnce witll small claims procedure and subst~ntive 
!egalmatters out~,ide of the conrtroom. Ho,,;'ever, their experience indicates that 
It can be extremf:ly: difficult in f;~l.'tnin sitnations to distingniflh advice from ad
vocacy. If an OPPOSlllg party has c(mnsel, for eXaml)le, should the fldvi~ol' be pro
hibited from discussing the case on behalf of the party seeking assistllllce with 
suell counsel? In fact, such a discnssion might be the optimal step to achieve a 
settlement of the dispute. We propose to leave the difficult question of flRRistance 
versus ndvocaC'y outside the forum ap to il1diyic1ual granteeR, whUe prohibiting 
appearauces by advisors in court Or other proceedings ns we do under California 
law. See California Code of Civil Procedure sections 117.18, 121.8 (b)! 123.1 (b). As 
a result of our experience, we believe the prohibition in the legislation before you 
shou1(1 be rec1ruftccl to ensure litigants equality of a-ccp~s to legal acl'l'ice while 
limiting the use of attorneys in formal or infol'lllfll})roreedings. 

We endorse the principle that many minor disputes which may normally be 
treated as criminal matters may be better I'esolved as a non-criminal justice sys
tem setting in the neighborhood. Rowever, dispute resolution mechanisms re
ceiving funding solely nnder this legislation should not primarily engnge in 
processing criminal justice system referrals. Of C011rse, many disp<.tes can be 
characterized in both criminal and civil terms, but we believe funding for pro
grams which deyelop their caseloads from criminal complaints cnn be ilClf'C:Iuately 
funded by other means such flS under LEAA proviSions without drawing' upOn the 
relatively smull all101l1lt of funds to be authorized under this legislation. 
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E. FUNDING AUTl:ICR!?'.A.TION 

S. 423 and H.ll. 2863 would authorize only $10 million for grants under the 
act, while R.ll. 3719 would authorize $15 million. R.ll. 2803 would, in addition, 
place a ceiling of $200,000 on a project in a single year. Sec. 8 (h) (2). We support 
the authorization limit provided in R.R. 371D and the elimination of the per year 
ceiling. In recent years, not only has the scope of minor dispute resolution legis
lation expanded, but the authorization level has shrunk at the same time. The 
result may well be too little money to achieve much of genuine impact and sig
nificance. In addition, to retain the per year ceiling could well foreclose experi
mentation on any broad scale in large," states sll{'h as California, 

The national priority project approach of S. 423, Sec. 7 (e) (1), should similarly 
be reconsidered. With the breadth of scope of the legislation as now embodied by 
all tpree bills and the limited authorization under consideration, to add a require
ment that half the authorized funds be reserved for equal distribution among 
states which apply for grants risks a diffusion of funds to such an extent that 
no effective concentration on any problem, llRl'iicularly consumer complaints, 
will be possible. 

The demand to deliver a full meaF;ura of justice to all in our society cannot 
be ignored. With your leadership, we can take a dramatic step forward to meet 
that demand by providing effective, fair, and inexpensive means to settle minor 
disputes. 

Thank you for your attention. 

STATEMENT BY DEAN W. DETERMAN, VICE PRESIDENT, COUNCIL OF BETTER BUSINESS 
BUREAUS, !NC. 

STATEMENT 

The programs and services of the Council of Better Business Bureaus, head
quartered in Washington, D,C., are funded exclusively by business in the inter
est of consumers, just as they are in the 142 Better Business Bureaus and 
branches in most major metropolitan areas across the nation. Bureaus are en
gaged in two major efforts. 

lJ'irst, we let consumers know how to avoid marketplace disputes by providing 
the public with information to make them more sophisticated buyers. Last year 
7.9 million oral and written requests fOJ: assistance or information on business 
firms were received from consumers. Om' dispute prevention efforts include the 
broadcast media with consumer inforn}ation being broadcast over 4,000 radio 
stations, including the four major radio n~tworks; also, spedal children's TV 
spots using the RITTS puppets and other C();~~u::uer-oriented television material 
are presented regularly over the three majOl; television networks. Print media 
are also included as more than 650 newspapers receive our weekly Consumer 
Tips column. Our own Tips brochures-approximately one million of which are 
distributed annually-provide consumers with more in-depth information about 
the most critical service and product areas. 

Our second n1ajor effort speaks directly to the subject before these Subcom
mittees. This effort is best described in the broadest category called "self
regul:;ttion." It j.n:~lve~ the establishment of programs and procedures to stop 
questIOnable actlvIties III the marketplace and to deal ,vith consumer complaints 
about those and other activities, Among ilie programs in this area is our National 
Advertising Division (NAD) , ~hich reviews and receives complaints about re
gional and national advertising campaigns, and which then undertakes specific 
actions to stop advertising that is misleading or deceptive. Inchided in this proc
ess is tIle National Advertising Review Board which acts as an appeals body 
whenever a NAD deciSion is disputed. Our advertising standards and trade 
Jlractices programs, administered by the local Bureaus, al'e also included in these 
activities. And our normal complaint handling, mediation and arbitration func
tions are included. 

Last year, Better Business Bureaus handled more than 900,000 consumer com
plaints by phone and by mail. Our statistics indicate that approximately 77% of 
these complaints were mediated bytlie Bureau and settled in one fashion or an
other, but not always to the complete satisfaction of tIleconSUmcl'. 

For the less-than-satisfied consumer or for the consumer complaint which is 
ellallengcd by the husiness, 94 Better Business Bnrealls in major metropolitan 
areas across the countl'y now are in a position of offering voluntary but binding 
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·arbitration. In this program, Bureau staff ~xplain t]~e pr~g.raill to the business 
and to its complaining customer, If the p~rtles ~gree III ,ynhng, w~ th:en conduct 
a legally binding arbitrution hearing to gIve .a fin~l sol~ltion to theIr .dIsput,e. 

Each party to the arbitl;ation is given an Identical lIst of five .'arbItr~t?rs-all 
volunteers from the community who have gone t~rough a E:peclal trallllllg ses
::;ioll-togethel.' with their qualifications, The partIes are told tocross-o,ff. thooe 
~ho are not acceptable and to give us a 1-2:3 pri?rity listi~g of th?se remallllllg on 
the list. Bureau staff will then take the hIghef:G overlapPlllg chOIce and schedule 
a hearing at the convenience of everyone--often in the evening or on fa weekend. 

If quality of workmanship is at issue, the arbitrator or a neutra~ expert 
provided by the Bureau will inspect the job in t~e presence of the p~rtles. ~he 
actual hearing can even tal~en place at the same time and place as the lll~pectlon. 
'We have had arbitrations actually conducted at the sit~ ~f a home lillI?rov1e
ment job or in other locations where a product or a repmr Job could be Ylewed 
during the hearing. . 

After the informn.l hearing in which parties may be represented by counselor 
anyone else (hut seldom are), the arbitrator will give a decision or award that 
is legalir binding on tIle parties. The case may not be rehe:;trd by a court unless 
bias of the arbitrator 01' other prejudicial procedures or policies are proved. 

This program continues to grow each year. Our status repor~as ?f Janu~ry 
of this year sllows that Bureaus conducted more than 2,100 arbltratlolls durlllg 
the past year alone. . . 

More important is that arbitration was offered to the partIes mover 11,000 
cases, and a large number of these resulted in settlement before the matter came 
to arbitration. 
~oday there are more tllan 4,000 trained volunteers who hav,e agreed to serve 

as arbitrators. 'l'Jlese inclnde housewives, l'eUred persons, government employees, 
luwl"ers teachers professors and others Who are all unpaid! And because they 
are ~unp~id, and because the Bureau's oyerhead is paid by its business ~ember~, 
there normally is no fee charged to the consumer, although nonsupportmg bUSI-
nesses may hu. ve to pay a nominal fee. . 

The business community is beginning to give even more attention to thIS 
arbitration pl'ogram. In some Bureau areas, businesses 'b.ave pre committed to 
nrbitrate any dispute which they and the Better Business Bureau cannot resolve 
through less formal means, but the customer still has an option to use small 
claims courts or other means to resolve their dispute. 

Particularly ill the area of auto service complaints, ,ye are seeing an intensi
fied effort to resolve consnmer disputes, with arbitration serving as a "last step" 
for resolution short of going to court, While we have had a large number of local 
a\ltomobile de.'llers and other repair shops precommitted to arbitrate in some 
ar('as of the country for a long time, toda~ we see increased interest and trial 
participation by tlle manufacturers. An Automotive Test Program has recently 
been developed by the Council with the support of major auto manufacturers, 
111ld will be implemented on a test basiS through local Better Business Bureaus. 
'rhe Bureaus will pulJIicize their coordinating and prompt handling of car-owner 
('omplaints involving alleged manufacturer responsibility or produ~t defects with 
specially designated representatives in the local new cal dealershIps and. manu
factUrers' n.l'eR offices. Bim1ing arbitration is available as a final step for dlsputes 
that ('[\.llllot be resolved tluough mediation. The :first test will begin in Des Moines 
next month.. . 

A. lother eXlllllple of increased interest by automobile manufacturers III re-
solvil1~ consumer disputes, the Council of Better Business Bureaus has worke(l 
,yith the General Motors Corporation to institute several pilot arbitration PI'O
gramR. Under these progrnms, Gl\I agreed to voluntarily enter into ar~itrati~n of 
('omplaints inyolying illterpl'et..'ltion of. or performnnce1mder new vehIcle wrltten 
warranties and the milnufactl1rer's product t'2sponsioility for any Gl\f vehicIl~ 
which has not passed its third ysar in service 01' 36.000 miles. In the originill 
pilot program started one year ago in the Twin Cities area of Minneso4l" the 
following results by May of this year were reported: of the, 325 fo~m!tl complaintE! 
which wel'e processed, 238 were settled through the BBB s medIation program; 
56 baye gone throu~h the n.l'bitration process; 18 were pending in mediation, and 13 awaited arl)itl'lltion. Additional GM/Couucil pilot programs now exist in the 
BuffalO and San :Francisco Bay areas, In tlle Buffalo pilot program, which began 
jn December 1078 149 formal complaints were processed by the end of May, 
03 were setHed tllrough mediation, while 12 were at some stage of arbitration. 
After three and onc-half months of operation in 'the TIny Area, the fO~ll.' participat~ 
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ing BBBs had handled 110 formal complaints, including 15 cases completed 
through an arbitration hearing. The Buffalo and Bay Area programs are unique 
in that GM: is bound to arbitration decisions, but the car owner is not. 

The totals of all three programs as of May 30, 1979, were: 584 cases received 
and processed; 354 settlecl through mediation; 96 by arbitration; and 134 "in 
process." 

In addition to these highly significant test projects we are currently working 
with Shell Oil Company to arbitrate auto repair complaints arising under its 
expanding Auto-Care Program and with Exxon to arbitrate unresolved disputes 
coming from its company-owned service stations in certain market areas. And 
we are working with other oil companies and auto rental agencies to develop 
additional programs for resolving automotive disputes. We are also arbitrating 
disputes involving many other leading companies, which are testing the waters 
to see if arbitration is the answer to the substantial number of unresolved con
sumer complaints. 

Government agencies, too, are taking a hard look at this arbitration program 
with an eye toward how they can utilize it. The Federal Trade Commission has 
written BBB arbitration into a number of consent orders, which, in effect, pre
commit the company to go into arbitration if their customer wants to do so. The 
Attol'ne;rs General in several states (Ohio, Minnesota, Louisiana and Wash
ington) have also written BBB arbitration into consent orders with companies 
that have a record of many unresolved consumer 'Complaints. Small claims courts 
in a number of jurisdictions have referred cases to BBB arbitration, and the 
Detroit courts have a cooperative program in which arbitration information 1s 
provided to those consumers coming to file their complaints in court. We have 
entered into a joint arbitration program with the Montgomery County Con
sumer Protection Agency in the Washington Metropolitan Area, and we have 
assisted other governmental agencies in setting up their own arbitration 
programs. 

What are some of the results coming from our programs? We have arbitra
tion complaints ranging from $2.98 to $180,000, but our average case is approxi
mately $946, almost triple previous years' averages due to an increased number 
of home improvement arbitrations. This average shows, we think, that a more 
formal dispute mechanism like arbitration usually attracts complaints that are 
more substantial than the bulk of complaints coming to a Better Business Buroou. 
Because our pr0(! ram is voluntary in that businesses and consumers come into 
arbitration after an actual dispute has occurred, we find an extremely low num
ber of losers who refuse to go along with the arbitrator's decision. Our latest 
statistics reflect that approximately two percent of the arbitrators' decisions 
were ignored by the losers, and the courts have upheld all such decisions without 
a rehearing when the winners have taken their awards to court. 

Although it is sometimes difficult to determine who the winner really is in 
some cases where there appears to be a "split award," our past figures show a 
fairly even division of awards between businesses and consumers, with each 
receiving about 40% of the decisions and the remaining 20% being split in some 
fashion. 

Based on our ell.)erience in complaint-handling through mediation and arbitra
tion, we have the following observations about the legislation before these 
Subcommittees. 

First, we wish to commend the language of the proposed bills to the effect 
that "effective consumer redress of disputes will be promoted through a coopera
tive functioning of both public and privately sponsored mechanisms." We believe 
that any system of redress, particularly of consumer disputes, must encourage 
efforts of the private sector, which currently handles, and handles well the vast 
bulk of consumer complaints in the marketplace. All of the governme~tal com
plaint handling agencies at the federal, state and local levels combined receive 
fewer consumer complaints than the Better Business Bureaus, and we receive 
only a small fraction of the total, because business is doing an increasing good 
job of taking care of its own customers. 

If this were not the case, most companies would not stay in business very long. 
If ;v:ou were to. go into the consumer relations departments of our major auto
motIve cou:pames, you would find thousands of hard-working people with budgets 
far exceeding the amounts contemplated in this legislation, all functioning to 
deal with the complaints that arise from the hundreds of thousands of auto 
repairs which take place daily. You will find the automobile industry has been 
moving to streamline their complaint ,operations and trying out new programs to 
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make their own customers more satisfied. If this were not the case, Better Busi
ness Bureaus and governmental agencies would themselves be inundated with 
automotive complaints. 

Such efforts by that industry and other segments of American business must 
b~ .encourage~. 'l'he. first step at resolving consumer dissatisfaction is the responsi
bIl1ty of bUSIlless Itself through self-regulation. Only when business cannot re
solve the dispute is there a clear need for governmental action. 

Government should and must be capable of dealing with all violations of law 
such as fraud in the marketplace. Government mechanisms too should exist t~ 
ha~dle c?nsumer gr~evance~ with those businesses that refus~ to ~ooperate volun
tanly wl.th responsl?le prIvate sector mechanisms. And government may have 
to establ:sh proper forums where 110 effective private sector mechanism exists. 

The pnyate sector, we believe, has a much larger role. It should be responsible 
f?r handlIllg t~e great bulk. of consumer grievances, as it does today in indi
VIdual compallles; and busIlless-sponsored mechanisms, like Better Business 
Bureaus, can identify potential violations of law for referral to government. 
BBBs C'D;n make eVel? effort to extend to all consumers our services, including 
cooperative efforts WIth governmental agencies such as our arbitration proO'ram. 

Second, our experience with arbitration over the years has tauO'ht us ~ther 
lessons which we wish to share with you in your deliberations about dispute 
settlement mechanisms: 

(1) A workable public mechanism should strive to be non-institutional and 
not overly "legal" in nature. While safeguards must exist to ensure that legal 
rights of the parties are not denied in any dispute resolution setting, we have 
seen a tendency on the part of participants in arbitration hearings to a void 
lawyers, legal arguments, formal evidentiary hearings and other institutional 
trappings of courts. If given a choice, many consumers and businesses are quick 
to cross-off as u~acceptable any lawyers on their lists of potential arbitrators. 
. For. example, III our largest award to date-$180,000 in a home improvement 

sItuation-both the homeowner and the contractor were represented by attorneys 
but they insisted that the arbitrator not be a lawyer. ' 

We have had fine cooperation from the organized bar in establishing our pro
grams in all areas. In fact, in the State of Kansas and in several cities, all of 
our arbitrators are volunteers from the bar association. But we had to train a 
large number of volunteer arbitrators in one western city because the all-lawyer 
pool was unacceptable to many consumers and businesses. Most of our arbitra
tions today are being conducted by non-lawyers, and their decisions are generally 
fair and equitable. 

(2) Although most disputes involve a breakdown of communications between 
the parties, many consumers complaints are concerned with product quality or 
with the quality of worl\:manship in a repair situation. Any dispute mechanism 
handling such disputes should be flexible enough to permit an inspection of the 
product or job by the decider. Often such an inspection is determinative of the 
result. 

For example, we conducted one arbitration in a graveyard, because the sur
vivors complained that the gravestone company had not done a proper job of 
lettering on the tombstone of the deceased! And we have conducted many arbi
tations at the consumer's home to check-out swimming pool liners, waterproofing 
jobs, new roofs, additions, wall-to-wall carpets, reupholstered furniture and many 
other <!Omplaint situations. 

(3) Sometil11e8 inspection, alone, is not enough to determine whether a quality 
job was or was not done. A mechanism should have access to a pool of neutral 
experts to be on call for the arbitrator or decider in those situations where ex
pertise is needed. Auto repair cases often require the evaluation of an expert, who 
should not come from a competitor's shop. In one Bureau area, the local stock 
car drivers association has volunteered its membership to review auto repair 
jobs. In other areas we have turned to persons retired from business or to teachers 
who, for example, teach auto mechanics in local trade schools and high s-chools. 

(4) Another area reqUiring flexibility by a dispute mechanism is dealing with 
disputants who are geographically separated. In our mobile society, we often have 
complaints involving a consumer ,vhose marketplace problem concerns a distant 
mail order company, or, a repair bill in a city tlll'ough which the consumer was 
traveling, or a former landlord holding a security deposit in a distant location. 
In our arbitration program, we have eonducted bearings by confE-rence telephone 
calls; we have had one party present at a hearing with the other party on a 
"squawk box" phone hook-up; and we have had arbitrations conducted by mail: 
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(5) Finally, we have seen many consumers who ch'op out of dislmte-handling 
operations when there are too many levels of me,diation, which have the result of 
forcing all but the most persistent complainant out of the pl'Ocess. Many small 
businesses too, cannot afford the extra time involved in multipl~ level dispute 
i·esolution. We feel mediation is an important step in any complaint resolution, 
and it should be a component part of any mechanism, but it should be a single 
process, conducted quickly and fairly. 

In summary, Mr. Ohairman, the business community is expanding and extend
ing its efforts to provide voluntary service to consumers for the redress of griev
ances. Through individual corporate programs, collective industrywide endeavors, 
and the network of Better Business Bureaus, complaint-handling mechanisms 
are resolving an increasing volume of product and service difficulties faced by 
American consumers. These privately supported actions are a visible demonstra
tion of the rising determination by the private sector to improye the marketplace 
and to be increasingly responsive to the consumer. 'Whenever possible this first 
line of complaint settlement should be recognized and strengthened in the in
terest of both parties and in the general public interest. 

If this first line of resolution breaks down, tp.ird party arbitration can serve 
as an expeditious, informal, equitable and low cost procedure. When arbitration 
01' similar forums are not available, the controversy should be l'ef'i!rred to an 
available public authority. Ukewise, in instances where fraud and illegalities 
are involved, the jurisdiction must be in the public sector. 'When the public agen
cies and processes have inadequate resources to function effectively. they re
quire thoughtful attention. 

We believe that effective collaboration between the public and private sec 
tors, in their respective spheres, can be accomplished to the benefit of the con
sumer, the businessman and the taxpayer. This goal is completely congruent 
with the purpose of these bills: 

" ... to assist the states and otller interested parties in providing to all per
sons convenient access to dispute resolution .mechanisms whi(-h are effective, 
fair, inexpensive, and expeditious." 

EQUAL JUSTICE FOUNDATION, 
WaShington, D.O., June 21,1919. 

The Equal Justice Foundation is a national organization of attorneys dedi
cated to increasing access to justice for citizens and organizations currently 
denied the full opportunity to enforce their rights and remedies. Oonsequently, 
we take great interel:lt in the series of bills (IT.R. 2863, R.R. 3719, and S. 423) 
being considered under the title "Dispute'Resolution Act." . 

The high costs of litigation, the inevitable delays, the stigma frequently 
associated with involvement with the court system, and the sheer intimidation 
bred by lack of familiarity with the legal process, all serve to deter the resolu
tion of "minor" controversies. The gradual weakening of close-knit communi
ties and ethnic neighborhoods has reduced the effectiveness of traditional in~ 
ternal mechanisms for resolving these (lisputes and "keeping the peace." Thus, 
small disputes fester until they become large ones, frustrating citizens, reduc
jng confidence in government, and eventually creating even greater burdens on 
the civil and criminal justice systems. 

With this in mind, we would like to make some brief comments regarding 
the proposed hills. We believe the final bill should be broad with respect to the 
kinds of disputes , .... hich may be handled. The parameters delineated by sec. 2(a) 
(1), 2(a) (3), 2(a) (4), ancI 2(a) (6) of R.R. 2863 seem to us superior to the 
corresponding sections of S. 423, which put a greater emphasis on the resoln
Hon of strictly consumer and other disputes of an economic nature. As Linwood 
Slayton of the Atlanta center testified on June 14, consumer-merchant disputes 
represent their largest single category Of grievances, Yet still account for 110 
more than 21 percent of their cases. Olearly there is a high demand for new 
dispute resolution techniques in a number of other areas. Oertain practical 
considerations also suggest the usefulness of abroad approach. The generally 
higher visibility which will result from centers handling many types of claims 
will reduce outreach problems and increase the effectiveness of the program in 
each separate category. Further, the ability to hear disputes of yuryina' natures 
m~y allow gr~ateI' itexibility in the. many cases wllere parties have l~ciprocal 
grIevances WhIch may be of very dIfferent t-ypes. A "nelghborhooc1 justice cell-
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tel''' can help mediate an acceptable result in such cases without the stigma 
attached to the loser of an "all-or-nothing" court d~cision. 

We would not however go so far as to suggest that the bill should restrict 
" th t' . . t funding for more narrowly defined mechanisms. One of e ac s prIme "I'll' ues 

is, the freedom left for experimentation in this still untested area, and there 
is a particular neec1 to find ways of resolving consumer disputes with large in
stitutions which may not be amenable to the neighborhood justice center 
approach. 

Experiments in the resolution of criminal disputes should also be allOWed. We 
t.herefore think the subcommittees 'Should .adopt the "dispute resolution mecha
nism" definition (Sec. 3 (4» in H.R. 2863 as opposed to that provided in H.lt. 
3719, which is limited to civil disputes. In his study, "Neighborhood Justice Oen
tel's: An Analysis of Potential Models," Professor McGillis reports that 54 percent 
of all criminal disputes are between personal acquaintances, and 87 percent of 
these are eventually dismissed due to a reluctance to drag a neighbor or friend 
through the criminal justice system. Yet it is precisely these grievances whiCh, 
when allowed to smolder, may burst into serious felonies. Though the data is still 
sparse in this area, there is a strong possibility that if minor criminal disputes 
can be effectively resolved when they are still minor, there will be a correspolllling 
reduction in the crime rate ,and degree of tension in the community. 

Of course, with respect to all disputes, and criminal disputes in particular, 
it is important that the bill require that any funded programs guarantee tbat 
due process be preserved. This can best ~e done by .programs that ensure that par
ticipants in the system engage in it voluntarily 'and with confidentiality. 

1!~inallY, we thin}{ some minor reform in the funding provision (Sec. 8 of H.ll. 
2863 and 3i19, Sec. 7 of S. 423) WOuld be .appropriate. The bills now provide for II. 
gradually decreasing level of federal funding. 'While we think this general .ap
proach is justified" a distinction needs to be made between go.vernment-sponsored 
and private-sponsored programs. A state or local agency wlll not even make a 
preliminary application unless it envisions the availability of its own resources 
two or three years down the line. A private sponsor will not have that luxury. 
First, it will have to secure federal funding to become established, then begin 
the perhaps long and tedious process of procuring funds from state, local, or other 
private sources. The probable need to present a considerable "track record" will 
ex.acerbate the delays. Many programs may be hard pressed to secure alternative 
funds within the limits now prescribed by the legislation. The bill should include 
slightly more liberal federal funding for private programs, ,and/or the Attorney 
General should be instructed to consider this criterion in making grants. 

At this stage, it is important to fund a diversity of public and private programs, 
but Our fear is that too many private sponsors will be unable to meet the require
ments that these provisions imply. In the long run, a modest "insurance policy" 
for these groups may prevent fed.eral funds from being wasted starting-up proj
ects which cannot make the transition to other funding sources in time. 

'Ve appreciate your consideration of these proposals and would be pleased to 
receive any comments or suggestions you may have. (Our phone number is 452-
1269.) We urge your support of this measure through the subcommittee and on 
to t.he House floor. Than}{ you for your time and we look forward to working with 
you in the f1,lture. 

Very truly yours, 

Re Dispute resolution bills. 
Hon. ROBERT W. KASTENMEIER, 

MICHAEL H. SUSSMAN, 
Ohait'person, EJF. 

GREGG GORDON, 
Prog1'a,m Director. 

LEGAI, SERVICES OORPORATION, 
Washington, D.O., J'u,ly 8, 19"19. 

Ohai1'ma·n, Subcommittee on Oo-ltrts, Oivil Libe1'Ues and the Admq,nistration ot 
Justice, Oommittee on the Judiciary, U.S. House ot Representatives Wash-
ington, D.O. ' 

DEAR MR, OHAIRMAN: You have requested comments by the Legal Services 
Oorporation and our field programs on the concept and specific language of three 
bills involving alternative dispute resolution: B.R. 2863, H.R.3719, and S. 423. 
Also you asked for the report prepared by Ms. Linda Singer while working as a 
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research consultant for the Legal Services Cor,Poration. We appreciate your in-
terest in our views and are pleased to respond to your request. '" 

'rhe report on dispute resolution by Ms. Singe~' ~s not yet re.ady for d~str;butIO~. 
When the Research Institute has completed editlllg and tyPlllg, we Wllllmmedl
'ately forward a copy to you. We believe that the paper will be helpful to your 
committee in considering the effect of alternative dispute resolution forums on 
the poor. 

We do wish to comment upon both the conceptual framework of these bills 
and their specific provisions. In testimony by the previous President of the Legal 
Services Corporation, we suggested a comprehensive approach and study to the 
problems of access to the federal courts. As part. of that study. we sugges~ed ~e 
need to develop new dispute settlement mechalllsms. We continue to believe III 
lJoth a comprehensive approach and the need for alter.native dispute resolution 
mechanisms. I do want to reiterate several points made in that testimony which 
are equally applicable to the legi~lation presently being considered. 

lPirst, a focus on the resolution of minor disputes is an appropriate starting 
point for improving access to our system of justice and we commend your efforts 
in the consideration of these proposals. However, there are a number of com· 
plex matters which also may be handled more effectively by non-judicial forums 
and '''hich require technical expertise better provided by decision-makers who 
are not judges. Thus, we hope that you will not focus solely on minor disp~tes 
in conSidering futlJre legislation 011 alternative forums for dispute r(!5':/llIitil>n. 

Second problems exist with many of the non-judicial means of resolving dis
putes anel we should not ignore them. Remedies may be limited .:m,d di:fficul~ to 
enforce. To be effective, these appx:oaclles must actually solve co:n1hcts, not Just 
ameliorate surface issues. Another concern is how to assure informed consent 
to alternative approaches and to avoid coercion. Of central importance is par
ticipation by lay-persons in both planning and decision-making regarding the 
establishment of these approaches. Finally, t11ere is a danger that new fornms 
will become institutionalized "screening mechanisms" for moving cases out of 
the court systems instead of attempts to deliver justice wiuh better results and 
greater access by the public. 

Third, there is a temptation to ease the burdens on our legal system by re
lUo\ring the concerns of those persons least able to affect that system-par
ticularl .. the poor and minorities. Tllat temptation must be resisted. Changes 
Wl1ich single out one group 01' class for disparate treatment must be avoided, 
and reform where possible, should be applied equally to all classes of litigants 
and all typ~S of cases. The problems of the poor are as important and deserving 
of judicial attention as the problems of other groups. 

,Ve hnye discussed .. arious models of dispute resolution mechanisms with 
lawyers in neighborhood legal servit.:'es programs, both urban and rural. As 
ad,'ocates for poor people in a wide range of civil legal disputes, they witness 
every day the serious deficiency in our legal system which is the target of your 
subcommittee's bill. People of low and moderate incomes, una hIe to afford the 
lawvers' fees, fiUng fees, time, and inconvenience which are the cost of going to 
cou~t, are left with nowhere to turll when the appliance dealer refuses to honor 
a warranty, the landlord refuses to return the security deposit, or the collection 
agency oversteps its bounds. 

These sm8111 individual injustices have a tremendous cumulative effect. The 
victims conclude that our economic system is one where "might makes right" 
and that our legal system offers a remedy only to those rich enough to gain 
access to it. The cost to the nation of such cynicism and disaffection among its 
citizens, although hard to measure, is enormous. 

The legal services pro,grams, with the support and assistance of your sub
committee, have made substantial progress in providing legal assistance to low 
income people unable to afford an attorney. However, these programs do not 
l1ave sufficient funding to adequately serve all eligible clients seeking assistance. 
Thus. even in areas with legal services programs, many eligible clients are forced 
to rely upon existing alternative forums to resolve disputes affecting their lives. 
Additionally, ill an effort to conserve limited resources, legal services refers 
clients to alternative forums and small claims courts to settle matters whic11 are 
more easily resolved there than in vIle traditional court system. It is critically 
important to legal services that altern atl ve dispute mechanisms provide a. just 
and convenient forum for use by the poor and those unable to afford an attorn~y. 

The Legal Services Corporation and its field !prOe"Tams endorse the objectives 
of these bills. All would encourage states to develop forums for the resolution of 
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"minor"disputes-which are never minor to the victims-without imposing con
ditions that would stifle local experimentation. The "criteria" which must be 
met by any potenbal recipient of funding under these bills contain valualJle pro
tections for consumers, while at. the same time encouraging innovation. The spon
sors of the proposed leglSlation are to be commended for their thoughtful 
inclusion of such requirements as arrangements for participation by perSons 
limited by language uarriers and other dlsalJilities, convenient times and loca
tions fo'r the resolution of disputes, fan' and understandable procedures, and 
the dissemination of· information about the availability of these as well as 
otner redress mechanisms. We do suggest, however, several additional safeguards 
which we feel are necessary to ensure that federal ftmds are not spent to per-
petuate current injustices. .. ~. . 

The first of our concerns is the absence of a speClfic reference to JudiCIal reVIew 
in any Of the tllree bills. We recognize that requiring these alternative forums 
to apply the full range of consumer protection law would replicate the defects 
of the present system-inaccessibility, delays and domination by l~wyers. Thus, 
we do not propose either restrictions on the procedures of alternative forums or 
provjsioll~ vroviding automatic removal to a court upon request by a party. 
Nevertheless, the complex legal' rules designed to protect consumers shou!d. I:lct 
as a cheCk on these alternative forums. They cannot do so unless the possIblhty 
of judicial review is present. We suggest, then, that the legislation specifically 
prohibit funding any grantee whose final decision cannot be reviewed by a cour.t. 
The only exception wou:d be in situations where controlled experimentation IS 
funded. . 

We are also concerned that the proposed simplified and easier access to dIspute 
resolution forums might turn out to be illusory. Though procedures of nearly 
all grantees will probably be far simpler than typical court procedures, many of 
the people who need these alternative forums the most will be unable to follow 
through on even a relatively uncomplicated claim without help. On the other hand, 
the lJusinesses and providers of services who may use these forums frequently 
employ lay advocates to present their claims who are experienced in small-claims 
proceedings and ·familiar with complex institutions. We suggest, therefo~e, t~a.t 
paralegal assistance be included as part of the structure of any alte~natlve dIS
pute-resolution scheme. These paralegal advocates, if properly tramed, would 
help compensate for the parties' unequal economic power and knowledge of the 
"the rOIJes." Without them, the llewly-created alternative forum~ may becom~ as 
inaccessible and intimidating to low-income people as most existing small claIms 
courts are.1 Of the three bills, only S. 423 specifically allows the funding of 
paralegals to assist persons seeking the resolution of disputes. To ensure the 
availability of these forums to the people who are now effectively denied redress 
in the courts, we urge adoption of the Senate bill's provision. 

A third concern is the risk that much of the funding authorized under the pro
posed legislation could be awarded to business groups, trade associations and 
other non-profit gronps unHkely to be attentive to the needs of consumers. To 
give effect to the legislation's p!omise. of a fair and neutral foruD;l,. and to avoid 
even the appearance of a confllct of mterest, we suggest a prOVISIon expressly 
favoring as grantees organizations which are not identified with one or the other 
class of parties before them. . 

We also think that any such legislation should require the proceedmgs to be 
public if requested by one of the parties. In some situations the parties may want 
to keep the proceedings confidential and private. In others, where, ~or exa:uple, 
a business or management company would be a party, an open, pubhc hearlllg is 
one of the consumer's few curbs on overreaching. Abuse by unscrupulous busi
nesses, no matter how infrequent, would undermine confidence in. t:?ese sys.t~ms 
of dispte settlement. For much the same re~sons, we, favor ~ prOVISIon reqUlrmg 
some record of cases to be kept and to be avar., able to the pubhc. . 

Apart from disclosure of individual case!:!, we also believe the legislatIOn 
should be more specific about compiling aggregate. data. One o~ the mos~ useful 
services the Dispute Resolution Resource Center mIght perforlllls tabulating and 
publishing statistics dealing with the types of cases heard by each grantee. For 
eXl.lmp1e, a state legislature considering substantive reform of consumer law 
could use these records to single out problem are~s f?r treatment... . 

Two other suggestions would enh~nce .the lIkelihood that thIS pr~gram WIll 
reach the people who need it most. Fll'st, III order to soften the harsh Impact the 

1 See, Galanter, "Why the Haves Come OiIt Ahead: SpeculatIon on the Limits of Legal 
Change," 9 Law & Society Rev. 95 (1974). 
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system might have on the rural poor, institutional or business plaintiffs should 
be required to initiate proceedings in the city or county where the defendant 
resides. 

Second, to reduce the risk that unsophisticated people will be taken advantage 
of, we suggest certain restrictions on default judgments. At a minimum, no de
fault judgment should be entered unless the defendant has received adequate 
notice of the claim and the plaintiff has made out a prima facie case before a 
neutral party. An additional requirement should be that the judge, arbiter or 
referee find that the defendant has understood the nature of the claim. This is 
likely to be a problem, because of the baffiing technical language of court forms. 
In Calif?rnia, Sears deals with this problem voluntarily by sending each defend
ant a copy of the state Department of Consumer Affairs pamphlet on small 
claims courts. It should be a duty of all grantees under the Act to provide some 
such explanation of the proceedings to defendants. If a default judgment is 
entered despite these safeguards, it should be vacated upon defendant's showing 
either that the plaintiff committed errors in instituting the action, e.g., defects 
in notice, or that the defendant has a meritorious defense. 

A commendable aspect of both House bills is the requirement for the creation 
of a Dispute Resolution Advisory Board. It is essential that the legislation pro
vide for sufficient participation by low-income people in the development, fund
ing, and evaluation of alternative dispute-resolution mechanisms. It is our hope 
that the Senate will agree to the provision found in the House versions regard:" 
ing the creation of such a board. In addition, we believe the legislation should 
include a specific minimum representation of consumers and consumer advocates 
on the Dispute Resolution Advisory Board. 

Finally, S. 423's reservation of 50 percent of all funds for grantees that do 
not meet the standards set forth in the bill holds out the promise for important 
innovations. At the same time, care should be taken so that experimentation does 
not violate the rights of consumers .. l\fost of the suggestions we have offered on 
these bills should apply to discretionary as well as non-discretionary grants. 

We support the goals of this legislation, which are similar to many of the 
purposes of the legal services program: to remove the barriers that stand between 
people of limited means and the fair resolution of their legal problems. We be
lieve that adoption of our recommendations will advance the goals of this legis
lation without impOSing rigid federal requirements on the states. We are grateful 
for the opportunity to comment on these bills and urge your subcommittee to 
consider our suggestions. 

Respectfully, 
DAN J. BRADLEY, Pre8ident. 

MOTOR VEHIOLE MANUFAOTURERS ASSOCIATION, 
Wa8hington, D.O., Ju~y 1, 19"19. 

Hon. ROBERT 'W. KASTEN MEIER, 
Ohairman, Subcommlittee on Oourts, Oivi~ Libertie8, and the Admini8tration of 

Justice, Oommittee on the Ju.diciary, 218"1 Rayburn Hou8e Office Building 
U.S. House Of Representatives, WaShington, D.O. ' 

DEAR M~. KASTEN MEIER : On behalf of eleven of its member companies 1 the 
Motor VehIcle Manufacturers Association of the United States wishes to express 
support for the principles contained in S. 423, H.R. 2863 and H.R 3119 the 
Dispute Resolution legislation now before your Subcommittee. MVMA me~bers 
are the major U.S. manufacturers of automobiles, buses and trucks producing 
more thaI?- 99 percent C?f all d~mestic motor yehicles. We support the develop
ment of dispute mechamsms whIch would prOVIde fair, expedient and inexpensive 
procedures for handling complaints. 

States, ~oc!llities and .non-profit organizations must be allowed flexibility to 
expand eXlstmg mechamsms or develop new ones suited to their own needs and 
circumstances. However, we are pi,eased to note that in the interest of fairness 
dispute re~olution mech~nisms rUI?-ded under the proposals would permit us~ 
by the .busmess commumty. 'Ye Wish to stress the need for guaranteeing such 
a~cess m order to a!tract busmess support of and participation in such mecha
msms. Because fundmg for the program will be limited we also hope that priority 

1 American Motors Corp .. ; Checker Motors Corp.; Chrysler Corp.; Ford Motor Co.; 
Freightl1ner Co.: General Motors Corp. i The Nolan Co.: PACCA.R, Inc.; Volkswagen of 
America, Inc. ; Walter Motor Truck Co. ; and White Motor Corp. 

----- --------------------~-------- -----------------------------------------------------------
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would be given to aiding mechanisms dealing specifically with consumer 
controversies. 

The Association also urges the Subcommittee to include a ban on payment 
of fees for attorneys acting in an adversary capacity. This would help ensure 
that informal mechanisms remain informal and do not evolve into extensions of 
the formal-and expensive--judicial system. The mechanisms funded under the 
legislation must retain their cooperative, informal character to guarantee their 
use by all segments of the consumer and business communities-and therefore 
their effectiveness and success. 

lVIVl\iA strongly supports the proposal to place administration of the Dispute 
Resolution Resource Center under the Department of .Justice. This D<uJartment, 
more than any other Federal entity, has the expertise and experience to ad
minister this program. We also would like to see the Justice Department assign 
existing staff to the program. This would aid in getting the program "off the 
ground" quickly, as well as help the project retain its temporary, experimental 
nature, and not become another Federal "perpetual life" program. Further, the 
legislation should not require the Department to consult with any other specific 
government entity or independent organization. The broad-based Advisory Board, 
as set out in H.R. 2863 and H.R. 3719, would be able to provide whatever addi
tional input the .Justice Department might need. 

In conclusion, we note that the Senate has passed S. 423, and we urge that 
your Subcommittee also report such legislation to allow early action by the 
House. A letter stating our pOSition also is being sent to Congressman Preyer, in 
the hopes that his Subcommittee also will act quickly on this farsighted concept. 

Very truly yours, 
V. J. ADDUOI. 

My name is Randolph J. Seifert, I am vice president and general counsel of 
the National Home Improvement Council, 11 East 44th Street, New York, N.Y. 

The National Home Improvement Council is a trade association serving the 
home improvement and remodeling industry. Its membership is just over 3,000: 
divided into national and local members. Our 60 national members are pre
dominantly manufacturers of material and equipment used in the industry, and 
include the shelter and trade publications. Our local membership is basically 
found in the 44 NHIC chapters in major market areas across America. Attached 
to this statement is a list of the National members and the chapter locations 
served by NHIC. The largest portion by far, of our membership is in the con
tractor community in these local chapters. 

The Dispute Resolution Act focuses on a crucial problem in our present ju
dicial system-providing easy access for all Americans in the resolution of minor 
civil disputes. According to a 1976 American Bar Association survey, two-thirds 
of our citizens now lack this access-a freedom intended by our founders to be the 
right of 'all and not the privilege of a few. 

The judicial process has not answered the needs of people who cannot afford 
Ill. wyers, and who lack the knowledge enabling them to represent themselves. 
It has not answered the needs of people who can neither afford nor understand 
the long delays of courtroom procedure. Too often the end result of these fail
ings is an exhaustion not only of finances, but of patience, courage, and hope. 

Many States, localities, private businesses, and neighborhood groups have 
established innovative and very successful programs for resolving disputes with
out resort to the courts. Although we must be careful to insure that the funda
mental legal rights of our citizens are not compromised, these alternatives can 
be effective means for providing access to justice where none exists. They often 
provide a quick, inexpensive and fair resolution of disputes-a resolution which 
in most cases satisfies the parties. 

There are approximately 20,000 businesses in the United States now using 
various methods of abritration in the settlement of consumer disputes. Five 
years ago, the Better Business Bureau began a nationwide consumer arbitr!l
tion program which is in most cases free and voluntary. Of the 23,000 cases III 
which the Bureau has offered arbitration, more than one-third were settled 
after the consumer and the business had agreed to arbitrate, but before a hear
ing took place. Awards from this process average about $100 with the three 
largest complaint categories being home improvement, car repair, and appliance 
pnrchases. According to the vice president of the Counsel of Better Business 
Bureaus more than 6,000 arbitrators have been trained in this nationwide pro
gram, a~d less than one-half of 1 percent of their awards have been challenged. 
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The Dispute Resolution Act of 1979 is an attempt to expand successful govern
lnent and indust.ry efforts by encouraging the states and others to experiment 
with various dispute res.olution mechanisms which will pl'ovide all persons con
venient access to justice'that is fab:, inexpensive, and expeditious, 

This legislation embraces an idea whose time is long overdue, The Dispute 
Resolution Act carries the long-standing support of the Department of ;rustice, 
the Department of Commerce, the American Bar Association, Congress Watch, 
many members of the State judiciary, a number of highly respected scholars, 
and many memberS of Congress. 1Ve owe a debt of gratitude to all of these peo
ple who have turned. this idea into a worlmble plan. We have a clear need, we 
have a clear plan, and/now we must make this legislation a reality. "Equal jus
tice under law" is the principle on which our judicial system was founded. It 
is the responsibility of this Oongress to make "Equal access to Justice" a funda
mental part of that ideal. 

The Dispute Resolution Act passed the Senate on April 5th. The National 
Home Improvement Council strongly urges the House to pass legislation to bring 
this concept into law. 
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NATIONAL 
HOME IMPROVEMENT 

COUNCIL ,INC. 

Nationl/ Home ImpravlIII~t Council 

o 

NHIC BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
1979 

OFfIC£RS 
Pr.sldent 
Eugetlfl B. Squires 
~fr6:7 r..4J:tIrtJC.t1on Cd. 
trWdam •• OhIo 
ht Viet p,"l~.nt 
Henry FCndolbosch 
\\tIlrlp.lOl Corporation 
Ber •• of" Harbor.-Mlch. 
2nd VIc. tlt .. ldtnt 
Felil¢ Op~helmer 

=~r:~moderers 
TruJU", 
W.vno E. Baker 
BiWlkof Amot'iea 
loo Angel". Cal. 

s.ctttary 
Noll Kelly 
Nell Kelly. Inc.. 
POftland. Ore. 
Immediate Pan Presrdent 
I:dward ~ MOlo 
Formica Corporation 
Cineinnall,. OhiQ 

Stiff Vice Pr .. ldmt & 
Ollnlral Coun.-I 

~:n~o:rc!jq~~!~~ 
NewYork,N,Y, 
Eueudve Vito Pntfdtnt 
John Hammo'h CAE 
NHIC H('ooQU4nCt$ 
NewYorlc~N.Y. 

NHIC INDUSTRY COUNCil CIIAIRMEN 
Contrac:ton Cou~11 Publbhltl Councl1 
Ronald Stem Robert Thorwn 
Bullt·Rlght Center 1001 Dl'Colll1ing lderu 
Ottrait,MIeh. NewYork.N,Y. 
LandIn Council Utilltl •• Council 
Guy SpOOd Joseph E. R_""'I 
Cleveland Trust Co. Wlscomln Ga, C(). 
ClMand, Ohio MilW3Ukl!i!, Wis. 
ManufRturtn CouncU 
~tJ. Sporkt 
Revere Aluminum Bldg. 

Products. Inc. 
Franklin Pad::-, Ill. 

REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENTS 
Northeast R.glon Nonh.Centrll R.gJon 
.Iames Bitrton Burt lling 
Tllo Comp.1nv.lnc,.. Abhlbl Corporallon 
Qrld!lePou. CoM. TroV. Mh::h. 
c.llfOfnll Rf(IIon. Nonhwlllffn R.glon 
Phillip Fet'di~ Ronald E. Potdew 
Valley Roofing Company Geotgi/t.PacHie Corp. 
San DJI!QO. Cal. Ponlond'. Ore. 
South.ast R.glon 
SI"""" Fjs~~r 

~:r~r,I~·Md. 
.SoutM:en .. oI R ..... 
Jerry D. Gre-en 
Texas Building Ptoduttl Co. 
Houston. rUM 

MidWflltrn R.olon 
R(lberl Aasmuuen 

3~~~~1~~~~~ Siding 

eas.·c.ntral Rtglon 

kr~;;G~,~f~ Products. Inc. 
PIUs,butVI, PenN. 

., 

Revere Aluminum Bldg. Ptod'ucu In:::. 

~6?;~~\!Ja:'~:WShuttefS, htl. 
~~on-AlIlndus1r1os 
Simp$on Timbor Co. 
Tapco PrOtNcl$ Co .. I"" 
V~" Mark Prod~tt Corp. 
VIPeo~ Inc, 
Wdel Corp. of Amerl~ 
Whirlpool CorporaUQfl 
Z·Bfid: Corporation 
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CHAPTERS DIRECTORS 

BallilnOfc. Maryland Sydney Kemper 
Blrmfnghom, Alabama A. l" Stephens 
Boston, Mass. Fred 91~n't' 
auU.1lo, New York: Norman Kaplan 
C&lifoU'lia fABCAl- John laspina 
Carlton. Ohio '.; Gerald Ortman 
Ctlieaao. III. Marvin Levin 
Cinclnoati, Ohio David Martin 
Oevelandt Ohio Robert P. Becht 
Columbia. S.c. Michaa! Whatley 
Dalla3, Texas Mard. Thompsoo 
Denver, Cq,lorado Richard tlargis Ci 
De$ Moifle$, Iowa W. J. Eyster 
Oetrolt~ Mieh. Ron Stem 
Erie, Penna. Rlclc Griffith 
Grand Raptds. MI¢\. Robert RltSmussen 
Houston, Te)ttlS Mafta" Kaplan 
KBn5aS City. Mo. f..-ronon Mann 
Utlle Rock. Arkansas Russell EriCkson 
Miami, Florida RQben Lavne 
MlI'MJl.lkeo. \Vis. MaNin JohOSOl1 
Minneapolis, Minn. ,~~\ Mike M3her 
New York. N.¥. John HItSS1J 
Peoria, m. ken 8oga,rd 
Pittsburgh, Penna. Murrav Oroo 
Ponland, O'efiJOn George Smlth 
St. l':N~ Mo. BIll Rose 
Salt Lake CItY. Utah David M.mnlog 
Seattle, Washinglon Ray Whelal1 
Springfield. Mass. William Harper 
Toledo, Ohio Leo Hall 
WashJog\on, D,C. Leon BeH 

• American Building Cot1lfaCl0rl As.soclatlQO: 
AlamedalSanta elMl, Cal. 
Les Mgel ... Cal. 
Monle",,'~ Cal. 
Nor,., Tahoe, Caf, 
Orange County. Cal. 
San Diego. Cal, 
San Francisco. Cal. 
San Cabriclf Cal. 
Visalia, Cal. 

Honorary Ch.I,mm of the &.atd 
Pa1 P,,,ldent 
Prnldtnt. ABCA 
Director of We.ttm OporatJoni 
SenIor Consuttant 

Paul B. Shoemaker 
Alben H. Fav 
tla!Smi1h 
AnnDhd f0t11afne 
OJesler S. Stackpole 

" 

THE NATIONAL HOME 
IMPROVEMENT COUNCIL, INC. 

The Na!lonat Home Improvement Council is the 
natlonWtde trade aSSOCiation tepresetlhng all 
sogmel1ts olltJD home Improvement industry in 
America II WM lounded In 1956 as an oulgrOWlh 01 
"Operatlon Home Improvement." &0 Industry·wide 

r~~~~~ ~~h~~ec:,~:rP~~~~'~afo~r t~I~~~ 
51unolale IhO nat~'s economy by Ollpandmg 1M 
hOme remodehncL"..narkel 

Us purposes and ObJectIVes, as dehncd 1ft liS 
Bylaws, are as follOws 

• To promolo the common busi.~ss IOIere51s 01 
IhO$e engaged," the home Improvemenl 
mduslry 

• To encoI.Imge ethical conduct, good boSIOCSS 
praCtICes, and plolosslOnabsm 10 the l10me 
unprOVOlTlontlndusiry 

• To lOiter cooperaUve aclltXlIf'I ad'lancmg by all 
lawful means the common purposes 01 tts 

,J?,'>. mambOts 
_ To sponsor educahonal programs and actNillcs 

lor the boneht and enLghlenment 01 ils 
mambe,s, 

• To conduct programs to IOlorm the public ollha 
oeed IOf and adv4!lIJQeG 01 malnlalnlOg • 
homos III good condlbon and 10 thereby h~lp 
IfJlProve \he nallOll's hOUSIllQ Inventorv. 

• To fecommcnd such 1e00staiion and reg uta lion! 
whtch can nalp stimulate home Jmprovements 
and to recommend corrective 8eltOn 101" those 
In.ws. rules Of fegulaliOn& WhIch tend 10 
discourage, SMJ~. or Impede home 
tmprcwement!i . ., -:> 

• To conduct C)f engage In an lawfUl actiVities in 
~~I~':I~~:!r: to{egomg purposes, Of 

NHIC e~lsls to serve overy segment althe 
homo Improvement Indu5try-the ~lractOfS. 
manulaClUfcrs. Wholesalers and dlSlilbtJlOlS, 
lendmg tn.SlltuIIOflS. energy lllC!ustnes, and 
pubhcallon:i_every type 01 buSiness wtuel\ benefits 
thraugn the ConllOued growth 01 Amenca's d)'N!lT\IC 
homo IfTlprovCfl\8nt market 

The govert'ling body of NHIC Is lis Board 01 
Osrectots, wtuch peilOfms tne pollcy·maklng llJl"ltbon 
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NATIONAL 
HOME IMPROVEMENT COUNCIL 

Code of Ethics 
Members of the National Homo Improve---

~~~~s~~~~ P~~~g~ly~i~:n:: 
and responsibility In dealing wilt! .the public: 
1. By encouraging only those homo Im

provement projects which aro struelur· 
ally and ocooomically sound. 

'2. By maldng. In aU advertising, only those 
statements Which are aCOirate and Iree 
01 the capacity to mislead or deceive tho 
consumer, 

3; By Jequlring all salesmen to be accurate 
In their description of products and sor· 
vices. 

4. By writing all conlracts so that Ihey are 
unambiguous and falr to all parties con
cerned. 

S. By IXomPIly lullilling all conlractual obU· 
ga~9ns. 

6. By performlng aU work. In a manner 
compatible with recognlzed standards of 
publiC health, safety and applicablo laws. 

NATIONAL tlEADOUARTERS 
Natlonal Homo: Improvement Council 
11 EaS144St, 
New Vork. N.V. 10017 
12121867·0121 

WASHINGTON OFFICE 
National Home Improvement Council 
3 National Preu Building 
14t. & F Str ..... N.W. 
Washington. D.C. 20045 
12021393-0707 

WESTERN OPERATIONS OFFICE 
American Building CcnnBCtors Assn. 
2476 Overland Ave, . 
Lor Angeles. ClIIiI. 90064 
12131 S5!J.S664 
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STATEMENT BY WILLIAM R. KEYES, PRESIDENT, NATIOXAL MANUFACTURED Hous
ING FEDERATION, REGARDING THE DISPUTE RESOLUTION ACT, R.R. 3719, R.R. 
2863, S.423 

This statement in support of R.R. 3719, sponsored by Mr. Eckhardt, is filed by 
the National l\fanufactured Housing FederatJon through its President, William 
R. Keyes. At the same time, a statement is also being filed by the Ohio Mobile 
Home and Recreational Vehicle A.ssociation, Oil@ of the state member associations 
of the national Federation, through its Executive Vice President, Gene Keener. 

NMRF is a nationwide federation of 21 state and one regional association of 
manufactured housing dealers, park operators and developers, suppliers, manu
facturers, and lenders. States which are members of the Federation are: Arizona, 
California, Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Mar~7Iand, Michigan, Mis
souri, Montana, Nevada, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon,' Pennsylvania, South 
Oarolina, Texas, Virginia and Washington. 

In the 2* years of its existence, NMRF has grown to represent approximately 
70% of this country's manufa-ctured housing dealers. 

After we have presented the reasons why NMRF supports this legislation, the 
statement submitted by Mr. Keener on behalf of the Ohio MR & RV Association 
will explain the Oonsumer Review ComIY.littee which has helped to eztablish in 
Ohio a mechanism for handling complaints concerning manufactured homes. 
NMHF is proud to support the Ohio program, which offers an informative, practi
cal example of how beneficial to both consumers and businesses informal dispute 
resolution can be. 

As an organization consisting primarily of manufactured housing dealers, park 
developers and operators, Federation members represent the crucial link in the 
distrihution chain between manufacturers and consumers. Our experience in this 
position close to the consumer has made us intimately aware of warranty, main
tenance and repair issues which can arise after the purchase of a manufactured 
home. It is the dealer or park operator to whom consumers normally take their 
-complaints. 

We must first emphasize that the complaint record of the manufactured hous
ing industry is a good one. About 10 million manufactured homes are currently in 
use. In 1978, 275,000 homes were shipped nationwide. Only about 7,000 complaints 
were registered with either the Department of Rousing and Urban Develop
ment or the State Administrative Agency (SAA) responsible for handling manu
factured housing complaints. Many of these complaints concerned only minor or 
cosmetic problems. Despite this outstanding record of service, the manufactured 
housing industry recognizes that improvement in consumer satisfaction can al
ways be made. 

The bills under consideration would help achieve this by establishing specifiC 
entities de!:ligrua.ted as complaint or dispute receivers. The beneficial impact of 
this special designation has been demOllstrated in already operating programs, 
such as AUTOOAP (consumer panel for automobiles) ; MAOAP (Major A.ppn
ance Consumer Action Panel) ; and HOW (warranty program for home buyers). 

Moreover, Oongress lIas already expressed its support for dispute resolution 
by enacting Section 110 of the Magnuson-Moss Act (P.L. 93-637). Althougu that 
provision concerns warranty disputes only, the intent of Congress to encourage 
non-judicial, informal mechanisms for dispute resolution is clear. 

Pursuant to Section 110 and FTO regulations thereunder (16 CFR 703), the 
warrantor may establish a settlement procedure which mu<:t be exhausted by 
the consumer before the consumer can initiate a civil action. Decisions of the 
dispute procedure are not legally binding, a.lthough they are admissible in 
evidpn('e. 

NMHF endorses procedures for the voluntary resoluiton of consumer probleml"l. 
However, it is important that voluntary nonprofit organizations he USE-d. as well 
as g'overnmental a):!'encies. Because the legislation under ('onRidl"ratjon is deRilwfld 
to fund experimental programs, all avenues and perspectives should be explored 
an.<lencouraged. The private sector undoubtedly can offer creative programs de
rived from its experiences whiCh might be beyond the scope of governmental 
agency operations. 

NMHF, like many other industry organizations, is concerned about tIle con
sumers who choose 'Our products. While some buyers' complaints may he ex:
aggerated. other allegations mav bfl justifipd. Afanv NM"HF meTnl'el'R are nea]ers 
in 'a position between manufacturers and consumers, We l'aali?le that there are 
two sides to every story. We usnaHy heat them both. Since it is impoRRihle to 
make a product with zero defects, we must be ready to respond to legitimate 
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complaints that are filed. NMHF recognizes that the consumer is the key to this 
industry's fu~ure .. We are prepared to meet the consumer's legitimate needs. 
. In ma~y .sItua~IOns, the dealer or park operator has gainea yeu.l.°S or insight 
III negotIatlllg dIsputes between manufacturers, installers, repair and service 
~eople, .lenders, and consum~rs. Most of the problems are now handled informally, 
If possIble, and hopefully wIth(rnt baving, to resort to traditional legal remedies. 
. Our experiences in this type of negot,ation pLove to us tl.e llllmenl:iI,' ('ulltrilm

tion to both consumer welfare and business interests that a network of informal 
dispute resolution procedures could pl.·ovide. ~\he need is there for mechanisms 
upon which all parties can rely confidently to give impartial and complete 
consideration of disputed issues. 

The current burden on our court system from the thousands of lawsuits .:filed 
each day serves to frustrate both the courts and those who seek relief from 
that forum. Many people have problems that are substantial enough to cause 
them i1;tcon.venience or hardship .b~t are not considered appropriate for judicial 
determmatlOn. Clearly, a llOn-.JudlCIal alternative is despelately needed. II: the past few years, new types of mediation panels have been established. 
TheIr purpose.s range from. screening cases before they are filed in court (for 
exa~ple! medIcal malpractice panels) to resolving mInor criminal actions by 
arbItratIOn rather than adjudiction. These types of innovative solutions should 
be encouraged. The proposed bills can go a long way towards fostering these" 
alternatives. 

Each of the bills would establish a Resource Center which ,yould serve as a 
c~earlnghouse for the exchange vf information as well as provide technical as
SIstance and conduct research to discover the most deserving areas in which to 
concentrate national efforts. 

Both House bills include an Advisory Board composed of goyernment officials, 
business persons, academicians, community ancI consumer groups, attorneys and 
state courts. The vast range of experience that would be provided by this broad 
cross-section would help to promote a balanced approach to the formation and 
implementation of informal dispute resolution mechanisms. 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, all of the bills provide funding for 
state and local governments and nonprofit organizations who receive approval 
by the. Attorney ~eneral for their plans to create or improve existing dispute 
resolution mechamsms. Although the federal government's maximum share of 
any project's cost diminishes from 100 to 60 percent by the fourth year of the 
grant, this significant federal contribution to local initiative can be a Itey factor 
ill the succel':S of new programs or improvements. 

The eligibility of nonprofit organizations is particularly important to NlVIHF 
because it indicates that industry members who wish to develop mechanisms 
similar to the Ohio Association's cou1d apply for funding to help consnmers 
sf'rviced by the industr;r. Thus, IJriYate nonprofit groups can make a substan
tial contribution in devising creative new systems for dispute resolution. 

Although the three bills concerning dispute resolution, S. 423 H.n. 2863 and 
H.R. 37.19, are very similar in both tiieir goals and their spe~ific provisions, 
NMHF supports most strongly H.R. 3719, introduced by Congressman Eckhardt. 

The reasons why NMHF prefers H.R. 3719 are as follows: 
. 1. In contra~t to S. 423, H:R. 3719 does not include a statutory 50/50 division 
lU the allocatIon of funds. S. 423 would set aside lIalf of the funds for state 
grant applicants with national priority projects. All other state local and non
profit organization projects would have to share the remainh;g llaif. Private 
nonprofit groups might be deterred from competing for these limited funds. 
This statutory limitation could create needless frustration if the types of meri
~orious a~plications submitted for funding prove the 50/50 allocation to be 
InapproprIate. ° 

2. Unlike H.R. 2863, H.R. 3719 does not place a statutory $200,000 cap on the 
am?unt of assistance available to anyone project during any fiscal year. NMHF 
belIeves that, as in the case of the 50/50 allocatioll, a statutory limit is too in
flexible, although guidelines which suggest a monetary ceiling may prove useful 
in budgeting available funds. 

3. Finally, H.R. 3719 authorizations are the most reasonable, considering the 
t3sk of national importance whicl1 lies ahead of the entities participating in the 
pl'ogram. This bill would authorize $3,000,000 a year for the next five years to 
('over the costs of the Resource Center and Advisory Board, and $15,000,000 a 
year f-or the next fiye years to be applied to funding grants for programs. 
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In conclusion, NMHF, whose member associations have experience as .me~ia
tors in the manufactured housing industry, recognizes the v.aluable con~l'lbutIon 
which federal funding and coordination of disput~ :esol~tIOn mec?amsms can 
provide. We urge you to review the procedures descrlb~d III the OhIO l\1~ & RV 
A~sociation's statement. NMBF is proud to support thIS fine effort by Its state 
roember association to react responsibly to consumer ~emands . 

We strongly support the bills before these SubcommIttees today and commend 
you for considering them. Thank you. 

NATIONAL SENIOR CITIZENS LAw CENTER, 
Los Angeles, Oalif., June ~6. 19"19. 

Hon. ROBER'r W. KA8TENMEIER, .. . 
Ohairman, S'ubco1nm'ittee on 001trts, Oivil Lioerties ana the ~a1n'tn'tst1a~'t01z, of 

Ju,sUce, Oommittee on the J1taiciary, Hmtse of Rep1'osentatwes, Waslwz,gton, 
D.O. 

DEAR CONGHESSMAN KASTENMEIER: Thank you for your ldnd letter of June 13, 
1979, asking for my thoughts concerning di~pute res~luti~~ .and the elderly. 

I am the Executiye Director of the NatIOnal Semor CItizens Law Center, a 
Legal Services Corporation and Administration OJ?- ~ging fupded support cer:ter 
concerned with the special legal needs of the natIOn s elde~.;r. In that ca~acIty, 
I have become keenly aware of the shortcomings of the tradItional court-orI;nted 
mechanisms for dispute resolutioll-eSpecially in the context ~f elderly dISput
ants. Older persons often do not have the several years reqUIred. to pl!rsue a 
matter through the court system i or, because they have grown up III a dIfferent 
era they may distruct that stmnge and a:ien system and w?uld prefer ~to have 
their disputes resolved in n more informal was:. Thus, I b;lieve your e~orts to 
expand the possibilities for informal commumty-based dIspute resolution are 
extremely timely and significant, not only for the population at large, but espe-
ciully for the e:derly. . ' 1 d 

A preliminary review of the alternative dispute resolutIOn mechamsms ~ rea y 
in place indicates that the vast majority of such projeets are not partIcularly 
sensitive to, or focused on, the special needs of the elderly. I would t~us hope that 
any :egislation which is ultimately enacted by the Congress. wo~ld III some way 
address the concerns of the nation's often most neglected lllIllority-the elderly. 

In many foreiO'n countries and ethnic communities within the U.S., ;lders have 
traditionally acted in the role of dispute mediators. Often elde.r~ enJoy respect, 
life experience, and freedom from speci;!ic job pressures and p.oiltics. Most of the 
community dispute resolution projects currently underway ~n. the U.S. do not 
adequately exp',ore this new and exciting role for o~r .old~r cltIzen.s. As you are 
well aware, a vast national resource is presently Slttlllg .Idle-retIre~ teach~rs, 
accountants, businessmeu, judges, and attorneys. Expel'l~ental. proJe~ts USI~g 
these retired citizellB will hopefully be set up under any disJute resolutIOn legIS-
lation enacted by Congress. . . h fi ld 

1\11'. Chairman your efforts and the efforts of your subcommIttee I~ t e ~ 
of dispute resoll~tion are extremel;r exciting aI;d th;y hold the promIse ?f ~~
ni.:ficantly altering the way in WhICh commumty dIs~utes are resolY.ed 111 • e 
US If the National Senior Citizens Law Center can III any way aSSIst you III 
y~u~ work, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely yours, PAUL S. NATHANSON, 
Jl]a:ecutive Director. 

STATE1\IENT OF THE OHIO MOBILE HOME AND RECREATION VEHICLE ASSOCIATION, 
BY' GENE KEENER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, REGARDING THE DISPUTE RESOLU-
'rION ACTS, H.R. 3719, H.R. 2863, S. 423 

This statement, in support of prOI)Osed dispute l'esol~tion legi~la~ion, is subb: 
mitted by the Ohio l\Iobile Home and Recreiltional. Yelncle. A~soc~atIOn throug 
its Executive Yice President, Gene Keener. The OhIO a~soClUtion IS compo.sed of 
m'lllufactured housing dealers, manufacturers, lenders, lllsurers and SUPpli~~. 

<I I ]976 the association, in cooperation with the Attorney General of 10, 
est~blished an innovative dispute settlement p~'ocedure to r~solve consumer c~m
plaints. The success of the prograUl is now eVIdent. It prOVIdes a demonstratIOn, 
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of the potential benefits that can be achievtii in settling consumer and other 
types of disputes under any of the proposed Dispute Resolution Acts. 

First, let us put the creation of Ohio's program in historical perspective. In 
1975, several dealers in Ohio were alleged to be in violation of the Ohio Con
sumer Sales Practices Act. Some of these dealers went out of bUSiness, leaving 
behind many unsatisfied consumer complaints which threatened to damage the 
purchasers of manufactured housing and the public perception of our entire in
dustry if left ull1'emedied. 

In order to help the industry regulate itself more conscientiously and to re
spond to co: jumer demands, the Board of Directors and staff of the state associa
Uon, with the assistance and advice of the Ohio Attorney General's Office, 
crea.ted a Consumer Education Relations Program. This program is a totally sepa
rate and self-supporting division of the Ohio association. 

I!'ollowing is a brief description of how the plan is designed and the success 
the program has enjoyed so far. tVe should mention that our experience with 
the program has demonstrated that use of all of the formal steps is rarely neces
sary. Often we can bypass an intermediate step to resolve th--: complaint even 
sooner and more informally. 

Every purchaser of a new manufactured home in OVio receives from the 
Association a letter of congratulations and a Consumer St-:-;~ce Procedure card 
which outlines the available complaint process. The notice also explains that 
other avenues for remedying problems are available, such as the Better Business 
Bureau, the Office of the Attorney General and state and federal warranty laws. 
..:\. copy of the letter and notice is attached to this statement as Attachment A. 

For ea~h comp!Rint received by the aSSOCiation, its Board of Directors appoints 
a Complamt R~-new Con:uuittee. The Committee initially advises all complainants 
to contact theIr dealer If they have not already done so. Some complaints 'are 
~esolved . at ~his ea~ly stage. Frequently a complaint form requE'sting detailed 
mformatlOn IS reqmred from the homeo\vner. \Vhen the form is returned to the 
Committee, .the Committee forwards a 'copy to the party it beleives is responsible 
for the subJe~t matter underlying' the complaint. This may be the manufacturer, 
dealer, supplIer or park operator. At the same time, a copy is sent to the Ohio 
Attorney General's Office. 

"Within. 14 days the recipient of the complaint form must report in writing 
what acbon has been taken to r-esolve the complaint. If the recipient fails to 
respond, the Co~mittee decides who is responsible for resolving the complaint 
and wh~t remedIal steps have been taken so far. The Committee then informs the 
respo?sIble 'p~rty ,a~d the A~torney G~ner~l of its findings. The Committee may 
~ase It~ deCISIOn on mformabon con tamed m the file 01' it may conduct a physical 
mspecbon. 
. If the respons~ble lJa~ty does not respond to the .findings within a reasonable 

bm.e, the CommIttee WIll authorize a competent third party to take whatever 
actIons are necessary to remedy the problem. This person's services are paid for 
by th~ Consume~' Relations Program. If the Program's funds are used, the re
~ponsI~le partJ: IS r~quested to appeal' before the Board of Directors to explain 
I.tS actI?n.s. or mact.lOn. I~ !he Board affirms the Committee's determination of 
responsIbIl~ty and, III addItIon, .finds the party to be liable for the resolution of 
the compl~m~, then the party must reimburse the Program or be terminated from 
mem~er~hlp III O~ll' state association. The Attorney General is also 110tified of the 
aSSOCIatiOn's actIon . 
. !n ,a wors.t case si~uation, where tlle responsible party fails to respond and a 

th.lrd party IS authorIzed to remedy the complaint. a maximum of 70 days is per
mlt.ted from the date that the complaint form is filed. In most instances com-
plamts are resolved in half that time. ' 

We in Ohio are very proud of our program and our cooperative efforts with the 
~ttorney General's Office. After three years in operation, over 55 on-site inspec
tions have been conducted. We have resolved over 310 complaints received in our 
office out of n total of 390 referred to the Association 

Most gratifying, however, are the letters of thanks that we have received from 
t!Ie consumers. who benefitted from our dispute resolution program. Time after 
tIme these wrIters express their appreciation for having somewhere to go when 
th~Y had problems. A recent letter from one satisfied consumer is attached to 
thIS statement as an example (Attachment B). 
. Furth~rmore, in order to reduce consumer dissatisfaction and misunderstand
lllgS WhICh can lead to complaints, the Ohio association has fashioned a com
plementary program of dealer training. By instructing sales personnel about the 
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scope and content of their legal obligations to consumers, the association hopes 
to prevent situations that result in comp~aints. A copy of one of our trainin.g 
aids concerning the Magnuson-Moss Act is attached as an example of this pro
gram (Attachment C). 

A Dispute Resolution Act could help tund other programs such as ours to 
help to expand and improve our program. Our experience has shown us that 
nonprofit industry associations, because they are familiar with the types of 
problems likely to arise, establish fair dispute resolution mechanisms which are 
both impartial and beneficial to their customers. 

Of course, the bills before you today address more than just consumer com
plaints, and many informal disputes among neighbors, business partners and 
others would benefit from non-judicial resolution mechanisms. 

However, consumer problems have been our main emphasis, and we have 
been pleased to eliminate much consumer and business frustration. As one per
son who used Ohio's program wrote to us: "If there were more places a consumer 
could go for help, a lot more people would not have the problems they feel they 
ha ve to put up with." 

We commend these Subcommittees and the sponsors for their initiative in 
conSidering this legislation. We urge its enactment. 

GENE KEENER, 
JJ)a:ecutive Vice Pre8ident . 

OONSUMER SERVICE DEPARTMENT, MOBILE HOME DIVISION, 
OHIO MOBILE HOME & RECREATIONAL VEHICLE ASSOCIATION, 

Oolu,mb1('s, Ohio. 
DEAR HOMEOWNER: COngratulations to you and your family for your recent 

purchase of a mobile home. The dealer, the manufacturer and our State Asso
ciation, each want to commend you for your selection of the mobile home, and 
equally as important, we hope you will enjoy it to it's fullest advantage. 

'The designer of YOUI' mobile home, the craftsmanship of the manufacturer and 
the decorator, each carefully planned your mobile home to give you a "life style" 
of elegance and convenience. "We want you, your family, to enjoy your mobile 
home to it's maximum. 

Owning a mobile home is like owning a conventional type home. It is not 
maintenance free, and periodically requires attention the same as any other 
form of housing. Prior to 'delivery of your mobile home to you, it was carefully 
examined and serviced by your dealer and should provide you with years of 
comfortable living. Enclosed, for your convenience if needed, is a Consumer 
Service Procedure card. 

We, the dealer, the manufacturer, sincerely hope your mobile home has been 
and continues to be, the pride of your family. 

Very truly yours, 

Enclosure. 

GENE L. KEENER, 
EaJ~(}lttive V'ice P1'e8idernt. 

CONSUMER SERVlOE PROOEDURE 1 

1. Notify your dealer of any service requirements. 
2. Notify the manufacturer if the dealer fails to respond. 
3. Contact the Ohio Mobile Home and Recreational Vehicle Association, Colum

bus, Ohio. When a complaint is received in the Association, either by telephone 
or correspondence, the mobile home owner or Tecreational vehicle owner will be 
advised to contact his dealer first, if he }.las not already done so. The Ohio 
Mobile Home & Recreational Vehicle AssCiciation staff members receiving the 
complaint will determine the following: 

(a) Complainants' name, address, phone number; 
(b) The dealer name and address; 
(c) The manufacturers name; 
(d) Date of purchase; 
(e) Brand name; and 
(f) Name of Financial Institution .holding lien. 

Each complaint shall be entered into a record and a file established. 
A complaint form shall be mailed1co the owner requesting additional detailed 

information concerning the nature of the complaint and other pertinent data. 

liProvlded as a courtesy of the OhIo l\{oblle Home & Recreational Vehicle Association. 
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When the form is returped, copies are forwarded to the dealer, the manu
facturer, lienholder, and/or the supplier when applicable. A coyer letter shall be 
enclosed with copies of the complaint form being mailed, requesting tIle recipient 
to respond within fourteen (14) days. After the duration of tIle fourteen (14) 
days, 1f the manufacturer Or the dealer fail to respond, tllen the Association 
shall directly contact the dealer or manufacturer and the consumer and arrange 
a meeting, mutually agreed to, whereby the complaint form shall be discussed 
with those principals involved. 

If in the opinion of the Revie,,, Board the consumer is at fault, or partially 
thereof, then such report as determined by the Review Board shall be forwarded 
to the office of the Ohio A.ttorney General, Division of Consumer Frauds and 
Grimes, Columbus, Ohio. 

4. You may contact the office of your local Better Business Bureau. 
5. You may contact the office of the Attorney General, State of Ohio, Division 

of Consumer Frauds and Crimes, Columbus, ,Ohio. 
6. You may pursue your legal remedy in the courts for damages under state 

Hnd federal warranty laws. 
If the dealer or manufacturer disclaim any responsibility then the complaint 

form shall be referred to a Review Board comprised of members of the said 
.-\..ssociation for their inYestigation and findings. If tlle dealer Or manufacturer 
are determined by the Review Board to be responsible for the repair of the 
mobile home and either or both fail to do so, they may be subject to expulsion 
from membership of the Ohio Mobile Home and Recreational Vehicle Associa
tj on, and copies of all pl'oceedings shall be forwarded to the offic·e of the At
t(lrney General, State of Ohio, Division of Consumer Frauds and Crimes, Co
lumbus, Ohio. 

Note: It is l'esonable to expect the consumer to allow each procedure a fair 
p~riod of time to be effective. 

OHIO MOBILE HOME ASSOCIATION, 
50 We8t Broda street, 
Oolumbu8, Ohio 
(Attention of Patty Thornton). 

MAy 22, 1979, Sidney, Ohio. 

DEAR Ms. THORNTON: Yesterday (5-21-79) Schult's repair man came to do 
the work your association asked to be done on my mobile home. Today he is 
finishing the work. 

They could not match the ceiling in the living room, so all of that had to be 
replaced. I may add they did not complain. 

He installed complete new front entrance, new west window, sealed ends of 
roof where it had leaked and spot painted same inside. 

I want to thank you and all the members of your association for the interest 
you took to see the work was done. 

If their were more places a consumer could go for help a lot more people 
would not have the problems they feel they have to put up Witll. 

Thank you again your help is much appreciated. 
Sincerely, 

JEAN M. RHYAN. 
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CD A, t" ~~Magnuson-Moss f'.C 

A sales training aid prepared as part of 
the Consumer Education/Re!ations Pr~gr!'lm 

Ohio Mobile Home, & Recreational Vehicle ASSOCiation \: 
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Today - at every level of government -laws are being adopted to protect the 
consumer's interests. In the main, they represent attempts to make it illegal ... and 
punishable ... to mislead, misinform or even fail to inform the consumer of infor
mation enforcement agencies deem should be conveyed. For the most part, the job 
of complying with these laws falls upon the retailer- in our industry's case, the 
mobile home dealer and his or her salespeople. 

.violation of these laws is a major offense. In Ohio, violations or alleged viola
tions in the mobile home industry have resulted in the dealer(s) having to place 
thousands of dollars in escrow to settle consumer complaints. Some of the indus
try's largest manufacturers have been compelled to sign multi-faceted consent 
decrees that will require millions of dollars be spent to clarify and service war
ranties. This, eventually, will affect both the price of their products and the very 
nature of mobile home dealership's business. 

One of the most far-reaching laws adopted by the Federal governmel1t is 
known as the Magnuson-Moss Act. It deals with product warranties - guarantees 
about product performance, repair, replacement, et cetera. 

Everyone who makes a product for sale to the public or sells any product to 
the public is affected by this law. It does not necessarily make it more difficult to 
sell a product. It does make it necessary to know more about the product and the 
guarantees that back it up. 

The industry can and is coping with this new set of imposed requirements. It is 
costly ... but less costly than failure to do so. More importantly, it must be done in 
order to remain in business. 

We share the hope of federal, state and local government officials that, in the 
long run, these laws will strengthen the businesses that learn to comply with 
such laws. 

Almost all of them have one thing in common. 
When we purchase something ... especialll( something with a sizable price 

tag ... VI;;;~ want to be certain that whatever guarantees or promises that have been 
made about that product are kept. This includes Iknowing who's going to do what 
when it comes to backing up those guarantees. 

Since July, 1975, the federal government has been involved in making certain 
manufacturers and dealers spell out what those gUiarantees are. At the same time, 
it has specified what must be done to satisfy the buyer if something does go wrong. 
The law involved is known as the "Magnuson-Moss Act." 

Insofar as mobile home dealers and dealer salesmen are concerned there is 
nothing about all this that should make it more difficult to sell mobile homes. As a 
matter of fact, it can be used as a positive selling point where the buyer is particu
larly concerned about guarantees made about the product. 

At the same time it means each of us must be more aware of the whole subject 
of product warranties and how to handle the subject when dealing with customers. 
You have a responsibility to learn as much as possible about both subjects. 

About Warranties ... 

Please keep in mind that there are three types of warranties: 
Warranties Made By The Manufacturer 
1. Written warranties backed by the mobile home manufacturer. 
2. Written warranties (on self contained components) backed by the manu-

facturer of products installed in the mobile home. 
Warranties Made By The Dealer (and his salesmen) 
1. Implied warranties imposed by law on the dealer. 
Written Warranties Made By The Manufacturer 
Because of the federal law, almost all mobile home manufacturers are pro
viding more and more printed explanations of (1) who is the warrantor; (2) 
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who is entitled to the protection of the warranty; (3) what is warrant~d; and 
(4) what the warrantor will do and for how long. Generally, these details vary, 
from manufacturer to manufacturer. However, each manufacturer tends to be 
the same for all models. 
It is important that you tell every prospective purchaser that all manufacturer
backed warranties are as stated in printed material provided by the manu
facturer. Explain that OMH&RVA members ask every buyer to read t~e 
material that is provided by the manufacturer before they purchase the unit. 
Also explain this material covers the four points of information itemized in 
the above paragraph. 
Each salesman should be aware that there are two types of manufacturer
backed warranties as explained above. It may be helpful to know the major 
items that are covered by each type of warranty. However, always say that the 
details of these warranties are spelled out in the printed literature ... and 
this literature is what the purchaser can rely upon. 
Implied Warranties Imposed By State Law Upon The Dealer 
"Implied Warranties" are those imposed by state law. The law of Ohio pro
vides that whether or not you put anything in writing or make any verbal 
representations, by law there is an "implied warranty" that the seller warrants 
that he has good title; the right to transfer same free and c.lear; that th.e 
product is fit for the ordinary purpose for which it is used; and If the buyer IS 
relying on the seller's judgment to select the product, the. s~lIer ~arra!'ts 
that the goods shall be fit for that purpose. A seller cannot limit the Implied 
warranty if the limitation is unreasonable and cannot impose a time limit on 
the implied warranty. 

What To Do 
At some point, every sales presentation shquld include a comment about 
warranties. Tell the customer about the different types of warranties and the 
four items of specific information included in each warranty: 

1. Who is the warrantor. 
2. Who is entitled to the protection of the warranty; 
3. What is warranted. 
4. What the warrantor will do and for how long. 

Any time there's a specific question about warranties, offer to let the customer 
see and read the manufacturer's or dealer's printed material. You can sum
marize what you understand it to be, but always be certain to say the printed 
warranty is what counts and you will be happy to have the customer read 
through It at his or her convenience. 
Generally, mobile home dealers are making every effort to avoid verbal 
promises. In fact, they should not be made. AI! promises must be in the 
written contract. The risk of adverse actions is simply too great. However, 
where verbal promises are made, the salesman must make it clear to the 
purchaser that the promise must be approved by either the owner or the 
sales manager. 
Be certain you know what your dealer is prepared to promise or guarantee 
the customer ... and whether the promise will be made verbally or in writing. 
If in doubt, ask! 

This publication and the editorial matter contflined therein has been prepared by and remains the property of 
the Ohio Mobile Home & Recreational Vehicle Association. Any use, reproduction or sale of this material. in 
whOle or in part, without the expressed written consent of the Ohio Mobile Home & Recreational Vehicle 
Association is prohibited. 
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SEARS, ROEBUOK AND CO., 
Wa8hingon, D.O., May 81,1979. 

Re R.R. 2863, R.R. 3719, and S. 423 The Dispute Resolution Act. 
ROll. ROBERT V{. KASTENMEIER, 
Ohairman, S,ltbcommittee on Oourt8, Oivil Libert'ie8 and the Admini8tration of 

JU8tice, U.S. HO'1t8e Of Bep1'e8entative8, Washington, D.O. 
DEAR OITAIRUAN KASTEN MEIER : Sears, Roebuck and Co. supports in R.R. 2863, 

H.R. 3719 and S. 423 the general concept providing for federal financial assist
ance to improve dispute l'Bsolution mechanisms by making such mechanisms acces
sible, effective, fair, inexpensive, and expeditious. 

1.'he three proposals under consideration are similar in that all would pro
vide for the Attorney General to administer a financial grant program to support 
newly created or established dispute resolution mechanisms meeting speCified 
funding criteria. 

Only state or local governments, state or local government agencies, or non
profit organizations would be permitted to receive financial aid to establish or 
maintain a dispute resolution program. These dispute resolution mechanisms 
\yould operate to resolve minor consumer, landlord-tenant, and neighborhood dis
putes, for example, by such methods as arbitration, mediation, conciliation and 
adjudica tion. 

Each bill would provide for the establishment within the Justice Department of 
a Dispute Resolution Resource Center which would serve as a clearinghouse for 
information exchange on dispute resolution mechanisms. The centers would also 
provide technical assistance to state and local governments and to grant re
cipients to improve and establish dispute resolution programs. 

In 1978, Sears submitted written comments to both the House Commerce and 
Judiciary Committees on S. 957, a bill identical to S. 423 which is now being 
considered along with R.R. 2963 and R.R. 3719 by the Rouse Courts Subcom
mittee and Consumer Protection Subcommittee. 

1.'he following comments reflect our continued endorsement of the concepts 
embodied in the instant proposals, upon which llear-ings will soon commence. 'Ye 
think it appropriate to give you our views on the bills at this time in order to 
help deye~op the record. Since S. 423 tracks the language of S. 957, our com
ments, modified to consider R.R. 2863 and R.R. 3719, are similar to those we 
submitted on S. 957 in August, 1978. 

Sears has always supported the concept in the pending proposals of promoting 
improved dispute resolution mechanisms. On the basis of our experience in this 
area, we have some recommendations and comments which we believe will further 
improve any of the bills under consideration regardless of which bill is ultimately 
adopted. Although improvements are warranted before a bill is enacted, our 
support for the proposed legislation is not conditioned on adoption of our sug
gested amendments. 

'Vithout question individuals need and deserve aid in resolving minor dis
putes, especially tllOse disputes between a business and its customers. A.lthough 
we agree with the concept of promoting efficient, fail', expeditious ai'ld 'inexpen
sive resolution of all types of minor disputes, our comments will be limited to 
RR. 2863, R.R.. 3719 and S. 423 as they would impact on the resolution of dis
putes between buyers and sellers of goods and services. Disputes between neigh
bors, relatives, and landlord and tenants, etc., are serious and deserve the same 
consideration afforded consumer disputes. Rowever, we hope that non-economic 
disputes would not dominate the activities of funded mechanisms. 

Sears aims to satisfy its customers. Our goal is to provide quality merchandise 
at reasonable prices, as we constantly strive to provide improved products and 
services. As products are improved to become easier, more convenient and efficient 
to use, they become more technically complex. Thus, the need for repair, mainte
nance, replacement or refund by the seller may increase. Unresolved product 
problems breed consumer frustration and dissatisfied customers. 

It is not always easy to satisfy each customer because product problems may 
arise from circumstances beyond a retailer's control. The seller has little or 110 
control over problems arising from product neglect or abuse, prompt delivery 
of repair or replacement parts from suppliers and new problems developing in 
products within hours of previous repair. 

Thus, Sears views these three bills as a good starting point to provide the 
federal government an opportunity to encourage the establishment of workable 
systems of disp1'lte resolving mechanisms which would help alleviate the feelings 
of frustration and alienation consumers have toward business. 
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In voicing Sears support for the concept embodied in the current proopsals, of 
improving dispute settlement mechanisms, several aspects of the vroposals war-
rant particular consideration. -

.Any legislation enacted should include provisions which encoJrage the devel
opment of internal dispute resolution mechanisms akin to Our "Satisfaction 
Guarr..uteec1 or Your 1\Ioney Back". This could be done hy a provision requiring 
consumerS to initially utilize any informal dispute resolution mechanism estab
lished or' co-sponsored by business to which consumer complaints are referred. 

There are obvious benefits to be derived from settling disputes at the source 
of the problem. First, it helps to establi~h s.nd maintain goodwill between busi
ness and consumers. Second, it encourages the parties themselves to work out 
their own problems. Third, in the context of these specific proposals, it would 
make them more cost effectiYe. 
Sugge8ted amendment8 

To implement this suggestion we recommend that Section 4 of RR 2863, HR 
3719 and S. 423 be amended as follows (underlining indicates changes Or addi
tions to the language presently in S. 423, but all such changes can be easily 
adapted to RR 2863 and HR 3719) : 
SEO. 4. CUITEUIA l!'on DISP(J'l'E RESOLU'l'ION l\lEOITANISMS 

(a) CRITERIA.-In order to achieve the purpose of this Act, a dispute resolu
tion '" '" * shall provide for-

>I< * * * • >I< * 
(5) reasonable and fair rules and procedures, such as those which 

would-
>I< >I< >I< * >I< * * 

(C) encourage the early resolution of disputes by, in addition to 
adjudication, such informal means as conciliation, mediation, or arbitra
tion, and 1'eqltire disp1ttcmts to init'ially utilize tho8e informal mean8 
estaoli8hed by tho8,e who are a pa1·ty to the di8pute. 

(b) STATE SYSTElIf.-Each State is encouraged to developed a State system 
which is responsive to the criteria established in subsection (a) of the section 
by providing-

(1) sufficient numbers and types of readily available dispute resolution 
mechanisms which meet the requirements for such mechanisms set forth 
in subsection (a) of this section, including i1~tormaZ di8pute settlement 
mechani8m8~· ana 

>I< * >I< * * * * 
Whatever scheme for promoting and funding dispute resolution mechanisms 

that is adopted should include three basic levels of redress mechanisms for con
sumers. These levels consist of: 

(1) internal mechanisms established by the business disputant; 
(2) voluntary arbitration and mediation programs established by private 

organizations, such as business sponsored groups or consumer-business co
OlJerative E'fforts, or state or local government agencies; amI 

(3) small claims courts and/or arbitration programs administered by the 
courts. 

I. INTERNAL BUSINESS SPONSORED MEOHANISMS 

The first level for resolving consumer dissatisfaction should be the responsi
bility of the business itself, through self-regulation. Only when the business 
cannot resolve the dispute, should there be resort to governmental or private 
mechanisms outside the business. 

Since 1886 Sears has had its own self-regulation dispute resolving mechanism 
embodied in the company of "Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back." 
In part this policy states: . 

A. The purchaser of any product or service sold by Sears, who, within a reason
able time after purchase, advises Sears of dissatisfaction with a purchase for 
any reason. ,",,'ill obtain prompt and courteom; action in aCf'Ol'd!U1Cf' with }ljs/iler 
wishes on the part of the Sears unit contacted. It is company policy that Sears 
accept the customer's judgment of what it takes to satisfy the customer, includ~ 
ing refunding the full purchase price, and/or the service charges paid. 

B. Where merchandise or a service has been used and retained by the customer 
beyond a reasonable period, the complaint will be handled on a basis that is 
acceptable to the customer as an equitable adjustment and confirms to the 
customer the integrity and business prinCiples of the Company. 

'1 , , 
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Note: In any advertising, or on the selling fioor, this statement of basic policy 
is not to be paraphrased in any way or referred to as a "trial period" of use. It 
must always be stated "Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back". 

Our suggested amendments would encourage sellers to establish internal pro
grams and provide that consumers must first resort to redress mechanisms offered 
by a business or a consumer sponsored or co-sponsored organization. We believe 
this would encourage both individual and business groups to develop fair con
sumer redress mechanisms. 

To the extent that business and business sponsored mechanisms are utili.zed 
first to successfully resolve disputes, the scarce financial resources of non-busi
ness mechanisms can be more efficiently utilized. Thus, for each dispute resolved 
at the buyer-seller level, the capacity of the federal government funded mecha
nisms proposed by these bills would be more efficiently utilized. 

ll. VOLUNTARY ARBITRATION AND MEDIATION PROGRAMS ESTABUSHED BY PRIVATE 
ORGANIZATIONS OR STATE OR LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES 

Sears has what we believe to be a very fair, inexpensive, efficient, and effective 
c:ontroversy settlement procedure; however, there are occasions when Sears <!an't 
satisfy a <!ustnmer and .agrees to resort to external controversy settlement proce
dures such as mediaUnn or arbitration. 

A number of orgalllzations have provided mediation and/or arbitration pro
grams for consumers ill various areas throughout the country. The most promi
nent of these have been the local Better Business Bureaus which have offered 
mediation services to consumers for years, a.nd more recently have offered arbi
tration programs in a variety of areas. Today-, many local Better Business Bu
reaus offer consumer ·arbitration programs, and Sears has been a supporter and 
participant in such programs in many areas. 

In order to fund dispute settlement mechanisms which would best achieve the 
purposes of the Act, and to encourage each state to develop a state system which 
would be most responsive to the criteria established for funa'ng dispute settle
ment mechanisms, we suggest the following. 

First, a dispute resolution mechanism should be inexpensive to utilize by 
consumers as stated in the Act's purpose. This would require that either no charge 
or a minimal charge be the rule in using the services provided by dispute settle
ment mechanisms. 

Second, in order to provide convenient access to dispute resolution mechanisms, 
it is equally important that the mechanism be 'conveniently located as weH as be 
held during hours and 0:; ... days that ,are convenient. Arbitrations have been held 
at the mutual convenience of the parties involved, in the consumer's home, where 
the work WB.S performed, and at the seller's place of business. 

Finally, where information is provided concerning redress mechanisms, it 
should include, in addition to the availability of the mechanism, its location and 
how (lne can avail himself of the benefits of the mechanism. 
Su·ggest amendment8 

In order to implement the above suggestions Section 4 should be amended to 
read as follows (underlining indicates changes or additions to the language pres
ently in S. 428) : 

SEC. 4, CRITERIA FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION MEOHANISMS 
(a) CRITERIA.-In order to achieve the purpose of this Act, a dispute resoludon 

mechanism * * * shall provide for 
(1) inexpensive utilizaf'ion by disP1ttants, a·nil forms, rules, and procedures 

WhICh are so far as practic~.hle, easy for potential users to understand and 
free from technlcalities; 

* * * * * * * 
(8) the adjudication or resolution of disputes at conveni.ent location8 dur-

ing hourR and on days that are convenient, including evenings and weekends 
'where feasible; . 1 

* * * * * * * (5) reasonable und foair rules and procedures, such as those whi<!h would-

* * * * * * * 
(G) provide inforl?atio?- about the availability, looation and 'use of 

other redress mechalllsms 111 the event that dispute settlement efforts fail 
or the dispute does not com~ within the jurisdiction of the mechanism. 
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Ill. SMALL CLAIMS COURTS AND ARBITRATION PROGRAMS ES'l'ABLISHED AS PART OF A 
COURT SYSTEM 

On April 17, 1974, nIl'. Charles McKenney of Sears Law Department in the 
Pacific Coast Territory testified on S. 292S-the Consumer Controversies Reso
lution Act-at Senate FIeld Hearings in Los Angeles. Mr. McKenney's testimony 
was limited to the small claims court aspects of the bill. He explained Sears ex
perience with the Small Claims Court System in California and made a number 
of recommendations for reform of small claims courts in general. 

On behalf of Sears, Roebuck llnd Co., Mr. McKenney recommended the follow
ing reforms to the small claims court system: 

(1) Improve acce8sibility by malting change of venue simple, or when busi
ness sues an individual consumer, requiring the filing of snit at the defend
ant's residence; 

(2) Make court hours more convenient, by adding evening and Saturday 
sessions; 

(8) Improve the understanding of the system itself, its purpose, its rules 
and procedures by making information readily available in brochures; 

(4) Provide translators and/or manuals in Spanish or any other language 
prominently spoken in the vicinity of the court; . . 

(5) Provide paralegal assistance for consumer defendants and plamtIffs; 
(6) Discourage the use of attorneys as representatives of either party; 
(7) Require the showing of a prima facie case when a defendant does not 

appear for a hearing; 
(S) Establish the jurisdictional limit of small claims courts at a level 

below which it is uneconomical for an attorney to handle the case, such as 
$1,000 ; 

(9) Make it easier for consumer plaintiffs to collect judgments; 
(10) Allow complaints to be filed through the mail, such as registered mail, 

return receipt requested. . 
Many of 1\:[1'. McKenney's recommended reforms are presently addressed ill the 

cnrrent legislative proposals. We believe, as Mr. McKenney testified in Los Ange
les that if these reforms are implemented in small claims courts, these courts 
wiiI become fair, accessible, understandable, and effe(:'tive judicial forums in 
which consumers (!ould seelc redress. These reforms to improve the atmosphere 
of smaU claims courts from the individual consumer's standpoint should encour
age the wider use of such courts by consumers, both plaintiffs and defendants. 

In addition to reformed small claims courts, arbitration programs offered as a 
part of court systems .should be eligible for funding as a part of a state system 
when necessary to relieve court congestion . 

To the extent states develop or maintain small claims court system§, funding 
criteria should include provisions concerning jurisdictional limits, metho~s for 
assuring process served is actuany received, and tightening procedures WIth re
spect to entry of default judgments. 

SUlWESTED AMENDMENTS 

To implement the above, Section 4 should be amended as follows (1mderlining 
indicates changes or additions to the language presently in S. 423) : 

SEC. 4. CRITERIA FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION l\IECTANISMS 
(a) CRITERIA.-In order to achieve the purpose of this Act, a dispute resolu

tion mechanism >I< * * shall provide for-
>I< * >I< >I< >I< * * 

(5) the establishment of j1t1'isd'icUonal limits '/.Vkich are (lesigned to p1'0-
vide f01' the effecUve resolution of minor dispu.tes; 

(8) reasonable and fair rules aud procedures, such as those which would-
* * >I< >I< >I< >I< >I< 

(H) permit servioe Of notice of compla·int by 1'egistered mail, 1'eturn re
ceipt 1'equcsted J' 

(1) discourage defa1tlt judgments by ?'eq,ltiring a t}nding ~n open cow·t that 
adequate 1not·ive '/.Va·s given the d.ejendant and a pr'/?na fame case 'Was estab-
Hshed by the plaintiff. ., 

Note that althoug'h these comments address concerns particularly cast III a 
business context, the amendments suggested above apply equally well to non-
economic disputes. 
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All of the above suggestions concern amendments to the criteria section of the 
current bills. There are other sections of the immediate proposals that deserve 
brief comment. 

In HR 2863, Section 8 (h) (2), a $200,000 annmll funding limitation would be 
placed on any approved project. Although the actual clollar figure limitation is 
debatable, limiting the funding that anyone project can receive is a good idea, 
and should be included in any fual proposal. 

Under HR 2863, Section 8 (g), priority funding for existing dispute resolution 
mechanisms substantially sllpported by State or local public funds and located 
in the same area and performing similar functions as would a new dispute reso
lution mechanism, appears to be a desirable feature which is not contained in 
either S. 423 or HR 3719. 

tJONCLUSION 

With the amendments suggested in this statement, Sears believes the Dispute 
Resolution Act would be extremely important legi~\lation effectively designed to 
reform, improve and establish systems of dispute resolution mechanisms of vari
ous kinds' Rnd at various levels. Providing consumers with alternative mecha
nisms in which to seek redress of their problems, and adequately informing con
sumers of the existence and use of such mechanisms, shou:d greatly improve 
business-consumer relations. The frustrations consumers feel in the increasillgly 
complex world of consumer products and services should be reduced. This legisla
tion would also provide consumers with increased and improved access to judicial 
forums which wi:! help restore citizens' faith in their governmental institutions. 

Sears support of legislation to encourage the establishment of effective systems 
of dispute resolution mechanism is offered with the firm belief that consumers 
who have complaints are most satisfied when their problems are resolved quickly 
and fairly by the person from whom they brought the product or service. For 
that reason, as weI: as our concern for wise use of taxpayer dollars, we have 
suggested amendments to encourage sellers to establish and offer fair and effi
cient internal procedures for resolving consumer {;omplaints. We believe such 
procedures should be utilized by consumers :first before resorting to other mech
anisms. This is the major deficient 'aspect of the legislative proposals, as they 
are now written, and we believe our suggestions in this regard would greatly 
improve and further the objectives of whatever proposal is adopted. 

Sears appreciates the opportunity to express its views on HR 2863, HR 3719 
and S. 423-the DisPlite Resolution Act. 

Sincerely, 
PHILIP M. KNOX, Jr., 

Vice PreSident, Governmental A1fair3. 
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APPENDIXES 

ApPBNDIX l-BILLS 

96TH OONGRESS H R 2863 
1ST SESSION • • 

To proVine finauoial assistance for the development and maintenance of effective, 
fair, inexpensive, and expeditious mechanisms for the resolution of minor 
disputes. 

1N THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

MARCH 13, 1979 

Mr. KASTENIIIEIER (for himself, Mr. RODINO, Mr. EDWARDS of California, Mr. 
CONYERS, Mr. SEIBERLING, Mr. DANIELSON, Mr. DRINAN, Ms. HOLTZ
MAN, Mr. MAZZOL1, Mr. HARRIS, Mr. ~L\'TSUI, Mr. MIKVA, Mr. FAZIO, Mr. 
RAILSBACK, and Mr. SAWYER) introduced the following bill; which was 
referred to the Committee on the J udicinry 

A BILL 
To provide financial assistance for the development and mainte

nance of effective, fair, inexpensive, and expeditious mecha

nisms for the resolution of minor disputes. 

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House oj Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

3 SHORT TITLE 

4 SEOTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Dispute Res-

5 olution Act". 
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2 

FINDINGS AND PURPOSE 

SEC. 2 (a) The Oongress finds and declares that-

(1) for the majority of Americans, mechanisms for 

the resolution of minor disputes are largely unavail

able, inaccessible, ineffective, expensive, or unfair; 

(2) the inadequacies of dispute resolution mecha

nisms in the United States have resulted in dissatisfac

tion and many types of inadequately resolved griev

ances and disputes; 

(3) each individual dispute, such as that between 

neighbors, a consumer and selle~, and a landlord and 

tenant. for which adequate resolution mechanisms do 

not exist may be of relatively small social or economic 

magnitude, but taken collectively such disputes are of 

enormous social and economic consequence; 

(4) there is a lack of necessary resources or ex

pertise in many areas of the Nation to develop new or 

improved consumer dispute resolution mechanisms, 

neighborhood dispute resolution mechanisms, and other 

necessary dispute resolution mechanisms; 

(5) the inadequacy of dispute resolution mecha

nisms throughout the United States is contrary to the 

general welfare of the people; and 

(6) neighborhood, local, or community based dis

pute resolution mechanisms can provide and promote 
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3 

1 expeditious, inexpensive, equitable, and voluntary reso-

2 lution of disputes, as well as serve as models for other 

3 dispute resolution mechanisms. i.',' 

4 (b) It is the purpose of this A.ct to assist the States and 

5 other interested parties in providing to all persons convenient 

6 access to dispute resolution mechanisms which are effective, 

7 fair, inexpensive, and expeditious. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

1.7 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

DE;FINITIONS 

SEC. 3. For purpo,ses of this Act-

(1) the term "Advisory Board" means the Dispute 

Resolution Advisory Board established under section 

7(a); 

(2) the. term "Attorney General" means the .A,t.: 

torney General of the United States; 

(3) the term "Oenter" means the Dispute Resolu

tion Resource Center established under section 6(a); 

(4) the term "dispute resolution mechanism" 

means any court ,vith jurisdiction over minor disputes, 

and any forum which provides for arbitration, media

tion, conciliation, or similar procedure, which is availa:. 

ble to resolve any minor dispute; 

(5) the term "grant recipient" means any State ot 

local government, any State or local . governmental 

agency, and any nonprofit organization which. receives 

a grant under s~ctiP~l 8; 
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(6) the term "locu,!" menns of or pertailling to any 

political subdivision of a State; and 

(7) the term "State" means the several States, 

the District of Oolumbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto 

'Rico, or any of the territories and possessions of the 

6 United States. 

7 ORITERIA FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION MECHANISMS 

8 SEC. 4. Any grant recipient which desires to use any 

9 financial assistance received under this Act in connection 

10 with' establishing or maintaining a dispute resolution mecha-

11 nism shall provide satisfactory assurances to the Attorney 

12 General that the dispute resolution mechanism will provide 

13 for-

14 (1) assistance to persons using the dispute resolu-

15 tiOll mechanism; 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

,:.; (2) the resolution of disputes at·. times and loca

tions which are convenient to -persons' the dispute reso

lutionmechanism is intended to' serve; 

(3) adequate arrangements for participation by 

persons who are limited by language barriers or other 

disabilities; 

(4) reasonable, fair, and readily understandable 

J' forms, rules, and procedures, which, to the extent fea

sible, would- . 
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(A) ensure that all parties to a dispute are 

directly involved in the resolution of the dispute, 

and that the resolution is adequa.tely implemented; 

(B) promote the voluntary resolution of dis-

putes; 

(0) promote the use of nonlawyers in the 

resolution of the dispute; 

(D) provide an easy way for any person to 

determine the proper name in which, and·· the 

proper procedure by which, any person may -be 

made a party to a dispute resolution proceeding; 

and 

(E) . permit the use of dispute resolution 

mechanisms by the business community; 

(5) the dissemination of information relating to the 

availability, location, and use of other redres.s mecha

nisms in the event that dispute resolution efforts fail or 

the dispute involved does not come within the jurisdic

tion of the dispute resolution mechanism; 

(6) consultation and cooperation with the commu

nity and ,vith governmental agencies; and 

('"I) a public information program which effectively, 

and economically communicates to potential users the 

availabilit.y and location of the dispute .resolution mech-

anism. 
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1 DEVELOPMENT or DISPUTE RESOLUTION MECHANISMS BY 

2 

3 

STATES 

SEC. 5. Each State is hereby encouraged to develop-

4 (1) sufficient numbers and types of readily availa-

5 ble dispute resolution mechanisms which meet the cri-

·6 teria established in section 4; and 

7 (2) a public information program which effectively 

8 communicates to potential users the availability and 10-

9 cation of such dispute resolution mechanisms. 

·10 ESTABLISHMENT OF PROGRAM; DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

11 RESOURCE CENTER 

12 SEC. 6. (a) The Attorney General shall establish a Dis-

13 pute Resolution Program in the Department of Justice to 

14 carry out the provisions of this Act. Such program shall in-

15 elude establishment of the Dispute Resolution Resource 

16 Center and the Dispute Resolution Advisory Board, and the 

17 provision of financial assistance under section 8. 

18 (b) The Center-

19 (1) shall serve as ~ national clearinghouse for the 

20 exchange of information concerning the improvement of 

21 existing dispute resolution mechanisms and the estab-

22 lishment of new dispute resolution mechanisms; 

23 (2) shall provide technical assistance to State '~nd 

24 local governments and to grant recipients to improve 

----~ - -- ---------~---- -----~.-----
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existing dispute resolution mechanisms and to establish 

new dispute resolution mechanisms; 

(3) shall conduct research relating to the improve

ment of existing dispute resolution mechanisms and to 

the establishment of new dispute resolution mecha

nisms, and shall encourage the development of new 

dispute resolution mechanisms; 

(4) shall undertake comprehensive surveys of the 

various State and local governmental dispute resolution 

mechanisms and major privately operated dispute reso

lution mechanisms in the States, which shall deter-

mine-

(A) the nature, number, and location of. dis

pute resolution mechanisms in each State; 

(B) the annual expenditure and operating au

thority for each such mechanism; 

(C) the existence of any progr;1m for inform

ing the potential users of the availability of each 

such mechanism; 

(D) an assessment of the present use of, and 

projected demand for, the services offered by each 

such mechanism; and 

(E) other relevant data relating to the types 

of disputes addressed by each such mechanism, in-
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eluding the average eost and time expended in re-' 

solving various types of disputes; 

(5) shall identify, after consuItationwith the Advi

sory Board, those dispute resolution mechanisms or as

pects thereof which-

(A) are most fair, expeditious, and inexpen

sive to all parties in the resolution of disputes; 

and 

(B) are suitable for general adoption; 

(6) shall make recommendations, after consulta

tion with the Advisory Board, regarding the need for 

new or improved dispute resolution mechanisms and 

similar mechanisms; 

(7) shall identify, after consultation with the Advi

sory Board, the types of minor disputes which are most 

amenable to resolution through mediation and other in

formal methods, in order to assist the Attorney Gener

al in determ~hing the types of projects which shall re

ceive financial assistance under section 8; 

(8) shall, " as soon as practicable after the date of 

the 'enactment of this "Act, undert~ak6' 'an information 

program to advise potential grant recipients, and the 

chief executive officer, attorney general, and chief judi

cial officer of each State, of the availability of funds, 

and eligibility requirements, under this Act; and 

--- ---------~--------------------------------
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(9) may make grants to, or enter into contracts 

with, to the extent p~ovided in appropriation Acts, 

public agencies, institutions of higher education, and 

qualified persons to conduct research, demonstrations, 

'or special projects designed to carry out the provisions 

of paragraphs (1) through (7). 

DISPUTE RESOLUTIOlf ADVISORY nOARD 

SEC. 7. (a) The Attorney General shaH establish a Dis-

9 puteResolution Advisory Board in the Department of Jus-
10 tice. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18, 

19 

20 

21 

(b) The advisory Board sha11-

(1) advise the Attorney Gener13~1 with respect to 

the administration of the Qenter under section 6 and 

the administration of the financial . assistance . program. 

under sectio:n 8; 

(2) consult with the Center in accordance with the 

provisions of section 6(b)(5), section 6(b)(6), and section 

6 (b) (7); and 

(3) consult with the Attorney General in accord

ance with the provisions of section 8 (b) (4) and 9(d). 

(c)(l) The Advisory Board shan consist of nine members 

22 appointed by the Attorney General, and shall be composed of 

23 persons from State governments, local governments business 
' , 

24 organizations~ the academic or" research community, neigh-
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1 borhood organizations, community organizations, oonsumer 

2 organizations, the legal profession, and State courts. 

3 (2) A vacancy in the Advisory Board shall be filled in 

4 the same manner as the original appointment. 

5 (3)(A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), members 

6 of the Advisory Board shall be appointed for terms which 

7 expire at the end of September 30, 1984. 

8 (B) Any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring 

9 before the expiration of the term for which the predecessor of 

10 such member was appointed shall be appointed only for the 

11 remainder of the term. 

12 (d) While away from their homes or regular places of 

13 business in the performance of services for the Advisory 

14 Board, members of the Advisory Board shall be allowed 

15 travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence, in 

16 the same manner as persons employed intermittently in the 

17 Federal Government service are allowed expenses under sec-

18 tion 5703 of title 5, United States Code. The members of the 

19 Advisory Board shall receive no compensation for their serv-

20 ices except as provided in this subsection. 

21 FINANCIAL ASSISTANCH 

22 SEC'.- 8. (a) The Attorney General may provide financial 

23 assistance in the form of grants to applicants who have sub-

24 mitted, in accordance with subsection (c), applications for the 
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1 purpose of improving existing dispute resolution mechanisms 

2 or establishing new dispute resolution mechanisms. 

3 (b) As soon as practicable after the date of the enact-

4 ment of this Act, the Attorney General shall prescribe-

5 (1) the form and content of applications for finan-

6 cial assistance to be submitted in accordance with sub-

7 section (c); 

8 (2) the time schedule for submission of such appli-

9 cations; 

10 (3) the procedures for approval of such applica-

11 tions, and for notification to each State of financial as-

12 sistance awarded to applicants in the State for any fiscal 

13 year; 

14 (4) after consultation with the Advisory Board, 

15 the specific criteria, terms, and conditions for awarding 

16 grants to applicants under this section, which shall-

17 (A) be consistent with the criteria established 

18 in section 4; and 

19 (B) take into account-

20 (i) the population and population density 

21 of the States in which applicants for financial 

22 assistance available under this section are 10-

23 cated; 

24 (ii) the financial need of States and 10-. . , 

25 calities in which. suc~ applica.n~s. are located; . 
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(iii) the need in the State or locality in-

volved for the type of dispute resolution 

mechanism proposed; 

(iv) the national need for experience 

with the type ,of dispute resolution mecha

njsm proposed; and 

(v) the need for obtaining experience 

throughout the Nation with dispute resolu

tion mechanisms ill a diversity of situations, 

including rural, suburban, and urban situa-

. tions; 

(5)(A) the form and content of such reports to be 

filed under this section as may be reasonably necessary 

to monitor cpmpliance wit11 the requirements of this 

Act and to evaluate the effectiveness of projects funded 

under this Act;, and 

(B) the procedures to be followed by the Attorney 

General in reviewing such reports; 

(6) the manner in which financial assistance re

ceived under this section may be used, consistent with 

the purpo,ses specified in subsection (f); and 

(!7) procedures for publishing in the Federal Regis

ter a notice and summary of approved applications. 

(c) Any State or localgrpvernment, State or local gov-
" '. -"~. 

ernmental agenoy, or nonprofit organi~ation shaH be eligible 

I 

I 

J\ 
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1 to receive a grant for financial assistance under this section. 

2 Any such entity which desires to receive a grant under this 

3 section may submit an application to the Attorney General in 

4 accordance with criteria, terms; and conditions established by 

5 the Attorney General undar subsection (b)(4). Such applica-

6 tion sha11-

7 (1) set forth a proposed plan demonstrating the 

8 manner in which the financial assistance willbe used-

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

(A) to establish a ne"\y dispute resolution 

mechanism which satisfies the criteria specified in 

section 4; or 

(B) to improve an existing dispute resolution 
, 

mechanism in order to bring such mechanism'into 

compliance with such criteria; 

(2) set forth the types of 1Jisputes to be resolved 

by the dispute resolution mechanism; 

(3) identify the person responsible for administer

ing the the project set forth in the application; 

(4) include an estimate of the cost of the proposed 

project; 

(5) provide for the establishment of fiscal controls 

and fund accounting of Federal financial assistance re

ceived under this Act; 

'J 
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(6) provide for the submission of reports in such 

form and containing such information as the Attorney 

General may require under subsection (b) (5) (A); 

(7) set forth the nature and extent of participation 

of inlterested parties in the development of the applica-

tioil; and 

(8) provide for the qualifications, period of service, 

8 and ,[uties of persons, other than juilicial officers, who 

9 will Ibe charged with resolving or assisting in the reso-

10 lutioll of disputes. 

11 (d) 1~he Attorney General, in determining whether to 

12 approve any application for financial assistance to carry out a 

13 project under this section, shall give special consideration to 

14 projects which are likaly to continue in operation after expi-

15 ratkm of '~he grant ms.de by the Attorney General. 

16 (e)O.) Financial assistance available under this section 
i 

17 may be ~Lsed only for the following purposes-

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

:' (A) compensation of personnel engaged in the ad

miJ:listration, adjudication, conciliation, or settlement of 

minor disputes, including personnel whose function is 

to' assist in the preparation and resolution of claims and 

tUle collection gf judgments; 

(B) recruiting, organizing, training, and educating 

Ilersonnel described in subparagraph (A); 

.\ 
,. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 
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(0) improvement or leasing of buildings, rooms, 

and other facilities and equipment and leasing or pur

chase of vehicles needed to improve the settlement of 

minor disputes; 

(D) continuing monitoring and study of the mech

anisms and settlement procedures employed in the res

olution of minor disputes in a State; 

(E) research and development of effective, fair, in

expensive, and expeditious mechanisms and procedures 

for the resolution of minor disputes; 

(F) sponsoring programs of nonprofit organizations 

to carry out any of the provisions of this paragraph; 

and 

(G) G~her necessary expertditures directly related 

to the operation of new or improved dispute resolution 

mechanisms. 

(2) Financial assistance availabla under this section may 

not be used for the compensation of attorneys for the repre

sentation of disputants or claimants or for otherwise provid-

20 ing assistance in any adversary capacity. 

17 

18 

19 

21 (f) In the case of an application for financial assistance 

, .. \{,\ , ... 1.. • J..' . 1..' .. t..<.. .J 1. .", a~l government or gov ~~ unuer ilulS seClJlOn SUU11l1LLeU oy a IOC _ 

23 ernmental agency, or a nonprofit organization, the Attorney 

24 General shall furnish notice of such application to the chief 

25 executive officer, attorney general, and chief judicial officer 
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1 of the State in which. sllch applicant is located at least 30 

2 days before the approval of such application. The chief ex-

3 ecutive officer, attorney general, and chief judicial officer of 

4 the State shall be given an opportunity to submit written 

5 comments to the Attorney General regarding such applica-

6 tion and the Attorney General shall take such comments into 

7 consideration in determining whether to approve such appli-

8 cation. 

9 (g) Whenever an application for financial assistance 

10 under this section is $ubmitted for an existing dispute resolu-

11 tion mechanism which is supported substantially by State or 

12 local public fun~s and such an application is also submitted 

13 for a new dispute resolution mechanism which is located in 

14 the same area and which performs similar functions as such 

15 existing mechanism, priority consideration for funding shall 

16 ordinarily be given to such existing mechanism if it complies 

17 with the criteria established in section 4. 

18 (h) (1) Upon the approval of an application by the Attor-

19 ney General under this section, the Attorney General shall 

20 disburse to the grant recipient involved such portion of the 

21 estimated cost of the approved project as the Attorney Gen-

22 eral considers appropriate, except that the amount of such 

23 disbursements sh~ll be subject to the provisions of paragraph 

24 (2). 
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1 (2) The amount of Federal financial assistance for any 

2 

3 

4 

. project approved under this section shall not exceed 

$200,000 in any fiscal year. In addition, the Federal share of 

the estimated cost of any such approved project shall not 

5 exceed-

6 (A) 100 per centum of the estimated cost of the 

7 project; for the first and second fiscal years for whiCh 

8 funds are available for grants under this section; 

9 (B) 75 per centum of the estimated cost of the 

10 project, for the tliird fiscal year for which funds are" 

11 available for such grants; and 

12 (0) 60 per centum of the estimated cost of the 

13 project, for the fourth fiscal year for which funds are 

14 available for such grants. 

15 (3) Payments made under this subsection may be made 

16 in installments, in advance, or by way of reimbursement, 

17 ,vith necessary adjustments on account of underpayment or 

18 overpayment. Such payments' shall not be used to compen-

19 sate for any administrative expense incurred in submitting an 

20 application for a grant under this section. 

21'· . (4) In the case of. any State or local government, or 

22 State or local governmental agency, which desires to receive 

23 financial assistance under this section, such government or 

24 agency may not receive any such financial assistance for any 

25 fiscal year if its expenditure of non-Federal funds for other 
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1 than nonrecurrent expenditures for the establishment and ad-

2 ministration of dispute resoJution mechanisms will be less 

3 than its expenditure for such purposes in the preceding fiscal 

4 year, unless the Attorney General determines that a reduc-

5 tion in expenditures is attributable to a nonselective reduction 

6 in expenditures in the programs administered by the State or 

7 local government or by the State or local governmental 

8 agency involved. 

9 (i) 'Vhenever the Attorney General, after giving reason-

10 able notice and opportunity for hearing to any grant recipi-

11 ent, finds that the project for which such grant was received 

12 no longer complies with the provisions of this Act, or with 

13 the relevant application as approved by the Attorney Gener-

14 aI, the Attorney General shall notify such grant recipient of 

15 such findings and no further payments may be made to such 

16 grant recipient by the Attorney General until the Attorney 

17 General is satisfied that such noncompliance has been, or 

18 promptly will be, corrected. The Attorney General may au-

19 ..:thorize the continuance of payments with respect to any pro-

II 20 gram pursuant to this Act which is -being carried out by such 
/1 

'I 21 grant recipient and which is not involved in the noncompli .. 
'1'1 
H 
},' 22 ance. i,\ 
,II 

~ 
.1 23 G) The Attorney General shall, to the extent provided in Ii 
t~ 

N 24 appropriation Acts, contract for an independent investigation n 
Ii 
Ii 
1 ~ 25 of the Dispute Resolution :R.esource Center's overall perform-rr 
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1 ance and effectiven'Bss in implementing this Act, including a 

2 detailed analysis of the extent to which the purpose of this 

3 Act has been achieved, together with recommendations with 

4 respect to whether and when the Oenter should be terminat-

5 ed and any recommendations for additional legislation or 

6 other action. The Attorney General shall, not later than 

7 April 1, 1984, make public and submit to each House of the 

8 Congress a report of the results of such investigation. 

9 (k) No funds for assistance available under this section 

10 shall be expended until one year after the <late of the enact-

11 ment of this Act. 

12 RECORDS; AUDIT; ANNUAL REPORT 

13 SEC. 9. (a) Each grant recipient shall keep such records 

14 as the Attorney General shall require, including records 

15 which fully disclose the amount and disposition by such grant 

16 recipient of the proceeds of such assistance, the total cost of 

17 the project or undertaking in connection with which such a~-

18 sistance is given or used, the amount of that portion of the 

19 project or undertaking supplied by other sow·ces, and such 

20 other records as will assist in effective financial and perform-

21 ance audits. 

22 (b) The Attorney General shall have access for purposes 

23 of audit and examination to any relevant books, documents, 

24 papers, and records of grant recipients. 

:' 
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(c) TheOomptroller General of the United States, or 

any duly authorized representatives of the Oomptroller Gen

eral, shall have access to any.relevant books, documents, 

papers, and records of grant recipients until the expiration of 

three years after the final year of the receipt of any finanGial 

assistance und~r this Act, for the purpose of financial and 

performance audits and examination. 

(d) The, Attorney General, in consultation with the Ad

visory Board, shall submit to the President and the Oongress 

not later than one year after the date of the enactment of this 

Act, and on or before February 1 of each succeeding year, a 

report relating to the administration of this Act during the 

preceding fiscal year. Such report shall include-

(1) a list of all grants awarded; 

(2) a siunmary of any actions undertaken in ac

cordance with section8(i); 

(3) a listing of the projects undertaken during 

such fiscal year and the types of other dispute resolu

tion mechanisms which are being created, and, to the 

extent fe'asible, a statementP'8 to the success of ,:. all 

mechanisms in achievirl!>~ the purpose of this Act; 

(4) the results of financial and performance audits 

conducted under this section; ahd 

(5) an evahmtion 'of the effectiveness of the 

Center in implementi~g this Act, including a detailed 
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analysis of the extent to which the purpose of this Act 

has been achieved, together with recommendations 

with respect to whether and when the program should 

be terminated and any recommendations for additional 

legislation or other action. 

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS 

7 SEC. 10. (a) To carry out the provisionil of section 6 and 

8 section' '7 'here is authorized to be appropriated to the Attor-
I , 

9 ney Generai $2,000,000 for each of the fiscal years 1980, 

10 1981, 1982, 1983, and 1984. 

11 (b) To carry out the provisions of section 8, there is 

12 authorized to be appropriated to the Attorney General 

13 $10;000,000 for each of the fiscal years 1981, 1982, 1983, 

14 Rnd 1984. 

15 (c) Sums appropriated under this section are authorized 

16 to remain available until expended. 

" 
" 
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96TH CONGRESS H R 3719-
1ST SESSION •• 

T 'd f'nanel'al assiQtance for the development and maintenance of effective, o proVl e I ~ . f' . .\ 
fair, inexpensive, and expeditious mechanisms for the reso\utJon 0 mmor CIVI 
disputes, and for other purposes. 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

APRIL 25, 1979 

Mr. ECKHARDT (Cor himself, Mr. BR.oYHILL, Mr. CORRADA, Mr. FORSYTHE, ~~r. 
LAFALCE, Mr. LAGOMARSINO, Mr. MINETA, Mr. MURPl{Y of Pennsylvama, 
Mr. NOLAN, Mr. OTTINGER, Mr. PEPPER, Mr. ~ENT?, Mr .. W A..,{MAN, Mr. 
WmTLEY, and Mr. WOLPE) introduced the followmg bIll; whlCh was refer:ed 
jointly to the Committees on the Judiciary and Interstate and ForeIgn 
Commerce 

A BILL 
To provide financial assistance for the development and mainte

nance of effective, fair, inexpensive, and expeditious mecha

nisms for the resolution of minor civil disputes~ and for 

other purposes. 

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

3 SHORT TITLE 

4 SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Dispute Res-

5 olution Act". 
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FINDINGS AND PURPOSE 

SEC. 2. (a.) The Congress finds and declares that--· 

(1) for the majority of Americans, mechanisms for 

the resolution of disputes involving consumer goods 

and services, as well as numerous other types of minor 

civil disputes, are largely unavailable, inaccessible, in-

effective, expensive, or unfair; 

(2) the inadequacies of dispute resolution mecha

nisms in the U nit-ed States have resulted in dissatisfac

tion and many types of inadequately resolved griev

ances and disputes; 

(3) each individual dispute, such as that between 

neighbors, a consumer and seller, and a landlord and 

tenant, for which adequate resolution mechanisms do 

not exist may be of relatively small social or economic 

magnitude, but taken collectively such disputes are of 

enormous social and economic iconsequence; 

(4) there is a 'lack of necessary resources or ex

pertise in many areas of the United States to develop 

new or improved consumer dispute resolution mecha

nisms, neighborhood dispute resolution centers, and 

other necessary dispute resolution mechanisms; 

(5) the inadequacy of dispute resolution mecha

nisms throughout the United States is contrary to the 

general welfare of the people; and 
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(6) neighborhood, local, or community based dis

pute resolution mechanisms' can provide and promote 

expeditious, inexpensive, equitable, and voluntary reso

lution of disputes, as well as serve as models for other 

dispute resolution mechanisms. 

(b) It is the purpose of this Act to assist the Statesi1nd 

7 other interested parties in providing to all persons convenient 

8 access to dispute resolution mechanisms which are effective, 

9 fair, inexpensive, and expeditious. 

10 

11 

12 

13-

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

DEFINITIONS 

SEC. 3. For purposes of this Act-

(1) the -term "Advisory Board" means the Dispute 

Resolution Advisory board established under section 

7(a); 

(2) the term "Attorney General" means the At

torney General of the United States; 

(3) the term "Center" means the Dispute Resolu

tion Resource Center established under section 6(a); 

(4) the term "dispute resolution mechanism" 

means any court with jurisdiction over minor consumer 

disputes and other minor civil disputes, and any forum 

which provides for arbitration, mediation, con~iliation, 

or any similar procedure, which is available to adjudi

cate, settls,or otherwise resolve any minor consumer 

disputes and any other minor civil disputes; 
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(5) the term ,I'g-mnt, recipient" means any State or 

local goyernment j any State 'or local governmental 

agency, and any nonprofit organization' \",hich receives 

a' grant under section 8: 
(6) the term "local" means of or pertaining to any 

political subdivision of a State; and 

(7) the term "State" means the several States, 

- the District of Columbia, 'the Commonwealth of Puerto 

Rico, 'Guam, American Samoa; the Virgin Islands, the 

Northern Mariana Islands, the Trust Territory of the 

Pacific Islands, and any Qther terri'tory'or possession of 

the United States. :. 

CRITERIA FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION l\fECHANISMS 

SEC. 4. Any grant recipient which desires to use any 

15 financial assistance received Ullder this· Act in connection 

16 with establishing or, maintaining a dispute resolution mecha-

17 nism shall proyide~ satisfactory assurances to the Attorney 

18 General that the dispute resolution mechanism will provide 

19 for-

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

(1) assistance to persons using the dispute resolu

tion mechanism; 

(2) the, adjudication or" resolution of disputes at 

times and locations which are cOllvenierl:t to persons 

the dispute resolution mechanism is intended to serve' 
. , 
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(3) adequate arrangements to facilitate use by per

sons who have difficulties communicating in English or 

who have physical disabilities; 

(4) reasonable, fair, and readily understandable 

forms, rules, and procedures, which shall include those 

Which-

(A) ensure that all parties to a dispute are 

directly involved in the resolution of the dispute, 

and that the resolution is, adequately implemented; 

(B) provide an easy way for any person to 

determine the proper name in which, and the 

proper procedure by which, any person may be 

made a party to a dispute resolution proceeding; 

and 

(0) permit the use of dispute resolution 

mechanisms by the business community; 

(5) the dissemination of information relating to the 

availability, location, and use of other redress mecha

nisms in the event that dispute resolution efforts fail or 

the dispute involved does not come within the jurisdic

tion of the_dispute resolution mechanism; 

(6) consultation and cooperation with the commu

, nity and with governmental -agencies; and . 

'::.-' - '-·(7) -it ,public -infoirriation: -program which -effectively 

aiI'd: -economically -coriirriimicates"to -potimt1a-f :users the', 
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availability and location of the dispute resolution 

mechanism. 

3 DEVELOPMENT OF DISPUTE RESOLUTION MECHANISMS BY 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

STATES 

SEC. 5. Each State is hereby encouraged to develop

(1) sufficient numbers and types of readily availa

ble di~pute resolution mechanisms which meet the cri

teria established in section 4; and 

(2) a public ,information program which effectively 

communicates to potential users the availability and lo

cation of such dispute resolution mechanisms. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF PROGRAM; DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

RESOURCE CENTER 

SEC. 6. (a) The Attorney General shall establish a pro-

15 gram in the Department of Justice, to be known as the "Dis-

16 pute Re,8.olution Program", to carry out the provisions of this 

17 Act. Such program shall include establishment of the Dispute 

18 Resolution Resource Oenter and the Dispute Resolution Ad-

19 visory Board, and the provision of financial assistance under 

20 section 8. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

(b) The Oenter-

(1) shall serve as a national clearinghouse for the 

exchange of information concerning the improvement of 

existing dispute ~esol1;ltion mechanisms and the estab

lishment of new dispute resolution mechanisms; 

52-434 0 - 60 - 19 
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(2) shall provide technical assistance to State and 

local governments and to grant recipients to improve 

existing dispute resolution mechanisms and to establish 

new dispute resolution mechanisms; 

(3) shall conduct research relating to the improve

ment of existing dispute resolution mechanisms and to 

the establishment of new dispute resolution mechft

nisms, and shall encourage the development of new 

dispute resolution mechanisms; 

(4) . shall undertake comprehensive surveys of var

IOUS State and local governmental dispute resolution 

mechanisms and major privately operated dispute reso';' 

lution mechanisms lIT the States, which shall 

determine_ 

(A) the nature, number, and location of dis

pute resolution mechanims in each State; 

(B) the annual expenditure and operating au

thority for each such mechanism; 

. (0) the existence of any program for inform

ing the potential users of the availability of each 

such mechanism; 

(D) an assessment of the present use of, and 

projected demand for, the services offered by each 

such mechanism; and . 
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(E) other relevant uata rolating to the types 

of disputcs addressed by each such mechanism; 

(5) shall identify, after consultation with the Advi

sory Board, those dispute resolution mechanisms or as

pects thereof which-

(A) are most effective .uqd fair to all parties 

in the resolution of disputes; and 

(B) are suitable for general adoption; 

(6) shall make recommendations, after consulta

tion with the Advisory Board, regarding the need for 

new or improved dispute resohltion mechanisms and 

similar mechanisms; 

(7) shall identify, after consultation with the Advi

sory Board, the types of minor civil disputes which are 

most amenable to resolution through mediation and 

other informal methods, in order to assist the Attorney 

General in determining the types of projects which 

should receive financial assistance under section 8; 

(8) shall, as soon as practicable after the date of 

the enactment of this Act, undertake an information 

program to advise potential grant recipients, and the 

chief executive officer, attorney general, and chief judi

cial officer of each State, of the availability of funds 

and eligibility requirements, under this Act; and 
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(9) may make grants to, or enter into contracts 

with, to the extent provided in appropriation Acts, 

public agencies, institutions or higher education, and 

qualified persons to 'iJOnduct research, demonstrations , 
or special projects designed to carry out the provisions 

of paragraph (1) through paragraph (7). 

DISPUTE RESOLUTION ADVISORY BOARD 

8 SEC. 7. (a) The Attorney General shall establish a Dis-

9 pute Resolution Advisory Board in the Department of 

10 Justice. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

(b) The Advisory Board shall-. 

(1) advise the Attorney General with respect to 

the administration of the Oenter under section 6 and 

the administration of the financial assistance program 

under section 8' , 

(2) consult with the Oenter in accordance with the 

provisions of section 6(b)(5), section 6(b)(6), and section 

6(b)(7); and 

(3) consuh with the Attorney General in accord

ance with the provisions of section 8(b)(4) and section 

9(d). 

22 (c)(1) The Advisory Board shall consist of 9 members 

23 appointed by the Attorney General and shall be composed of 

24 persons from State and local gove~ents, business organiza-

25 tions, the academic and research community, neighborhood 
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1 organizations; community organizations, consumer organiza-

2 tions, the legal profession, and State courts. 

3 (2) A vacancy in the Advisory Board shall be filled in 

4 the same manner as the original appointment. 

5 (3)(A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), members 

6 of the Advi,sory BO,ard shall be appointed for terms which 

7 expire at the end of September 30, 1984. 

8 (B) Any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring 

9 before the expiration of the term for which the predecessor of 

10 such member was appointed shall be appointed only for the 

11 remainder of the term. 

12 (b) While away from their homes or regular places of 

13 business in the performance of services for the Advisory 

14 Board, members of the Advisory Board shall be allowed 

15 travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence, in 

16 the same manner as persons employed intermittently in the 

17 Federal Government service are allowed expenses under sec-

18 tion 5703 of title 5, United States Oode. The members of the 

19 Advisory Board shall receive no compensation for their serv-

20 i~es except as provided in this subsection. 

21 (e) The Ohairman of the Federal Trade Oommission 

22 shall have authority to advise and consult with the Attorney 

23 General, and consult with the Oenter, in the same manner as 

24 the Advisory Board under subsection (b). The responsibilities 

25 of the Attorney General and the Oenter with respect to con-
,', 
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1 sultations with the Chairman 'of the Federal Trade Oommis-

2 sion shall be the same as the responsibilities of the Attorney 

3 General and the Center with respect to consultations with 

4 the Advisory Board. 

5 
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10' 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 

SEC. 8. (a) The Attorney General may provide financial 

assistance in the form of grants to applicants· who have sub

mitted, in accordance,vith subsection (c), applications for the 

purpose of improving existing dispute resolution mechanisms 

or establishing new dispute resolution mechanisms. 

(b) As soon as practicable after the date of the enact

ment of this Act, the Attorney General shall prescribe-

(1) the form and content of applications for finan

cial assistance to be submitted in accordance with sub

section (c); 

(2) the time schedule for submission of such appli

cations; 

(3) the procedures for approval of such applica

tions, and for notification to each State of financial as

sistance awarded to applicants in the State for any 

fiscal year; 

(4) after consultation ,vith the Advisory Board, 

the specific criteri&,. terms, and conditions for awarding 

grants to applicants under this section, ,,,,hich shall- . 
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(A) be consistent with the criteria established . . 

in section 4.; and 

(B) take into account-

. (i) the population and population density 

of the States in which applicants for financial 

assistance available under this section are 

locatedj 

(ii) the finan,cial need of States and lo

calities in which such applicants are located; 

(iii) the need in the State or locality in

volved for the ~ype of dispute resolution 

mechanism proposed; 

(iv) the national need for experience 

with the type of dispute resolution mecha

nism proposed; and 

(y) the need for obtaining experience 

thro~ghout the United States with dispute 

resolution mechanisms in a diversity of. situa

tions, including rural, and urban situations' , 
. (5)(A) the form and content of such reports to be 

filed. under this section as may be reasonably necessary 

.' to monitor compliance with the requirements of this 

Act and to evaluate the effectiveness of projects funded 

, under this Act; ~nd , 
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1 (B) the procedures to be follov~'ed b~ the Attorney 

2 General in reviewing such reports; 

3 (6) the manner in which financial assistance re-

4 ceived under this section may be used, consistent with 

5 the purposes specified in subsection (f); and 

6 (7) procedures for publishing in the Federal Regis-

7 ter a notice and summary of approved applications. 

8 (c) Any State or local government, State or local go v-

9 ernmental agency, or nonprofit organization shall be eligible 

10 to receive a grant for financial assistance under this section. 

11 Any such entity which desires to receive a grant under this 

12 section may submit an application to the Attorney General in 

13 accordance with criteria, terms, and conditions established by 

14 the Attorney General under subsection (b)(4). Such applica-

15 tion shall-

16 (1) set forth a proposed plan demonstrating the 

17 manner in which the financial assistance will be used-

18 (A) to establish a new dispute resolution 

19 mechanism which satisfies the criteria specified in 

20 section 4; or 

21 (B) to improve an existing dispute resolution 

22 mechanism in order to bring such mecha!1ism into 

23 compliance with such criteria; 

24 (2) set forth the type of disputes to be resolved by 

25 the dispute resolution mechanism; 

[ : 
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1 (3) identify the person responsible for administer-

2 ing the project set forth in the application; 

3 (4) include an estimate of the cost of the proposed 

4 project; 

5 (5) provide for the establishment of fiscal controls 

6 and fund accounting of Federal financial assistance re-

7 ceived under .this Act; 

8 (6) provide for the submission of reports in such 

9 form and containing such information as the Attorney 

10 General may require under subsection (b)(5)(A); 

11 (7) set forth the nature ~nd extent of participation 
, 

12 of interested parties, including consumers,.in the devel-

13 opment of the application; and 

14 (8) provide for the qualifica~ions, tenure, and 

15 duties of persons, other than judicial officers, who will 

16 be charged ~y;th resolving or assisting in the resolution 

17 of disputes. 

18 (d) The Attorney General, in determining whether to 

1D approve any application for financial assistance to carry out a 

20 project u~der this section, shall give special consideration to 

21 projects which are likely to continue in operation after expi-

22 ration of the grant made by the Attorney General. 

23 . (c)(1) Financial assistance available under this section 

24' m~y be used only for 'the following purposes-
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(A) compensation of personnel engaged in the ad

ministration, adjudication, conciliation, or settlement of 

minor disputes, including personnel whose function is 

to assist in the preparation and resolution of claims and 

the collection of judgments; . 

'(B) recruiting, organizing, training, and educating 

personnel described in subparagraph (A); 

(0) improvement or leasing of buildings, rooms, 

and otller facilities and equipment and leasing or pur

chase of vehicles needed to improve the settlement of 

minor disputes; 

(D) continuing monitoring and study of the mech

anisms and settlement procedures employed, in the res

olution of minor disputes in a State' , 

(E) research and development of effective, fair, in

expensive, and expeditious mechanisms and procedures 

for the resolution of minor disputes; 

(F) sponsoring programs of nonprofit organizations 

to carry out any of the provisions of this paragraph; 

and 

(G) other necessary expenditures directly related 

to the operation of new or improved dispute resolution 

mechanisms. 

24 (2) Financial assistance available under this section may 

25 not be used for the compensation of attorneys for the repre-
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1 sentation of di putants or claimants or for othenvise provid-

2 ing assistance in any adversary capacity. 

3 (f) In the case of an application for financial assistance 

4 under this section submitted by a local government or gov-

5 ernmental agency, or a nonprofit organization, the Attorney'· 

6 General shall furnish notice of such application to the chief 

7 executive officer, attorney general, and chief judicial officer 

8 of the State in which such applicant is located at least 30 

9 days before the approval of such application. The chief ex-

10 ecutive offic~r, attorney general, and chief judicial officer of 

11 the State shall be given an opportwlity ,to submit written 

12 comments .to the Attorney GeIl(m~1 regarding such applica-

13 tion and the Attorney, G~l1,eral shall take such comments into 

14 consideration in determining whether to approve such 

15 application. 

1.6 (g)(I) Upon the approval of an application by the Attor-

17 ney General under this section, the Attorney General shall 

18 disburse to the grant recipient involved such portion of the 

19 estimated cost of the approved project as the Attorney Gen-

20 eral considers appropriate, except that the amount of such 

21 disbursements shall be subject to the provisions of paragraph 

22 (2). 

23 (2) The Federal share of an approved project may not 

24 exceed-

,.. 

1, • ...1 

Q 
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~1 (A) 100 percent of the estimated cost of the proj-

2 ect, for the first and ~\jcond fiscal years for which funds 

3 are available for grants under this section; 

4 (B) 75 percent of the estimated cost of the proj-

5 ect, for the third fiscal year for which funds are availa-

6 ble for such grants; and 

7 (0) 60 percent of the estimated cost of the proj-

8 ect, for the fourth fiscal year for which funds are avail-

9 able for such grants. 

10 (3) Payments made under this subsection may be made 

11 in installments, in a~vance, or by way of reimbursement, 

12 with necessary a.djustments on account of under payment or 

13 overpayment. Such payments shall not, be used to compen~ 

14 sate for any administrative expense hlCurred in submitting an 

15 application for a grant under this section. 

16 (4) In the case of any State or local government, or 

17 State or local governmental agency, which desires to receive 

18 financial assistance under this section, such government or 

19 agency may not receive any such financial assistance for any 

20 fiscal year if its expenditure of non-Federal funds for other 

21 than nonrecurrent expenditures for the establishment and ad-

22 ministration of dispute resolution ~echanisms will be less 

23 than its expenditure for such purposes in the preceding fiscal 

24 year, unless the Attorney General determines that a reduc-

25 tion in expenditures is attdbutable to a nonselective reduction . " 
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1 in expenditures in the programs administered hy the State or 

2 local government or by the State or local government agency 

3 involved. 

4 (h) Whenever the Attorney General, after giving rea-

5 sonable notice and opportunity for hearing to any grant re-

6 cipient, finds that the project for which such grant was re-

7 ceived no longer complies with the provisions of this Act, or 

8 with the relevant application as approved by the Attorney 

,~9 .General, the Attorney General shall notify such grant recipi-

10 ent of such findings and no further payments may be made to 

11 such grant recipient by the Attorney General until the Attor-

12 ney General is satisfied that such noncompliance has been, or 

13 promptly will be, corrected. The Attorney General may au-

14 thorize the continuance of payments with respect to any 

15 program pursuant to this Act which is being carried out by 

16 such grant recipient and which is not involv~d in the 

17 noncompliance. 

18 (i) The Attorney General, to the extent provided in ap-

19 propriation Acts, shall enter into a contract for an independ-

20 ent study of the Dispute Resolution Program. The study 

21 shall evaluate the performance of such program and dete,r-

22 mine its effectiveness in carrying out the purpose of this Act. 

23 The study shall contain such recommendations for additional 
. 

24 ' legislation a: may be appropriate, and, shall include recom-

25 mendations concerning the continuation or termination of the 
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1 Dispute Resolution Program. Not later than April 1, 1984, 

2 the Attorney General shall make public and submit to each 

3 House of the Oongress a report of the results of the study. 

4 G) No funds for assistance available under this section 

5 shall be expended until 1 year after the date of the enactment 

6 of this Act. 

'7 

8 

RECORDS; AuDIT; ANNUAL .:REPORT 

< SEC. 9. (a) Each grant recipient shall keep such records 

9 as the' Attorney 'General shall require, including records 

10 which fully disclose the amount and disposition by such grant 

11 recipient of the proceeds of such assistance, the total cost of 

12 the project or undertaking in connection with which such as-

13 sistance is given or used, the amount of that portion of the 

14 pruject or undertaking supplied by other sources, and such 

15 other records as will assist in effective financial and perform-

16 ance audits. 

17 (b) The Attorney General shall have access for purposes 

18 of audit and examination to any relevant books, documents, 

19 papers, and records of grant recipients. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

(c) The Comptroller General of the United States, or 

any duly authorized representatives of the Comptroller Gen

eral, shall have access to any relevant books, documents, 

papers, and records of grant recipients until the expiration of 

3 years~after the final year of the receipt of, any financial 
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1 assistance' under this Act; for the purpose of financial and 

2 performance audi~s and examination. 

3 

4 
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18 

19 
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21 

22 

23 . 

(d) The Attorney General, in consultation with the Ad

visory Board, shall submit to the President .and the Oongress 

not later than 1:. year after the date of the enactment of this 

Act, and on or before February 1 of each succeeding year , a 

report relating to the administration of this Act during the 

preceding fiscal year: Such report shall include~ 

" 

(1) a list of all grants awarded; 

(2) a summary of any actions undertaken in ac

cordance with section 8(h); 

(3) a listing of the projects undertaken during 

such fiscal year and the types of other dispute resolu

tion mechanisms which are being created, and, to the 

extent possible, a statement as to the success of all 

mechanisms in achieving the purpose of this Act; 

(4) the results of financial and performance audits 

conducted under this section; and 

(5) an evaluation of the effectiveness of the Dis

pute. Resolution Program:" in implementing this Act, in

cluding a detailed analysis of the extent to ,which the 

purpose of this Act has been achieved, together with 

any recommendations for additional legislative or other 

24. .. -""~ a<;tion; ingItlding .recommendationsconcernrng the con-
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tinuation or termination of the Dispute Resolution 

Program. 

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS 

4 SEC. 10. (a) To carry out the provisions of section 6 and 

5 section 7, there is authorized to be appropriated to the Attor-

6 ney General $3,000,000 for each of the fiscal years 1980, 

7 1981, 1982, 1983, and 1984. 

8 (b) To carry out the provisions of section 8, there is 

9 authorized to be appropriated to the Attorney General 

10 $15,000,000 fpr each of the fiscal years 1981, 1982, 1983, 

11 and 1984. 

12 (c) Sums appropriated under this section shall remain 

13 available until expended. 
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96TH CONGRESS S. 423 
1ST SESSION 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

APRIL 9, 1979 

Referred jointly to the Committees on the Judiciary and Interstate and Foreign 
Commerce 

AN ACT 
To promote commerce by establishing a national goal for the 

development and maintenance of effective, fair, ine:xpensive, 

and expeditious mechanisms for the resolution of consumer 

controversies, and for other purposes. 

, 1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

3 That this Act may be cited as the "J)ispute Resolution Act". 

4 SEC. 2. FINDINGS AND PURPOSE. 

5 (a) FINDINGS.-. The Congress finds and declares that-

6 (1) for the majority of Americans, mechanisms for 

7 the resolution of disputes involving consumer goods 

8 and services,as well as numerous oth~r types of dis-

9 putes involving small amounts of money, are largely 

JI 
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unavailable, inaccessible, ineffective, expenSIve, or 

unfair; 

(2) the inadequacies of dispute resolution mecha

nisID.'3 in the United States have resulted in dissatisfac

tion and many types of inadequately resolved griev

ances and disputes; 

(3) each individual dispute, such as that between 

a consumer and seller, and landlord and tenant, for 

which adequate resolution mechanisms do not exist 

may be of relatively small social or economic magni

tude, but taken collectively such disputes are of enor

mous social and economic consequence; 

(4) there is a lack of necessary resources or ex

pertise in many areas of the country to develop new or 

improved consilmer and other necessary dispute resolu

tion mechanisms; 

(5) the inadequacy of dispute resolution mecha

nisms throughout the United States is contrary to the 

general welfare of the people; 

(6) a major portion of the goods and se::tiices 

which form the underlying subject matter of consumer 

disputes and' disputes involving small amounts of 

money flows through commerce, and the unavailability 

of effective, fair, inexpensive, and expeditious means 
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for the resolution of such disputes constitutes an undue 

burden on commerce; and" 
" 

(7) while the States and the private sector have 

made substantial efforts to resolve disputes, and while 

such efforts .should be encouraged and expanded, effec

tive redress will be promoted through a cooperative 

functioning of both public and private mechanisms with 

the support and assistance of the Oongress. 

(b) PURPOSE.-It is the purpose of the Congress in this 

to assist the States and other i~terested parties in 

11 providing to all persons convenient access to dispute :resolu-

12 tion mechanisms that are effective, fair, inexpensive, and. 

13 expeditious. 

14 SEC. 3. DEFINITIONS. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 . 

23 

24 

25 

As used in this Act, the term-

(a) 'IAttorney General" means the Attorney Gen

eral of the United States, or his designee; 

(b) "commerce" means trade, traffic, commerce, 

or transportation-

.. 

(1) between a place in a State and any place 

outside thereof, or 

(2) which affects trade, traffic, commerce, or 

transportation described in paragraph (1); 

(c) "Commission" means the, Federal Trade Com-

mISSIOn; 
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(d) "dispute resolution mechanism" means courts 

of limited jurisdiction and arbitration, mediation, con

ciliation, and similar procedures, and referral services, 

which are available to adjudicate, settle, and resolve 

disput~s involving small amounts of money or other

wiS'e arising in the courses of daily life; 

7 (e) "local" means of or pertaining to any political 

8 subdivision within a State; 

9 (f) "State" means any State of the United States, 

10 and the District of Columbia; and 

11 (g) "State system" means all of the State-spon-

12 sored mechanisms and procedures available within a 

13 State for the resolution of consumer disputes and other 

14 civil disputes not involving large amounts of money, in-
. . 

15 eluding, but not limited to, small claims courts, arbitra-

16 tion, mediation, and other similar mechanisms and pro-

17 cedures. 

18 SEC. 4. CRITERIA FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTIONS MECHANISMS. 

19 (a) CRITERIA.-In order to achieve the purpose of this 

20 Act, a dispute resolution mechanism nmded in whole or in 

21 part under this Act shall provide for-

22 (1) forms, -rules, and procedures which are, so far 

23 as practicable,easy for potential users to understand 

24 and free from technicalities; 
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(2) assistance, including paralegal assistance 

where appropriate, to persons seeking the resolution of 

disputes; 

(3) the adjudication or resolution of disputes 

during hours and on days that are convenient, includ

ing evenings and weekends; 

(4) adequate arrangements for translation in areas 

with substantial non-English-speaking populations; and 

(5) reasonable and fair rules and procedures, such 

as those which would-

(A) insure that all sides to a dispute are di

rectly involved in the resolution of such dispute, 

and that such resolution is adequately implement

ed (including promoting effective means for insur

ing that a monetary award or agreement IS 

promptly paid, and a nonmonetary award or 

agreement is effectively carried out); 

(B) provide an easy way for an individual to 

determine the proper name in which, and the 

proper procedure by which, any person may be 

made a party to a dispute resolution proceeding; 

(C) encourage the resolution of disputes by, 

III addition to adjudication, such informal means 

as conciliation, mediation, or arbitration; 
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(D) permit the use of dispute resolution 

mechanisms by the business community, includ

ing, but not limited to, small businesses, corpora

tions, partnerships, and assignees; 

(E) provide {or the qualifications, tenure, ~nd 

duties of persons, other than judicial officers, 

charged with resolving or assisting in the resolu

tion of disputes; 

(F) encourage the finality of the resolution of 

consumer and other minor disputes; and 

(G) provide information about the availability 

of other redress mechapisms in the event that dis

pute settlement efforts fail or the dispute does not 

come within the jurisdiction of the mechanism. 

(b) STATE SYSTEM.-Each State is encouraged to de

velop a State system which is responsive to the criteria es

tablished in subsection (a) of this section by providing-

(1) sufficient numbers and types of readily availa

ble dispute resolution mechanisms which meet the re

quirements for such mechanisms set forth in subsection 

(a) of this section; and 

(2) a public information program which effectively 

communicates to potentil;tl users the availability and lo

cation of such mechanisms and consumer complaint of

fices in such State. 
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1 SEC. 5. DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROGRAM. 

2 Within 60 days after the date of enactment of this Act, 

3 there shall be established within the United States Depart-

4 ment of Justice a dispute resolution program, to be adminis-

5 tered at the direction of the Attorney General. Such program 

6 shall consist of the Dispute Resolution Resource Oenter es-

7 tablished pursuant to section 6 of this Act and of the financial 

8 assistance authorized under section 7 of this Act. 

9 SEC. 6. DISPUTE RESOLUTION RESOURCE CENTER. 

10 (a) ESTABLISHMENT.-There shall be established 

11 within the United States Dep:artment of Justice, as part of 

12 the dispute resolution program established pursuant to sec-

13 tion 5 of this Act, a Dispute Resolution Resource Oenter 

14 (hereinafter referred to as the "Oenter"). As soon as practi-

15 cable after the creation of such dispute resolution program, 

16 the Attorney General shall provide for the creation of the 

17 Oenter and prescribe basic criteria for its operation consistent 

18 with the purposes described in subs~ction (b) of this section. 

19 (b) PuRposES.-The Oenter shall-

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

(1) serve as !1 national clearinghouse for the ex

change of information concerning the improvement of 

existing and the creation of new dispute resolution 

mechanisms; 

(2) provide technical assistance to State and local 

governments to improve existent and to create new 

mechanisms for dispute resolution; 
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(3) conduct research and development for the im

provement of existent and creation of new dispute res

olution mechanisms; 

(4) undertake comprehensive surveyiS of the var

ious State systems and, to the extent possible, major 

private dispute resolution mechanisms within the 

States, and each such survey shall, to the extent possi

ble,disclose (A) the nature, number, and location of 

di5pute resolution mechanisms within each State; (B) 

the annual expenditure and operating authority for 

each such mechanism; (0) the existence of any pro

gram for informing the potential users of the availabil

ity of each such mechanism; (D) an assessment of the 

present use of and projected demand for the services 

offered by each such mechanism; and (E) other rele

vant data on~he types of disputes handled by each 

such mechanism, such as disputes between consumers 

and. 'selle1's, landlords and tenants, and any other rele

vant categories of cases; 

(5) identify, after consultation with the Oommis

SIOn, those dispute resolution mechanisms or aspects 

thereof that-

(i) are consistent with the provisions of sec

tion 4; 
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(ii) are most effective and fair to all parties 

in the resolution of disputes; and 

(iii) are suitable for general replication. 

Oonsideration shall also be given to the need for the 

program to provide new or improved mechanisms for 

the resolution of all types of minor disputes. Mecha

nisms or aspects thereof so identified shall be certified 

as "national priority projects"; and 

(6) make grants to, or enter into contracts with, 

to the extent provided in appropriation Acts, public 

agencies, institutions of higher education, or private or

ganizations to conduct research, demonstrations, or 

special projects to implement paragraphs (1) through 

(5). 

15 SEC. 7. FINANCIAL ASi3ISTANCE. 

16 (a) AUTHORITY.-As part of the dispute resolution pro-

17 gram established under section 5 of this Act, the Attorney 

18 General is authorized to provide financial assistance in the 

19 form of grants to applicants who have filed., pursuant to sub-

20 section (c) of this section, applications for the purpose of 

21 improving existent or creating new dispute resolution 

22 mechanisms. 

23 (b) DUTIES OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL.-As soon 

24 as practicable after the date of enactment of this Act, the 

25 Attorney General shall prescribe-. 
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(1) the form and content of the applications for as

sistance to be submitted as set forth in subsection (c) of 

this section; 

(2) the time schedule' "for submission of applica

tions for assistance available under this section; 

(3) the procedures for approval of applications 

submitted under this section, and for notification to 

each State of all funds awarded to applicants within 

such State; 

(4) the specific criteria for the distribution of funds 

received by applicants under this section, consistent 

with the limitations contained in section 4 and subsec

tion (e) of this section and after consultation with the 

Commission; 

(5) the form and content of the reports to be filed 

under this section as may be reasonably necessary to 

monitor compliance with the requirements of this Act 

and to evaluate the effectiveness of projects funded 

under this Act and the proce~r~es to be followed by 

the Department ,of Justice in reviewing such reports; 

(6) the uses to which funds received under this 

section may be put consistent with those set forth 

under subsectiOIi (d) of this section; and 

(7) procedures for publishing in the Federal Regis

ter a notice and summary of approved appl~nJLtions. 
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1 (c) ELIGIBILITY REQillREMEN'YS.-N onprofit organiza-

2 tions, agencies of State go"rernments, and lmits of local gov

S ernments are eligible to receive assistance under this section. 

4 . Any such entity desiring to receive grant funds under this 
~.~iJ-: 

5 ~ection shall submit to the Attorney General an application 

6 consistent with the criteria set forth in s~ction 4 of this Act 

7 and such specific criteria as the Attorney General may estab-

8 lish under paragraph (4) of subsection (b) of this section. Such 

9 application shall-

10 (1) set forth a proposed plan for improving or cre-

11 ating dispute resolution mechanisms for which financial 

12 assistance is sought; 

13 (2) identify the person responsible for the adminis-

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

,23 

25 

tration of the project set forth in the application; 

(3) provide for the establishment of fiscal controls 

and fuud accounting of Federal funds paid pursuant to 

this Act; 

(4) provide for the submission of reports in such 

form and containing such information as the Attorney 

General may require under subsection (b) of this 

section; 

(5) (A) meet the criteria of the national priority 

projects program of the Center, or (B) identify the 

project proposed therein as not meeting the criteria of 

the national priority projects program and request 

. 
,s~·~--"' .... ~~ .. ~~ ... -- ~'-."-~ ~~,~"., .... :~ .. ,-,~~ ... ,:;:~ ·::.:~::=~.::-;::":::;:-':;::-:-":'~':-..;:;:,;:c-~".;:t:::;:;:'~~;;oI."E>\WC:l:*'\"~"""'_'_'!I'!'"~'l«~""""'~=t:r't'~;'.,,.,;,~lW~!'·"'~~-~~~.a..~~~t.="'~·_~,,-~, 

-.,. . 
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1 funding as an exception thereto in such manner, on 

2 such forms, and pursuant to such specific criteria as 

3 the Attorney General may prescribe pursuant to para-

4 graph (2) of subsection (e) of this section; and 

5 (6) set forth the nature and extent of participation 

6 of interested parties, including consumers, in the devel-

7 opment of the application. 

8 (d) USE OF FuNDs.-(I) Funds available under this sec-

9 tion may be used only for the following purposes: 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

(A) compensation of personnel engaged in the ad

ministration,adjudication, conciliation, or settlement of 

disputes, including personnel whose, function it is to 

_ assist in the preparation and resolution of claims and 

the collection of judgments; 

(B) recruiting, organizing, training, and educating 

personnel descril]ed in subparagraph (A) of this sub

section; 

(0) improvement or lease of buildings, rooms, and 

other facilities and equipment and lease or purchase of 

vehicles needed to improve the settlement of disputes; 

(D) continuing monitoring and study of the mech

anisms and settlement procedures employed in the res

olution of disputes within a State; 

I 
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1 (E) research and development of effective, fair, in-

2 expensive, and expeditious mechanisms and procedures 

3 for the resolution of disputes; 

4 (F) sponsoring programs 'of nonprofit organizations 

5 to accomplish any of the pro\.lsions of this subsection; 

6 and 

7 (G) other necessary expenditures directly related 

8 to the operation of new or improved dispute resolution 

9 mechanisms. 

10 (2) Funds available under this section may not be used 

11 for the compensation of attorneys for the representation of 

12 disputants or claimants or for attorneys otherwise providing 

13 assistance in any adversary capacity. 

14 (e) DISTRIBUTION 0]' FuNDs.-(I) One-half of the 

15 funds available for the purpose of making grants under this 

16 section shall be reserved for equal distribution among the 

17 States from which applications have been received for proj-

18 ects which are identified as national priority projects and 

19 which are approved by the Attorney General. The sum of all 

20 grants awarded in any State under this subsection shall be 

21 (.A) an amount equal to the entitlement of such State; or (B) 

22 an amount up to the entitlement of such State, if approved 

23 applications for funds under this paragraph are, in total, in an 

24' amount less than such State's entitlement. Funds available 
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1 under this paragraph shall be awarded to applicants in such 

2 amounts as the Attorney General may decide. 

3 (2) One-half of the funds available for the purpose of 

4 making grants under this section shall be reserved for the 

5 awarding of discretionary grants by the Attorney General. 

6 Such grants may be made to fund applications that were not 

7 funded under paragraph (1) of this subsection, to applications 

8 for projects that do not meet the criteria of the national prior-

9 ity projects program, or to research and demonstration proj-

10 ects or other activities that will encourage innovation in 

11 order to effectuate the purpose of this Act. The Attolney 

12 General shall, in consultation with the Commission, establish 

13 specific criteria, terms, and conditions for awarding grants 

14 under this paragraph. Such criteria, terms, and conditions 
15 shall include consideration of: (A) population and population. 

density; (B) the financial need of States and localities in 

which applicants for funds available under this section are 

located; (C) the need in the State and locality for the type of 

dispute resolution mechanism proposed; and (D) the national 

need for experiSTIce with the type of mechanism proposed, 

including the need to further the goal that for all types of 

disputes there be dispute resolution mechanisms available. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

(f) PAYMENTS TO GRANTEES.-When the Attorney 

General has approved an application submitted under subsec

tion (e)(I), he shall pay to the applicant the Federal share of 
(. 

~ 

f 
I 

1 

I 
I 

I 
f 
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1 the estimated cost of the approved project. The Federal share 

2 of the estimated cost of projects funded pursuant to applica-

3 tions submitted under subsection (e)(l) shall be 100 percent 

4 for the first fiscal year in which funds are appropriated for 

5 grants under this section; 90 percent for the second fiscal 

6 year in which funds are appropriated for grants under this 

7 section; 75 percent for the third fiscal year in which funds are 

8 appropriated for grants under this section; and 60 percent for 
, 

9 the fourth fiscal year in which funds are appropriated for I 
j 

grants under this section. When the Attorney General has I 10 i 
! 
i 11 .approved an application under subsection (e)(2), he shall pay 

1 12 to the applicant the amount which he in his discretion deter-
1 

r mines appropriate. The aggregate expenditure of funds of the ,t 13 ~ . 
~l 
~ 14 State and political subdivisions thereof, exclusive of Federal i 

15 funds, for such purposes shall be maintained at a level which 

16 does not fall below the a.verage level of such expenditures for 

17 the last 2 fiscal years preceding the date of application for 

18 funding. Payments made pursur.mt to this subsection may be 
~ - - ~-

19 made in installments, in advance, or by way of ),2iIfiburse-

,J ment, with necessary adjustments on accoynt of underpay-20 

21 ment or overpayment, but shan~okb3/used to compensate, 

22 directly or indirectly, for any administrative expense incurred 

23 in applying for funds under this Act. 

24 (g) SUSPENSION-OF PAYMENTs.-Whenever the Attor- ~ 

! 25 ney General, after giving reasonable notice and opportunity i1 
II 
n 
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for hearing to any recipient of a grant under this subsection, 

finds that the project for which such grant was received no 

longer complies with the provisions of this Act, or with the 

relevant application as approved by the Attorney General, 

the Attorney General shall notify such recipient of his find

ings and no further payments may be made to such recipient 

by the Attorney General until he is satisfied that such non

compliance has been, or promptly will be, corrected. How

ever, the Attorney General may authorize the continuance of 

payments with respect to ani'{ program pursuant to this Act 

which is being carried out by such recipient and which is not 

12 involved in the noncompliance. 

13 (h) No funds for assistance available under this' section 

14 shall be expended until one year after the date of enactment 

15 of this Act. 

16 SEC. 8. RECORDS, AUDIT, AND ANNUAL REPORT. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

(a) GENERAL.-Each recipient of assistance under this 

Act shall keep such records as the Attorney General or his 

oesignee shall prescribe, including records which fully dis

close the amount and disposition by such recipient of the pro

ceeds of such assistance, the total cost of the project or un

dertaking in connection with which such assistance is given 

or used, the amount of that portion of the project or under

taking supplied by other sources, and such other records as 

will assist in effective financial and performance' audits. This 

:') 

\ 

~'1 ! ! r I 
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II 
I
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1 provision shall apply to all recipients of assistance under this 

2 Act. 

3 (b) AUDIT.-The Attorney General or his designee shall 

4 have access for purposes of audit and examination to any 

5 relevant books, documents, papers, and records of the recipi-

6 ents of financial assistance under this Act. 

7 (c) OOMPTROLLER GENERAL.-The Oomptroller Gen-

8 eral of the United States, or any of his duly authorized repre-

9 sentatives, shall, until the expiration of 3 years after the final 

10 year of the receipt of any financial assistance under this Act, 

11 for the purpose of financial and performance audits and ex-

12 amination, have access to any relevant books, documents, 

13 papers, and records of recipients of such assistance under this 

14 Act. 

15 (d) ANNUAL REPORT.-The Attorney General, in con-

16 sultation with the Oommission, shall submit to the President 

17 and Oongress on or before the 365th day following the enact-

18 ment of this Act, and on or before February 1 of each suc-

19 ceeding year, a report on the administration of this Act 

20 during the preceding fiscal year. Such report shall include but 

21 not be limited to-

~2 (1) a list of all grants awarded; 

23 (2) a summary of any actions undertaken in ac-

24 cordancewith section 7(g) of this Act; 

52-434 0 - 80 - 21 
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(3) a listing of the projects designated as national 

priority projects for that year and the types of other 

dispute resolution mechanisms which are being created, 

and, to the extent possible, a statement as to the suc

cess of all mechanisms in achieving the purpose of this 

Act; 

(4) the results of financial and performance audits 

conducted pursuant to this section; and 

(5) an evaluation of the effectiveness of the 

10 Oenter in implementing this Act, including a detailed 

11 analysis of the extent to which the purpose and goal of 

12 this Act have been achieved. together with any recom-

13 mendation for additional legislative or other action. 

14 SEC. 9. AUTHORIZATION FOR APPROPRIATIONS. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

(a) To carry out the purposes of section 6 of this Act, 

there are authorized to be approp~iated to the Attorney Gen

eral not to .exceed $3,000,000 for the fiscal year ending Sep

tember 30, 1980; not to exceed $3,000,000 for the fiscal 

year ending September 30, 1981; not to exceed $3,000,000 

for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1982; not to exceed 

$3,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1983; 

and not to exceed $3,000,000 for the fiscal year ending Sep

tember 30, 1.984. 
.\ 

(b) To carry out th~ purposes of section 7 of this Act, 

there are authorized to be appropriated not to exceed 

I 

-----------------------~------
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1 $15,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1981; 

2 not to exceed $15,000,000 for the fiscal year ending Septem-

3 ber 30, 1982; not to exceed $15,000,000 for the fiscal year 

4 ending September 30, 1983; and not to exceed $15,000,000 

5 for the fiscal year _ending September 30, 1984. Such sums 

6 shall remain available until expended. 

7 SEC. 10. THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION. 

8 The Federal Trade Oommission shall hire and assign 

9 applicants' for employment and shall promote, train, disci-

10 pline, demote and dismiss employees on the basis of individ-

11 ual merit, without regard to race, color, sex, religion, orna-. /' 

12 tional origin, and without engaging in any act or practice 

13 which has the purpose or the effect of illegal discrimination 

14 against any individual because of his or her race, color, sex, 

15 religion, or national origin. 

Passed the Senate April 5 (legislative day, February 22), 

1979. 

Attest: J. S. KIMMITT., 

Secreta?Y· 
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ApPENDIX 2-ADDITIONAL MATERIALS SUBl\fIT'l'ED BY "\¥ITNESSES 

( a) By THE Al\IERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION 

ALTERNA1'IVE nIETHoDS OF DISPUTE SE'rTLEMENT 

A SELEOTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Compiled by Frank E. A. Sander and Frederick E. Snyder, Harvard Law Scllool 
for the American Bar Association Special Committee on Resolution of Minor 
Disputes 

SEPTEMBER, 1979 
PREFAOE 

The genesis of this bibliography was a feeling on the part of the compilers that 
in a field such as dispute resolution, which has had vast amounts of writinr.
over the years but has undergone a significant recent flowering, an attempt :tt 
classification and compilation would be a useful aid to scholars currently working 
in the field. As soon as we began to undertake the task, however, we understood 
better why others have hesitated where we have dared to tread. The domain is 
vast and it is at times difficult to delimit the subject appropriately. For example, 
although 'our focus is primarily on civil litigation and ,ve therefore felt free to 
a,oid many of the detailed issues of criminal adjudication, the disposition of 
lower level criminal cases by civil alternatives such as neighborhoocl justice 
centers does lie ,at bhe core of our concern. 'Where a subtopic had sUl>stantial 
amounts of writing but was not centrally related to our concern, we have on 
occasion resorted to the device of listing one or two l>asic pieces that contain 
references to most of the remaining literature. In general, we have tried to err 
on the side of inclusion iIi the hope that we will not be held too strictly account
able for that judgment in particular cases. 

Similar questions of judgment have attended the subdivisions. These should 
not be yiewed as watertight, but simply as helpful guides. Wheneyer appro
priate, we have felt free to list items under various headings where that might 
be helpful. 

It should not need to be sai.d that this bibliography does not pretend to be 
complete or comprehensive. Rather than refining or elaborating it further in the 
hope of getting a better product, we have thought it desirable to disseminate 
this tentative first draft now in the hope that it will lead others to suggest 
additions or subtractions which can then l>e reflected in future editions. 

Many individuals have contributed ideas and suggestions to the bibliography. 
There are too many to list here. We would simply like to acknowledge the help
ful reseaTch assistance of Charlotte Salomon who laboriously checked all the 
items here listed and helped us to put them into some coherent form. 

ABBREVIATIONS USED 

ABA-American Bar Association. 
BNA-Bureau of National Affairs, Wash., D.C. 
GPO-Government Printing Office. 
IJA-N.Y.U. Institute of Judicial A.dministration. 

F.E.A.S. 
F.F.S. 

LEAA-Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, U.S. Department of 
Jus-tice. 

NCSC-National Center of State Courts. 

ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION MECHANISMS 
AND HOUSING DISPUTES: A Survey 

Fred M. Oellapa* 

!he Pound Conference on the Causes of the Popular Dissatisfaction with the Admi is r . . 
Minnesota, April 1976) focused attention on alternative dispute resolution mecha~i~on ~5~s~ce (St. Paul, 
developed around the country since the early 1970's These projects utilize nonad s-; -that have 
negot!ati,:m, medi~tion, or ~'rbitration, which seem to be ~xpeditious, efficient inexpensi~:r~ar~al m~~es such as 
effecllve In resolving certain classes of disputes. " n mos Importantly, 

Established ADAMs found that they were resolving disputes In the . ty n' I . 
percentil~s to t~e seventy percentile range, the results were nonet~~~ss ~r;;g~~r~ es,; a t~0~9h closer eV31.~alion droPJ?ed these success 
adjudication has Ignlled. fueled toa large extent by the sponsoring 01 three NeighborhOo~ J~;tlc~~~~tnc(N~~)1 d allernatrv~s to conventional 
Jushce Departm!lnt and the National InstHute for law Enforcement and Criminal Justice Th th er d emonstrahon programs by the 
expeflenc~s of ~IX selected, existing programs and are endeavoring to prove the merit of ~ c; reter ;monstratlon ce!lters drew from the 
means of intensive, external evaluations, u non I Iglous modes of dispute resolution by 

At its last tally-December 1978-the ABA's Special Committee on Resolution of Mi D' . . •. • 
lesshthan. one hundred seventy oper~tional ADRM programs nationwide; certainly an~;al!~~~t:~;,~sp'~~nlttledhno 
suc projects numbered less than sixty as recently as late 1976 • ern w en 

Background. Any society needs some procedure however iii-defined b which d' 
mem.bers, once it begins to constitute a threat to the h~rmony and cohesio~ orthe SOCi:t Isagreement ~etween it.s 
Phosslble, resolved. It was not too !on~ ag.o that certain legal thinkers began to seriously :~,:::r~:ec~f~!~~~ed and,l~ 
:h e for~al a~1ver~ary system of Justice In resolving certain classes of interpersonal dispute that ofte~v~~~~:Ot 
e~se ve~ In misdemeanor or small claim courtrooms. These disputes between e . t .es 

re~alto~Shlp, such as spouses, lovers, neighbors, triends, landlord/tenant, merchant-~u:t~~:r w.:~~ ~~ ~.~golng 
p.nmanly the result of such occurrences as noisy animals and stereos, faulty plumbing shodd e ht e, ~re 
slmpl~ assaults, un.returned security deposits, damaged property, and similar types ' y merc andtse, 

Typically these dtsputes would go before ihe bench where the 'ud e w Id . 
rules, and case precedents to the particular situation. On surface jon~e a .~~ try to apply procedures, ~videntiary 
that the matter was resolved; but was it really? As often as not (th~re eXists n~~:;:J ~:~ ~~en r~~ch~~.' tt appeared 
but th~ popular dissatisfaction with the administration of Justice bears It witness) the di co~ I~m IS statement, 
~~~:~~~~~'I~~e~~.me position they were in before: except that now, one is officially decla::dUt~~ '~w~~en~~!'u:~~~~~ 

Professor Sander devised a chart of "available alternal' d' t I' 
involv",ment". They are; (A) Adjudicatio~; '(13) less formal ad'udl~=tlls~u e res,? ~tlon processes arranged on. a scale of decreasing external 
conclII~tlon Courts, 2) arbitration, and 3) screening; CC) Fa~t findin~7,c~)sgrv~~~:~~ (~)u~~~~a~~ a~ smd"(~al,ms,trall!c, housing and family-

The f"sttwo modes are generally referred to as the formal judicial process Adjucj' 'all lon, an, I nformatton and referral, 
layhen an~ la~yers, with the possible exception of arbitration and screening It is d!«iCU~~f~~1~:~ for7al afJudication are Vlcll known to most 
~t the adJu.dlcatory-adversary process,as it has been the life blood ofthepr~fession for years Ho:ee: c~~ ega prQr~s!on to find much laull 
t e expectations of the courts may well exceed the judiciary's capacity to solve the problem~ of Indf~d e

l
comn1tJlllty sdependence on and 

Our fo I d' d' t v ua s or sode'ty. 
rma a I.U tca ory proc:ss a~d to a large extent our less tormal one too, has moved .' " 

gr~ater compleXIty and professlonaltzation, Laws are written in technical often obtus In the dIrection of 
refinements multiply almost geometrically, and specialization js becomin 'mo e language, procedural 
system often is intelligible only to lawyers and accessible only to those who ;an o~~af~~~en~:4s a rfsult, the legal 

th~rm~~ep~~:tI!, ?dut ~qUalltYha~ harmful ~esult, i~ the g,reatly diminished role ot the disputa~t~f; ~~~~~~~t~f~~~~i 
.. . Sl e rom etr presenting thetr version ot fhe maHer fhe major'ty f d .. " . 

adjudIcated resofution are made by counsel and the court. Perha s this I~ce 0" ~. 0 e~lslo.n., YOlng to an 
of peo~le's dissatisfaction ,:",ith the .administration of justice. Fotusing now o~ tg:~~~:~~~o:~/usttce IS af Ihe rool 
Sanders chart, we shall bnefly review those methods of dispute resolution used by th .ements of Professor 

. , e vanous ADRM 
Fact (,."ding, or the.lnvesttgatlve approach, has not generally been a component of ur' dl ' I . • 

bh?dleS like grand JUCles and boards of inquest are related to the courts Essentially the f1~t f~~d:r~t~m,' ey..~ept to the
h 

very Irmitcd degree that 
Imself. If selected by the consent of the parties the likelihood thai hislh Ii d II b 1 c Ive, e uses t e Informallonnr sources 
flnd~ng, as, a dispute resolution technique, reHes heavily on the fact finder (:co~s:~3~tr:,lg thee ';,'l~'in~1~1t11~eg,bY ~ot~ sides If, incm8sed. Faci 
IssUlOg a flndlnll based upon such investigation. The parties may then resolve the dispute based on thi 0,. de IS~~ el y "~:estlgatlOn and then 
power or sanchons, operates without rules. procedures Or precedents and Is motivated solely by 11~/hn Ing. l,e act ",der h~s no coerCive 
rele~ant proofs. It could be said, by-reaching just a bit,th~t in some dis ute I t,er own nlernal ml." ,ation to food all 
flOdlng techncques to aid in resolVing a dispute before mediation Ttfls is ,:;go:;,~~~:~t~~ tW:~~u~:rIY tte NJC)ri Intake personnel use faC'; 
dispute from both parties and then suggesting a possible solution t~ the disputants However byanda, r WO[her galt enng Information on the 
fact. finding tech~iqu,:s, at leasl tl? the exlent meant by Professor Sander. . , age, e ma ofltyof /,DRMclo nol utilize 

Diversion, to thiS wflteratleasl, IS not really a dispute resolution methodolog E I II d' I 
crime and, upon a withholding of prosecution by the state laces that erson ~~ assen la y. Ivers on programs take a perEon charged with a 
Assuming the ~erson suc!'essfully completes the particui,;, diversion Pprogram's i::~I~:~~~t~e:~:.~~~~~~~~~eh':"~'t~b trai~ing, orthe Irke. 
matter and Ihe ondlvldualls returned to his community as a better person. ' r WI en no 0 (lfO$cq/JI the 

;:?~1n~; ~~~~~~~. an allorney and consullant In Mi~ml, Florida; formerly he was slaff director orthe ABA's Special Committee on Resolution 
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The last two components are the general tools of most ADAM: mediation and information and referral. As Professor Lon Fuller put It: "The 
central quality of mediation. , • [is] Its capacity to reorient the parties toward each other, not by imposing rUles on them, but byhelping them 
to achieve a new and shared perception 01 their refatio"shlp, a perception that will direct their attitudes and dispositions toward one anolher." 
This Is aChieved by disputants voluntarily submitting their dispute to a neutral third party who has no active Or coercive power over the parties: 
for a negotiation, conCiliation, or mediation of the problem. Such a procedure rehes h~avily on the partiCipation of the disputants In the 
resolution of the dispule. The basic characterof mediation Is that the parties do not refer thedlspule loan Independent, third person In order to 
oblaln a decision. Aather, the good offices of another person are used to bring about communication between the parties and facilitate tho 
negotiation of an agreement. 

Early ADAM evaluations and the more authoritative NJC Interim Evaluation Indicate that this form of resolving dispute Is viable and bears 
considerable study and development. Theemphasls is upon conciliation; this will be achieved only where the whole his lOry of the relationship of 
the parties to the dispute 15 brought to light and discussed, and not where investigation Is .:!lnfined to the particular issue which has finally 
Induced the parties to seek a settlement. Unfortunately, our ludicial system does not presently afford a luxury of delving Into the causes of a 
dispute: it merely permits the processing of the results. 

It Is the various modes 01 mediation that best utilize the active participation of the disputants In the resolution of their dispute and hence yields 
what I refer to as participatory Justice. It appears that if given the opportunity to be heard as to thelrperspectlve of the dispute, most persons will, 
with patience and understanding, eventually set forth the parameters of a resolution. A medlalorcan then utilize these com~eptuallzed termsof 
an agreemenl and aId to shape them into a lasting resolution. The burden of "living up to" that resolution rests squarely"n Ihe parties. In a 
mutually agreed upon resolution, everyone oughl to coma out satisfied Cneither winneror loser), as they themselves resolved the dispute to their 
mutual satisfaction. If anything, the experiences of the ADAM have prompted a certain amount of discussion overthe adminiMration of justice 
and its attendant philosophies. 

This Information and referral aspect of Sander's chart Is characterized by Cratsley as being ", .• just another Intervenor, although at a very 
preliminary level," Essentially this component of an ADAM Is utilized to: Ca) provide a party with Information on all Ihe options av",lIable to asslsl 
In resolvIng a dispute; and, (b) refer persons to agencies that can belter assist In a resolution than the ADAM or as a tool for helping the parties 
understand themselves, their agreement, and living up to that agreement. 

Nallonal Survey. In the fall of 1978, the Department of Housing and Urban Development contracted with the 
American Bar Association's Special Committee on Housing and Urban Development Law to conduct a "National 
Housing Justice and Field Assistance Program". The principal purpose of this studyis to determine the stat\'3 of the 
administration of Justice in the courts vis-a-vis housing disputes, and to examine the experience of certain "housing 
courts" around the country, In turn, the ABA Special Committee on Resolution of Minor Disputes was asked to 
conduct a brief and modest national survey of the nation's ongoing ADRM to determine to what extent they were 
involved in housing disputes. The survey results were only recentiy completed, but were su rprising In that far more 
ADRM were involved in the attempted resolution of housing dispute than imagined. This suggests that ADHM 
projects are being well received by the public and, if the survey data are valid, that the application of ADRM 
techniques to housIng dispute merits research and development. 

To conduct the survey, forms were sentlo 140 ADAM projects and persons Involved In ADAM activltiesJisted by the proJect office of the ABA 
Special Committee on Aesolution of Mlrior Disputes. Of the survey group, 32% responded, yielding an ample number from which to 
approximate .the InVOlvement of ADAM In the area of housing dispute. Of the ADRM responding, a full 63% service or attempt to service disputes 
Involving housing. The ADAM were asked to define housing dispute In two categories; (1) Typical: being tho more traditional type such as 
eviction, security deposit returns, code violations, property damage: and (2) Atypical: being more Interpersonal in nalure, such as an 
altercation belween a landlord and tenant, or apartment or condominium neighbOrS that resulted In assault, battery, Or other misdemeanor or 
tort behavior. 

(1) The ADRM processing housing disputes indicated that, on average, approximately 60% of the disputes could 
be classified typical, 34% classified atypical, and 6% received no classification. Certain respondents claimed that, 
they did not adequately document the cause of the disputes, but felt that a portion of the assault, battery, property 
damage, and trespass matters also could be indirectly related to housing difficulties. (2) The wrvey discovered that 
the ADRM reporting with sufficient data, processed a total of 10,951 housing disputes on average per annum. (3) 
ADRM reported their average resolution rate on housing disputes to be 75%, ADRM operated by official entities 
averaged a 76% resolution rate, while the independent ADRM averaged 71% successful resolution. 

(4) The survey determined that approximately 62% of the ADRM are operated by an official entity (with 38% being 
independent). This broke out as follows: (a) Court or court related ADRM '" 15%; (b) City, county, district, or legal 
service attorney operated = 23%; and, (c) Unit of local government operated = 24%. (5) The individual resolution 
rate of each of the above was: (a) 73%; (b) 78%; and, (c) 78%; the independent ADRM averaged 71% resolution, 

(6) A further survey result was the determination of the approximate percentage of the total caseload that is 
housing disputes, It was found that: (a) 53% of the ADRM serviced 1 - 25% housing dIsputes; (b) 25% of the ADRM 
serviced 26 - 50% housing disputes; (c) 11% of the ADRM serviced 51 -75% housing disputes; and, (d) 11% of the 
ADRM serviced 76 - 100% housing disputes. 

The survey results Illustrate that ADAM have. at least, pofential tor assisting In tho resolution of housing disputes. An example, tet us project I 
the housing dispute caseload figure Inlo the current known operating ADAM. Assuming that 107 equals 63% of the existing ADAM and each 
ADAM averages 278 housing disputes 8 year: hence the now exlslfng ADAM have the potenlfal of processing 29,778 housing disputes per year. 
Personally, I do not feel that numbers are Impressive; rather,ltls the potential for development Indicated here that Intrigues me. It Is quite clear 
that ADAM, alleast In terms of this modest survey, are active in the housing dispute area and suggest Ihat fUrther development of ADAM use Is In 
order, 

A Proposal, "The causes of housing deterioration (and attendant disputes) to the extent that they have been' 
identified, are diVerse - poverty, racism, high property taxes, outmoded building codes, strict and insensitive I 
zoning laws, incompetence and excessive profit taking by landlords, rigid rent control and an aging housing stOCk," 
The present system does not have the flexibility to handle the tremendous variety of disputes that come before it, 
nor does it have enough appropriate remedies. Landlords presentiy have ot~ly the sanction of eviction to deal with 
irresponsible tenants, and tenants have only injunctive relief or tort dal\1ages for code Violations Involving 
dangerous or inhabitable conditions, Something must be done. Perhaps thl' United States Court of Appeals fort,he 
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District of Columbia said it best: " •.. Courts have a duty to reappraise old doctrines in light of the facts and values 
of contemporary life - particularly old common law doctrines which the courts themselves created and developed." 

From the outset It must be understood that noslngle law, program, or policy can In one triumphant sweep remedy all the Ills of administering 
housing justice. The problems range from dirriculties In properly Idenlilylng the true owner of property In violation of minimum housing code 
violations to an effective process for timely remedial action. In those areas that have specialized housing courts, the problems themselves have 
not abated. 

A landlord-tenant dlspul.a, like any other lawsuit, cannot be resolved without due process of law unless both parties have had a fair 
opportunity to present their cases. Our courts were never Intended to serve as rubber stamps for fandlords seeking to evict their teriants but 
rather to see that justice III done before a person Is evicted from his or her home. What must be allempted then Is a complete reordering 0; the 

. processes for administering housing: a reordering that contemplates change or revision of laws, ordinances codes rules of procedures and 
the Integration of mechanisms Involved In housing dispute resolution. The settlement mechanism should r~maln within the judicial sy~tem 
Despite the disadvantages Inherenlln ajudiclal proceeding, the courts remain the most appropriate forum forthe settlement of legal disputes' 
The court system (but not necessarily the adversarial system) Is best able to bring to the decision making process a sense of justice with th~ 
concommillant understanding that precedents are not dictates, and statutes do not require stagnation. 

A new mechanism lor the settlement 01 housing dispules needed: a mechanism motivated by legal and equitable concerns which gives all 
parties an equal opportunity to seek justice. To begin formulaling such a housing dispute mechanism, two critical areas must be re-evaluated 
and, Ide~IIY, redesigned; these are the law and the process. Too ollen we look at only Improving the process, leaving the procedural and 
substantive law alone. This, I feel, Is a mistake as Improved process or mechanism are not really worth much If the rules concerning entry and 
use are not concurrently modified. Proposed changes In the organization and procedures of ajudiclat dispute sell/ement mechanism must allow 
for Implementation of the sUbstantive law. The court must not continue to be the vehicle for Inhibltinll application of precedent deemed 
undesirable by litigants or judges, 

Legislation ought to be promulgated that grants exclusive Jurisdiction overall disputes arising out of resldential- rental relationships and all 
actions to enforce or penalize violations of minimum housing codes. This housing Jurisdiction would operate In close cooperation ~ilh the 
various I!xecu!lvl,l branch agencies Involved, suc~ as h.ouslng authoritiesand_adminlsl',;lors, prosecutors, and county orcltyallorneys.ltought 
to have Jurisdiction over possessory actions, Injunctive actions, code prosecutions and, with proper resources the authority to appoint re-
ceivers for properties in extreme disrepair and violation or abandoned by the owner. ' 

Judges sltti~g In the housing Jurisdiction should remain for a substantial time period to ensure continuity and expertise. Hearing examiners 
could be appointed to assist the judge and would have the authority to refer consenting parties toa mediation/arbitration service In addition a 
woperty inspect/on staff should be available to inspect and report to the housing court, and a social service branch to referlndlg~nt tenants io 
flnanclat and employment resources. • 

The housing jurlsdictio.n would be two tiered. A preliminary review af!er the filing of a complaint and answer, If any. would be made by a 
hearing examiner. If th~ dispute encomp~sses nonpayment ~f rent or habitability condlt/ons, the mailer may be referred to mediation. Disputes 
should be sent to mediation In 4 categories: (1) tenant has Withheld rent because of the condition of the premises' (2) tenant has fallen behind 
but Is willi~g to mak: up lost rents; (3) tenant is unable to pay and referral to sociat service assistance agency Is n~cessitated; and, (4) disputes 
over secunty depOSits. • 

Since the landlord's object/ve In most nonpayment cases Is collection ratherthan evlcllon, referral to medlallon services woutd provIde both 
parties the opportunity and assistance In resolving the dispute with a minimum of delay. (Please note that data Indicates that tess than 4% of 
eviction actions culminate in dispossession.) The mediation part, backed by the knowledge that quick and certain action will occur if the parties 
are ob~tructionlst ordeal In bad faith, could utilize some Innovative resotution techniques. For example, When the premises are In substandard 
condition, the amount of payment provided could be reduced accordingly, restorable If the landlord agrees to repair. If the tandlord will not 
accept such condition, the case would proceed to Judicial determination: complete with Inspection by housing court Inspectors. 

If none of the preceding steps could be taken, the matter would then proceed to the second tier, trial court. The trial court ought to have the 
proper rules, procedures, and laws to take the following actions, if warranted and proven; (a) Punlfive: code enforcement methods narrowly 

, conceived ~o Impose absolute .responsibility on an owner of record, or his agent, for Violations. This could be Inflexibly applied IV/thoul regard 
for the profitability of the building as an economic unit; (b) Economic: code enforcement through rent control. As an example, a rent reduction 
ordered Is code violations exist and, by same token, restorable If corrections are made; and, (c) Direct repair remedies: local government can 
place building In receivership and repair or renovate, then collect rents, etc" until reimbursed. 

The suggestions made above are not at all new or innovative, as they have all been made at various times in the 
past. What Is needed is an area that needs and wants to restructure its housing jurisdiction from top to bottom 
encompassing law and procedural changes. This survey (for the ASA's National Housing Justice and Field 
Assistance Program) Indicates that alternative methodologies are workable. A concentrated effort ought to be 
made to locate at least one cooperative jurisdiction to implement a new housing court and ADRM experiment. 
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THE SAN JOSE HOUSING SERVICE CENTER: 
A "Comprehensive" Non-Judicial Model for Housing Disputes 

Anthony J. "Sud" Carney· 

The Housing Service Center is a non-profit community-b3sed organizatiCin located in San Jose, California. The 
Center provides low-moderate income tenants, landlords, and homeowners a solution to many of their housing 
disputes in a non-judicial setting and without the costs and often lengthy process that the legal system offers. Since 
the Center opened in August 1975, about 35,000.residents have used the free services. 

Located on the southern tiP of the San Francisco Bay, the city of San Jose was once considered a sleepy little town of 95,000 people. However, 
in just the tast 30 years the population exploded and rapid urbanization awoke the residents of the "Valley of the Heart's Delight." Today San 
Jose Is the major city of Santa Clara County, with a population that Is half of the County's 1.2 million residents. This "boom" has resulted in 
providing many job opportunities but It also has created a shortage of affordable housing, a low vacancy rate. and a greater economic gulf 
between those Who can and cannot affort housing. 

In '1970, the median cost of a new house In San Jose was $23,800. Since then the cost or nouslng has tripted and the vacancy rate has dipped to 
around 1%. The average family income Is about $20.000 a year; however, the average seiling price of an older house is $90.195 (April 1979). 
tncreasing rents are not providing an acceptable allernativ~ to buying. Seniors and other persons on fixed Incomes are facing a housing crisis 
that has no light at the end of the tunnel. There Is currently a move by tenants to have rents regulated; an Issue that Is being addressed by a task 
force made up of tenant and landlord representatives who will present recommendations to the city council In June. Perhaps theirsolulion will 
aid the fixed-Income families. if not. the "Citizens for Rent Relief" will take the Issue to the ballot. 

Tensions between tenants and landlords in the past generally have been "solved" by the landlord giving the 
tenant a 30 day notice to vacate. In the State of California, the scales of justice are still unevenly tipped in favor of 
the owner (e.g., a landlord can evict a tenant for no just cause by merely giving a 30 day notice if the tenant is on a 
month to month agreement; leases in California are almost unheard of). However, and particularly in light of the 
housing situation, many of those tensions in San Jose that arise between tenants and landlords can be solved 
through the Housing Service Center. 

The Center provides comprehensive housing counseling for low-moderate income tenants, landlords, and 
homeowners. Trained counselors can help with: evictions, lockouts, habitability, utility shutoffs, retaliatory 
evictions, housing discrimination, illegal landlord entry, abandonment, deposits/fees and other matters. The 
Center's philosophy has been to emphasize the merits of self-help; the counselors do not solve problems for 
clients, but rather show the clients hoW to solve' their own problems. 

Initial Client Contact. Contact with the Center generally begins over the phone. A counselor determines the 
extent of the caller's complaint or problem. (1) Most complaints or questions are clarified or answered over the 
phone. (2) When requested or where needed, a [specially-prepared, problem-area) brochure will be mailed to the 
caller. (3) Often the counselor will conciliate the matter without having to set up an appointment in the office. 

(4) There are, however, circumstances where an appointment with a counselor is necessary. At that time the 
counselor inquires as to the magnitude of the complaint or problem before a course of action is determined. (If 
there is a legal issue Involved, the counselor consults with the Center's attorney who may sit in on the appointment.) 
The client will be provided with an analysis of his or her situation, and a possible course of action, with emphasis 
placed on the client's participation in the solution, . 

(5) The next step is the implementation phase, which could be mediation (for example, setting up a meeting with 
the owner of a complex where most of the tenants have complained about a manager's unlawful conduct) . 

• - In ~ne case a manager answered the door pointing a gun at the tenan'ts. The sa'm~' manager slammed the doo'r In 'the fsco of ~ 74 year old 
woman which 'resulted In her being hospitalized. In this example, tha owner lived In HawaII and had no knowledge of any questionable activllles 
by the manager. After reviewing documentation and hearing testimony from the tenants, the owner dismls$ed the manager. Since then there 

I hav!' been no comp~alnts from tenants at this apartment complex. . 

(6) Where mediation is not applicable nor is self help workable, the case is either terminated. orit becomes a legal 
issue. A determination Is made: (a) to assign the case to the Center's attorney, or (b) refer tt to a volunteer legal 
panel. ,. ' 

Tenant landlord Hearing Committee. Toward the end of 1976, the Center began to staff the city's Tenant 
Landlord Hearing Committee. An examiner was added to the staff in order to assist the committee (comprised of 
five tenants, five landlords. and one "neutral" member; all members are appOinted by the city counCil). The exam
inerinitially conciliates with the tenant and the landlord. If this Is not successful, the case is heard by the committee, 
which makes a final recommendation. Although the committee's decision is not binding on either party, almost 
everyone who participated has complied. In the last two years less than 1% of the ()30 cases have gone to court .. 

Homeowner Counseling. Homeowners who are faced with foreclosure can find assistance at the Center. The 
staff is certified by HUD to provide default COUnseling. The Center has found the mortgage lenders extremely 
cooperative with regard to saving a family's home and investment. In addition, the counselors will make available a 
"Homebuyer's Kit" and "Energy Conlservation" information to the public. , 

'Mr. Car~ey, a City Planner, was one of Ihe founders or the Housing Service Center and the Executive Director from lis Inception. He Is 
currently a private Ptannlng Consultant specializing In housIng mailers. 
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Discrimination Counseling. Eliminating discrimination In housing is an area where the Center places major 
emphasis. Over a thousand complaints have come ttl the attention of the Center's Fair Housing Specialist. In 
addition to cOLJnseling clients who allege that they have been discriminated against, the Center recently conducted 
a major housing discrimination audit. (The results of this audit f.;howed that of the 112 rental units contacted, at 
least 50% discriminated against racial minorities. Following the release of the audit results, Individuals and 
community groups formed a coalition to further combat racial. discrimination in housing.) 

Tenant Landlord Law Classes. The Center's attorneys hold tenant-landlord law classes In community centers 
and churches. Most classes are held in the lowest income neighborhoods and are usually attended by about half 
tenants and half landlords or apartment managers. More tt'l,an 3,000 persons have taken advantage of the free 
classes. ' 

Legal Services. Although the Center attempts to "de-mystify" the legal aspects facing many clients and places 
emphasis on self-help or mediation, some cases can only be solved in a judicial setting. A unique aspect of the 
Center is the way in which legal services are provided. The Center's two attorneys (who are on retainer~ handle the 
legal (;ounselinQ and some court cases. • 

Examples 01 cases that the attorneys have handled are assisting tenants of a HUD Se~tion 236 apartment cornplex to purchase It as a co
:>perative, 0: defending a tenant In a habitability Issue Involving the rer/ling of a converted chicken coop. Another example was a case where a 
Noman Was given an &"iction nolice from an "adults-only" apartmer/t complex because the manager suspected that she was pregnant. The' 
tenant won this one (but upon arrival of the stork. the manager ma~1 have a message for the new born: thirty days to vacate I). 
When the case is one that the Center does not normally handle or the Center's attorneys are over-extended, the 
ciient is referred to a 25-member volunteer attorney panel. Attorneys on the panel have agreed to take cases for a 
fee scaled to income. The fees range from $10 to $40 per hour after an Initial half hour consultation fee of $10. The 
panel was instituted three years ago by the Santa Clara County Bar Association, at the request of the Housing 
Service Center; since then it has been highly prais'ad. 

Community Housing Projects. In addition to the counseling activities, the Center has been Involved with 
community groups who want to increase their hOdsing options or better their housing conditions. 

One such project was the formation of a housing constituenty made up ofinterested Individuals and community organl%atlons. This effort 
was orcheslraled In conjunction with the Department of SoclallVork at San Jose Stale Unlversily, the Council of Churches, and the Catholic 
Social Services; the organization Is called "Housing Action." One of Its major projects has been the formallon of a hoUSing development corpo
ration, butlt also has been responsible for the County Increasing t,ie expenditure of ils Community Development Block G"nt program toward 
the housing needs of the low Income community. Anolher project G'f the Center was an analysis of the availability of rental hOUsing for families 
with children. The Center's staff discovered that In this "lnternatlonl1l Year of the Child". 70%(>f the rental units did not aliowchlldren.ACounly 
ordinance recently adopted which would have prohibited thIs practice was overturned In the courts; It Is now being appealed. 

Training. Training for the staff is mainly conducted by the Center's attorneys who are known for theirexpertise 
in housing matters. HUD as weil as counseling organizations, such as the Pacific South West Association of 
Housing Counselors (PSWAHC)" provide additional cia~\ses and workshops in housing counseling. 

Funding and Staffing. The main source of funding for Ihe Housing Service Center is from San Jose's share of 
HUD Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds. As a HUD certified counseling agency, the Center also 
receives an additional grant ($45,000 for fiscal year 78-79) from HUD to augment the services. 

The Center also has employees who were hired and trained under Title IV of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, whiCh Is 
• admlnlotered by the Department 01 labor. (The total staff ollhe Cenlerincludes 15 fulHlmeand 1 part-time professional as well as 2 ful/-tlme 

support staff; there are 14-40 .olunteers as outlined above and a board of 11 persons. The annuaf budget Is approximately $330,000.) 

Conclusion. The Center [as a concept] Was presented In 1974 to the city's CDBG Steering Committee for 
inclusion (as a project to be operated by a community organization) in their recommendations to the city council. 

At thai time. the San Jose Community Tenants UnIon was the sponsor of the prc.,iect. When the recommendallon reached Ihe clly council 
along wllh requests from other groups who wanted to operate the Center. the council asked for new proposals. The Tenants Union submitted a 
new proposal and reduced the amount requested to S160.000. Even though the city's \~wn Property and Code Enforcement Department com
peted lor the funds to operate thc Center, the city council had enough faith In the trac\; record of the Tenants Union to vote for the contract. 

The Center now is an independent non-profit corporation. It subml:s a new proposal each year to the CDBG 
Steering Committee. Thus far it has received a favorable recommendation and (most Importantly) a contract with 
the city to provide free housing counseling services to the low-moderate in.:'.ome residents of San Jose, California. 

One of the most important aspects of the Housing Service Center is that a lasldent can utilize the services of the 
Center with confidence that the staff have been trained to provide compr6.hensive housing counseling, The 
specialization in various housing matters which the counselors have developeo further the Center's capability as 
weil as its credibility In the community. A system that lacks the expertise that the Center provides may not be 
received as weil, mainly because a client may fear that "they" would not thoroughl;t understand his/her problem. 
A client who alleges housing discrimInation can get expert assistance from the Center's FaIr Houslr;; C:puclallst or even free jegal advIce from 
the Center's Attorney. If the same client were to enter a system where many different kinds 01 disputes were dealt with, fheclienl mayor may 
not receive the expertise that s/he deserves. For Instance, the Center has trained volunteer checkers who can Immodlately respond to a 
discrimination complaint. A system that Involves Itself In many Issues may not have the energy nor the resources to adequately address a 
discrimination complaint. Moreover, housing complaints are bound to Increase because of the rising cost of housing. Coupled with the 
complexilies of many HUD programs. such as Section 8. Section 213, Section 221 (d)3. Section 235, elc., It will become even more Important to 
have trained "experts" who can proscribe "cures" for the illness. 

The Center is capab\lj of meeting the needs of the future and Is fUrther gearing up to do so. The Center receives 
about a thousand complaints a month; most of these are handled over the phone, many are solved through 
conciliation, some by mediation, and only a few are processed through our legal services. In order to facilitate the 
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potential problems whiCh may result from the emerging housing crisis, the Center has agreed to tie into the 
county's Multi-Service Center system. 

The Center plans to provide outreach offices In four of the new mufti-service cenlers which are mosliy lo( 'ted In lowincomenelghborhoo~s. 
The rnulti-servlce centers combine social services, vocational services, children's pr.otectove services. menial health services. a medical c)IOIc. 
alcohol outpatienl services, public health nursing services. communily services (pllvate non-prolol). and seOior citizen services. Becoming a 
part ol'lhls kind of system allows the Center to remain autonomous and yet add ress Ihe housln~ problems la,clng many low Income persons who 
would use the services of the mull/·servlce center bul who may not be aware of our Cenler s central ofloce 

The Center's speclairzation (solving housing disputes) and its auton~my and community ori?ntatlon place .it in a 
unique position to provide its services in the least amount of time, a minimum amount of funding, and a maximUm 
use of resource's. 

HOUSING SERVICE CENTER HANDOUTS 
The following "publications" are available from the Center: 

(1) Section 8 Facts· (2) Subsidized Housing List; (3) Section 235 Summary: (4) Sample Rental Agreement and Checklist; (5) CHEC (Spanish & 
English); (6) "Insul~te Save Energy"; (7) "Be an Energy Miser"; (8) "From HUD Energy"; (9) Housing Service Cenler (pamphlet); (10) EI Centro 
De Servlcia De Casas' (.11) Deposit' (12) Depositos' (13) Repair and Deduct; (14) Reparary Descontar, (15) Eviction Notices; (16) Noticiasde 
Terminacion' (17) "H~uslng Dlscri';"nation Is Illegal" (lIyer); (18) "Know Your Rights About Renting" (lIyer); (19) "How to Buy a House; (20) 
"HomebUyer~ Checkllsl'" (21) "The Homebuyers Estimator of Monthly Housing Cost"; (22) "Home Mortgage Insurance"; (23) "How to Apply for 
FHA-Insured Mortgage o'n your Home'" (24) "Simple Home Repairs"; (25) "Dlrecciones Para Tareas Domesticas"; (26) "Racial Discrimination In 
Housing _ Audit and Recommendation;'" (27) "let's Consider Coop era lives"; (28) "Consideremos Las Cooperativas"; (29) "Fair Housing"; (30) 
"Dlsciminacion": (31) "legal Rent Wllhholdlng"; .(32) "Retenclon legal De Renla": (3~,> "Abandonment"; (34) "Abandono"; (35) "Tenant 
landlord Hearing Commlltee"; and. (36) "EI Comlte de Audlenclas del InqUilino-Dueno • 

SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE CENTER: AUGUST 1975 THRU APRIL 1979 

TENANT (26,904) & LANDLORD (2,949) COMPLAINTS ••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ••••• 29,853 

DISCRIMINATION 1,153 LOCKOUT 266 
3 DA Y NOTICE 2,831 REPAIR & DEDUCT 2,012 
30 DAY NOTICE 3,289 RETAliATORY EVICTION 210 
UNLAWFUL DETAINER 2,011 HABITABILITY 1,410 
RENT RAISE 2,295 DEPOSIT/FEES 5,801 
SMALL CLAIMS COURT INFO 621 ABANDONMENTI 
UTILITY SHUTOFF 164 SURRENDER 
MOBILEHOME 431 GENERALINFORMATION 
LANDLORD ENTRY 138 OTHER 

300 
2,770 
4,151 

HOUSING REFERRALS ...................................... , ................................ , •• 2,918 
HUD (Section 235/245 Home Purchase - Mortgage Default) ••.••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•• _ ••••••• 1,243 
TENANT LANDLORD HEARING COMMITTEE ................................... , .............. ,' 230 
TENANT LANDLORD LAW CLASSES ............................................................. 68" 
LEGAL REFERRALS ••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• , ••••••••••••• , ••.•• , .• , . " . • • • • • •• •••• • . • ••• • •• •• 542 

TOTAL PROGRAM ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••.•• - ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• 34,854 

'Chents served are at the following approximate categories·, Elderly 10%; Minority 380/0; and Female Head of Household 19%. THese per
cenlages are not mutually l'xcluslve, bul nonetheless account for more than 50Q. 01 all chenls served by tho Center. 
"Mnrp 'hAn :l nnn [lp,"on< hnvp nllentfed thr Iree low clos~r~ 
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LANDLORD-TENANT MEDIATION: 
Project In Colorado 

David M. Ebe'" 

Almost every urban area in our country faces a rapid:y increasing number of landlord-tenant disputes. Tradi
tional judicial procedures appear incapable of efficiently resolving these disputes. Although there have been many 
~fforts ~o make. the judicial process more responsive to the growing flood of landlord-tenant disputes, there is an 
increasing feeling that perhaps a part of the solution lies entirely outside of the traditional court structure. The 
Colorado Bar Association and the Commission on Community Relations for the City and County of Denver have 
joinUy undertaken a new nine-month experimental project in Denver, Colorado, which seeks to resolve landlord
tenant disputes through mediation. 

Parti~u!arcredit for the ~onceptl?n and impleme[lt~tion 01 this. pilot project should be giYen to Mr. Minoru Yasuf. the Executive D"ectnroft/le 
CommIssIon on ~ommu"'ty Relatl.ons. Ms. Lynn SmIth, Ihe project coordinator, Ms. Annette Finesllver and Ms. Wendie Downie,alt wilh the 
Denver CommissIon on Community Relations: 10 Mr. Carlas Lucero, Ihe past President of the Colorado Bar Association and Professor 
Jonathon Chase, for their work on behal! of the C,?lorado Bar Association: and to Ms. Karen Olson. state program ollicer of ACTION. for her 
gUIdance and c~:lUn~ellng thro~~houL ThIS project IS funded by a $34,800 grant from ACTION; Ills reasonably expected thata furthergrantwlll 
extend Ihe project ,o~ an addlll?n~1 year, (ThIs was,award(ld on Seplember30. 1978,to the CommIssIon on Commu""y Relations: 10 eslablish 
Landlord-Tenant MedIation Projee. fer a period of elghl months. Since Ihe projeci dId nol get und~rway until December 15 and the program 
funds have been carefully utilized since thai time, the projeci will now opera Ie through October 31 of 1979.) 

The Structure. The Co,:.~·ado Landlord-Tenant Mediation Project is governed by a five-person governing board 
with representatives from the Commisv:,)n on Community Relations, the Colorado Bar ASSOCiation, the judiciary a 
landlords' association, and a tenants' association. . ' 

To assist the governing b~ard and to provide broad community support, there is a much larger advisory board. consisting 01 representalives of 
other organiz~tions in.terested in landlord and tenant concerns. I n addition, a paid, full-time project coordinator. accouniabie to the !;1oveflling 
board. supervIses all Intake and screening. assignment of rnedialors, an1 the general operalion of Ihe program. 

The actual mediators are all volunteers. To date, twenty volunteers have been recruited. Each person has agreed to 
mediate at least one dispute a month. Twenty additional volunteers will be recruited within the next four to six 
months, The mediators come from many different walks of iife, although they tend to be professional people with 
:;kills particularly applicable to landlord-tenant controversies. All prospective mediators are carefully screened in 
order to exclude those with preconeeived biases. In addition, there are plans to enlist retired peopi() to serve as 
mediators: it is believed that they could bring a special perspective, dedication, and availability to the projecl. This 
proposal would also tap one of society's greatest underuti/ized resources-its senior citizens. 

Once the mediators are selected, they undergo several intensive training sessions. These sessions iilclude 
i'1struction from representatives of the Colorado Bar Association on landlord-tenant law in Colorado, as well as 
instr.uction from psychologists and experienced medlators on the art and skill of mediating disputes. -::'he training 
sessIOns also include several mock mediation demonstri!ltions. Additionally, the Colorado Bar Associalion is 
preparing a manual for use by the mesliators which will outline the basic provisions of landlord-tenant law in 
Colorado. The Colorado Bar Association also supplies back-up lawyers who can be consulted at any time. 

Intake. The mediation services are available without charge to anyiandlord or tenant in the MetropOlitan Denver 
a. ea with a dispute relating to the rental of rE''))idential property. There are several possible intake routes. First an 
individual landlord or tenant :nay directly (,."Jntac! the project coordinator; the coordinator can then obtain 'the 
required information to commence resolutIon of the dispute Second, a cooperative procedure if. now being 
established with the Denver Small Claims Cou:t. 

Under this proc{)dure. when a landlord-tenant dispute;s filed in the small claims court, Ihe parties Will be adVIsed of the medl~hon servIces 
oUered by Ihe panel and encouraged to. use Iheseselvices. Pending medlation,lhe case will.be kept acllve on Ihe small cla'ms courl dockel.l' 
Ihe med,aUon IS unsuccessful, Ihe parlles Villi be able 10 proceed 10 Inal in Ihe SMail claIms court V.,lhout any loss of time. 

Efforts are ::::11'0 underway to establish a working relationship with vafious landlord and tenant organizations 
whereby they w;/I refer complaints by thel~ ;-,lembers directly to the mediillioM panel. Referrals will also be 
encouraged from the Legal Aid Society. the Metropolitan Denver District Attorney's Consumer Olffce ar>d other 
agencies who come in contact wH~ landlord-tenant problems. Ultimately, it is hoped that landlords in U;e area can 

, be persuaded to insert a provision in their leases stating that both parties agrf'e to submit any dispuleslhal arise 
under the contract to the voluntary mediation panel before proceeding 10 court. 
T~e ,Mediation Proces~. The coordinator assigns a mediator within two days after a party has raquested 

medlatton. Althougi'! med:ators generally are assigned at random, someconsidera!fc!1 is given to special skills thai 
may be useful in pCl'~icular kinds of disputes (such as assigning an engineer to handle. a case involving clrl;ms of 
structural defiCiencies or un inhabitability). An effort is also made to elect a mediator whose location If. (~onVenjef!1 
to the parties. Within two days the mediator contacts the opposing party 10 determine if he will attend a voluntary 

·Mr. David Ebells an attorney in D~nver. 
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mediation session. (In some cases, the matter can be resolved very quickly over the telephone. 01 course. a meeting 
will not be required in those cases.) 

If both parties agree to try mediation. the mediator sets up a meeting as soon as pOSSible-hopefully wnhm the~ 
next several days. Neulral sites such as a church or community cenler near Ihe locallon of Ihe properly Will be 
sought. The mediator should be flexible enough to hold the session dunng the evening hours or on weekends. If 
desired by the parties. 10 avoid inlerfering with the parties' employment situations find to obtam a prompt 
scheduling of the mediation :;ession. 

The mediation process itself will be intormal. There will be no record and no formal taking of testimony, Either 
side may advance whatever arguments and evidence 'desired; in addition, the mediator may actua.lly visit the 
premises to make an on-site inspection. Depending upon the circumstances, a mediator may determine that the 
process will work better if he meets separately with each side, rather than having both parties together at a single 
meeting. However, the typical procedure will involve a single meeting with all participants present. 

The mediator's role In the dispute resolution process will depend upon Ihe circumstances of each Individual case. There may be times when 
the mediator should simply facilitate a meeting of the disputants. Olher Iimes,lhe nledialor may serve most eliectively as an intermediary or 
mutual confidant, Still other times the medialor may serve as an adviser or non-binding arbitrator making specific suggestions and 
recommendations to the parties. 

The mediator will try 10 bring as much flexibility and creativity to the process as possible. Forexample, if there is a dispute over Ihe tenant's 
right to remain in possession, the medialor could delermine that the tenant's main objeclion to vacallng the premises is his Concern about 
finding suitable allernative housing. The -mediator may Ihen be able 10 assist the tenant in localing alternative housing in exchange for the 
tenant's willingness to accept some definite fulure date 10 vacate the premises. The landlord may be persuaded 10 give the tenant enough 
additional time to locate such alternative housing on the basis that it will be cheaper and fasler Ihan instituting an eviction action. In thearea of 
damage Jeposits, a medialor might be able to identify precisely whaldamagewasdone to the apartmenl.ln addition, the medlalormighl be able 
to oblaln an agreement between Ihe parlies for repair without resort to a damages judgment. In acasewhere the tenant is withholding rent unlil 
cerlain repairs are made, Ihe medlalor may assist tM parties by identifying the work 10 be done and by arranging for suitable escrow of the 
withheld rent sO Ihat both parties are protecled. 

If the mediator is successful, the mediator will assist the parties in drafting a brief and simple agreement. If the 
mediation is unsuccessful, the mediator will advise bott; parties of theavailability of remaining courses of action. If 
one or both parties desire to carry the matter to the small claims court, the mediator may help both parties narrow 
and freme the issues and prepare a stipulation of undisputed facts so that the case can be expeditiously presented. 
In relurn for this assistance it is hoped that the court will give the parties priority on the docket <or> that the parties will 
not have lost any time by initially trying mediation. 

If the matter does proceed to trial, the mediator will not be available to testify on behalf of either party. This will 
preserve the mediator's neutrality and will encourage both parties to participate in a frank exchange during the 
medialion process. 

At this time, 24 volunteers have compleled training. The malerlals that the medmlors useconlalnc.tenslve ,"Iormatlon olliandlo,d·tenant law 
and mediation lechniques. which are updated occasionally 10 keep them Inlormed of any changes whIch may be 01 use In dlspufe resolution. 

PUblic.iiy. Publicit}, about the project was initiated on February 15 through press rel'ilases to the newspapers and 
television stations in the Denver area. 

Moreover, a presentation 01 the services available was made before the Denver Clly Council, asa resull,lhe police and. lire dcp'lflmenlsas well 
as various social services organlzalions re'er clients directly to the Landlord-Tenant Medlallon Prolecl Public service announcemenls proved 
10 be so effeclive thai the project no longer UtihZB$ Ihem. 

An AdVISOry Committee of 26 persons inVOlved in landlord-Ienant issues was set up to famIliarize these people wllh Ihe servIces offered so Ihal 
they may "spread the word" throughout Ihecommunity.ln addition,lhe project Issues a senes 01 newsleqers<:~lted • Renlal Rap' whlchappears 
in len local publications regularly. 

Evaluation. In order to determine the effectiveness of the project and to supervise the work of thn mediators, 
there will be monitors who periodically observe the mediation sessions. 

Furlhermore, the participanls will be asked to evaluale the process alter it has been completed. The vltimale objective of this program is to 
develop credible slatistical data on the cost elfecliveness of medlalion. A furlher objective of the program is 10 deline Ihe parameters and 
lechnlques that are Important In achieving successful mediation. 

Other Benefits. In addition to the immediate benefit of resolving specific landlord-tenant disputes, it is hoped 
that this pilot program will generate additional long-term benefits for the community. 
. First, there Is an educalional benefit. There will be a lairl~'extensivc program oi public education on Ihe righls and obllgalions of lenanlsand 
landlords and the procedures to be followed In enforcing these rights. Brochures are being prepared for distribution and presentations before 
local high schools are planned. Additionally. the Colorado Bar Association may recommend bolh modificallons In Ihe slandard local residenlial 
I~ases as well as legislative changes based on lis partiCipation and experience with the medlalion prolect. 

Summary. Lawyers are traditionally taught that disputes cali only be resolved successfully if there is a third 
party, such as a court, with power to impose a seltfement. However, the price paid for vesting such authority in a 
third party is that the disputants themselves are subjected to a great deal of delay. expense, and formality that has 
developed to proiect the parties against abuse of this decision-making power. Ailnuugh voluntary mediation does 
not have the finality of a judicial decree, at the same time it does not carry ail the burdens th2t have evolved in 
judicial proceedings and which now threaten to choke them. Forthose that s,'ythe mediation process will not work, 
it should be pointed out that mediation has rarely been given the chance to work. Further, in those limited situations 
where mediation has been tried in a landlord-tenant context, it has worked out well. (See, e.g., the Weld County 
lnformat;on Referral Selvice program in Greeley, Colorado, which applies a very informal mediation approach to 
these and other kinds of problems.) 

It is the hope of this project to remedy, or at least to minimize, the problems attending use of the courts to resolve 
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landlord-tenant dispu~. First, the mediation process, if successful should be much faster'than an con . 
c~urt proceeding. If t~e process is unsuccessful, efforts should b~ made to enable the parties to ietur v~nttona: 
~tthout anr loss of ttme on the docket resulting from their mediation efforts. In this way mediati~n 0 ~I~~ 
Integrated Into the court structure. • ' WI e 

In additio~, the mediation .process should be much less expensive than a court suit: no fee is char ed a d 
attorneys will generally be discouraged from participating in mediation g n 

1/ the project proves to be cost effective In terms of saved judicial I' e I t f' d I 
disp~tants,.11 is hoped that the project can eventu~lIy b~ fUoded in a m~~ ~;m~n:~!'~ ~a~~ egat costs and other trial e!,penses for the 
nomInal IollOg fees required 01 the parllclpants themsel'ies' (2) contrib~ions from th~ h n.~gh one or more of the follOWing sources: (1) 
MhetroPholitan Denver area; (3).support from the state and I('<;al governmental entities that wO~d ~t~!~?~~~a:~~o ~~~~7~ °trhganiZatlonds. in the 
t roug the more expensive judicial process. e ese same ISpLJtes 

The process should als.o be more convenient to the parties, particularly since the mediation sessIon generall 'II 
be I~c~ted ne~r the. parties, rather than in the traditional downtown judicial complexes. The schedulin o~~e 
medlat!o.n session Will be more flexible: it should not be necessary for the parties to take time off from w k ~ d' 
to partlclpat.e. Fur~her, ~ediation should be I:ss intimidating for both parties. It is strictly voluntary in ~~I~~eo~n~ 
the proce:d.lngs Will be I.nfor':lal~y conducted In neutral, comfortable surroundings. People Who traditional! have 
bee.n unwilling to submit their alspute to a cOllrt should l)e more willing to Iry the mediation pr y 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, it is hoped that the flexibility of the mediator both in ~=~:h I' Ih 
resources of the com~unity and in sugg.estin~ creative solutions to these intensely human problems will ':nl~~ircs~ 
more acceptable solutions !~r both p~rttes. It IS, of course, always the risk of a demonstration pro ram Ihat it rna 
dfmonstrate the unworkabtltty of th~ Idea. However, it is still hoped that the information obtalnelwill be of use t~ 
o hers.around the country Who are stmilarly coping with the difficult problems of finding an economical efficient 
and fair way to resolve landlord-tenant disputes. ' , 
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RESOLUTION OF HOUSING DISPUTES OUTSIDE THE COURTS: 
A Glimpse Of 5 Projects 

Ann Barthelmes Drew and Lynne Anita Williams· 

Introduction 

By now it is a truism that housing problems are increasingly straining the judicial system and its responsiveness 
is inadequate in many respects. The increase in tenants' rights groups, housing shortages in many cilies, and an 
increase in housing-related court filings have all contributed to this strain. 

Although there has been an Increasing inlerest in experimenlation wllh innovative programs inside and outside the courts and althol,gh 
research in the housing dlspu\e resolution area has been accumulating, much of what we know about it remaIns sprawled in a dirtuse heap of 
newspaper articles and disconnected studies. The HUD-funded study beong conducted by the American Bar Association's Special Commillee 
on Housing and Urban Development Law is responding to this gap with its evaluation of the experience of cities Where Landlord-Tenant or 
Housing Courts exisl. 

This committee has given the ABA Special Committee on Minor Disputes two modest subprojects to look at 
government and private sector sponsored dispute resQlution mechanisms designed to avoid the litigation of 
hOUsing-related disputes by utilizing informal techniques such as arbitratlon, mediation and speCial hearing 
panels. 

First. a broad survey 01 more than 170 such mechanisms throughout the country has been carried out (see paper by F. Dellapa) in the course of 
this research. While the identifying and descriplive Information being gathered In the broad survey clearly adds to the overall national profile 
being generated. a deeper cutis also needed. Thus secondly. this paper presents a more detailed, descriptive analysis of the role that a lew of 
these program$ play In housing-related dispute resolution. Except for the Olfice of the Rentalsrnan (Vancouver). these programs were chosen 
because they are among the oldest and most experienced minor dispute resolulion programs in the country. 

The goals of this [second] research paper have been: 
(1) to provide a picture of the history. structure, process, and substance of the programs selected for study: (2) to examine the strengths and 

possible pitfallS of these programs: (3) to provide a more educated loundation for planning addilional indepth research on nonjudic,al housing 
dispute resolution: (4) to identify what types of housing disputes these projects currently handle and in what ways they can expand Iheirrole in 
this area: and. (5) to obtain some perceptions of variOUS groups toward these mechanisms (I.e .. courts. organized bar, tenants. landlords. 
community groups). 

OUr initial contacts were with ihe Directors o'f each program io' be studied. 
The interviewer explained the purpose 01 our research, stressing the hOLJsing aspect. and its goals and sponsorship and asked lor his her 

cooperation. We also described the types of people we wanted 10 Interview about various aspecls of the programs and requested some names. 
The Director's In/ormation Request was then mailed to each Director and completed by him/her. 

We began each telephone discussion wllh key contacts by explaining the purpose and goals of the research. again emphasizing the housing 
aspect. We asked for their cooperation and when they agreed we conducted the discussion immediately. None 01 the contacts whom we were 
able 10 reach by telephone refused to be lnt~rviewed. 

Columbus, Ohio: Night Prosecutor's Program 

Project Hisiory. The Nigh! Prosecutor's Program began in March, 1973 with funding from LEAA. 
Since 1975, the program has been totally funded through City CounCil-local lunding. 
When the project began, there existed a need for an alternative way of dealing with interpersonal disputes, rather than filing a complain I or 

Ignoring the problem. The original project goals were; (1) to provide an opportunity lori(,lerpersonal disputes. prinCIpally family quarrels and 
neighborhood altercations, to be handled Ihrough conciliation and mediation: (2) to avoid unnecessary arrest records for parties; (3) to provide 
a convenient forum during evening and weekend hours to resolve these dispules; and. (4) 10 ease community tensions. 

Initially the program sought to handle family and neighborhood disputes. At present, family and friend disputes, as well as bad check 
complaints, Predominate. Most (82%) of the referrals come from the police, Ihe court. or are soll-relerrals. 

Organization and Structure. The Night Prosecutor's Program operates underlhe direction of the City Allorney's 
office. 

It employs 35 law students nnd 2 clerical personnel. The law students act as mediators and are paid per.hour. There are also 8 volunteer 
students. The law students receive 12 hours of training in crisrs intervention and are Ihen observed and the best are chosen tobe mediators. The 
training IS done by a professional social service consultant who utilizes the program slall. There ar.e also assessments made by training 
coordinators as well as ongoing training wh,ch zeroes in on specific problem areas. Each 6 month period. the program conducls It 
landlordltenant sominar in conjunction with the Tenants Union and legal ald. 

Process. In order to resolve housing-related disputes, the program uses lelephone interviewing and facl
finding, telephone negotiations and mediation. in-person media lion, and fact-finding. All dispulants must be 
residents.of Franklin County and their complaint should be of a criminal nature or have that potential, were there no 
int.ervention. 

The program screens all criminal complaints coming inlo the City Attorney's Ollice. If tha situation is an emergency, such "s a 10ckout,Ihey 
altempt to resolve It Immediately by calling the landlord. II there are additional Issues 10 be resolved a medlalion hearing is scheduled WIthin 7 
days. 

If the complainant comes In person to file the complaint, a hearing is SCheduled and a notice s.ntlo the respond en!. In 65q. of Ihe hearings 
scheduled lhe parhes show up, and 93% of Ihose heallngs resolve the problems. ThCform of lesolullon is a parties' agreemenl. and inlrequentl)' 
a recommendation. The program allempts to enforce agreements Iby a system of call-backs and reheanngs 

·Ms. Drew and Ms. Williams are Wllh the Social Science Research Insiliule 01 the UnIversIty 01 Soulhern CalifornIa (Los Angeles). 
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nUU:itng-Helalec Uispule (;aseload. In 1978, the Night Prosecutor's Program received 20,280 inquiries and 
opened and closed 17,950 files. 7'h% of the inquiries were housing-related, as were 6% of the files closed. The 
housing-related case load has increased in proportion to the general caseload increase. The major increases have 
been in general landlord-tenant complaints, health-sanitation code violation, noise and utilities complaints, (See 
Table 1.) 

Many of the complaints coming to the Nighl Prosecutor's Program are minor and would probably have to escatate before they received 
attenlion from any other agency. Besides helping to resolve these minor disputes the program aUracts many disputants because the hearing IS 
held almost immediately and the parties are able to avoid the delays and frustrations of the formal court, 

The Night Prosecutor's Program has frequent contact, in terms of referrals both to and from the program. with various Tenant OrganIzations 
mental health centers, counseling centers, and community organizations. However, it could handle a larger housing caseload and mor~ 
publicity In the community at large might achieve this. Another possibility would be to create a landlord·tenanl program component Similar to 
their bad check component. 

Impressions. Opinions of the Night Prosecutor's Program were elicited from five people. 
These included the Director of the Columbus Tenant's Union, a Municipal Court Judge, a member of the County CommlUee on Criminal 

Justice, and two City Council members. These inlerviewees listed as the primary goals of the project: (1) relieve the burden on the court and 
prosecutor's office: (2) provide a working experience tor law sludents: and, (3) screen and handle cases whIch appear to be minor but need to be 
resolved. Regarding the last goal. the court's relationship with the project is that of an overseer. and one respondent (Crlminaf Justice 
Committee member) observed thatthe court does not want to handle these cases and so gives them to the project; yet, it wants to keep the power 
to make final any settlement coming out of the project. 

The interviewees were aware of all of the project's referral sources: the court administrator, the city attorney,landlord/tenant organizations, 
sheritt and police, self-referrals and social service organizations. The explanations for client usage of the project consisted of the followlOg: 
informality. "the court told them to", low cost, speed and lack of fear of the project as opposed to the court. 

All of the interviewees felt that the project was a properforum for housing-related disputes except the directorof 
the tenant's union. (She felt that the project was not appropriate for two reasons: the staff and mediators lacked 
expertise in housing law; and, the serious nature of landlord-tenant problems lent themselves to adjudication in 
court.) There was agreement that in-person mediation, if any, was the best way to resolve housing-related disputes. 
The respondents felt that the project could improve its ability to handle housing disputes by producing greater 
community awareness, increasing accessibility, instructing the staff and mediators about state housing law, 
increasing the staff and doing more advertising. . 

The project's strengths were thought to be its decrease of the court's caseload. its simplicity and the fact that It is free. Its weaknesses are it5 
limited resources, space problems, community ignorance. lack of housing expertise and Inaccessibility. Aside from a fewnegaUvecomments by 
the tenant organizer regardong the role of the Night Prosecutor's Program in the resolution of housing disputes. all of the interviewees presented 
a highly positive picture of the interviewees presented a highly positive piclure of the program in general and regarding housing disputes. II 
appears that With some relatively simple publicity and staft training In housing law, the Night Prosecutor's Program could play an Increasingly 
larger role in the resolution of housing·related disputes. 

Miami - Dade Counly's Cilizen Dispute Settlement Center 

Project History. Established in March, 1975, the project was originally funded by LEAA. 
The Dade County's CDS Center was designed to provide a system which would effectively and quickly divert complaints 01 a civil or minor 

criminal nature from the court calendar, thereby decreasing court caseload. The majorltyolcomplaintsaredomestic.neighborhood.landlordl 
tenant and consumer altercations. With neighborhood disputes dominating. 

O.:gani;ati~~ an-d StruCi~~-The CDS program has been a part of Dade County's CircuitCourl since ,January 1, 
1979. 

II presently employs 7 staif-members and 13 mediators. The Director of the CDSlsan attorney, all of the medlatorsar!!collegegraduatesand 
750/. have a background in either the law or the social sciences. Potential mediators go Ihrough a screening process of interviews and role
playing and are trained by observing actual hearings. 

In order to use the services 01 the CDS a client muM be a resident of Dade County, In 1978 Ihe CDS closed 3,083 files must of which were 
referrals from the police and the D.A. or sell-referralS. 

The CDS has a close working relationship wilh legal Aid, Legal Services, Citizen Information, Animal Control Safe Sireets la division of the 
Police) and Small Claims Court. It gets referrals from these agenCies as well as referring clienls to them. The CDS does nol deal clor-ely with any 
landlord organizations but it does make referrals to vanous tenant organlzalions in Dade Counly, • 

Process, The CDS uses in-person mediation and fact-finding to resolve hOUSing disputes. Ninety percent of the 
housing complaints received by the CDS are mediated and approximately 80% of these are resolved at mediation. 
Resolution results in a written agreement between the parties; however, the CDS does not attempt to enforce these 
agreements, or to conduct a follow-up of the disputants. 

The easiest housing cases forthe CDS to handle are those which revolve around needed repairs. Once the landlord Is notified by the CDS Ihat 
these repaors need to be done. he usually complies. Those that are mosl diftic!Jlt are collecling back renl and helping lenants involved in 
condominium conversions. due 10 the faci that the CDS does not have the power to force a lenant to pay back renl or a landlord not to convert hiS 
building. 

If the CDS did not exist or if a disputant preferred not to use its services. there are olher agencies to which he could take his housing-related 
disputes. such as Small Claims Court, the Slate Attorney's office, Tenant Education Association of Dade County ora privale attorney. However. 
all 01 these remedies require either lime andlor money and it is probably because Ihe CDS Is fast and free Ihat so many dispulants use 'I. 

Our interviewee Ian '"take officer olthe CDS) believes that the CDS could handle a larger caseload of housing·relaled disputes. and that as 
more people becom. aware of the program,through publoc service announcements and Ihe like, the number of cases Will Increase somewhat. 
However, there will still be a problem with disputants' reluctance to do any thong aboutlheirdisputes and wuh the CDS'Iack of power to order 
compliance. The interviewee atso lee Is that Ihe CDS could and should become more aware of Ih'" various agencies Ihat can help resolve 
housong·related disputes when the CDS is unsuccesslul.butshedoesnot perceive a need lora more f~rmal relerral relationship w,th the Judicial 
system on Dade counly. 

Housing-Related Dispute Caseload. The number of housing disputes has remained fairly constant from the start 
of the program. Approximately 13% of the total caseload is housing-related. The major types of tenant complaints 
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II, "":; t:cllegory inVOlve landlords' refusal to return security deposits and to make repairs. Landlords commonly 
complain that a tenant has vacated their apartment taking landlord-owned items with him, or leaving the apartment 
a mess. A breakdown of housing-related caseload, typical referral soUrces and resolution rates appears in Table 2. 

ImpressIons. The interviewees for the Miami CDS were a judge, the Chairperson of the Tenant's Organization 
and an informed community member. ' 

Only the tenant organizer had any opinion on what the original goals of the project were and he though that it was designed to establish better 
landlord-tenant relations and to provic;fl> a more convenienl forum forresolving disputes. The judge commented that he thought the CDSwasa 
good "dUmping ground" for the State Attorney's office. He said that they refer many cases to the project which don't belong there 

There was agreement about why clients go 10 Ihe project-because It's more efficient, cheaper. faster and less formal than the co~rt One 
Interviewee felt that many clients go to the project because Ihe State Attorney will not allow many of the cases to go to Court. . 

These interviewees had.a complaint common to those we Interviewed about other community mediation programs-Ihattheydon't publicize 
themselves enough. They believed that many community rr;embers a,e'not aware of the project and that publicity and outreach should be 
inc rea sed. One respondentlelt that there should be more centers in other areas 01 Dade County, so that people who could not get to the current 
one, such as the elderly, would be able to use the CDS proJee 's services. • 

'l'he project makes no special effort to get clients with housing-related disputes, however, all of the interviewees 
feel that it's a proper forum for housing disputes. Some types are those involving security deposits, living 
conditions and needed repairs. All felt it was unsuited to eviction cases and that those should go to court which can 
force compliance with its decision. 

Although all respondents WBre positive about the CDS project, one Interviewee suggested that it should make moreof an attempt to reach and 
help two groups of people-those who are renting apartments which are being converted to condominiums and the elderly. These groups 
comptlse a large segment of the Miami tenant population and are presently experiencing a lotof problems and this interviewee sees the project 
as one polentlal source of aid lor them. 

Roches\er, New York-AAA CDS Project 

Project History. The Rochester Community Dispute ServIces Project began in July 1973 with LEAA funding and 
is operated by the American ArbItration Association. 

Prior to the establishment of this project. the American Arbitration Association National Center for Dispute Settlement conducted some 
success luI mediation In Rochester to resolve community disputes. Many community members felt that a local dispute settlement center woutd 
be helplul In resolving many types of disputes between community members as well as providing them an alternative process to court 
resolution. 

Almost 75% of the CDS project's cases are either harassment, assault, or property disputes, The distribution of cases has not changed over 
time. Most 01 the cases are referred Irom 'o,e Court Clerk in Rochester, with some from the clerks of other MonroeCountytowns, as well as self
referrals. 

OrganIzation and Structure. The staff includes the following persons. 
There is a Project Director responsible lorlhe overall operation of the project,a coordinatorresponsible fortraining. a Tribunal Administrator 

responsible lor scheduling dispute hearings, an Administrative Assistant responsible for clerical duties and maintenance of liscal records. and 
an Intake Worker responsible for intake screening of cases at the c:2rk's and court's office. There are flU mediators available and they are 
community members. The project provides extensive mediator training (40 hours) which Includes role playing and case studies. 
(extra typed copy as an Insert Is lound on the last page of this article) - . 

ImpressIons. There were 3 people Interviewed regarding the Rochester CDS Program. 
These inCluded the Complaint Cterk, the Director of the HOUsing Authority, and an Informed community member. One olthese interviewees 

felt that the CDS was originally established as an advisory agency to help those who could not aflord to go through the traditional dispute 
resolution process, and had then evolved into an Independent third-party. designed to handle disputes. The others knew the historicallacts 
described in the last section. The common consensus was that the projecl needs to get out Inlo the community and make potential clients more 
aware that the CDS exists and Is a vIable means of resolving certain types 01 disputes. 

AII' agreed that the CDS was a proper forum for handling certain types of housing disputes. These are the 
disputes, as one interviewee put it, "in the grey area, with no right or wrong. Usually there is some culpability on 
both sides, and the court cannot handle this type of problem well."The types of disputes that the CDS is well suited 
for were thought to be a broad range of landlord-tenant disputes including eViction, pet problems, problems about 
children, security deposIt and code violations. Those problems not suited to be resolved through mediation were 
described as disputes with high eVidentiary standards, discrimination cases, and contractual disputes. 

Besides the problem 01 not publicIzing itself In an attempt to get more cases, the lack of training In housing law was thought to be a problem. 
and one Interviewee suggested increasing both legal and housing-related training for mediators. The interviews concluded w,th more 
suggestIons Ihat the project publicize itself and its methods as well as supply the mediators wilh more informaloon aboul how to deal with public 
assistance and welfare tenants. 

Dorchester, Massachusetts: The Urban Court Program 

Project HIstory. The Dorchester Urban Court Program was initially funded by LEAA in the Spring of 1975. 
The original objectives of the prngram Included resolving potential criminal disputes in a manner which would Mlp prevent future criminal 

• recurrences, EmphaSIS was to be placed on resolutions being aflected asearlyas possible In the criminal justice process hy providing lor Inl~kc 
capacity at Ihe Stalion House, the Prosecutor's olloce, and the Clerk's ofhce so that Ihe burden on the court would be decreased. 

These objeclives have not been fully realized. No Inlake capacity was ever developing at the Station House or Prosecutor's Olloce and most 01 
the Court relerrals come Irom the jUdge and notlhe cler~. The present objectlveot the program appears to be Simply the processing of d,spules 
between nOn·strangers in such a way that they are able to explore arrangements Ihat mlghl eliminate future confhct belw"en them as well as 
mitigate the negative ellects of past conflict. 

Organization and Structure. The Urban Court has strong community lies, altt>ouyh it has been incorporated into 
the Dorchester Court. 

There is a board composed 01 communoty members who deal wllh policy deCISions concerning the Urban Court. andSlnc" the COUrts in 
Massachusetts are decentralized the Dorchester District Court,lt is, 111 a way. a commun,ty-based COlJrt. However,the Urban Court has not had 
a h,story 01 relerrals from community organizations or agencies and" IS 110t clear if publicity alone could change thiS. 
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The project currently employs 3 staff members and approximately 50 volunteer mediatorS. The staff and most of the mediators have a 
background in social service or community work. There are no specific prerequisites for becoming a mediator and the trainees are chosen on 
the basis of a personal interview. The training Is quite extensive, consisting of approximately 70 hours of fecture, observation and rote playing. 
conducted by tMCR, who has also trained mediators from other community mediation programs. The training of mediators does not Coyer 
housing-related issues. nor does the program employ either a legal or housing expert. 

Process. The project uses in-person mediation to resolve disputes. There is an initial complainant intake, then a 
respondent intake and a mediation session is scheduled, usually within a week. 

If an agreement between parties is reached at mediation,it Is in the lorm of a written agreement and both parties receive a copy. The Urban 
Court does a follow-up 30 days and 90daysafterthe mediation session, and If the90day follow-up is positive, the charges (il any had been filed) 
against the respondent are dropped at that time. • 

The prerequisites lor becoming a client olthe project are simply an ongoing relationship with the otherdisputant (in actuality there have been 
some cases where the parties were strangers or barely knew each other) and an agreement by both parties to have the dispute mediated. 

Housing-Related Dispute Caseload. The project handles approximately 300 cases a year. The majority of the 
cases (71 %) involve either assault, threats or property damage, and 60% of the cases are referred by the Judge. 61 % 
of the disputants are either married, romantically involved, or neighbors. Thefrequency of housing related disputes 
has remained fairly constant over time. About 10% of the caseload can be considered landlord/tenant problems. 

The Urban Court could handle a larger caseload of housIng-related disputes and In fact theircaseload of all types of disputes is less than they 
would be able to handle. Part 01 the problem lies in the low Irequency of self-referrals, likely due to Inertia on the disputants' part combined with 
fack of knowledge about the whole process 01 mediation. There is also a reluctance on the part 01 the clerk to refer cases and almost a refusal by 
the police to make referrals. More cooperation by these referral sources would likely increase general caseload and consequenlly housing
related caseload. 

Impressions. Interviews were conducted with five people who were knowledgeable about the Dorchester Urban 
Court. 

These incfuded the Dorchester District Court Administrator, the Executive Director 01 the Criminal Justice Foundation (who origInally 
conceived the idea of the Urban Court). manager 01 the Dorchester lilt/e City Hall, and two mediators (one 01 whom is presently a U.C. staff 
member). The respondents seethe U.C.as haYing had two original goats: to relieye the court of the burden 01 minor criminal offenses and to give 
the community a chance to participate In the criminal justice system. The U.C. is presently a part 01 the Dorchester District Court and most olits 
referrals are criminal or potentially criminal cases which come from the judge. Most of these Interviewees felt that the court should expand the 
scope of the project and handle both criminal and ciYil cases as well as encourage referrals from sources such as the police, social service 
organizations. schools. YMCA and special Interest organizations (e.g .. landlordltenant groups), 

All agreed that the primary reason disputants went to the program was because the court directed them. Other reasons were the program's 
informal structure, its impartiality, its responslyeness 10 the needs of the disputants, and the fact that it is free. The Court Administrator pOinted 
out that the mediators and disputants were not required to comply with the standard rules 01 evidence and no criminal records resulled from 
mediation. All respondents assured the interviewer that a good rappart existed between the community and the program, that a majority olthe 
users were well satisfied with their experience, and that most community members supported the program's continued existence. 

These interviewees seemed unsure about the role of the U.C. in the resolution of housing disputes. They felt that 
the major source of housing-related disputes at present is the Court, the major source of all their cases, with only a 
very small number of referrals from social service agencies orself-referrals. All agreed that in-person mediation, as 
conducted by the U.C., was a proper forum for most housing disputes, although the respondents thought that 
cases involving large sums of money or major housing code violations were not amenable to mediation. The 
respondents suggested that if the project wanted to handle more housing disputes it would have to make more of a 
conscious effort to get referrals of civil cases, which most housing disputes are. . 

Other suggestions included conducting more follow-up after mediation, having more involvement with the 
community, instituting some means of enforcing settlements, tying into the Housing Court the way it now is with 
the Dorchester District Court, improving accessibility, and increasing outreach. Only one respondent (the original 
creator) had a suggestion about future housing-related goals or directions for the U,C. He suggested that one way 
of getting involved with housing disputes would be for the U.C. mediators to go directly to housing projec:ts and 
tenant associations and conduct mediation for them. 

The interviewees Were aware that the police have a very negative attitude towards the U.C. They feel that police olncers view it as a more fiberal 
extension 01 what they consider a 100 tiberat court. They stated, however, that all other groups they could think about were posltiye and thaI the 
U.C. has made the community closer and more aware of Itself. fts major strength was thought to be this benefit to community and its lessening or 
both direcl and indirect cost to litigants. Its weakness appeared tobe primarily a lack of unds, overstaffing. and being forced to keep within court 
guidelines and dotecllves. (These were fiye hIghly positive respondents; however, it must be remembered that they are all presenlly, and have 
been for years. InYolyed with the Urban Court in either a dorect or indirect capacity.) 

Vancouver. B.C.: The Office 01 the Rentalsman --------~ 
Project History. This provincial government agency was established in July, 1974 and has exclusive jurisdiction 

to rule on all landlord-tenant cases in British Columbia. 
II eyolyed out of a timehness of deYetoping a mechanism to resolye tandtord-tenant disputes (because::.! ~~ extreme housing shortage) as 

welt as the government's desire to extend security of tenure to tenants. An admlnlstratiYe "trlbunal"appeared to be a more VIable lorum than the 
Courts. The Office 01 the Rentatsman.s uOlque among programs stud.ed .n that H.s devoted e,clus.velyto houSlng·related protltems. lis chen! 
population represents a Cross·sectlon of tenants ttow. m.ddte. h.gh Income) and landlords (large. m.ddle-s.zed. "Mom and Pop"). There are no 
prerequ,sltes for beong a Rentalsman chent other than be.ng a party to a tenancy agreement '" B"tlsh Columb.a. 

The Rentalsman's goals continue to be: 
(I) to proy,de a last. easily usable alternative to the court .. n the area of landtord and tenant law; (2)to prOy.de adjud,catlon, med.at.on. pubt.c 

counselong. on-sIte ,"yest'gat.on la uOlque leature 01 th.s off.ce). and researCh; ana. (3)10 •• ~crease /he self·governlng of tenanc.es. Goals have 
been ChangIng Ihelt d,,1t .n the sense 01 emphas.z.ng "serYlce" rather than "regutat.ons 
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Organization/Structure. The Office reports to the Provincial Government's Ministerof Consumer and Corporate 
Affairs. 

It is also responsible to the Judicial system In the sense thai Judicial appeal is ayailable on all Rentalsman orders on a point of law or 
jurisdiction. It has no Advisory Commi/lee and it has no specIfic relationship to the local Bar. 

The Office maintains liaslon wllh landlord organizations, tenant organizations, management corporations, the HOllsing Ministry. the Human 
Relations Ministry and the Law Society. Most landlord organlzaUons (except some of the large ones) and management corporations like il, 
Tenant organizations-whose thrust was hugely diluted by the advent 01 the office-tend to dislike the Renlalsrllan. 

The Rentalsman's office employs 44 lulflime professionals and 25 lulftime clerical people. Legal expertise is provided by local practicing 
attorney consultants. Legat consultants are used mainly lor judicial reviews, drafting legislatiYe amendments and Interpreting legistation on 
related common law when "new"lssues arise. A housing expert is used to (t) estimate annual Increases in operating costs: (2) formulale and 
assess methods of removing rent controls; (3) analyze rental housIng trends and newconstroction; and, (4) analyze trends in rentincreases and 
need for subsidies. 

The majority ot mediators have completed at least a University education. Twenty-llye percent of them have graduate degrees. Only 10%are 
lawyers. Although most 01 the mediators are lay people, they all receive inhouse legal and counseling traIning which consists of 30 days 01 
paralegal, leglslatiYe and communication training as well as workshops and counseling. Senior management staff and specialized la'wyers 
provide the training, which Is totally housing-related. Mediators are retrained continuously through workshops, life reviews, poficyreYiews. and 
staff meetings. 

Housing-Related Dispute CaselDad. In 1978, 15,490 files were opened, 14,896 files were closed. 225,264 
inquiries were received. All of these were, by definition, housing-related. 

Most cases come to the Office by self-referral and walk-In, Landlord organizations and tenant organizations follow as the most significant 
relerral sources. Moreoyer, each mediator (Rentalsman Officer) handles about 800 cases per year. (Prerequisites lor becom.ng a 
mediator/Officer are paralegal, communication and counseling skills and the mediators are selected through public (civil) service 
competitions.) 

The Rentalsman's office seeks out a comprehensive range of housing-related cases, including evictions, security 
deposit Claims, repairs, covenants of a tenancy agreement, abandonment. Security deposit disputes have 
increased both in number and in their percentage of total caseload. 

There has been a tripling in security deposit cases in the past louryears and a modeslincrease In the other types of housing-related cases. The 
lorm 01 resolution for housing disputes ranges from pure Information giving, through mediation to binding orders. (See Tables 3, 4 and 5.) 

Process. The Office utilizes a wide range of special procedures in resolving disputes including telephone 
Interviewing, fact finding, telephone negotiation/mediation, on-site investigation, telephone investigation; in
person mediation, and arbitrationl"adjudication." 

More specifically, the process works like this: most Inilial contact is by telephone, where an attempt Is made to obtain sufficient Inlormation to 
resolYe the Issue. Most disputes are resolyed initially. Otherwise, a file is opened and an attempt Is made to resotye the issue by talking to or 
writing to each party. If explaining rights and obligations, or mediation does not resolve the maller, a hearing is held and a decision made by a 
presiding officer. There are no follow-up procedures. 

The Rentalsman staff thinks that its most important function in teaching disputants how to resolve their future 
disputes without third party intervention lies in providing education on rights and obligations to avoid future 
disputes, ' 

The project has been very successful in its efforts to encourage the public to bring it housing disputes for 
resolution. 

Advertising, brochures, public: meelings, mass mailings. media coverage 01 cerlain cases are a few 01 its public relationz strategies. In a 
nutshell, the average person on the street knows where to go with ahousing-related conlllct. Still,theremay be some landlords and tenants who 
are not aware of the leglslatiye and the Office continues to broaden its outreach. With additional manpower, it could handte ,wen more cases 
than it does. 

The Rentalsman can most easily resolve rent arrears or troublesome tenant problems, since eviction can be 
accomplished in a relatively short time and rent arrears are easy to establish. The most difficult cases to handle are 
security deposit claims. Although individual disputes may not be difficult, the high volume, subjective nature, and 
often trivial amounts In dispute create a substantial drain on the tribunal's resources. 

Under new leadership, the Office is currently engaged in trying to improve its operations. 
A large number of changes are In the making. including: Implementation of a relatiyely "lIat" modi lied matrix organization: dec'entral/zation: 

Installation 01 a Yldeo word processing system; upgrading officers: inslallation of an on-line computer system: reduction 01 certain procedural 
requirements of the legislation (remoylng unnecessary regulations for landlords, closing seyerat loopholes); increasing the Jurisdiction of 
security deposit claims to that of the Small Ctalms Court: and, imptementing a filing fee to discourage t"lIial disputes. 

The Rentalsman staff see no reason for a more formalized relationship with the judicial system. The Office has more 
cases than it can handle efficiently. And, since officers are both mediators and adjUdicators, if mediation doesn't 
work, a dispute is adjudicated with the same effect of a court decision. 

Impressions. Interviewers spoke with an attorney, a judge, a landlord organization director and a tenant's 
organization director about the research. 

Although there are many criticisms voiced about the Rentalsman's Office by virtually all publics (policy makers, 
attorn'eys, judges, landlord organizations and tenant organizations), on balance it is considered an excellent 
concept albeit needing improved administration and services. Improvements .lre expected under the new 
leadership. . 

The Office's major strengths, accordong to our interv.ewees. are access.b.htY,theproyis.on ortega: advice and "rights". ayaltabifoty toeducate 
and back-up "Mom and Pop" landlords. and Invest.gallye power. Weaknesses mentioned were that .tlS too slow. requiting too much paper
shulfhng. and being understaffed. Not surprosingly. landlord and tenant orgaOlzallons each think thatlhe Oft,ce IS b.ased toward Ihe "other 
s.de", although other research .nd.cates that rnd,y.dual tenant users thonk" IS fa'l. whIle at least some tandtord users th.nk".s tenant biased. 
Tnere .s also a worry that the legat expertise 01 the Ren/alsmon stalf IS Inaaequate 
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Overview 

In general, tenant organizations are less positively disposed towards these projects because of housing short
ages which reduce landlords' motivation to have cases mediated. Experience has shown that it is extremely difficult 
to convince landlords to agree to I'lT.:jiation even if it is explained that it can reduce costs to have the dispute settled 
quickly and outside of court. . 

Data returned to us indicate that, on the average, 11% of the projects' caseloads consist of housing-related 
disputes. Landlord-tenant, security deposit, and property damage cases and neighbor assault/harassment cases 
are the common kinds of housing disputes handled by these projects, although there are also varying opinions as to 
whether these are, in fact, "housing" cases. There was, however, consensus that eviction and discrimination cases 
are too difficult to mediate and should be handled by the appropriate judicial or administrative forums. 

Although we were told that these projects are a proper forum for handling many types of housing-related 
disputes, we were also told (lI'onically, by a lawyer-run operation as well as others) that more legal expertise and 
training (especially in housing codes) is needed. There was also general agreement that the projects would be 
strengthened if there was SOrT:", kind of enforceability mechanism. 

Across the board, it was agreed that these projects' major strengths are their informality and speed; their major 
weaknesses are lack of funds and lack of cases as a result of inadequate community awareness of their existence 
and functioning. 

After discussing their collective data-gathering from all of the projects, our interviewers felt that public education 
through TV, radio, newspapers and outright advertising would dramatically increase the housing dispute (and 
other types, forthat matter) caseload. They also thought that, given.a prevailing push for preventative law, it might 
be useful to have a clause in any tenancy lease stating that any dispute arising between landlord and tenant within 
the life of the lease must go to mediation or arbitration. (This is commi?n in many types of contracts but would have 
to be made to appear beneficial to both landlord and tenant.) 

The data collected and analyzed so far indicate that these projects are able and, with a few changes, willing to 
handle housing-related disputes ••• although there is some difference of opiQion as to which kinds of disputes, 
aside from evictions, they should flOt handle. It also seems that only a small portion of their caseloads is related to 
housing (except in Vancouver: a special case). It appears that poor public awareness of projects' specific 
capabilities to handle housing di.?putes is at least at the root of their small caseloads. Individuals with whom we 
spoke indicated that if the projects acquired more expertise in housing problems and legislation as well as 
promoted themselves more, they would find themselves playing an increasingly important role in the r~solution of 
housing-related disputes. 

Code Violations: 
building. health, 
sanitation. et~. 

Tenant v. Tenant, 
Neighbor v. Neighbor 

Repair bills by 
Tenant 

Tenant initiated 
complaints 

Owner v. Builderl 
Developer 

"No information available. 
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TABLE 1 

COLUMBUS NIGHT PROSECUTOR'S PROGRAM 
HOUSING-RELATED DISPUTES 

Estimated % of 
Total Monthly Filings 

4% 

Frequent 

Some 

Some 

Some 

Typical 
Referral Source 

City Department 

Tenant's Umon 

HUD-ABA NATIONAL HOUSING JUSTICE PROGRAM 

Usual 
Procedure 

Mediation 

Mediation 

Mediation 

50% Phone 
50% Mediation 

Mediation 

% Resolved 
By Program 

7B% 

03% 

JUNEIIULY 1979 

Type 

Tenant: Suit for 
Rent Deposit 

Landlord: Suit 
for Back Rent 

Tenant: Repair 
Bills by Tenant 

Tenant (defense 
in eviction) 

Neighbor against 
Owner/Tenant 

Neighbor vs. 
Neighbor 

Condominium 
Conversion 

Tenant initiated 
Complaints 

JUNE/JULY 1979 

349 

MIAMI CITIZEN DISPUTE SETTLEMENT CENTER 
HOUSING RELATED DISPUTES 

Alternate 
Esiimated % of Typical Referral % Resolved Resolution 

Total Monthly Filings Source by CDS Mechanism 

4.5% State Attorney 50% Small Claims Cour 

2.5% Police 40% Small Claims Court 

1.5% State Attorney 75% Small Claims Court 

1.5% Police 50% Municipal Court 

1% Police 50% Municipal Courl 

Small Claims or 
1% Police BO% Municipal Court 

Would not be 

.5% Word-of-Mouth 10% handled formally 

. Small Claims or 

.5% Police BO% Municipal Court 

13% 

IIUD-ADA NATIONAL IIOUSING JUSTICE PROGRAM AD ... LW-7 
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Type of Dispute 

Eviction-nonpayment of rent 

Eviction-to recover possession 

Eviction-early violation 
offense (early termination) 

Landlord: suit for back rent 

Tenant: suit for rent deposit 

Tenant-related; repair bills 
by tenant 

Rent control actions/decisions 

Tenant initiated complaints 

Tenant (defense in eviction) 

Tenant vs. Tenant (e.g., noise) 

Tenant housekeeping viola
tions (damage) 

Subjects: building, health, 
sanitation, noise, etc. 
(misc. and gerleral information) 

Other subjects: 
a) essential services 

b) abandonment 

1.0 & LW-8 
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TABLE 3 

OFFICE OF THE RENTALSMAN 
HOUSING-RELATED DISPUTES 

estimated % of Total 
Monthly Filings Referral Source 

1% Landlord 

10% Landlord 

9.5% Landlord 

N/A Landlord 

Tenant 

9% Tenant 

23% 

4% Tenant 

13% Tenant 

.64% Tenant 

.13% Tenant 

How Dispute Is Usually 
Handled by Project 

Adjudication 

Mediation/adJudication 

Mediation/adJudication 

Send to Small Claims Coun 
except security deposit 
disputes 

Medialion/adJudication 

Onus on landlord to repair 

Reference to Act 

Landlord directed pursuant 
to Act 

11% LandlordfTenant Telephone Intake Person 

3% Tenant 

Landlord 

Landlord ordered to restore 
or rent redirected 

Landlord directed pursuant 
to the Act 

HUD-ABA NATIONAL HOUSING JUSTICE PROGRAM 
.: .. , 

Special Problem5 • 

Tenant has either paid or not 

Attitude 01 protagonist
"Principle, not money." 

Procrastination by landlord 

Landlord reluctance 
to comply 

Oral tenanc). ~9reemenls can 
make it hard to establish 
liability 

Storage and disposal 01 
chattets 

JUNE/JULY 1979 
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TABLE 4 

OFFICE OF THE RENTALSMAN 

Type of Dispute Where Dispute WOuld Typically Have Been 
Who Typically Initiates Dispute Resolved If Not By Rentalsman's Office 

Eviction: nonpayment of rent 
EvictiOn: to recover possession 
Eviction: violation of lease 
Landlord: suit for back rent 
Tenant: suit for rent deposit 
Related: repair bills by tenant 
Rent withholding and reduction 
Rent control actions/decisions 
CondominIum conversion 
Condemnation and demolition 
City agency-initiated complaints 
Tenant-initiated complaints 
Tenant (defense in eviclton) 
Neighbor against owner/tenant 
Tenant vs. tenant (as noise) 
Tenant housekeeping violations 
Subjects: building, health. sani
talton, noise, zoning, some en-

Individual landlord 
Individual landlord 
Individual landlord 
Individual landlord 
Individual tenant 
N/A 
Individual landlord or tenant 
Individual landlord or tenant 
Individual landlord 
Individual landlord 
N/A 
Individual tenant 
Individual tenant 
N/A 
Individual tenant 
Individual landlord 

vironmental cases, etc. Individual tenant 
Co-tenancy suits and counterclaims Individual tenant 
Neighbor vs. neighbor N/A 
Owner vs. owner (condo & HOAs) N/A 
Owner vs. condo management N/A 
Owner vs. builder/developer N/A 
Contract purchaser vs, realtor N/A 
Applicant vs. financial agency N/A 
Other SUbjects: amenities, 
aesthetics, security. upkeep, 
assault & battery, harrassment N/A 

Small Claims Court 
Small Claims Court 
Smalls Claims Court 
Small Claims Court 
Small Claims Court 
Small Claims Court 
Small Claims Court 
Housing Court; MUnicipal Court 
Housing Court; MuniCipal Court 
Municipal Court 

Housing Court 
Small Claims Court 
Small Claims Court 
Municipal Court 
Housing Court; Municipal Court 

HOUsing Court; Municipal Court 
Small Claims Court 
Small Claims Court 
Small Claims Court 
Small Claims Court 
Small Claims Court 
Small Claims Court 
Small Claims Court 

Small Claims Court 

JUNEI/ULY 1979 
HUD-ADA NATIONAL HOUStNG JUSTICE PROGRAM 
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TABLE 5 

OFFICE OF THE AENTALSMAN 

NATURE & NUMBER OF RESIDENTIAL TeNANCY FILES OPENED 

Type Case DECEMBER •. 1978 YEAR TO DATE 

Security Deposit 597 5.612 
Rent Increases 2 35 
Service of Facility 30 458 
Tenant Damage 3 20 
Repairs 113 1.326 
Privacy ., 

136 
Noise & Disturbance 10 99 
Abandonment 30 433 
Illegal Eviction 2 78 
Distraint 13 245 
Subletting & Assigning 15 
Locks and Access Restrictions 9 97 
Attornment 

Disputed Termination 24(2) 142 2.040 
Application for Order for Possession 14(2) 112 1.535 
Miscellaneous 130 1,570 
General Information 6 160 
Rent Arrears 13 155 
Application to order Early Termination 138 1.475 

TOTAL 1,357 15,490 

Footnotes 

1. For the purposes of this research "housing problems" encompass the relationship a person has to his dwelling unit. nelghhor~. owners and 
managers, beyond the purely landlord·tenant relationship. 

2. Fred M. Dellapa. AlternatIve DIspute Resolution Mechanisms (ADRM) and HDusing Disputes, March 1979. submitted 10 Iho American Bar 
Association Special Committee on Housing and Urban Development law. 

3. The programs chosen for study were:TheColumbus, Ohio, Night Prosecutor's Program.lhe Miami Citizen Dispute Settlemant Pf()(lram. The 
Rochesler, New York. American ArbItration Association Community DIspute SefVIces ProJecl. the Dorchester. Massachu~ctt~. Urban Courl 
Program. Ihe New York Institute lor MedIation and Conillci Resolution DIspute Center, Ihe San Francisco Community Board Program and 
the Vancouver. British Columbia, Olflce 01 the Rentalsman. Information regarding Ihe New York and San FranCisco program was nol 
received in time for Ihls paper bul will be Incorporated inlo the final draft. • 

4. William l. F. Felshnel' and lynne A. Williams, Preliminary and parllal report on medlallOn as an alternative to cflminal prosocul/on; a case 
study.ol the Dorchester proJect, Repor, to NILECJ, LEAA (1979). 

5. If one mcludes nmghbor v. neighbor anolher 23% is added. However, at present we have no slallsticat breakdown of what proporlion of the 
neighbor cases involvil housing Issues, smce many of them Involve non-housing (e.g raclall Issues, 

6. Ofhce of the Rentalsman. Monthly Stallsllcal Report. 

7. Ann Barthelmes Drew. Dralt repo" on fhe Olilce 01 th/Rentalsman. Report 10 NILECJ, lEAA 11979), 

AD [, LW-10 HUD-AB!,'NATIONAl HOUSING JUSTICE PROGRAM 
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ROCHESTER, .NEW YORK -- INSERT ABOVE PARAGRAPH TITLED "IMPRESSIONS" 

Of the ~5 mediators, 20 are 

A specifically trained in housing-related dispute resolution. The 

project does have. access to a housing expert who advises ~he staff and 

mediators on such matters as housing technicalitie~, appraisals and 

repair estimates. These services are now rendered voluntarily but future 

plans involve retaining them on a contractual basis. 

Process 

The Rochester CDS considers on-site investigation as standard 

procedure where a housing-related dipute is involved. Very little tele

phone interviewing is done unleSSit is for follow-up purposes. The 

CDS focuses ;primarily on in-person mediation, fact-finding, and 

arbitration· i, if needed. If a resolution is reached it is in written. 

notarized form and it reflects either a consent between the parties 

(mediation) or an award issued to one party (arbitration). The project 

attempts to enforce these agreements/awards through follow-up procedures. 

Follow-~ps are conducted for a total of 20 weeks (first at a 

4 week interval after the hearing, then 2 weeks later, then 10 weeks 

later). There is a telephone interview or personal visit with the 

complainant and the responden:ti if the agreement is not working, the 

complainant is advised to refer the case to court. 

Housing-Related Dispute Caseload 

The CDS has handled housing disputes from the beginning, but the 

number of these disputes has increased over the years. There have 

been large increases in cases which involve general landlord/tenant 

or management/tenant matters, faulty warranties, overdue rent and 

eviction. Eviction more often than not escalates to harassment or 

assault before it reaches the CDS. The project claims a 787. resolution 

'rate for housing-related disputes. The other 22~ are referred to 

court for judicial resolution. 

Mediation is the most commonly used method for the resolution of 

housing disputes, however the CDS will arbitrate if requested to do 

so. The majority of referrals come from the court (Judge and Distr.ict 

Attorney)with the remaining 

are landlords. 
:/.'Iostly walk-ins ;« most complainants 
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CHAPTER 2 
NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTERS: AN ANALYSIS OF MAJOR OPTIONS 

Neighborhood Justice Centers can clearly vary on a wide range of 
dimensions, from where they are. located to how they acqui~e cases, 
to how they process appeals, etc. For. the purposes of this study, 
twelve major dimensions .on which Neighborhood Justice Centers can 
vary will be discussed. These dimensions comprise the most obvi
ous, and probably the most significant variables for characteriz·· 
ing specific Neighborhood Justice Centers. The dimen~ions are: 

" the nature of the community served .I.. 

2. the type of sponsoring agency 

3. project offi.ce location 

4. pr.oject case criteria 

5. referral sources 

6. intake procedures 

1. resolution techniques 

8. project staff 

9. hearing staff training 

10. case follow-up procedures 

11. project costs 
c~ 

12. evaluation 

Table 2.1 presents a summary of the six sampled~dispute ,processing 
projects in terms of these twelve dimensions. In addition, infor
mation is provided regarding the staff organizations, the models 
used in developing project structures and additional sgrvices pro
vided by the projects. 
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Table 2.1" 
Major Characteristics of the Six Sampled Dispute Processing Proj2Cts 

~S 
£JOATJ.!REl: Bolton Columbul Miami New York City Roch.ster Sin Francisco 

Project Namt! B01ton Urban Columbus Night Miami Citizen Institute for Rochester Commu. Community Board 
Court Project Prosecutor Dispute Settle· Mediation & Con· nilY Dispute Program 

Program ment Program flict Resolution Services Project 
Dispute Center 

I 

Start·up Date 9175 11171 5175 6175 7n3 In planning stages 

Community Sef\<ed 

Name Dorchester Dis· Franklin County, Dade County, Manhattan and Monroe County, Selected Sections 
trict. Boston, Ohio Florida Bronx, New York New York of San Francisco 
Mas,llchusetts 

Population Dorchester: County: 833,249 CllunlY: 1.267,792 Manhattan: County: 711,917 San Francisco: 
225,000 Columbus: 540,025 Miami: 334,859 1,539,233 City of Rochester: 715,674 

Bronx: 1,471,701 296,233 . Total: 3,010,934 

Sponsoring Agency 

Name Justic~ Resource CilY Attorney's Administrative Institute ror Rochester Regional CommUnity Board 
Institute Office, Columbus, c:)flice of the Mediation & Con· Office of the Program 
(non·profit) Ohio (Contractor: Courts flict Resolution American Arbitra· (non·profit) 

Capital Univer· (non·pr,~!,1t) tion Association 
sity Law School) (non·profit) 

Source of Funds Law Enforcemen Originally Law Law Enforcement Law Enforcement Law Enforcement Foundation Funds 
Assistance Enforcement As· Assistance , Assistance Assistance 
Administration sistance Admin!s· Administration Administration Administration 

tration. Now 
city funded , 

,Localion Private store· Prosecutor's Goyernment build. Office building Downtown office Li ke Iy to halie 
front near the office ng which also in Harlem. not building near offices in the 
court houses court & near court the court neighborhoods 

district attorney 
,-

Cast! Criteria 

General Rationale Generally ongoin Generally ongoing GenerallY ongoing Generally ongoing Generally ongoing Generally ongoing 
relatlonships rel~tionships elationships ' relationships relationships relationships 
among disputants among disputants mong disputants among disputants among disputants among disputants 

and bad checks 
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~ FEATURES 

Case Criteria (continued) 

Types of Cases 

Referral Sources 
Walk·ins 

Police 

Prosecutor 

Clerk 

Bench 

Community Organizations 

. 
Other 

Screening/Intake Procedures 

Z! 

Table 2.1 (continued) 

Major Characteristic~ of the Six Sampled Dispute Processing Projects 

Boston Columbus Miami New York City Rochester San Francbco 

36% family dis· 39% interpersonal Statistical data 
" 

Statistical data 'Approxlmately 2/3 Not Applicable 
putes; 20% neigh. disputes, 61% bad are not currently are not currently are interpersonal 
bor; 17% friends: checks available. Many available. Cases criminal matters, 
10% landlord! assaults, harass· include both mis· 14% city regula· 
tenant; 17% mis· ments, neighbor· demeanors and tions, 5% bad 
cellaneous hood problems, felonies checks & miscel· 

domestic problems laneous. May be· . 
gin to process 
family court cases 

See Otoer (to prosecutorl 20% approximately 6% 1975 1976 (likely to be high) 
14% 18% 

2.2% 20% approximately 42% - 1% (likely to be high) 

See Bench Most cases received 60% aPl?roximately 6% 11% 
through this office 

33.4r. 52% 66% 70% 

57.4% (including 10.15% approx. 11% ' 
district attcrney) 

See Other - - ''Third party" reo 
ferrals will be en· 
couraged 

7% 2% 0% 

Staff member at· Staff members Ilf Int~~e daff are Cases are received The project intake Currently 
tends morning ar· di$trict attor· located at the from intake work· worker screens and being 
raignmant sessions: ney's office & in· proJect office & ers at sUmmons refers cases at the developed 
staff also answer take staff <)f pro· int~rview clients court, criminal clerk's office. 
calls from bench. ject refer dispu· referred to the court, & police Walk·in cnses are 
Interviews conduc· tants to project. project from other desk of district screened at the 
ted at cOUrt or Respondents are criminal justice attorney's office project's office 
prQject offiCI!. requested to ap· agencies 

pear at hearing or 
- i f~ nn~:ib!i; ': I I _ .. _-.:=::-I ","af~ 

--'~ 
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Table 2,' (continued) 

Major Characteristics of the Six Sampled Dispute Processing Projects 

~ FEATURES Boston Columbu, Mllml New York City RDChest.r San Francisco 

Resolution Techniques 

Type Mediation Mediation Mediation Mediation followed Mediation followed Mediation 
by imposed arbl, by imposed arbi, 
tratlon if media" tration if neees, 
tion Is unsucce!;s' sary, In 197640% 
ful. Only 5% of of cases heard re' 
cases have reo qulred an imposed 
qui red imposed arbitration award 
arbitration 

Enforceability of Court cases can· Disputants are in· Disputants are in· Arbitration agree· Arbitration agree- Peer pressure 
Resolutions tlnued pending formed that case formed that case mcnts arc prepared ments are p,epared 

follow·up after charges will be . charges may be at the end of all at the end of all 
mediation filed If ca.e is not filed if casc is hearings & arc cn· hearings & are en· 

satisfactorily reo not satisfactorily forceable In tho forceable in the solved. Respon· resolved civil court civil court dents are occa· 
sionallY placed on 
prosecutor!al pro· 
bation 

,/ 
:.1 
'\ 
,f 
!r} 

if 
:J 

~ Ii 
Tim~ Per Hearing 2 hours 30 minutes 30 minUtes 2 hours One hour and 45 Not Applicable 

minutes 

Availability of Rarely more Rarely used Very rare ,Most cases are Rarely used Not Applicable 
Repeat Hearings than two completed in 1 

session. Small 
number require two 

Use of Written Yes Rarely used Yes Yes. RelOlutions Yes. Resolutions Yes (unsigned ones 
Resolutions are binding are binding are planned) 

Cl 'I 1:0 ~ 
A 

~ 
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Hearing Ssff Qualificarions 
and TrlJlni(lg 

" 

Type Diverse group of Law student! Professional Djverse group of Diverse group of Diverse grovp of 
community mediators community r.ommunlty cOllImunlty 
members meWlbers members l'I1ernbers 

;! , 
\ I 

I 
1 

Form of Recruitment I Wide;;pread adver· Contacted by Through com· Contacts with ContacU with Widespread eltort 
tising. group staff at Capital munilV contacts community groups organizations to contact. Com· 

·1 
: ,~ 

contact UnlveNilV Law and ageflci~' munity meetings 
School 

Number Used Per Sessior. 2·3 1 1 ,·3 1 5 

I Rate of Payment -, S1.50 per night $;>,7S per hour 'S8·,O per hour $10 per senlon. $25 per case Not determined yet 
(may be some 

I I DS' jurorsj 
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~ FEATURES 

Hearing S.taff Qualifications 
and TrainIng (continu~) 

Training 

Follow-up T«hniQues 

Appeal/Rehearing 
Availability 

Follow.up Contacts 

Case Preparation for 
District Anorney/Court 

Overall co.sn lind Unit Costt 

Annual Opera~ing Budget 

Total Annual Referrals 

Cost/fleferral 

Total Annual Hearings 

Cost/Hearing 

Tabl" 2.1 (continued) 
Major Characteristics of tho Six Sampled Dispute Processing Projects 

.-
Boston Columbul Miami N.w York City Rochelter Sen Francllco 

40 hour training 12 hours of train· Discussions and 50 hours of train· 40 hours of train· 2 day training 
cycles originally ing conducted by co-mediation with ing conducted by ing conducted by cycles Ire planned 
conducted by the Educational experienced IMCR AAA 
IMCR. and now and Psychological mediators 
by local staff Development Cor· 

poration 

Yes. but rare Rarely used. Dis· Yes. but rare Only if both par· Yes.1f both Probably appeal to 
putants can return ties agree. Par· parties agree new board 
on new charges ties can appeal 

under state law if 
they feel award 
was arrived at 
fraudulNltly 

Disputants are Disputants are No. Prolect plans Yes. 30-60 days Assist in main-.. Some follow·up 
contacted twO contacted 30 days follow·up in post hearing to taining resolutie.,n planned 
weeks after hear· after hearing to summer of 1977 see if resolution if contacted. No 
ing and again see if resohition is being main· systematic reo 
three months Is being main- tained contact 
later tained 

No Yes. Charging Court is contacted No No No 
material is pre· regarding outcome 
pared alld filed 
if necessary 

$105.268'.···· $43,000 $150,000 $270,000 $65,000' $167.500 

350 6,429" (1976) 4,149 (1976) 3.433"· 663 (1976) Not Applicable . 
$300 $6.69 plus in S36.15 $78.65 $98,03 Not Applicable 

kind costs 

283 3,478 (1976) 2.166 (1976) 649'" 457 (1976) Not Applicable 

$372 $12.36 plus In $69,25 $416 (recently $142' Not Applicable 
kind costs. ap. $270) 

, proximately S20 • 

'. 
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Tobie 2.1 (continued) 
Major Characteristics of the 'Six Sampled Dispute Processing Projects 

I' 

~ FEATURES Boston Columbus' Miami Now York City Rochester SIn Francisco 

Goal Achievement 
Total Annual Referrals 350 6;429 interper· 4,149 (1976) 3.433 extrapohited 663 (i~! 1976) Not Applicable 

sonal disputes In from 15-18 
1976; 10.146 bad months through 
checks; total = November, 1976 
16,575 

Percentage Having Hearing 71% 54% of Inter- 54% 46% hearing.v.lte. 69% (in 1976) Not Applicable 
personal disputes ~~~e~~ ~~~ri~eld 

resolving dis~tes .. 

Percentage of Hearings 89% (I.e., written Not Applicable Project reports 100%: 95% media- 100% due to ar· Not Applicable 
Resulting in Resolutions agreement) 97% ted, 5% arbitrated bltration pro, 

vision. 60% 
mediated agree· 
ment; 40% arbi· . 
trated agreement 

Percentage of Failures 15% 10% (survey of Not Available 9% according to a Unknown Not Apptrcable 
to Uphold Resolutions 892 1976 cases) follow·up 

Percentage of "Resolved" Unknown 2.2% Not available Less than 1% 5% seek enforced Not Applicable 
Cases Returning to Court agreement' 

Project Organi~ation 
Total Number of Project 4 Approximatelv 8 10 6 5% 
Staff 5 full·time equl· 

valents 

Adm',,,istratlve Supervisor Coordinator, Program Director, Executive Dircc- 'Project Director, Project Director 
Director Administrative tor, Center Dlrec· Coordinator, Tri- Program Manager 

Officer tor, Summons Court bunal Administr.· 
Supervisor, fiscal tor 
officer 

Intake 2 case coor· 6 senior clerks, 31ntake Intake Coordinator, Intake Worker 2% organizers 
dina tors 6 clerks counselors Intake Worker, (partly by Trl· 

Police Liaison bunal Admlnlstra· 
tor) 

S~!:! S:r'J!= 
r' __ __ ...... : .... _. __ 

5 ;ut;fcd woik Socii. 'Wufk"i:r 

I 
Sociit ·worker 

I I I 
__ v looVYT ... n'T\V'~ 

provide referrals graduate students 
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Table 2.1 (continued) 

Major Characteristics of the Six Sampled Dispute Processing Projects 

.~ 
FEATURES Boston Columbu. Miami New York City RochMter 
Profect Organization (conti!lued) ., 

Mediation Approximatelv Approximatelv APp,(oxiI]1Dtely Approximately Approximately 50 30 201 50 70 Clerical 
Administrative ['JOIW 1 s[icrctary, Rec;ptio'nist, Administrative As;istant 

1 re'c.::>t,lonist Administrative Assistant, 
, ..... :... Assistant RecePtionist t- ,> 

" Project Models IMCR Dispute 
Columbus Project Rochester F'roJect, PhiladelphiaAr. Center 
Rochester Project Columbus Project, bitratlon As An 

Jewish Concllla. Alternative Pro. 
tlon Boards, Bronx Ject 
Youth Pro!ect 

Additional Services Disposition pro' Problem drinker'~ 
': Community Group 

Provided 
gram/victim ser- group, baltered 

Dispute Resolu. Vice component wives' group 
tion, training 

" 

/::: programs 
,~ 

NOTES; 

• Totll budget i, $126,723. lnclUding additional component' 'community g,OUp dbpUII 'es,NUt!on Dnd community o;genl .. tiool' tralningl. 
" •• Inte,pmonal dl.put •• only - bad check c .... odd an additlona' 10.1 ~6 ri"."DI. but InvolVe very linl. p,oJect ~ p,ocesslng tim •• 

> ••• E .. ,ap9Iattd I,om aggregattd dD •• on In!li.1 1 B month. or ,el.,,.,, through Novembe, 30, 1976. ' 

' •••• Baltd on POrtion 01 I.rg.r\',."ban CoU" Budget en,lbuled to the mediadon Component; .as.ligure. "," .lIlmB'" ro, th •• O"",pondlng v •• rs 15177. 617BI. '\ 
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San Francisco 

Will train approxi. 
mately 50 

Ev~luator 

Danzig's model of 
Comm\:nity moots 
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Dispute Resolution 
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In the sections that follow, each of the major dimensions is dis.
cussed in turn, and an attempt is made to identify the advantages 
and disadvantages of the vari~us options that are available on 
each dimension. In some areas, specific options seem to be clear
ly preferable dUe to empirical findings or logical analysis. In 
many·other cases, however, the selection of a given option is . 
more difficult because data regarding the relative merits of co~tis 
parabl~ <?Ptions are not available, or the selection of an option 
is heavi~;y;\ determined by one' svision. of the aims of Neighbo':e-1lood 
Justice Q,:enters as well as by the available data. Various value 
judgment~ which can influence the cho;iee of Neighborhood Justice 
Centeri'components are discussed along with a review of available 
empirical data. 

2.1 The Nature of the Community Served . 

Neighbbrhood Justice Centers can clearly be developed in many 
types of communities. The need for Neighborhood Justice Centers 
is not likely to be constant in all areas, however. Both rural 
areas and small towns are likely to have many of the older dispute 
resolution mechanisms still intact. Churches, extended families, 
neighborhood police officers, and community organizations have 
traditionally served the function of assisting those associated 
with them in resolving minor disputes. Both rural areas and small 
t0W11S are likely to have these institut~ons at least partially in 
place. Research on the degree to which this is true would be 
valuable I however, since the stereotype of the quality of support 
institutions in·rural areas and small towns may be lagging behind 
the realities in those areas. The citi·zendispute processing 
projects which have been developed.have tended ,to be in urban 
areas and have been justified in part bec~use of the .atomistic 
life styles common in the cfities, .and the consequent. lack of ties 
with traditional dispute resolving institutions. Barring research 
to the contrary, urban communities. and their associated lower 
courts would seem to be in the greatest need of dispute, ;processing 
projects. 

within urban areas, dispute centers have been developed in a vari
ety of communities. The demographic makeup, governmental struc
ture, and other characteristics differ widelY between.the cities 
studied, with New York's pr.oject having a potential ta~get 
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population of over three million, while Rochester's primary target 
population is 296,000. 

A numbe: of, ~tr~tegies are available for selecting a target 
populat~on w~th~n a '~ven urban area. In Rochester, Miami and 
Columbus, the local projects accept cases from throughout the 
counties in which they are located. Referrals from within the 
s~ecific cities te~d to dominate the case loads and project of
f~ces are located ~n or near the downtown areas of the cities in 
each case. The Miami project has made a concerted effort to 
encourage referrals from throughout the county and has established 
three rranch offices in outlying government buildings. 

The Boston, New York City, and San Francisco projects have all 
adopted a different strategy and have been structured to receive 
referrals fJ;:'om just a, portion of the city's popUlation. In New 
York, two boroughs--Nanhattan and the Bronx--are served. However 
t~e vast populations in thege' -boroughs make their combined pO!Jula~ 
t~on of over three million far larger than those of the counties 
s~rved by oth~r projects: Th~s, while New York is serving a por
t~on of the c~ty populat~on, ~ts target clientele Q~n hardly be 
characterized as a small intimate group. In fact, the relatively 
small percentage of referred cases which go on to hearings in the 
N~W York project m~y imply that the area served is too large and 
d~sparate to benef~t from the community spirit present in smaller 
areas. The Boston project only provides services to the 
Dorchester district of the city, an area with a popUlation of 
approximately 225,000. This area is quite large but is still 
considered to evoke a "sense of community" from its residents. 
T~e ~an ~r~cisco pr~ject is working to localize its target areas 
w~th~n l~~ted and h~ghly circumScribed areas of San Francisco. 
The project is currently establishing its first community board 
and has chosen an area of. the city referred to as Visitacion 
vall~y. Th~s area has a total population of approximately 22,000 
and ~s cons~dered to be composed of five subcommunities. The . 
project presently plans to develop two community panels, one i~ 
the Gene~a Towers area which is a predominantly black community, 
and one ~n the upper and lower valley area which is made up pri
marily of whites and Samoans. 

An alternative is to define a target community by demographic 
characteristics rather than geographic areas. Available census 
data would enable researchers to define these non-geographically 
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based communities. In some sense, for example, subcultural groups 
form a "community" regardless of the location of their residences. 
However, substantial logistical difficulties are likely to occur 
in defining a project's target community solely in terms of demo
graphic characteristics, due to the need to publicize the program 
to a widely dispersed "community" and to educate referral sources 
to supply only clients with specific characteristics. In addition 
to logistical difficulties, limiting the target community in this 
way can eliminate one of the strengths of a project. Numerous 
projects have found that they serve as a meeting ground for people 
with different ethnic, racial and socioeconomic characteristics. 
The Rochester project, for example, was founded by an interracial 
advisory board after the city experienced racial conflict during 
a major school reorganization. The Boston project has served a 
similar function of bringing together a community with a rapidly 
changing demographic makeup. 

The experience of these latter two projects confirms the desir
ability of locating Neighborhood Justice Centers in communities 
whose residents have shown an interest in group problem solving. 
At one extreme, Rochester and Boston were communities experiencing 
fairly severe conflict as a result of changing racial balances. 
However, this issue served to organize the communities, raising a 
spirit of activism extremely conducive to program development 
efforts. As the founder of Boston's project noted, "The voices 
were often negative, but at least there were voices." Similarly, 
communi ties wi th active citizen groups<"-be they strong tenants I 
associations or neighborhood improvement groups--may be expected 
to yield a receptive climate for neighborhood justice. 

Another factor ~ritical to project success is the receptivity of 
the couununi t:y 's criminal justice SyH tern. All of the operating 
projects studied rely heavily upon criminal justice agencies for 
referrals. It is doubtful th<.'i.t a. project would receive sllfficient 
referrals if it relied only on the community and social service 
agencies, unless perhaps it were intra-institutional, serving only 
a housing project. school, or other contained group. The San 
Francisco project does plan to rely heavily on walk-ins and refer
rals from community sources, on the assumption that citizens need 
a real neighborhood alternative to official contact. Neverthe
less, in the absence of any experience with this model, the sup
port of official criminal justice agencies can be considered 
crucial. Clearly, the presence of other police or court reform 
projects is a reasonable indicator of the reception a project·is 
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likely to receive. Once key officials have accepted a program, 
the efforts of the project staff are likely to be primary deter
minants of the ongoing cooperation and referral pOlicies of 
criminal justice agencies. In general, planners of the projects 
studied were able to gain the initial support of most of the 
relevant police, prosecutorial and judicial officials; any remain
ing skeptics have been won over by observing project staff and 
operations. 

2.2 Type of Sponsoring Agency 

The choice of a specific form of organizational sponsorship is 
likely to be influenced by a number of factors including the types 
of cases desired, the specific stage of criminal justice process
ing seen as most appropriate for diversion into mediation, the 
availability of organizations.willing and able to sponsor the 
project and the degree of coercive authority desired by the project. 
The most basic decision to be made is whether the project is to be 
attached to a governmental agency or to be under private spohsorship. 

2.2.1 Private Organizational Sponsorship 

Four of the projects which were studied intensively are sponsored 
by private agencies. A central advantage of private sponsorship 
is the ability of the program to project an image of total nev~ 
trality. Any project wr.ich is a"':tached to criminal justiCE" system 
agencies has the automatic problem of being viewed by some as 
presumptively biased in favor of the complainant. This assumption 
is particularly common in the case of projects attached to the 
police or the prosecutor. A second related advantage is the 
reduced stigmatization to the parties in having their dispute 
processed by a private organization. Even in the case of com
plaints which are dismissed at early stages of criminal justice 
system processing, defendants typically suffer some loss of face 
to their peers merely due to the contact with the system. In the 
case of rec.::iprocally hostile relationships in which both parties 
have consistently antagonized one another, this stigmatization of 
the party which "lost the race to the courthouse" is likely to be 
particularly galling and may serve to harden the resent:r.lent of 
the defendant against the complainant independent of other aspects 
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of their dispute. A third advantage of private sponsorship is 
the ability of the project to develop a broad base of support 
among community members, and to use the services of community 
members in all phases of project development. Private projects 
such as the San Francisco Community Board and the Rochester 
Community Dispute Services Project have governing boards made up 
of a diverse range of community members. In many cases these 
governing boards have developed the basic structure of the project 
from the grassroots up (e.g., see the San Francisco and Rochester 
case studies). These projects can claim to be community-based in 
the most fundamental sense of the word, and this attribute may 
enhance the likelihood of the project's receiving certain types 
of cases which would not voluntarily enter a system developed from 
the top down. Government sponsored projects can presumably also 
develop advisory boards of community members. These boards could 
not have the governing authority of boards operating private 
organizations, but could provide significant input into the policy 
decisions and structure of governmental projects. 

Private agency sponsorship has disadvantages as well as advan
tages. If a project is interested in receiving referrals from 
criminal justice agencies rather than just from the community, 
close ties must be maintained with those agencies. Decisions 
within the agencies can have a profound impact on the vitality of 
the project. For example, the development of the pre-warrant 
hearing procedure by the Clerk's Office in Rochester, and the 
revised practices in case docketing in the Summons Court in Ne~ 
York City have had significant impacts upon the referrals rece~ved 
by the Rochester and New York projects. Similarly, the .J3oston 
project's dependence upon the court for referrals m~es the pro
ject vulnerable to any policy or personnel changes ~n the court. 
The sections on "referral sources" in the respective case studies 
provide examples of the ways in which referral agency policieB 
can dramatically influence project operations. 

Attempts to qevelop privately sponsored dispute processing pro
jects should include careful attention to the development of close 
working relationships with criminal justice referral sources. 
Project designers should keep the possibility in mind that total 
dependence on a single agency can cQ)nceivably result i~ contro~ of 
internal proje.ct policies by that agrency by the select~ve prov~
sion of referrals ·contingent on projlect compliance with agency 
desires. The above cited advanta9,'e~; of private sponsorship would 
be likely to rapidly disappear in s:i tuations in which the 
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"private" project is a ~ facto branch of a specific governmental 
agency. 

An additional considerati6h in deciding between private or public 
sponsorship of a dispute processing project is the availability of 
professional assistance in operating the project. Two of the four 
privately sponsored projects reviewed in this study were sponsored 
by agencies with a great deal of sophistication in dispute resolu
tion. The American Arbitration Association has sponsored numerous 
Arbitration As An Alternative Projects for the settlement of citi
zen disputes including the Rochester project studied here. The 
Institute for Mediation and Conflict Resolution has similar exten
sive experience in dispute resolution and sponsors the New York 
project. The availability of organizations such as these as a 
resource provides considerable advantages to some priva~ely spon
sored pl'ojects. 

The question of long-term funding is also relevant to the choice 
of public versus private sponsorship. Public agencies 'have ongo
ing budgets and have the capacity to "institutionalize" projects. 
Private agencies often experience great difficulties in continuing 
program operations after the federal demonstration funds run out. 
To the exten.t that a private proj ect 's achievements can rub off on 
relevant public agencies, projects are likely to acquire public 
agency support which can be translated into funding support from 
the city or county budget. One possible mechanism for this gener
alization of a private project's successes to public agencies is 
pa-rtial collaborative operation under some contractual arrangements 
with the referral agencies. These arrangements would enable the 
typically politically sensitive agencies to receive some cr.-edit 
for project achievements, and yet this shared credit would be 
unli~ely to diminish the projects significantly. Total dependence 
on public agencies for contractual support would be less desirable 
because when cutbacks were forced upon the a~ency, the project 
contract would be a likely early target. 

2.2.2 Public Agency Sponsorship 

Two of the sampled projects are sponsored by governmental agen
cies. The Columbus Night Prosecutor Program has been institution
alized as part of the Columbus City Attorney's Office, and the 
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Miami Citizen Dispute Settlement Project is operated by the 
Administrative Office of the Courts in Florida's 11th Judicial 
Circuit. The Columbus project has an additional interesting 
feature, in that the actual day-to-day operations of the project 
are carried out by Capital University law students under contract 
to the City Attorney's Office, thus combining agency sponsorship 
with the use of personnel from a private institution. 

Government agency sponsorship has a number of advantages. First, 
the problems in case referrals experienced by some privately 
sponsored dispute processing projects are less likely to occur. 
Particularly when the. project is attached to the Prosecutor's 
Office or the Clerk of Court's Office, referrals are under the 
control of the sponsoring agency and can be varied appropriately 
to enable the project to haye sufficient referrals. Agency spon
sorship can also be used to compel the appearance of respondents. 
The fact that the agency controls arrests (in the case of the 
police) or charges (in the case of the prosecutor) can make a 
"request" to appear on agency :stationery very persuasive. The 
privately sponsored Rochester project, for example, initially uSlad 
project stationery in letters to respondents, but later changed to 
Court Complaint Clerk stationery to further encourage the appear
ance of respondents. 

The disadvantages of government agencies are the mirror image of 
the advantages cited for the privately sponsored projects: (1) a 
presumption of bias in favor of the complainant may occur in the 
case of agency sponsorship, (2) stigmatization of clients may oc
cur simply due to the association with the criminal justice sys
tem, and (3) difficulties are likely to occur in fully integrating 
commur,ity mambers into the devnlopment and operation of the pro
ject. 

The choice of a specific governmental agency will depend upon the 
project developers' interest in intervening at a specific stage 
of case processing and also on the willingness of agency officials 
to support the development of a dispute processing project. The 
police, the prosecutor's office, and the courts are three major 
possibilities for project sponsorship.l 
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• Police Sponsorship 

A dispute processing pro)'ect ff' 
the advantage of intervening :t ~~!at:d ~ith the ~olice would have 
case development The San F ' e rl~est Poss~ble stage in 
use the police a~ the primar:anc~sco Board Project has decided to 
the SUpport of the police in thso?rCelOf referral, and has received 

f l' e~r pans The pr' 
0, po ~ce sponsorship is the abilit t • , ~mary advantage 
t~me of the incident and before theYs 0 rece~ve caSes close to the 
able resources and perhaps stigmati ~stem has expended consider
Pre-arrest diversion of cases int ~~ t~e defendant as well. 
the need for the elaborate and e °ens~ d~sput~ project would avoid 
monly practiced by the pqlic tXP ~ve book~ng procedures com
printing and their transfer ~oaw a~7est. Photographs, finger
record checks, etc. are all cost~S ~n~~on and state police files, 
in the case of serious crimes butY' ese procedures are needed 
case of interpersonal misd are often superfluous in the 

emeanor cases among , 
expense is particularly unju t'f' d acqua~ntances. The 
these cas'es are dismissed dU: ~o~~he w~:n such, a high percentage of 
o~ the complainant in pursuing the case

Ck 
of ~nt~re~t on the part 

f~ngerprint records must be t' • When d~s~ssals OCCur 
state police, photographs de~~r~~:~ed from washingt?n and the 
have revised their operating' proY d' etc. Man~ pol~ce departments 
possible and use summonses ;n thC~ ures to avo~d arrests where 
crimes. This procedure sav;s e~r place for the less serious 
arrests, but substantial t many of the expenses .associated with 

cos s are still in d ' 
the summons to the defendant d' ~urre .In presenting 
forms in multiple copies A d~l ~n process~ng the many :r.:elevant 

, • ~spute processing p , 
s1mply receive refe~rals from 01' , ,roJect could 
tion of normal police procedu p 1ce off1~ers pr10r to the initia
project's office and have th res., Compla~nants could visit the 
schedule a hearing Th~ us e Pfro)el~t contact the respondent to 

• -~ e 0 po ~ce st t' 
ot arrest woul.d be likely t:o insure th a ~onery and the threat 
centage of respondents. e presence of a high per-

The major advantage which the 01' , 
development of a disput P ,~ce would rece~ve from the 
~o maintain some contro~ ~~:~e~~~ng project would be the ability 
the police lose control of a cas: ~ase. Under c~rent procedures,-
lice dissatisfaction wjth nce a charge ~s brought. Po-

, prosecutor or court ' 
has often led the police to d ' prOCess1ng of cases 

, . es~re greater cont 1 
process~ng mechanisms In ro over the case 

, . pre-arrest referr 1 t th ' 
process~ng pro)'ect the pol; a s 0 e d1spute 

, .ce can still hold th 
rest Over the defendant and th b ' e threat of ar-
with regard to the defe~dant ~71Y rhe~a~n an option for action 

• ~ e t 1S aspect of project 
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sponlsorship is 'all advantage to the police, problems' with due 
process and the protection of defendants' rights quickly arise. 
Recent literature on diversion projects has begun to grapple with 
the complexities of constitutional rights as they relate to diver-' 
sion programs. 

Presumably, a police sponsored project would result in the depart
ment's structuring incentives for officers to refer complainants 
to the project. currently, police referrals to projects which are 
sponsored privately or by nbn-police gcvernmental agencies have 
not been vigorous. For example, in New York City, the IMCR 
Dispute Center originally intended to receive most of its refer
rals from the police in specified New York City police districts. 
The project learned, ,however, that many officers were hesitant to 
refer clients to the project when they could "make a bust" in
stead. Officers making arrests receive "collar credit" from the 
department and their peers which provides prestige and presumably 
possibilities for eventual promotion or raises. A similar experi
ence has occurred in the other cities studied. The Public Safety 
Department in Dade County has heen the only police department in 
our sample which appears to very actively make referrals to its 
local dispute processing project. The source of these referrals 
is the crisis intervention unit in the department called the Safe 
Streets Unit. This unit has a "sociological" orientation to the 
disputes it deals with and officers receive the equivalent of 
"collar credit" for referrals to the Citizen Dispute Settlement 
Project in lieu of arrest. 2 

• Prosecutor Sponsorship 

The Columbus Night Prosecutor Program and its successors in other 
communities (see case study for listing) have favored sponsorship 
by the prosecutor's office. The prosecutor's control over charg
ing places him in an advantageous positiQn for diverting cases to 
dispute processing projects while maintaining the option to still 
bring charges. The cases reaching the prosecutor have incurred 
system expenses already if the police have made an arrest or have 
otherwise devoted considerable energy to the case. Supporters of 
police referral oppose waiting until a case reaches a prosecutor 
because of these expenses. Supporters of prosecutor referral feel 
that it may be superior to wait until cases reach the prosecutor, 
because presumably many cases which do not belong in the system or 
the dispute processing project will be eliminated by the time they 
reach the prosecutor. Others feel that virtually no .disputes are 
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too Ininor to warrant project processing if they are perceived to 
be important by the disputants, and these individuals would 
strongly oppose the notion of waiting until the system discourages 
certain disputants from pursuing their case before making refer
rals to the dispute processing project. 

Specific aspects of prosecutor sponsorship need little discussion 
here since the Columbus project and its close relatives have 
demonstrated that the procedure is workable, at least for the 
cases reaching the prosecutor. The issues of presumed bias toward 
the complainant, stigmatization, etc. are of course still viable. 
Even though the projects work in the sense of processing large 
case loads with relatively low cost and apparent low rates of re
turn to the system, these p~ojects may still not be optimal when 
compared to other mechanisms. 

• Court Sponsorship 

The Miami Citizen Dispute Settlement Project is sponsored by the 
Administrative Office of the Courts. The primary advantage of 
court sponsorship is the close structural ties possible with 
criminal justice agencies. The Prosecutor's Office is likely to 
cooperate with the project in referrals simply due to the recipro
cal power held by both the courts and the prosecutor. The problem 
of presumption of bias .in favor of the complainant is also likely 
to be reduced somewhat, due to the court's traditional imaae as a 
n7utr~1 forum. On the other hand, the problem of possibleJstigma
t1zat10n of the defendant is likely to increase if the' court 
serves not only as the sponsor but also the primary referral 
source since the defendant,\\i1.l typically already have been pro
cessed by both the prosecutor and the police before reaching the 
state of referral from the clerk or the bench. In the case of the 
Miami project, the primary source of referrals is the prosecutor's 
office, and thus sponsorship by the courts does not result in most 
ref:rra17 being from the court. In Boston, on the other hand, the 
proJect 1S sponsored by a private organization and yet receives 
the majority of its referrals from the court. 

• Summary Comments 

In the final analysis, a great many factors will inevitably deter
mine the choice of an organizational sponsor for a dispute pro
cessing project. The discussion above highlights some of the 
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issues which should be considered by program planners in their 
choice of an institutional horne for new projects. 

2.3 Project Location 

To a large extent, the physical location of the project is closely 
related to the nature of its sponsoring agency. Columbus is both 
physically and administratively tied to the prosecutor's office, 
Miami to the court. The remaining projects are operate<;i by inde
pendent agencies and are located in independent facilities--Boston 
in a storefront near the court, Rochester in an office building 
near the court, and New York in an office building in Harlem, some 
distance from the court. San Francisco, which expects to deal pre
dominantly with police and community referrals, plans to locate its 
community Boards in informal settings within the neighborhood. 

An independent location reinforces an image of neutrality, conveys 
a more relaxed informal atmosphere which may be more conducive to 
dispute resolution, and, if the court or prosecutor is overburdened 
or understaffed, avoids pressures to become involved in routine 
case handling tasks. 

The advantages of an official location are also compelling: ease 
of access to referrals, immediate communications with court per
sonnel, an atmosphere which reinforces the serious nature of the 
mediator's task, and greater opportunity to institutionalize proj
ect procedures into daily court routine. 

Obviously, any project should be readily accessible to its dlien
tele, and, ideally, can be located in close proximity to its major 
source of referrals. However, given proper access (and assuming 
adequate official space is available), the issue of independent 
vs. official location presently appears to be an open question. 

2.4 Case Criteria 

A number of factors need to be taken into .account in devising 
case criteria for a dispute settlement project. These factors 
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ir.e:lude (1) the nature of the relationship among the clients (2) 
th7 ~evel of seriousness of the offense. !3) the role of civll vs. 
cr~m:-nal m~tters, (4) the incJX,sion of domestic matters, and (5) 
the.~n~lus~on of matters which are essentially not'amenable to 
med~at~on but are useful to the system, such as bad check cases. 
Each of these factors will be discussed in turn. 

2.4.1 The Nature of the Relationship Among 'Clients 

All of the projects reviewed in this study have tended to place 
primary focus upon disputes occurring among individuals with an on
going relationship of some sort, whether as relatives, landlord
t 7nant, employer-employee, neighbors, etc. Sander points out in 
h~~ Pound CO~fe~ence p~per that in the case of ongoing relation
sh~ps there ~s potent~al for having the par,ties, at least initial
!y, ~e7k to work ou~ their own solution," and that this approach 
fac~l~tates a prob~ng of conflicts in the underlying relationship 

rathe~ jhan s~mp~y dealing with each surface symptom as an isolated 
event. M~d~~t~o~ among strangers is clearly more difficult be
cause t?e v~7t~m, ~f he 'has a valid complaint, has little more to 
com~ro~se.w~th the respondent than he has already. Victim resti
t~t~on proJects have been established to deal with these situa,
t~ons but generally rely on an adjudicated verdict of g'.lilt 
prior to bringing the two parties together. Thus, a guideline of 
some form of ongoing relationship seems adviSable. Johnson et 1 
(1977) in their monograph Outside the Courts have stressed the a . 
values, ~fon~oing rel~tio~ships as a critical featlrre for success
ful ar:>~trat~on. They po~nt out that "one study [by Sarat (1976)] 
de~e~Lne~ that when a party has the cQ?ice of arbitration or 
adJud~cat~on, the most reievant factor in the decision is the 
r7la~i~nship of the disputing parties. Where there has been a 
s~grl~f~cant ~ast ~elatio~ship.or anticipation of.a continuing 
future relat~onsh~p, arb~trat~on is more likely to be selected. 
Response~ by former disputants indicated that in four times as 
~4ny.arb~trated cases as adjudicated cases it was easier for the 
part~es to get along with each other in the future.,,4 

2.4.2 The Level of, Seriousness of the Offense 

Citizen dispute processing projects can clearly deai with a wide 
range of,offenses from minor grievapces which Would normally have 
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never surfaced to the attention of the criminal justice system to 
serious felonies. The various projects have differed significantly 
in the types of disputes they feel are appropriate. The New York 
project has begun tb take referrals on felony cases from the New 
York 'criminal Court and is est.ablishing a branch office in Brooklyn 
which will process only criminal Court referrals from that bor
ough. On the other hand, the San Francisco project intends to 
process cases which might otherwise not have been ·referred to the 
criminal justice system due to hesitancy on the part of the com
plainant to involve the respondent in the criminal justice ~ystem. 

The experience of the various projects seems to be that mediation 
is effective for a very broad range of offenses as long as the 
disputants have an ongoing relationship and a stake in c~ming to 
some resolution. This finding makes sense when one cons~ders that 
the difference between a minor assault and a very serious feloni
ousassault often involves the accuracy of the assailant's aim in 
striking the victim rather than the degree'of animo~ity in t?e. 
relationship. Further research £s needed to determ~e the l~m~ts 
in the seriousness of offenses which are amenable. to mediation. 
The Institute for Mediation and Conflict Resolution has had success 
in mediating cases as serious as rape, robbery, burglary, kid
napping, grand larceny, and a second degree assault. To the 
degree that complainants were deeply involved with the defendant 
and wished to reconcile with him, the process seems to have been 
successful. One can clearly envision many serious crimes among 
people with ongoing relationships for which mediation would seem 
extremely unsatisfactory to the complainant. As Danzig points out 
in his work on community moots, "Due process considerations, dan
ger, the need for professional training gnd ~ispassi~nate.comm~t
ment all make community handling of 'true cr~e'--cr~me w~th v~c
'.:ims, I.::rime which provokes a pa;;~ion forl:etribution and a need 
for extended incarceration of th~ 'criminal'--apoor subject for 

1 · t' ,,5 community controlled decentra ~za ~on. 

In any event, most projects will no doubt want to perfect their 
skills in the processing of relatively minor disputes before mov
ing on to felonies. Time would be required to d~velop mediat~r~ 
with sufficient skill to handle the extreme emotional complex~t~es 
likely to arise in many felony cases. Thus, minor disputes in
volving violations of ordinances, misdemeanors, and some matters 
which would have never reached the criminal justice system seem 
appropriate for beginning Neighborhood .Justice centers. 
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2.4.3 The Role of Civil Vs. Criminal Matters 

All of the projects which were studied process civil matters as 
well as criminal matters. The Miami project categorizes approxi
mately 25 percent of its caseload as being civil rather than 
criminal in nature. The Boston Urban Court Project is currently 
soliciting Small Claims Court matters, and the Columbus projec~ 
has developed a working relationship with the local Small Claims 
Court. In Columbus normal procedures for Small Claims Court cases 
involve an initial interview at the court, then a mediation ses
sion, and finally the hearing of the case by a referee. If dis
putants have the Night Prosecutor Program mediate their case and 
are unsuccessful in resolving the matter, the Small Claims Court 
will waive the requirement for the initial interview and the 
mediation session at the Small Claims Court and proceed directly 
to place the case on the docket of' one of the referees for a 
hearing. 

The question of what limits to place on the size of civil matters 
referred for mediation is a difficult one. Sander has disc~ssed 
the issue of using the .amount in dispute as a guidepost for 
selecting a dispute resolution forum, and points out that "when 
one considers the lack of rational connection between amount in 
controversy and appropriate process" one can appreciate the prob
lems that ~ve occurred in trying to allocate cases by this ru
bric. 6 . Sander notes that, "quite oDviously a small case may be 
complex, just as a large case may be simple." 

A common thread tying together the various civil matters processed 
by the projects is the existence of an ongoing relationship be
tween the disputants discussed earlier. The projects have been 
willing to process cases in which a person has a complaint against 
his corner store owner. In these cases the two disputants may 
have known each other for years and will continue to have contact. 
A similar dispute regarding merchandise or services arising out of 
'a complainant's contact with a large department store would not be 
acceptable because the respondent for the complaint would, of 
necessity, be an institution rather than an individual. Many civil 
matters arnO]lg r~latives, neighbors, and acquaintances, such as 
failures to pay back debts or deliver on promised services, can 
quickly become c~irninal mafters. The confrontation with the ac
quantance on the "civil" matter can often CUlminate in relatively 
uncivil behavior categorized by the police as criminal. 
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A project's choice of whether 'to accept civil cases and if so h t . , , 
w a p:opor~~on of the caseload to devote to such cases, will be 
deter~ned ~n part by the project's funding source, its sponsoring 
agency, etc: .It S~OUl? be noted that both of the projects spon
so:ed by cr~~n~l Just~ce agencies, i.e., Miami and Columbus, have 
st~ll been w~ll~ng to process civil cases when the cases seemed 
amenable to mediation. 

......... 2.4.4 The Inclusion of Domestic Matters 

The degree to which projects process cases involving divorce issues 
such as CUstody, visitation right~, support payments, etc. is 
dependent ~pon the project's relationship with the local court. In 
New. York ~~ty, for example, the I101CR project will agree to mediate 
var~ous divorce-related matters, but is not allowed to arbitrate 
these matters because of the Family Court's desire to retain con
~rol over t~ese cases •. ~7 Family Court in Rochester is very 
~nterest7d ~n the possib~l~ty of the project arbitrating divorce
related ~ssues, and negotiations are currently being conducted be
twe:n the project and the Family Court which may lead to the 
proJect.extendi~g int~ this area. Many assault cases received by 
the var~ous proJects ~nvolve married couples in the process of 
divorcin~ •. The ~~ newspapers have provided extensive coverage 
of the Miam~ proJect s efforts in mediating assaults between 
Spouses, ~d the Family Court has expressed interest in working 
closely w~th the project. 

I~ short, the inclusion of domestic matters, such as the terms of 
d~:,c.rce actio~s, differs somewhat among the project~. If appro
pr~ate.author~ty can be delegated to dispute processing projects, 
domest~c legal matters seem to be quite well suited for their form 
of case processing. Sander points out the need for experimenta
tio~ in this area and states, "Where there is a bl\..eakdown of the 
f~ly ~s a res~t o~ d7ath or divorce, the court~~ave customarily 
bec~me ~nvolved and ~t ~s here that alternative dispute resolution 
dev~ces, particularly mediation, need to be further explored.,,7 
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2.4.5 The Inclusion of Matters Not Essentially Amenable to Mediation 

Citizen dispute settlement projects at times provide a useful forum 
for the proc~ssing of non-mediational cases. For example, the 
Columbus project processes over 10,000 bad check cases per year, 
and these cases comprise 61 percent of the project's caseload. The 
cases are not "mediated" in the strict sense of the word. Mer
chants will arrive on bad check case evenings (Monday and Wednes
day) with a list of individuals who have provided them with bad 
checks. The individuals are assembled in hearing rooms and are 
called to the front to meet the merchants and explain the absence 
of money in their account. The complainant in these cases is often 
simply a representative of a large chain,store, and has never had 
any form of relationship with the respondent, except perhaps by 
mail. The issues at hand tend to be factual, e.g., "You bought the 
hibachi, didn't yOU?", "Where's the money?", etc., and very little 
give and take of the type characteristic of true mediation s~ssions 
is likely to occur. The reaso~ for the inclusion of this type of 
case in an otherwise "interpersonal" dispute processing program is 
straightforward. The service is useful and efficient for the 
prosecutor's office, and the prosecutor is the sponsor of the 
project. Whether this type of case processing influences the 
public's view of the project adversely is difficult to determine. 
It is possible that especially poverty-stricken individuals would 
view the project as an arm of the wealthy and would be hesitant to 
bring their own disputes to the project after they or a friend 
had their bills collected by the project. Intake cases observed 
during the site visit did not support this negative image, however, 
and many very poor individuals were observed bringing in ,highly 
personal minor disputes to the program for mediation. A sample of 
opinions of others in the city woulq, of course, be needed before 
this anecdotal evidence should be accepted as of value. 

Projects will need to consider the likely impact on their image 
resulting from processing cases such as the bad check cases ~n 
Columbus. Cases in which institutions serve as the complainant 
against citizens may well adversely affect a project's reputation, 
particularly among the underprivileged. Empirical work is needed 
to test if this is really the case. Adding a component which 
enables the individual citizen to reciprocally bring complaints 
against institutions may at least even the score, although the 
role of "mediation" in either type of case where institutions are 
one party and a citizen is another seems questionable. In fact, 
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unequal power relationships of any sort can be troublesome in 
mediational programs. Johnson et ale (1977) in their monograph 
outside the courts point out that other £orums such as newspaper 
consumer 'complaint columns, media hot lines, ombudsmen, etc. may 
be particularly useful in the case of unequal power relationships 
among disputants. S They note that "it is feasible, and possibly 
useful, to conceive of these institutions not as mechanisms which 
actually reso.lve disputes but as ones which facilitate the nego
tiation process by equalizing the bargaining power of the contend
ing parties." For example, in regard to media complaint centers 
Johnson et al. note, "Their ability to publicize arrogant behavior 
~n the part of commercial enterprises tends to neutralize the bar
gaining advantage such enterprises traditionally enjoy in their 
relations with individual consumers." 

2.4.6 Summary Regarding Case Criteria Issues 

The preceding discussion simply provides some guideposts regarding 
the development of case criteria. Each project will need to 
thoughtfully consider the types of cases it wants to process in 
light of its vision of the possible services it can rendor to 
local citizens, and in light of the constraints placed upon it by 
its institutional affiliations and referral sources. 

2.5 Referral Sources 

Se~1:ir.m 2.2 on "sponsoring agencies" has also provitied considerable 
discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of various referral 
sources. As that diSCUssion indicated, a continuum of referral, 
sources is represented among the. programs reviewed, beginning with 
San Francisco which is the strongest preventive model and will 
primarily accept its referrals from the community and the police, 
the continuum includes primary referrals from the prosecutor's 
office in columbus, the Clerk's Office in Rochester and finally 
the entire spectrum of court-based referral sources in Boston. 

Earlier intervention clearly implies lower immediate costs to the 
system to the extent that cases diverted would hav& proceeded on 
to the next stage in the criminal justice process. Even if the 
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case might not proceed on the basis of the instant offense, if it 
is believed that the behavior left unchecked is likely to esca
late and motivate future criminal incidents, cost s~lVings may still 
be involved--if not calculable--in the .long term. 

It should be noted, however, that in some communities cases re
ferred by the police may involve a large percentage that would 
not be likely to result in arrest, cases referred from the prose
cutor may be those least subject to prosecution, and so forth. 
In Boston, for instance, the project has not been able to' negotiate 
a referral arrangement with the police due to union concerns of 
reduced overtime benefits from attending court sessions. Should 
access be gained to this source of referrals, it is likely that 
the cases will be those which might present officers with diffi
cult situations that would only at some future point result in 
arrest. 

Research is needed on the trade-offs involved in processing cases 
which never would have received substantial criminal justice sys
tem attention, versus devoting resources primarily to cases firmly 
caught up in the system. Sander discusses issues relating to the 
surfacing of cases which normally are not processed by the criminal 
justice system, and states "whether that will be good (in terms of 
supplying a constructive outlet for suppressed anger and frustra
tion) or whether it will simply waste scarce societal resources 
(by validating grievances that might otherwise have remained dor
mant) we do not know." Sander notes that "the price of an im
proved scheme of dispute processing may well be a vast increase 
in the number of d'isputes being processed.,,9 

Given the multiplicity of goals inherent in the concept of neigh
borhood justice, the choice of referral strategy will be a reflec
tion of a project's particular objectives, as well as the access 
routes permitted that project by official criminal justice agencies. 
However, a model which intervened at all stages in the pre-trial 
process from informal citizen complaints through arraignment may 
well represent a strategy that allows for the maximization of both 
citizen need~ for a dispute resolution forum and system needs to 
divert Cases which are Lnappropriately consuming criminal justice 
system time, facilities, and personnel. 
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2.6 Intake Procedures 

A number of issues are relevant to the construction of intake pro
cedures including (1) the degree to which the project actively 
pursues the complainants and encourages their participation in 
the project, (2) the use of threats to respondents for failure 
to appear versus the use of voluntary agreements to appear at 
hearings, (3) the use of cooling off periods prior to the conduct 
of a hearing, an~ (4) the use of signed agreement to participate 
in a hearing prior to the conduct of the hearing. Each issue will 
be discussed in turn. 

2.6.1 The Degree of Active Pursuit of Complainants 

Once clients have been referred to the project from whatever re
ferral source, the project has the choice to actively pursue com
plainants or to rely on the complainant to appear and participate 
in the project. Many projects experience striking attrition be
tween referral and the conduct of a h(.'aring. For example, the 
IMCR project in New York received 1,657 referrals during the first 
ten months of operation. In 662 cases the referred complainants 
decided not to take further action and appear at the Dispute center 
following the referral. FuJ;. -.:herrnore, 146 additional complainants 
agreed to have a hearing scheduled and then decided not to appear. 
These data can be interpreted in a number of ways. Failures on 
the part of complainants to pursue a case can simply indicate that 
they have been able to resolve the dispute, with the pressur~ from 
the project on the respondent perhaps facilitating that resolution. 
The IMCR proj ect has conducted an informal study which indica_tes 
that this type of resolution can occur in many cases. The lack of 
complainant follow-through on a case may also indicate that com
plainants are wary of institutional attempts to solve their 
problems and have decided to avoid becoming too entangled in proj~ 
ects which intrude on their life. Rigorous data are needed to 
determine the causes for case attrition at the various stages of 
case processing. If cases are actually being solved outside of' 
the project, active pursuit of referred complainants would be an 
invasion of their right to solve their problems privately. If, 
on the other hand, case attrition is caused in large part by dis
affection with institutions in general, conscientious efforts to 
encourage complainants to participate in the project such as phone 
contacts or personal contacts may be in order. 
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2.6.2 The Use of Threats for Failure to Appear Vs. Voluntary Requests 
of Respondents 

A second issue involving project. intake procedures is the choice 
to threaten respondents for non-appearance and participation in 
the project versus requests for voluntary participation by th~ 
respondent. Pro::iects using bindilj.g arbitration as their meamJ for 
resolving disputes such as those in Rochester and New York must 
rely upon the voluntary agreement of respondents to participate. 
No citizen dispute projects which deal with criminal matters have 
compulsory arbitration. Some courts, such as those in Pennsylvania, 
h~ve adopted compulsory arbitration as the means for settlIng re1.a
t~vely small civil claims. An arbitration project can con.ceivably 
use threats of further action in the criminal courts by tile com
plainant to persuade the respondent to appear at the project and 
learn about the arbitration program, but cannot force the respon
dent to agree to arbitration. 

The Miami and Columbus projects and the Rochester pre-warrant hear
ing project of the clerk's offi~e all use very threatening letters 
to compel respondents to appear for mediation with th~ complainant. 
The typical closing line in the letters is, "Failure to appear may 
result in the filing of criminal charges based on the above com
plaint." Official stationery is used and the district attorney 
or a similar official signs the letter. 

The Boston project and the newly forming San Francisco project 
are mediational projects, which stress the importance of" the vol
untary participation 'of the respondent. Th~ Boston proj ect 
strongly urges reSpondent participation, 'but requires the respon
dent's signatUre agreeing to participat~, in a hearing. 

The value of the various approaches needs to be researched. Pre
liminary examination of. the available data from the projects indi
cates that voluntarycornpliance can at times produce low coopera
tion from respondents." 
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2.6.3 The Use of Cooling Off Periods Prior to Hearings 

None of the six 'citizen dispute settlement projects employed cool
ing off periods prior to the conduct of hearings. Projects typi
cally hold hearings seven' to ten days after the complaint is 
received. The Rochester pre-warrant screening project operated 
by the clerk's office in Rochester (described in the "referral 
source" section of the Rochester case study) does employ a cool
ing off period. Misdemeanor complainants presenting complaints at 
the clerk's office are informed that a p:ce-warrant hearing will be 
scheduled to be held three weeks after the date of the complaint. 
Complainants are informed that the clerk's office will attempt to 
arrive at a resolution between the complainant and the respondent 
at that time. The pre-warrant hearing project cooling off period 
has resulted in a high rate of withdrawal of complaints by com
plainants during the three week period while they are awaiting the 
hearing. Many other complainants simply do not appear at the 
hearing, and thereby cease prosecution of the complaint. The hear
ing officer for the project estimates that 60-65 percent of all 
complainants fail to pursue the complaint to the time of the pre
warrant hearing. This amounts to a sizeable number of complain
ants since in one six-month period in 1976 the project processed 
over 1,600 complaints. 

The question arises with a cooling off period policy whether the 
disputes are successfully resolved outside of ~he project or the 
complainant is simply disgusted with institutional treatment, and 
sees the long delay prior to the hearing as evidence that the 
clerk's office has little to offer in the way of thoughtfu~ and 
timely assistance for their problem. Research is needed to deter
mine which of th';se interpretations of complaint attrition is the 
more accurate one. 

2.6.4 The Use of Signed Agreements to Participate in Hearings 

As was noted above, arbitration projects by definition must obtain 
signed agreements from their participants to join in hearings. 
Mediation projects do not have this requirement, and yet the Boston 
project has chosen to request signed agreements as symbols of the 
disputants' willingness to seriously deal with the issues of their 
dispute. Newly developed projects should consider the merits of 
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this type of procedure as a way of enhancing the participants' 
perception that they are voluntarily entering into a serious 
attempt to resolve their differences with the opposing party. 

2.7 Resolution Technique 

A wide variety of issues arise in the selection of resolution 
techniques and many combinations and sequences of techniques are 
possible. This section will discuss the merits of mediation ver
sus approaches using a combination of mediation and arbitration. 
The use of social seL~ice assistance will also be discussed, and 
characteristics of hearings such as the number of hearing officers 
used, the use of written agreements! and time allotted per hearing 
will be explored. 

2.7.1 Mediation Vs. Combined Mediation and Arbitration 

Four of the projects which were studied employed mediation as the 
technique for the resolution of disputes while the remaining two 
(Rochester and New York) employed combined mediation and arbitra
tion. Most practitioners and theoreticians seem to be in agree
ment that disputes should be first dealt with by mediation, even 
within a session that may terminate in an arbitrated decision. 
As part of the mediation attempt, an opportunity is typically pro
vided for both parties to simply air their grievances, USUally 
with the complainant speaking first. This .phase of thp. mediati(mal 
session closely approaches conciliation in which parties are simply 
given the opportunity to state their problems and possibly. negoti
ate a solution on their own without third party assistance. 

If the conciliatory effort does not result in an agreement among 
the parties (as it often does not because the parties typically 
use the opportunity to vent pent-up emotions), then the mediator 
takes the role of a third party neutral and may ask questions to 
help clarify issues. A media.tor will typically trY to' iden tify 
the areas of agreement between parties and is'olate the specific 
issues under contention. Suggestions may be made regarding possi
ble solutions and individual caucuses may be held with the com
plainant and the respondent to better determine the parties' 
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"bottom line" position on a settlement. Disputants often find it 
easier to indicate possible concessions directly to a mediator 
without the other disputant present because no loss of face is 
involved. compromises directly in the presence of the other dis
putant may be perceived by both disputants as a sign of weakness. 
An insightful mediator can work these "bottom line" settlements 
into the conversation in a fashion which makes them appear to be 
trade-offs to concessions made by the other party rather than out
right concessions. 

A number of the projects which solely employ mediation attempt to 
work toward written agreements regarding the dispute. Miami and 
Boston both employ written non-binding agreements as a way to 
affirm the existence of an agreement, and the parties sign the 
agreement in cases where an agreement is reached. The San Fran
cisco project anticipates that it will use a similar approach 
but with unsigned agreements. The Columbus project uses mediation 
but does not use written agreements as the culmination of resolu
tions unless the parties request them. The project feels that 
the non-enforceability of the written agreements makes their use 
somewhat deceptive, because the project is providing an illusory 
contract which cannot be enforced if violated. If parties request 
written agreements, the hearing officer will write up the agree
ments but the project will not keep a copy on file. 

Projects using mediation employ different methods to increase the 
probability that the agreements will be maintained. The Miami 
and Columbus projects make it clear to the disputants that criminal 
charges can still be filed if the dispute continues. The Columbus 
project generally keeps a filled out charging instrument in cases 
in which the offensa was clearly criminal and prosecutable. The 
respondent is made aware of the fact that the charge can be easily 
ac~ivated. The Columbus project had a policy in the past of 
informing respondents who were not prepared to, come to a reconcili
ation with the complainant or who were unlikely to maintain an 
agreement that they were on "prosecutor's probation" for the coming 
sixty days. If the agreemelit was broken, charges might be 
brought against them. This policy is less common now in the 
Columbus project because of the project's interest in avoiding 
the sham of an unenforceable threat. In actuality "prosecutor's 
probation" had no independent legal force, and the threat of 
filing a criminal complaint "stands more on the merit of the re
peated offense than on the violation of the probation agreemen·t". 
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The Boston project uses a combination of threats of criminal jus
tice system action, as is embodied in the return to the court in 
bench referral cases after ninety days to indicate whether the 
agreement is still in force, and peer pressure. 'The mediation 
panels are made up of community members who presumably might be 
able to pressure the parties to maintain the agreement. The 
Rochester and New York projects also use community mediators, 
but the use of only a single mediator in Rochester, and the vast 
size of the jurisdiction in New York mitigate against any meaning
ful community pressure in most cases. This limitation is likely 
to apply to Boston to a large degree also. The San Francisco proj
ect plans to employ peer pressure as its primary mechanism for 
encouraging the maintenance of agreements. The case study present
ed in Chapter 3 of this report discusses the project's views on 
peer pressure as a social control mechanism. 

Arbitration projects typicaily engage in the same steps at hearings 
as the mediation projects, moving from conciliation to mediation. 
These projects go the addit,ional step of imposing arbitration 
agreements upon disputants who fail to arrive at agreements during 
the mediation phase of the hearing. Furthermore, mediated agree
ments which are arrived at are converted into arbitrator's awards 
for the sake of their future enforcement. In these cases the 
agreement only includes those points arrived at in the disputants' 
own resolution. 

Arbitrator's awards are enforceable in the,'civil courts, and the 
majority of states have "modern arbitration legislation" which 
provides the legal structure for the enforcemen't of arbitrated 
agreements. The typical procedure for enforcing an arbitrator's 
award involves making a motion to the civil branch of the court to 
confirm the award. If confirmed, this motion is followed by a 
motion for a specific judgmant (in the case of monetary awards) 
or a contempt of court action in the case of behavioral agreements. 
Typically th."" staff of projects using arbitration as a resolution 
t~chnique \-rill assist a disputant in confirming an arbitrator's 
agreement by filling out 'the proper forms. In New York City the 
court h~s agreed to waive the normal fees for persons enforcing 
arbitration agreements arising out of the Institute for Mediation 
and Conflict Resolution Dispute center's cases. 

Sander has noted an interesting problem in the combined conduct of 
mediation followed by arbitration, and states, "There is an obvi.ous 
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difficulty if the mediator-arbitrator is unsuccessful in his 
mediational role and then seeks to assume the role of impartial 
judge. For effective mediation may require gaining confidential 
information from the parties which they may be reluctant to give if 
they know that it may be used against them in the adjudicatory' 
phase. And even if they do give it, it may then jeopardize the 
arbitrator's sen!.e of objectivity. In addition, it will be diffi
cult for him to t:ake a disinterested view of the case - and even 
more so to appear to do so - after he has once expressed his 
views concerning a reasonable settlement." IO Sander argues that a 
better procedure is to use a mediational phase followed by an 
arbitration phase conducted by a different person or persons in 
cases which need 1:0 go to arbitration. Sander notes that "the use 
of separate personnel, though perhaps more expensive and time
consuming, makes possible the use of individuals with different 
backgrounds and orientations in the two processes." 

The problem of con.flicts in the mediator's and arbitrator's role 
may be blunted in cases in which very few cases go to arbitration. 
For example, in the IMCR project in New York 95 percent of the 
cases involve mediated settlements with only the remaining 5 per
cent going on to an imposed arbitration agreement by the hearing 
officer. The Rochester project, on the other hand, has similar 
project procedures artd yet 40 percent of the cases require im
posed arbitration. The issue of the potential counterproductive 
aspects of using the same perso~,el for both mediation and arbitra
tion needs to be explored empirically. 

An additional interesting question is the degree to which the 
threats by some projects to file charges i~ resolutions are broken 
amount to de facto arbitration, but with criminal rather than 
civil remedie~'the enforcement device. If in fact the dis
putants perceive the agreements which are reached in these projects 
to be "criminally" rather than "civilly" binding then the question 
arises of which type of enforcement mechanism is superior. Many 
supporters of civilly-enforced arbitration argue that even if 
mediation with threats of criminal prosecution results in "per
ceptual arbitration", criminal enforcement of the agreements has 
many drawbacks. The criminal courts do not provide restitution 
to the complainant but simply punish the defenCiant in the name of 
the state. Th~ criminal courts stigmatize the defendant in \-lays 
that civil enforcement does not. And civilly enforced arbitration 
awards remove cases from the heavily overburdened criminal justice 
system through the waiVer of prosecution by complainants agreeing 
to have their dispute processed through arbitration. 
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In summary, a great many provocative issues are involved in the 
choice of dispute resolution mechanisms. Numerous additional 
Jaechanisms are also available and appropriate for certain types of 
disputes, e.g., ombudsmen, fact-finders, and, of course, adjudica
tors. Research is needed to help with the decision of which tech
nique or combination of techniques is most useful for the types 
of disputes likely to be processed by Neighborhood Justice centers. 
A sequential application of mediat~on and arbitration seems to , 
have promise, and the Rochester case study illustrates how one 
jurisdiction hC!S cCJ.tbined these two approaches 'in a pre-warrant 
hearing project under the sponsorship of the clerk of court and a 
privately sponsored arbitration project. 

2.7.2 Social Service Assistance as an Adjunct to Hearings 

Many of the projects have employed social workers to assist dis
putants in receiving social services. \ The New York and Miami 
projects have full-time social workers on their staffs while the 
ColQ.~usproject uses the services of graduate school students 
in social work from nearby Ohio State University. In each ,project 
a certain proportion of cases never reach t:henearing stage because 
the social work staff is able to refer the disputant to a social 
service agency which is able to resolve .the disputant's problem. 
In other cases the social work staff provide follow-up services 
afte:>:, hearings. These referral processes will be discussed in 
Section 2.10. 

~.7.3 Characteristics of Hearings 

Project hearings vary on a number of dimensions. Some projects 
use. panels of mediators (e.g~, Boston, New York and San Francisco) 
while others use single 'mediators (e.g. , Rocheste::c, Miami and 
Columbus). These mediators may also vary greatly in training, and 
the following section discusses these characteristics. Similarly, 
the use of written agreements varies~cross the projects. The 
time allotted for hearings also varies, with the Miami and Columbus 
projects generally holding hearings for approximately thirty min
utes and the remaining projects holding hearings for approximately 
two hours each. Details of these variations are presented in Chap
ter 3 of this report in the individual project case studies. 
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2.7.4 Due Process 'Considerations 

None of the current dispute processing projects studied have ex
perienced due process challenges. The directors of the projects 
feel that tl}e voluntary nature of the projects limits the likeli
hood of complaints regarding the lack of due process safeguards 
in project case proceedings. All disputants are fre~,to have their 
disputes processed by formal judicial mechanisms and,are not re
quired to use the services of the projects. Nevertheless, the 
degree of coercion of proj ect participants does differ consider
ably among the projects studied, and some disputants may perceive 
project participation to be virtually mandatory. These cases may 
result in future legal attempts to c11l1rify the degree of "perceived 
coercion" allowable for projects of this sort before due process 
protections are required. A related issue involves the possible 
impact upon prosecutorial and judicial personnel of failures to 
arrive at satisfactory dispute settlements. consideration should 
be given to the possibilities for prejudice against respondents 
resulting from unsuccessful hearlngs. Most of the current projects 
provide criminal justice agencies with very limited information re
g~ding the content and outcomes of hearings, and would absolutely 
resist any attempt to have hearing officers serve as witnesses at 
judicial proceedings. Projects would consider such attempts to be 
a violation of the privileged relationships of hearing officers and 
disputants. 

2.& Project Staff 

Table 2.1 presents an overview of the staff organizations of the 
six projects d::udied, including the total number of full-time 
staff, the number of mediation staff, and the titles of other 
staff categories such as administrative, intake, social work, and 
clerical. Each case study includes a detailed section titled 
"project organization" which provides descriptions for the various 
staff positions and cOImnents on staff turnover. As can be seen 
from Table 2.1, staff configurations vary widely among projects, 
with the Boston project having only four full-time staff, while 
the New York project has ten full-time staff members. 
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2.8.1 Administrative, Intake and Social Service Staff 

Major rea~9ns for staff size variation include (1) the varying 
needs to supply ,paralegal intake staff workers at referral sources 
to process clients. For example, the Rochester project requires 
only one intake offioer at the clerk's office, while the New York 
project requires three intake workers ·and a summons court super
visor to process referrals at various agencies. (2) The use of 
social work staff; for example, the Col~u~us project uses six 
social work graduate students for social services, while the 
Rochester project intake worker also processes social 'work re
ferrals. (3) The size of administrative and clerical staff varies 
az a function of the size of the intake, social work and mediation 
staff. 

The importance of selectin~ highly committed, energetic, dnd 
politically sensitive individuals for project administration is 
difficult to overestimate. Virtually all of the Project Directors 
have noted that this type of resourceful and industrious person is 
crucial to project success. An insensitive Project Director, re
gardless of the type of sponsoring agency, could easily alienate 
otherwise positively predisposed criminal justice officials, and 
a highly effective project Director could potentially win over 
initially hostile officials. The recruitment of project staff 
should clearly be conducted with great care, and efforts should 
be made to locate indigenous leaders with the background and skills 
appropriat~ for the operation of the dispute processing project. 

The absolute minimum staff configuration for a centrally located 
Neighborhood Justice Cente~ would seem to require an administrator, 
intake staff worker and pool of mediators. The San Francisco plan 
for having three-person outreach office staffs comprised of an 
office manager, community liaison and organizer, in addition to 
mediators, provides a model for a community-based project. Proj
ects differ in their perception of the need for legal staff at the 
Neighborhood Justice Center. Columbus has recently added a full
time lawyer to the staff because other staff felt that legal issues 
were often raised in hearings requiring the consultation of a law': 
yer. The New York project, on the other hand, relies on the 
neighborhood legal aid staff office for legal consultation, and 
feels that this approach is in keeping with the image of Neighbor
hood Justice Centers as alternatives to formal legal case process
ing. The sections in the report on hearing staff qualifications, 
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intake, referral, follow-up, etc. I provide additiona,l details on . 
the type, characteristic~, and duties of current dispute process~ng 

project staff • 

2.8.2 Type of Hearing Staff 

The programEi,discussed in,Chapter 3 represent a.range of hE!aring 
staff models, including .lay citizens (SanFranc~sco, Bos~on;, New . 
York and Rochester), law students (Columbus) and professl;onal med~
ators (Miami). Two additional models not described by these pro
grams but available for consideration include the use of nonlaw
trained graduate students or trained lawyers. Ea.ch of these ~ypes 
is discussed briefly below with reference to other factors wh~ch 
relate to the decision regalcding the qualifications of hearing 

staff. 

• Lay Citizens 

Clearly, the use of trained members of the community as mediators 
is consistent and even requisite in a model of neighborhood jus
tice which seeks to involve citizens in the remediation of community 
problems often inappropriately brought before the court. The use 
of lay citizens provides a project withmediat~on staff who h~ve 
a vested interest in the welfare of the commun~ty and the sat~s
factory reconciliation of disputing parties. Moreover, the ~ppor
tuni ty to educate participating citizens regarding the funct~on.s 
and problems of the court may also se:V7 an.imp~rtant function in 
altering community perceptions of off~c~al Just~ce. 

Depending on the nature of the case and the mediator's abiliby.and 
experience, Boston and New York typically use two or ~hree t:a~ned 
laymen per session. Rochester uses only one per sess~on, while 
San Francisco plans on a panel of five. Both Boston and New York 
report that th~y have found their sessions more balanced ~d. 
more comfortable for the mediators when more than one p~t~c:p~tes. 
The San Francisco model, which will calIon panels of f~ve c~t~zens 
in order to. exert stronger peer or neighborhood pressure on the 
resolution process, may begin to pose questions regar~ing the . 
sessions' balance of power and clients' concern of pr~vacy. Th~s 
latter model, however, has yet to be tested. 
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The primary disadvantages of the use of lay citizens are the mone
tary costs and process time associated with the management of 
citizen mediators. Substantial time may be required to develop 
community support and involve the community in program planning 
and administration in order to sustain that support and to engen
der a sense of responsibility and ownership towards the program. 
An additional commitment of time and resources is required to 
mount careful recruitment, selection and training efforts that 
must then be institutionalized to accommodate a turnover rate that 
may exceed that of a professional staff'. Finally, the pool of 
people to be managed on an ongoing basis is likely to be larger 
and more difficult to schedule given the part-time availability of 
most community volunteers. Although lay citizens will not involve 
substantial salary expense, all four programs reviewed here pro
vided or planned to provide participating citizens with stipends 
or fees and advocated this policy as an incentive, a token of 
appreciation, and a means of providing volunteers with expense 
reimbursement. 

The credibility of lay citizens may also be a factor to consider 
--credibility with the project's major sources of referrals as 
well as its clients. In Boston, the Presiding Justice of the 
project's host court expressed initial concern about the potential 
danger of involving lay citizens in a situation of implicit power. 
Though these concerns proved groundless (and the project" s actions 
are Subject to numerous checks and balances through its affiliation 
with the court), projects further removed from offici~l scrutiny 
may need to remain sensitive to this issue. The experiences of 
the Community Boards in San Francisco will provide an interesting 
test of this concern. ' . 

• Law or Other Graduate Students 

The use of law students or graduate students of any discipline 
offers a number of practical advantages. First, a student model 
offers a contained source of applicants whor.e availability can 
be fairly uccurately predicted and controlled (particularly if 
mediation work is offered in conjunction with regular course work 
as a clinical practice option). Second, mediators can be employed 
at a wage rate that only need be consistent with other part-time 
student employment opportunities (and could be offered as a course 
credit alternative without financial remuneration). Finally, 
although t~e training requirements are comparable to those for 
lay citizens, some, if not all, initial and ongoing training 
activity might be absorbed by the-graduate curriculum. 
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In Columbus, the single site reviewed here that uses law student 
mediators, not all of these hypothetical advantages prevail. Law 
students are involved in the program as mediators, and social work 
students are available to provide counseling and referral services. 
All students are paid at fairly modest rates, but course credit 
and associated classroom training is'typically not offered. 

A p07e~tia1 disadvantage of drawing upon student populations-
~pec~f~cally to :ill mediation roles--is the age of the group 
~nvolved and the~r consequent lack of maturity and perhaps sym
pathy for the community orientation of project efforts. With 
particular reference to law students, a number of observers have 
expressed c~ncern,that training which emphasizes the development 
of adversar~al sk~lls for the courtroom is inconsistent with the 
mediational skills required in an informal hearing environment. 
The result may be an inappropriate reliance on facts and an author
itarian,demeanor that may discourage self-initiated agreements 
~ong d~sputants. Recognizing this tendency, the training program 
~n Columbus ha.s begun to place emphasis on the development of human 
relations skills. 

• Professional Mediators 
. 

I~ Mi~, professionals with ba7kgrounds in a variety of disciplines 
(~nclud~ng law, psychology, soc~al work) and specialized training 
in mediation technique, are paid up to $10.00 per hour to hear the 
project's cases. The primary advantage here is clearly the avail
ability of highly skilled mediation staff from whom the project 
can demand a level of professionalism and sensitivity not immedi
ately available under a student or citizen model. Potential 
disadvantages include th8 costs of retaining professionals (without 
necessarily benefiting from ,reduced training costs); the availa
bility of a sufficient pool to cover project needs given their 
competing professional demands; and the foregone opportunity to 
establish a strong sense of community justice. 

• Lawyers 

With the exception of thos~\ law-trained ,profeSsionals who Qartici
pate in the-Miami project, the exclusive use of la~ars·is ~ot • _ ___ ...L . ," 

seen ~n the group of projects reviewed here.~·he Orlando, Florid~ 
project has used this model with some apparent success. Again, 
the advantages are similar to thpse tha~result from the Use of 
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professional mediator's. The disadvantages, are also similar, with 
the additional and very serious reservation regarding the inherent 
adversarial rather than mediational orientation of law-trained 
persons. 

In summary, a number of factors bear on the issue of hearing staff 
qualifications including the project's objectives, caseload, budget, 
and the availability of staff support services •. While the lay . 
citizen model is not without liabilities, it appears to be a par
ticularly appropriate and timely model viewed in the context of 
the broad goal of citizen participation in the resolution of co~
munity disputes. 

2.9 Hearing Staff Training 

With the exceptions of New York and Rochester (where the IMCR and 
the AAA respectively provide t~~ning to their own projects), pro
jects viewed have relied--at least initially--on the use of 
specialized. consultants to develop and assist in delivering pre
service training to mediators. Boston's Urban Court Program 
retained IMCR for two training cycles and now is sufficiently 
confident of internal staff capabilities that IMCR was asked only 
ttl introduce the third major session. In Columbus, an educational 
consulting organization developed the training program and instruc
tional materials, which are now administered by project staff. 
In Miami, a mediator with training in psychology has recently begun 
to develop a formal training manual. 

Boston and Rochester offer a full forty hours of .formal training 
for new mediation staff. New York exceeds this period at fifty 
hours, and Columbus offers twelve hours of initial training. In 
addition to .theoretical and practical discussions of mediation 
and arbitration techniques, training typically includes sessions 
to orient participants to the criminal justice system as well as 
project policies and procedures. Role playing and case studies 
are common methods advocated by projects as is the opportunity to 
observe and co-mediate sessions with more experienced staff. 
Students -and lay mediators· can be expected to require the most 
extensive training and ongoing supervision. The project case 
studies in Chapter" 3 of this report inclUde subsections on "training" 
and illustrate the various training methods used by the projects. 
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2.10 Follow·up Techniques 

The Boston, Columbus and New York projects re-contact disputants 
to determine if the agreement has remained in force following the 
hearing. Boston re-contacts the parties twice (two weeks and three 
months after the resolution) , while other projects rely.on a single 
contact thirty to sixty days after the hearing. Rochester has not 
been able to allocate the resources required for follow-up efforts; 
Miami plans to hire an intern who will initiate a follow-up pro
cedure during the summer. 

During the follow-up contact, Boston staff emphasize the desira
bility of restricting the inquiry to the general. satisfaction of 
the disputants. Rather than determine whether a party has adhered 
to each specific letter of the resolution agreement (and thereby 
perhaps cause the client to dwell UIUlecessarily on a part of the 
agreement which may have been overlooked), the parties are asked 
whether their overall relationship with one another has improved 
and whether they were satisfied with the resolution process. 

Typically, if a former complainant is dissatisfied with the pro
gress of the resolution, the respondent is called and encouraged 
to adhere to the terms of the agreement. In some cases, the pro
ject may intervene and offer additional mediation or social refer
ral assistance. The use of the courts to enforce agreements or 
resolve hreakdowns varies by project. In Coluinbus, by virtue of 
the pro:lect' s affiliation with the prosecutor, charging material 
is prgpared prior to the hearing. Should the agreement dissolve, 
the prosecutor may consider filing the case. In Boston, where 
the ~llajority of the referrals c!orne from the bench, cases are con
tinued 'for ninety days. If the agreement breaks down during this 
period, the court may take official action when the case is re
viewed for dismissal. In Miami, no record of the case has typi
call y been held by the prosecutor; however, procedures may be 
instituted to maintain cases on file in order to facilitate later 
action. 

In both Rochester and New York, agreements may be enforced by 
making a motion to the civil branch of the co~t to confirm the 
arbitrators's award. If confirmed, this motion is followed by a 
motion for a specific judgment in monetary awards or a contempt 
act~on for behavioral agreements. Project staff in both Rochester 
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and New York will assist disputants in filling out the required 
affidavit and in New York court fees are waived for project cases. 

The use of either civil or criminal court sanctions has been rare 
across all projects; problems arising from apparent breakdowns in 
agreements are normally resolved through renewed project contact 
and, ,,,,here appropriate, the threat of court action. 

Clearly, follow-up contact is an important fUnction of a dispute 
processing project--both to monitor project achievements in terms 
of continuing client satisfaction, and to identify needs for fur
ther mediation or social service assistance. Ideally, a project's 
role in enforcing non-pinding agreements which may deteriorate 
following a hearing would be restricted to attempts to resolve 
the problem informally. Preparing charging documents or using 
information 'from mediation sessions to support official criminal 
court action is inconsistent with the neutrality associated with 
the neighborhood justice concept and may raise due process con
cerns. Referrals to appropriate agencies (including small claims 
and criminal courts or social service agencies) are, of course, 
called for when project resources alone cannot resolve the problem. 

2.11 Costs 

The projects reviewed differ' substantially on the volume and 'costs 
of referrals and hearings. Table 2.2 on the following page arrays 
projects in approximate order of costs and summarizes those ele
ments presented in the larger matrix (Table 2.1) which appear to 
relate to higher or lower case expenditures. Although the number 
of projects is clearly too small to draw any firm conclusions, 
the following relationships are suggested by these data. 

• The sponsorship of a private organization (which also 
typically involves a physical location independent 
from the court) describes the administrative arrange
ment in the three higher cost projects. To some 
extent, this may be an artifact of accounting pro
cedures, as it is likely that the indirect costs of 
an official sponsor may not be fully attributed to a 
proj ect I s budget. In view of the opportunities to 
share facilities, materials, and pers~:gmel, these 
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Table 2.2 
Referral and Hearing Costs and Related Attributes 

~ite Primary Number % Hours Follow· 
(l~o. Referrals! Cost Per Cost Per Source of Resolution Hearing Per Repe~ Per U!:l Con· 
No. Hearings') Referral Hearing Sponsor Referrals Technique Staff Session Hearings Session tads 

Boston $300.00 $372.00 Private Bench Mediation Citizen 2-3 16% 2.0 2 
(350/283) 

New York 79.00 416.00* Private Summons Arbitration Citizen 1-3 2% 2.0 1 
City Ct. 
(3433/649) . 
Rochester 98.00 142.00 Private Clerk Arbitration Citizen 1 1.75 0 
(663/457) 

Miami 36.00 69.00 Court Prosecutor Mediation Profes· 1 .5 0 
(4149/2166) sionals 

Columbus·* 6.69 12.36 Prosecutor Prosecutor Mediation Student 1 .5 1 
(6429/3478) (20. incl 

in·kine: 
costs) 

• Based on recent casi~load increases, the project projects a reduction in hearing costs to $270 . 

•• Figures presented am for interpersonal disputes only. The Columbus project also processes many bad check cases, but procedures 
for these cases are noo·mediational. 
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indirect costs are likely to be substantial, decreasing 
the apparent economies of an official location. 

• Obviously, the volume of referrals and cases heard is 
~ important influence on case costs. These measures, 
~n t~rn, are affected by a number of variables, in
clud~~g court caseload, po~nt of intervention, project 
locat~on, nature of cases referred, and the amount of 
official authority attached to the referral. 

• 

• 

• 

Although Table 2.2 suggests that the deeper cases pene
trate the system prior to referral, the more costly the 
diversion, this variable may be only a proxy for sponsor 

d ' ' an ~n turn, the staff required to secure project re-
ferrals. Both officially sponsored projects have no 
~eed to allo~ate substantial staff time to the: screening/ 
~ntake funct~on as referral mechanisms are fully inte
grated with the normal duties of the prosecutor's staff. 
Conceivably, however, later referrals might result in 
fewer cases available to project staff and th.erefore 
higher costs. In Boston, for example, both :rfeferrals 
and cases heard are significantly lower than other 
prc;jects serving comparable populations--a si,tuation 
wh~ch suggests that the project's access to cases is 
restricted by its reliance on bench referrals. More
over, since cases referred from the bench must reappear 
at the end of a continuance period, so also must project 
staff, thereby increasing the project's responsibility 
to a given case. 

Projects which use the arbitration technique are among 
the higher cost programs. However, these are also among 
the projects Which employ cit~zen mediators and offer 
more extensive pre-service training. The key element 
here, then, may be the type of mediation staff and 
associated administrative expense. 

The high cost projects also devote a greater amount of 
time to the hearing, re-hearing and follow-up process, 
and frequently use panels rather than a single media
.tor. Boston's highly sophisticated management infor
mation system is also likely to add some additional 
costs to that project. 
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Unfortunately, it is difficult to relate these differences to 
project outcomes in order to derive measu~es of cost-effective
ness. Although rates of resolution breakdowns are available, 
since these data are not uniform.across sites, any differences 
presently observed can partially bE:·. attli'ibuted to variations in 
the definitions of outcomes and the type Of-follow-up effort.. The 
development of uniform reporting categories and procedures would 
do much to provide projects with useful management i~formation 
and would facilitate future'comparative analyses. 

Serious consideration should be given to the possibilities for 
future institutionalization in the city or county budgets When 
initial project budgets are planned. The only dispute processing 
project studied 'which has been fully institutionalized by its 
local government is the Columbus Night Prosecutor Program. As 
can be seen from Table 2.1, this project has the lowest overall 
budget and yet the highest caseload of all of the projects re
viewed. Given the. serious current problems with city and 
county government finances, every effort should be made to develop 
projects which are as inexpensive as possible. Possible mechanisms 
for cost savings include the use of volunteers, .efficient coor
dination with criminal justice system screening staff to limit the 
need for project supported staff at referral sources, the use of 
graduate students on field placements to perform some office func
tions, the use of free public or private facilities for hearings, 
etc. Highly expensive projects are likely to face great diffi
culties in receiving continuation funding from local sources, and 
if such funding is available it is likely to be a fraction of the 
project's original budget necespitating the economical modifica
tions suggested. 

2.12 Evaluation 

A number of issues need to be considered in developing I~'\;"aluations. 
of Neighborhood Justice Centers, including means of cOllecting 
data on project development, processes, and impact, and also th~ 
potential contribution of project evaluations ·to the resolution 
of the many significant general research questions relevant to 
Neighborhood Justice Centers. Each of these issues will be dis-
cussed in turn. v 
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2.12.1 Data Relating to Project Development 

Neighborhood Justice Centers exist in very complex institutional 
environments and, of necessity,' have many constituencies. Com
munity agencies, city government, the police, prosecutor, court, 
and general co~munity members all have a vested interest in as
pects.of Neighborhood Justice Center functioning. The history of 
the d~spute proo.~ssing projects studied for this report tends to' 
be compl~x and involve intricate interactions among the various 
public agencies and community members. Section I of each case 
stu~y contain~ a ai3cussion of program development, including the 
proJect plann~ng phase, grant processing, and early implementation. 
Data for these reports were reconstructed from the memories of 
individuals who participated in project development and from 
lirrdted written records~ 

The systematic Collection of data on the development of new Neigh
borhood Justice Centers would be useful to aid potential replica
tors in understanding the types of obstacles likely to hinder 
project development and ways to overcome these obstacles. The 
data would also provide insights into how public agencies ,and 
c~mmuni~y members interact in project development and might pro
v2de gll2dance for strategies for community involvement in other 
jurisdictions. 

If sufficient funds were available, it would be useful to conduct 
a participant observation study in whicj\l a researcher was given the, 
opportunity to observe the majcr aspects of the project as it 
d7veloped. This would include initial project planning'contacts 
~~th ,?overnmental agencies and funding sources, planning meetings 
2n wh~ch the project's design and pc:.,!-'icies ;are developed, and 
attempts of the project to recruit s~aff and mediators, advertise 
~le project's availability to referral sources, and begin to 
process cases. The value of these data to othe,r communi ties would 
of course have to be weighed against the potential intru~iveness 
of the evaluative process. To the degrel2 that the evaluator 
could provide the project with timely reports of its accomplish
ments and problems, the evaluation might provide useful feedback 
to the project on its current policies ~ld strategies and might 
help to gu~de constructive changes in the project's formation. 
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2.12.2 Data Relating to Project Processes 

Every project should collect ongoing data on project caseflow, 
case characteristics, personnel allocation, etc. to enable the 
project to monitor its achievements .and problems. As an example, 
the Boston Urban court Project has developed a relatively compre
hensive management information sy~tem. The system enables the 
project to develop comprehensive monthly reports which tabulate 
refe~rals by source, source by type of dispute, type of dispute 
by disposition, outcomes of mediation, recommended social se:vices 
and the number of sessions held. The collection and tabulat20n of 
this information requires roughly two hours per week for each line 
staff member, four hours per week of supervisory time, one.day per 
week for the overall project director in charge of the proJect's 
three components and one day per week for a staff member of the 
sponsoring organization, the Justice Resource Institute: Data on 
the demographic characteristics of clients are not rout2nely col
lected by the Bos~on project. The project doe~ solici~ in~orma
tion regarding client attitudes toward the proJect d~r~ng ~ts 
routine follow-up calls. Data are also maintained on social ser
vice referral activities qnd reported mon~~ly. 

A system similar to that established by the Boston Urban Court 
Project would enable a project to have timely feedback on its . 
activities and would guide policy adjustments,as caseflow, soc2al 
service referrals, etc. varied. The data provided from such a 
system would also be invaluable to an outside :eval~ator . s7e~in.g 
to develop a longitudinal analysis of the proJects act2v~t2es. 

The other projects studied for this report also had.man~gement 
information systems in use, although the comprehens~veness of 
the systems varied wiaely. 

2.12.3 Data Relating to Project Impact 

In addition to data on project case flow activities, information 
would also be valuable regarding the project's impact upon clients, 
the local criminal justice system and social service agencies. 
Data on client impact can be obtained in part through the follow
up phone contacts with disputants. Clients can be aske~ questi~ns 
regarding tneir satisfaction with the dispute's resolut20n, ~e2r 
contacts with social service agencies, the courts, etc. Est2mates 
of project impact on the crimipal justice Rystem require that the 
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project determine the likelihood that project cases would be pro
secuted through the various stages of the criminal justice system. 
This type of prediction is, of course, extremely difficult. In 
cases where projects receive a large proportion of referrals from 
the prosecutor or the clerk of court, it may be possible for the 
staff of these agencies to note the likelihood that the case is 
technically prosecutable and the likelihood that the agency would 
pursue the prosecution of the case in the absence of the Neighbor~ 
hood Justice Center project. _,The validity of these judgements . 
would, of 'course, be suspect 'in th~ absence?;, _.any validating study 
with a control group of cases which were then not actual~y sent to 
the project, but rather allowed to travel their spontaneous cour~e 
through the system without any special interventions. 

Project staff and criminal justice agency personnel may be strongly 
opposed to the conduct, of a random assignment experiment, if they 
feel that the Neighborhood Justice Center project is critically 
needed to assist needy citizens and relieve the criminal justice 
system of its chronic overload. The implementation of such a 
study in at least a few jurisdictions, however, would be very 
useful in providing estimates of the savings likely to accrue from 
dispute processing projects and the quality of the outcomes likely 
to be received by project and control group individuals. Data on 
the impact of the project upon social service agencies may be 
gathered by determining the number of clients referred to specific 
agencies, the approximate degree of contact of the clients with 
the agencies, and the proportion of the agencies' caseload con
tributed by Neighborhooo Justice Center referrals. 

2.12.4 Central Research Questions Requiring Attention 

Numerous examples of research issues requ~r~ng attention have been 
cited in this report. Neighborhood Justice Centers could provide 
a dramatic improvement in the way "justice" is delivered in America. 
Answers to some of the important research questions would indicate 
what procedures are most effective, under what conditions, with 
What type of staff, in what type of locality, etc. Some of these 
questions might be addressed by the comparative evaluation of pilot 
projects now being planned by Institute and OIAJ staff; others 
might be addressed by the establishment of a national resource 
center with a capacity to set data collection standards and perform 
"state-of-the-art:' analyses i while still others might be examined 
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by individual research efforts. The latter studies might focus on 
rather narrowly defined issues such as, resolution techniques or on 
broader theoretical issues relating to the optimal roles of admin
istrative versus adjudicative procedures in handling a range of 
mi~or civil and criminal matters. ' 

Some of the interesting research questions d:i!.scussed earlier are 
closely tied to Neighborhood Justice Center operation and might 
fruitfully be explored in comparative evaluative research and 
"state-of-the-art" assessments. These questions include: 

1. the influence of public versus private sponsorship 
upon perceptions of neutrality of the dispute pro
c~ssing project, degree of stigmatization of clients, 
and differential willir.gness of community members to 
participate in project development and functioning. 

2. the influence of case criteria policies upon the 
public's perception of the Center, particularly in 
regard to the processing of non-mediational cases, 
such as bad check cases, which often involve an 
institutional complainant and an individual respondent. 

3. mechanisms for structuring incentives to encourage 
police officers to make referrals to the Neighborhood 
Justice Center, such as the provision of the equiva
lent of "collar credit" for Center referrals. 

4. the causes of case attrition from initial referral 
to appearance at hearings focusing upon the possible 
disenchantment of citizens with institutional solutions 
to their proble::ns. 

5. the impact of pre-hearing cooling off periods upon 
case attrition, and possible causes for this attrition. 

6. the influence of the use of PQblic agency stationery 
and threats of prosecution upon the rates of appear
ance of respondents. 

7. the degree to which strong threats of possible criminal 
. court action result in disputants perceiving their 
mediated case resolutions to be as enforceable as 
arbitrated resolutions with civil remedies. 
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8. the relative merits of conciliation, mediation, 
arbitration, and combinations of these techniques 
in resolving disputes. 

9. the relative merits of different hearing procedures 
such as the use of written versus oral resolutions, 
single versus multiple mediators, long versus short 
hearings, etc. upon dispute resolution. 

10. the possibility of using a two-stage process of 
mediation and arbitration, when necessary, with 
different hearing ol.'ficers in the two stages to 
avoid constraints occurring when an officer must 
serve as both a mediator and an arbitrator. 

11. the relative merits of variations in types of 
mediation staff including trained citizens, law 
students, lawyers, and professional mediators in 
resolving cases brought before the Neighborhood 
Justice Center. In addition, data on citizen per
ceptions of the adequacy of each type of mediator 
would be valuable. 

Larger scale, more basic research questions which might be use
fully explored. with substantial research programs include: 

1. the current availability of dispute resolution 
mechanisms in communities, and differences in their 
a~ailability as a.function of community size, demo
graphic characteristics, etc. 

2. an analysis of trends In the development of non
adjudicatory remedies to problems and the apparent 
causes for these trends. 

3. the appropriate role of lawyers in the resolution 
of disputes in present day America, particularly 
given the current reward structure existing in the 
legal profession favoring large scale litigation. 
As part of this study, possibilities should be 
explored for modifications in the training of 
lawyers and paralegal staff to accommodate the 
recent move in the United States away from reliance 
on adjudicatory forums. 
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additional cross-cultural research on the varieties 
of dispute processing mechanisms of the type being 
conducted hy Johnson, Felstiner, et ale 

variations in individual definitions of "communities" 
and the degree to which individuals are interested in 
having their problems solved within the context of 
these "perceived communities". 

6. the causes for individual differences in readiness to 
complain about problems and the sociological and 
psychological consequences of dispute avoidance. 

7. 

8. 

ins·ti tutional and organizational barriers to 'the 
development of alternative dispute processing mechan
isms, the reasons for these barriers, and possible 
resolutions of the problem. 

differences in the public's perception of the civil 
and criminal justice systems and the impact of these 
perceptions upon readiness to employ specific. forms 
of alternative mechanisms for dispute resolut10n. 

Many additional research questions have b~en raised in t~is paper, 
d it is clear that the newly forming Ne1ghborhood Just1ce Centers 

~ise provocative and fundamental issues regarding t~e relation- . 
ships of individuals to one another and to their soc1ety. 

Summary Comments Regarding Neighborhood Justice Center Opti.ons 

As we have noted in the preface, an attempt to recommend a 
single unitary model for Neighborhood Justice Centers would 
be inappropriate due to dissimilarities in the n~eds an~ . 
characteristics of ~ost jurisdictions, and the w1dely d1ffer1ng 
visions of the purposes Neighborhood austice ~enters should . 
serve. In addition, in reviewing the discuss10ns of the ~ar1ous 
options for Neighborhood Justice Centers, the lack of re11able 
empirical data is apparent. 

As has been shown, it is possible, however, to ~dentif~ twel~e 
major dimensions which should be carefully cons1dered 1n.mak1ng 
conscious choices regarding program structure and operat10n. In 
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some areas, available findings may suggest the choiceo:e.a specific 
option, while' in many others, the trade':"gffs between advantages 
and disadvantages will be difficult to calculate. In these latter, 
more difficult decisions, seriouS consideration of the complex 
issues,presl!mted here in light of local .. j.urisdictional condit;:ions 
and goals ~hould Erovide the.basis for.a systematic and thoughtful 
choice of .Ne~ghborh?od Justice center components. 
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(0) BY LINDA R. SINGER, ESQl 

THE GROWTH' OF N~NJUDrcIAL DISPUTE RESOLU'l'ION: SPECULATIONS ON THE 
EFFECTS ON JU~CE FOR THE POOR AND ON THE ROLE OF LE~ SERVICES 

(By Linda R. Singer*) 

INTRODUOTION 

Non-judicial methods of resolving disputes have come into their own. En
dorsed by the Ohief Justice of the United States Supreme Oourt and by the 
Attorney General of the United States, discussed at national bar-sponsored con
ferences and supported with federal, local and private funds,non-judicial forums 
have begun to proliferate throughout the country. Legislation to foster the 
development of non-judicial remedies, or occasionally, to l:equire them as a pre
condition of litigation, has been introduced in Congress and a few state 
legislatures.1 

. 

Inthi&~ontext, this paper has two purposes: to provide a basic level of 
information a;ud analysis concerning the relevance of alternative methods of 
handling disputes to the achievement of justice for'thepoor; and to stimulate 
debate concerning the benefits and drawbacks of non-judicial dispute resolution 
among members of the legal services community. Such a debate is extremely 
important: the fate. of different forms of.dispute tesolution could have a sig
nificanteffect on the allocation of resources within legal !,"p.tvices as well as on 
the activities of individual lawyers.: , \_.1 

The author approaches this discussion from the perspective of an active par
ticipant in the development of non-judicial remedies in community' and institu
tional settings. At the same time, she is a practicing attorney who is involved in 
the enforcement of constitutional and statutory rights on behalf of individual, 
often poor, clients. The questions raised and tentative conclusions offered are based 
on that experience, as well as on the observations of the few legal scholars who 
ha'Ve written about the subject. lDmpirical data are ~~arce and incomplete; one 
6arly and obvious conclusion is that much more study is needed. 

II. EMERG1jNG MODELS FOR PROCESSING DISl.'UTES 

Several approaches to resolving disputes short of litigation are in the process 
of evolving in the United States and other countries.!! These approaches, virtually 
all of them less than ten years old, vary in the types of disputes handled (whether 
they. are tra./lltionally dubbed "civil" or "criminal i" whether they involve prop
erty or interpersonal relationships), the identity of the parties (whether they are 
individuals or organizations i strangers, neighbors or relatives), the techniques 
employed and the enforceability of the results. OOlPmon to all the models,how
ever, is, the use of processes that are more llexitle and less formal than those 
associated with litigation and a greater emphasis on accommodation between the 
parties than on a definitive adjudication of their rights and liabilities. 
A. Technique8 of 1'e80ltttion .' , 
. Tl~e two principal techniques' employed in the various .models are mediation, in 
which an impartial third party, who has no power to dictate a solution, attempts 
to assist the :parties to a dispute in arriving at a mutually satisfactory resolution ; 
and arbitration, in which .the third party is :given the power to impose a binding 
resolution. Variations include conciliation, a 'term used to describe the efforts of 
----' . ,. 

-Linda R. Singer l'eceiv€ld a. B.A. from Radclitre College in 1963 and a J.D. from the 
George Washington University Law School in 1968. She is the Director of the Center for 
Community Justice and a Fellow nt the Research Institute on Legl.ll Assistimce of the Legal 
Services. Corporation and has long been Involved. in the development of alternative remedie:;;. 
The Views e~pressed are tposeof th~ author and do not necessarily represent the views of 
the Legal Services CorporatIon or the Research Institute. .' ,. " , " 

:;E.g., S.423. H.2863, H.3719 (96th Congo 1st lS~ss., 1979); S.957 (95th Congo 2nd 
SeSIi" 1978) ; ,Assem. Bill No. 2763.(1ntroduced by ,Assemblyman Fazio, . California Legisll\
ture, In77-7.8 regular session) i S.4012 Untroducced by Senator Ornstein, New York Legisla
ture, 1979) ;.see Dispute Resolution ,Act, Hearings Before the House Judiciary Subcommit
tee on courts, Civil Liberties, and the AdmInistration Of Justice (95U1Cong. 2d Sess. July 27, Aug'. 2, 1978), . . '.' '":i' . .• 

2 See generally E. J. Johnson, Y. Kantor and E. Schwartz, ,Outside the Courts: A Survey 
of DlveJ;sion Alternatives in Civil Cases (197'7) ; Ford Foundation, Mediating Social Con
flict (1978). For Ii broa{i.{)r historical and cultural perspective, see L. Np.der (ed.), Law iT' 
Culture and. Society (1969); .R. :Ql,ln;;:lg, "Toward the Creation of a Complementnrv 
Decentralized System of Criminal.Justice," 26 Stanford Law Review 1 (1973). 
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an intermediary to facilitate communication between disputing parties without 
becoming actively involved in settlement efforts; fact-finding, a non-binding deter
mination of the facts underlying a controversy; and mediation/arbitration, a 
newly coined term that denotes the activities of a third party who first attempts 
to mediate, then, if unsuccessful, proceeds to decide the merits of a (Uspute.a A 
few of these 'definitions overlap; in addition, some of the techniques can be com
bined or used sequentially in the same model or even in the same dispute. 
B. Application8 Of nonjudicial techniques 

1. 001'nmtmity di8pute8.-Me'diation of disputes involving large numbers of peo
ple and broad social issues was :first tried in the 1960's, in response to increas
ingly divisive community conflicts. A growing group of "community mediators" 
has augmented efforts of federal mediators employed by the Oommunity Rela
tions Service of the Justice Department, which has been active in this regard 
since 1964. Both public and private mediators have had dramatic success in re
solving multi-party conflicts over diverse subjects including access to a limited 
number of publicly funded housing units by members of competing ethnic groups; 
Indian claims to land and fishing rights; and developers' plans to build dams or 
highways over the objections of environmental groups. The techniques of peaceful 
conflict resolution honed in such highly visible arenas soon appeared useful in 
other contexts. 

2. Di8pute center8.-Building .on the techniques of peaceful conflict resolution 
that were developed in community disputes, tribunals known as "community dis
pute centers" or, more recently, "neighborhood justice centers" have been orga
nized to resolve conflicts between individuals. This model recently has received 
a great deal of official encouragement and has prOliferated rapidly. 

Major characteristics of individual community dispute centers may vary sub
stantially. Oenters may be sponsored by state or local courts, prosecutors' offices 
or independent government agencies; by established private organizations, such 
as bar associations; or by ad hoc neighborhood groups. They may be operated 
by lawyers and social workers or by community residents of all occupations. 
They may be located in a courthouse, a bank building or a store front. Oriteria 
for accepting disputes also vary. Virtually all centers handle cases involving 
minor "criminal" conduct, whether or not a charge actually has been filed. Most 
also accept "civil" cases involving no such conduct; often, in instances of ongoing 
relationships between the parties, these distinctions are blurred. 

S. In8titutional grievance procedure8.-Already accustomed to participating in 
grievance procedures negotiated with their unionized employees, large govern
men.tal and private organizations have begun to provide procedures based on 
some of the same principles for their non-unionized employees and, most sig
nificantly, for their clients. A small but growing number of prisons, high schools, 
universities and hospitals have acLopted procedures for responding to clients' 
complaints. Some of these procedures have done little more than formalize the 
processes used by various agency officials to respond to complaints unilaterally; 
others involve the clients themselves and/or outside neutrals in significant roles 
as fact-finders, mediators or jOint decision-makers. 

4· Oon81tmer conciliation.-Oonsumer complaint offices, media action lines, state 
and local government ombudsmen all'd private trade associations deal with a 
large volume of complaints regarding the quality of goods and services, credit 
terms and various forms of bureaucratic red tape. The complaint-handling orga
nizations may simply facilitate communication between the parties in cases in 
which complainants have been unable to get a response. Or they may actively in
vesbigate complaints and, if they consider them justified, attempt to persuade 
the respondents to settle. Some of these organizations keep records of companies 
frequently complained about or found to be at fault; some publicize what they 
consider egregious cases. 

Oonsumer complaint organizations generally do not conduct any sort of hear
ing; indeed, the disputants rarely meet face-to-face. These agencies are attractive 
to many consumers because they iLre simple to use a:ild because they sometimes 
are willing to represent the interests of complainants to large organizations. How
ever, they have been criticized as ineffectual and incapable of compensating for 
the ineffective bargaining position of the individual who confr.onts large corpora
tions or government bureaucracies.' 

3 See D. McGillis and J. Mullen, Neighborhood Justice Centers: .An Analysis of Potential 
}YIodel 10-25 (1977). 

4 See L. Nader, "Disputing Without the Force of Law," 88 Yale Law Journal 998 (1919). 
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5. Government-8pon8ored 1nediation.-Federal and local government agencies 
1m ve been assigned increasing responsibilities for enforcing individual civil 
rights against private employers ,or recipients of federal funds. In response to 
growing backlogs of unresolved complaints, a few agencies are experimenting 
with mediatron as an initial method of resolving complaints without formal fact
finding and enforcement. The parties' participation in mediation efforts is some
times voluntary, sometimes mandatory. In some ag'encies, the mediation is carried 
out by employees who have enforcement powers; in others, mediation is seipa
rated from enforcement and conducted by outside mediators. 

6. aO!~8Umer a1·bit'l'ation.-Oommercial contracts long have contained clauses 
committing both sides to binding arbitration in case of a cla'imed breach. :H'ollow
ing this model, some trade associations, such as Better Business Bureaus, and 
professional groups, such as bar associations, have begun to require their mem
bers to precommit themselves to binding arbitration of disputes with consumers. 
Oonsumers' use of arbitration is Yoluntary; occasionally, however, contracts for 
the purchase of goods and services may specify arbitration as the only remedy for 
a beach claimed by either party. 

7. Oourt-annexed m·bitration.-Beyond such private arrangements, a growing 
number of courts require that certain civil cases, generally those involving claims 
for damages between the ceiling for small claims court and a higher amount of 
up to $10,000, be submitted to arbitration by court-sponsored panels of attorneys. 
Decisions of such panels are binding unless either party exercises the right to 
appeal. Trials de noyo are permitted but not encouraged; moneta'l'y penalties 
sometimes are jmposed if the party 'vho appeals does not improve on the arbi
trators' award by a specified amount or percentage. 

1.'his is the only model that diverts all of its cases from court after complaints 
have been filed. It is also the only model that requires all parties to submit to 
arbitrabion as a precondition of obtaining access to court. 

III. DIVERGENT OBJECTIVES OF ALTERN .ATIVE FORUMS 

Reformers of, the legal system do not necessarily share the same objectives. 
Even those who seek the same goal may differ concerning appropi'i~lte legal 
strategies for achieving that goal. Oonsequently, it becomes necessary to articu
late the frame of reference within which legal policies or institutions are to be 
evaluated. In discussing the consumer moyement, for example, Eric Steele dis
tinguishes among the functions of regulation, criminal law enforcement and dis
pute set.tlement and demonstrates that the approach chosen to solve SUbstantive 
legal prolJlems will depend on the conceptual frame of reference adopted: 

An emphasiS on regulatory or preventive law may lead one to perceive the 
problem as originating in widespread business practices and to advocate rule
making aud administratiye supervision .... An emphasis on law enforcement 
may lead one to perceive the problem as deviance and advocate the prosecution 
of criminals and enforcement of civil laws against fraud, deceptive advertising, 
and unfair bu~iness practices. An emphaSis on dispute settlement would lead 
one to perceive the problem as lacl\: of bargaining po\yer and lack of access to 
legal forums and to advocate improvements in the deHver~' of lawyers' services, 
paralegal personnel, community advocates and advisers, the creation of forums 
for arbitration and mediation, and the reform of small claims court .... 5 

The supporters of non-judicial forums also have different, sometimes unstated 
objectives. Judicial endorsement of informal dispute resolution, for example, 
frequently proceeds from the desire to make the courts more efficient by reducJng 
caseloads, costs an'd delays. Government sponsorship of comlllunity dispute cen
ters generally is based on the hypothesis that the centers are faster and less ex
pensive to operate than courts and that the courts themselves can be made to 
operate more efficiel'ltly if congestion is reduced by divert<lng minor disputes to 
other forums. 

A different (and possibly conflicting) objective is to augment the access of 
citizens to a variety of tribunals that can resolVe their complaints. Achievement 
of this objective would bring a large number of disputes into some foru!ll1, 
whether jUdicial or non-judicial, and thus, presumably, increase the total re
sources devoted to dispute resolution. 

A third objective of alternative forums is to reduce conflict by settling indi
vidual disputes that, 1£ unresolved, might fester, recur or escalate into violent 

o E. H. Steele, "Two Appronches to Contemporary Disputes Behavior nnd Consumer 
Problems," Lnw and Society Review 667, 669 (1977). 
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confrontation!). In this regard, supporters of mediation frequently cite its superi
ority to formal adjudication in addressing the "root causes," as opposed to the 
most recent symptoms, of ongoing conflicts. 

On the other hand, the achievement of a fourth .objective, the use of the legal 
system to further social, economic and political conceptions of equal justice some
times I?ay result in the escalation of conflict. For the past generation, legal 'efforts 
to achIeve equal justice have concentrated on litigation, frequently by means of 
class actions. ~ecelltly, some scholars and practitioners have begun to question 
such heavy relIance .on the courts to enforce rights and deter unfair practices j 
they advoca.te a varIety of forums and procedures to red'ress the grievances of 
members of lmderrepresented constituencies, ranging from prisoners to con
sumers. Such advocates are sometimes vocal supporters of non-judicial forums. 
~la~y advocates of non-judicial dispute resolution are motivated by still other 

obJectives, whether explicitly or implicitly: increased fairness of both legal 
processes and their results; increased satisfaction with the legal system on the 
part of participants; and increased ability of various segments of society to 
~overn th~ir OW~ a~airs, without having to resort regularly to judicial interven
tIon. The .ast obJective has been expressed quite differently in different contexts. 
In i.nstitutional c?ntex~s,. the objective is expressed as one of self-governance or 
a VOIdance of the ImposItion of rules by outsiders. In neighborhoods or occasion
ally, tightly kni~ ethnic communities, it lUay be expressed as comu{unity em
:powermen~ or nelghborhood.j?stice. Finally, on an individual level, the objective 
IS one of 1llcreased self-suffiCIency or the capacity to manage one's own affairs 
without heavy reliance on representatives of the :egal system. 

In examining the potential effects of alternative methods of processing disputes 
on the achievement of justice for the poor, it is useful to separate these varied 
and sometimes conflicting objectives. Naturally, all of the objectives do not have 
equal relevance to low and mOderate-income disputants furthermore the rele
vance of ~ particulal: objective may.vary with the circu~stances. Fo; example, 
the reductIOn of conflIct may be less Important than their compensation or deter
r~nce if a lOW-income consumer is cheate~ by a local merchant; yet conflict resolu
tIon may well be paramount when the dIspute is between the same consumer and 
her husband. Judicial efficiency generally is of little concern to poor litigants who 
find themselves involved with the courts far more often as defendants than as 
plaintiffs. Yet efficiency suddenly becomes crucial when a tenant sues for the re
turn of a security deposit wrongfully withheld by a landlord. 
. The conclusions reached by each individual concerning the deloirability and 
ImpOr!an.c~ of creating and expanding n?n-judicial forums will depend both on 
the prIOl'lbes one places on varIOUS objectIves as methods of achieving justice and 
on the degree to which the forums actually meet each of the objectives. Thus 
members of the legal services ("Dmmunity, although committed to the same goa~ 
and the same client constituencies, may well differ concerning the utility of dif
ferent types of dispute resolut':on. 

In order to facilitate critical analYSiS, various hypotheses -concerning the po
tential effects of alternative forums will be discussed in terms of the different 
objectives that have been identified. 

IV. POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF NON-JUDICrAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION ON JUSTICE FOR 
THE POOR 

A. Efficiency 
According to many of the supporters of alternative forums, the greatest in

resolution: shortening the delay between registration of a complaint and final 
resolution; and reducing the costs of resolution to the disputants and the public. 

According to many of the supporters of alternative forums, the greatest in
crease in efficiency will come from the diversion of minor, inappropriate or Simply 
"junk" cases from the courts, thus reducing 'court bacldogs and making litigation 
more efficient for the cases than remain. At the same time, the cases diverted are 
expected to be resolved more quickly, less expensively and more effectively than 
they would be in court. 

Because of these expectations, it is relevant to consider whether the clisputes 
submitted to alternative forums actually are diverted from judicial processing 
or represent additional cases that would not have been taken to court in the 
absence of alternative forums. This is a difficult question to answer definitively, 
since there have been so few attempts to develop the necessal~y data. It appears 
at present, however, that only a small minority of the disputes handled non
judicially would otherwise have gone to court. 
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Court-annexed mediation or arbitration projects clearly handle cases diverted 
from judicial processing (although, even here, processes that are viewed as par
ticularly efficient or effective may have the effect of attracting a larger number 
of filings). Other types of mechanisms, such as dispute centers and illsti~utional 
grievance procedures, handle some disputes that would have ended up III court 
But operators of alternative forums seem to agree that only a minority of the 
disputes they handled ever could have been litigated ; most of these involve crimi
nal charges (many of ,yhich would have been dismissed by the prosecutor or the 
judge). Even in the case of prisoners, generally considered unusually atigious, a 
recent study revealed that fewer than half of the grievances filed with a New 
York prison grievance mechanism involved claims that conceivably could have 
been taken to court; far fewer actually would have been filed.6 

For those cases that are diverted, sufficient empirical data do not yet exist to 
permit precise <!omparison of the delays and costs involved in resolution of simi
lar cases through the courts with resolution through, other means. It does seem 
clear that the alternative mechanisms are faster than eitber judicial or form~l 
administrative processing. The time between filing and resolution generally IS 
measured in days, as opposed to years. Although there are excep~ions (some in
stitutional grievance mechanisms can take months to run theIr course), the 
average time to some sort of resolution is greatly reduced. . 

Assessment of alternative costs is more difficult. Courts do not record theIr 
operating costs on a per-case basis (and never on the basis of different ~ypes of 
cases), and r.arely consider capital costs at all. Further~lloI:e, comparIsons of 
costs generally focus on those that can b~ meas~ll'e~l eas~ly I~ dollars and at
tributed to the system itself, such as salarIes, whIle Ignormg hIdden costs, ~uch 
as the time spent by litigants and volunteers. For eXi1.mple, compulsorJ' arlntl'a
tion of certain categories of court cases by panels of volunteer lawyers clearly 
saves the time of a limited number of judges. Yet it is difficult to term the process 
more efficient (unless, of course, it takes much less time) if C~lses tr~at for111e.rly 
were heard by one judge now are heard by panels of three lawyers. (l11e equatIOn 
changes in cases that would have involved jury tl-ials.) . . . . 

Perhaps the most difficult question associated with determIllll1¥ effi?Iency lll
volves the degree to which disputes are, in fact, resolved. An ongolllg dIspute be
tween neighbors, for example, can im'?lve many calls for po:ic~, as well a~ the 
possibility of personal injury, destructIOn of proper.ty and. crlllunal Pl·o~eeclll1gs. 
The most efficient mechanism for resolving such a dIspute IS the me~hillllS~n that 
has the best possibility of resolving it once and for all. Similarly, VarIO~H:l clIsputes 
involving similar questions of law or polic;y may be resolved most effiCIently by a 
clai-ification or change in the releyallt law or policy. 

B. Acce88 
Despite frequent references to a "litigation e:X'P~os.ion" .and a documented in

crease in filings in both federal and state courts,' It IS qUIte probable that most 
disputes that ('ould be litigated a're not brought to court .and that many of these 
disputes are not settled in any other way.s Indiyiduals, particularly low income 
individuals, do not generally take their complaJnts to lawy~rs or courts: Yet there 
are preliminary indications that some poor people are USlllg .alternative forums 
and that increased access to some form of r@lledy may be n result of the growth 
of such forums. . 

Civil courts ·are used overwhelmingly by organizations (both bUSllless und 
government) against other organizations 01' .individu~IS.o. (Domes~ic relations 
cases may be the one large category of exceptIol1s.) ThIS dlSP~·O'l)?r.tIOnately low 
use of the courts by individual plaintiffs may occur bet'ause lllclI:'Iduals .do not 
perceive many of their problems as "legal." 10 because millW categorIes of dIsputes 
have not been defined in constitutional or statutory terms, or because "legal" 
remedies require the services of lawyers. For those who can afford to pay some-

6 J. R. Hcpburn, J. H. Lauc, and M. L. Bcckcr. To Do Justice: An Analysis of thc 
Dcvclopmcnt of Inmatc Gricvance Rcsolution Procedurcs and a Final Rcport to thc Ccntcr 
for Community Justicc 237-43 (1978), 

7 Sec J. Barton, "Bchlnd thc Legal Explosion," 24 Stanford .Law Revicw 567 (1971'). II 

S Set' \Y. I1, F, Ft'lRtint'l', "'l'he Tnflueu('t' oi' Poria) Ol'g'llllhmtJon on Dlsl)llte Prort'!'Ifnng. 
fl Lllw Ilnd Society Rcvlcw 63 (1975). R. Danzig and l\I. Lowy, "Everyday Disputcs Ilnd 
~lcdillt1on in the United Statcs: A Rcply to Professor Fclstiner," 9 Law Ilnd Society Review 
675 (1975). i f R h" 11 oM. Glllantcr, "Dclivcry Legality: Somc Proposals for thc Direct on 0 esearc, 
Law and SocIety Rcview 225, 244 (1977). " 

10 See L. l\I. 'Mayhew, "Institutions of Reprcscntation: Civil Justice and thc Public, 
9 Law and Socicty Rcview 401, 411-12 (1975). 
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thing for legal services, disputes may involve less money than the iPrice of the 
lawyer, or may have no monetary value at all. For poor people, there remains un 
acute shortage of civil attorneys in some parts of the country nnd for many ty.pes 
of cases. 

Except for the studies 'Of the costs and availability of legal services to people 
of low and middle income, few efforts have been made to examine the use of 
traditional mechanisms fol' resolYing 'disputes in terms of the income of the dis
putants. The Center for the Study of Responsive La,,, recently conducted a 
ground-breaking study of consumer behavior. Its findings support the hypoth
esis that POOl' people make less use of civil remedies (both judicial and non
judicial) than members of other income groups. The study revealed that a sig
nificantly smaller proportion of households of low socioeconomic status perceive 
problems with purchases of typical consumer products and services that those 
of higher status (and a smaller proportion of blacks than whites even within 
income groups). Furthermore, consumers of higher socioeconomic status (and 
whites) complain to sellers and third parties about a greater proportion of the 
problems they perceive: 

'Whites complain more than blacks within each SES (socioeconomic status) 
category; and within the white population, complaints vary directly with 
SES ... If we combine the effects of socioeconomic status on perception and 
voicing, then for every 1,000 purchases, households in the highest status cate
gory voice complaints concerning 98.9 purchases, 'vhile households in the lowest 
status category voice complaints concerning 60.7 pUTchases. 

Finally, of all omplaints about pmchases, complaints to third pal.·ties (as op
posed to complaints directly to sellers) are made disproportionately ,by members 
of the better educated, better informed and politically more active households.ll 
These findings are consistent with impressions of the socioeconomic status of 
consumers who invoke complaint-handling mechanisms, such as consumer arbi
tration, and with analyses of access to disllUte mechanisms as a function of the 
capability of the disputants.:12 

In contrast to the 'Observation that the poor use civil remedies dispropor
tionately less than other segments of the population is the observation that 
they use criminal remedies disproportionately more. Whether because of the 
state's provision of police and prosecuting attorneys and acceptance of full 
responsibility for criminal prosecutions, or because prosecution, like divorce, is 
a remedy whose possibilities are widely understood, poor people seem to file 
criminal complaints far more readily than civil. Hard data do not exist to 
support or refute this proposition; however, a recent study 'Of a Boston slum 
by an anthropologist revealed that the filing of criminal complaints is used as 
It weapon by poor people (frequently females) who are too old or too weak to 
fight.1.3 

In this regard, perhaps the most interesting finding of the interim evaluation 
of the three LEA-A-funded Neighborhood Justice Centers is the predominance 
of low income disputants: typical participants during the first six months were 
hlacks earning less than $6,000 per year in Atlanta; roughly equal proportions 
of blacks and whites earning less than $6,000 in Kansas City; and whites earn
ing between $6,000 and $12,000 in Los Angeles.14 This apparent success in attract
ing low income disputants may simply be a function of the fact that many cases 
are referred to the centers by police, prosecutors and criminal court judges. (No 
horrela tion is given for income leyel and type of case or source of referral.) 
But the participation of the poor also may indicate that the centers are proving 
successful in attracting pOor people with non-criminal dislmtes and thus are 
expanding access to a civil remedy. 

The smallllumber of stUdies of alternative forums indicates tentatively that 
use of such forums is increased by the presence of the following features: sim
plicity and ease of access (the newspaper ombudsman, for example); the 
Presence of intake people with whom potential users can idf'ntify (minority 
"neighborhood aides" in a city ombudsman's office, inmate grie;'ance clerks in 

U A. Best and A. R. Andreasen, "Consumer Response to Unsatisfactory Purchases: A 
Survey of Perceiving Defe('ts, Voicing Complaints, and Obtaining Redress," 11 Law and 
Society Review 701, 707, 722-23, (1977). 

:12 ~ee l\f. Galnnter. "Wh". the "Rllves" Come ont Allelld: Speculation on the Limits of 
Leglll Change," 9 Law and Societv Review 95 (1974). 

uS. Merry, Going to Court: Strategies of DIspute Management in an A.merican Urban 
Neighborhood (unnuhlished manuscript, 1978). 

H D. I. Sheppard, d. A. Roehl and R. F. Cook, National Evaluation of the Neighborhood 
.TustIce Centers FIeld Test-InterIm Report 47-48 (1979). 
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prisons) ; the speed of the process; and the perceived imvartiality of the decision
makers.}ll These features are present in many alternative forums, pm·ticulal'ly 
those that rely heavily on lay mediators and neighborhood intake and referral 
personnel. If these forums can avoid problems of professionalization and 
bureaucratization (one dispute center already has had a strike by its "volun
teer" mediators, who demanded higher pay and greater opportunities to find 
careers at the centers), they should continue to attract peOl)le who do not. use 
the civil courts. 

Although it is too early and the data are too sparse to make definite con
clusions concerning increased access to the legal system as a result of the growth 
of alternative forums, the indications are that at least some of these forums 
are prQYiding access to low income disputants who otherwise would not have 
taken their complaints to the courts. Unless one believes that the only meaning
ful access to jnstice involves access to a court, this is a potentially Significant 
finding. It also mar mean that, in e"aluating the procedures and results of some 
alternative forums, the relevant comparison is not to civil courts but to 110 forum 
at all. 
O. Oonf!;ict 1'esolttUon 

The proliferation 'Of forums that rely heaYi1~' on mediational techniques has 
been both praised and criticized as a means of reducing conffict. In the case 
of individuals with ongoing relationships, such as family members and 
neighbors, there generally is no otheJ.' forum to deal with their disputes. (Family 
counseling, while applicable to some of the same conflicts, emphasizes the re
ordering of complex relationships rather than the settlement of more immediate, 
concrete clisputf's.) TIle spread of informal dispute resolution coinCides with 
an increased public interest in and Tecognition of the seriousness of domestic 
violence (particularly wife beating and child abuse), for which 110 satisfactorY 
legal remedies exist. In the case of broad community or intra-institutional dis
putes that can be taken to court if they involve recognized legal rights, adver
sarial procedures may exacerbate the conflict, further polarizing the parties. 

Again, there are no satisfactory data regarding the extent to which disputes 
are resolved permanently by different forums. It is clear that most dispute 
centers and arbitration programs spend significantly more time on each case 
than a small claims or misdemeanor court eyer could; much of this time is 
devoted to increasing communication between the parties and discussing ways 
of avoiding the escalation of disputes in the future. There is a conscious effort 
to resolve all relevant aspects of ongoing conflicts, not just those involving 
single crimes or clearly defined legal rights. Evaluations of dispute centers in
dirnte a high degrre of success in u('tnally settling lnterpersonal dispntes.16 

These observations apply to disputes between individuals with ongoing rela
tionships. Preliminary results indicate that dispute centers have a significantly 
higher degree of success in resolving such cases than those involving disputes 
bet,veen strangers or disputes between individuals and organizations.17 This 
reservation is not intended to detract from the potential of dispute centers for 
resolving such disputes and the likely result of preventing violent crimes by and 
against the poor, particularly within families nnd neighborhoods. 
D. Social and economic i'llstice 

This objective, clearly of crucial importance to the poor (and to those who 
represent them), involves the use of the legal system to decrease inequities in 
the distribution of benefits through society. Due to the increasing concentration 
of power in governmental and corporate bureaucraGies, efforts to increase social 
and economic justice necessarily focus on the relationship between individuals 
and large organizations, such as manufacturers, landlords, schools and welfare 
departments. .. 

1. Individuals versus organiations.-In addition to the obvious differences in 
power and resources, there is a Significant disparity between large organizations, 
sucll as those mentioned above, and their clients-particularly poor clients-in 
their capacity to use legal institutions of all kinds: 

1. See .T. M. Keating, .Tr., V. A. McArthur, M. K. Lewis, K. G. 'Rebel1us, and L. R. Singer, 
Grievance Mechanisms .in Correctional Institutions 13-26 (1975); L. Tibbles and J. H. 
Hollnnds, BlItl'alo Citizens Administrntlye Service: An Ombudsman DemonRtration Project 
61 (1970) : .T. A. Hanni/!Iln, "The NewRpaper Ombunsman nnd 'Consumer Complnints: An 
Empirical Assessment," 11 Lnw and Society.Review 679 (1977) . 

16 W. F. Morinrty, ,Tr., T. I •. Norri'l nnd L. Snlas, Evnluutlon, Dude County Citizen 
61 (1970) : .T. A. Hllllnigan, "TIle Newpaoer Ombudslllan Ilnd Consumer Complaints: An 

11 D. I. Sheppard et aI., supra, n. 14, at 33. 
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Legal contests (or noncontests) do not ordinarily take place between rich guys 
and poor guys. They take place, for the most part, between individuals and large 
organizations. The contract, grant, license, or other transaction-even the acci
dent-is routine for the organization, which designs the transaction. If trouble 
develops, the occasion is typically one of a kind for the individual-it is an 
emergency or at the least a disruption of routine propelling him into an area of 
ha~mrd and uncertainty. For the organization (usually a business Or government 
umt), 011 the other hand making (or defending against) such claims is typically 
a routine and recurrent activity.18 

ProviSions for resolviJ.ig disputes between individuals and organizations must 
take into account the disparities in power and in the familiarity with legal 
problems and procedures. 

Community dispute centers haVe been receiving the lion's share of attention 
a~ mechanism,S for resolving dispute!; out of court. Yet it is important to recog
~llZ~ ~hat most of. the. ce~ters never were intended to deal with disputes between 
IndiVIduals and InstItutlOns. The design for the LEAA-funded Neighborhood 
J~lstice Ce~ters specific.ally limits the centel's to handling disputes "between indi
VIduals WIth an ongOIng relationship ... Consumer complaints (should) be 
confined to those involving L'1di'viduals or an individual and a small locai mer
c~ant rather than a large institution." 10 This limitation prevents community 
d~spute center~ from being a solution to many of the most acute problems of 
d_I~~u~e resolutIOn. However, the limitation also puts into perspective a common 
crItiCIsm that the centers serve to deflect needed reforms, by !!buying off" individ
ual complainants. Such criticism is misplaced if neighborhood justice centers 
do not resolve disputes between individuals and institutions. 

. ~lthough maJ?-y types of institutions have a continuing relationship with in
dIVldt;als as che~ts, customers or employees, few have attempted to 'develop 
effectI.ve mechalllsms for responding to individuals' complaints. Government 
agenCIeS, spurre.d by judicial requirements of due process, have developed pro
cedures for ~akmg adverse ~ct~on against individual clients or employees; but 
they have faIled to develop SImIlar procedures for responding to action initiated 
?y individuals. Indeed, the low priority placeu by agencies on responding to 
mdividual complaints is implicit in the language agencies use to describe them' 
complaints against organizations generally do not rise to the level of "disputes .,', 
they are merely "grievances." , 

Yet even in this context, there are relationships worth preserying through 
means less divisive than litigation or formal agency procedures. Employees or 
students, for example, may wish to have their comp~aints resolved without 
polarizing or. severing their relationships with their employers or schools; pres
ent adversarial procedures make such a result extl.:emely difficult to achieve. 

It is generally agreed that mediation between parties of significantly unequal 
power is inappropriate. For example, even where disputes are between indi
viduals, no responsible mediator would attempt to mediate between a cilild 
abuser and the victim of the abuse. Where institutions are concerned the ques
tion is whether sufficient leverage can be developed to equalize th~ power of 
disputants to the point where mediation becomes a realistic alternative. A recent 
report by the Ford li'oundation concludes that, over the past ten years, such a 
shift in the distribution of power has started: 

"The growing use of mediation to resolve social conflicts signals a changing 
attitude towardf" ,;I)mpromise among socia.l activists, community rep:i:esentatives, 
and instituti'onai. ·vfficials. Compromise or to use the gentler term, "accommoda
tion," is no longer reflexively regarded as ethically unsavory. Among the reasons 
that compromise is now more feasible js that power is better distributed, which 
in turn is the result of the work of civil-rights organizations, public interest law 
firms, and consumer and environmental groups." 20 

2. Sources of power for 'individual disputants.-Several methods of equalizing 
power between disputants exist or are in the process of being developed. Follow
ing the example of labor unions, individua'ls with similar interests have orga
nized j:.to groups whose power more nearly approximates that of the institu
tions '\fith wbich they must deal. Organizations that can afford to ignore the 
complaints of individuals cannot affurd to ignore those of entire groups. Media-

18 M. Galanter, "Delivering Leeality: Some Proposals for the Direction of Research," 
11 TJRW and Sorlf1ty Review 225. 231-32 (1977). 

10 Prono!:ed National rn~- ';~fute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice Design for 
Neighborhood Justice Cent":s, reprinted as Appendix B to D. McGillis and J. ~rullen, 
supra. n. 3. 

20 Ford Foundation, Mediating Social Conflict 6-7 (1978). 
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tion bebveen tenant organizations and landlords, between consumers' coopera
tives and suppliers, and between environmentalists and industrialists has been 
possible only where individuals with similar but diffuse interests have been 
able to achieve some degree of organization. 

Another development il1Yolyf's the precolllmitment of .institutions to handle in
dividual complaints in a specific fashion. The potential expense and uncertainties 
associated with litigation or intervention by enforcement agencies, even where 
tlle actual incidence of indiviuual law suits or enforcement action is rare, can 
provide the impetus for a business or, more rarely, ,a government agency, to :agree 
to submit future disputes to an alternative forum under conditions specified in 
advance. Such precommitments can be of great importance to the individual com
plainant; they constitute an agreement on the part of the institutional pary to 
participate in' a non-judicial forum without regard to the strength of the individ
ual case. (Without such precommitment, the sophisticated institutional party 
might reserve participation for those cases in which it beileved it would be taken 
to court and risk losing.) Recent examples of such precommitmellt include pro
grams in the marketplace and in prisons and jails: some members of the Council 
of Better Business Bureaus (including some large automobile manufacturers) 
have agreed to submit 'Certain types of disputes to bindin¥ arbitrat~o~ at the 
option 0f consumers; a small but growing number of correctional admInIstrators 
haYe agreed to submit complaints by inmates to advisory arbitration. 

If institutional parties insist that the individuals W.lth WhOll, they deal :also 
commit themselves in advance to non-judicial dispute resolution, a question of 
fairness will arise. If, for example, contracts for purchasing automobiles limited 
purchasers to arbitration as the exclusive remedy for -a claimed breaCh, they 
might well be invalidated .as taking unconscionable advantage of the disparity 
in bargaining power and sophistication between purchasers 'a.nd sellers. The re
q~'irelUent that both tParties attempt mediation or arbitration before inyoldng 
adjudicatory remedies is less drastic. Judgments concerning the fairness of suell 
a requirement may depend on its onerousness; for example, the requirement that 
each party to a compla,int of age discri~ination p~rticipat~ ~n lUe~iation. e~o:ts 
for a period not to exceed sixty days 'prIOr to seelnng :aclmullstratIve or JudI~lal 
remedies is far less onerous than the mandatory, court-annexed schemes that Im
pose financial penalties for unsuccessful appeals. 

Statutes or administrative regulations requiring institutions to tParticipate in 
nOll-judicial procedures can serve a function similar to precommitment. There 
must be sufficient jncentive in the procedure itself or in the availability of more 
onerous enforcement prr,~edures, however, to induce genuine efforts to resolve 
the dispute. . 

III some cases, the forum itself may have a source of ;power sufficient to induce 
participation by the more po\yerful disputant. The tPrestige of some ombudsmen 
and the ability of media action lines (.J publicize gross or repeated refuals by 
organizations to respond to complaints probably ex.plain whatever success they 
have as conciliators. Furthermore, their occasional function as advocates for 
cOlUtPlaints also can help redress the parties' imbalance of resources and 
sophistication. 

Once inside a forum (whether judicial or non-judi'Cial), individual parties, par
ticularly low income parties, may suffer significant disparities in lrnowledge of 
the subject matter in dispute and in their ability to argue persuasively to the 
other party or (in the case of arbitration) the decision-maker. These disparities 
may be reduced by technical legal requirements appJled to institution.al dispu
tants, sucp lW the Truth-in-Lending Law, or exacerbated by other reqUIrements, 
sucll as the Statute of Frauds. Similarly, procedural protections can protect less 
sophisticated parties or trap them in technicalities. 

Two obvious ways of compensating for these disparities are the provision of 
advocates and the provision of experts. The need for legal assistance to thread 
through technical procedures lllay be greatly reduced in alternative forumo::. Ii'Ul<
thermore, some mediators are trained to obviate the need for advocacy by attempt
ing to elicit facts or arguments from less articulate parties. Yet the need for 
advocacy may persist where parties are not equally sophisticated or articulate. 
Advocates may be lawyers, paralegals or friends; their specific roles will be dis
cussed below. 

Technical experts clearly are unnecessary. in some types ot di&putes ; they are 
crucial in others. The furnishing by the Council of Better Business Bureaus of 
free, independent automotive experts to consumers with complaints involving 
car warranties may prove a significant innovation, although it does not reach 
the complaints of low income consumers regarding less expensive purchases. 
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8. SY8temic retorm.-One measure of the usefulness of alternative forums ill 
resolving disputes involving large organizations is the degree to which alterna
tives can achieve solutions to systemic social or economic problems. The ~lass 
action suit seeking injunctive as well as compensatory relief against fraudulent 
business practices or illegal discrimination is the classic example of a legal proc
ess designed to .achieve such solutions. Yet it is important to remember that the 
class action is not the typical law suit; most litigation proceeds on a case by case 
basis, resolving only a single factual situation.:!l 

Significant crit:cislliS of alternative forums have been made on the basis that 
such forums, unlike courts, cannot contribute to the solution of systemic problems. 
According to Mark Budnitz, former Director of the National Consumer Law 
Center, "The private, settlement-oriented approach of arbitration and mediation 
will not deter the future unfair practices ... These forums can at best provide 
only limited relief in individual cases brought before them. They cannot provide 
the deterrence and broad remedial relief which is often needed when industry
wide practices are exploiting consumers or certain merchants are engaging ill 
exceptionally abusive practices." Zl Richard Hofrichter has criticized informal 
dispute resolution as being divorced from the type of political action needed to 
effect basic economic change: 

The need for a collective response or policy transformation cannot be achieved. 
through individualized dispute resolution. 

The prevention of repeated fraudulent activities, for example, housing coc}l.~ 
violations or excessive rates charged by finance companies, requires a substantive 
reordering of property rights. The political dimension of these injustices is ex
cluded when translated into a misunderstanding resolvable by negotiation and the 
avoidance of conflict ... 

Such informal systems provide the sense of having had one's day in court 
without challenging the wrong committed at a more general level of confronting 
the problem in another arena.23 

In addresssing these criticisms, one must ask, "c'ompared to what?" If alterna
tive forums are diverting potentially significant test cases from the courts or 
masking patterns of abuse from the scrutiny of regulatory and enforcement 
agencies, their acknowledged virtues will be outweighed by considerable short
comings. If, on the other hand, the great majority of the cases resolved in such 
forums never would have been brought to an existing mechanism, the criticisms 
miss the point. It is impossible to answer this question definitively; as has been 
discussed, however, .alternative forums appear to be attracting new cases, not 
diverting cases from traditional proceSSing. If this is so, particularly in light 
vf the small proportion of complaints that are brought to any remedial forum, 
the existence of alternatives actually may serve to increase the number of cases 
brought to public attention. 

Even in cases where informal dispute settlement does serve to resolve disputes 
that otherwise would have been decided formally, complainants themselves 
should have the right to .make a voluntary, informed choice between faster, often 
partial relief and enforcement of substantive standards through litigation. 
Some claims (for example, those based on proof of a pattern and practice of 
discrimination) can be enforced most effectively through class actions. Yet as 
every lawyer knows, many clients do not wish to b.ecome involved in test cases. 
As one study of legal services for the poor observed, " 'serving the clients' inter
ests' as clients (quite properly) perceive them ordinarily implies compromise, 
settlement with minimum delay and expense, and taking what one can get." 2' 

The desire of low income clients for speedy relief, particularly where mone
tary compensation is involved, may be particularly acute.25 At present, only 
about fifteen percent 'Of the cases handled by programs funded by the Legal 
Services Corporation are resolved through litigation.l!O 

The ability of different types of forums to facilitate general solutions to classes 
of problems has received little attention, Clearly, the courts themselves are con
strained from focusing on aggregate patterns of complaints by accepted doctrines 
of what cvnstitutes a "case;" thus they have serious shortcomings in this regard. 
Enforcement agencies, which should be aggregating complaints and seeking 

21 See T. Ehrlich and J, L. Frank, Planning for Justice, 4-9 (1977), 
22 "Consumer Dispute Resolution Forums," Trial, Dec., 197745,47.49. 
23 Justice Centers Raise Basic Questions," 2 New Dhectlons in Legal Services 168, 170 

(1977). 2' L, H. Mayhew, supra, n. 10. at 415. 
25 But see G. Bellow, "Turning Solutions into Problems: The Legitl Aid Experience," 34 

NLADA Briefcase 106, 108-09 (1977). 
25 Legal Services Corporation, and the Activities of Its Grantees: A Fact Book 23 (1979), 
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J I f tl become "passive recipients 
systemiC S'olutions to regulat?ry pro) ems,. reql~eI~%re on settling disputes than 
of prl yately initiated complamts .. ',t~e focu~l:s I" ~f The proliferation of 
on atlimnative action aimed .at reahlz11l11

g ~JU t~~ ~~~:t of freeing enforcers to 
methods of informal resolution cou (, la, ~ 
concentrate on their In. w enforcement functlOll. r nerate informa-

Furtherlllore, alternative forums .themsel yes mar be ,a~let to f~~ilit~te systemic 
tion cOllcerning individual comPla1l1ts

l
. thatt CUlfl a)es~laS~ coorr~ction~ agen'Cy re-

It'. Fo' exam pIp the former ( Irec or 0 ( . 
so u lOns. r:. ~'t' era ted by a formal grieYance lllechamsl1l concel'l?--
ported that the lllIOrmfl: lOll tgell th . estigation of those complaints and thell' 
ing the complaints of mma es, e mv . . 1 . , 'ent prob-
disjJositioll was extremely use~ul in d,eteC'ting pr~Y~~l~~ l~~~~~~'a~~~~~ policies ,28 

lems I~ll(~ in hi~hlighti{~gbth~ f.~~~~t'~~~~fs~~~~~~~~~~ors asPwell. Some media .aeti.on 
SUdi lllformatlOll cou e Ie. _ " Jatterns of nlmse and in puttmg lll
programs ha ve su~ceeded b~.th III eXl~o~~~~ ~n computers for the use of enforce-
forlllation conCernlllg reCUl'I1l1g comp Ul ~u 
ment agencies concerned with consumer fraud. . .. . ri s of complaints seem 

Specialized mechanisms tha~ re~pond tto. :~~~a1~~ciilt~1fnge solutions to systemiC 
better situated than geu~ral (llspu e cen erslate a' bOd: of information concerning 
problems. ~p~ciali.zed tI~J.JUll.~!S ~~l: ~~~~~ be referr~d to appropriate regulatory 
patterns of YlOlatlOn.s 0 par IC~l:U ., flicient experience and expertise to enable 
agencies: They also ll~~?~t~i~~\:y~;~t legal r~quirements, sucll as the disclosur~ 
them to mforD:I the parI ." S :~l Of course other considerations, such as ease of 
of consumer :ilmtnce c lUI be . . .' , 
nccess, may n,litiga.te ag~liI~s~ ~nc.hl~p~eU~i~~'l~~'~~{lllaIS a:so is releyant to the triou-

The role of coui1d(>lltIllllt~ III ,1 eIlla f abuses )funy businesses Illay 
nals' votentia~ usefuln~SSt,ill de,tec.~ft~alfdl~e~:l~h 0 cO~lsume~; only if the process is 
agree to sublllit to medIll Ion ordaI .. t . d by the C:mncil of Better Business 
kept confidential. Progr~ms a 1l1l.lllS ereO her forums such as ombudsmen and 
Bureaus l:espe.ct this de,sH'e ~or Pl:lyaCy·met )rison rie~ance mechanisms publ~sh 
media nctlOn hues, clearl~ ur~ l~ub_IC. ~o Thell'Ole of confidentiality in commulllty 
decisions without complulllan ~ n~lmel' fned although some proposed legislation 
dispute centers hns yet .to be c el1:1 .~ ( e 1 'n traditional mediators, the gen
would establish a med.lator'~ P~'lVl ege. ::\..nl~ngsession is confidential; however, 
eral rule is tl1at .an,ytlllng SUld~ Itl~ II ~1~gl~~e results of mediation (a particular 
the fact of subnllsslOn to me to. IOn I , 
settlement or the failure to reach U settlement) IS not. 

El. Faime88 an(Z acceptabil.ity of re81ll~8 he actual results of dispute resolution 
Few empirical da~a, eXIst 7~~cern~~g t\ye ~erc~Ptions of parties to the disP~ltes 

in different types of forums or e SU Jec :Vitllout such duta no firm concluslOns 
regarding the proces?th°r ,t~e Ol:t~~~l~~e~ or the results of ~on-judicial tribUl~als. 
can oe drawn ab~ut ~1 ~r Ie p~o l' solution a recent evaluation of 'prison 

In the field of I~IStItU~I~nal gIlevUl~~~os: risone~s believe their complaints are 
grievance mechalllsms re, eaJ~d Jlla~ tl theP results where procedures adhere to 
handled fairly and are satis e WI ,I "tici ate in rievance resolution; de
three principles: .inmates

t 
them~eIIe~ul~1~lers~ and th~ written procedures are 

Cisions may be app.ealed 0 n,eu raO'reat n~ajorit.Y of prisoners consider pro
adhered to in practI~e .. COl~v~~sel~, i~~ l~ands of institutional staff unfair a~d UIl
cedures that leave the res? Yt IOl~ It~le different types of I1rocedures are CO~sIst.ent 
acceptable. The actual ::esu . so, . . ')rocedures produce far more lll.stItu
with the users' perceptI~:ls, t l:aJ~~foR~~o~~1tiin-Of-command responses.31 Further
tional change than do, 1~ 1 m 1. • -, ortance to complainants of some sort of 
more, earlier res~arch llldlcat:ld ~he t~~P 'esults are not what the complainant 
face-to-face hearmgs, even "lere· r 
seeks.ll!l it dis )Ute centers and between such centers 

Comparisons among tl1;ee CO.nllllUl:lO~ld iesult from the current evaluation of 
Illld traditional court processmg, s 
------- d I dtrial Justice '>25 (1969). A tIl ·t, 

21 P. Selznicl., Law, ljlocielty, ';? tille ?SrmPlementatiOi.l of the California youth 11 on) 
28 A Breed, "Ac1mlmster ug ,?,s i' 1 La' Ueview 113 (1976). V· t· 
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O : uteed .AnalYSis " 74 Michigan Law RpeVlew and the Limits of the Adv{'rsary System, 
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neighborhood justice centers. Before an informed judgment concerning the fair
ness of alternative procedures can be made, several questions should be answered: 

What is the relationship of various procedural protections to achieving just 
outcome? What is the importance of active participation by the parties in reach
ing an acceptable and equitable result and in increasing perceptions of fairness? 
Does particIpation exacerbate disparities between parties' capabilities or does 
it mitigate some of the differences in resources? One recent study of the voluntary 
arbitration of small claims in New York concluded that "the advantages of ex
perience appear to be diluted in the informal, compromise-oriented atmosphere 
of arbitration and highlighted in processes of adjudication." 33 

What is the effect of the amount of time spent on each dispute? Do character
istics (such as social class or race) shared by disputants and decision-makers 
contribute to a more just result? There is some evidence that the existence of COm
mon characteristics, such as a similar handicap where discrimination against 
the handicap1)ed is at issue, contribute to a complainant's sense of both the fair
ness of the decision-maker and the effectiveness of the advocate.~ 

'I.'he need for consistency to ensure fairness should also be explored.35 'Where 
means other than formal adjudication are used, it may be important to deter
mine the effect of precedent and the eXisten,ce of alternative means, if any of 
achieving some predictability of results if the use of some decisions as precedents 
for others is rejected. Settlements achieved through negotiation or mediation be
tween the parties cannot serve as precedents for settlements between other par
ties cannot serve as precedents for settlements between other parties (although 
they can serve as models of creative solutions to similar problems). The results 
of arbitrations, on the other hand, can serve as precedents, although they need 
not be given precedential effect. In the field of commercial arbitration, for ex
ample, precetients are not considered binding; the custom of the trade, based on 
the parties' shared experiences and goals, serves to provide the predictability 
needed in the business world. 

The appropriate role of coercion in alternative forums must also be explored. 
'I.'he amount of official coercion or community pressure that ought to be applied 
to induce unsophisticated respondents to participate in community dispute cen
ters has been hotly debated. Supporters cite the importance of getting disputants 
into some forum where they can address their problems, together with the 
coerciveness of the alternatives theoretically available (often criminal prosecu
tion) if respondents do not cooperate.~6 Critics argue that the court system is 
available only in theory and that coercing participation in alternative methods 
of dispute resolution, whether explicitly or implicitly, ensnares a larger number 
of citizens in some form of social control.37 Particularly where diversion to com
mun~ty dispute ce~ters occurs in the early stages of the criminal process, without 
a tl'lal to detel'illme whether the defendant has violated the law, there is fit 
least the potential for applying sanctions without proper concern for due process 
protections.as Such concern becomes even more acute with regard to those pro
grams in which disputants are asked to sign agreements to submit to binding 
arbitration in the event that efforts to mediate their dispute should fail. The 
interim evaluation of the LEAA-funded Neighborhood .Justice Centers observed 
that all three are using some degree of "implicit" 'Coercion: 

In the development of the three N.JC projects, all of them avoided the use of 
overt coercion. However, there are some subtle and not so subtle pressures 
placed on the disputants when deciding if they should participate in the "volun
tary" program. In all three centers, the parties can refuse to participate in il 
hearing, but in many instances, the parties understand that such a refusal may 
result in court action ... If either party decides not to be involved in a mediated 
settlement, then his wishes are accepted. However, the fact that the other party 
can still pursue his case through traditional channels may be passed on to the 
reluctant disputant ... 

The concerns about coercion ... are certainly justifiable .... It does appear, 
however, that subtle forms of coercive pressure are very important elements in 

33 A. Sarat, "Alternatives in Dispute Processing: LitIgation in a Small Claims Court," 
10 Law and Society Review 334, 336 (1976). 

:u Center for Community .Justice, Grievance Procedures Under Section 504 of the Re· 
habilitation Act 27-31,38-43 (unpublished report, 1978). 

35 See L. Fuller, The Morality of Law 39 (rev. ed. 1969). 
38 E.U., E. Fisher, "Community Courts: An Alternative to 'Conventional Criminal Ad

judi('ation." 24 American University Law Review 1253 (1975). 
37 R. Hofrichter, ".Justice Centers Raise Basic Questions," 2 new directions in Ll!gal 

Services 168, 170-71 (1977). 
as Cf. P. Nejelski, "Diversion: the Promise and the Danger," 22 Crime and Delinquency 

393, 410 (1976). 
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the building of sizeable caseloads. Unless a dispute center wishes to exclude the 
established criminal justice system and concentrate Oll small lllunbers of com
munity self-referrals, it will probably have to engage in some coercion.3tl 

Present methods of obtaining the consent of both parties to participate in 
mediation sessions at community dispute centers raise troublino- questions of 
part~e~' und~rstanding of the process all'd of their right to cllO;se whether to 
partICIpate. Some of the centers send letters to parties who have criminal 
charges pending against them "inviting" them to participate in mediation and 
explaining' that if they do so and reach a resolution the criminal charge will be 
~r?pped. In ~ few Of. th~ cente~'s, t~ese let~ers request that the recipient sign a 
f?Im consenting to bmdlllg arbItratIon. It IS doubtful that aU of the people who 
SIgn such forms under'3tand what they are signing. Some centers refuse to em
ploy binding arbitration for this reason. Some of them also talk to all parties on 
the telephone or in person and carefully explain the process before seeking their 
consent to participate in informal resolution. 

Any pretense of voluntary participation is dropped under mandatory arbitra
tion schemes, which require parties in civil actions for damages below a certain 
amount to submit their disputes to "binding" arbitration. The arbitration awards 
may be appealed to a trial de noyo, but generally there are significant financial 
deterrents to an appeal. Such schemes, first implemented in Philadelphia in 1966 
have b~en praise~1 for reducing court backlogs and providing speedy relieeo Yet 
~hey raIse troubllllg questions. For one thing, the jurisdictional amount involved 
ma l~w. suit may have no relationship to the complexity of the issues involved 
or ~hell' .Importance to the 'part~es or the public and hence to their suitability f.or 
arbitratIOll. For another, dlYerting only so-called "minor" disputes over relatively 
~mall. amounts o~ m?uey may have a disproportionate impact on poor people, 
ImplYlllg that thell' dlsputes are less important than others' and that they are not 
e~ually entitled to judi~ial attention. Finally, there has been no attempt to deter
mme whether the relatIvely low rate of appeal from arbitrators' awards is due 
to disputants' satisfactioOn with the results of arbitration or to the burdens im
pos~d by new hearings an~ additional court costs and fees for lawyers. 

Flllal.ly, th~ enforceabilIty of the results of informal dispute resolution and the 
forum III WhICh they are enforced is relevant to their usefulness. Logically it 
woul~ se~~l that solu~ions jointly arrived at woOuld be more easily implemented 
than JUdICIal decrees unposed on losing parties. Indeed there is some empirical 
evidence to support this logical assumption.u ' 

So.me f?rums make no pretense of enforceability in cases where one of the 
partIes fUlls to coOmply; others produce formal agreements decisions or "awards" 
In sta~e~ with deyelop~d arbitrati.on statutes, such awards appeal' to be enforc~
able CIVIlly, at least where they lllyolve traditional civil remedies, such as the 
payment of money. On the ?ther hand, where interpersonal disputes are resolved 
by a&,r~ements of the partIes to stay away from each other or by one party's 
promlsmg not to harass the other, it is difficult to deterJUine' how they could be 
enforced through civil suits brought for breach of contract 
. In some programs that involve referrals from the criminal justice system par

ties a~'e told that the crimi~la~ process may: be invoked if mediated agreeIhents 
are bI;fiched: The use of crlmm.a~ prosecutlOn to enforce individual agreements 
app~ars toO ~TIOlate not only trad;tIOnalnotions of due process but also the spirit 
behmcl medIated settlements. WIthout some method of enforcement, on the other 
hand, many of the agreements could turn out to be useless. 
. ~o date, most c~l1ters report thut th.e failure to abide by agreements, at least 
11l ll~terperson~l dlspu~es, :s no~ a serIOUS problem. Ongoing evaluations ;'3hould 
prOVIde ~ore mformatIOn 111 thIS regurd. One evaluation criticized the concern 
of one dIspute center's staff over the lack of enforcement "teeth" in agreements 
produced through the program. In the opinioOn of the evaluators coercive enforce
ment would run counter to the program's expressed ,goals ot' providing an in
formal, nOll-coercive forum for the settlement of disputes.42 

F. Avoiclanoe of ,outside imposition of rules 
~nst!tutions ill1ple~lenting grievance mep.hanisms have as at least one of their 

obJectIves the retenhon-Dr the wresting back from courts or outside adminis-

3D n. r. Shenpard. et aI.. !;uprn, n. 14. at 56. 
40 E.g-., "Compulsory Judirial Ar~~tration in CalifornIa : ReducIng the Dela~' and Ex

pe~lse of ResolvIng' Uncomplicated Clv11 DisplIt'!s," 29 Rastin'!s Law .Toul'naI 475 (1978) 
l\L 'Cappelletti and B. Garth, cds., Access to .Justice: A World Survey v 1 6i 

(1978) ; Kaplan, Support from Absent Fathers of ChlIdren ReceIving A D C 1955 fb S 
Bureau iJf Public Assistance. Report No. 41, 1960). ., .. 

U W. F. Moriarty, Jr. et al., supra, n. 16, at 88. 
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trative agencies-of their autonomy. Private businesses, private and !tate uni
versities, and state and local prisons and j::~js are all confronted by increasing 
intruswns of government into what were previously considered internal affairs. 
In some cases, the institutions are beginning to respond with more or less effec
tive procedures for responding to clients' complaints internally. Some entities, 
such as factories or trade associations, adhere to well-developed systems of self
governance. The most widespread example involve! collectively bargamed agree
mentsbetween labor and management to submit disputes to arbitration; similar 
provisions exist in commercial contracts between buyers and seHers with con-
tinuing, interdependent relationships. Other types of organizations, such as 
schools 0' prisons, feel a similar need to avoid the outside imposition of rules or 
standards; yet their alternatives are much less developed and their power much 
less well distributed. 

It is clear that such procedures have handled grievances that, if left unresolved, 
could have ripened into lawsuits; but there is as yet no conclusive evidence that 
the implementation of even the most responsive procedures actually has reduced 
the incidence of litigation. Indeed, the legitimation of complaining through recog
nized channels could serve to increase the number of complaints that are voiced. 
In commenting on the growth of administrative grievance mechanisms in prisons, . 
for example, a recent study of litigation by prisoners noted, "It is possible that 
the introductwn of a grievance mechanism could increase the number of suits 
by educating prisoners to malre formal complaints, guiding them to articulate 
inchoate grievances and insist on their adjudication.'; 43 

The development of respvnsive, institutional grievance mechanisms has many 
potential benefits for low income clients, offering at least the po!sibility of speedy 
responses through accessible channels . .A recent survey of consumers revealed a 
far greater iIJ.(:idence of complaints to sellers than to third parties and thus 
placed the highest priority on the improvement of sellers' complaint procedure!.u 
During the past five years, it has become clea'r that grievance mechansims in 
correctional institutions can handle large numbers of intra-institutional comp
laints effectively. Where inmates and outsiders are involved in resolving griev
ances, significant policy changes have been achieved at far less cost in time and 
resources than would have been required for litigation.'5 

From the clients' perspective, however, there is a danger that a general require
ment of exhaution of administrative remedies could be instituted as a jurisdic
tional prerequisite to litigation. Such a requirement might make the resolution 
of some types of grievances even more expensive and time consuming. Where 
trade-off! seem necessary as the price of more resources for either administra
tive or judiCial remedies, the choice may be close. Wi.lliam Turner, an experienced 
litigator on bebalf of prisoners, supports open access by prisoners to both adminis
trative grievance mechanisms and federal litigation and opposes the imposition 
of a jurisdictional requirement that a prisoner plead and prove exhaustion of 
administrative remedies. Yet Turner has concluded that it would be useful to 
permit brief, court-imposed stays to enable the processing of grievances underly
ing lawsuits through administrative channels. Turner supports stays of litigation 
only so long as administrative procedures meet recognized standard! and resort 
to them would be likely to yield meaningful results. CG 

G. Community empowerment 
Some organizers of community dispute centers have attempteed to decentralize 

the administration of justice and place tribun~ls under the control of neighbor
hood residents. This objective is best exemplified by the publication of the Grass
roots Citizen Dispute Resolution Clearinghouse and the operation of the Com
munity Boards program in San Francisco.'7 

In order to be a true neighborhood justice -center, run by local residents and 
separate from the official, governmentally controlled system of justice, a dispute 
center must be operated strictly by local volunteers or have a source of funding 
that does not make the center dependent on close ties to the official system for 
referrals and enforcement. Supporters of this type of tribunal stress that all 
parties must come to them voluntarily; as was discussed above, this avoidance 

43 W. G. Turner, "When PrIsoners Sue: A Study of PrIsoner Section 1983 Suits in the 
Federal Courts." 92 Harvard Law Review 610, 634-35 (1979). 

"A. Best and A. R. Andreasen, supra, n. 11. 
(S See. e.g., D. McGillis, J. Mullen and L. Studen, Co.,ntrolled Confrontation (1976) i 

J. R. Hepburn, J. H. Laue and M. L. Becker, supra, n. 6, at i)f\S-408. 
48 W. B. Turner. supra, n. 4R. at 642-46. 
4.7 E.g., The Mooter (published quarterly); Citizen D',spute Resolution Organizer's 

Handbook (undated) i Community Boards, Annual Report (1978). 
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of express or implied coercion, at least to date, probably limits these centers to a 
relatively small number of cases. . d for disputes 

Where neighborhoods have some degree of -cohes~~~l~~~if: dispute centers 
within tIthe Pfw~~ ~ff~~e a~~~~r~tl~~?~~ ~~:s~l~!oi~e~o;;:;T that is respon.si."e to local 
have Ie po en ttl d b f to omy to local comml1mbes and en
needs, thereby returning some egre.e. 0 au n ies other than those of resi-
riclling community life. In ,~ol~m~nn~~tl~a~~~tO~~e{igiOUS or ethnic groupS, ~his 
dence, such as those cOI~pr~~~. 0 I and contributes to the community's coheslOn. 
form of justice has been ra IlOna. b' t' (the' than those connected with 

Tlte only danger in .adhering ~o t)h:S ~~:~ t;se fu~fill~ent probably is restricted 
the demands of fundmg agencle~ . IS < mon community members themselves. 
at best to a ~i~ited ca~egory oJ d~s1~;:! ~nstit~ltiOnnl disputants will submit ~o 
It is unrealIsbc to presume la ( , d's utes can be dealt with in such trl
community justice or that most moder.n 1 Pfficientl cohesive communities con
bunals. ,Furthermore, the ext,ent to ~TlllCh ~~lon 48 Ri~ard Hofrichter has warned 
tinue to exist in th.is cou.ntry IS open ~ ques ~el' where no real community exists: 
of the dtll1ger~ of Impot~g ~ coI?~~~:{; fu~tice disregards the political nature of 

The pretenSlOn of In o~I?ad.n:~~ elite control Thus what on the surface appears 
conflict and the danger 0 m 11' liz d 'decentralized and community con
ns a movement toward a more persona e, I'm of State bureaucracy, extend-
trolled justic~, may actu~llY rt'iPr~~ent T~lfe~~:~nd that of conventional co,!rts.'o 
ing the purVIew of Stba~e ta.u tIOIl ;id"1960'S Jean and Edgar Cahn stated SImply 

Writing about the su Jec ~n. Ie 11 -, ,·'.'il internal and can be handled 
that "some cOl~fiicts a~ld gr:i' a~-c~~ ar~~Il~~;~~I/ other grievances are exte1'nal 
quite well as mtra-nelghbor lObO ISp~lped' with the means necessary to battle 
and require that consumers e eqUlI " 50 

interests and groupS outside the neighborhood. 

H. Self-sufficiency . , , . Ite resolution is the objective of 
Cutting across all lll0de\S ?f m~~f~~~~ ~~~~ own disputes; this will in turn, 

giving parti~s a gre~t.er 1'0 e III r~ i ar mechanisms in the future and to solve 
enhance theIr capabl.l1~y \ot~se :~~llf~r intervention by outsiders, such as lawyers 
their OW11 problems Wl.t ou. en,. th mselves playa central role presents 
or police .. A tl:ibunallll wl~C~ t~I~:a~~~~iSh ~ourt, in which the defendant stan.ds 
the OPposlte pIcture from tao . e. T er ar ues 11is case; although dlS
at the back of the courtroom ~vhlle 11l:d;~~~~tes t~e bulk of the responsibility 
putants may be adv.ise~ ancl.aldt~d. ~~wn Thus hoth procedures and substance 
for articulating theIr VIews IS leu . . 
need to be kept simple and fr~e ~rom .l~f:r~:~is~io~~dures can remain simple and 

It is too early to tell ': Ie leI' 11 n er of bureaucratization and the ac-
informal over time; there IS a ~~lstan\ ~~ s1mplicity on the other hand, may be 
cretion of rules and cbertem~?es'leCT~~ ~~~ol'lns wllich "\T~re intended to reorder the 
non-application of su s an lve b or mer,ch~nts and consumers. If such 
relative rights of landlords .and tenan\s leCTalistic\' they cannot (or will not) 
laws a~e unknown. (or ~on~IdT~'et1Ie~:T~~f~rm~iitY an'd participation by ~isputants 
be applIed. It also IS UI~C e~u" e ., , 0 histication or accentuates It because 
reduces parties' disparIty III capabIht~ or :v~ntion by active decision-mal;:ers may 
of their enl~rged role. In St?me c~s~~' ~~~: inarticulate partiCipants the confidence 
serve to aSSIst weater par les an b 

t . n 1 to tell their own sones. . t' . s to become more than a slogan, peop e 
It is clear that, if a-ccess to JUS Ice 1 fidence to pursue at least some of their 

must be given the resources and the con·l· t is the most fundamental barrier to 
rights on their own. If the lac~;: of capai~liIzKtion ot" the need for special expertise, 
access to existing legal !n~~~an~ms, n~~l~no' whatever skillS ancl self-confidence are 
together with the posslbll1 yo. acqu .1

1 
to (. 

necessary for using the System, IS cruclR . 

V. THE SIGNIFICANCE 'ro LEGAI, SERVICES OF NONJUDICIAL FORUMS 

. 'n alte-rnat-i1)e f01'untS 
A. The 1'ole of 7e~al8e1"VtCeS 't •. I o~ 'rofessional adyoca-cy in nO~lju~icial for~~s 

As has been dIScussed, the rO e t' P of the parties' OW11 participabon than It IS 
is less significant and less pre-emp Ive 

i "9 Law and Society Review 
48 See W. L. Felstiner, "Avoidance as Dispute Process ng, , 

69rD' J.°fr~ki~gfer, supra. 11 •• ~~}~i/~~iJ:·Justice: The Civilian Perspective Revisited," 4 ~ 
GO E Cahn and J. Cahn, 1966) 

Notre'Dame LaWyelrt9t127, 9d4~ <Uarth' supra, n. 41. at v.!. p. 75. 
151 See M. -Cappel ~ an. , 
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in court. The reduced importance of legal advocacy does not obviate the need for 
re~:e.sentation in all ~ases, however, particularly where there are significant dis
panties between partIes. Because of the reduced complexity of the proceedings 
rep~esentation frequently can be provided by paralegals. Paralegals can be re: 
c~UIted or train~d to deal with ~arti(!ular types of problems, such as intrafamily 
vIOle~lCe, or partIcular types of dIsputants, such as people with physical or mental 
handIcaps. 

Most .alternative tribunals permit the parties to be represented by attorneys. 
Some discoura.ge the presence of lawyers, fearing they will cause the process to 
beco~e excessIvely adversarial or, with considerable justification, believing it 
unfmr to have one party represented while the other is not. "Where attorneys are 
pres~n~, they ~enerally are encouraged to tPlay a less active role than is customary 
provldmg ad:lc~ ?ut allowing their clients to speak for themselves. Both org-an: 
~zers ~f non-Jud~CIal fOTums, and lawyers and 'Paralegals who have participated 
111 theIr proceedll~gs, report success with such a role, at least with advocates who 
are 'able to restram themselves. . 

Par~icipation of l~wyers in collaborative conflict resolution also may have the 
,potent~al for educating la~yers in the usefulness of non-adversarial methods in 
resolvmg some types. ~f. dIsputes. ~n the. al·e.a of family law, for eX'ample, some 
nOD;-lawye.rs. have crItICIzed the mIsapplicatIOn of attorneys' traditional adver
sarlal trammg. 

Most attorneys reta~ned by a 'part~7 to 'a divorce perceive their role as that of 
an adversary, advo~atmg the chent's statutory Tights. The client is often led to 
concentra~e o~ Spe?ITIC legal goals and to abandon any attempt at assessing the 
total famIly sltuat:on or in~1ividual res,ponsibilities. This procedure does not en
cour.age collabor~tIve confl1~t resolution. In fact skillful constructive problem 
solvmg may be dlscouraged.5

-

In manf' cases, professioI~al representation may not be necessary, but 'access to 
legal adVl~e may be .. A flexI~le arrangement through which lawyers couId be on 
ca~l for dIsputants (or medIators) who have legal questions, without actually 
bem!5 present throu~hout !requently hours-long mediation sessions, would be an 
effiCIent way of me;tm~ thIS need. For example, a community dispute center might 
b~ located next to a neIghborhood legal services office, thus facilitating collabora
t~on between th~ two. It ?oes not seem appro,priate for a legal services organiza
tIon to operate ItS own dIspute center; questions of conflicting interests between 
representing clients and resolving disputes would be inevitable 

.The. use of lawyers as mediators raises novel ethical questi~ns. The most trou
bl111g IS 'Yhether, and to what extent, a mediator should advise the parties of the 
substantive law that ~ould b~ applied to their diS,pute in court. Such advice may 
help to resolve the d~spute; It also may preclude any settlement. Suppose for 
example, that two neIghbors disputing a boundary line ·aTe ignorant of the' fact 
that the common-law tPeriod necessary to establish adverse possession has expired? 
Or that the St~tute ?~ Frauds requires .all agreements for the transfer" of reai 
property to be 111 wrltI~g? At presen~, there is disagreement beween those who 
beheve Tthat la\:,yer-medlUtor~ a!.'e ~bhgated to inform the parties of the law and 
those \\ ho conSIder that. the .111Jecbon of such legalisms would subveJlt the very 
purpose ?f non-adversarI~1 dIspute resolution. The ,problem is exacerbated where 
the iP~Tties are unequal 111 po.wer 01' sophistication 'and the substantive law in 
questIOn, such as a tenants rIghts law, is one that was designed to protect the 
less powerful. 
I~ a?diti.on to pr~viding representation 01' advice, lawyers can help their clients 

make mformed chOIces among alternative forums by explaining the benefits and 
dr~wb.acks of each and helping clients to relate them to their own needs and 
obJect! ves : 
. The consumer should be assisted in deciding what reasonable primarily objec

tive: are. The~e may vary fr.om main~aining a decent relationship with the other 
par y ~o the dIspute, t?, settlmg as qUIckly as possible, to exposing the dispute to 
a publIc forum, to talung advantage of a new consumer ptotection law.c;:J 
B. Potential for reilirectin!l the ener!lie8 of le!lal8ervice8 
~ome of the most articulate participants in the legal services moyement haye 

ac \.nowledg~d and. en~o?-raged the need for directing some energies a way from 
the processllll? of mdividual cases uy.lawyers who represent the poor In the 
course of an mformal study of the operations of local legal services offices for 
example, Gary Bellow observed several troubling patterns: the dominatio;l of 

62 M. S. Herman, P. C. McKenry and R E 'Veber "M di ti 
to Family Conflict Resolution' The Divo~ce' Settlement:; 3~ ~nb,!-nt d tiArbltJration Applied (1979). . , x .Ar. 1 ra on ournal 17, 18 

53 A. Budnitz, supra, n. 22, at 47. 
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lawyer-client relationshipS by the lawyers; a narro\\' definition of clients' griey
ances; and a failure to group clients with similar problems in order to mal~e a 
concerted challenge and to expose patterns of problems. Bello\\' concIU?e(~: 

There is too much mechanical communication with clients, too few motIOns .and 
other aggressive legal actions, too much routine processing of c~ses, too lIttle 
enthusiasm and awareness of missed opportunities among legal aId lawyers for 
anyone concerned with the proulem to be sanguine any longer about the character 
and quality of representation and advice in legal services worle ,Yhen one lea~ns, 
from the limited empirical work available on legal aid practice, that legal serVIces 
attorneys are regularly handling cuselouds of one hundred fifty to two lnmdl:ed 
ongoing cases O'enerally seeing their clients onl;\T once in the course of an entire 

, b • t' tl representation, and spending an average of twenty minutes per III erVlew on . Ie 
client's substantive legal problems, it seems a certaint;\' that the cases are bemg 
superficially and minimally handled.iil 

Although otllers have criticized Bellow for overstating the problem, it is clear 
that the pressure to handle large numbers of clients does serve to limit the 
quality of legal services that can be provided. Among Bellow's recommended solu
tions are to restrict caseloads and to adopt a "focused case strategy," geared to 
affecting institutional practices and conditions.

55 

In a recent article discussing future directions for the legal services movement, 
Alan Houseman, Director of the Research Institute of the Legal Services Corpora
tion and a long-time legal services attorney, charted several courses through 
which legal services programs could become more effective in securing equal 
justice for the poor. All of these courses involve a reordering of priorities away 
from individual case llandling in order to achieve greater leverage on the problems 
of the poor. 

Houseman advocates the adoption of "llroad strategies for addressing tradi-
tional poverty problems." These would include giving a greater priority to imple
menting and monitoring change in puulic institutions-a strategy that will require 
continued use of class action litigation (the need for which 110 institutional 
grievance mechanism ever can obviate completely) and llluch greater attention 
to effective remedies. Houseman also recommends that legal services offices work 
to strengthen the capacity of groups of poor people to effect change, by educating 
members of the community concerning their legal rights and the available means 
of enforcing those rights and by training lny persons in advocac~' skills, negotia
tion and, one migl1tadd, mediation.tU 

Altel'llatiYe methods of settling disputes have the potential for sigllificantl;\' 
transforming the role of legal services in the directions advocated by Bellow and 
Houseman, although realization of this potential will most probably require years. 
Enormous unmet need for traditional legal services continues to exist. Alternative 
forums do not appear to be reducing this need; rather they appeal' to be attracting 
disputes that may never otherwise haye reached a lawyer. Yet there is a real 
possibility that the growth of alternatives will release legal services lawyers, and 
even paralegals, from their preoccupation with individual complaints and enable 
them to concentrate a greater portion of their energies and resources on solutions 
to systemic problems. 

As an example, intrafamily disputes have occupied the time of legal services 
programs since their inception. The largest category of rases handled by field 
programs funded by the Legal Services Corporation continues to be family / 
domestic: these cases comprise 35 percent of the national average caseload; in 
some programs, as much as 60 percent of the cases are domestic. (Admittedly, 
domestic disputes probably do not occupy as large a proportion of attorneys' time 
as these figures would indicate.) At the SD.me time. 'a significant proportion of the 
caseload of virtually every community dispute center, as well as the entire case
load of a few specialized family conciliation programs, is devoted to intrafamily 
disputes. In addition to providing a 1l01ladYersarial forum for diYlding jointl~' 
held property and arranging for child custod~' and visits, mediation programs 
have 'Supplied a new approach to the often intractable problem of spousal abuse
a problem for which there is a dearth of successful solutions. TIle growth of 
alternative forums for resolving domestic disputes, coupled with access to legal 
advice concerning the rights of vurious parties, could relieve legal services pro .. 
grams of much of the burden of active representation in contested domestic cases. 

fi4, G. BelloW, "Turning Solutions into Problems: The Legal Aid Experience," 34 NLADA 
Briefcase 106.108,"109 (1977). 

55 rd. at 121-22. . 
r.G A. W. Houseman, "Legal Services and Equal Justice for the Poor: Some Thoughts on 

our Future," 35 NLADA Briefcase 44, 49, 56-57 (1978). 
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O. Participation of legal se1"'vices in clcveloping alternative f01"lt'ms 
Many of the alternative forums discussed in this paper (neighborhood justice 

centers and prison grievance procedures are obvious examples) are being used 
primarily by poor people. Others, including Illost 'of the consumer complaint 
mechanisms, should be reaching out to include the complaints of the poor but h:lYe 
not done so. Yet the only organized source of lawyers for the poor, the legal 
services movement, has been uncharacteristically silent about the growth of nOIl
judicial remedies and the role of the poor in their design and operation. 

To date, alternative forums Imve been organized and operated by It variet;\' 
of groups: local bar associations, law schools, private businesses and private 
nonprofit corporations. 'With few exceptions, legal services programs have not 
participated in organizing such programs or in OPPOSing them; by and large, 
they have simply ignored them. This lack of attention to a world-wide move
ment that has the potential for drastically expanding and," in some cases, 
modifying the remedies available to a large number of r:-cople for a wide range 
of problems, may be attributable to the coincidental proliferation of non
judicial forums with the reorganization and expansion of federally funded legal 
services programs. Whatever the explanation, a continuation of the laissez
faire position on the part of the legal services community can sene only to 
exclude poor people and their representatives from vital processes of decision
Illaking concerning the design of programs, their accountability and the alloca
tion 'Of resources. 

Members of the legal services community should be taking active positions 
concerning the development of alternative methods of dispute resolution in their 
communities. First, both attorneys and paralegals need to inform themselves 
about the issues involved and to develop their own positions concerning the rela
tive importance of the various objectives discussed in this paper. Second, loenl 
offices should raise questions about the range of aIternntives available for the 
resolution of 'disputes in their communities, as well as about the performance 'Of 
any experimental programs. It is important that empirical data be collected 
that will permit evaluation of the extent to which varIous remedies llleet their 
objectives. At a minimum, legal services Offices. should follow up on ~ 'le ('!ieni:s 
referred by them to alternative mechanisms, in order to determine their satis
faction with the process and its results, and to make their own assessment of 
the quality of justice being provided. 

Third, the legal services movement should press for the establisllllH:'nt of 
effective grievance mechanisms in institutions such as prisons, scl100ls and 
hospitals, where none exist or where existing mechanisms are not responsive 
to clients' complaints. Finally, legal services attorneys must insist on the par
ticipation {)f the client community (and themselves, where their advocacy is 
needed) in both the design and the operation of local programs anel on ad
herence to those objectives most likely to achieve justice for the poor. 

It seems likely that increased federal funding soon will be available to support 
local experimentation with alternative forms of dispute resolution. It is im
portant that legal services play a role in developing and implementing thes(l 
experiments. Specifically, legal services attorneys, paralegals and clients should 
serve as members of boards of directors, or oversight committees, as mediators 
and case screeners, and as evaluators-in other words, in every capacity ill 
which they can influence policy or practice. 

In order to be effetive, this sort of participation will require the education of 
clients concerning the use of alternative remedies and their training in Sll(lcific 
skills of negotiation, advocacy and mediation. These activities may result ill n 
functional reorganization of some legal services'ofilces.They will take time and 
may require skills as yet incompletely developed. Yet they comprise the only way 
to ensure that the proliferation of remedies is responsive to the concerns of the 
poor and that the growth of alternatives will hasten the achievement of equal 
justice. 

(d) By LARRY E. RAY, Esq. 

INTAKE AND~E NIGHT PROSECUTOR'S PROGRA1II--THE YEAR IN ,REVIEW: 1978 

"'l~ (Larry Ray, Assistant City Attorney, Coordinator) 

!'~ INTRODuarroN 

The Night Prosecutor's Program has completed its sixth year of operation. 
It is considered one of the most successful and flexible mediation programs in the 
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nation Each innovative idea in the criminal justice system which is introduced 
as a program such as the Night Pros~cut~r's .Pro.gran: m~lst progr~ss t.hrO~gl~ 
several stages: Planning, implementation, ll1shtu tl?nahzat lOll , and re~exan~~na 
tion. The year of 1978 was a time to. re~exanlllle the goals of the NIght 
Prosecutor's Progrum and its means of acillenng these goalH. 

Various aspects of the Night Prosecutor's Program ~yas vro<:eclurall,Y reorga~ 
nize'd as a result of this re-examinatioll. Some functlOns were rec1elll:ed. For 
example t~ achieve the goal of screening nIl civilian-filed criminal compl:unts, the 
Intake Division was created. 

(I) Intake Division . . . .... .' . 
The intake division is in charge of tl~e llutltll S?,~l;'elll:lg of all (;~ ,,~lan com

)laints. Nine law students have been deSIgnated as l.n~a~\.e c?unsel?~S '~ho a~~ 
~uperYiSec1 by a coordinator-attorney. The in take dl YISlOll IH aSSIsted 1111 t~I~ 
~creening process b~' <la duty prosecutor", n rotating DositiOll among t le rIa 
prosecmtors for one week periods. 

(ti) Inta7,;(? 1J1'oceclll1'o . . 
The intal"e counselors interview the complaints ill un nttempt to Identify (,~) 

tIle )robl~n~ and (2) the most approprinte action to be taken. Il'r~quent~y,. t e 
com~lainal1t needs information and/or direction; thus, a phone call, lllterVle\\, or 
referral is all that is necessary. . ' t t 

From the total number of screening interviews, appro::nmately .SI~ Y per ~en 
t GO percent) of tlIP complainantl:l are initially schedUled f(~r a m~(l1atlOn hea~l~!t 
If a formal charge is necessary, the intalm counselor WIll aSSIst ~he comp ,~l 

in co~npletil;g a questionnaire. This questionnnire will then be re~'Iewed ~y . the 
duty prosecutor." The duty prosecutor will evaluate the compl.amt" all~ mfofn~ 
the'illtal-e counselor whether 11 charge should be filed. The mtal\.e couns~ or 
will then\. contact the comp1ninant and advise him/her of the reco~~le~ldat~o:~ 

In crisis situations, the intake counselor may evaluate the comp am an 1 

necessary I1ssist the complninant in filing the charge. 

(B) Oo'unsolo1"s: . .' 
F' Itl the student human relations counselors WIll aSSIst III the screen-

ing' r;~~~ss. y They will proylde short term counseling and referrals to commu-
nity agencies. 

(0) Intake statistict8: . . 
StatistiCS were recorded from the intake cards on a random basis Tesultmg 111 

the following: TYPE OF COMPLAINTS 
[Rllndom sampling1 

-----------.~-.--.--.--- Percentage Number Categories 

~~!~~\;--:::===::==:=:===:===:==:===:========::=:============:================= Criminal-damaging--------------------------------------------------------------Disorderly conducL ----------- ---------------- -- --------------------------------Harassment. _ -------------------------- ------------------------ ----------------I nterference with custody ----------------------------------.. --------------------Landlord/tenant.---------------------------------------------------------------= Menacing threats _______________________________________________ ----------------_ Non·support __ . ________________________________________ --------------------====_ 
Passing bad checks _______________ , ----------------------------------------- _ 
Failure to deliver title_ ---------------------------------------------------------_ Telephone harassmenL-------------------------------------------=::=:::======:_ 
t~:1tassing:============:=:~:::::====:====:::====:=====::=======---------------

1.2 
31. 0 
5.3 
1.2 

11.5 
3.0 
1.1 

16.6 
.3 

3.7 
1.2 
1.2 

10.2 
7.3 
1.5 
.4 

15 
378 
65 
111 

140 
37 
13 

202 
4 

45 
15 
15 

124 
89 
18 
5 

3.3 39 

100 1,218 

UnaJthorized use of motor vehicle and property --- -------------------------------== 
bth~:_c_~~~g_:s::=================:===================:::=======:======:=====:=--_______ -:--::: 

Total _________________________________________________ -------------------
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DISPOSITION OF COMPLAINTS 

Categories Number Percentage 
Night prosecutors hearings ______________________________________________________ _ 743 61 
Criminal complaints: ===== 

~a~r~~rs~~:================================================:==========:==:= l~~ ======::====== 
I 

Dog letr:r~~::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::~:::= 292 
o 

24 
o 

Referred _ __ __________ ______________ ______ __ ________ __ ____ ____ __ __ __ __ ____ ______ 73 _____________ _ 
-----

ill[~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ll~ll~~~~~~~~~~~~~l~~ll~l~~~~ll ;1 j~~~~~~~jl 
==== Other (cancel hearing, drop charges, information, etc.)_______________________________ 110 9 
========= Total____________________________________________________________________ 1,218 100 

(II) Night p1'oseoutor's progra't1/. oomponents 
(A) OoZttmb1ts Health Department 

The Columbus Health Department has been an integrai component of "the 
Night Prosecutor's Program" for the past two years. One evening each week a 
representative from the health department scheduled hearings. The department 
exhausts their own particular resources to obtain compliance with a health 
ordinance such as cutting weeds or removing trash. Then, before filing the crimi
nal charge of "failing to comply/' a hearing is scheduled. 

The results have been impressive: Approximately sixty-five percent (65%) 
compliance after the hearing is scheduled. Frequently, the respondent does not 
realize the seriousness of the complaint. 'l'his is explained to them during the 
hearing. 

(B) Bm'eat/, Of Motor Vehioles 
The Bureau of ·Motor Vehicles' (State Department of Highway Safety) par

ticipation in the Night Prosecutor's Program begin in March, 1978. After the 
Bureau exhausts its resources in attempting to obtain compliance in returning 
the driver's license, license plates, and/or auto registration, the bureau repre
sentative schedules a night prosecutor hearing. These hearings involve drivers 
who have accumulated twelve (12) or more points against their record in a two 
year period or who have an unsatisfied judgment arising out of an auto accident. 

Approximately seventy percent (70 percent) of the hearings result in com
pliance without the filing of a criminal complaint. Frequently, the respondent 
needs additional informaUon or does an explanation of the situation during 
the hearing. 

( 0) Oou.nseling 
Records indicate that the majority of the cases referred to the Night Prose

cutor's Program involve domestic strife, or other forms of human relations 
dysfunctionality. Recognizing that many "crimes" result from the inability of 
citizens to resolve their interpersonal disputes by themselves, it is evident that 
continued counseling would be an effective means to prevent new interpersonal 
crises. The Human Relations Counseling Program as an integral adjunct to the 
Night Prosecutor's Program helps llleet a critical need; personalization of human 
needs in the criminal justice system. In order to fill this need, graduate students 
from the Ohio State Uniyersity School of Social ""\Vork and graduate students 
from the Lutheran Theological Seminary at Capital University are a vaUable in 
the Prosecutor's Office to provide further counseling. Undergrate stUdents from 
Otterbein College and Ohio Wesleyan also participate. 

Objectives: 
(1) To alleviate the immediate crisis situation; 
(2) To determine the precipitating factors leading to the crisis situation; 
(3) To foster an understanding of the interpersonal relationships bearing 

upon the case; and . , 
(4) To discover additional sourC0S of help within the community in- ter'ms 

of sociai agencies. 
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Prior to the beginning of each hearing session, a Human Relations Counselor 
should reyiew each case that is scheduled for that particular evening to deter
mine beforehand (if possible) which cases obviollSly entail pur81y legal pl'Oblems; 
for example, writing of bad checl{s, and which other cases involve problems 
which appear to indicate domestic dishamlOny or other human relations dif
ficulties which probably would be assigned to the Human Relations Counselor 
later. _ 

All cases which are handled internally by the Night Prosecutor's Program 
must have a follow-up: that is, calling each party to inquire into the status of 
the situation posthearing. This follow-up is done either by the hearing officer 
or the Human Relati'ons Counselor. 

FORMAL OnGA.IlIZATIOIiAL CIiAm .' 

C OllDlNATOR OF lilT £ AND Tile 
WICIIT PROSECUTORS' PROCIWI 

(Lar n. I 

(contrAct with Co ital uni~.rsit LAW School) 

INTlIKE 
COUIISELORS , 

-Janot CensDr 
-~aul Coval (PTI 
-EArl Desmond 
ooQuyadus Henningll 
-r.,0ll Jaray 
-JOAn Ha r roo 
-Kav!n None 
0 .... 0 OuinlAn 
Owon Winc19 

(D) Bad oheeTo p1'ogmrt/, 

II PER R 

..... , " .. 

uThe Bad Oheck Program" is an integral component of Night Prosecutor's Pro
gram. More than 9,000 bad check hearIngs were scheduled during 1978. In most 
cases, scheduling the hearing should be the first step ill processing a bad check 
complaint. The purpose of the hearing is twofold: 

(1) To settle the dispute which usually means restitution to the complainant, 
and 

(2) To educate the respondent as to the possible ramifications of writing a 
check which subsequently ubounces." The hearing officer should inquire; 

""\Vhy the incident occurred, 
How it could have been avoided. and 
If there are additional outstanding checks. 

The Prosecutor's Office is not a collection agency, but rather the last step before 
the filing of formal charges. The Bad Check Program provides an opportunity for 
the complainant to notify the respondent that he/she intends to pursue the COlll
plaint through formal channels if necessary. 

Hearing time and place: All bn.d checl{ hearings for merchunts or indiv!duals 
having (3) or more respondents and/or planning to use the program on a regular 
basis are to be held on Monday and Wednesday evenings from 6 :00 P.M. to 8 :00 
P.M. in Courtroom No. 12 on the first fioor of the City Hall Annex, 67 North 
Front Street. 
(III) Prog1'am operations 

The Columbus Night Prosecutor Program is one of the most successful diver
sionary programs in terms of its effectiveness in existence. Designated as an 
Exemplary Project by the National Institute of Law IEnforcement find Criminal 
Justice of L.E.A.A., the goals of this program are: (1) to develop a procedure 
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which would be able to rapidly and fairly dispense justice to citizenI'! of Franklin 
County who become inyoh ed vdth ,minor criminal conduct; (2) to eliminate one 
of the burdens on the criminal justice system by reducing the number of crim
inal cases which cause a backlog in the courts; (3) to ease community and inter
personal tenSions by helping the parties involved find equita.ble solutions to their 
problems without resorting to a criminal remedy; (4) to provide a public agency 
forum for the working population during hours which would not interfere with 
their employment; and (5) to remove the stigma of a criminal arrest record 
arising from minor personal disputes. 

(A) Soheduling mediation hearing3 

In operation, the intake counselor (described previously) will schedule the 
mediation hearing. It is possible that a night prosecutor may schedule the hear
ing. The hearing is scheduled for a date that does not interfere with employment, 
approximately one week later. Th(~ complainant is informed that he/she may 
bring "a \Yitness" to the hearing. Notice is mailed to the respondent stating the 
date of the hearing and captioning the complaint (assault, harassment, dog run
ning at large, landlord-tenant problem, etc). Hearings are scheduled on a docket sheet at one half hour intervals: 

6 :00-10 :00 P.M. ,rluring weekdays, 10 :00-3 :00 P.M. Saturdays, and 2 :00-10 :00 
P.M. Sundays 

In a crisis Situation, the hearing may be scheduled within twenty-fout' (24) 
hours. Notification may be made to the respondent by phone call or the police department may deliver the notices. 

(B ) Hearing prooedure 

Hearings are conducted in a private room in the office of the prosecutor. 
Present at the hearing are the hearing Officer, the complainant, the respondent, 
a human relations counselor, attorneys (which is rarely the case) and witnesses 
(if necessary). The hearing officer conducts the hearing informally, in sucb a 
way that each party has an opportunity to tell his/her side of the story without 
interruption. The hearing officer asks questions and the parties may talk with 
each other in an attempt to work out a resolution to the underlying problem. 

The hearing Officer, acting in the role of a mediator and conciliator, pays 
special attention to what the parties are saying in an effort to discover and 
reveal the basic issues which may in fact have precipitated the dispUi:8 which 
brought the parties in~;D the prosecutor's Office. 

The most successful resolutions haye prot'ed to be those in which the parties 
themselves suggest a solution and agree about what should be dOlle. Often, the 
most effective solution is suggested by a witness, who in many cases is a friend 
of both parties. If, however, the parties are not capable of or wilJing to do this, 
th~ hearing Officer wiII suggest a solution which is palatable to the parties. An 
additional responsibility of the hearing officer is to inform the parties of the law 
and criminal sanctions Which may apply. This may include criminal statutes or 
city ordinances which carry criminal penalties. 

OccaSionally, the problem involves many parties or even an entire neighbor
hovd. In such cases, the hearing moves to a court room. These hearings usually last one hour or more. 

Htl<trings are free flowing without regard to rules of evidence burdens of proot 
01: other legalities. Emotional outbursts are common with the responsibility ot 
the hearing officer being to insnre that they do not get out of control. Experience 
has shown that without the oppo:..'tunity for the controlled display of emotion
alism,. shouting and other forms of confrontation, the basic truth often does not come to the surface. . 

. Hearings are scheduled for thirty minutes; in many cases, however, additional 
bme was needed to try and sort out the baSic problems underlying the legal problem. 

(0) Field hearing Officer 

The Field Bearin~ Officer is a position deSigned primarily to serve the needs 
of those individuals who h.ave a need for the Night Prosecutor's Program, but 
ar~ unabl~ to use the serVIces due to lack of transportation, age or disability. 
ThIS hearmg officer also handles those cases where a "view of the site" is critical 
to the decison-making process (that is, deciSion making by the parties involved 
with the aid of a third party mediator-the hearing officer). 
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. ·t 's home Although this situation Usually, the hearings are ~eld 1.n on'~hPr~eY hearing' officer it may be viewed 
creates a more personal relatlOnshlp WI . I that case n~gotiations must be 
as a violation of neutrality b'y the ~!~ler. par!bi the hearin'g officer traveling to conducted in separate locatlOns, "I 1 POSSI Y . 

and fro. .. Officer are scheduled for the convemence 
The hear~ngs for tfhe Fltehld ~~'l~~~g~ are not necessarily held at night. of the patl'les; there ore, )8. • 

(IV) 01';sis intervent'ion f1'ahling ,. Program has been tailor~d 
A Crisis InterventiOll Confiict Management ~f~~~~n~ twelve (12) hour training 

for use with the Night Prosecutor progr~~~~l_e l~ounselors on how to handle con
program for clerks, hearing officers! and lId h~w to take d mediational appro~ch 
fiict Situations, how to 1'1.;111 a hearmg, an rin rocess. The ability of hearmg 
rather than an. adversal'lal one. ~o th~l;le~oclfet~ is a direct result of the train
officers to effectlvely handle then ~~ar Cl;sis Intervention Training Program nO,t 
ing they receive in. this pl'og~·am. rJen on hearing officers but alsooffer~ th.em 
only helps to alleVIate the ~lme bUt. t . the informal hearing in a fau', 1m-
guidelines on how. to effeC~lyely .s. ruc ~~~t hearing. . 
partial way that WIll result m a fal: antJ the law students are .required to ~ttend 

In addition to these twelve homs,. a. h' h focuses on procedure of mtake foul' to six hours of "in-house" trammg W IC 

and mediation. 1'1 chologist from the locaL mental 
This training is facilitated by a couns.e tI ~~y ram student administrators in 

health center. The fa?ilitatol' 'vo~ks '~lt 1 PTh~S facilitator has proven invalu
the planning and the Imte~en!atI~~i~i:a11~g the crisis training using his/~er 
able to the progl:am, no on y m n The facilitator is not integra!ly !n.
particular exper~lse, but ~s a cf°thnsult~ogt~am and usually provides an obJective volved in the c1al1y operatlOns 0 e pr 

view of program concerns. . . .. th facilitator returns to the program 
After the weekend °If cr~sls f t~~{t::~~lP t;aining. The facilitator observes. an,d 

and does twenty.(20) loudr.s t~ 1-'lls and leads aroup process at the evemng s evaluates the tramees' me la 1011 s ~l I:> 

end. 
(V) P.rog1·am. statistics 

Statistics for the year 1978 are as fDHows : 

Total Total Total Summons Warrants 
scheduied held settled issued issued _._--

l!3 4,548 4,213 318 Interpersonal hearings ______ • __ ... ____ i,422 
1,184 219 8,342 4, 197 5,654 

0 
Bad check hearings ___________________ 

313 406 81 
0 

Columbus health department. __________ 547 
644 644 152 920 Bureau of Motor Vehicles 1 _______________ 

r otal __________________________ 
17,~31 9,702 10,917 1,753 302 

--.--.--".~ .......... _d->··_". ~.-, -.--~--.--

. h' mponent began March of 1978. 
1 The Bureau of Motor Vehicles earing co . d in 56 percent of the cases. Of the interpersonal. 
Note: A total of 17,231 hearingtstlwJr~~~~~d~~1·~aa~hne~sk h~~~i~:~ scheduled, 68 percent wer? resolved. • hearings held, 93 percent were se e. 

(VI) P'll,tllre C01lSiaerations. ' .. t . P ogram ill the Municipal Court 
'llhe new facilities for the Nlght ,P1 ~SC~!('. 01 ~srof the program, as separate fa

Building should gl'etltly enh~nce the e~fec~l~~~etlle level of vublic acceptance. In 
cilities on a permunent baSIS .should ~~t~~'~\YillPl'OYide for tl smoother operation 
addition the expanded centrnhzed qua 11 the screeniulT. of complaints. 
of business in both keeping o~ reCcords ~l (Suust H B 8"'35) recently passed by the 

The Domestic Violence BIll umenc. t to c~n'sic1er in the intake procedure, 
State Legislature presents many l1rW f~c ~rsSince domestic "iolence problems are 
as well as in the Night Pros~cuto~ lea:l1~;o~edures \yhich the Bill allows, sho1.11cl 
quite numerous, the eV'faIUt~t;Or: ~o{~~~~li of domestic Yiolence situations. contribute to a more ef ec 1, e :re 

(A) Illta7ce-1·e.fin~ng :i1~take 1)1'OCe~~/'1'C he Prosecutors office is when he/~he 
The first contact an mdlvidual has ~:lth J examination of all facets of solvlI1g 

speaks with an intake co~nselodr. C~~~ll~~~Ph~SiS od finding an 'effective out-ofan individual's problem IS ma e ,,1 

,:)1 

\, 
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Court solution. A more complete tT' . 
provid.e al:;~rnative remedies is con~e~I~~f:~~~ of COIlJmunity resOurces which -call 
. A vallablhty of record checks would . . . 
m determining what Course of action ~~c%e~se t~. mtake counselors effectiveness 
problems outside the formal court I' 0 ow: 1?~e th~ emphasis is on solving 
the lega~ system could indicate Wh~tg~~ss, the

t
mdlYlClUal s previous contact with 

eyen desIrable. I an ou -of-court settlement is possible or 
Closer and more direct contact with l' 

co.ntribute to the intake counselor's a~~l~~~ o~c~~s involve~ in a~ incident; would 
filSt hand knoY\'ledO'e of the incident th s. 0 ~ complamt. Smce police haye 
proye to be invaluable. ' en mput mto the intake process could 
. Increased use of hUman relations counselor (RR' . 
IS ?f extreme importance. Many of the l' bl SO) .m ,the llltake procedure 
wInch an liRO can assist and IJrovide P 0 ~ms seen In ~he office are ones ill 
ref~rra.ls. 1.'he addition of liRO's betwe~~POltant ~ounsehng and/or necessary 
deslrable and necssary for the contintled . tlt1le hours of 8 :30 a.m.-6 :00 p.m. is 

~. grow 1 of the program. 
(B) 'lI"l[J ht proseoutor pro[Jram 

The refinement of the process of not'f . . 
ing is contemplated Many cOlllPlaint~ ~lllg par~les of a Xight Prosecutor's hear
tion. Police cruiser delivery of not· f emand Immediate attention and resolu
and is being done now on a 1imite~C~s o. e~~rgency llearings can be done rapidly 
?ruiser delivery of notices is being stuag!Sd I ansd~r. expansion and refinement of 
mgs would increase the program's acce~tdb~ta t tIon, tele~hone notice of hear
respondent would be less threatening th y t,o the p~bhc .. A phone call to a 
wo?ld allow the party to ask question an a no lee recen:ed In ~lle mail, and it 
WhICh he will be participating. s about the complamt and the process in 

Increased follow-up of hearin t 
are being fulfilled. Extreme ti~~ 0 rensUl:e N

that agreements made by the parties 
officers have prevented effective anl e~sUle~ and heavy :vork loads of hearing 
are being developed that will contribu~~I~~ture~ ~Ol~ow-up m t~e pas.t. Procedures 

The goal of the Night Prosecutor P ~ qUI? ~er and more l11tenSIve follow-up. 
selors present in 60% of all hearings ~~gl.~mkl'~l to have human relations coun
handling the numerous non-legal problemellt~ It s .are of extreme .importance in 
process. s a are encountered 111 the hearing 

Oontinual h'aining of hearin offi d '. 
sary component. New procedu:es a~e;s an . human relatIon counselors is a neces
vital component of the pro ram th ser:lC~s are always ~rising. Training is a 
staff prepared to handle the ~Ublic iJ~~~VtnlItellnl.suret a cdooffr~lll~ted and informed 

1gen an e ectIve way. 

(e) By EARLE O. BROWN 

. AN EVALUAT~QF THE AKR~4-A PROJECT 

(RoderIck Smith/Terrence Smith, Summit County Oriminal Justice Oommission 
June, 1977) , 

,.~'a ' 
'V\ i' OHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this research pape .' t 'f. 

project (Arbitration As An Altern:t~S °t pel .01m Rl~ e,~aluation of the Akron 4-A 
mine if the prOject is effectively and ~~ci~nfIl1101~ ~rI~lln~l complaints) to deter-

This evaluation can be yer f y. a~ llevmg l.tS goals and objectives. 
system who make funding deJsi~~~.ubft~q~~~l~lllstl'~tors 111 ~he crimi~al justice 
be. a l1:seful planning tool in guiding the proJ' t~mtPOl~nce, tlhlS ev~lu.atIon should 
obJectIves. ec 0 mOle fuI y attmn Its goals and 

'1'his evaluation will be limited t tl . 
1976 (Ju~y I, 1975 to June 30, 197B). 0 le operatIOn of the project in fiscal teal' 

tr~~~~'~~n; ~~~A~t~~~~~ti<>~~o~~~~~fl~t:; '!il~ diS~~~SS t~e e.co1l0mi~ aspe?ts of arbi
:e~~o~~llowed by a section on the ~ssenti~~r o~uev~iu~~~~~Sl~~e;~~h bi~l 1:~~0~~~1~~ 

Chapter two in~roduces the project's background history and . ti 
Ohapter three IS an evaluation of the project 'from a '''proc~ls)se,~aevOallls. t' 
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Ohapter four is an evaluation of the project from an "iwpact" evaluatjye 
approach. 

Ohapter five lists the conclusions and recommendations of this study. 
A. A1'bitmtio?1! as (t pttblio gooa 

A substantial amount of literature has been written about the concepts of public 
goods, externalities, and collective action (Musgrave, 1939; Dahl, 1953; Samuel
son, 1964; Downs, 1957; Buchanan, 1962; Tullock, 1965).l. 

The llUSic theory stu'rounding the concepts of public goods and services as that 
they are d}rovided because of certain characteristics: jOint consumption and nOll
exclusion. Joint consumption of public goods is possible bec~use the consumption 
by any one individual in no way diminishes the amount of public goods that can 
be consumed by other individuals. The costs of excluding anyone individual from 
enjoying a "pure" public good without excluding all other individuals are infinite. 

Howeyer, there are only a few exceptional goods that can be categorized ns 
"pure" public goods. Most goods and services that are provided by a government 
and other organizations have public characteristics. Some examples of these 
"quasiPllblic" goods include mosquito abatement, air and water depolution, fire 
and pOlice protection, and law enforcement. 

Another reason why goods and services are provided by governments and other 
organizations is because of the "merit principle". Some goods areconsidel'ed 
merit goods and are not pricecl according to the workings of the market system. 
"Merit goods involve interdependence in utility functions such that citizens re
ceive pleasure or other benefits from knowing that some of their fellows are 'able 
to consume more of certain services that they would not be able to consume if 
the 1llarket l)lace alone determined their distribution." 2 

External effects also result from the ,production of public goods because costs 
and benefits occur to persons not accounted for in the transactions. 

Increasingly, governments have produced quasi-public goods ~lnd services and 
have financecl its production through taxation of its clientele. Federal dollars have 
been allocated to many public programs like education, housing, transportation, 
and law enforcement. These programs aTe established to accomplish a prescribecl 
set' of objectives through the conduct o:t: specified activities. Programs may inclnde 
specific projects at the implementation level. This is, the level ,yhere resources 
are used to produce 'and end product that directly contributes to the objective 
of the program. 

The Oourt Arbitration project in Akron can be viewed in the broacl context as 
a quasi-public good that is provided through the l~w enforcement program. 
B. AcootmtabUity f01' pubUo P1'ogrmns 

The 4-A project in Akron is funded by the Summit Oounty Oriminal Justice 
Oommission (SOOJO) through the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
(LEAA.), U.S. Department of Justice. Like other projects which utilize public 
funds, the 4-A project has to have some accountability to the public. 

"Accountability comprises a series of elements ranging from problem identi
fication to goal formulation, and it raises the central questions of efficiency and 
effectiveness in reducing social problems. To be accountable means addressing 
a real problem that can be remedied. It means that professional work can be 
provided if society makes the resources available. That this work will be provided 
in the manner promised, and that the problem may be effectively minimized at 
the least possible cost".3 

Accountability, at minimum, is utilized to assure the criterion of honesty. How
ever, honesty is necessary but insufficient for a fully accountable system. A sound 
system of accountability goes beyond honesty and is based on results. 

The input, output, and outcome of the arbitration project has to be measured 
to assess whether the project is achieving its goals and opjectiyes (effectiveness) 
and economically utilizing its resources (efficiency). 

l Richard A. Musgrave, "The Voluntary Exchange Theory of Public Economy". Quarterly 
Journal of Economics, LTII (Feb~~uary 1939): Robert A. Dahl and Charles E. Lindblom, 
Politics, Economics and Welfare (New York: Harper and Row, 1953) ; Paul A. Samuelson. 
"The Pure Theory of Public Expenditure", Review of Economics and Statistics, XXXVI 
(November. 1955); Anthony Downs, An Economic Theory of Democracy (Ne'w York: 
Harper and Row, 1957) ; James M. Buchanan and Gordon Tullock, The Calculus of Consent 
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 196'2) ; Gordon Tullock, The Politics of Bu
reaucracy (Wasllington, D.C. : PUblic Affairs Press. 1965)" 

11 Werner Hirsch, "Economics of State and Local Government" (New York: McGraw 
Hill. 1970)' p. 12. 

3 Edward Newman and Jerry Turem, "The Crises of Accountability", Social Work, 
January 1974, pp. 5-16. 
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O. Wky Eval,ltation Research is Necessa1'Y 
Evaluation is a necessary foundation for effective implementatiQn and judici

ous modification of existing programs. Evaluation can provide the information 
required to strengtllen weak programs, fully support effective prQgrams, and drop 
tllose which simply are not fulfilling the intended goals and objectives. 

The importance of evaluation of law enforcement programs wal!! reflected in 
the 1977 budget .of the United States. As stated by the budget document, "law 
enforcement assistance grants will decline by 8 percent in +977, reflecting a more 
cautious and selective approach in this area. Empllasis will 'be placed on eyalu
ation to determine the impact of these grant programs on the level of crime in 
the United States." 4 

E,raluation l'esearch will measure the effects of 4-A against the goals a)ld ob
jectives it sets out to acc.omplish as a means of contributing to subsequent deci
sion making and improving futUre progral1lllling, 

'l'he methods employed in evaluating 4-A are process and impact measures. 
"Process" evaluation will answer the question of how well is the project op

erating, "Impact" evaluation will assess the overall effectiveness .of the project 
in meeting its goals and objectives. Cost analysis will be included in the impact 
evaluation to provide inf-ormation on the cost efficiency of providing services 
through the project as compared to other projects. 

CHAPTER II 

THE AKRON 4-A PROJECT 
A. Project baclcgro'lt'nd 

In Akron, as in virtually every urban center in the United States, the stresses 
of the urban environment lead to a large number of conflicts between residents. 
A significant number of conflicts rise to levels of activity prescribed by the 
language of penal laws. 

One .of the aggrieved resident's recourse is to begin criminal prosecution by 
means of a private criminal complaint in the prosecutor's office of the Akron 
Uunicipal Court. Many of these complaints are for minor criminal offenses such 
as harassment, simple assault, threatening, domestic quarrels, and the like. These 
offenses usually occur between relatives, friends, .or neighbors. 

The Community Dispute Service (ODS) 5 of the American Arbitration Associ
ation (AAA) felt that the traditional court process was not the proper forum 
for settlement of these common urban living disputes, albeit, technically criminal 
in nature. 

In the words of the CDS, community conflicts find their roots deep in our so
ciety and in human nature. Too often we only see the symptoms, the surface eyi
dence, -of a more pervasive problem. Much lilre the visible tip of an iceberg, the 
private criminal complaint or private warrant frequently deals with relatively 
minor charges growing out of deeper human conflict, frustration, and alienation. 
In such cases, more often than not, neither the complainant nor the defendant 
is entirely blameless; yet, the criminal law with its focus on the defendant alQne 
is ill equipped to deal with this basic fact. The judge or prosecutor, faced with 
an overcrowded court calendar, beyond-a-l'easonable-doubt criteria for conyic
tion, conflicting stories, and "minor" offenses, typically dismisses the case and 
lectures the defendant, threatening possible punishment for future offenses. This 
is not conflict resolution; it is not problem solYing; nor is it intended to be. The 
tip of the iceberg has been viewed briefly, but the underlying problem remains 
unseen and potentially as obstructive as eyer. Neighborhood tensions have not 
been reduced. Relationships have llot been improved. At best a shaley truce n~ay 
ha ve been ordered. 

If all such cases were prosecuted, the courts would be ba~J,dogged everywhere 
as many as now. EYen if the courts could process all such cases, they could not 
resolve the real p:J,'oblem, i.e., the causes of the technically criminal behaYior; 
the courts are restricted to finding the defendants before them either innocent or 
guHty of the alleged offense. 

So what has been done? First, it was felt by the CDS that the criminal process 
was not the proper forum for the settlement of theS'e common urban Hv-ing dis
putes. This is because the warrant and ensuing criminal prosecution may be used 
by one of the parties as another weapon in the IDlderlying dispute rather than as 

'n.R. Budl!et in BriE-f. Hl75. 
II CDS was formerly known as the National Center for Dispute Settlement. 
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a means of resolving the dispute. Nor was it felt that the dispu:te would be any 
better resolved by seeking a resolution by way of the civ'il courts. What was 
needed was a procedure independent of the court which would be, quite simply, 
fast, cheap, and easy. ~'he 4-A project does this with the added lJenefits .of 
greatly reducing the underlying cause of the criminal conduct and avoiding 
criminal conviction and arrest records.a 

B. Project h'isto1"l1 
The Community Dispute Services of thf~ American Arbitration Association 

established the West Philadelphia Center for Community Disputes in early 1969 
as an experiment in application of lallor-management techniques to community 
disputes. Later that year, the CDS and Philadelphia District Attorney reached 
an agreement establishing a pilot program for arbitration of criminal cases 
begun by private complaints. The "4-A Project", as it became known started ac
cepting cases at the beginning of 19iO. Due to the success of 4-A in Philadelphia, 
arbitration projects have been established in approximately twenty-five other 
U.S. cities including Akron. 

The Akron 4-A Project began operating in 1973. In the iirst year of operation, 
the project worked out of available space in the Aleron prosecutor's office. In 
1974, the project moved to a new location in the John D. Uorley Health Center. 

Presently, the project is staffed with a director, tribunal clerk, referral clerk, 
and a professional arbitrator. The project also utilizes about twenty-five com
munity volunteers who serve as trained arbitrators and community workers. 

The budget of 4-A in fiscal year 1976 was $29,222.00. This fund was provided 
as follows: 
ADJ _____________________________________________________________ _ 
State buy-in ______________________________________________________ _ 
Local cash ___________ ~------------------__________________________ _ 
Additional local cash ______________________________________________ _ 

$20,000 
1,111 
1,111 
7,000 

Total budget __________________________________________________ 29,222 

The budget was broken down into the following category: 
Budget catego1'y ____________________________________________________ $29,222 

Personnel 
Consultants 
TraYel 
Equipment 
Supplies 
Other services 
Construction 
Indirect costs 

Total project cost ____________________________________________ 29,222 

Additional costs to the project are fixed in that they are borne by the American 
Arbitration Association. 
O. The project 

The 4-A project in Aleron operates under the principle that the dispute will 
voluntarily be submitted to final and binding arbitration by both parties. 

Tlle project begins to function when a person ill the community feels wronged 
by another person's acts. TIle wronged party (complainllllt) seelrs criminal 
prosecution against the other party (respondent) by choosing to file a complaint 
at the office of the city prosecutor. 

The complainant meets with an assistant prosecutor who screeJlS the case antl 
decides if the case should be sent to 4-A, pt:Osecutor's hearing, JuYenile court, or 
elsewhere. 

Cases are only initially referred to 4-A with the consent of the complainant. 
The respondent is immediately notified and has to consent to arbitration. The 
parti'es are advised that while it is not necessary for them to contract the services 
of an attorney for the hearing, they nre entitled to be represented by coun&el if 
they desire. . 

The "Submission to Al'bitrattril" form is forwardetl by the prosecutor's office 
to the 4-A project which then schedules the hearing. A "Notice o;f Hearing" is 

G National Center for Dispute Settlement, The Four-A-Program (Arbitration As An 
AlternatiYe to the Private Criminal Warrant and other Criminal Processes), Washington, 
D.C" 1IfCDS (unpublished, revised December, 1972). 
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sent to the parties advising them of the hearing date and procedures to fOllow if 
they desire to use attorneys or witnesses. The Arbitrator is appointed to the 
case by a "Notice of Appointment". Arbitrators are selected from the Arbitrator 
Panel consisting of citizens from the AI{ron Oommunity and ODS staff. At the 
hearing, the arbitrator hears the facts of the dispute from each of the parties 
allowing each side to tell his story and ask questions of the other party. The 
arbitrator may also ask questions to clarify facts and issues. After each sme has 
had a full opportunity to relate his story, the arbitrator uses his mediation skills 
seeking to find a basis for the parties to reach a voluntary agreement as to the 
'resolution of their problem. If these mediation efforts fail, then the arbitrator 
exercises his authority to render an award in the case as to a remedy which is 
final and binding on the parties. 

In the event either or both parties are represented by legal counsel, the cor
respondence is sent directly to the attorneys, who in turn are responsible for 
notifying their clients. On the day of the hearing, a clerk from the ODS staff 
a'dministers an oath of office to the arbitrator and swears in the parties and any 
witness they elect to call. The hearings are held in accord with the ODS rules and 
the laws of the State of Ohio. 

Following the hearing, the arbitratOr forwards his a ward to the ODS office 
for transmittal to the parties and the prosecutor's office, thereby closing out the 
case. In the event 'Charges are withdrawn during the course of the administra
tiv·e proceedings, the prosecutor's office is like\vise notified. Should either party 
fail to appear for the hearing, an effort to reschedule the hearing is made at the 
discretion of the ODS. 

A summary of the problem 4-A is addressing is that the traditional court proc
ess is not the best forum for resolution of minor conflicts resulting from imman 
interaction in the urban environment. Arbitration is a viable alternative to the 
.criminal court for resolution of these minor criminal complaints. 

The goals of the project are to : 
1. Provide system support .activities geared to improve the 'ability of criminal 

justice and related agencies to deliver services; 
2. Provide a meaningful alternative to prosecution of minor criminal com

plaints, independent of the Akron Municipal Oourt; 
3. Streamline the workload with direct impact upon the municipal prosecutor's 

time and having indirect impact upon the court's time and manpower require. 
ments of tbe police department. 

The objectives of the project are: 
1. Diversion of minor criminal complaints to redUce the case load of the crim

inal justice system by diverting 33.33 percent of the complaints filed through the 
prosecutor's office; 

2. 90 percent of the cases referred to 4-A will have a private hearing scheduled 
within seven (7) days aiding in the speedy resolution of problems; 

3. Provide a more lasting resolution of private criminal complaints through a 
means which are less costly and more swift than traditional court processing' 

4. Increase the probability of resolving problems by removal of rules of evi~ 
dence applicable in the court room. 

OHAPTER III 

PROJECT "PROCESS" EVAr;UATION 

"Process" evaluation answers the question of how well is the Project operating. 
Information for the IIprocess" evaluation was gleaned through observations of 
the Project in operation and interviews with the Project's :staff and municipal 
court personnel. In addition, an examination of the Project's office procedures, 
record syst~m, and management information system was made. 

ObservatIOns were made at the prosecutor's office when private complaints were 
l~unched. The evaluator followed some complaints to the final disposition by 
~ltting; in on arbitration hearings. The city nrosecutor and clerI<: of court were 
lllt~rVlewed. The eY.aluator also interviewed the Project's director, a Pl'ofessional 
arbItrator, commumty volunteer, tribunal derk, and referral clerk. 

Th;e case volume figures given are from the Project!s records. Since the record 
keeplllg system includes periodic 1119nitoring, these figures are believed accurate. 

, , 

I 
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A. D'iversion . . t . 
This project can best be put in perspective by ~rst J?r~sentmg the J?l'1va e ~r~~; 

inal complaint process. A person seeking to begm crll~~nal proc:edmg mus 
a .complaint at the prosecutor's office of the Akron l\~ull1cIPal Court... . 

In fiseal year 1976 4223 private criminal complalllts were filed 1Il t~\o~0~e3~5 
tor's office After int'er~iewing the complainants, the prosecutor sche u~) , 
cases (25' perc~nt) for prosecutor's hearings; 1,219 {!ase~ (29 p~~c~n ~ere 
referred to 4-A; 1,929 (46 percent) were dropped by the prosecutor s ~l1tervlew, 
or referred elsewhere. (See tuble I-A). . . t ed 

One of the objectives of 4-A is to divert minor -crllninal complamts 0 l' uce 
the caseload of the criminal justice system diverting 33.33 percent of the com
plaints filed through the prosecutor's office. .. t f 

As gathered from the 4--A quarterly reports, the proJect ~n:erted 29 perce~ 0 

all complaints filed in the prosecut~r's office .. A1~hough,. thIS IS below ~he state,d 
33.33 percent diversion level, this IS very slgmficant m that the prosecutor) s 
office handled less cases than 4-A (25 percent). Man~: of ~e cases .(46 .percent 
were initially dropped by the prosecutor in the first mtervlew, or referred else-
where (legal aid, small claims court, etc.). .. h 

However this 46 percent is beyond the control of the proJect 1Il that t ese 
cases are ~ot within the realms of criminal complaints that co~ld ha,:e been 
referred to 4-A. They mainly consisted of civil matters and the hl{e whlCh are 
outside the specialization of 4-A. . A 

In .actuality the dty prosecutor would have handled 2,294 complamts ha~ ~ 
not existed. The project had a direct impact upon the.wor~doad of the munl,clpal 
prosecutor's time by reducing the caseload through dIvertmg 1,219 (53 percent) 
of these 2,294 complaints. ." h 

According to Mr. Peter Oldham, Ohief Prosecutor .for the Oity of Akr~n;. T e 
4-A project bypasses cI.'iminal proceedings. It does lIghten caseload conSIderably 
and helps iron out the situations." 7 • .• 

It can be concluded that je jure, 4-A has not reached the. 337':3. percent dIverSIon 
level. De fa.cto, 4-A surpassed the diversion level by dlvertmg 53 percen~ of 
private criminal complaints that would have to be processed through the Akron 
Municipal Oourt Prosecutor's office. 

TABLE 1-A.-CASE REFERRAL 

July to Ociober to 
April to September December January to 

Tottll P~rcent Case referral 1975 1975 March 1976 June 1975 

Total complaints filed with the 
985 917 1,071 4,223 100 prosecutor) ______________________ 1,250 

Prosecutor's notice sent for prosecu-
315 243 239 278 1,075 25 tor's hearings _____________________ 

Total cases referred to 4-A by 
453 243 218 305 1,219 29 prosecutor _______________________ 

I Actual complaints taken in prosecutor's office. Includes (1) cases uppn which affidahvits 1lLere ilssA~~ds (2) 11a6r~ thab w~;: disposed of atthe time the complaint was made, (3) cases which were leferred elsew ere n e2~ I, ma alms 0 , 
etc.), (4) cases which were ,eferred to 4-A, (5) cases which were referred to prosecutor's eannas. 

Note: Compiled data is for fiscal yea, 1976 (July 1, 1975 to June 30, 1976) 
Source: Court arbitration quarterly report. 

B. ProbZem-resolution .. 
The project has another objective of increasing the probability of resolvmg 

problems by removal of rules of evidence applicable in the court room. 
The cases arbitrated are ot "petty" variety. Out of 1,219 cases referred to 4-A, 

the criminal charge was simple assault (22 percent), fraud/larceny (6 per~e?t), 
trespassing (3 percent), conversion (5 percent), threats (1~ per~ent), malIclOus 
destruction (8 percent), harassment (14 percent), domestic/neIghborhood (19 
percent), and miscellaneous (11 percent.) (See Table 1-B.) 

7 Interview with Oldham, March 1977. 
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It is the experience of the arbitrators that these crin;inal charges are' infre
quently the result of isolated incidents. Rather, the incI~ents are symptoms of 
long smouldering disputes. The case type data pr~sente~ In ~a.ble 1-B aJ?pea~ to 
support this evaluator's ob~ervations and the lubltrator s OpInIOns o~ thIS POlI~t. 
The acts alleged could well be viewed as the type of action one mIght take III 
expressing anger or hostility or exacting reyeng~. . . 

During the arbitration hearing, an att~mpt I~ made. t~ penet~'ate the lllcldent 
and probe the underlying problem. The Issue III a cnmmal trIal, on the other 
hand, is whether 01' not one of the parties is guilty of violating a specific criminal 
statute. 

The informality of the arbitration hearing proceeding is a key element to the 
arbitration project. The arbitrator introduces himself to tlle parties in the recep
tion area escorts them to the room and urges them to make themselves com
fortable. He explains that he has the powers of a judge, and that if the parties 
fail to reach an agreement, his arbitration order is final and enforceable in court. 
After noting that strict rules of evidence do not apply, he permits each side to 
tell his story in turn, without interruption. The arbitrator asks questions at the 
end of each story to firm up details and ambiguities. 

Few of the arbitrators dwell at any length on the criminal charge. Rathel', they 
inquire about any underlying relationship which might have been brought to a 
head by the alleged criminal act. The parties are tlsked about any contact they 
have had since the complaint was filed. 

"Witnesses accompany the parties in a minority of cases. Because formal rules 
of evidence are not followed, they are not needed to establish a chain of evidence 
01' to circumvent hearsay problems. But they do lend background information. 
Most frequently, the witnesses are family members 01' friends who have come to 
gi.ve moral and evidentiary ~upport to a disputant. 

The informality of the proceedings and the apparent willingness of the arbi
trator to allow each side to give a full and fair explanation of his side of the 
story encourages the participants to give vent to their feelings. An arbitrator 
may vary in the amount of heated discussion they will permit, but usually inter
ruptions or insulting c()mments are not allowed. 

Not infrequently, this mutual exchange of views, with a little guidance from 
the arbitrator, is enough for the parties to see some ground of mutual concern. 
One party, for example, may finally state that all he wants is for his neighbor to 
leave him alone. The other party is usually too willing to do this, provided that 
he doesn't have to admit that he had been harassing his neighbor. Nobody is found 
to be "guilty" 01' "innocent" of a crime. 

Arbitration is not to establish that either 01' both of the parties are at fault, 
but to fashion a method for the parties to avoid future conflict. The ability of the 
arbitrators to fashion unique remedies enhances their ability to resolve long
standing disputes. 

It can be concluded that the nature of the problems have enhanced the ability 
of the Project to increasingly resolve disputes with the absence of rules of evi
dence used in the court process. 

The arbitrator and consent award generally state that if eihter party violates, 
the conditions of the case will be referred back to court. Much to the Project's 
credit, it has informally deyeloped techniques of enforcing its awards short ot 
court referral. Complaining parties generally phone the project and discuss the 
problem. The staff then phones the violating party to inforlll him that if he per
sists the case would go back to court. Frequently, this is sufficient to dissuade him 
from further non-compliance. If more appears needed, the arbitrator discusses 
the matter with the violator. If this is unsuccessful, a second arbitration hearing 
is sometimes advisable. 

In fiscal 1976, the Project settled 82 percent of all cases referred by the prose
cutor's office. Ten percent of the cases were referred back to the prosecutor and 
8 percent were cancelled by the complainant after an arbitration hearing was 
scheduled. 

This evaluator further concludes that 4-A has been successful in settling n 
significant percentage of cases referred to the project. In some instances, cases 
included in the 10 percent referred back to the prosecutor should not have been 
initially referred to 4-A. Although they fall in the general categ'ory of minor 
complaints, the underlying problem is extremely intense and beyond the reach ot 
4-A for a suitable resolution. 
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TASLE l-S.-CASES REFERRED TO 4-A 

Case disposition: Cases settled _______________________ 
Cases pendini ______________________ 

Cases referred back to prosecutor _________ Cancellations _______________________ 

Total. ___________________________ 

Case brea kdown : Assault. ___________________________ 
Frau d/larceny _______________________ 
Trespassini ________________________ 
Conversion _________________________ 
Threats _________________________ • __ 
Malicious destruction ________________ 
Harassment. _______________________ 
Domestic/nei 2hborhood ______________ 
Miscellaneous. _____________________ 

TotaL _________________________ -:_ 

July to 
September 

1975 

364 
0 

43 
46 

453 

lOS 
20 
23 
7 

49 
23 
57 

100 
69 

453 

October to January to 
December March 

1975 1976 

191 179 
0 0 

35 21 
17 18 

243 218 

49 49 
16 17 
9 4 

15 9 
38 25 
17 31 
49 28 
43 39 
27 i6 

243 218 
--.-~----.-----,-- ... ----------- ,------

Note: Compiled data is for fiscal year 1976 (June 30, 1975 to July 1/ 1976). 
Source: Court arbitration quarterly report. 

O. Speedy ReSOZ1l-tion 

April to 
June 
1976 

261 
0 

21 
23 

305 

60 
21 
6 

23 
36 
26 
59 
54 
20 

305 

Total Percent 

995 82 
0 0 

120 10 
104 8 

1,219 100 

263 22 
74 6 
42 3 
54 5 

148 12 
97 8 

173 14 
236 19 
132 11 

1,219 100 

A third objective of 4-A is that 90 percent of the cases referred to the project 
will have a private hearing scheduled within seven days aiding to the speedy 
resolution of problems. . 

The evaluator took a random sample of 50 cases within the evaluation period 
and discovered that 99 percent of the cases were scheduled within SeVel! days. 

Although this sample is relatively .small to be statistic.ally a.ccurl~te .. I.t doeR 
indicate a trend to conclude that 4-A IS successfully fulftlll11g tlns obJectn e. 
D. Management System 

S'ltlJe1'vision 
The project is well supervised by a director, t!ibunal clerk, referr!!l clerk, and 

a professional arbitrator. All appear to be workmg at or near capaCIty. 
The involvement of trained volunteers lIas proven to be successful and has a~

lowed 4-A to expand its services to the community. The volunteers serye as arbI
trators and community workers. Comlllunit~· workers go into th~ n~i!?hborhood 
for subsequent follow-up that is needed for SOllle cases. As more lll(hvHlunls are 
becoming involved in this program office space has become a problem. !I0weve!, 
the success with community YolunteerR iR a plus in favor of .the ~)roJect. ThIS 
has also expanded the operations of the project in order to ae:!neve ItS goals and 
obje'ctiYes. 

Rec01'ds 
Since inception this project hnl:! maintained excellent records. ~hel'e is .n qun~

terly monitoring and daily logs. It should be pointed out that tIns experIence IS 
not necessal'i1~' t~'pical of "small" projectR with very few full-time staff. . . 

'l'his project's record system has grown with thl.' caseloadand s~ryes as It qUIte 
adequate management information system. All cases are entered lll. n ~og I~S S0011 
as received. Ii'rOlll this log, a staff prepares a quarterly SUlllllHUY Ill{hcatll1g the 
number of ca'ses received, remanded, withdrawn, and Hrbitrated. 

TIll' high quality of supervision and accurate record s~'stem indicate that tIl(> 
project is well mllnaged, ~rhe project staff is very respon~iye to D.rohlems and 
clynamic to incorporating new ideas for the betterment of the proJect-. 

CHAPTER IV 

PUOJEO'l' IMPAOT l~VALUA'l'IOK 

Impact evaluation will answer the question of wh~ther t~e pl'oject offe~s a 
viable alternatiye to criminal justice processing of mmor cl'lllunal comvlamts. 

I! 
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The project's effectiveness and efficiency in meeting its goals and objectives will 
be assessed. Information for impact evaluation was obtained througll : . 

(1) ICollecting a random sample of fifty minor W'iminal cases that were re
solved by the city prosecutor's hearing and arbitration hearing during the same 
time period (August, 1976) to determine if any cases re-entered the criminal jus
tice system by March 30, 1977. This recidivism measurement will also determine 
if the project achieved its goals of having an impact on the prosecutor's time, 
court load, and police manpower requirements, 

(2) presenting the results of an interview of twenty-nine persons that had 
cases arbitrated during fiscal 1976. This outcome measurement will determine if 
the project met its objective of providing a more lasting resolution to their dis
putes as opposed to the court process, and 

(3) determining the cost per case to process 4-A cases as compared to other 
alternatives. This cost measurement will determine if the project is cost efficient. 
A. Recidivism tJ. 

Recidivism as defined in this study is a tendency of repeated re1apse into 
criminal 01' delinquent habits by the same parties over the same problems. 

A distinction should be made between recidivism and cases remanded. Re
manded cases are those which the arbitrator sends back to the prosecutor for 
many reasons. The reasons could include: the parties did not abide by the ar
bitrator's award; the aribtartor did not reach a resolution satisfying to both 
parties; the parties prefer to prosecute after being referred to 4-A, among many. 
Recidivism, on the other hand, only measures the rate of repeators after cases 
have been arbitrated or heard by the prosecutor and determined c:osed. 

The results of a random sample of fifty "minor" cases a arbitrated vis-a-vis 
those that went to prosecutor's hearing shows the following: the recidivism rate 
ot 4.-A cases was 2 percent in fiscal 1976 as compared to 12 percent for cases 
IleaI'd by the prosecutor. This means that the prosecutor had a higher per
centage of repeators after they had closed a case as compared to 4-A. (See Table 
2.) 

Although the type of cases in this sampl~ are unevenly distributed, it should 
be mentioned that the only recidivist cuse for 4-A fell within the catego"of 
malicious destruction. This evaluator followed the case to its final disposMon 
and found that the case never passed the pre-trial stage. The complainant, who 
was the husband of the respondent, did not show up for the hearing and the case 
was dropped. 

The evaluator realizes the limitations of such a sample, However, the results 
do indicate that the project has been successful in keeping cases out of C\'Jurt 
and reducing the time that municipal prosecutors and police officers have to spend 
on these cases is they re-entered the cr,\minal justice system. 

TABLE 2 

Cases arbitrated ________________________________________ -____ ,----
Prosecutor's h ea ri ng _______________________________________ -_ -_ -_~_ 

Number cases 

50 
50 

Recidivism 

1 
6 

(Percent) 

2 
12 

Prosecutor's 
hearing 

4-A (percent) (percent) 

Type of Cases: Assault ___________________________________________ ~- ________________ .- __ __ 20 38 

6~~~~;f~~:~=:=============:=~========:==:==:====:=:====:==:::::::==::::::: 1~ ~ Th reats. ___________________________________________________________ ._ __ __ 10 16 
Malicious destruction ______________ -_________________ -_______________________ 10 ~~ 

HarrassmenL ___________________________________ --------____________________ 32 
Domestic/neighborhood __________________ ..!___________________________________ 14 6 

------------------Total_ _ ____ ______________ ______ ____ ____ __ __________ ______________________ 100 100 

B. More lasting 1'esolttti01~ 
A total of twenty-nine arbitrated cases were randomly selected in fiscal 1976 

to determine the effectiveness of the services provided by the Akron 4.-A project.s 

8 This survey was conducted by' the College of Business Administration, University ot 
AI.ron. August, 1975. 
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The conc~usion from this survey is presented in '1'able 3. 
The highlights of this survey is that: 65 percen~ of th~ respondents felt that 

4-A resolved their problem' 10 percent felt that theIr conflIct could best be solved 
in court; 79 percent favor~d the continuation of arbitration service; and 0 per-
cent ended up in court in spite of the 4-A hearing: . . 

There is good renson to believe that the arbItratIon .process is very effectn:-e 
in solvinO" minor criminal complaints vis-a-vis the tradIOnal court process .. ThIS 
4-A obje~tive has been achieved to a very acceptable level by the proJect's 
clientele. 

TABLE 3.-COMPOSITE SAMPLING; AKRON COMMUNITY DISPUTE SERVICES 

Pel cent 
Number of 

No No response Question responses Yes 

1. My problem was resolved __________________________________ 29 65.5 17.25 17.25 
29 10.3 27.5 62.2 2. My problem was not solved ________________________________ 
29 27.5 20.7 51. 8 3. My problem was partly solved ___ . ___________________________ 
29 10.3 31. 0 58.7 4 My conflict could best be solved In court ____________________ 
29 24.1 20.7 55.2 5' No court could have solved my problem _____________________ 

6: The arbitration service should c~ntinue----------7----------- 29 79.3 3.4 17.25 

~. I ~~~ ~~e~~~~~~;~~~!:~:-~:~~~~-~:~~r~-~~::~~~~~~~~~:::=: 29 82.7 3.4 13.9 
29 44.8 20.7 34.5 

9: I ended up in court in spite of th6 arbitration conference ______ 29 0 51. 8 48.2 

Note: This evaluation was conducted by the University of Akron, College of Business Administration. 

a. ,4.-11 cost . 
1. Oompared with otlle1' "hem·inU1J1"ojects".-In fiscal 1976, the 4-A proJect ~ad 

un annual budget of $29,222.00 in pu!>lic fUlld~ (other c.osts ~orne by .~he pr~Ject 
are fixed costs and do not vary consIderably If the J?roJect (lId not eXIst). 1:hus, 
the cost per case is $23.97 since the project met a l)roJected caseload of 1,219 cases 
in fiscal 1976. . . t" 0 • th 't' s are' Estimates of the cost per case for some "hearmg proJec s III 0 er Cl le . 
Philadelphia 4-A projecL ___ ._________________________________________ $l~g 

Columbus night prosecutor____________________________________________ 13 
Oi vman complaint center (D.C.) --------------------------------------

These cost estimates must be viewed with a gre~t deal ()f cautio~. A direct 
comparison would simply be inaccurate and misleadmg. One problem IS that the 
projects vary greatly in the amount of services offered. ~ome only offer .the 
briefest of hearings and attempt at mediation, while others Issue fina! and bllld
ing awards in addition to referring clien~s for service. Further, th~ <o.:ost of pro
viding basic public services ,:,aries from local~ to locale dependmg on many 
factors including salaries and SIze of the commulllty. ., . . 

Also, cost varies because of the relationship of a project to the crmll~al Justice 
system. Projects may be "in-hQuse" projects, run as pa!~ of a prosecu~or s office or 
"n"tsi!\e" projects which are independent of the tradltIOnal cour~ process. . 

"ThUFJ, the Alrron 4.-A is far less expensive tlu:n the Philadelphm ~.A ProJect. 
But it is more expensive than the Columbus Nlght Prosecutor ProJect and the 
Civilian Complaint Center, D.C., which are "in-ho1,1~e" projects. . 

;;> Oompa're(l 'With the ATGron p1"o.~eCltto7·'S ODtce.-In order to compa!! th~ 
pr~ject cost with how much it would cost the prosecutor's office had 4- no 
existed cost for case processing would be limited to salaries 10 for personnel 
handli~O' tllese minor criminal complaints. . 

The cierk in the prosecutor's office t{)ok approximately five nnnutes to _make a 
record of each of the 4,223 complaints filed with the prosecut{)r'soffice .m fiscal 
1976 At $& 28 per hour it cost $14.8.00 to make a record of all complamts. 

TI~e pr~~~cutor took 'approxima'tely fifteen minutes_to screen and refer thesA 
com laints for propel' disposition. At $10.16 per hour, lt cost $10,726.00. I). 

ogt of the 4,223 complaints filed in fiscal ~976, the pr{)secutor drafted ... ,294-
cases to be referred to 4.-A or prosecutor's hearmgs. 

~o ~eri1ir~~;r~~r ~I~~~~~~~r ~~r~f~~~~~a~:l~~!~ ~~l;~~j~)~:, ~~~a~~l~~l ~~~~cl;t6~i~rJ~i 
Justice Commission from the Akron Municipal Court Execuhve cer. 
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It would take another ten minutes for the <'lerk to s('hedule aHd selld oul 
notices for each prosecutor's hearing. Had the clerk sent notices fOr 2 294 cases. 
it would cost $2,956.00. ' 

The prosecutor takes appro~imately thirty minutes during each, hearing. It 
would cost $21,452.00 for hearing 2,294 cases. 

The total cost in salaries for the prosecutor's offire to llUndle all '('IDll1plaints had 
4-A not existed is $36,612.00 ($l,478+$10,726+$2,956+$21,-.Hi2). 

This does not include other tlxec1 costs (equipment, furniture) record-keeping 
system) of. the l)l'osecntor's office. . 

The evaluator does not attell111t to state that 4-A sa yes the prosecutor's offict' 
x number of dollars since the prosecutor'H office would haye to spend $36,612 only 
in salaries had 4-A not existed (considering the entire oJ-A project cost the 
public $29,222.00). No accurate cost comparison is possible he('am;e 110 data is 
available to assure that cases pl'OC'essed by each method are in releyant respect:::: 
comparable. 

However, it is the conclusion of the eYaluator that the public benefits from 
such a project in that it is cost efficient and ('ost to the public has been minimizerl 

OHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECO:r.n.IENDA'l'IONS 
1. Ooncl'llsion 

It is the conrlusion of the eYaluator that the Akron 4-A J)l'oject successfully 
achieved its goals and objectives in fiscal 1976. 

The project is well-run, effecti \Te, efficient, and has benefited the public ill pro
Yiding system support services to the criminal justice s3'stem in the delivery of 
services. 

However, arbitration is better viewed as a forum of diversion from the ('rimillal 
justice system rather than an alternative criminal forum. The legality and pro
priety of 4-A referral is the same as that of other diversion projects; apparently, 
well within the discretion of the court and prosecutor. Howeyer, the Al~ron 4-A 
project has demonstrated the viability of a process (UYerting a large numb(>r of 
cases at a relatively low cost. 
2. Recommendation 

The evaluator offers the following recommendations: 
(1) The project should consistently document their goals and objectlYes not 

limiting them to the concept of what they strive to achieve but to the nctual 
wordings of those concepts. 

(2) The :Jluliicipal Prosecutor should establish a more clear ,cut criteria for 
referral of cases to 4-A to eliminate the prouability {)f the remanded nnd reci
divism cases steming from the fact that they can't be solyed through 4-A cOllflict 
resolution process. Also, descriptive brochures of the project should be i~sned in 
the prosecutor's office instead of only on verbal explanation of the l)l·oject. 

(3) Consideration should be given to expanding the scope of this project to 
include non-compulsory referrals to social servi('e ngencieHas part of the 
arbitration process. 
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" .. '..; ~ nutM && Jeb Ike- h-.w<ue-~ 

that it ~ ~ cu /wnze; 0/ ek1, awrI/; 

and ~ that honu!/ ~ h-

~ ~t.d.-and~ 0/ ~ ctmunt:Jn/jteojde- . 

Frances Kellor 
American Arbitration 
Its History. Functions and Achievements 
Harper & Brothers Publishers. 1948 , 
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Above: Tribunal Supervisor Manola 
R. Jordan (middle) talks with 
temporary employees Cam Nguyen (left} 
and Oksana Sernerak. 

Middle: From right. Ms. Jordan with 
Tribunal Administrators Richard J. P. 
Rinaldo. Deborah A. Gorman, and 
Derrelle E. Pounds (seated). 

Below: Clerical staff from right: 
Darryl E. Smaw, Aurea Vasquez. Evelyn 
Camacho. Bernice Begay, and Barbara 
Elie (seated). 
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Since its founding in 1926, the 
American Arbitration Association has 

been a leader in developing techniques 
to solve a wide range of disputes. 
In maintaining that·tradition, the 

Cleveland Regional Office administered 
514 accident claims cases, 459 labor and 

81 commercial arbitrations in 1978. 
Another service developed by the 

Association has been the administration 
of elections, and ttill Cleveland 

office conducted twelve of these 
in that same year. 

From left: staffers Becky Bulina, 
Barbara Crooks, and Carol Marquardt 

take a moment to pose during a 
recent election. 
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Education is a big part of AAA activity-nowhere 
more evident than during the annual Labor Seminar. 
In the picture above, AAA General Counsel 
Gerald Aksen greets the Seminar's main speaker 
Chief Justice C. William O'Neill (also pictured 
above right as he made his address), while Judge 
James DeVinne and Earle C. Brown look on. 
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Below, James Trusso of Teamsters Union dramatizes 
a point during a mock arbitration while 
arbitrators Paul Wells find Charles Ipavec 
look on. Arbitrator PotST Oileone (at right) 
concentrates on the proceedings. 
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Arbitrator Jonathon Dworkin (above) listens 
intently as Leon Plevin. also an arbitrator. 

made a few comments before Justice O'NEiill 
was introduced. 
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During the Seminar. held on October 31. 1977. 
in the Bond Court Hotel. Chief Counsel Gerald 

Aksen (above) spoke on the merits of arbitration 
in settling labor disputes. Over two hundred 

people from both the business and labor sectors 
were on hand to hear the address. 
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THE 
CLEVELAND CENTER FOR 
DISPUTE SETTLEMENT 

Arbitration As An Alternative (4-A) 

PROJECT NARRATIVE 

BACKGROUND 
The American Arbitration Association (AAAI. a 

private non-proiit organization of which the Nation
al Center lor Dispute Settlement (NCDS) is a part. 
has provided arbitration services to business. labor 
and government since 1926. It has been and con
tinues to be one of the primary organizations in this 
country to develop such procedures and to educate 
the public in their use. It has also assumed respon
sibility for exploring new techniques of dispute set
tlement. as well as for studying the adaptability of 
proven dispute settlement techniques in new fields. 
No other organization has comparable experience 
in assisting parties to develop conflict resolution 
machinery or in administering private. voluntary 
dispute settlement procedures. and no other organ
ization has accepted image of neutrality with facili
ties available on a nationwide basis. 

In June 1968, the AAA rflceived a grant from the 
Ford Foundation to establish the National Center 
for Dispute Settlement. The Center was set upto ex
plore and develop methods and mechanisms for 
settling disputes in the new arenas of conflict. par
ticularly those arising in the communiw between 
individuals. consumers and buisnessmen. land
lords and tenants, community groups. and govern
ment agencies and their clients. 

Tht'! key to its operation was to modify, adapt and 
apply the techniques of negotiation. mediation. 
conciliation, fact-finding and arbitration tothe reso
lution of specific conflict situations and in the crea
tion of new dispute settlement systems. At that 
time. the unanswered question was: Would those 
involved in these highly volatile. often violent con
flicts be receptive to skilled third-party intervention 
and would they submit to such dispute settlement 
processes? 

It soon became clear that the NCDS as an opera-

52-434 0 - 80 - 30 

tional unit had to develop its own philosophy. define 
more precisely its own commitment and decide how 
to articulate both in a manner acceptable to the ir
repressible forces for change on th& one hand and 
to the holders and custodians of institutional power 
on the other. 

It also became clear that the modification and the 
application of dispute settlement techniques on an 
ad hoc basis in the relatively new and explosive 
areas of community. campus and public employ
ment conflict dealt with oniy part of the problem and 
constituted less than half the challenge. A deeper 
need could be met and a more lasting contribution 
made through new systems develoJlment within 
existing institutions creating greater participatory 
designs and providing both the opportllnity to enter
tain conflict and the mechanism and skills to acco
modate and resolve it-extending where necessary 
beyond the institutional orbit. Furthermore. the 
NCDS could independently urge the adoption of 
such new systems without the immediate coercive 
force of confli()t. 

PROGRAM DESIGN 
The 4-A Project provides Arbitration As An Alter

native to arrest. the criminal warrant and other 
criminal processes. 

Community conflicts find their roots deep in our 
society and in human nature. Too ~ften we only see 
the symptoms-the surfacE! evidence-of a more 
pervasive problem. Much like the visible tip of an 
iceberg, the private criminal complaint or private 
warrant frequently deals with relatively minor 
charges growing out of deeper human conflict. frus
tration and alienation. In such cases. more often 
than not. neither the compl.ninant nor the defendant 
is entirely blameless; yet the criminal law with its 
focus on the defendant alone is ill equipped todeal 
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'with this basic fact. The judge or prosecutor, faced 
with an overcrowded court calendar, beyond-a-rea
sonable-doubt criteria for conviction, conflicting 
stories, and "minor" offenses, typically dismisses 
the case and lectures the defendant-threatening 
possible punishment for future offenses. This is not 
conflict resolution; it is not problem solving in the 
community; nor is it intended to be. The tip of the 
iceberg has been viewed briefly, but the underlying 
problem remains unseen and potentially as ob
structive as ever. Neighborhood tensions have not 
been reduced. Relationships' have not been im
proved. At best a shaky truce may have been ordered. 

The National Cen!&r fur Dispute Settlement of the 
American Arbitration Association believed that 
there was a better way and as a result a newap
proach evolved where, in appropriate cases, and 
when agreed to by the citizens involved, an alterna
tive course of action is followed-the voluntary sub
mission of the dispute to final and binding arbitra
tion under the auspices and administration of the 
National Center. 

These procedures provide a greater opportunity to 
deal meaningfully and sensitively with human 
beings in conflict, to engage in meaningful dialogue, 
to probe for the underlying causes and to address 
them, and to reach an accomodstion. It also pro
vides finality through the Arbitrator's award. How
ever, the process itself makes the award rendered 
far more acceptable. The conflict which arises in 
the community is settled in the community under 
conditions of maximum involvement and participa
tion of the parties to the dispute. 

The program begins to function when a person in 
the community feels wronged by another person's 
acts. The wronged party (Complainant) seeks crimi
nal prosecution against the other party (Respon
dent) by calling the police or by filing a complaint at 
the office of the district attorney or city prosecutor. 
This complaint from a private citizen often results in 
an arrest or the issuance of a warrant for the arrest 
of the respondent. Many of these complaints are for 
relatively minor criminal offenses such as harass
ment, destruction of property, simple assault, dis
orderly conduct and the like. Such offenses as these 
often arise out of arguments between friends or 
neighbors which resulted in one party's slapping 
the other, a minor scuffle, a broken window or other 
activity not uncommon to urban living, albeit, tech
nically criminal in nature. 

If all such cases were prosecuted, the courts 
would be backlogged everywhFlre, as many now are. 
Even if the courts could process all such cases, they 
could not resolve the real problems, i.e., the causes 
of the technically criminal behavior; the courts are 
restricted to finding the defendants before them 
either innocent or gUilty of the alleged offense. 

So what has been done? First, it was not felt by 
NCDS that the criminal process was the proper 
forum for the settlement of these common urban 
living disputes. This is because the warrant and 
ensuing criminal prosecution are often used by one 
of the parties asjust another weapon in the underly
ing dispute, rather than as a means of resolving the 
dispute. Nor was it felt tha, the dispute would be any 

better resolved by seeking a solution by way of the 
civil courts. What was needed was a procedure in
dependent of the court which would be. quite sim
ply, fast, cheap and easy. The 4-A Program does this 
with the added benefits of greatly raducing police 
manpower time requirements, court case loads 
and, most importantly, resolving the underlying 
cause of the criminal conduct while avoiding crimi
nal convictions, arrest records and, hopefully, fu
ture anti-social activity. 

The 4-A program is quite flexible in its proce
dures, making it readily adaptable to any court sys
tem or community referral procedure. 

DESCRIPTION OF 4-A PROCEDURES 
Once the prosecutor makes the determination 

that a particular dispute is appropriate for arbitra
tion as an effective means of settlement, the com
plainant and the respondent are offered the oppor
tunity to appear before an Arbitrator, whose deci
sion is to be final and binding. The service is offered 
to the parties without charge. They are advised that 
while it is not necessary for them to contract the 
services of an attorney for the hearing, they are en
titled to be represented by counsel if they desire. 
Parties who wish to use the 4-A Project to admini
sitlr the hearing as well as a formal commitment by 
them to be bound by the Arbitrator's award. 

The "Submission to Arbitration" form is for
warded by the municipal court to the 4-A project 
which then schedules the heating. A "Notice of 
Hearing" is sant to the parties advising them afthe 
hearing date ana procedures to follow if they desire 
to use attorrieys or witnesses. The Arbitrator is 
appointed to the case by a "Notice of Appointment.'" 
Arbitrators are selected from the Arbitrator Panel 
consisting of citizens from the Akron community 
and the NCDS staff. At the hearing, the Arbitrator 
hears t.he facts of the dispute from each of the par
ties allowing each side to tell his story and ask ques
tions of the other party. The Arbitrator may also ask 
questions to clarify facts and issues. After each side 
has had a full opportunity to relate his story, the 
Arbitrator exercises his authority to render and 
award in the case as to a remedy which is final and 
binding on the parties. 

In the event either or both parties are represented 
by legal counsel, the correspondence is sent directly 
to the a.ttorneys, who in turn are responsible for 
notifying their clients. On the day of the hearing a 
clerk from the NCDS staff will administer an oath of 
office to the Arbitrator and swearin the parties and 
any witnesses they elect to call. The hearings are 
held in accord with the Community Dispute Settle
ment Rules of NCDS and the laws of the State of 
Ohio. 

Following the hearing, the Arbitrator forwards 
his award to the NCDS office for transmittal to the 
parties and the prosecutor's office, thereby closing 
out the case. In the event charges are withdrawn 
during the course of the administrative proceed
Ings, the Prosecutor is likewise notified. Should 
either party fall to appear for the hearing, an .effort 
to reschedule the hearing will be made at the 
discretion of ttie NCDS. 
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Dispute center keeps 
cases out of court 

By BOB WILLIAMS 

You may figure there are 
just two ways to settle dis
putes - punch somebody or 
go to court. 

But now there is a- third 
w(i, offered here by an of
fice known as the Center 
for Dispute Settlement, 215 
Euclid Ave. 

Ills one of 10 branches of 
the National Center for Dis
put e Settlement of the 
American Arbitration Assn, 

Chief settler of dispute, 
at the center Is Earle C. 
Brown, onetime basketball 
star with the Harlem Globe
trotters. -

Ncns here has aSsisted In 
disputes ranging from com
plaints by County Jail pris
Oners to reclaiming a $500 
deposit a couple had paid to 
an East Cleveland rea- I t Y 
firm, tow a r d s buying a 
home. 

Consumer complaints are 
a )Jig source of its work, and 
it has an agreement wllh 
the BetteI' Business Bureau 
for ar\>itration of disputes 
bAtween buyer and seller. 

Tho s e with complaints 
may be referred or go dl
recUy to NCDS wllh their 
troubles. 

But lis primary business 
Is haa n d II n g disputes re
ferred by th~ East Cleve
land Jllunlclt1al Court, pre
sided over by Judge James 
DeVlnne. 

East Cleveland was select
ed as a trial area before ex
panding the project to other 
municipalities, Including 
Cleveland. 

'BrO\V;l h&s handled about 
five cases weekly sInce last 
November nnd reports less 
than on .. out oi 10 has been 
appealed or returned for ad
djU.onal evidence, 

The center here receives 
funds from a two.year, $105, 
000 grant by the Cleveland 
Foundation. It is funded 
na tionally by the For d 
Foundation. 

"The chief dlCCerence be
tween the dispute c e n t e r 
and a court," says Brown, 
"Is that the center Isn't out 
to find a gullly party, 

"What we do is try to 
come up with a solUtion sat
isfactory to both parties." 

Once a dispute is seWed, 
vIolation of the terms of ar
bitration could restore the 
case to the East Cleveland 
c 0 uri for prosecution, 
Brown emphasized. 

East Cleveland was cho
sen, he saId "because Judge 
James DeVinne is noted for 

his Innovative ideas Which, 
with Ihe cooperation of Ine 
proseculor's office, provided 
immediate posslbiHtie6 for 
SUccess." 

Judge DeVlnne praised 
Brown and the dispute set
tlement program, and said 
the system should be ex· 
panded throughout C u y a
hoga County. 

"It Is an excellent idea in 
theory, bulit needs further 
implementation," the judge 
said. 

In disputes, the arbitrator 
h ear s both sIdes and at
tempts to bring an ,grell
men t acceptable to both. 
Both parties must sign, end
ing the dispute. 

"We're not anybody's ad-

Judge James A. DeVinne 

Earle C, Brawn 

vocate; anybody Is free to 
use our services; and there 
Is no fee Involved, except 
where money Is involved; 
and even then' the qui t e 
nom I n 8 I slim OIay be 
waived," said Brown. 

Attorneys, while not nec
essary, are weI com e If 
either party prefers. Most 
case~ avoid courts, prosecu
tors and attorneys. 
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Types of Cases Referred by Prosecutor 

Assault & Battery 

Fraud/Larceny 

Trespass 
; 

Conversion 

Threats 

Malicious Destruction 

Neighborhood Situations 

Harrassment 

Resolved during hearing 

Resolved prior to hearing 

Referred back to prosecutor 

\ 

Total 

735 

26 

40 

219 

400 

200 

185 

759 

2171 

233 

106 

452 

Pictured below during a break in the 
day's busy activities in the Cleveland 
4-A office are (from left) Secretaries 
Terri Crowell and Barbara Elle with 

Assistant Director Frank Thomas and 
Prosecutor Almeta Johnson. 
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'Elyria 
ByTOM CHERNITSKY 

An Elyria man feels he Is being harassed by the sound (If his 
neighbor's "hot rod" car late at night. 

Another man knocks down part of his neighbor's fence. 
An Elyria woman is slapped 

by her husband during an argu
ment. 

TilE POLICE ARE 
CALLED and their advice to 
all these persons is "see a pros
ecutor." 

Until a year ago, Elyria 
prosecutors had to study the 
merits of each complaint for 
criminal charges, but since 
November last year there has 
been an' alternative called arbi
tration. 

Besides saving time and 
money for the Elyria prosecu
tor's office and Elyria Munici
pal Court, the program also 
solves problems a court doesn't 
have the responsibility to hear, 
according to Earle C. Bro\\l1 , 
regional director 01 the Nation
al Center fllr Dispute Settle
ment of the Amei'ican Arbitra-

EARLEC. BnOWN, tion Association, which has 
offered arbitration'serv1ceUor 50 years. 

Tribunal Administrator Rita Delvecchio 
(slanding) with Assistant Director 
Audrey Mendenhall 

10 

'arbitrators' 
THE ARBITRATION SERVICES have expanded to 

mun'ic1pal1t1es In the past few years, 
A court determines guilt or innocence, but arbitration es

tablishes a resolution which both parties can live with, Brown 
said. . b 1 i Statistics on the program in Elyria from Its eg nn n~ 
through September indicated 183 cases were referr~ to .ar~l
tration out of 810 complaints filed at the prosecutor s office In 
city hall. 

OF TilE CASES WIIICII went into arbitration, all but 10 
were resolved and those cases went back to prosecutors to be 
studied for possible criminal charges. 

Most or" the cases were assault and battery. but included 
theft, trespassing, threats, malicious destructio!,.of prope.rt~, 
and other violations which technically are claSSIfied as cnml
nal charges. 

Unlike criminal complaints made by citizens at the cost?f 
$14, arbitration is fre~ and representation by an attorney IS 
unnecessary. Brown said. 

TilE ASSOCIATION liAS BEEN trading its services to the 
city for use of office space the past year, but the $30.!YOO cost 
for the program next year wlll be fwided with a I:aw Enforce
ment Assistance Administration grant with the city and state 
each contributing about $1,600 for the program. 

The procedure begins when a citizen visits the fJrosecutor 
with a complaint. A prosecutor can quickly deterr.nine If the 
complaint can be settled in arbitration. 

Notice Is given to the person the complai,.t is against. but 
that person, called the re~pondent, won't know who filed the 
complaint until he gels to the arbitration session. 
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'. save courts ',me" $$ 
"THE REASON WE DON'T TELL them is we don't want 

~.om~one to ta~e it ont on a guy for going to the halls of jus-
Uce, Brown said. • 
, If the respondent refuses to appear for arbitration. the 
complaint is referred back (0 the prosecutor. Brown said. but 
they usually do appear. 

"The charges are never formal if they are resolved at this 
level." he said. 

WITH TilE ARBITRATOR present. the complainant and 
the respondent "sit across the table from each other talking' 

'A court determines guilt or 
bu~ a,rbitl'ation establishes a 
both parties can live with.' 

innocence, 
resolution 

about their differences. In courts. they would not be permitted 
to do so," Brown said. 

"The charging party is given an opportunity to make a 
statement and the respondent is given an opportunity to re
spond. Then we try to determine the cause," Brown said. 

Witnesses may also be called. 
In about 70 per cent of the cases. the arbitrator does not 

have to make a decision because th~complainant and respon
dent come to a mutual agr~ernenl. acCording to Brown. 

IF RESOLUTION cannot be reached, "We'i1 send it back to 
the prosecutor and will make recommendations." Brown said, 

Mrs. Audrey Mendenhall is the arbritrator in Elyria and is 
in the city hall office during regular business hours. 

Statistical Report, 1977 

Elyria solicitor George H. Ferguson and prosecutor Mi
chael E. Szekely both say they believe the progmni is benefi
cial for the city. 

"HOPEFULLY, IT EVEN solves tllp very basis of the 
problem." Ferguson said. "We can only press a criminal 
charge and someone is tilen found guilty or Innocent. 

"A lot of people come up here and say theydon't wanta 
criminal charge, They want help with their problem," Fergu
son said. 

SZeKely called the program "fantastic." 

"~IOST OF THE TIME it works out real well. It saves a lot 
of time for us and it prevents the filing and dist0issing of 
charges," Szekely said. explaining that in many family dis
turbances prosecution becomes impossible when the person 
who filed the complaint in Ule first placp. won't cooperate with 
prosecutors. • 

Brown hopes the services in the Elyria office will expand in 
the coming year to include arbitration for morencn-criminal 
matters. • 

Similar arbitration programs operated by Brown's organi
zation are set up in the Cleveland area and Akron. but the one 
in Elyria is l~e only one in Lorain County. 

BROWN SAID ~IANY CASES SETTLED by arbitrators are 
misunderstandings which boiled over. Settling them without 
going to court meansno police record. no publicity. and no 
fine, jail sentence. or co'urt costs.' 

But most important. Brown said, arbitration may settle 
differences which could end with more tragic results than a 
slap in the face or a fight. 

Types of cases referred by prosecutor Total 

Assault & Battery 

Fra ud/ La rceny 

Trespass 

Conversion 

Threats 

Malicious Destruction 

Miscellaneous/Other 

Housing Code 

W;:ll~-in (not referred) 

Harrassment 

Domestic/Neighborhood 

Total cases referred 

Cases settled 

Cases referred back to prosecutor 

62 
~~'-

l 

15 

6 

9 

7 

5? 

0 

1 

47 

31 

233 

211 

B 

Figures shown here do not 
include those cases which were !;ettled 

prior to the time of h .. ·..ring. 
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Elyria Mayor. Marguerite Bowman 

Judge Stephen R. Nagy 
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Judge James P. Horn 

City Solicitor George H. Ferguson 
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OFFICE OF SOLICITOR THE CITY OF ELYRIA, OHIO 
ASST. SOLICITORS 

8< PROSECUTORS 
SOLICITOR 

GEORGE H. FERGUSON 
CITY HALL 

EL.)RIA. OHIO 44035 

323-IIG47 II< 323-11848 

August 22, 1978 

ELMER A. BESSICK 

LARRY E. COEY 

QUENTIN J. NOLAN 

DAVID M. N~IL 

MICHAEL E. SZEKELY 

Mr. Earle C. Brown 
Regional Director 
American Arbitration Association 
930 Wi~liamson Building 
215 E~lid Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Re: Court Arbitration 

Dear Mr. Brown: 
This letter will explain the structure of the Elyria Solicitor's 

Office and the function and effect of the Arbitration Program pre
sently in existance in Elyria. 

The Solicitor's Office has provided space for the Arbitration 
Program since November, 1975. Although the Mayor of the City of 
Elyria is the subgrantee, the Arbitration is more closely allied with 
the Solicitor's Office, both phySically and workwise. All of the 
City's Prosecutors are employed by and work under the supervision of 
the Solicitor. Whenever a citizen files a written complaint with the 
Prosecutor's Office, a member of our office interviews the complainant, 
and if it appe ars as though the case could b~· resolved through the 
Arbitration Program, the complainant is referred to the Arbitration. 
Any citizen who desires to go directly to Arbitratinn can do so without 
going through the personnel in the Prosecutor's Office. In addition. 
both of the Municipal Judges have referred cases to Arbitration. 

During the three years that the Arbitration Program has been in 
effect in the City of Elyria, it has been of great assistance to the 
Prosecutor3 s Office, to the citizen~, and to the Court. The Prosecutor's 
Office has been relieved of the burden of handling many criminal cases 
which Arbitration was able to resolve without criminal charges or 
court action. Numerous citizens have had their problems resolved by 
Arbitration, which problems, if not resolved, could easily have lead to 
criminal action. Finally,the Municipal court, at various stages of 
criminal proceedings, has referred Cases to Arbitration pending further 
prosecution if not resolved. 

As the Elyria City Solicitor, it is my opinion that the 
Arbitration Program has been An invaluable service to the community 
in general, and to our office particularly. 

GHF/jag 

Very truly yours, 

J M4tfJe 'i/~i-tJt.41t9'~III)~t 
George(H. Fergu/on 
City Solicitor 
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Peacemakers • 
Dy KATny GOFOlt'fll 
B~uon Jou~ 51_« Wrtttr 

"n rhllrr.~s are brought against 
YOIl nr.~ln, /t'li be a Car more seri
ous malter," arbitrator Earle 
Drown tolt! the I 14-year-cld boy 
.('I'OSS 1I,le conference table. 

'·The· nt'xt time -it won't be just a 
scs~ion dQlI'n bere, 1t'1I be In Cront· 
01 II jmll:e and could result In a 
J'l'{'ord that'll Collow you the rest or' 
yuur 1I1t'." . 

Ii. nl~lghbor, Jerry Kinsey, 21, 
hntl coml'lalnro 10 the Summit 
C<,untt Juvenile Court lhat 14-year-

Special 
report 

old Scotl Olson had' harassed him 
by 1~'nll'lng several times on his 
Crollt door, throwing snowballs at 
his wi ndolVs and tryl ng 10 sci his 
front door on C~. 

Those lire not their real names, 
but Ihe rns(\ Is typical of those re
fen'N! to CommunllY Dispute Scrv~ 
Ices (furmerly the Natlonal Center 
tor Dispute Sctllemenl), an arbltra
lion service oClered through the Ak
ron prosec~tor's <iC/l'ce. Which: last 

14 

year IIlso began ~earlng juvenile 
ca.<es. 
- Kinsey, Scott and Scoll's mother 
s.,t face to Cace In the conference . 
room while each told Brown his 
version 01 the slory. 
. Kinsey had been told by witness
es that Scott was responsible Cor 
the troubie. Scott admitted hI! had 
thrown snowballs but denlro bang
Ing on the door or, trying to set It 
on Cire. 

"Were YOll ever Irlends?" Drown 
askro. That Is II qllestion he ollen 
poses to disputing neighbors. 

Scott said he and a group of his 
friends used to go to ~Insey's 
apartment to play cards and llsten 
10 the radio. Scott's mother said 
the trouble began when KInsey's 
13-year-old nIece began harassing 
Scott with phone calls and using 
. Coul language when he reCused to 
talk to her. . 

"I didn't know alxiut that," said 
Kinsey. "I'll put Ii stop to It." 

MANY 'TIMES the purpose of 
arbitration Is reconcllia\ion, Brown 
told them. "I'm not going to rec
ommend ,that In this· case," he 
said. "The age dlCCerence between 
you leaves some .questlon In. my 
mind as to whnt commonalltles you 

'share.'" • . \ 
Instead he ordered Scott to stay 

away Crom KInsey and hIs niece, 
'''It doesn't mean I C1nd you guIlty 
or InnOCent or anything," he told 
Scott. "But a recurrence oC the 
'Problem. could result In a court ac- . 

, tlon, and you dO.n't need that kind 
oC trouble." . 

The point Is one OrolVn and the 
center's other arbitrator, William 
E. Fowler St" emphasize, especial-
ly to juveniles: . 
. "A court record can keep you 
trom going 10 certain schools; It 
can keep you out or certain pl'oCes-. 
slons," Brown· 191d another group 
of teenage boys Involved In a 
nelgh~rhood dispute. "You're. at 

• • 
'the singe where the decision. Ii all 
yours." . 

• BROWN'S candid remarks and 
practical problem-solvIng tech
hiques are typical of the method ot. 
handling disputes that range Crcm 
neighborhood squabbles 10 ;!,"'lIMI 
charges. • 

An Important part of arbitration, 
they say, Is oCCering people an ai-

_ ternatlve to solving their problems. 
on .the street, taking the law Inlo 
their own hands or using the courts 
as weapons against -their neighbors. 

A division oC the American Arbi
tration As~oclatlon, the center Ivas 
established In 1973 through a )"ord 
Foundation grant and ha.~ bee." ex
tended through yearly $~a ,DOD 
grants from the L.,w Enforcement 
AssIstance Adminlstrntlon of the 
Jus LIce Department and sUpple
mented by city and state funds. 

The purpose Is to make the pro
gram part ot the city's legal sys
tem, said Brown, regional director 
for the centers in Akron, Cleveland, 
Elyria and Shaker Heights. Brown 
Is.also a ~ol'm~1' (lJ6S-12) admlnls-
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Cooling sore spois for· .city neighbors 

tratlve assistant to the Akron Met
ropolitan Housing Authority and a 
onetime member oC basketball's 
Harlem Globelrotters. 

, With 11 growing number oC cases 
reCelTed (rom the prosecutor, juvc

'nile court, area polfce departments, 
the housing division oC the Akron 

. Health Department and Metropoli
tan lIousing Authority, the pro
gram Is building a reputation Cor' 
Its eCCectiveness. 

OF TflE 1,221 cases reCen-ed 'to 
the center in 1975, 939 were set
tled, 133 were dropped by com
plalnants' beCore they came up (or 
a hearing, and 155 were reCeITell 
.back to the prosecutor, 

Th" program not only oCCers an 
alterna tive to the courts, It has 'an 
advantage over them, said Brown, 

"The courti can only delermlne 
the Innocence 01' guilt In a case," 
he said, "They have no way ot 
dealing with cases where solVing 
the problem means going deeper 
than simpl), deciding whetfler a 
crime was committed. As a rcsuIl, 
~ople go out with the same ani
mosity that created the conrilct to 
begin Wltll, And because the prose
cutor Is bound by law to act on ev
ery citizen's complaint, Individuals 
end up retaliating through' the 
courts," 

Cases can also be he.lrd .lnd re. 
solVed SOOner than In the courts, 
and the courts reap the benelil 0( 

, lighter case l!l'Ids, he said, ' 

MOST ruPORT.'L.'iT, a rolutlon 
to underlying problems causing the 
conflict Is ollen found, s'lid Brown. 

When a supermarket brings 
charges against an Individual for 
writing bad checks, he cIles as an 
example, 'prosecution might result 
In a jaU teon for the check writer, 

'leaving the store' "ith the bad 
check and the publicity oC a trial. 

"rn arbitratioi1 we've had guys 
readily admit they wrote a bad 
chrek but say they did It to (eed 
their families," 'said Brown. 

• , "We've been, able to work out 
agreements between the guy and 
the store to have the check paid of( 
over a period of time. In a couple 
oC instances where the man was 

'unemployed, we've 'been able to put, 
him .to work for the store." . 

In' ooe case an elderly I;mdlady 
had c1iarged' a tenant with taking 
her furniture when he moved out. 

"When someone Is on a fixed in
come, it doesn't help much if t.~ey 
get a judgment b:om the court but 
no money," said Brown. ''If we can 
recover the furniture, the case will 
be dismissed. It it's been disposed 
of, we'li try to work out a settle
ment for reimbursement." 

, ,DlSPL'TA.'ITS who agree to arbi
tration also must agree to abide by 
the. arbitrator'S decision, 1l the 
problem cannot be worked out or 
,the parties violate the agreement, 
the case Is immediately reCerred to 
the prosecutor- or juvenile court for 
prosecution, said Brown. 
• '!'he arbitrator begins eacb ses
sion by saying that pointing the fin
ger oC guilt Is not the goal. The dis
cussion continues, prompted by 
questions aimed at uncovering 
problems that may be adding to 
the conflict. ,-. 

In one session two sets oC parents 
squared ofC, each blaming the oth
er's children for continued figbtlng 
among their four boys (ages 7 to 
12) that resulted in the three older 
lxlys tying up the smaller one. ' 

The angry mothers had difficulty 
following BroW]1's Instructions to 
let each tell her side of the story 

. without iI!terryption. 

FURTHER questioning by Brown 
revealed the, mothers had played 
cards together oCten before having 
a talUng out. 

"1l you two were triends, do you 
think your children· would be tight

-Ing?" he asked them. '. 
"Listen to how you're getting 

along In this room right now -
how do you expect your children to 
behave?" 

Brown then told the fathers that 
they, 'IIot their wives, should handle 
any future tights between the chil-
~n. , 

"Can you two communicate v.itli
out threats?" he asked. 

'!He and I can get along~" said 
one father while the other nodded. 
Brown then dismissed the parents 
from the room. _ 

"Are you going to get along hl 
,spite of the Cact that your parents 
may not?" Brown asked the boys. 

The boys agreed they would and 
were laughing and talking when 
they joined their parents. 

.1UVE!I<1LE Court Stat( De\'elop
iment Coordinator John Saros said 
be would like to sei. the arbitration 
program expanded te> handle even 
more juvenile cases. • 

The court currently re1erS about 
a dozen cases a month to the cer;t
tel'. They are usually cases where 
Ihere Is "a lltlle bit oC wrong, a lit

'tle bit oC right, and 'parent Involve
ment aggravating the situation," 
sail! Saros. 

He estimated abouf 10 percent of 
all the court's cases (between 500 
and 600 a month) could go to arbt
tration, if the prograni. w.ere ex-
panded. I '. 

. "rts advantage Is, thek Is no o'C
ficlat record that can be held 
agaln.St the chUd," said Sar05. 
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Housing Disputes To Be Mediated 

By WILUAM CANTERBURY 
1M .. Jour".1 st.H ¥frUit 

Disputed A k I' 0 n housing 
code violations wfU go to Fed· 
e l' a I arbitrators beginning 
April! In a program designed 
to keep the cli.putes between 
property owners and the City 
out of the courts. 

The National Center (or 
Dispute Setllement of the Na
ional Arbitration Association 

wfU receive about 10 hdusing 
cases a week, according to 
Fred RossI, director 01 the 
Health Department's housIng 
division. 

ARBITRATORS Ear I,e 
Brown and Frank Thomas 

Fred Rossi 

will hear the cases in the 
City·County Safety Building, 

When the program begins, 
Akron wfU be Ihe first of 22 
cities in the country to nave 
arbitrators take over housing 
disputes. 

The arbitrators last Sum
mer took over adjudic;ctlon of 
disputes between cillae"" :n 
another program designed tn 
reduce court caseloaus. About 
150 complaints a m 0 nth, 
mostly domestic, have been 
handled by the Center for 
Dispute Settlement. 

Rossi said typical housing 
disputes to be handled by ar· 
bltratlon include: 

An out-ot·loll'n absentee 
landlord ignoring Health De· 
partment noUces to vacate 
his four·unlt building In the 
central city hecause it Is "un· 
tit for human habitation." 

A resident complaining 
about lack of rat control and 
also wanting his ,apartment 
painted. 

"These are exactly the kind 
of cases that are at the stage 
where we'd like to ,~end them 
10 a third party," Rossi said. 
"We hope we can resolve 
them satisfactorily, but we're 
not going into arbitrati<1n to 
compromise on c:ode viola· 
t1ons, 

"Sanitarians and supervi
sors will decide what points 
we should give In on in slral· 
egy sessions prior to the 
hearings, and we'll set that 
forth at the very beginning of 
the hean,:):." 

Rossi said Heallh Depart· 
ment sanitarians Inspected 
2,190 buildings In 1973 and 
found about 65 pct. In code vi· 
olation. 

About 3,500 complain Is were 
classified as "nuisances," 
having to do ,wflh such items 
as garbage and animals, 

Mus t of the complaints 
were brought against land· 
lords by tenants, Rossi said. 

HEALTH oCCicials heard the 
complain Is beforp the new 
program was set up, with 18 
being sent to court because 
the complaints could not be 
resolved. 

"Although we've been able 
to ~etlIe most of the cases 
wllhoul a cOllrl light, the,' 
have left a lot of resentmenl 
simmering after the hearinl!~' 
usually on the part oC the 
landlord," Rossi said. 

One of the main reasons Cnr 
turning the disputes OYer to 
arbitrators, Rossi said, is 10 
give landlords a "voice" In 
the proceedings and bring 
about a more peaceful settle· 
ment. 

"You have to be relatively 
wfIIlng to make some conces· 
~ions as long as you aren't 
jeolmrdizing the health and 
safely oC the people," Rossi 
said. 

''.7 
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CITY OF AKHON, OllIO 
MSMOlilltiDUIol rOll IN1SiI-J)CPJiRTM::NTilL USE 

Dato 1-!arch 10, 1975 

To William C. Grimm - 10th Ward CQllnciJrr.sn 

FRQ)j; Frank Slaton - Administrator .of Food & Saui tation 

Ho: Cqmplaint at 1178 Triplett 3lvd. 

A second arbitration hearing was conducted this date 
(March 7, 1975), by ~Ir. Earle Brmm of National Center for 
Dispute Settlement of the American Arbitration Association 
regarding the disputes or complaint you forl~arded to this 
departmeltt{-.!om Violet \~endcll againSt Trettco, Inc. and 
Mr. Piscitelli. 

Arbitration 1-:::1S suggested as an alternative to Civil court 
action, I1hich in the past had not resolved this dispute. 
Both parties in this matter agrt'C'l! to binding arbitration. 

Agreement was reached this date C:·larch 7, 1975) betl\'cen 
both parties that \dll resolve furt.her problems or dis
putes. That Fgreemei1t II'(lS; ~,Ir. Pische1l5 ngr!"t'c to 
purchase the I~endell property at llS6 T~'iplett B1\'d. and 
the Wendells agreed to sell. Po price, time for vacating, 
closing costs, etc. 11ere ([greed upon. 

/Sil1 
cc: Noble Sherrard 

Fred Rossi 

Frank J. Slaton, Administrator 
of Food & Sanitation 

Sigl1,od ______________ _ 
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SUMMIT COUNTY CRiMINAL JUSTICE COMMISSION 
234 OHIO BUILDING B 

KARL. HAY 
CHAJ~MAN 

191 SOUTH MAIN STREET 

AKRON. OHIO 44306 

PHoNE: (216) 253-4547 

February 10, 1975 

Hr. Earle C. Brown, Director 
National Center for Dispute Settlement 
c/o Morley Health Center 
177 South Broad~lay Street 
Akron, Ohio 44308 

bear Earle: 

ANTHONY J, LA SALVIA 
EXECUT1VE DIReCTOR 

This letter is to inform you that tho Akron 4-A" Court 
Arbitration Program has been cited by the: Administration of Justice 
Division as a IINotable Project ll in the 1975 Ohio Comprehensive 
Criminal Justice Plan. 

Your organization is certainly to be commended fOl" this 
outstanding achievement. 

Best wishes for continued success! 

AJL/RB/cs 

Sincerely, 

/1'-~~~~~ 
An~~ Salvia 
Executive Director 1 
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Above, the Akron 4-A staff from left: Elizabeth 
DeBruin, Barbara Crooks, Carol Marquardt and 

Arbitrator William Fowler (seated). Below, Earle 
C. Brown and Frank Slayton (left) with Fred Rossi. 

, ·~f 
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"It is the conclusion of the evaluator 
that the Akron 4-A project successfully 
achieved its goals and objectives in the 

fiscal year of 1976. 
The project is well-run, effective, efficient, 

and has benefited the public in providing 
system support services to the criminal 

justice system in the delivery of services. 
However, arbitration in better viewed as 

a forum of diversion frolll the criminal 
justice system rather than an alternative 

criminal forum. The legality and propriety 
of 4-A referral is the same as that of 

other diversion projects; apparently well 
within the discretion of the court 

and prosecutor. However, the Akron 4-A 
project has demonstrated the viability of 

a process diverting a large number of 
cases at relatively low cost." 

From "An Evaluation of the Akron 4-A Project" 
June, 1977, by Roderick Smith and 

Terrence Smith 

Statistical Report, 1977 

Types of cases referred by prosecutor Total 
Assault & Battery 211 
Fra ud/Larceny 81 
Trespass 27 
Conversion 46 
Threats 132 

Malicious Destruction 62 
Miscellaneous/Other 81 
Housing Code 0 
Harassment 151 

Domestic/Neighborhood 128 
Cases Settled 804 

Cases settled before hearing 81 

Cases referred back to prosecutor 44 

19 
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Arbitrators to get role 
juvenile court • 

In cases 
Binding arbitration, which has 

bei!n used to solve labor disputes, 
Will be employed to solve disputes 
involving children under a plan ap
proved today by Summit· County 
Commissioners, 

.The county's juvenile court will 
add $9,000 to an $11,000 grant 
from the J'unior League of Akron to 
establish a panel oC arbitrators at 
the detentlclO center. 

League members Will be traIned 
by American Arbitration Associa-

4-A staffers pause during training sessions 
for volunteers. From left: Earle C. Brown, 

tlou members to hear cases that 
have bei!n resolved in juvenile 
court. 

"Some complaints relating to 
children are referred to us," said 
Juvenile Court Willlam Kannel, 
"and then end up as nothing more 
than neighborhood disputes. 

"But rather than I find the child 
delinquent, I believe we can get the 
cases resolved more eCCectively 
through arbitration." 

SOME JUVENILE cases have aI-

Liz DeBruin, Harry Payne, III Detroit Regional 
Director, Midge Cowap, and Joseph Stulberg, 
Vice President, AAA. 

20 

ready been submitted to arbitra
tors, but the caseload has in
creased to the point thllt more per
sons are ne<!ded to hear the cases, 
Kannel said. 

As part of the grant, the league 
Will provide the money for training' 
oC arbitrators. 

The agreement calls for the pro
gram to last until AprJi 1977. Kan
nel said his staff will evaluate the 
program at the end of sbc months. 
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650 Dan Sireet, Akron, Ohio 44310 

379-5760 

CHARLES T. SIMONSON 
Diredor of Juvenile Court Center 

January 28, 1975 WIWAM P. KANNEL 
Judge 

MYRON W. TltRBIS 
Asslslant Director of Juvenile Court Conter 

ROIERT HIGHAM 
Rtferee 

JAMES R. CANNATA 
Dir~ctor of Detention Services 

\0) ~~~~~~ \D) 
BERNARD M. SCHWARTZ 

I.feree 

JAMES E. PHILLIPS 
Director, Psychological Services 

Earle Brown, Director 
American Arbitration Association 
630 Williamson Building 
215 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Dear Mr. Brolffi: 

lit\ JAN 2 9 1915 

'D TRIBUNAL 
CLE.VE.~~~ I\RBITRf\TION 

AME f\SSOC\I\TION 

We understand that you, as authorized rep;esentative of the National Center for 
Dispute Settlement, will offer arbitration services to the Summit County Juvenile 
Court for a trial period. These services will be at no cost to the court, the 
county, or to the client. 

we propose the following terms for referrals from the court to you: 

1. The juvenile court intake department shall provide clients with your 
telephone number to initiate the referral in cases of neighborhood disputes, 
to include harassment, property damage, andminor injury claims. 

2. Copies of the court I s walk-in reports shall be provided to Yl)U upon 
request. 

3. Meetings for your arbitration shall be in your Akron offices or at 
space provided for you in the Juvenile Court Center on Tuesday and/or 
Thursday, weekly, as needed. 

4. It is expected that 'l:he dispute center will provide the court with 
a report of the outcome 6f each matter referred to you. 

WPK:if 
cc : F. Hernandez 

C. Simonson 

Sin~re~ (J, ~ 
w~ P. Kannel - Judge 
summit County Juvenile Court Center 

21 
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Volunteers 
mend fences, 
relationships 

By KATHY GOFORm ___ 5laH wrttor 

Volunteer Barbara Hellwig helps 
patch up neighborhood feuds. 

Once she rebullt an old wooden 
fence to ease the tension between 
two waITing lamilJes. The lence's 
owner had accused his 17-year-old 
n~lghbor of damaging the fence 
during several summer vacations 
and demanded that the Summit 
County JuvenlJe Court put the boy 
on probation. 

The case was relerred to the 
Akron Community DIspute Services 
division vI the American Arbitra
{frm A\1SOCIation. During the hear
\',lg an arbltr\ltor sugge£ted the 
resolutl!)n mlgllt be lor the boy to 
help repail' !!".e lence, but the boy's 
mother refused to allow him to 
wock on the man's property. 

MR. Hellwig and volunteer Barba
ra Crooks did the patch job them
selves. 

TIlE WOMEN are two 0( 25 vol
unteers recently trained In arbi
tration skills as P<G1 01 an 
Arbitration AssocIatioll program de
signed to offer you11¥ offenders an 
alternative to the juvenlJe court. 

The program, lunded through 
Aprll 01 1977 bf the Junior League 
($11,000) and the Summit County 
JuvenlJe Court ($9,000), was pllot
ed a year ago by the Akron Com
munity Dispute Servk;-~ office 
under Earle C. Brown, ru;soclatlon 
regiOHI dlrectqr. It Is the tlrst of 
Its klnd In till! 1)lrllon. 

JU'venJle ll~t ·offenders Involved 

22 

52-434 0 - SO - 31 

In mln~ctlons of the law, 
nelghb6t'bd disputes or status of
fe~ (~h as truancy) are chan
neled Into the program by the 
llIvon!1e court, currently at a rate 
of about 30 cases a month. 
. The Juve/rlles escape the stigma 
01 a fonna! court record, the "vic
tim" orten gets some retribution, 
and the load 01 the overburdened 
cow1 Is lightened, said LIz deBruin, 
Akron Junior League program coor
dinator. 

Arbitration also oilers a chance 
to explore deeper conflicts that 
may be cnusing the problem, she 
said. "The goal Is to resolve rather 
than suppress conflicts." 

Volunteers attend two weekend 
semiMl'S lor training In communi
cation and listening IOkUls, question
Ing techniques, handling evidence, 
preventing and resolving disputes, 
negotiating strategles nnd other nr
bltratlon techniques. 

SOME OF the volunteers work In 
the association o(flce handling 
pbone calls Irom those who are 
about to go through arbitration or 
have complaints or questions. Oth
ers work In the field doing follow
up work In the home or taking a 
first hand look at the alleged dam
age to property. Some, the ones 
with special talents, even become 
arbitrators. . 

The training and application of 
so many skUls put the Job into the 
category 01 a new I<lnd 0( vol un
teerlsm, said Ms. deBruin. ._ 

"More training, lavolvement and 
C'Ommltment Is needed. It's going 

with the trend 0( what volunteers 
are asking lor. The traditional role 
0( the volunteer Is In areas where' 
you can volunteer hall a day a 
week and no Intense training Is 
needed. This job Is for someone 
looking lor a more total experience 
In the volunteer field," she said. 

The results have been rewarding, 
said Ms. deBruln. Many times a 
case Is resolved with a single hear
ing. Others, where conflicts are 
deeper and older, require follow-up 
by a volunteer. 

TRYING to uncover the real 
point 01 contention In a dispute Is 
the Ilrst step In solving the prob
lem, said Ms. Hellwig, also execu
tive director of Mobile Meals. "A 
lot 01 neighborhood confllcts occur, 
lor example, because of people's 
different lifestyles," she said. 

The man with the lence problem 
expressed a hatred toward the 17-
year-old boy disproportionate to the 
amount of visible damage done, 
said Ms. Hellwig 

During an arbitration hearing 
questioning brought out the lact 
that the complainant was a rell
glous man wbo bad attempted to 
llv.;ngell2e the neighbor boy without 
success. 

Parents orten unwittingly become 
bad examples for their chlldren in 
dispute resolution, said Ms. Hell
wig. 
• In one recent case Involving a 
fight between two neighbor boys In 
.an upper middle class suburb, Ms. 
Hellwig made a lollow-up visit to 
find out why the agreed-upon sum 
of money for medical expenses had 

"0, 
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Id by one family to the not been pa 
olher. 

13·YEAJl.{}LD we'll call Tom. 
A IIh had severely !:-eaten an 

my Sm ld we'll caU Bobby Jones 
lI·year·o arne At an 
for calling him an. decided 
arbitrations hel~~!~g S~~;{:S pay the 
that the m B bby's 
$100 difference bet~~e a~ount 
medical expenses a~, Insurance. 
covered by ~he ~~n due date for 

The agree ·up h d passed 
payment of the sum a lacted th~ 
and when ~ ~OI~~:~;O~ey hadn't 
Smiths to n dlcated her hus
paid Mr;;' ~1:~el':nedICal bills had 
band bed~:d with charges fo!, treat
beent ~ot related to InJunes reo men f ht 
ceived In the Ig . I It Ms. Hell. 

On her follow·up ~ s'. IIh 

wig ha~ ~?;h~f~=a~~~ ~h~~O~;;IY 
wanted. we called eaeh doc. 
Investigated -be reasonably sure 
lor. We can Is connected to that every expense 
the Ineldent." 

th discussion that followed 
In e ed the hostility 

Ms. Hellw~ ~r!~n Ihe families. 
that exist led some of What 

:~ = =a at the hearing. 

. I mstances do we "Under no c rcu hlld up 
• th I you bring a c 

sugges. a b "on'l want him t be weak ut you " k It 
o , t I a veill.'tI attac. . 

to over·reae 0 to rpspond with 
isn't necessfr

y 
A child should 

physical via ence. always walk 
learn that he ca~ 
away from words. 

WOKING for a resolution, she 
a fresh string of {'om. 

countered. enlle counseling. 
plaints Wlt~thg said she could not 

Mrs. Sml for doing what she 
punish her ,;y In the same sltua
would have one uld be paid but The money wo 
tlon. "a burr under my 
It would bel time" If she had 
saddle for a ;g Smith said, she 
been smart, rs. to the 
would have taken ~~~ s.f:nes boy 
hospital tlhat tltmtl: g orr the school tripped h m ge 
bus. 
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Statistical Report, 19 77 
I Types of cases referre d by prosecutor Total 
r-Assault & Battery 71 

5_ 
Larceny 

5 Trespassing 

Threatening 5 
Criminal Damaging 86 
Neighborhood 15 
Harassment 48 

2 Sexual Imposition 

235 r-Total referred 

Total hearings 102 
Total Awards 

102-..J 

Barbara Hellwig Belo~~~o~~~'t~:~tiveIY during the 
• s for volunteers. first training sessIon 
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1975, JUNE 25, 
WEDNE5DA'<, P rter 

IN DEALER, Sylvia 0 , _iHE PLA _ 

r-. turn lI'nesses 
Bus~ '., :--'''rbl'trator 

\ 
h a 

will be \ ' t e h t nothIng \ to ' , ,. sure t.,a h r \ 
" nil ITla"e the at e 

• , o! ," ~"d""";, ,0" ',,;' ::~~ ,~ '-: ~':,: Busmessced inde· ° Stu. [vIew m o,\llon QR
K - \ own \ nt 0 h opp :-lEW 'l \I faml~' rnatio~a de's pOl wer t e 

. from sma. "ns to Inte Iy turntng Splared to ans dOators. kindS. t operatl
o 

'ncreasing urIS. to 0d s me I 
pell

den 
ertltes, ar~ ~ than the co • prOVI e _ 

~:'!;:~, .. ;""~, New service .' te 
? Arbltro . partial te d then the 1m hc'p a . bly dea , Ii can I m' " to irrevOCa be a mediator a~paratlon 
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Wtad at 
By Michael \Val radn Arbilra' 

~; the Amer c d'spulcs 
Since 19,~tion has handle:u~erism 

ion ASSOCI ommerce, con 

are having party can . ee 011 a 5 
here peopl~ In the £:Imlly them agr , ree 

areas w
t 

contracts IS agreement. I they can t ag be 
egoUa e k 'f they fee h issues _ "''"to ft.d. d"'d~ to b'" 0 '"ThO>' " ~" of , , ,,~'m to 

"When a cOf~~ielhingS theYfhav~otw as to ~~~m, It Is poSSI~~~ olhcr per-
e of lhe monts or d tween edlator or S and they ,:.:: ~:~:, ~::1.:" oo:::::~~;. ::: ~,;",~ ': :;.:,":m'" _, h. 

~"W!._ .,,' I"~I~ ",.""" will ~~ , ,,_ .brl"" 
labor,. c 'n Cleveland. . t the ~ -Uh,..!\ 1 _ •• ... .,n 1n 0 

, JULY 24, 197,7 ___________________________ _ 

ElYria bin paYer is bill eva der1n sea of. 
By V. David Sartin 

~ Thomas M.' Radican, ElyrIa's 
:\ auditor, long ago wished he had no 

telephones in his City Hall o{fjce, 

There is also no bUYing now When a 
SUpplier will not extend credit to the city. 

--- --
note being offered to InVestors. It 
Would prol'ldc cilsh to run the city 
and pay debts, said Radican. It Would , And he admitted that Elyria Tele-

1 phone Co. Would be justified ill 
Iremoving the deVices from his and 

Radican declined to say Who will 
• no longer sell on credit, but conceded 
that some bUSinessmen 'have cut the l'ityoff. l1urrounding desks, • 

, The city owes' the utility at least 
135,000 in b.1ck bills that hay!' piled 
Ir for at least SIx months, he r;tunated. 

"/'m half afraid to add it all up;" 
lid Radican, 

'The telephone company, other 
!lilies and most creditors have not 
en paid in an effort to give city 
?clals time to heal a Sick treasury, 
Inc of the bills arE: (or car parts, 
ler products, mops and other gear 
Il'ht and Used last year. 

~'di,'an is normally the city's chief 
ayer, but lie said he has he('omc 
Ify's c';',f'f hill.. • 

24 

Hadican also deClined to say when 
the debts could be paId. 

"We still don't know about the rash 
flow," he said. 

For eXample, the clty just r!'('ei\'ed 
the July income tax payment for_ 
warded (rom the Collectors, That 
$304,000 Was paid out for a tWIce 
monthly paYcheck to 340 workers, 

Another 108 emplOyes are paid 
from federal funds Under a program 
designed to hire workers furloughed 
for several Ivet!'ks. Some OffiCials 
ha\'e admitted that workers have 
been laid of( just to shift til" nM. ('hpf'L- h ..... 

replace cash Used In December when 
investors refUsed' to extend a loan 
that had been made for the City Hal/, 
The city then paid that debt with cash, . 

However, the note is not being 
offered on the national market Where 
brokers require a detailed disclOsure 
of the city's debt history and future 
revenue prospects, 

In tile past, paper securities iSSued 
by the city have been O((ered through 

"/ don't like It onc bit. But, we are 
doing everything we can to catch up, 
"The City COunell has passed legis. 
lation to raise more money, the 
voters apprOved an income tax hike 
and We are cnnc:n .. "; .... _ " 
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~rbitrator replaces judge in settling police cases 
ued from Page 25 
:l tb~ program is doing an excel· 
lere. 
'ery satisfied, just delighted with 
ltions here," be said. "U's done 
ot job of keeping petty offenses 
natters out of the court." 

tion lets the defendant avoid a 

the conlendants reach a solution among 
themselves. He may ask: 

"What do you think should be d::!l!:~" 

Sitting face to fp.~e, listening to one 
another, might be something the contend· 
ants have n~t done for years. 

In a recent case, a middle·a~prl • 
pulled a .38·calib~~ T.pu-' 
off~-- . 

after lengthy discussion and explana! 
the parties simply agreed to disassoc 
so they could live side by side in peace 

This arrangement saved the court 
time and money it would have taken 
"- he case. . 

rle Brown, an arbitrator, said a 
cases they hear are simple ml 
·nmngs, easily resolved without 
'lle. 

ut·of·court settlement serves a 
'ell, saving the courts time all 
• saving the parties the often e~ 
~onvenience of co~rt appear 

1n as an Alternative is fundcI 
and federal governments OD 
lnts. Brown said the Ameri· 
1 Association bas sometimes 

a new program. 
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Earle C. Brown, at left. pauses a moment with the. 
Cleveland Indian Center's Board of Directors Chairperson, Ruby Hooper, 
Assistant Director Robert Roche, and Director Jerome Warcioud. 

Right: Professor Nels E. Nel~on . 
makes a few comments dUring a seminar. 

Below: The whole staff pitches in to bring education 

and training to the public. 

26 
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In its fifty years of existence, the 
American Arbitration Association has 
been a leader in the cause of dispute 

settlement. And, each year, its 
members and staff striVe to ever

broaden the scope of AAA actiyities
to train, to educate, mediate, 

conciliate, negotiate-and arbitrate. 
At left. Robert COUlson, President of 

AAA, addresses an audience pertaining 
to the use of arbitration in labor 

relations disputes, 

Below, rtlgional directors meet with 
Vice President Michael Hoellering (far right.) 

27 
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® AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION 
-AA--

930 WILLIAMSON BUILDING· 215 EUCLID AVENUE 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44114 (216) 2414741 

EARLE C. BROWN 
Regional Director 

28 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

In summing up our report, I would like to express our 
gratitude to the many area organizations and individuals who 
have demonstrated their support either financially or through 
the donation of their time. The commercial and accident claims 
arbitrators who serve one day a year without pay are too numer
ous to mention, but, without them, arbitration would be out 
of the financial reach of many who seek those services. 

Equally important are those members of the Junior League 
who serve as arbitrators/investigators in our current Juvenile 
court Program. 

In the past seven years, we have expanded the services of 
the Cleveland Office to embrace a wide range of disputes, but 
the job has only begun. 

Plans al;:e under '11ay to interest several of our Region's 
larger cities in services similar to those of the 4-A programs 
discussed in these pages, and the uses of arbitration in the 
traditional realm of labor and commercial dispute expands each 
year. Consumer advocates, protection agencies, and individual 
contractors are all finding increased benefits from our ser
vices; and employee/employer relations problems are increasing 
with each new i:nterpretation of the laws. 

We look forward, then, to a productive and challenging 
year. 

If you are interested in ~~/CDS, please give my office 
a call. We'll be looking forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, ...-:::?. 
l:a~C-.~ 

Earle C. Brown 
Regional Director 

Offices HI.:V,tOJ1 9 (;h.lfI01tP.· t:;h!(,f."go "Clf\(lnn.th· C!('V •. 'l""d· O.lILJS· 04;'IrQlt· Gard('nClty, NY· H.lflfold· LosAngeies· MIJnll· Mlnn(.l<lpohS. New BrunswiCk, N 
N\WI Yt1IJ<. • rt111.uil'JpIP;t· PhoelU:( • Pltbbu'~h. San OI(1g0· SJn f l~nCI·ico· Stl 31l1e· Sy,acus()· Wasillngton. 0 C • Wtllll.l Pia_os, N V 

HEADQUARTERS:\<40West 51st streot. Now York. N.Y, 10020 
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Earle C. Brown, with the Association for over seven years, 
is Regional Director of the American Arbitration Association 

and its Community Dispute Services. 

A graduate of San Francisco Teachers College and a former 
Harlem Globe Trotter, Mr. Brown brings twenty years of 

experience in the field of dispute resolution to the 
position of Regional Director. 

He was Deputy Director of the Akron Metropolitan 
Housing Authority and also Director of 

the Akron Fair Housing Center. 
Currently, he is a member of the Society 

for the Professionals in Dispute Resolution 
and the Industrial Relations Association 

as well as serving on the 
Attorney General's Office's 

Steering Committee for the planning 
of the National Justice Centers. 

He has been associated with the 
Cleveland AIM Jobs Center 

and the 
Greater Cleveland Neighborhood Center, 

and is also on the 
panel for several international conflicts. 
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP 

AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION 
140 West 51st Street, New York. N.Y. 10020 (212) 977-2000 

We accept your invitation to membership and enclose our check, made payable to the American 

Arbitration Association, in the amount of $, _______________ _ 

Name of organization ____________________ _ 

Address ________________________ _ 

City _______ State _______ Zipcode _______ _ 

Type of business 

Organization contact and title __________________ _ 

Numberofemployees, __________ Date _________ _ 

,!n order that we may send you our literature that is of particular interest to you, 

will you kindly check your major interest 

LABOR 0 

COMMERCIAL 0 

LEGAL 0 

INTERNATIONAL 0 

COMMUNITY DISPUTES 0 

Membership dues and contributions to the American Arbitration Association are tax-deductible. 
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LAWYERS AND CONSUMER PROTECTION LAWS: AN EMPIRICAL STUDY* 

Ste~~art Macaul'ay 
Professor of Law 

University of Wisconsin Law School 

*'rbi,s study is part of. 'a la1:ger project dealing with 
consumer protection and the automobile industry, the Magnuson-Moss 
Warranty Act, and the consumer protection policies of the Federal 
Trade Commission, which was funded by the National Science Foundation 
Law and Social Science Division, SOC 76-22234. Dr. Kenneth McNeil 
and Professor Gerald Thain are carrying out other parts of the project; 
some of Dr. McNeil's findings which are related to this study are 
reported in Appendix II, infra. 

As always, a study is a collaborative effort, and lowe 
thanks to many people. Dr. Jacqueline Macaulay edited all of the 
many drafts of the manuscript and was a challenging and helpful critic. 
Kathryn Winz spent a summer interviewing lawyers, and her own 
experience in the Office of Consumer Protection of the Wisconsin 
Department of Justice was most valuable", Marc Galanter, Robert Gordon, 
Stuart Gullickson, Joel Grossman, Kenneth McNeil, Richard Miller, Ted Schneyer, 
Gerald Thain, David Trubek, Louise Trubek and William Whitford all 
read a draft of the manuscript and made very helpful comments. Able 
research assistance was provided by Jill Anderson, Jane Limprecht and 
Daniel Wright. At the invitation of Professor John Schlegel, I presented 
my ideas at a seminar of the Faculty of Law and Jurisprudence at SUNY 
Buffalo, and I took away important ideas. Yet after all this help, of 
course, I am still responsible for all errors. 
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PRECIS 

A traditional model of the practice of law, found both in the bar's 

public relations efforts and in drama and fiction, paints the attorney as 

one primarily concerned with the ,application of the law and as a 

relatively passive reflection of the client's wishes. This picture is 

an oversimplification, and accepting it as accurate has a number of costs. 

It distorts our view of what lawyers do. Apparently, it has misled those 

who draft reform legislation so that they rely on attorneys to assert 

individual rights in situations when they are not likely to be willing 

or able to do so. A case study of the response of Wisconsin lawyers to 

consumer pxotection laws is reported which calls attention to how often 

lawyers act with little or no knowledge of the applicable laws, how they 

play conciliatory rather than adversary roles, and how their self 

interest importantly influences their decisions about whether to take 

cases and what tactics to pursue to resolve those they do take. Theories 

explaining lawyers' behavi,or in terms of factors of personality or ethics 

are questioned on the basis that they omit important structural constraints 

on behavior. 
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LAWYERS AND CONSUMER PROTECTION LAWS: AN EMPIRICAL STUDY 

In Western culture the lawyer has been regarded with both admiration 

and suspicion for centuries. Both evaluations seem to rest on a widely 

held image of what it is that.lawyers do or ought to do. The basic 

elements of the stereotype of the practice of law probably are nearly 

the same now as they were in the seventeenth century. 
Lawyers have 

long held out a picture of their usefulness to justify their position. 

(See, ~, Bloomfield, 1976; Nash, 1965). Novels, plays, motion 

pictures and teleVision programs convey images of lawyers as important 

and powerful people. On the other hand, a debunking tradition--recently 

reinforced by the Watergate episode--shows lawyers as those who profit 

from the misfor.tunes of others, as manipulators who produce results 

for a price without regard to justice, and as word magiCians Who mislead 

people into seeing what is wrong as acceptable. Yet even much of this 

writing accepts the traditional picture of lawyering if only as a yardstick 

against which actual practice falls short. While this stereotypic 

picture may serve the profession's claims for legitimacy, the dramatist's 

need for conflicts of principle, and even the muckraker's need for a 

yillain, we are coming to see that it is an oversimplification which 

may cost us understanding. 

In the claSSical model of practice, lawyers apply the law. :hey 

try cases and argue ~ppeals guided by legal norms. They negotiate 

settlements and advise clients largely in light of what they believe would 

happen if matters were brought before legal agencies. Lawyers represent 

clients. They take stock of a Client's situation and desires and then 
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seelt to further the Client's interests as far as is legally possible. 

Sometimes the boundaries of this role are indicated by saying that a 

lawyer is a "hired gun" who does not judge- his or her client but 

vigorously asserts all of the client's claims "o'f right. The lawyer 

cannot go too far aud interfere with the interests of others, however, 

be~auseof the operation of the adversary system. These competitive 

claims of right will be ded.ded by legal agencies or through settlements 

of the likely outcome if the case were processed based on predictions 

formally. Moreover, lawyers wiil place their clients' interest ahead of 

their own because of the delIlands of legal ethics and professional custom. 

Perhaps only the most i.nnocent could think that this classical 

model describes professional practice. While the model reflects something 

of what goes on, it is at bE!st a distorted picture of much of what most 

lawyers do. Both Wall StreE~t and Main Street lawyers often operate in 

situations where they know little about the precise content of the 

relevant legal norms or whe:ce those norms play only an insignificant 

part in influencing what is done. Lawyers regularly engage in the 

politics of bargaining, seeking to work out solutions to problems, 

which reflect some balance of all of the interests important in the 

situation. Rath'er than playing "hired gun," lawyers often serve as 

mediators who stand between the client and others who are not 

lawyers, S eeking to educate, persuade and coerce both represented by 

sides to adopt the best available compromise rather than to engage in 

legal warfare. Many lawyers find themselves acting as therapists and 

clients deal with problems by coming to understand counsellors, helping 

i ll or non-adversarial them differently. I will call these activit es non- ega 
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roles to distinguish them from the familiar picture of the lawyer who 

ar&u~s in court and does research in a law library. Of course, these 

more conciliatory roles are not completely non-legal and non-adversarial. 

Lawyers by their very position never act without; at least some ,tacit 

threat'tha!= theY:,could cause".trouble by learning some law or going to 

a legal agency if either or both were called for. Also mo.st American 

lawyers are socialized into a legal culture so that their expectations will 

reflect l~gal norms, many of the assumptions of an adversary system and 

styles of legal r,eascning. No th I I 11 h ne e ess, ca t esa conciliatOry roles 

non-legal and non-adversarial to emphasl."ze that h h , t e c anCe of directly 

invoking legal norms and procedures is slight. 

WhiJ.; lawyers sometimes do act as a ·"hired gun", it seems likely 

that they do this only in certain kin~s of cases fq\, certain kinds of 

clients. Usually lawyers have great freedom to choose whether or not 

to take a case and how far to pursue those they do tal'e. ' " In playing all 

of their rOles, ranging from arguing a case before the Supreme Court of 

the United States to listening to an I" angry c l.ent in their offices, latry'ers 

are influenced by their own values and their own self interest. It is 

hard to see how it could be otherwise. L gwyers earn their living by 

selling services. Their values and interests ~re, of course, 

influenced by the overlapping and interlocking relationships involved 

in the practice of l.aw. In h tIl s or, ega ethics and the assumptions of the 

classical model are important but so are h d t e nee to pay the rent and do 

things the lawyer finds satisfying and not distasteful. 

Finally, when attorneys reject potential clients and when they act 

for those they do, accept, their professional efforts involve attempts 

I 
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to transform or convert views and characterizations of the situations 

in ways which profit them,and, usually, their clients. We are familiar 

with the complicated process whereby a lawyer tries to ;convert' only. 

some of the factol;'s il,',Tolved in an automobile accident into a winning 

cause of action for negligence. 'There is another equally important,kind 

of transformation that is less familiar. Lawyers often must try to 

convert a client's desire for vindication and revenge into a willingness 

to accept what th~ lawyer sees as the only reasonable settlement that 

can be obtained with' :the effort the lawyer is willing to invest in the 

case. As we will see, this kind of alchemy may prompt much of the 

negative view of the profession held by clients and by the public at 

large. The rhetoric and manipulation that must be used to gain 

settlements and sell them to clients may be tolerated as a necessary evil, 

but it also often is seen as hypocritical misrepresentation. To some it 

seems that truth and justice are put to one side so that a deal can 

be made. 

The emphasis placed on the lawyer's business as being in the 

courtroom or in the law library has a number of costs. People tend 

to expect action f~om lawyers which they cannot or should not get, and 

when these expectations are defeated, they are likely to be angry and 

suspicious. At least some people expect lawyers to apply the law in 

their behalf at trial or in counselling only to discover that things 

will be worked out ,through personal contacts and informal arrangemellts. 

Some peopl~ may expect lawyers to be available and willing to fight 

for a client's rights only to discover that they cannot afford to pay" 

for competent legal advice or, at best, they can afford to make only a 
00 
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deal instead of doing battle for justice. This tends to make the 

practice of law appear, in Blumberg's (1967) phrase, asa "confidence 

game." Yet from some points of view, conciliatory solutions which make 

the best of a bad situation may be far preferable to spending one or 

more expensive days in court from which one party will emerge as the loser. 

The classical emphasis on the lawyer as an adversary applying legal 

norms Illay'have blocked serious thought about the ethics of counselling, 

mediation and negotiation. Some people may be disapPointed when they 

discover that their lawyer will not bribe officials or use some magical 

form of influence to make all their troubles go away. (But see Fair and 

Moskowitz, 1975). Simon (1978) has brilliantly set out the many 

difficulties with a system of professional ethics based on the assumptions 

underlying the view that the lawyer iS,a "hired gun" in the adversary 

system--what he calls the positivist theory of practice. He points 

ou~ that most of the wrl.·ting on the role of 1 awyers in our legal system 

rests on variations on this positivist theme. However, insofar as the 

theory is based on an incomplete or distorted picture of what lawyers 

:commonly do, it is irrelevant to large areas of practice. ,At present 

we have little normative basis for judging how the non-legal and non

adversarial roles of lawyers are played. (See Brown and Brown, 197~). 

Another cost of our oversimplified picture of practice is faulty 

legal engineering. We must recognize that lawyers often play an, 

important part in making reform laws more or less effective'. Particularly 

during the past twenty years, reformers have sought to right what they 

saw as wrong by advocacy before legal agencies. When reformers win in 

areas such as civil rights, sex and racial discrimination, and consumer f , 
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protection, their victories often come in the form of cases, statutes or 

regulations which, along with other things, grant rights to individuals. 

(See, ~, Case Western Law Review, 1978: Cohen, 19?5; Field, 1978; 

Frenzel, 1977; Scheingold, 1974). However, for the most part, individual 

rights remain words on paper unless people can get a court or agency to 

enforce them or can make a credible threat to do so. Here is where 

lawyers enter the picture, serving as gatekeepers to the legal process. 

On one hand, some lawyers, representing those the reforms seek to 

regulate, work' hard' to make it d'ifficul t to vindicate these new rights. 

On the other hand, the lawyers approached by those who want to assert 

their new rights are free to reject these cases or if they do accept the 

client, they are free,to decide how aggressively to pursue what tactics. 

Lawyers have barred many people from using the rights reform laws created 

on paper. (See Friedman, 1967). 

In short, barriers to using legal rights in litigation or negotiation 

serve to make many reforms largely symbolic. While symbolic laws may be 

important steps toward chalienging accepted views of what constitutes 

common sense and justice, both reformers and some of-those'who were 

supposed to benefit from the new laws have been dissatisfied with 

symbolism. This has. prompted various proposals for further reform--some 

want to change the system for delivering legal services and others want 

to remove problems from the domain of lawyers. (See, ~, Abel, 1979: 

Danzig, 1973: Fe1stiner, 1974: 1975: Danzig and Lowy, 1975; Johnson, 1974; 

Johnson and Schwartz, 1978; McGillis and Muller, 1977). Whatever solutions 

to the problems of implementing individual rights are advocated,'a clear 

picture of the structure of the practice of law is an essential starting 

52-434 0 - 80 - 33 
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point for argument and planning. Without it, we risk missing the mark 

again or, worse, prompting unintended and harmful consequences. 

This article will develop these ideas about an expanded picture of 

the practice of law through a case study. I will consider the roles 

played by lawyers in connection with a number of consumer protection 

laws which create individual rights. While these laws have some of 

their own peculiar characteristics, they also reflect an important trait 

of most reforms of the 1960s and 1970s: their basic approach is to 

create a cause of action for an aggrieved individual. This will not be 

a complete study of the impact of these laws since that would require me 

to move away from lawyers and look at such things as the effect of the 

activity of government agencies, the threat of more drastic laws which 

might be passed in the future, and public relations considerations 

involved in the publicity gained by the consumer movement. In sho~t, 
. 

the subject of the study is lawyers and the focus on consumer laws 

serves as a way of looking at the behavior of several kinds of attorneys. 

The research on which this article is based began as a study of the 

impact on the practice of law in Wisconsin of the Magnuson-MoGs Warranty 

Act ,15 U.S'.C. SS 2301-12 (Supp.V 1975). This statute, which became 

effective on July 4, 1975, was supposed to be an important vic~ory for the 

consumer protection movement, and it did prompt national news coverage 

(See, ~, Business Week, 1975; Consumer Reports, 1975; Fende1l, 1975; 

Ladies Home Journal, 1976; Rugaber, 1974; ~, 1976.) and an outpouring 

in the law reviews. -(See,~, Brickey, 1978; Cornell Law Review, 1977; 

Eddy, 1977; Fahlgren, 1976; Fayne and Smith, 1977; Indiana Law Journal, 

1976; Roberts, 1978; Rothschild, 1976; Saxe and Blejwas, 1~76; Schroeder, 1978), 

\ 
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However, it quickly became apparent that the focus of the study was too 

narrow. Most lawyers in Wisconsin knew next to nothing about the 

Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act--many had never heard of it~-and when asked 

about it, they tended to respond :wHh comments on consumer protection 

laws generally. Moreover, it was extremely difficult to find lawyers 

who knew much about any speCific consumer protection law other than the 

Wisconsin Consumer Act , Wis. Stat. 88 42l-427(1975)--a law largely 

concerned with procedures for financing consumer transactions and 

collecting debts. And while a few lawyers were extremely well informed 

about the WCA, what others knew about it consisted of some "atrocity 

stories", (See Dingwall, 1977), about debtors who had used it·:;o evade 

honest debts. 

In spite of this ignorance of the, specific contours of consumer 

protection regulation, most lawyers had techniques for dealing with 

'complaints voiced by clients, or potential clients, who were dissatisfied 

with the quality of products or service or could not pay for what 'they 

had bought. And these techniques will be a major focus of this article. 

What follows is based on in person and telephone interviews conducted 

by a research assistant and by me during the summer of 1977. (See 

Appendix I for a more detailed discussion of the research;) We talked 

with about 100 lawyers in five WiScc{lsin counties and a representative 

of each of the state's ten largest law firms, of the legal"services 

program in Milwaukee and Madison, of Wisconsin Judic~re--a program for 

paying private lawyers to handle cases for t~e, .:poor in the northern and 

western parts of the state (See Braker;'""i973; 1974)--and of all'the 

group legal service plans registered with the State Bar of Wisconsin. 

/ 
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(See Alpander and Kobritz, 1978; Case, 1977; Colvin and Kramer, 1975; 

Conway, 1975 ; Freedman, 1977 ,. Harr]." s, 1977). I ddit" n a ].on, a questionnaire 

conc~.rning experiences with the Magnuson-Mos~ Warranty Act was sent to 

all lawyers attend~ng an Advanced Training Seminar sponsored by the Bar, 

which dealt with the statute. Wh:i,le in no sense is thj,s study based on 

a sample representative of all lawyers ip Wisconsin, there was an 

attempt to seek out lawyers whose exper~ences might differ. Most 

importantly, there'1.s great consistency in the stories that this very 

diverse group of lawyers had to 'tell. Thi s suggests that almost any sample 

would have served in this study. Ev t "t h en a po].n s were very divergent 

interpretations were offered by the lawyers interviewed, their description 

of practice was consistent. Moreover, the information I gathered was 

consistent with, and indeed helps explain, the findings ,about lawyers 

and consumer problems of the American Bar Association-American Bar 

Foundation study of ~he legal needs of the public. (See Curran, 1977). 

The ABA-ABF study was based on a random sample of the adult population of 

the Unite~: Sta,tes, excluding Alaska and H~wa~i. 

However, my study has some obvious limitations: I cannot offer 

percentages of the lawyers who have had certain experiences or who hold 

particular opinions. Often the lawyers themselves could say no more 

than they get a particular kind of case "all of the time, ,,' or that they 

"almost never" litigate. Since the lawyers have no reason to compile 

statistics, usually they offer only general estimates of their caseload. 

Many of the more informal contacts and telephone calls never appear in the 

lawyer's own records, the lawyer is unlikely to have. a very precise 

memory of them, and one would have to follow the lawyer around and log 
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what s/he did all day long as well as at social events on weekends and in 

the evening. Few lawyers are likely to be that cooperative, and even if 

they were, the cost of collecting data this way would be very high. 

Also my conclusions are based on what informants told my research 

assistant and me, and so we face·all of the problems of hearsay. Many of 

the lawyers interviewed were former students of mine, and they were 

extremely helpful. Other lawyers also seemed eager to cooperate with a 

University of Wisconsin Law Professor. This effort to be helpful, which 

was very appreciated, may have introduced some distortion. On one hand, 

these lawyers may have been willing to go along with the interviewer's 

definition of the situation, which is implicit in the questions, rather 

than to challenge the entire basis of the inquiry. On the other hand, a 

few may have modified a fact here and ~here to present a good story to 

entertain their old professor or to make themselves look good., While 

I cannot be sur~ that this did not happe~, again the consistency of the 

stories over 100 lawyers suggests that this was not a major problem. 

Finally, this article reports the author's interpretations of what he was 

told by these lawyers~ and not all of them were aske!i exactly the same 

que~tions since the information gained as the study progressed changed its 

focus from the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act to consumer protection laws and 

thep finally to the practice of law itself. The study then is much 

closer in spirit to a law review essay than a report of the practice of 

the more quantitative variety of social science. All in all, this 

should be viewed as a preliminary study, offering suggestions the author 

thinks are true enough to warrant reliance until someone is willIng to 

invest '-enough to produce better data and lucky enough to find a way' to get it. 

i 
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1. The Impact of Consumer Protection Statutes on the Practice of Law. 

A. Lawyers for Consumers. 

In this section I will consider the roles played by lawyers who 

represent or who might be expected to ;repr~sent individuals. attempting to 

assert rights under various consUmer protection laws. First, I will 

consider how often such people make any contact with lawyers, and,. since 

so few do attempt to see lawyers, why and how any of them manage to 

bring their problems to members of the bar. Next we will consider how 

lawyers react when they encounter these cases or how they avoid seeing 

them in the first place. Finally, I will sketch the reasons why lawyers 

tend to play no role or only limited roles in consumer dispute processing 

despite the modern outpouring of consumer protection statutes and 

regulations. 

1. When and How Do Lawyers See Consumer Cases? 

Prob&bly lawyers see but a small percentage of all of the situations 

where someone might assert a claim under one or several of the many 

consumer protection laws. (See Mayhew and Reiss, 1969). Of course, it is 

impossible to be sure how many potential cases exist where consumer 

,protection rights might be asserted and what percentage of them come tc 

lawyers. Some claims are never asserted because.consumers fail to 

recognize that the product they received is defective, that the forms 

used in financing the transaction fail to make the required disclosures 

or that the debt collection tactics used by a creditor are prohibited. 

(See Best and Andreasen, 1977). Many other potential claims ar~ recognized 

but resolved in ways which do not involve lawyers. Some consumers see the 
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cost of any attempt to resolve such a problem as not worth the effort, 

and they just "lump it." Others decide not to buy a particular product 

again or not to patr.onize again a seller of goods or services who leaves 

them dissatisfied. (See Best and. Andreason, 1977; Haefner and Leckenby, 

1975; Mason and Himes, 1973; Warland, Herrmann and Willits, 1975,) Some 

fix the defective product themselves while other complain to the seller 

or the creditor and receive an adjustment which satisfies them. It is 

likely that most potential claims under consumer protection statutes are 

rElsolved in one of these ways. (See Curran, 1977: 109-10, 140, 196 .. ) 

A few consumers ,go directly to remedy agents without consulting 

lawyers. For example, they may turn to the Better Business Bureau in 

Milwaukee or to one or more of the several state agencies which mediate 

consumer complaints. (Compare Steele, 1975).1 A few may go directly to 

a small claims court. Others contact the local district attorney who, 

in at least the smaller counties in Wisconsin, of ten ,offers a great 

deal of legal advice or even a rather coercive mediation service to 

consumers who might vote for him or her in the next election. In 

short, there is a wide variety of remedy agents available ,in Wisconsin 

which do not require one to purchase the services of a lawyer. Howe'Ter, 

we cannot be sure how many consumers know of all of the options which 

are available; such knowledge probably is not too widespread. 

Many lawyers in private practice reported to us that they never 

saw a case involving an individual consumer. Those who represent 

businesses and practice in the larger firms were likely to say this. 

Other lawyers talked about encountering such cases only now and 'then. 

Those few cases that survive the screening process that routes most 

. 
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potential consumer disputes &way from attorneys may have special 

characteristics' which determine that lawyers see them. Some lawyers said 

that they occasionally represented a consumer seeking to avoid repossession 

of a car or a mobile home. Very few $aw situations where a consumer was 

complaining about a defective product or poor service where there had 

been no personal injury. However, cases where personal injuries were 

caused by a defective product.,were apother matter; they were not seen as 

consumer protection cases bl!c were called "products liability" problems. 

Many lawyers dealt with products liability, and there is s spe~ialized 

group of attorneys who are expert in the techniques of asserting or 

defending these cases. Most lawyers knew the products liability special-

i.sts and sometimes referred cases to them. No similar network of access 

to specialists in consumer protection matters seems to exist. Several 

attorneys mentioned onc lawyer they thought was an expert in consumer 

protection, but when I interviewed that laW'Jer, he said that he now 

tried to avoid su~h cases after handling several a few years ago. 

Lawyers working for programs providing legal services for the poor 

or for members of groups entitled to receive them under a benefit plan 

seem to see more consumer protection cases than attorneys in private 

practice. However, I have no good data on the frequency of these cases 

since lawyers fqr plans and lawyers in private practice keep no statis~ics 

and can offer only inexact estimates. Both lawyers dealing with poor 

clients and those dealing with union members entitled to receive legal 

services as a fringe benefit said such things as "we see these cases all 

the time, but there are not alS many as you might think." Lawyers in the 

group legal services plans of school teachers' unions and those of 
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cooperatives reported that they seldom were called on to provide advice 

about consumer protection matters. 

In summary, we can say that only a sman proportion of the problems 

. 1 come to lawyers in Wisconsin. Since covered by consumer protect~on aws 

1 could be expected to hesitate before taking any but potential c ients 

the most dramatic or expensive consumer problems to a lawyer, if we are 

to understand the impact of consumer protection laws, we need to ask 

how any of these less dramatic or inexpensive cases do get to attorneys. 

First, some people will bring cases to lawyers which others might see as 

trivial but which the clients see as matters of principle. Even if only 

$300 or $400 is involved, people who feel they have been cheated may be 

angry and think there is a wrong which ought to be redressed. Second, 

we found that debtors are often pushed into a lawyer's office by the 

actions of a creditor. While many debtors surrender gracefully to an 

f · ht If an expensiverecreaction to repossess a car, others want to ~g • 

ational vehicle or mobile home is involved, the debtor is not likely to 

accept repossession passively. (Compare Landers, 1977.) 

A third kind of person who takes consumer problems to lawyers are 

those who are regular clients of the lawyer. The lawyer may attempt to 

handle some matters in order to keep a client's good will; one lawyer 

caned this a kind of "loss leader" service. For example, another 

lawyer in a small county had drafted a wealthy farmer's estate plan and 

had set up a corporation to handle some of his dealings in land develop

mente The farmer was di~satisfied with a Chevrolet dealer's attempts to 

make a new car run satisfactorily. The fa~er called the lawyer and told 

th lawyer negotiated with the dealer, and him to straighten out matters, e 
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the lawyer sent t e armer a h f bill for only a nominal amount which in no 

way reflected all of the time the la~~er.had spent on the case. Sometimes 

officers of a corporation that has retained a lawyer with a specialized 

business practice will ask for personal advice when the~ are'dissatisfied 

~Jith an expensive product. Not,. surprisingly, they usually get plenty of 

free advice, and they may even receive substantial help in complaining 

effectively without being charged a fee. 

A,p(,ther way consumer cases are brought to the attention of lawyers 

is t),trough informal social chami.els. Many lawyers responded to questions 

about consumer matters by pointing out that they had friends, relatives 

and neighbors as well as clients who nsked for their advice. People who 

would not retain a lawyarto an e a consumer h dl matter, often raise their 

probl~ms with lawyers they see at church suppers, PTA meetings, and 

One lawyer noted that it was hard to have a drink at cocktail parties. 

a bar in Madison on a football weekend without being called on for free 

legal advice. Few of these problems ever become cases, but occasionally 

lawyers find one that demands more than a few minutes of free advice. 

Decisions about whether or not to see a lawyer-hinge.on personal 

factors. One lawyer remarked that many people seem to need reassurance 

that it is legitimate to complain and make trouble for others by going 

to a la~"er. (Compare Sniderman and Brody, 1977). Others are hesitant 

.about appearing foolish before an educated professional or, perhaps, 

admitting to their spouse that they were taken by a retailer or 

manufacturer when they should have known etter. b These people will avoid 

a trip to a lawyer when they fear that it may expose their stupidity. 

Som6-people have these concerns about seeing lawyers answered by fri~tlds 
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and associates who encourage them to seek advice •. (See Ladinsky,! 1976; 

Locher, 1975). Some lawyers said that most of their clients~.-bo;h those 

who come to their office and those who ask for advice during informal 

contacts--come to them through friendship networks. A former client may 

talk·1with a friend at work or at' a bar and end up sending him or her to 

the lawyer. (See Cul;'ran, 1977: 202,.203.) There is a "folk culture" 

that defines, among other things, what kinds of consumer cases one should 

take to a lawyer, what kinds of si1i;IJat,ions cal1 .for solutions not involving 

lawyers, and what kinds of compfaints should be just forgotten. Those 

facing aggressive debt collection procedures are likely to be told to 

seG lawyers; those wi.th complaints about the qt~ality o,f a product are 

usually told just to forget it. 

How do those who decide to s'ee a lawyer choose one? Many pick their 

lawyer on the basis of a friend's recommendation, but some would-be clients 

seem to pick their lawyers at random from the yel1ow,pages oJ; the tele

phone directory. 'One lawyer whose last name begins with "An" was 

amused by how often he was called immediately after one of his par.tners 

whose name begins with "Ab" had refused to take a case. A'lternative 

systems of delivering legal services attempt to make use of these more 

casual ways of contacting lawyers. The legal services office in Mil~aukee, 

for example, is located in a low income neighborhood and tries to attract 

people as. clients who walk into the office from the street. Group plans 

sponsored by unions often offer the right to cal1 the plan's lawyers for 

advice, and union leaders may try to encourage members to use the service. 

Legal services and group plan lawyers often talk at community meetings, 

and people raise individual problems informally efter the program is over. 
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2. What Do Lawyers Do Wi.th the Consumer Cases They Encounter? 

a •. A c'atalogue of possible responses: Many lawyerl'l seek to walt'd 

off potential clients with consumer protection problems. (See Curran, 

1977: 204.) Large firms that specialize in representiIlg business,es 

encourage some potential clients'uut discourage others by the location, 

decor, and atmosphere of their offices. Everything ,about these ,firms 

tendl'l to communicate the idea that, these are expensive professionals who 

deal only with important people. Their offices.are often in the 

financial district of a large city and have a magnificent and obviously , 

experlsive view, expensive furnishings, and fine art on the walls. One 

waiting to see a member of the firm may be served coffee or tea in ~ cup 

and saucer made of china. While waiting, the Fotential client can see 

sophisticated word processors and other costly ,and impressive office 

equipment. Secretaries, paralegal ¥!orkers, and lawyers dress as if they 

were accustomed to dealing with wealthy people. One who is not to the 

manner born would'hesitate to waste the time of this highly profesl'lional 

establishment with a mere'personal matter. 

Even lawyers who are morc accllssible to individuals ha"le techniques 

to avoid cases they do not want to tak~. Some lawyers' receptioni~ts 

try to screen cases so that minor perso~~l matters will not waste their 

bos,s I time. Some lawyers try to brush ~ff individuals by talking briefly 

to them on the telephone in order to keep them from coming to the office 

with a consumer or other individual problem. 2 Some listen to people who 

come to the office for only a few m:'.nutesand then interrupt to spell 

out the cost of legal services. These attorneys see their 'role as that 

of educating would-be clients so that they will see that they cannot 
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afford to pursue the matter. Some lawyers are subtle and skilled at 

getting rid of unwanted clients without losing their good ~ill; others 

are blunt and accept that the person will leave unhappy. Even legal 

services lawyers feel the need to reject some potential clients or to 

h t they can '.:1, pply their efforts to what they, deal with them quickly so t a 

see as more worthy cases. 

i h a consumer matter is not rejected out ,If the potential client w t 

still l imit their response,to playing non-adversary of hand, lawyers may 

[,.arts in the drama. One role played fairly often might be called that of 

the therapist or the knowledgeable friend. The client is allowed to ,blow 

off steam and vent his or her anger to a competent-seeming professional 

sitting in an office surrounded by law books and the other stag~ props 

By body language and discussion, the lawyer can of the profesl'lion. 

lead the client to redefine the situation so thst ~)/he can accept it. 

What looks to the client to be a clear case of fraud,or bad faith, on 

b as no more than a misunderstanding close examination comes to e seen 

f ti 'The lawyer may try to focus the not worth a great deaL 0 'emo on. 

d help t he client consi~er the practical client's general annoyance an 

i i Of course, attempts to deescalate anger options open in the s tuat on. 

and redefine situations may not be welcomed by clients. Al~o, in those 

few cases where it seems practical, the lawyer may encourage the client 

to fight a consumer matter. Indeed, on occasion, it may be necessary to 

clients to be more assertive about their t'Jghts and openly encourage 

angry. 

Often the lawyer will take a further step and combine the therapist 

role with that ofa broker of information or a coach. It may h'~ easier 

'1 
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to hear the complaint and then refer clients elsewhere for a remedy than 

to attempt toward them off. This gets the~would-be client out of the 

office less unhappy than had the lawyer just rejected the case 'and 

offered nothing. These people can be sent to state agencies which 

mediate consumer claims or to private organizations such as the Better 

Business Bureau. Some lawyers go a' little further and try to coach 

clients on how to complain most effectively to a seller or creditor or 

how to handle a case in a small claims court without a lawyer. They may 

offer a few suggestions or attempt to write a script for a would-be client. 

Sometimes consumers need to be reassured that they have a legitimate 

complaint, to be given the courage to complain, to learn where to go and 

whom to see, and to be given a few good rhetorical ploys to use in the 

dispute resolution process. This information and coaching may be of 

more help in some cases than formal legal advice. Sometimes, however, 

it does not help much, and the process of being sent elsewhere only 

serves to prompt the client to give up and drop the mat'ter. Most lawyers 

have little idea whether referring a particular case to a state agency 

or ;gending a c;.l'ient alone to complain to the seller -act!lally helps 

because the client rarely wiil return to tell the attorney what happened. 

Of course, this may not be the case if the potential client was a friend 

or neighbor, and perhaps lawyers in small towns hear about outcomes 

indirectly. Nonetheless, it is not a system with reliable feedback. 
; 

Attorneys who become more involved in a case may find themselves 

playing the role of go-between or informal mediator. They may telephone 

or write the seller or creditor to state the consumer's complaint. The 

very restatement of that complaint by a professional is likely to make 
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it a complex communication. On one level, the attorney is reporting a 

version of the facts which may be unkno!NIl to the seller or creditor even 

in cases where consumers have complained to them on their own. Lawyers 

can organize facts so that the basis of the complaint is more understand

able. On another level, the fac't that the report comes from a lawyer is 

likely to give the complaint at least some minimal legitimacy. The lawyer 

is saying that s/he has reviewed the buyer or debtor's story, that the 

assertions of fact are at least plausible, and that the buyer or debtor 

if h ' th facts The lawyer is more has reason to complain t ese are e • 

likely than the consumer to get to talk to someone who has authority to 

h h someone at the bottom of the chain of command. do something, rat er t an 

I h may have t alked with the sales person while For examp e, t e consumer 

the lawyer will deal with the manager or the owner of the business. Also 

the lawyer is likely to speak as at least the social equal of the repre-

sentative of the seller or debtor. which may not be the case for the 

consumer. This m~y be an important factor. Many retailers, for example, 

may not care too much about the opinions of factory workers, but they 

probably do not want professionals to think ill of them. Finally, the 

i i t least some tacit threat attorney's professional identif cat o~ conveys a 

'that an unsatisfactory response could be followed by something the seller 

or creditor might find unpleasant: Indeed, the vague threat of unpleas

antness may be more powerful than precise knowledge of what an attorney 

could do if s/he were not satisfied with the creditor or seller's 

response--in light of the cost barriers to litigation, the attorney is a 

matters. but sellers and creditors cannot paper tiger in many consumer 

be sure that this is the case. 
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Thus sellers and creditors are more likely to make conciliatory 

responses to lawyers than to buyers or debtors, as long as the lawyers 

do not ask for too much. And it is part of a lawyer's stock in trade to 

know how much is too much. (Compare Ross, 1970). If the seller or 

creditor does not offer some sort of conciliatory response, the lawyer 

may suggest it. One lawyer told us: 

I enjoy negotiation. Of course, what happens is not deter
mined by the merits • • • One has a discussion about what is 
best for everyone. You do not make an adversary matter out of 
it. It is a game, and it is funny or sad, depending on how you 
look at it. You call ~he other side and tell him that you 
understand that he has a problem satisfying customers but that 
you have a client who is really hot and wants to sue for the 
principle of the thing. Then you say, IIMaybe I can help you and 
talk my client into accepting something that is reasonable. 1I 

The other side knows what you are doing. It is a game. You 
never want to get to the merits of the case. 

A seller or creditor's representative may try to persuade the 

consumer's lawyer that it has beba.v~d .Teasonably and that the client has 

little cause for complaint. The representative may assert that the client 
. . 

has just misunderstood the situation or has told the lawyer only part of 

the story. Two lawyers with wide experience in handling consumer matters 

reported that at this stage an attorney often discovers that the client's 

case is far less clear cut than the attorney assumed after hearing only 

one side of the story. There are almost always facts that the client 

neglected to tell the lawyer, and often the facts have been slanted to 

make the client's story look good. 

The seller or creditor is likely to make some kind of gesture to 

show good faith so that the lawyer will not have to return to client 

empty handed. The simplest gesture is a letter of apology, explaining 

how the problem occured and accepting some or all of the blame. A 
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superior may attempt ~o blame an employee with whom the consumer dealt, 

perhaps remarking that it is difficult to find good sales people or 

mechanics. Manufacturers often blame dealers, and dealers, in turn, seem 

eager to pass the blame to manufacturers. In addition to an apology, 

the merchant may also offer something which will make the apology easier 

to accept. For example, a seller might offer to make minor repa,ir5; a 

manufacturer may send the consumer free samples of its products. 

In a few situations, a lawyer may be able to persuade a seller or 

manufacturer to offer the consumer a refund or a replacement for a 

defective product. Sometimes the lawyer can gain this remedy for a 

client even where the flaw in the item originally delivered was not so 

material as to warrant IIrevocation of acceptance ll under the Uniform 

Commercial Code. U.C.C S 2-608. Lawyers are not likely to gain refund 

or replacement remedies from new car dealers or fly-by-night merchants 

who operate on the borders of fraud. New car dealers are tightly con-

trolled by manufacturers, who 'seem to value cost control more than con-

sumer good will, (See Whitford, 1968.) while fly-by-night operators 

seldom worry about repeat business. Sears, Wards, J .• C. Penney and 

many large department stores have an announced policy of consumer satis-

faction. One can get his or her money back without having to establish 

that there is something wrong with the product. (See Ross and Littlefield, 

1978). Other retailers and manufacturers do not announce this as their 

policy but will grant refunds or replacements selectively when their 

officials think the customer has reason to complain or if repeat business 

is valued. One lawyer suggested that many consumers think that they have 

a right to return any product to any store for a refund or replacement 
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as a result of· the practices and advertising of stores such as Sears. 

Some disputes may arise because other busi,n~ss,es will not or cannot match 

the customer satisfaction'policies of the large retailers. However. if 

a manufacturfar or retailer offers ,refunds or replacements in some cases 

but not others, a telephone call ::froma lawyer may I;>e enough to swing 

the balance in favor of the complainant--it probably seems easier to 

make a refund, than to argue with a. lawyer .,' 

The lawyer' sview of t.he aC,ceptability and ,adequacy of the gesture 

or remedy offered by the .. merchant will turn importantly on the lawyer's 

reappraisal of the client,' sease inlight.j of the other side' s story. 

For example, a used car dealer might offer to contribute $IOO'toward the 

cost of repairing a car; this might look ve~y generous if the client had 

misrepresented the condition of a car trad~d in as part of the deal. 

The lawyer's appraisal also will turn on the ease " or difficulty of taking 

any further action against the merchant and on the consumer's likely 

reaction to what has been offered. 

At this point, the lawyer has to persuade the client to see the 

situation as now defined by the lawyer in light of the seller or creditor's 

response. Part of the task is to get clients to see the problem as one 

where there is something to say on both sides rather than as something 

justifying fighting for principle, and part of the task is to get clients 

to ,accept the gesture as the best one could expect given the amount of 

legal work they can afford. At all levels of law practice, this is a 

difficult task. The client tends to want vindication while the lawyer 

is talking about costs balanced against benefits. It is even a more 

difficult task when the client is very angry but has what the lawyer sees 
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as a questionable case that involves too little money to warrant even 

drafting a complaint let alone litigation. This is often the situation 

when consumer protection laws are involved. 

Only in rare instances will lawyers go further than conciliatory 

negotiation in a consumer matter'and play the classic adversary bargainer

litigator tole. In this classic role, the lawyer makes more explicit 

threats of unpleasant consequences if the antagonist fails to offer a 

satisfactory settlement. Some lawyers report that once overt threats 

are made, one is likely to have 'td draft and file a complaint before any 

offer of settlement will be received. One reason is that serious threats 

from a lawyer are likely to prompt sellers or crflditors to send the 

matter to their lawyers~ But even at thil} :point" the lawyers for both 

sides have every reason to settle rather than litigate. Some consumer 

cases do go to trial--we can even find appellate opinions to put in law 

school casebooks3--but I suspect that they are likely to be unusual and 

atypical of the mass of consumer complaints. 

b. Explanations for 'the responses:' There are a number of reasons 

why lawyers either refuse to take consumer protection cases or tend to 

play only nonadversary roles when they try to help a client with suc,h a 

complai~t. The most obvious explanation is that the costs of handling 

these cases in a more adversarial style would be more'than most clients 

would be willing to pay. Few consumers can afford many hours of lawyers' 

tiDie billed at from $35 to $50 an hour just to argue about a $400 repair 

to their car or even a repossession of a $5,000 used car. Such items as 

toasters,'hairdryers and cameras cost enough to concern many consumers 

but do not involve enough to warrant the investment of any professional 
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time. And few lawyers can afford to spend time on cases that will not 

pay. 

self 

firms 

One lawyer in northern Wisconsin emphasized that "after all, I am 

employed." Another lawyer from one of Wisconsin's more important 

commented, 

A lawyer in private' practice has to earn money. He has to 
take a very hard look at the cases that are brought to him, and 
he must reject those which will not pay. It is very hard to 
have to tell a potential client that she or he has a meritori
ous case and would likely win but that there is not enough 
involved to make it worth taking. As you get older, you have 
to carry your part in covering your share of the overhead. 
W11en I was younger, I could take just about any case. The firm 
could always chalk it off to training a young lawyer. Now I 
am an experienced lawyer. and I must invest my time where there 
is enough money involved to help the firm. 

Consumer product quality cases are very similar to products liability 

litigation absent the factor of personal injury. But the factor of 

personal injury is what yields the chance of very' large damages, and 

this chance is what prompts lawyers to work for contingent fees. 

Not only are consumer protection cases unlikely to warrant substan

tial fees, (See Curran, 1977: 208), but many, if not most, lawyers would 

have to make a major inves'tment of profess:f,ona~ time to litigate one or . .( 

to negotiate in light of a serious threat to litigate. Thbse lawyers 

most expert about consumer laws are the attorneys who counsel businesses 

and draft documents for them in view of the requirements of these laws. 

Yet these are the latiyers least likely to see an individual consumer's 

case--except, perhaps, as a favor to a friend. As I noted at the outset 

of this article. most lawyers in Wisconsin know very little about any of 

the many consumer protection laws, perhaps with the exception of the 

Wisconsin Consumer Act, and detailed knowledge about even this statute 

is not common. Moreover, it would be very difficult for most lawyers to 
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master all of the relevant statutes, regulations and cases in this area. 

Most of them did not study consumer law in law school. Either they 

graduated before most of it was passed or they did not take elective 

courses in the area when they were in law school. These statutes, 

regulations and cases do not come' IIp often enough in practice so that a 

lawyer is likely to know someone to calIon for help who is an expert. 

An even more important part of the explanation for avoiding an 

adversarial approach is that most lawyers in Wisconsin lack easy access 

to the text of consumer protection law. Most are unlikely to own the 

necessary law books themselves. It is part of the folk wisdom of private 

practice that one must avoid going bankrupt by buying law books that are 

not used often. The books must pay for themselves. Typically, lawyers 

have access to the Wisconsin statutes and the opinions of the state's 

supreme court. Some. but not all, own or. c.an borrow copies of the state 

administrative regulations without difficulty. Fewer have access to 

federal materials that deal with statutes such as Truth in Lending (15 

U.S.C. 8 1601. ~~. (1970)) or the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act. The 

great majority of the bar does not have r~~1Y access' to loose leaf services 

dealing with trade regulation. County law libraries outside of the 

largest cities seldom fill the gap. although they are likely to have at 

least a set of the Wisconsin administrative regulations. Many lawyers 

rely primarily on practice manuals and continuing legal education hand

books for. most of their legal research. However. there are not many of 

these in the area of consumer protection, and many lawyers do not think 

that it 'is worth buying those that have been published. 

Of course, lawyers in Milwaukee and Madison have access to 
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relatively complete law libraries, and there may be reasonably good law 

-
libraries in other cities as well. Any lawyer in the state can travel 

to one of the large cities and do research or can hire a lawyer who 

p~actices there to do the work. But often this is not practical, 

particularly if the potential recovery in a case is not high. Lawyers 

in Milwaukee or Madison also would have to leave their offices--or send 

an associate--to use the collections in their own cities, and the time 

invested would be too much for a client who can ,pay only a modest fee. 

EVen a lawyer who was expert in consumer protection law and had 

easy access to a good law library would face difficulties because of the 

qualitative nature of these laws, their complexity and problems in their 

application. Consumer protection laws often ~est on uncertain concepts 

and involve piecing together a number ?f laws and regulations. For 

example, suppose a consumer were dissatisfied with a newly purchased car 

and wanted to return it for a refund. Approached legally, one would 

probably have to overturn the warranty disclaimers and limitations of 

remedy found in the form contracts under which the car was sold. To do 

this, a lawyer would have to apply the Uniform Commercial Code Lad the 

Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, arguing such things as whether "circumstances 

[had] cause[d] a ••• limited remedy to fail of its essential purpose. 0 ." 

This concept is not well defined in the Code or in the cases interpreting 

it. (See Eddy, 1977b). A lawyer might also have to argue about whether 

the remedy limitations were "unconscionable," or whether the regulations 

governing remedy limitations issued by the Federal Trade Commission 

under the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act applied in a breach of warranty 

action brought in a state court by an individual or whether they were 
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limited to enforcement by the FTC in federal court. (See Schroeder, 1978),. 

One might seek to cast the cause of acti,on as one .for innocent misrepre" 

sentation but couple that action to all of the UCC'sremedies for breach 

of warranty under the little known section 2-721. These are all matters 

of debate, and any decision won before a trial court would be vulnerable 

to an appeal. Many other consumer protection laws present similar 

problems. 

Apart from the nature of the law itself, consumers often face 

difficult burdens of proof under these laws. The buyer in our example 

who wants to return the car would have to establish that it was defective 

when it was delivered or that the seller or manufacturer was in some way 

responsible for a defect that appeared later. This kind of evidentiary 

problem often is faced in products liability litigation where personal 

injuries put several hundred thousand dollars at issue, and there the 

matter usually is established by expert testimony. (See Rheingold, 1977). 

Indeed, a recent -issue of the ~Lawyers Quarterly (Winter, 1978) 

carried an advertisement for a consulting service which claimed " a 

quarter century',s experience" in testifying in cases 'where 'a client had 

been'~maimed by a lawn mower." Products liability supports a high degree 

of specialization. But experts are expensive, and one cannot afford to 

use them in the typical action arising under a consumer protection 

statute or regulation.;! ~One 'office offering legal service to the poor was 

able to use expert testimony in cases involving complaints about auto-

mobiles because it could calIon a program which trained poor people to 

be automobile mechanics, but this kind of access to experts is rare. 

We were told about a case where all of these difficulties were 
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surmounted which will serve as an example of how rarely one might expect 

this to happen. A wealthy doctor ordered a $500,000 custom-made yacht 

from a boat yard. He refused to accept delivery, asserting that the boat 

was defective in many r.espects. He sued to recover his downpayment, and 

he also asked for a large sum as damages. His complaint reflected the 

highest degree of creativity in marshaling a blend of traditional and 

newly developing contract and consumer protection theories. Only the 

wealthy can afford to pay for this kind of expert lawyering and for the 

necessary testimony about the condition of the boat. Here private rights 

can be invoked without compromising the quality of the lawyer's work, but 

the example suggests that consumer protection laws may be limited in 

application to the wealthy who can afford to pursue their individual 

rights in dealings with sellers of yachts and other luxury goods. 

Perhaps this is an overstatement, but it does suggest that to some extent 

the reformers may have aimed an inadequate weapon at. the wrong target. 

Problems of cost and difficulty in litigation have not gone 

unnoticed by those who draft consumer protection legislation. Some of 

these statutes seem based on the assumption that inqividu~l rights will 

be enforced by plans that provide lawyers at low or no cost to various 

beneficiaries. Other statutes award attorneys fees to consumers who 

win, and many of these rightg could be the basis of a class action. 

Magnuson-Mos~ even makes ~ bow toward encouraging ,suppliers of consumer 

goods to set up informal arbitration schemes. All of these techniques 

may have had some effect, but none of them singly nor all of them 

together offer a complete solution. We will briefly consider why this 

is so. 
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Low cost or free legal service plans employ lawyers who will deal 

with consumer problems. Legal Action for Wisconsin (LAW), a program to 

supply legal services to people with low incomes in Milwaukee and Madison, 

probably sees as many consumers as any group of non-governmental lawyers 

in the. state. However, LAW's services are limited, and they must be 

rationed carefully •. LAW's attorneys may make a telephone call or write 

a letter seeking relief if either strategy looks appropriate, but most 

often its lawyers refer the client to the consumer mediation service of 

th~ Department of Justice or to the Concerned Consumers' League, a 

private organization which trains low income consumers to complain 

effectively or to use the Small Claims Court. However, the LAW lawyers 

sometimes will attempt to work out complicated consumer financing problems 

which 100m large, in the life of a poor person, and they frequently attempt 

to use the federal Truth in Lending law or the Wisconsin Consumer Act to 

strike down some or all of a t.ransaction. Sometimes, they assert a 

highly technical defense based on these statutes as a surrogate for 

bankruptcy or for fighting'a breach o~ warranty claim. For example, 

often it is easier to find a clause in a form contrac't which vioLates 

statutory requirements than it would be to prove that the goods were 

defective and the seller had some responsibility to the buyer for defects. 

(See Cerra, 1977; Landers, 1977). Occasionally, LAW lawyers will make an 

appearance in the Small Claims Court on a consumer matter, but they try 

to avoid this. 

Wisconsin Judicare pays private lawyers to take cases for the poor 

in northern and western Wisconsin. However, poor people rarely bring 

cases involving consumer protection laws to these lawyers. Lawyers who 
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take Judicare cases said that they have referred consumer complaints 

to officials of the state Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer 

Protection who ride circuit around the state to mediate complaints. 

Occasionally, these lawyers have written letters for poor people to 

retailers or businesses whiCh repair cars, ,snowmobiles or mobile homes. 

These lawyers explain that Judicare ffles for: consumer matters 'rarely are 

high enough to make taking such a case attractive, and they often do not 

~Iother submitting a bill to Judicare for giving ,advice over the telephone 

or dictating a short letter. 

Members of a number of labor unions, condominiums, cooperatives and 

student organi~ations are entitled to the benefit of legal services 

under various plans. However, under almost all plans the amount'of 

service is limited and carefully defined. Usually, a member is entitled 

to a specified number 6f telephone calls or office visits. If a legal 

problem warranting more service is discovered, the member can retain a 

plan lawyer at a reduced rate. 

The use of these plans by members with a consumer dispute varies. 

Members of cooperatives almost never bring consumer matters to the 

lawyers who serve their plans, and members of elementary and high school 

teachers' unions also make almost no use of their plans for these kinds 

of problems. Lawyers employed by these plans believe that members take 

care of their problems themselves and face few consumer disputes which 

they cannot resolve by complaining to sellers. One lawyer reported that 

members of the plaD r.ll served tend to read ,Consumer Reports, to shc~ 

carefully both for price and the cost o'f financing, to be able tv borrow 

from a credit union rather than pay;t.ng high rates to a loan company or 
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an automobile dealer, and to buy goods that need servicing only from 

businesses likely to be able to provide it. In short, model consumers 

need little legal advice. On the other hand, another lawyer suggested 

that many members of cooperatives and school teachers were the type of 
, 

people who are unwilling to admit that they had made a bad purchase or 

had been fooled or cheated. Those who deny they have problems also have 

little need for legal advice. 

The members 'Of the few condominium group plans also brought few 

consumer problems directly to their lawyers. However, these lawyers 

attended condon.inium association meetings and often made presentations 

about how to avoid common 'consumer frauds and what to look for in 

consumer contracts. Before or after these meetings" ,ind ividual members 

often asked for informal advice about consumer matters. 

When"we turn to student plans we see a very different picture. 

Students at several campuses of the University of Wisconsin are entitled 

to legal service, and many of them use these benefits. Typically, pl~n 

employees train the studen'ts to handle their o~;r, 'case before a small 

claims court or tell them how to invoke the complaint procedure of the 

state agency that meoiates consumer complaints in the area in question. 

Often, they prefer to sue rather than to co~promise. Some students seem 

to delight in battling local landlords and merchants in whatever forum 

they can find. When a pattern of unfair practice by a particular 

retailer or landlord :i.s discovered, ,the plan I s lawyers attempt to find 

a general remedy for the students to prevent future abuses. 

Members of ~lans that,benefit industrial unions fall somewhere in 

between cooperative members and the students in terms of using their 
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services in the consumer area. Industrial union plans usua~ly are 

framed so that the lawyers cannot get rich off them, and these plans 

tend to face problems of overload. As a result, their services are 

3trictly rationed. One firm which provides legal services to many union 

locals' plans, will write letters to merchants or refer members with 

consumer complaints to a small claims court or the mediation service of 

a state agency, but the firm will do little more. One of their attorneys 

said that he only writes letters, and he would n,ever telephone the 

seller, If one telephones, s/he' has to liste,,!;l to the seller's side of 

story, and there is never time to do this. This lawyer sees consumer 

matters as less important than the many other kinds of cases that plan 

members regularly bring to him. On the other hand, members of another 

law firm that represents union plans sometimes pour much time and effort 

into consumer protection matters. The lawyer'who handles most of these 

cases negotiates directly with manufacturers, retailers, sellers of 

services~ record and book clubs, health and dance studios and the like. 

If he cannot get a good settlement, he t*es the case himself to a small 

claims court. He does not think that clients can hapdle cases by 

themselves in a small claims court. This lawyer has a good working 

knowledge of consumer protection law and ready access to the firm's 

large la~ library which has the materials needed for this work. However, 

this firm is not typic,al. Group legal services are viewed as a cause by 

its partners, and while there may be long run benefits to the firm, in 

the short run they are not being paid fully for all of the services they 

provide. One can wonder how long the firm will be able to devote this 

much energy to individual cases and whether we can expect other firms to 
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follow their pattern. Moreover, it is not clear how popular group legal 

service plans generally are with union leaders and members. Even if a 

law firm can offer a high level of service, union locals. may not continue 

to bargain for legal services as a fringe benefit. If the plans fail to 

grow to cover more members, they. will not serve to delive~ very much 

consumer protection law to individuals. 

Some consumer protection statutes have followed the pattern set by 

civil rights acts and allowed successful consumers to recover reasonable 

attorneys' fees. One might expect this to be an incentive for lawyers 

to handle these matters. However, there are major problems. Few lawyers 

know about the attorneys' fee provisions in consumer protection statutes. 

Moreover, those who do know about them point out that these really are 

contingent fees becau~e one must win the case in order to benefit from 

these statutor~ provisions. As a result, the statutes are unlikely to 

be very attractive in close cases since they do not give lawyers the 

opportunity to win large fees in some cases to offset the cases they 

lose where they gain nothing for their effort. Finally, such statutes 

almost always leave the amount of recovery in the di~creti9n of the trial 

judge. Many trial judges do not like awarding bounties to lawyers who 

bring certain types of cases. As a result, these judges will often 

award fees at a rate far below that usually paid in the community for 

lawyers' services. In one recent Wisconsin civil rights case won by 

the complainant, the size of the lawyers' fees request was the subject 

of critical newspaper comment. (See Kendrick, 1978). A large award of 

fees acts as a penalty, and man~ judges do not see the conduct regulated 

by consumer statutes as warranting punishment. Moreover, elected judges 
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may Worry about the reaction of the voters to awards of large Sums as 
attorneys' fees. 

The economic barriers to claims made under consumer protection 

statutes might be oVercome to some extent if many small claims could be 

aggregated into a class action. For example,all those bUyers of Olds-

mobiles who discovered that they had received cars equipped 'with 

Chevrolet engines could be a powerful class. While there are some 

examples such as this one, it is not a technique suited for most consumer 

problems. Many tUrn on the facts of individual cases and present no 

common problem to aggregate. Moreover, class aetions are hard to 

manage successfully. A lawyer mUst discover that the problem is common 

to many Consumers and then find them so that the constitutionally 

required notice can be given to each o~e. This costs money which lawyers 

are heSitant to invest on the chance of winning a large judgment. 

Several attorneys reported that most Wisconsin lawyers think that those 

lacking experienc~ in handling class actions should not attempt to run 
one. 

All of these problems are thrown into 'sharper focus by looking at 

one statute that solves them in many situations. The Wisconsin Consumer 

Act deals with procedur~s for extending credit and collecting debts. 

(See Crandall, 1973). However, as I have noted, it can serve as a 

surrogate for the complex laws dealing with product quality if a seller 

has failed to follow the procedures required by the WCA for extending 

credit--instead of arguing about warranty, the buyer can base a claim 

on the failure of the contract to meet statutory requirements. The WCA 

often is easy to use because it establishes many relatively clear-cut 
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f qualitative complexity thus avoiding the problems 0 
per ~ violations, . also provides 

t The WCA found in other consumer sta~u es. ' 
so often A .' 

bringing certain kinds of cases. bounties to the consumer for d 

consumer who establishes certain WCA violations may keep the goods an 

recover a 11 that s/he has paid. Wis. Stat. 8425.305. Other violations 

call forth a penalty of twice the amount of the finance charge up to 

the statute.provides for reason-Stat. 8425.304. Moreover, $1,
000.. Wis. 08 It was 

Wis. Stat. 8425.3 • ' fees for winning consumers. 
able lawyers and those who sell 

ly days before lenders eas ier to use the WCA in its ear 

Nonetheless, one to avoid problems with the statute. on 
credit learned i their 

still finds large stores and banks that make important mistakes n 

f state creditors who try procedures, and out-o - to collect debts 

Wisconsin consumers very tly run afoul of the WCA.· frequen . 

from 

The WCA's provisions that f the usual cost barriers overcome many 0 

how to solve some of the i may seem to be a model of 
to legal act on law which creates 

. h of the consumer bl ms'inherent in so muc 
economic pro e that allowed it 

However, the unusual circumstances 
individual rights. b k s business 
to pass an d its unpopularity ToTiscorlsin ap. er ,. among many " 

lawyers suggest that it is people and a model of limited utility. The 

'WCA was passed 48 Wis. 2d 125, 179 N.W. 2d after the J. C. Penney case , 

64 (1970), had labelled revolving i This charge accounts . 'as usur ous. 

could have subjected many retailers' to large penalties. The Governor 

traded their support for and organized labor a statute reversing this 

nding the penalties decision and retroactively s~spe in exchange for the 

h business and support of t e banking communities for the WCA. (See 

Davis, 1973). One who wanted t o extend this approach of per ~. 
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violations, penalties and attorneys f~~~" to problems of defective products, 

deceptive trade practices, or the like would have to find another case 

that affected important sectors of the business community as drastically 

as did the J. C. Penney case. Today even another J. C. Penney case 

might not be enough in view of toe hostility of many business people 

and lawyers to the WCA in particula~ and to consumer protection law in 

general. 

There are other important elements besides ·the economic ones we 

have discussed that make Wiscons·in lawyers reluctant to take consumer 

cases and that affect the·,way they handle the ones they do take. The 

catalogue of dis.incentives which follows is more speculative than the 

cost-benefit story told up to, here. It should be read as applying to 

some but not all lawyers and as applying in varying degree since it 

rests on piecing together bits of information gained in interviews 

rather than on any uniform pattern of answers. Nonetheless, it is 

important to describe these possible disincentives because the evidence 

suggests that there are problems with an individual rights strategy 

which would not be solved completely if these cases were made only a 

little more economically attractiv~. 

Many attorneys represent such clients as banks, lenders, the local 

Ford dealer or even General Motors when it is sued in a local court. 

These lawyers would face a pure conflict of interest if they were to 

take a consumer protection case against one of the clients, and, as a 

result, they are not part of the market for legal services for consumers 

with such problems.4 Most lawyers have some less direct ties to their 

local business community or 'even to a regional or national one. An 
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overly aggressive pursuit of a consumer claim might require a lawyer to 

risk losing the goo,dwill of existing and potential clients or endangering 

his or her network of contacts. At the same time, these very ties to a 

segment of the business community may enable a lawyer to be more effective 

in working out reasonable settlem·ents or ,at, least gaining a gesture. 

Lawyers who would face no direct conflict of interest think it 

important to avoid offending business people unnecessarily. {Compare 

Brakel, 1974). One lawyer in northern Wisconsin· stressed that, "you can 

always get a merchant's name in the newspaper just by filing a complaint. 

However, this will make him bitter, and you will pay for it in the 

future." Even lawyers who realistically would not expect to gain the 

local Ford dealer or ,the General Motors Corporation as clients, may want 

to retain their good will. Lawyers' co,ntacts are part of their stock in 

trade. They know, for example,where to get financing or who might want 

to invest in a business deal their client is interested in. Lawyers also 

often get clients ·through referrals and recommendations, and bankers 

and retailers frequently serve as experts who can tell you where to find 

a good lawyer. In short, most lawyers in private practice 'work hard to 

become and stay members in good st~nding of the local business and 

political community. Perhaps this is a more common concern in smaller 

connnunities than in larger ones, but many lawyers in Milwaukee and 

Madison carefully guard their contacts with those who count in these 

,cities. 

We cannot expect lawyers concerned with the reaction of business 

people' to take a tough approach to solving consumer problems. It is 

safer to refuse these cases or to refer them to a governmental agency 
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which mediates consumer complaints against business. It is also 
, 

reasonably safe to call an influential business person .to try to work 

out matters in a low key conciliatory manner. Not only is this course 

often the most economically feasible approach for the consumer,'but if 

the lawyer handles the situation 'skillfully, such an approach can even 

gain the appreciation of the business person against whom the consumer 

is complaining. The lawyer can explain the view of the business to the 

client, giving it some legitimacy just by stating it as something to be 

considered seriously and not to be rejected out of hand. Clients who 

begin by feeling defrauded and wronged may change their.mind and come to 

see the situation as a simple misunderstanding which has now been cleared 

up. The client not only feels better but the reputation of the business 

will not be attacked constantly by the client. Whether or not the 

consumer is cooled out successfully, the lawyer serves at least the 

short run interest of the business complained againstif.the client is 

persuaded to drop the matter and go away. 

The local legal community recognizes legitimate and not so 

legitimate ways of resolving various types of problems. For example, 

most lawyers feel strongly that one does not escalate a simple dispute 

into full scale warfare which will be~efit neither the parties nor the 

lawyers. With this in mind, lawyers interested in the good opinion of 

other members of the bar and bench will follow accepted, routine, and 

simple ways of dealing with consumer problems. Many lawyers see an 

adversary stance in this area as wholly inappropriate unless one' is 

doing a public service by going after a fly-by-night company or a firm 

that employs overly aggressive door-to-door sales people. Some lawyers 
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who take this view are hostile to consumer protection laws and to those 

who assert their rights under them. They view business people--at least 

local business people--as honest and reasonable. While misunderstandings 

are always possible, these lawyers doubt that serious wrongs are ever 

committed by the local bank, Chevrolet dealer, or appliance store. 

Consumers who complain often are seen as deadbeats trying to escape 

honest debts or as cranks who are unwilling to accept a business' honest 

efforts to make things right. For example, one -lawyer who practices in 

a large city said, 

Most of the fraud now is against the lenders. Debtors~ 
especially the young kids, are wise to the tricks. They know 
that it costs money and takes time to get the wheels in motion, 
and it isn't worth the trouble if there isn't too much money 
involved. Recently a young woman bought a brand new car and 
financed it through a bank. She got a job delivering 
photographic film and put over 100,000 miles on that car 
within a year. Then when she was tired of making payments she 
just left the car in the bank's parking lot and put the keys 
and all the papers into the night deposit slot with a note 
saying, "Here's your car back." What can the bank do 
realistically? 'They may be entitled to a deficiency 
judgment, but it is not worth the trouble to get it under 
the new laws ••• 

The hallways outside small claims courts are crowded with 
little old people, crying because of the way young kids have 
screwed them out of several month's rent. • • • A judgment 
is just a piece of paper and the Wisconsin Consumer Act has 
made collection procedures so difficult that a judgment is 
almost worthless. 

Tw~ other lawyers who practice in a small town were interviewed together, 

and they expressed similar views: 

There has t.O be some way of handling the deadbeats, who 
are the only ones who benefit from all the consumer laws 
anyway. The administrative costs of consumer protection laws 
are a major cost of business to firms out here in smaller 
communities because they are always op'erating on a shoestring. 

. , ' We feel sort of grimy representing consumer clients. In 
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one recent case, a young man was being sued for a legitimate 
$700 debt. We negotiated in light of consumer protection 
laws and got the guy a settlement for $500. It was really a. 
$200 robbery, just as if the guy had gone into the store with a 
gun. 

Undoubtedly these are accurate descriptions of some consumers who lawyers 

encounter. The views expressed are not held by all members of the bar. 

Another lawyer in the same small town said that "local people are being 

ripped off by local merchants every day .••• Attorneys in town can't 

believe that these guys whose fathers went to t~e country club with their 

fathers could be dishonest. They ccnsider ·these ripoffs just 'tough 

dealing.' But the local merchants have absolute power--people have to 

deal with them, and merchants just can't resist the temptation to use 

this power for all they're worth." Nonetheless, as: Abel (1979: 27) puts 

it, "Lawyers inevitably identify with those they serve; law practice 

would be intolerable otherwise, whatever we may say about the importance 

of objectivity • • ." 

Many lawyers' also have personal reasons for hostility to consumers 

and consumer protection laws. Lawyer.s are engaged in . small 'businesses 

themselves. They may face problems when they try t~ collect fees from 

clients. (See Granelli, 1979). They see and read about dissatisfied 

clients who have been bringing enough malpractice suits to drive up the 

malpractice insurance rates for all lawyers. Moreover, most lawyers 

have little reason to see consumer problems as something serious which 

they or their friends or family might face. Attorneys tend to be 

affluent enough and sufficiently well connected so that businesses 

make efforts to keep them happy. Some lawyers make many major 

purchases from or through clients. Lawyers generally understand the 

533 

consumer contracts that they sign. While they may not read a particular 

contract, the provisions of, say, a conditional sales contract will 

involve varia~ions on a well-known theme. Lawyers pay their debts or 

know how to negotiate with their creditors to avoid collection procedures 

and trouble. And if there is a problem, lawyers tend to be assertive 

people who complain directly to the seller and get their defective 

stereo or camera fixed or replaced. Lawyers are likely to experience 

what might be called consumer problems that flo~ from computer and data 

processing errors, and even those lawyers who represent the largest 

corporations have their "war stories" about trying to straighten out 

their credit card accounts or bills from the telephone company. Yet 

these tend to Qe viewed as frustrating annoyances and not as major 

problems. Most lawyers see no reason why nonlawyers should encounter 

consumer problems either. One attorney reflected a common position 

when he said, 

lam not sympathetic to consumer complaints. I refer 
them to the Department of Agriculture Consumer Protection 
Office, and I have no desire to hear how they come out. 
People should find a reputable place to trade instead of 
bargain hunting. They ought to know better than to trust 
fly-by-nights. 

As I have suggested, a lawyer who holds such a negative view of 

consumer laws and consumers who complain is likely to find t"holly 

inappropriate an' aggressive pursuit of the remedies granted by these 

laws. A number of attorneys suggested that a lawyer has an obligation 

to judge the true merit of a client's case and to use only reasonable 

means to resolve problems. Indeed, these lawyers seemed to be saying 

that an attorney should not aggressively assert good cases under ill-
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advised or unjust, statutes, but no one went so far as to say this 

explicitly. A reasonable approach in the consumer area was usually seen 

as a compromise. For example, several attorneys were very critical of 

other members of the bar who had used the Wisconsin Consumer Act so th~t 

a lender who had violated what they saw as a "technical" requirement of 

the statute would not be paid for a car which the consumer would keep. 

While this might be the letter of the law, apparently a responsible 

lawyer would negotiate a settlement whereby the-consumer would pay for 

the car but would pay less as a result of the lender's error. Also 

several lawyers indicated that if a lawyer for a consumer offered an 

honest complaint about the quality of a product or service, it would be 

resolved in a manner that ought to satisfy anyone who was reasonable. 

A lawyer who sued in such a matter would be only trying to help a ~lient 

illegitimately wiggle out of a contract after s/he had a change of heart 

about a purchase or to gain money by pushing a case a manufacturer or 

retailer could not afford to defend on the merits. A lawyer who 

represents Ford in actions in parts of Wisconsin commented, "The economics 

are not only a problem for consumers. How many $200 transmission cases 

can Ford defend in Small Claims Court? Lots of suits are bought out 

only because it is easier to buy them off than defend them. A lot of 

people forget that there are cost barriers to defending cases too. Ford 

cannot bring an expert from Detroit and pay me to defend produet quality 

cases, and a lot of lawyers for plaintiffs know this and count on it 

when they file a complaint." 

Those attorneys who often press consumer rights were called such 

things as members of the "rag-tag bar" who had no rating in Martindale-
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Hubbel and who ignored the economic realities of practice. An older 

lawyer commented that many younger lawyers are very consumer minded and 

seem to be "involved emotionally with clients when the word consumer 

comes up." One attorney, who PhC',racterized himself as ai.1 "es tablishment 

lawyer," explained that in Madison and Milwaukee there now are many 

lawyers who do not depend on practice for their total income or who five 

life styles in wh~ch they ,need far less than most people. He was 

particularly concerned about women lawyers who live off their husband's 

income and thus are freed to play games and crusade without recognizing 

the economic realities of practice. Still another attorney pOinted out 

that consumer cases were often brought by young lawyers just beginning 

practice. Since they had few cases and wanted to gain experience, these 

beginners often refused to accept reasonable settlements and filed 

complaints. Similar objections were made to some legal services program 

lawyers who failed to go along with the customs of t~e bar about the 

range of reasonabie settlements, apd who were seen as far too aggressive 

in asserting questionable claims against established businesses. Some 

older "establisl;unent" lawyers were annoyed by the mavericks while others 

viewed the younger lawyers with amusement, predicting that they would 

learn what to do with su~h cases as they grew up. One lawyer explained 

that the local judges were a~l experienced lawyers, and so he could end 

consumer cases without much difficulty by simple motions; the judges 

just were not going to let these cases go to juries or even to trial. 

A number of other lawyers also report--but more critically--that 

many Wisconsin judges and their clerks are not sympathetic to an' 

adversary handling of consumer protection laws. These judges and clerks 
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are said to do all they can to see that their time is not wasted by cases 

which they think never should have been brought to them. Many judges 

will help consumers handling their own cases in a small claims court 

reach some kind of settlement, but if a consumer wants to try the case, 

some judges respond by applying the rules of ptDcedure and evidence very 

technically so that they will not have to reach the merits. These 

lawyers tell stories about trial judges who refuse to enforce individual 

claims based on WIsconsin administrative regulations designed to protect 

con,Sumers. The judges seem to view these regulations as something 

illegitimat~ enacted by liberal reformers in Madison who are aut of touch 

with conditions in the rest of the state. The judges also are unfamiliar 

with these regulations and with faderal materials. Most judges did not 

master these laws when they were lawye~s in practice. and they seldom 

see th~>.In in cases brought before them. Also they may lack ready access 

to copies of these laws or to articles explaining their va'zious 

provisions. A lawyer for a local retailer, it was reported, successfully 

defended a consumer case on the ground that the Wisconsin Adminlstrative 

Code lacked a good index. Another lawyer remarked that he·would not use 

the Magnuson-Moss Warrar.ty Act in a case brought in a state court 

because "as soon as you throw federal law at Jl state judge, they freak 

out '>ince they have no familiarity with federal law. Yeu would bave to 

spend an hour and a half convincing them that they had jurisdiction." 

Still another attorney cOl'BJllented "judges hate consumer cases because 

they simply do not understand the law. The courts are just now getting 

used to the Uniform Commercial Code. If you try to use consumer laws, 

you are letting yourse n or a 0';; If i f 1 . of briefing to eo'ucate the judges. II 
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One trial judge gained some measure of local fame among the bar by 

threatening to declare the Uniform Commercial Code void for vagueness. 

Other trial judges or their clerks flatly tell lawyers that consumer 

cases just will not be tried in their courts. Of course, a lawyer who 

wanted the formal state or federal law to penetrate into a county in 

which such a judge sat would always be free to appeal, but the cost 

barriers before th;is route assure trial judges a large degree of freedom 

to do justice as they see it in the teeth of consumer protection laws 

which displease them. 

Perhaps these lawyers' "atrocity stories" (See Dingwall, 1977) about 

judges are not entirely accu4ate, but insofar as they are repeated amaAg 

lawye~sJ they are likely to affect the strategy any attorney will pursue. 

For example, few lawyers would look fo:r;wardto arguing that a contract 

was "unconscionable" under Section 2-302 of the Uniform Commercial Code 

before the trial judge who was so unhappy with the·open texture of much 

of the UCC. Young lawyers who have mastered the administrative regulations 

designed to protect consumers will learn to hesitate to display their 

wisdom before a trial· judge who has never heard of such laws and who is 

unlikely to sympathize with their goals. Reformers and law professors 

~ften assume that laws published in the state capital automatically go 

into 'effect in all the county courthouses in the state. Experienced 

lawyers know better. 

Lawyers who are not so tied to the local business and legal 

establishments also face disincentives to using consumer laws beyond 

the obviou~ eCQnom cones. i These l awyers also recogniz.!! the difficulties 

of trying to litigate newly created individual rights before unsympathetic 
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judges. Th:Jse involved w.ith various causes face this problem all the 

time. These lawyers too must select carefully the cases they take which 

may turn out to be charity work. They are not free to treat every 

potential client who walks in from the street as the bearer of a major 

cause. They must balance their good works with enough· paying clients so 

that they can meet payrolls and pay the rent and utility bills. Many 

who call themselves "movement" lawyers and who are engaged in represent-

ing various causes do not honor consumerism any more than do establishment 

lawyers. Consumer protection is'viewed by many of these "progressive" 

lawyers as a middle class concern. It just us not as important as 

criminal defense of unpopular clients or battling local governmental 

authorities in behalf of migrant laborers. This attitude is reflected 

in the following comments of a, person who regards himself as a progressive. 

lawyer and who has represented a number of unpopular clients: 

You want to avoid filing complaints and trying consumer 
law suits. Partly this is economic, but we cannot overlook 
another important reason. What have you done when you win one 
of these cases? You have saved a guy a couple of bucks in a 
minor rip-off. It just isn't fun. It would be a boring hassle. 
If you win, the client gets only a marginal benefit, and he 
won't be grateful. So this kind of case will fall to' the 
bottom of the pile of things to do. There are many cases that 
are far more sa.tisfying. We take these cases sometimes, but 
they are not the things we really enjoy. 

You may f'ee1 funny about even negotiating consumer cases. 
A lawyer often can get his client something he is not really 
entitled to. For example, one client had a contract with a 
health club. There was nothing really wrong with it. The 
client was just tired of the club. We wrote a letter on our 
letterhead, Emd the club folded and let him out of the dea1. '. 
This isn't the way the case should have come out, but it is 
thg way it 1i1Orks. You do not get a great deal of satisfaction 
out of such a case, and you wi1~ try to avoid doing this sort 
of thing when you can. 

Even "movement";':,lawyers report that they must distrust consumer 
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clients who complain. h are "nuts" or "freaks" who They say t at many 

i who will omit or make up "facts II simply do not understand the situat on or 

limb These clients bften are a little and get the lawyer out on a • 

"f1akey." Many of them have mistaken ideas about their legal rights and 

lawyer 's attempt to tell them that they are wrong. will not accept the 

h th t ~-e it takes to argue with them about what the It ifl' ~ot wort' e .uu 

statutes say. Many are seen as people projecting their anger onto a. 

t t t e"en They ,will not accept a single dispute in an attemp 0 ge f • 

the case involves a matter of principle, but they compromise s.ince 

d lIyou J'ust have to try to ward cannot afford to wage a real ven etta. 

" off those potential clients who are overreacting or are crazy. 
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B. Lawyers for Business. 

In contrast to lawyers for individuals, attorneys for business play 

fairly traditional lawyer's roles when they deal with consumer law: they 

lobby, draft documents and plan procedures, and respond to particular 

disputes by negotiating and litigating. Indeed, our idea of what is a' 

traditional lawyer's job may flow largely from what this part of the bar 

does for clients who can afford to pay for these services. As Hazard 

(1978:152) puts it, IIOne of the chief reasons why competent lawyers go 

into corporate work is precisely that business clients are willing to 

invest enough in their lawyers to permit them to develop the highest 

possible levels of professional skill. Indeed, it. is not far wrong to 

say that lawyers for big corporations are the only practitioners regu

larly afforde.d latitude to give their technical best to the problems 

they work on. 1I But even when we turn to business practice, the classi-

cal model of lawyering is only a rough approximation of what happens. 

This suggests that the amount of the potential fee is not the only fac-

tor prompting problems with the classical view. I will consider each of 

these traditional kinds of lawyer's work in the business setting, looking 

at what is done for clients, which lawyers do what kinds of work, and 

the degree of independent control exercised by lawyers in each instance. 

Lawyers working for manufacturers, distributors, retailers and 

financial institutions are likely to be present at the creation of any 

law that purports to aid the consumer. For example, the decision of the 

Supreme Court of Wisconsin that found the revolving charge account plan 

of the J. C. Penney Company to run afoul of the state's usury statute 

was a major chapter in the story ofconsumer protection in Wisconsin. 
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Lawyers from several of the state's largest and most prestigeous law 

firms were involved in defending revolving charge accounts in the chal-

lenge before th~ courts and in the complex negotiations which led to 

legislation reversing the Supreme Court's decision in exchange for 

support of what became the Wisconsin Consumer Act~ (Davis, 1973). 

Perhaps less dramatically, lawyers rep~lsenting both state and 

national businesses have been involved in the process of administrative 

rule-making that has produced such consumer protection regulations as 

those that govern warranties on mobile homes, the procedures for author-

izing repairs on automobiles, and door to door sales. During recent 

sessions of the Wisconsin legislature all kinds of measures purporting 

to protect the consumer have been introduced, and business lawyers have , 
been there attempting to block passage or to modify these proposals. 

Not surprisingly, the role of lobbyist for busine~s is a special-

ized one, usually played by a small number of lawyers ,from the larger 

firms in Milwaukee' or Madison,- or by lawyers employed by industry trade 

associations. Lawyers who 'are former state officials or former legis-

lators also lobby as do many non-lawyers. Smaller businesses seldom 

hire a lobbyist. They rely on being represented by larger businesses 

or trade associations, or officials-of these businesses directly contact 

their representatives in the Legislature. Indeed, legislators who are 

la~~ers may find themselves representing home town businesses before 

sta.te agencies as a matter of constituent service. The lobbying role 

is a familiar one. (See Horsky, 1952). Lawyer-lobbyists alert their 

business clients to what;.consumer advocates are proposing in the legis-

lature and before various administrative agencies. These lawyp,rs then 

\-.' 
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attempt to influence the shape of the statutes and regulations so that 

their clients can live with them. This can involve drafting and advocacy, 

but it is also likely to involve bargaining and mediation. In a~ era 

when consumer protection is generally popular, business lawyers usually 

take a cooperative stance. Their key argument involves painting their 

clients as honest people who want to do the right thing and who should 

not be burdened by regulations aimed at a few bad actors. They also 

play on traditional anti-regulation arguments about red tape and the 

cost of meaningless procedures and forms. 

Many of these lawyer-lobbyists are more than mere advocates. In 

order to gain concessions from those pushing consumer protection, busi-

ness has to give something. These lawyers make judgments about which 

regulations are reasonable, acceptable ,or inevitable, and then they 

sell their view to their clients. Undoubtedly, there is an interchange 

of ideas at this point. Only a few lawyer-lobbyists have the power to 

make final decisions without consulting their clients, and some clients 

will not accept their lawyers' opinions about what is reasonable and 

what is not. Nonetheless, the lawyers generally have great influence 

on the decisions about which laws must be accepted and which ones can be 

fought. One reason for this is that they control much of the informa

tion necessary for making such judgments. (Compare Pl:ottas, 1978; Ross, 

1970). For example, to a great extent they are the ex:perts both about 

the political situation facing the agencies and legislators and about 

the intensity of the commitment to a particular proposal of those who 

speak for consumers. Of course, some manufacturers, financial institu

tions and trade associations'usc non-lawyers as lobbyists and some use 
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both lawyers and non-lawyers working together. When non-lawyers are on 

the scene, the lawyer-lobbyist may have less control over the flow of 

information and thus less power over the client. 

After consumer laws and regulations are passed, busin2ss lawyers 

help their clients cope with them'. Much of the work involves d,rafting 

documents and setting up 'procedures for using these forms. For example, 

both the federal Truth in Lending Law and the Wisconsin Consumer Act 

required a complete reworking of most of the form contracts used to lend 

money and sell things og credit. The Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act demanded 

that almost every manufacturer, distributor and retailer selling consumer 

products rewrite any warranty given with the product and create new 

procedures to make information about these warranties available to 

consumers. (See Fayne and Smith, 1977" for a description of how national 

manufacturers' lawyers have coped with this statute). The Wisconsin 

administrative regul~tions governing automobile repairs required a form 

be drafted on which consumers could authorize repairs and demand or 

waive an estimate before the work was done. This is very traditional 

lawyers' work, demanding a command of the needs of the business, a 

detailed understanding of the law, and drafting skills. Moreover, the 

uncertainties and complexities of many consumer protection .. laws calls 

for talented lawyering if the job is to be done right. 

While the average Wisconsin lawyer goes not often counsel business 

clients about consumer protection laws and attempt to draft the required 

forms, this is the stock-in-trade of, the largest firms in the state and 

of a group of other lawyers with a predominantly business practice. 

Some large corporations that'have dealings with consumers have their own 
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legal staff which does the necessary document drafting and reviewing 

of procedures. (See McConnell and Lillis. 1976). Some of this work can 

be mass produced, and lawyer ..... ·for trade .associations have worked on 

standard forms tlO be used by all of their members. Lenders, retailers 

and suppliers of services in smaner cities tend to rely on forms supplied 

by these trade associations which retain specialists. to produce them. 

Smaller manufacturers of consumer. products and smaller financial insti

tutions often send problems concerning consumer protection laws to 

lawyers in Milwaukee or Madison.' They may do this difectly or their 

local attorney may refer the problem to a larger law firm. However, 

there may be a "trickle down" effect: lawyers who do little business 

counselling and are not expert in consumer law often produce variations 

on forms written by more expert lawyer~. Sometimes these forms are just 

copied and no independent legal research is attempted. The less expert 

lawyers collect copie~ of the work product of the fuor~ expert in a numbe~ 

of waY8. Some receive them from clients who get them from trade asso

ciation; some 'can calIon friends who work for the larger law firms 

for help in unfamiliar areas. 

Of course, the size of the firm alone does not determine whether 

lawyers will offer drafting and counselling services to business no; 

whether a lawyer will be' skilled in dealing with consumer laws. Some in-

dividual lawyers, with perhaps an associate or two, do counsel business 

clients and draft contracts, and some individuals do it very weil. But 

several lawyers commented that the flood of regulation of the past ten 

years has made it hard for a smaller firm to keep up with all the new 

law and to maintain the resources needed to advise business. Lawyers 
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who specialize in representing business must be primed to alert their 

clients to changes in the law which require review of practices. These 

lawyers usually have their own libraries with copies of both federal 

and state administrative regulations as well as the expensive loose-leaf 

services necessary to keep them up to date. The large law firms and 

corporations with house counsel can afford to send their lawyers to 

continuing legal education programs put on at the state or national 

level. The large firms can afford to have someone in their office 

specialize in the various consumer laws. Indeed, many of these law 

firms face the problem of coordinating their large staff so that all 

of their lawyers will recognize a problem of, say, the Truth in Lending 

Act and then calIon the resident expert in the area. The consumer law 

specialists in these firms often can calIon people working for the 

various administrative agencies for informal advice about how the 

agency is likely to respond to particular procedures or provisions in 

form contracts; of course, any lawyer can calIon the agency, but often 

these expert lawyers and administrative officials will know each other 

from their continuing contacts or from participation-in coritinuing 

legal education programs. 

Some of the attorneys who have been involved in this redrafting 

of forms and fashioning of new procedures saw the task as one of making 

the least real change possible in tradill:ional practices while complying 

with the new laws or regulations. They tried to design new forms which 

would ward off both what they saw as the\ unreasonable ~overnm~tal . . 

official_arid the unreasonable consumer in the unliKely even~ that matters 

ever came close to going to formal proceedings before agencies 

52~434 0 - 80 - 36 
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or courts. Other bus iness lawyers, however, used the redrafting e'Ker

cise as a means to press their clients to review procedures and teach 

their employees about dispute avoidance and its importance. In some 

cases the lawyer's views significantly influenced the client's response 

to a new law. For example, many 'business people are proud of their 

product and service and want to give broad warranties, but their lawyer 

is likely to convince them that this is too risky. The Magnuson-Moss 

Warranty Act attempts to induce manufacturers of-consumer products to 

create informal private processes for mediating disputes. At least 

some business people have expressed interest in taking such steps to 

avoid litigation and in experimenting with new procedures for dealing 

with complaints by consumers. However, lawyers in at least two of the 

largest firms in Wisconsin strongly advise. their clients to avoid creating 

private dispute resolution processes. These lawyers see the benefits 

as unlikely to be worth the risks, and they are in the position to have 

the final word with many clients about mediational institutions. While 

their advice may be sound; it is not based on experience with consumer 

mediation and arbitration. Whatever its soundness or basis, however, 

this advice is likely to decide the mat~er for most clients. 

Finally, some consumer protection laws calIon business lawyers to 

become directly involved in the process of settling particular complaints 

when other methods fail. For example, lawyers throughout the state, in 

both large and small firms, represent banks and other. creditors in , " 

collections work. At one time this was a t'outine procedure that yielded 

a default judgment and made clear the creditor's right to any property 

involved. However, many of the traditional tacti~s of debt collection 
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have been ruled out of bounds or are closely regulated by state and 

federal laws passed in the past few years. Lawyers who do collections 

describe what seems to be a new legl!l ritual to be followed whenever a 

debtor who is armed with legal advice resists a collection effort. The 

lender first att~pts to collect by its own efforts, and then it files 

suit, often in a small claims court. The d bt d e or respon s, asserting 

that something was wrong with the credit transaction under the Truth 

in Le11ding Act, the Wisconsin Consumer Act, or both or asserting that 

the creditor engaged in "conduct'which can reasonably be expected to 

threaten or harass the customer " or used "threatening language in 

communication with the customer " as is prohibited and sanctioned 

by the Wisconsin Consumer Act. Wis. Stat. SS 427.104 (g), (h) (1975). 

The lender then has to respond, either ,by offering to settle or by 

claiming to be ready to litigate the legal issues. Then the lawyers on 

both sides play an important role in deciding whether to settle or fight. 

However, at the same time, many bankers and managers of lending insti

tutions are themselves becoming expert in at least the more common 

applications of these statutes. While. immediately after the Wisconsin 

Consumer Act was passed many bankers could riot believe that what had 

always been accepted practice was now l'rohibited, today many bankers alnd 

lenders are more expert about many co . i I nsumer protect on aws than lawyers 

who are not specialists. 

Large retailers who sell relatively expensive products or services 

:ea.,ne a regular flow of c6nsumer complaints. Almost all of them are re

solved without the participation of lawyers, but a lawyer sometimes must 

enter the picture to deal with the small number of these disputes that 
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cannot be resolved by of~ cials of the retailer. This may n~t happen' 

until the consumer files I complaint in COll:t't. Often the manufacturl!r' s 

or retailer's lawyer will be facing an unrepresented consumer in a 

small claims court. Several of these business lawyers cODlIllented that 

the consumer was only fot~ lally unrepresented since the judge often seemed 

to serve both as judge aT 1 attorney for the plaintiff, particularly in 

pre-trial settlement ne~,tiations. These are expensive cases for a 

retailer or manufacture} Ito defend if the consumer gets a chance to 

present the merits oj: h s or her' claim to the court. One law firm in 

Madison represents Olle! >f the largest automobile manufacturers in suc.h 

matters, but it sees q fly three or four such cases a year. Interestingly, 

these cases almost Die;.!r involve an application of any of the many 

consumer protection leils or even the Uniform CODlIllercial Code; the real 

issue is almost alw.ay, one of fact concerning whether the product or 

service was defecti.ve, The law firm's recoDlIllendation about whether to 

settle is almost alLwa\ i final. Their recommenrlation will be rejected 

only where the manufac, ,prer wants to defend a particular model of its 

automobiles agaiDElt a I, \\ries of charges that it has a particular defect. 

Another situation \. \~at brings out lawyers involves consumer com

plaints which pre,mpt a sl.\te regulatory agency to start an enforcement 

action against a business~. \ Typically, this situation calls for the 

business lawyer to work out .'\.. settlement rather than litigate, but, 

of course, the possibility of ).'~rmal action affects the bargaining 

position of both sides. Here, V:9, the lawyer has great influence on 

the client's decision about wheth~\\to settle. The lawyer's advice is 

likely to involve a mixture.:::.f his c't,her predictions about the p=actical 
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consequences of the proposed settlement order of the agency, the out

come of. a formal enforcement proceeding, and the risks of adverse 

publicity if the matter went to a public forum. 

It should be stressed that most of these lawyers for business who 

deal with consumer laws do not see themselves as hired guns doing only 

their clients' bidding. In playing these traditional roles and exer

cising high professional skill, there is room for a good deal of influence 

on what are thought of, usually, as the client's ehoices. Some business 

lawyers ,concede that occasionally' they must persuade their clients to 

change practices or to respond to a particular dispute in what the 

lawyers &ee as a reasonable manner. For example, these lawyers may tell 

their clients that they must appear to be fair when they are before an 

agency in order to have any chance of winning in this era of consumer 

protection. In this way, they may be able to legitimate sitting in 

judgment on the behavior of their clients and occasionally manipulating 

the situation to influence the choices which the .clients think they are 

making. 

While business lawyers do try to influence their' clients' behavior, 

most of our sample stressed that their clients are responsible people, 

trying to do the right thing. Me~bers of the elite of the bar seldom 

see any but the most reasonable people in business, at least When it 

comes to consumer problems. Of course, it is not surprising that these 

lawyers tend to see their clients as reasonable for business attorneys 

are likely to shar.e their clients' values. Business lawyers tend not 

to be sympathetic tow~rd most consumer protection legislation. They 

concede that these laws make more work for them, and thus increase their 
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billings, (See Beal, 1978; Dickinson, 1976~ Galluccio. 1978). but they 

also see their clients as being swamped by governmental regulation and 

paper work which serve little purpose. (Compare Bugge, 1976). They are 

unhappy because they cannot explain these laws to their ciients in common 

sense terms. Some business lawyers are concerned about common easy 

credit practices and how 0asy it is for some consumers to evade their 

debts when they become burdensome. They worry that the importance of 

keeping promises and paying one's debts is being' undermined by reforms 

directed at probl~lIls which politicians invented. Several remarked that 

when they left law school. they were strongly in favor of consumer pro-

tection, but after a few years in practice they saw matters differently. 

Advocacy of a business poi.nt of viel~ is thought to be legitimate by 

those whose opinioQ matters most to these lawyers, and theBe clients pay 

well. In short, as we might expect, Wiscons!r: business l.!lwyers are not 

radicals and are comfortable representing business. 

A few of th~ lawyers we interviewed reported having to act to pro-

teet their 9wn self intere'st When de~l1ng with a business client. One 

prominent: lawyer, for example, described a case where he represented an 

out-ox-state book club in .~ proceeding before one of the state regula-

tory agencies; he took the case as a favor to a friend who had some in-

direct connection with the club. As the case unfolded, the lawyer 

discovered that the book club had failed to send books to many people 

who had paid for them. It \·fasnot clear whether the situation involved 

fraud or merely bad business practice. The lawyer insisted that the 

book club immediately get books or refunds to all of its Wisconsin 

customers and sign a settlement agreement with the agency which bound 
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the club to strict requirements for future behavior. The attorney ex

plained that the business ha:i been trading on his reputation as a lawyer 

when it got him to enter the case on its behalf. Once it became clear 

that the administrative agency had a good case against the client. the 

lawyer felt that the client was obligated to help him maintain his 

reputation as an attorney who repr~sented only the most ethical businesses. 

In conclusion, even though Wisconsin business lawyers seldom ob

jected to the llt:ance taken by their clients in consumer matters and 

seldom found their self interest 'infringed by their clients, there is 

evidence of the continuing truth of Willard Hurst's (1950~ 344-5) ob-

servations about the historical role of the bar: 

The lawyer's office served in all periods as what amounted to 

a magistrate's court; what was none in lawyers' offices in effect 

fin~lly disposed of countless trouble cases, whether preventively, 

or by discouraging wasteful lawsuits, or by settling claims over 

tbe bargaining table. After the 1870's, as the lawyer assumed a 

broader responsibility in,h~s client's business decisions, a corol

lary result was to exbend the occasions and degree to vhich the 

lawyer was called on to judge the rights and duties of his c1ie~t, 

with a decisive effect on future action. Elihu Root remarked. 

"About half the practice of a decent lawyer consists in telling 

would-be clients that they are damned fools and should stop." 

About the.on~y amendment of Root's statement needed to bring it up to 

ds,te is that it is not necessary for a business lawyer to tell a client 

anything in order to bring damned fool behavior to an end. The lawyer 

often has the power to channel the behavior of clients without their 

awareness of what is being cone. 
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II. Of Gaps Between Normative and Empirical Pictures: The Consumer 

Statutes, Classical Views of Lawye'ring and This Study. 

This story of la~ers' respon',nes t 
""~ ~ 0 consumer protection laws 

differs from what an innocent student. of the text of these statutes 

and regulations might have anticipated if s/he knew about the practice 

of law only from literature or television. Probably it also differs 

from what those Who wrote these laws expected as well. Impact studies 

almost always discove~ a significant gap between normative and empirical 

pictures; it is not news that the law on the books differs from the law 

in action. Indeed, there is no reason to assume without further thought 

that such gaps should be closed. NIl onetle ess, often we can learn 

something important about the legal system by explaining why the is 

differs from the ought. Als i 
0, we may ga n some understanding of how 

to make reforms more effective, or we may COlne to see why they are 
impossible. 

The law of consumer disputes has several not totally consistent 

goals. Much of this law s"eems aimed at producing an informed consumer 

who will avoid problems by making rational choices. -Many laws and 

regulations seek to prompt sellers to offer more and better information 

about just what is being_sold, how faIr it is guaranteed to do what, .and 

for how long, and at what total price--including finanCing charges. 

Consumers with this information, it is assumed, can avoid bad deals and 

take good ones,and this will prompt more competition which then will 

make more good deals available. (B ut see McNeil, Nevin, Trubek and 

Miller, 1979). Still another goal of these laws is dispute avoidance 

through improved quality control and prompt repair of defects. 
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Automobiles that run properly produce few disputes, when there are "defects; 

satisfactory repairs at acceptable prices are preferable to causes of 

action. The last goal is more complicated. On one level, IllOst consumer 

protection statutes offer individual rights so that those who do not 

receive what they bargained for can gain a remedy in a court. But, 

perhaps more importantly, causes of action are created to provide 

support for attaining the goals of adequate disclosure and better 

product quality and repair. If the possibility of costly litigation 

prompted all manufacturers to improve both their products and their 

contracts so that there were no disputes, these laws would be magnificent 

successes although not one case ever came to a lawyer's office, a court 

or an administrative agency. Of course, a lack of complaints in these 

channels does not necessarily indicate that these laws have been this 

successful. 

It is hard to measure with any precision how close the consumer 

product quality dispute laws have come to meeting any of these goals. 

For one thing, too many factors besides the laws are also at work. 

But lawyers for manufacturers and sellers of consumer goods, prompted 

by federal and state st"!.!:"ates and regulations, do work hard to help 

their clients comply with the disclosure requirements. For example, 

most manufacturers and sellers of any substantial size have revised 

their warranties to meet the demands of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act. 

Of course, there is reason to doubt whether disclosure regulation of 

this type actually benefits consumers--we can wonder, for example, how 

far consumer behavior is influenced by the now common disclosure, 

mandated by the statute, that the seller offers a "limited warranty." 
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(See Whitford, 1973). But that is the disclosure the drafters of ~~\e 

W t A t demanded • and business lawvers have seen to Magnuson-Moss arran y c .-J 

it that their clients have made it. 

1 cannot say .much about the goal of improved quality control or 

better service. This study was ~ot designed to determine whether. 

manufacturers of consumer goods have improved their products and 

service in response to these laws. A number of business lawyers 

interviewed said that their clients were very concerned about quality, 

but many thought that their clients were just as concerned before all 

of the laws were passed. Moreover, consumer protection laws may only 

reflect a general dissatisfaction with modern consumer goods and 

services, and this dissatisfaction itself may be what has prompted 

the efforts of many manufacturers to increase quality and avoid 

complaints. Also, laws that require recalls of consumer products for 

safety-related defec~s (See, ~., Apcar, 1978; Grabowski and Vernon, 

1978; Stuart, 1977; 1978.) and multimillion dollar products liability 

judgments in cases involvi~g personal injuries (Perham, 1977), may have 

far more impact on corporate decisions than laws that merely create 

new causes of action for individuals who have not suffered personal 

injury. Nonetheless, other studies suggest that laws such as the 

Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act did play some part in placing the issues of 

product and service quality .on the agenda of top management of the 

corporations that manufactuJ:.e consumer goods. If nothing else, these 

corporations have been challenged to do something before a legislature 

or administrative agency drafts still more law; if it looks as if 
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business is putting its own house in order, more law may not be seen ,as 

needed. 

W11atever the situation concerning these first two goals, we do find 

a gap when we turn to the third. Those with complaints about the 

quality of consumer products or services and those who are unhappy with 

the terms of a conditional sales contract or the d~bt collection tactics 

used by a vendor are likely to be treated very differently than the text 

of consumer protection laws suggest. The major .differences can be 

highlighted by summarizing the conclusions I drew from interviewing 

attorneys and comparing them with the characteristics of many 

consumer protection statutes. 

First, as I have emphasized, not many consumers with a complaint 

will have effective access to the legal system. To a large extent, 

lawyers act as gatekeepers, turning away many potential clients, 

encouraging a very few others to fight for their rights, and offering 

some but not too much hope t~ stiil others. Consumers can seek self 

help before small claims courts or one of the several state agencies 

that mediate consumer complaints, but many do not know of these 

possibilities and others are. unsure about using them. Those who take 

these routes probably would do better with some advice. 

Second, those consumers who get to see a lawyer are likely to have 

their situation judged by differet!t norms than are found in the formal 

law. At the outset, they will be judged by the lawyer to see that 

they are not "flakey" or people projecting their anger onto a single 

dispute in an attempt to get even. Then the lawyer probably will 

appraise the case quickly in terms of some common sense notion of 
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reasonableness as well as the likelihood that the business complained 

against will want to please thi ti I 
spar cu ar customer and avoid wasting 

time in negotiations. B th th ' o. e consumer s lawyer and the person who 

speaks for the manufacturer, seller or creditor are likely to have only 

a vague idea about the specific contours of the relevant area of consumer 

protection law. 
Instead, they will operate on the basis of generally 

accepted norms about a ,seller's responsibilities, perhaps influenced by 

a general idea that som 1 e consumer aw might be available if 'it were 

worth anyone's time to look for 'it. E 11 
qua y important, a very different 

law of evidence is likely to apply. Th 
e question of whether the 

product or service was defective is likely 
to be answered, not by expert 

judgment, but by the consumer's ability to tell a plausible story which 

the lawyer is Willing and able to sell to the business person. 

Third, r have described the remedies likely to be gained, if any. 

and it is clear that they differ from those called for in the text of 

these laws. 
Some consumers get little more than the chance to discover 

that nothing can be done. ' At best, they are reassured that they are not 

foolish to drop their claim because it is we~k legally or because it is 

not worth the cost of pursuing it. Oth 
ers may gain apologies and token 

gestures. A few receive repairs, replacements or refunds. 

one gets more. 
Almost no 

laws. 

These remedies are unlike those offered by most consumer protection 

(Compare Ross and Littlefield .• 1978). 
On one hand, consumers may 

recover something even when they cannot prove th 
ere was a defect for 

which the business would be legally responsibl~. 
For example, we have 
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noted that sometimes a lawyer can gain a refund or replacement for a 

client even where the flaw in the item originally delivered was not so 

material as to warrant this remedy under the Uniform Commercial Code. 

On the other hand, consumers are likely to recover less than the 

remedies created by these statutes. We have also seen that the 

Wisconsin Consumer Act in some cases offers penalties and the right 

to keep goods without paying for them, a much greater remedy than 

anyone is likely to gain through negotiation. The Uniform,Commercial 

Code coupled with the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act says that in an 

appropriate case one can recover consequential and incidental damages 

for breach ot: w.ar+"ant:r (U.C.C. 88 2-715) or, perhaps, even for innocent 

misrepresentation. (U.C.C. 88 2-721). However, these remedies are 

blocked in most cases by the terms of the form contract used in the 

transaction; if a consumer is able to get around the disclaimers and 

limitations, difficult problems of proof probably will deny recovery. 

Lawyers negotiating for consumers seldom gain anything like these 

remedies. Consumers who h'ave to wait a month or two for a manufacturer 

to ship a part needed to repair their stereo receiver wil1'receive 

nothing for the loss of use and enjoyment; drivers whose cars break 

down on vacation trips will not have the expense of awaiting repairs 

paid by the manufacturer. Indeed, while the UCC's basic remedy is 

"cover" (See U.C.C. 88 2-71l)- ... buying or renting a replacement and 

suing the seller for any amount more than the contract price which 

this costs--lawyers for CODSUw~~S ~cldom can persuade a 4~gl~r to pay 

the cost of renting a car while the customer awaits a repair, and few 

dealers will loan customers cars because of insurance problems. 

, ' 
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Appliance stores do not pay the cost of the coin operated laundry which 

a customer is forced to use while awaiting repairs to a defective 

washing machine. Whatever the merit of common law and UCC remedy system 

in commercial cases, in consumer disputes they are such ill fitting 

garments that they are seldom wb~n. 

Turning from consumer laws to lawyers, we encounter another gap. 

What I have called the classic model is a picture of the practice of 

law which has both normative and descriptive elements. In telling us 

that this is the way things should be, it seems to imply that this is 

the way thi,ngs are. On one hand, this model of practice emphasiZes the 

lawyer as advocate, both standing before the courts and seated in the 

law library doing research. And in both pla,ces, the lawyer is primarily 

concerned with the law. On the other hand, the classical model paints 

a picture of the lawyer as largely subordinate to the client's ends as 

long as those goals and the means for achieving them are within the 

rules of the game. The lawyer, for example, owes fiduciary obligations 

to the client and attorneys must be careful to avoid a conflict of 

interest in trying to serve several clients. It is questi~nable whether 

a lawyer should ever try to represent both parties involved in a 

dispute. (But see Hagy, 1977; Paul, 1976). Whatever the precise 

boundaries of these obligations, the lawyer's own self interest is 

muted in this classical picture, and it might not be noticed at the 

first viewing. This study suggests that model does not match much of 

the day-to-day practice of many, if not most, lawyers. 
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\ As I have noted, most lawyers are unlikely ever to be found in a 

courtroom arguing a,consumer protection case, and only those who 

specialize in counselling businesses are likely to be found in a law 

library doing research on these laws. Most lawyers deal with any 

consumer complaints they encounter without much real knowledge of the 

statutes, regulations and cases in this area. Phi er aps -as t me passes, 

lawyers will become more and more aware of these laws. It may take a 

generation or two for new areas to penetrate into the knowledge held 

by most members of the bar. Perhaps as new forms of delivering legal 

services develop and old areas of practice are reformed out of existence, 

lawyers will turn to consumer protection law as an unmined resource and 

find ways, to make its exploitation economically feasible. (See Falk, 

1978; Ross, 1976). Nonetheless, today 'in handling these cases, attorneys 

are much more likely to play roles other than that of advocate. Their 

posture is much more likely to be conciliat~dversary--thei~ 

role is likely to be closer to that of a mediator than that of a 

"mouth piece." 

In attempting to resolve disputes through conciliatory strategies, 

lawyers engage in techniques of conversion or transformation of attitudes. 

At the outset, lawy€,rs could simply reject a potential client whose case 

they did not wish to take, but too blunt a rejection risks creating 

ill will and damage to their ~ .. eputation. I tid n ry ng to avoi annoying 

would-be clients whom they turn away. lawyers can plead that they are 

overloaded with work or they could refe~ the case to a specialist if 

they know of ·one. Many will try to transform the potential client's 
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ure 0 at east three types of view of the situation, using some mixt f 1 

arguments. The client may be told that s/he has no legal case; the 

problem may be the doctrine, the evidence or some mixture of the two. 

Of course, this argument may be more persuasive if a lawyer knows what 

en may e to d that it is against his s/he is talking about. The cli ·t b 1 

or her interest to pursue the matter', legal actl.·on may cost more than 

it is worth, either directly or in terms of the client's long run 

interests. The client may be told, often very indirectly, that whatever 

the legal situation, s/he is befng unreasonable to complain as judged 

by some standard other than the law·. Th ese arguments may anger the 

potential client, make him or her feel foolish for being upset and 

bothering the lawyer or serve as a kind of therapy in those instances 

when the would-be client accepts the s~tuation and Vl.·ews it differently. 

These same kinds of arguments are used by lawyers when they 

contact the seller or 1 d b en er on ehalf of the consumer and attempt to 

work out some kind of settle.ment which is acceptable to all concerned. 

Yet, as I have suggested, 'the legal s.tyle of argument tends to fade into 

the background. Either the attorney is not too sure-of the precise legal 

situation or s/he hesitates to appear to coerce the other party. An 

attorney is likely to appeal to some mixture of the interest of the 

seller or lender and standards of b reasona leness apart from .claims of 

legal right. Then if th i , ere s a settlement offer, th I e awyer must sell 

it to the client. Once again appeals are likely to be made primarily in 

terms of reasonableness i or nterest rather than legal right. 

Lawyers have a great deal of independence from clients--far more 

than we might assume from th'e classic model. ( Compare Reed, 1969; 
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Rosenthal, 1974). They usualy have a choice whether to take a case. 

Of course~ marginal lawyers and beginners may have to accept almost 

anything that comes through the door and established lawyers may feel 

obligations to regular clients and friends. Nonetheless, more often 

than not lawyers can and do judge the potential client, the case, and 

what they might have to do in order to resolve the matter before they 

agree to represent an individual or an organization. For all practical 

purposes the lawyer makes the decisions about how to handle the case. 

SOIll.etimes lawyers will act as experts. telling the client authoritatively 

what must be done. If they must persuade their client to accept the 

approach they recommend, their standing as expert professionals and their 

skill as advocates usually make them very effective sales people. The 

major differences between lawyer and client seem to arise at the point 

when the lawyer tries to sell a specific agreement to the client. Clients 

often find it hard to believe that they cannot do better than the lawyer 

says they can. The study re,ported here also suggests that clients are 

unlikely to be able to. prompt a change in tactics when lawyers feel they 

cannot afford to invest more time in the solution of- a problem. Curran 

(1977:214) -repo-rts that "persons consulting lawye-rs on ••• consumer 

difficulties • • • a-re more likely to be negative about the lawye-r-c1ient 

exchange." The client may leave the lawye-r unsatisfied, but the client 

leaves. 

At each stage of a case, lawy.ers judge both clients and their claims 

in te-rms of such things as the economics of practice, the likely impact 

on thei-r p-rofessiona1 reputation, professional satisfaction coming f-rom 

dealing with the case, and identification with the client. Lawyers are 

52-434 0 - 80 - 37 
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likely to be happy to represent large organizations in multimillion 

dollar transactions, and such clients will have important influence 

on their lawyer's judgments about tactics. When individuals or 

relatively weak political action organizations bring lawyers consumer, 

discrimination or environmental cases, usually the attorneys are doing 

the clients favors if any help at all is offered. As a result, in 

these situations lawyers are more likely to be in command and tactical 

choices will reflect their judgments cplored by their values and 

interests. Wealthy and high status individuals bringing lawyers 

cases involving significant amounts of mouey are likely to fall in 

between these extremes, particularly if the nature of their claim is 

more economic than political. (See Galanter, 1974). 

The self interest of lawyers is particularly important when we 

consider lawyers pl~7ing other-than-adversary roles. P. H. Gulliver, 

(1977 :34) the anthropologist, notes that a mediator '!inevitably brings 

with him certain ideas, know~edge and assumptions, as well as certain 

interests and concerns, his own and those of the people who he 

represents." Gulliver goes on to point out that when a mediator acts 

as a go-between with the parties physically sep~rated and not in 

direct communication, the mediator's ideas and interests are given 

scope to operate. Mediators can controlinforruation. They convey 

messages, but they also can change the content, emphasis and 

implication. They can add interpretation~ or include additional 

messages because neither/party is abl~ to monitor the mediator's 

activities. Mediators are likely to evaluate each party's position if, 

for their own reasons, they want to affect the settlement reached. 
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To a great extent, lawyers drafting a new warranty clause in light of 

various statutes ',and regulations act as mediators between the legal 

system and their clients. In the guise of telling the clients what 

they must do, lawyers have power to tell them what the lawyers think 

they ought to do. A lawyer telephoning a seller about a consumer 

~ 
I 

complaint plays Gulliver's go-between role with all of the opportunities 

to manipulate the result which Gulliver describes. And, importantly, 

I 
la:wyers are :;:epeat players likely to have some concern that what they 

do in this case will affect their relationships in the business and 

legal communities in the future. 

La~yyers value being "profess ional. " If a case cannot be handled 

by "real lawyers' skills," it is unlikely to be taken or given much time 

and attention. (Compare Katz, 1978; Laumann and Heinz, 1977. See also 

Heinz, Laumann, Cappell, Hallid~y and Schaalman, 1976.) Lawyers also 

believe in the legitimacy of business and the related values of self 

reliance and anti-paternalism. Lawyers tend to understand the problems 

of manufacturers and. ,sellers. They believe that if one signs a contract, , . 
one ought to perform; they think that. debts ought to'be paid. As a 

result, consumerism is not seen as a major cause, and consumer 

protection legislation frequently is indifferently or hostilely received 

,i by many lawyers. These views are reinforced by the reactiC)'ns of many 
11 

judges who do not want to have their time wasted by lawyers bringing 

consumer protection cases before them. 

Redmount (;l961), a psychologist and a lawyer, suggests that'aome 

lawyers, as a matter of personality, -are likely to be, assertive while 

others are more conciliatory. While this study did not attempt to assess 
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personality variables, it does seem likely that a conciliatory lawYer 

who knows almost no consumer law, has only minimal sympathy for consumer 

problems,. associates regular.ly with business people ~nd recognizes that 

a consumer's case ~ill.justify only a minimal fee at best will do little 

more than attempt to work something out in a five-minute telephone call 

to the seller. Even a la~~er who likes to fight will prefer other kinds 

of cases that offer bigger and better pay offs. . 

All in all, this study·adds another instance to our growing 

catalogue of other-than-adversa17 roles played by lawyer~. (See Shaffer~ 

1969). For example, recently legal literature has paid some attention 

to the problems lawyers face in proceedi~gs for involuntary commitment 

of a client to a mental ~nstitution when the lawyers themselves believe 

that their client needs treatment. (See,~, Cyr, 1978; Dawidoff, 

1975; Galie, 1978; Zander, 1976. But see Jale ~ Journal, 1975, 

arguing for ~n adversary ro~e.) Other articles have. ·cons.idered the 

problems of lawyers who learn that their clients are violating the 

regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission now that the SEC 

is trying to impose a duty on these lawyers to blow the whistle. 

(See Lorne, 1978; Miller, 1978; Wi~liams, 1978.) Still other articles 

look at the problems of l~wyers assigned to represent young chil~ren . 

in child custody disputes--~ne cannot just ask a four year old whether 

s/he wants to live with mommy or daddy and seek to carry out that 

preference using all of the skills involved in evidence gathering and 

cross examination. (See,~, Church, 1975; Deutsch, 1973; Elkins, 

1977; Spencer and Zammit, 1976; Yale Law Journal 1976; 1978). 
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In the consumer product quality situation, as in these other 

instances, lawyers are often pushed into a role Justice Brandeis 

called the "counsel 1;or the situation." Geoffrey Hazard (1978:64) , 

notes that such lawye:t's must be advocate, mediator, entrepreneur, and 

judge all rolled into o"ue. They' are called on to be experts in problem 

solving, asked to product~ a solution which wiLl be acceptable over time, 

rather than to produce immetli~!,:e victories for'their own clients. 
, 

To do this, they often must persuade or coerce both the client an,a the 

other party to reach what the lawyer sees as the' proper solution, 

often "translating inarticulate or exaggerated claims • • • into 

temperate and mutually intelligible terms of communication." 

III. Evaluation. 

How should we evaluate what Wisconsin lawyers do to fashion 

solutions to consumer problems? Our story tells us something about 

both the impact of a body of, reform laws ~nrl about the practice of law. 

We can sketch both a positive and a negative evaluation; the choice 

between them rests largely on one's values and one's'assumptions about 

facts beyond the scope of this study. 

On the positive sJde, one might view the practices of the lawyers 

I studied as yielding a kind of rough justice. LaW'jers guard an expensive 

social institution--the legal system--from overload by relatively minor 

complaints. Consumers who are dissatisfied with such things as warped 

phonograph records, d~fective hair dryers, or inoperative instant cameras 

can return them to the seller. Usually, the seller will replace them or 

offer a refund if they cannot be fixed. If the seller refuses, the buyer 
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can shop elsewhere next time, and the buyer has an "atrocity story" with 

which to entertain friends which, in turn, may affect the seller's 

reputat\on. In short, many problems can be left to the market. 

(See Diener and Greyser, 1978; Ramsay, 1978; Ross and Littlefield 

(1978); Wilkes an~i1cox, 1976)~ At the other extreme, consumers who 

have suffered serious personal injuries as the result of defective 

products have relatively little difficu1ty.in finding lawyers who will 

aggressively pursue their cases, and the growing law of products 

liability offers what some see as exceedingly generous remedies if not 

too much protection. MOreover, products liability and government ordered 

product recalls together give manufacturers a great incentive to pay 

attention to quality control so problems will be avoided. 

The problem: is to sort··out· claims fa1ling between these poles. 

Defects in automobiles and mobile homes, for example, probably warrant 

buying at least a little of a lawyer's time, especially when manufacturers 

and sellers. fail to remedy ~he problem after a customer makes a complaint. 

But a full scale wa~ using elaborate legal research and expert testimony 

would be a waste of resources--it would parallel sending a brain surgeon 

to stitch up a minor cut. A telephone call or a letter or two shaped 

by rough notions of fairness is all the claim is worth. Only if all 

those clients who have cases wh1.ch will support substantial fees were 

forced to subsidize the consumer cases involving only small sums of 
() 

money, could lawyers buy all of the necessary law books and learn all 

the details of consumer law. Alternatively, lawyers could be subsidized 

by governments to master consumer law and litigate, but there are 

probably better uses for tax revenues. 
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Moreover, tho~e lawyers who are willing to do anything at all for 

clients with a consumer case often are deliberately or unknowingly 

defending the values of social integration and harmony. In Laura Nader's 

(1969) phrase, they are seeking lito make the balance" by restoring 

personal relations to equilibrium through compromise. They do this by 

clearing up misunderstandings and promoting reasonableness on both sides 

ratheri:han ,fighting for total victories and aiding consumers wage 

vendettas. They can offer their clients their status and contacts which 

allow them to reach the person who has power to apologize, offer a token 

gesture or make a real offer of settlement. In some situations, the 

fact that a manager or owner accepts the blame and apologizes may be as 

effective in placating the client as a recovery of money. The real 

grievance may rest on a sense of being taken, insulted, or treated 

impersonally. Lawyers can help their clients accept the situation and 

see themselves not as victims but as peqple with minor complaints; they 

can help them get on with the business of living rather than allowing a 

$200 to $300 problem to become the focus of their lives. 
.~ . 

One can emphasize this point by stressing whac these" lawyers are 

not doing. Lawyers often are portrayed as promoting disputes in order 

to make work for themselves. A partner in a consulting firm that aids 

corporations, in its words, "manage change II recently charged that, 

It is probably not coincidental that the United States 

the country with the highest proportion of lawyers in its 

population, is the most litigious country in the world. All 

those lawyers are looking for work, and they are sure to 

find it among a self-centered, demanding, dissatisfied 
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population which has grudges--r ea1 or imagined against 

institutions or individuals. 

(9 Behavior Today 3, 4 (No.4, Oct. 16, 1979) 

Rather than pour gasoline on the fire of indignation in members of a 

"self-centered, demanding, dissatisfied population which has grudges," 

"-almost all of the lawyers interviewed in this study seem far more likely 

to use some type of fire extinguisher. Even lawyers who see themselves 

, '?rogressives and those who work for group legal services plans try 

to push aside potential clients who they judge to be "crazy,1I to want 

something for nothing, or to be acting in bad faith. 

It would be difficult to deliberately plan and create a system such 

as the one I have described. Perhaps it c(luld only have arisen in 

response to laws that created a number, of i\lldividual rights which could 

not be fully exercised. By relying on lawyers as gatekeepers, we get 

enough threat of trouble to prompt apologies, gestures and settlements 

which are acceptable but no~ enough litigation to burden legal or commercial 

institutions. We avoid having to reach complete agreement on the precise 

boundaries of the appropriate norms governing a manu·facturer' s and seller' B 

responsibility for quality defects and for misleading buyers short of 

absolute fraud. And such agreement would be difficult to attain. We 

avoid having to live with inappropriate norms about 't:he.se matters which 

might result from the confrontation of interest groups in the legislative 

and administrative processes. We avoid having to resolve difficult questions 

of fact concerning the seller's responsibility for the buyer's expectations 

and for the condition of the goods. Finally, we offer some deterrence to 

consumers who want to defraud sellers or to those eager to get something 
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for nothing. (See Wilkes, 1978). 

On the negative side, one could highlight the fact that many consumers 

with problems lack effective access to the system because of the barriers of ... 

cost and the structure of the legal profession. As I point out, people 

hesitate to bring problems to laWyers for reasons often not related to 

the merits of their case. They may think they cannot afford high 11!gal 

fees, and they may not know that som~ lawyers often write letters or make 

telephone calls for lit~leor no fee. (See Curran, 1977:208). Of course, 

lawyers may be able to offer such services only because they are not 

asked to do it too often; if more people knew about the practice, lawyers 

might have to reject even more people: with consumer claims in order to 

guard th,dr time.for more profitable legal work. Middle class and rich 

consumer's are likely to be able to get, more o~ .the various kinds of 

services offlared by lawyers than are the poor. The more affluent are 

likely to purchase products where unresolved disputes will be serious 

enough to warrant seeking professional help; lawyers are likely to want to 

please these clients and offer "loss leader" services; attorneys are more 

likely to be successful in persuading a merchant that a middle class or 

rich pe~'Bon' s good will is worth some sub,stantial gesture. 

MUch of the case favorable to present practices rests on a judgment 

that most consumer claims are trivial. But should we ,be satisfied with 

the judgments of individual lawyers--typically white, middle class males 

who are nicely integrated into their communities--about whether an individual 

who wants to assert his or her legal rights :i.s reasonable and responsible? 

In an era of inflation, perhaps, the $400 many consumers sp3nt to replace 

four defective Firestone 500' steel-belted radial tires may seem trivial to 
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a successful lawyer, but it was not trivial to the many car owners faced 

with this problem. Many buyers of such defective products do not have 

lithe balance" restored; they feel taken or cheated~ and they are upset 

by a sense of "near miss" since defective tires might have killed or 

injured them or their families. 'They will have suffered an injury to 

their expectation interest which will not be redressed. (Compare 

Bernacchi, 1978). They may be seeking some measure of retribution, and 

they are not going to be satisfied to be turned away from a lawyer's 

office after the person at the counter at the Firestone store had denied 

any responsibility for the problem. In the case of the buyers of 

Firestone tires, they were likely to have been even more unhappy with 

lawyers and their lack of remedy when they watched the Gen£lral Counsel 

of Firestone testify before a congres~ional committee that the problems 

were entirely the consumer's fault. Somehow, it does not seem enough 

just to avoid ever again buyin~,Firestone products or to enjoy seeing 

Firestone steadily losing g~ound in the stock market despite the efforts 

of an aging actor to prop'up its reputation in televisi.on commercials. 

Of course, Congress and an administrative agency ultimately induced 

Firestone to offer a remedy to some of the buyers of the 500 steel-

belted radial; but that does not serve to legitimate the system described 

in this study because this happy outcome for some consumers was not 

prompted by lawyers handling individual claims. 

While a sense of being taken and the loss of a fe~ hundred dollars 

may be viewed as too trivial to be of concern, the Firestone case 

illustrates the possibility that even more ;mportant interests are at 

stake. Even if a lawyer had ob~ained some gesture from Firestone before 
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the wave of bad publicity forced it to recall the 500 steel-belted 

radial tire, it is likely that Firestone would still have been rewarded 

for its incompetent enginee:r;tng and production techniques unless the 

settlement had been forsignifica~tly more than Firestone was offering 

when the defects in the tire were first discovered. Conciliatory 

settlements which. Ii consumer accepts as the best that can be gained 

still may be subverting the purposes of consumer protection law if we take 

these statutes at face value and not as 'exercises in symbolism. Such 

a lawyer simultaneously convinces clients that they are getting all they 

can hope for reasonably while shielding socially harmful practices from 

effective scrutiny by the public or, some legal agency. While the 

Firestone affair eventually did come to light, it took time while many 

passengers in cars equipped with these, tires were at risk, and we can 

wonder whether there are other serious problems still being suppressed 

and shielded from scrutiny because ,of our system of warding off consumer 

problems where large sums of money are not involved. Conciliatory tactics 

may block the degree of market correction called for by consumer protection 

legislation and deny the public of awar'eness that markets 'are not being 

corrected. 

While some individuals find a lawyer to act as an effective go-

between when they encounter a consumer problem, others may find lawyers 

t·; 
11 who, in large measure, act in their own self-interest. Clients may find 
b' 

themselves manipulated and fooled. Many clients probably do not come to 

lawyers seeking to have 'their situations redefined through therapy or their 

problems solved by apologies and token gestures. At least some consumers 

do not: want a "counsel for the situation" but are looking for a lawyer' to 

\. 
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take their side. The settlement worked out after a five-minute 

telephone call may be the best possible in light of the lawyer's and 

the business' interest, and an objective observer might be able to 

defend it as serving some social_i~terest. But do clients know how 

their interests are'regularly offset by a~l of ~he others involved? 

Conciliatory strategies require little investment of professional 

time as compared to more adversarial ones. Mediation does not'require 

much knowledge 'of consumerclaw;;"and a lawy~r can negotiate a'settlement 

after filing a complaint based on generalities rather than hard legal 

research. However, la~ers get an exclusive license to practice because 

they are supposed to be expert in .the law. Many who have never seen th~., 

inside of a law school might be better conciliators than lawyers since 

legal education does little to train s~udents for this part of prac~ice, 

but non-lawyers are not given the privilege of representing clients. 

In theory, lawyers are qualified to negotiate and mediate because they 

can assess the legal positi~n and work from it as a baseline. Lawyers 

who know almas; nothing about consumer law are operating from a aifferent 

baseline. Earlier I 'quoted Geoffrey Hazar4' s (1978 :.152) comment that 

people go into corporate law because they have the opportunity to "give 

their technical best to the problems they work on." Hazard continues 

by saying that the "rest of the bar ordinarily has to slop through with 

quickie work or, as one lawyer put it,make good guesses as to the level 

of malpr~ctice at which they should o~erate in any given situation." 

Indeed, an official of the Federal Trade Commission Who was concerned 

about the succes'i. 'of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, condemned 

Wiscons.in lawyers who we-re not ful~y acquainted with that statute two 

'. 
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years after it had become effective as being guilty of serious 

malpractice. He thought that perhaps a malpractice action or twQ 

might wake up the Wisconsin bar, but he conceded that he thought lawyers 

in other states were no more aware of the law. Seyeral lawyers inter-

viewed in this study commented that many lawyers do not know enough 

consumer law to recognize that it offers a good legal theory and that 

if they did .see this, it might change the course of their negotiations. 

On the other hand, it is hard to blame lawyers who almost never 

see a consumer case involving mare than a few hundred dollars for not 

mastering a complicated and extensive body of law and for not purchasing 

expensive loose-leaf services to keep up to date. There is no way that 

any lawyer can know much about all branches of the law; lawyers naturally 

become far more expert in the areas they see regularly. Furthermore, 
.( 

lawyers are involved in complicated networks of relationships which both 

grant them opportunities for using conciliatory strategies and curb 

their freedom to be too aggressive and litigate or threaten to do so. 

Legal services are delivered by a market system, and while perhaps we 

can ask lawyers to do some charity work, they canno~ provfde free 

services ·for every case that comes in the door. (Compare Schneyer, 1978). 

The lawyers studied seem to be responding predictably to the social 

and economic structures in which the practice of law is embedded. 

Liberal reforms, such as the consumer protection laws, often create 

individual rights without succeeding in efforts to provide the means to 

carry out those rights •. Grand declarations of .rights can be personally 

rewarding to those who struggle for legislative and appellate victories. 

But justicei~ rationed by cost barriers and even lawyers working for 
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lower income clients must pick and choose where to invest their time and 

how much 6f their stock of good will to risk investing in a particular 

case. 

We could see most individual rights created by consumer protection 

laws as primarily an exercise in·symbolism. The refol~ers gained the 

pretty words in the text of the statute books ti!ild SOmE! indirect impact 

while business practice is affected only marginally because the new 

rights often cannot be implemented. And since ther~ are so many new 

consumer prot~ction statutes and so much time has passed" s1.nce the. 

consumer movement became news, the issue becomes less and less 

fashionable. As a result, we may be left with little more than the 

public relations gestures that some manufacturers of consumer products 

have found useful for their purposes. ,(See Stuart, 1979). 

There is probably some truth in all of my interpretations. One's 

judgment about the situation will turn importantly On 'hi:,~, or her view 

about whether the'quality of, consumer products, repairs and bargains 

is an important social problem, and that is a judgment resting on facts 

which this study was not designed to gather. But one could rephrase the 

problem to bring it closer to this study: We could ask whether consumer 

product, service and bargain quality is an important problem which 

could be solved to any significant. extent at an acceptable cost by 

having lawyers attempt to enforce the individual rights created by these 

laws. At least some might see the solution to any problem that exists 

as resting outside the laws discussed here. On one hand, manufacturers 

could be relluired or given incentives to improve product, service and 

bargain quality so that problems just would not arise. To some extent 
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this bas,been done with regard to products such as automobiles, tires 

and drugs. But there is a limit on how far we can go in this direction. 

Quality control costs money and pushes up prices. On the other hand, 

others might advocate wealth redistribution so that more people would 

find more problems concerning consumer products to be less important 

to them or so that more people would be sufficiently important customers 

so that business would be more attentive ,to their satisfaction. Or we 

could provide more subsidized lawyers for more of the population so that 

rights created by these statut~s could be tested in litigation more 

often. Or we might conclude that the present solution, with perhaps 

some marginal adjustments, is the best that could be attained without 

investing resources which would be better spent elsewhere. Whatever 

judgment one may make about these alternatives,it seems clear that 

anyone interested in reform cannot continue to presc for statutes 

granting individual rights in situations where there are unlikely to be 

large amounts of money as damages unless such a person is satisfied with 

the kind of conciliatory counsel-for-the-situation approach described 

here. 

Whatever we conclude about consumer laws, it is still worth looking 

at the non-legal, non-adversary .or only semi-adversary roles played by 

lawyers which I have described. The response of the bar to consumer 

laws is but one example of what goes on all the time in the practice of 

law. Indeed, the IIhired gun" going full speed ahead to fight for 

whatever clients want when they walk into the lawyer's office probably 

is uncommon except in a few routine situations. Few clients are powerful 

enough to snap their fingers' and. have their lawyer jump. However, if 
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non-legal, non-adversary or semi-adversary roles are common, we are 

right to be concerned about how they are played. 

Often lawyers in such roles are forced to decide how the problem 

they face should be resolved and then to dell their solution to all 

affected parties, incllJ.ding their own client. But many of the affected 

parties may not be represented by lawyers; some may be represented by 

lawyers who do not understand the law, the situ~tion, or both. Many of 

those affected may not be able to see all of the likely consequences of 

the lawyer's proposed soluti6n, and they may have to rely on the lawyer 

to fashion a solution which is the best for them, for the group or for 

society. While lawyers usually can persuade themselves and argue to 

others that they are only seeking their client's long run best interest 

or the right solution to the problem, their judgments about appropriate 

solutions necessarily reflect their own values and perceptions of fact. 

For e:":a.mple, lawyers, who respect university faculty members, honor a 

university, enjoy teaching part time in the law school, and doubt the 

reality of discrimination against women are not likely to be willing to 

take a case against the univ~rsity for a woman denied tenure. If such 

a lawyer does take the case, e/he is likely to handle it very differently 

than a lawyer who is alsc, .a feminist. For example, the non-feminist 

lawyer is unlikely to press very hard for language in a settlement 

agreement that might help the women's movement in addition to seeking a 

payment of money to end the,proceedings. 

Lawyers who play "counsel for the situationi ' may leave the rest of 

us a little uneasy. (See Frank: 702). What qualifies these lawyers as 

experts in problem solving? Certainly, this was not'the approach of 

t 
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their law school training, and we c~n only wonder if their professional 

experiences have ,produced wisdom in finding good solutions. And why 
.j. 

should the views of a particular lawyer about consumer protection, 

sex discrimination or any other area play such an important part in 

influencing what is done in so many situations? Is a lawyer really 

selecting the best solution or does s/he just dislike negotiating 

aggressiv'e1y? Do clients a lawyer likes and identifies with get more 

than other people? Of course, all of this raises the problem of 

legitimacy. As is true in the case of so many empirical studies, once 

again we have stumbled on the problem of discretion and the expert 

whose skill rests on experience rather than' ,on training and science. 

(See Macaulay ~nd Macaulay, 1978). And, apart from the chance of a 

malpractice action, a counsel for the situation has little accountability 

to much beyond his or her own conscience. 

Several writers have criticized the relationship between lawyers 

and their clients as being impersonal and technical. Lawyers, they 

say, are quick to turn matters of emotion into causes of action. 

(See, ~ Allen, 1964; Appel and Van Atta (1969); Feyand'Goldberg, 

1978; Greening and Zielonka 1972; Saxe and Kuvin, 1974. Compare 

Redmount, 1959.) They thus often solve the legal problem and leave the 

re,al problem untouched. They keep professional distance and avoid such 

things as anger, rage, guilt, a sense of injustice, or self deception. 

It has been charged that 1aw,schools train students to avoid emotion and 

broad solutions to problems by transforming human situations into legal 

categories. (See,~, Himmelstein, 1978). Perhaps there is truth in 

this charge, but it doE'S not' seem to fit the way many of the lawyers 
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interviewed in this study try to practice law. And it is likely that the 

realities of practice exert a far more powerful influence than what 
• 

. happens in, say, a first ye~r course in contracts. Counselling and 

therapy are very time-consuming, and professional time costs money. 

This study has emphasized that perceptions, values, personality, and 

indoctrination all operate within the framework of the structure by 

which this society provides legal services. When faced with a problem, 

lawyers will be rewarded only for some responses and not others; we 

should not be surprised when they offer those responses that produce 

rewards. As we have seen, a consumer case involving only a few hundred 

dollars in damages is likely to prompt an impersonal, but not very 

technical, quick solution from a lawyer. It is an open question whether 

clients end up satisfied and see their, situation in a new light. 

However, it is hard to see how much more could be offered within the 

p:re:.ent system. 

One response'to all this is to call for a return to the adversary 

model of the practice of law. (See,~, Yale ~ Journal, 1975.) 

A lawyer who aggressively asserts only his or her client's- interests 

rather than looking for the right solution would seem to avoid many of 

the difficulties I have sketched. But adversary ethics may be incomplete 

and ultimately unsatisfactory. For example, lawyers would have to give 

up many of the roles sketched in this article and turn would-be clients 

away. Many w,)uld see the conciliatory stance of these lawyers as 

socially useful. (See Griffiths, 1977. Compare Abel: 1978; Crowe, 1978). 

Most non-lawyers likely would question the desirability of attorneys 

acting as hired guns rather than as problem solvers. 

" 
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President Carter, for example, said, "Mahatma Gandhi, who was himself 

a very successful lawyer, said of his profession that 'lawyers will as a 

rule advance quarrels rather than,repress them.' We ,do not serve justice 

when we encourage disputes in our society rather than resolving them." 

(Carter,1978). If anything, we 'may be witnessing pressure to move even 

further from adversariness with current ~emands for lawyers and other 

professionals to assume responsibility for their-clients' compliance 

, with the law. The counsel for the situation role, as troublesome as it 

is, is unlikely to fade away. Therefore, it makes sense to think 

seriously about how the values, personality traits and structural constraints 

of the bar influence the choices that are made. Perhaps as a very small 

first step it might be worth considering whether non-lawyers could be 

made more aware of what is going on and whether this would influence 

the choices that are made. It might help if all cli~nts recognized that 

they were hiring a counsel for the situation to fashion as good a solution 

as was possible within the t.ime the lawyer could give to the case. It 

might help if all clients 'recognized that lawyers must be influenced by 

their own values, personality and self-interest. Over-inflated pictures 

of lawyers acting without self-interest in pursuit of a result dictated 

by the pure reason embodied in the law can only add fuel to the cynicism 

about the bar which goes so far back in our history. 
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Appendix I 

A Description of the Research 

Between us, Kathryn Winz and I interviewed 106 practicing lawyers. 

four district attorneys, six paralegal workers and an official of the 

Office of Consumer Protection of 'the Department of Justice of the State 

of Wisconsin. Interviews ranged from one which took an entire morning 

with four lawyers meeting together in their office to telephone conver

sations of only a few minutes. At the outset of' the study, discussions 

with friends who practice law and colleagues on the University of Wis

consin Law Faculty made it seem' likely that while some lawyers in the 

state might often encounter consumer protection laws, many or most would 

never see them. As a result, we thought that a random sample of all 

lawyers 'in the state of a size feasible to interview with our limited 

resources was likely to miss too many lawyers with experience in this 

area and thus be misleading. However. we could not think of an easy 

to use principle of selecting a stratified sample. We tried several 

strategies to try to discover lawyers with the experience we sought 

with little success. What the lawyers we interviewed told'us caused us 

to conclude that few lawyers in the state spend a great deal of their 

time dealing with consumer protection matters, and that the sample we 

had been seeking did not exist. 

We began by interviewing lawyers in Door, Douglas, Iowa, Richland 

and Rock Counties. We hoped to learn enough in these smaller counties 

so that we could d~al with much larger ones. Door County is in the 

northwest part of the state and it relies on agriculture, ship and boat 

building and tourists for its income. At the time of the study, its 
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population was about 20,000. Douglas is in the far northwest corner of 

the state, Superior is' its ,largest city, and the population was 43,400. 

Iowa and Richland are contiguous relatively prosperous agricultural 

counties in the southwestern part of the state with populations of 

18,650 and 16,900. Rock County is both agricultural and urban with 

important manufacturing. It is in the south central part of the state 

and borders on Illinois; Janesville and Beloit'are its .two largest cities; 

its .population is 137.200. 

We attempted to interview o~e member of each law firm and all the 

solo practitioners in each county. Within each firm we tried to contact 

someone we hoped would talk with us and had experience with consumer pro

tection laws or who would refer us to an appropriate partner or associate. 

After two unsuccessful attempts to contact a solo practitioner or a 

f f"i abandoned our effort to interview them. representative 0 a rm, we 

Generally. Wisconsin lawyers we~e very cooperative and many gave us a 

great deal of their time. We understood that the practice of law can 

involve working under time pressure, and many lawyers had more important 

. ti We found" it easier to' inter-things to do than,answering our ques ons. 

view lawyers in the smaller counties than lawyers in Rock County where 

they were busier. Lawyers who had no experience with consumer laws and 

little if any contact with consumers some~imes did not see any value in 

wasting their time to tell us that a,'id explain why it was the caseJ . 

sometimes we got only a sentence or two from a lawyer bef.ore s/he cut 

off the conversation. A few lawyers thought that ,~~~ study was an in

vasion of their privacy. and they told us so i~ no uncertain terms. 

Our interview schedule was simple: we asked the lawyers we were 
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able tp interview i~ they or their partners and-associates encountered 

consUmers with problems, if so, what they did with these.cases, and 

whether they were familiar with the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, the 

Wisconsin Cons.umer Act or the various administrati~e regulations which 

are designed to protect consume.rs. The following table indicates what 

we found. It sho.uld b'e stressed that in this table we credited both. 

lawyers who were real experts and those who .had but slight knowledge as 

being familiar with these laws because we saw no way to test and grade 

the level of skill held by our respondents. 

Table I About Here 

A t this point· _ in the study, I tried to find attorneys with more 

experience in using consumer laws; we had learned a good deal about why 

cases seldom came to lawyers and how they quickly handled most they 

encountered in a con~iliatory fashion, but we had come across few lawyers 

who knew much about the rule-s and used them in their practice. I thought 

that lawyers who worked for legal services programs of various kinds 

might make more use of consumer protection laws; they offer legal ser-

vices at no extra cost to those who are the beneficiaries of these plans, 

and so cost barriers seemed likely to be less of a factor. I interviewed 

one or more lawyers from each of the 66 group legal services plans re-

gistered with the State Bar of Wisconsin. These plans are benefits for 

members of groups such as unions, cooperatives, condominiums and univer-

sity student associations. 39 of the 66 plans are represented by just 

five: different law firms, and one of these firms r~presents 21 different 

plans and another performs services for six. These lawyers did see more 
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consumer problems and were somewhat more familiar with consumer pro

tection laws as is shown by Table 2. 

Table 2 About Here 

I also talked with representatives of Legal Action for Wisconsin 

(LAW), a federally funded program with staffed offices in Milwaukee and 

Madison that deals with problems of low-income clients, and a represen

tative of Wisconsin Judicare, a federally funded'prcgram which pays 

private attorneys in the northern and western parts of the state for 

legal services to clients with low incomes. The representative from the 

Milwaukee office of LAW saw many cases where consumer protection laws 

were relevant, and he was an expert on many of these laws. The Madison 

office does not see as many of these ca'ses, and its representative was 

not as expert as the lawyer in the Milwaukee office. Wisconsin Judicare 

seldom handles consumer cases. 

Next I continued to try-to find lawyers who might be knowledgeable 

about consumer protection laws by asking my .colleagues on the Law Faculty 

and friends in practice for suggestions. I was referred to several 

~awyers'who had taken a consumer protection seminar in law school and 

had also worked for the Office of Consumer Protection of the Wisconsin 

Department of Justice. After I interviewed these lawyers, I asked them 

for the names of other attorneys who might be expert in consumer laws, 

talked with these lawyers 'to whom I had been referred, and then asked 

them for more names, and so on. In this way, I "covered" Dane County., the 

home of the ~t:ate capital, Madison, which has a population of about 300,000 

and about l,4()0 lawyers. This referal network sent me to 18 lawyers in 
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Madison, one in Columbus, Wisconsin and two in Milwaukee. By the time 

I had talked with everyone in this group I was being referred back to 

people I had already seen, and so I concluded that I had found nearly all 

the experts there were to be found ·in this' manner. ' .. Nine of the twenty 

one lawyers knew a great deal about consumer law because they represented 

" businesses or trade associations rather than individuals. TheGt~~r 

twelve represented both individuals and businesses--and three of these 

·lawyers were truly expert in these laws. However, two of the three had 

become expert while working for the Office of Consumer Protection of the 

Wisconsin Department of Justice and seldom used their knowledge in their 

practice. 

I next turned to the ten largest law firms in the state to learn 

more about the legal advice given to the larger manufacturers, financial 

institutions and trade associations. I had been told that these firms 

did most of the drafting of contracts and other business forms which 

reflected the influence of consumer protection laws. I talked with 

twelve lawyer~.from these firms, nine in Milwaukee and three in Madison. 

All but one fi.rm had a great deal of experience in helping "business cope 

with consumer protection, and the one firm without this experience spe

cialized in labor relations law. Lawyers in these firms were very 

generous with their time and help; many were my former students and some, 

possibly because they were former editors of a law review were very 

interested in the research project. 

In June of 1977, Wisconsin Advanced Training Seminars, a continuing 

legal education program of the State Bar of Wisconsin, sponsored a two 

day meeting in Milwaukee on the Uniform Commercial Code. The first 
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morning session involved a discussion of consumer product warranties 

under the UCC and the Magnustm-Moss Warranty Act by Professor James White 

of the University of Michigan Law Senool. I hoped that the lawyers who 

had attended this program had :some interest in this branch of consumer 

protection law since they took the time away from their practice to attend; 

however, the program also dealt with other matters unrelated to consumer 

problems, and some lawyers attended largely just to get their continuing 

legal education credit. Whatever the case, I hoped to test what I had 

been finding against the exp·erience of a large group of lawyers practicing 

in Milwaukee since I assumed that most of those attending the ATS program 
. 

would come from there. At this point, I had talked only to lawyers who 

represented group legal service plans in Milwaukee about both their 

group and 'non-group',practice, and they, had told me just the same'story 

I had heard from lawyers practicing elsewhere. 

Thus, in the fall of 1977, I sent.a one-page questionnaire with a 

stamped self-addressed enve1qpe to the 173 attorneys who had attended 

the Uniform Commercial Code-Magnuson-Moss seminar. The mailing list was 

kin.dlyprovided "by David ·B. Mills, '.the Program Attorney for ATS-CLE. 

110 (63%) responded. 86 of the questionnaires were sent to addresses in 

Milwaukee or its suburban communities; 49 replies came in envelopes 

postmarked from Milwaukee or these suburbs. 14 questionnaires were sent 

to addresses in Madison; 8 replies came from there. The rest of the 

questionnaires were scattered allover the state, somewhat to my surprise. 

Of course, a lawyer who practiced in one community might mail his or her 

response from anywhere s/he happened to be near a mailbox, but is seems 

reasonable to assume that most lawyers would fill out the questionnaire 
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at their desk and send it back with the rest of their professional 

correspondence for the day. Fourte d en respon ents were house counsel for 

corporationsj 24 were in general busin~ss practice primarily representing 

financial institutions, manufacturlars and retailers; 60 were in general 

practice, which included substantial representation of both business and 

individuals. Twelve described their practice as "other," since they 

worked for such organizations as trade associa't1'ons , units of government 

or corporations ~n non-legal capacities •. 

These lawyers were asked whether they had drafted warranties "and 

considered the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act." They were asked if they had 

considered that statute in connect1'on with a claim by a consumer while 

representing the business against which the 1 im c a was made or while 

representing the consumer making, or considering making, the claim. 

The useable responses are described in Tables 3 and 4. 

area 

Tables 3 and 4 About Here 

None of these lawyers knew of any litigation i~ the courts 

in which the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act was involved. 

in their 
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Appendi:t' II 

[This appendix was prepared by Richard E. Miller, 
Department of Sociology, University of Wisconsin-Madison] 

Survey Data on Lawyer Contacts by New Car Buyers with Problems 

The interviews' .with attorneys which are reported in this paper 

were part of a larger project on the impact of consumer protection laws, 
\ 

particularly the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, on the automobile industry. 

As part of a survey of new car buyers, dealers and manufacturers under 

the direction of Dr. Kenneth McN~il, quest.ions were asked buyers about 

contacts with lawyers. The information gained by this study reinforces 

the conclusions drawn from the interviews with attorneys. 

The survey of new car buyers involved a sample of purchasers of 

1977 model domestic cars purchased in Dane (Madison) and Milwaukee Coun-

ties. These people were interviewed by telephone, once shortly after 

their purchase and again a year later. A total of 1,537 complete inter-

views were obtained,'which represents 77 percent of all buyers sampled. 

In the second interview, b,uyers were asked about e:tperiences with their 

new cars; those who reported both "troublesome experiences" and "some 

problem or delay" in resolving these difficulties were asked further 

questions about their most serious problem and what they did to resolve 

it. 26.7 percent of all buyers had both some repair problem and some 

delay in resolving it or did not get the problem resolved at all. The 

data reported here are from this subgroup. 

Table 5 gives the percentages of those in this group who complained 

to or contacted the dealer, the factory, a public remedy agent, 9r an 

attorney and the percentages who ultimately had their problem resolved. 
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Table 5 About Here 

Complaint rates were somewhat higher for those with problems which 

they cons:tdered majo.r. For example, 56.0 percent of those with major 

problems complained beyond the service manager, while 46.2 percent of 

those with what they saw as a minor problem did so. Over half of those 

with a problem registered their complaint with the dealership, and almost 

a qq~rter went further and contacted the factory. Relatively few buyers 

contacted attorneys or public remedy agents. The low usage of public 

remedy agents is particularly striking because about half the sample 

live in Dane County where the three state agencies that handle new car 

complaints are 10cated--these are the Consumer Protection DivisiclO of 

the Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection; 

the MOtor Vehicles Division of the Department of Transportation; and the 

Office of Consumer Protection of the Wisconsin Department of Justice. 

Many of those who complained contacted several people or o:rganiza

tions. All of those who contacted the manufacturer, lawyers or public 

renledy agents had already complained to the dealer. Of those contacting 

~n attorney, 37.2 percent also contacted a state agency or a private 

consumer complaint organization such as the Better Business Bureau or a 

local television station. Conversely, 26.6 percent of those who contacted 

a public remedy agent also discussed their problem with an attorney. 

Table 6 indicates the sources of legal advice. 

Table 6 About Here 

Of those \Jho were nQt themselves lawyers, about half the buyers who 
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experienced problems and a delay in resolving them and ~ho talked with 

a lawyer saw a lawyer as a client, while .the other half talked with 

friends or relatives who were attorneys or with an attorney employed by 

one of the state's consumer protl~ction agencies. 

Table 7 shows the rates that" members of different income groups used 

attorneys. 

Table 7 About Here 

While 33.9 percent of all the new car buyers who had problems had in

comes below $15,000, only 19 percent of those contacting a lawyer were in 

this 10wer,;l,ncome group. Those in the $15,000 to $20,000 group contacted 

lawyers at a somewhat higher rate while those in the $20 p OOO to $25,000 

group saw attorneys at a much higher rate. This p&ttern probably reflects 

both economic resources and the availabt11ty of lawyers through social 

networks. The low r4te of contacting lawyers for the highest income 

group is difficult to explain. It may represent chance variation or 

lower felt needs for assistan~e. Table 8 shows the rate of attorney use 

by education. A pattern similar to that for income emerges, with high 

Only among those with some college education. ~sage 

Table 8 J\bout Here 

Table 9 shows the rates of usage of lawyers by age. 

Table 9 About Here 

High usage rates are found only for the 25 to 29 year old group. These 
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people were in high school and college during the height of, the consumer 

movement, the early 1970s. They may, then, be the only age group well 

educated in asserting consumer rights. They may also· have naive expecta-

tions about the efficacy of attorney aid. 

Because of time constraints, detailed informatiQn about what lawyers 

told the respondents w~s not obtained. However, respondents whose pro-

blems were not resolved at all·and who had consulted a lawyer were asked 

if the attorney had encom;'E'.ged them to continue complaining, suggested 

that they give up, or something else. From these responses and from 

~~~ginal notes on the interview form, it was possible to determine the 

nature of the advice offered by the lawyer to most respondents. Table 

10 reports these results. 

Table 10 About Here 

Those buyers ~ho saw a lawyer and whose problem was resolved were 

asked if the attorney he1pe4 in obtaining a solution. One third replied 

affirmatively. Of the nine respondents who contacted lawyers as clients, 

four had their problems resolved ,md two of these credited their lawyer 

with helping them. One of these two me;'I!ly sent the client to a state 

agency and the client found the agency to be 'vorth1ess"; thus, the basis 

for the client's judgment that the lawyer had been helpful is unclear. 

The other 'helpful' attorney coached the client in w~iting complaint 

letters and in dealing with the manufacturer and also suggested contacting 

the MOtor Vehicles Divisio~ of the Wisconsin Department of Transportation. 
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While no lawyer actually contacted an automobile dEaler on behalf of ~. 

a respondent, 9.9 percent of those buyers who had a problem reported 
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using the threat of hiring an attorney when they complained at the dealer

ship. ,Forty-five percent of those threatening to see a lawyer had their 

problems resolved (of course, we cannot be sure of the impact of the 

threat), which is about the same rate of success as achieved by those 

who actu~l1y' did talk to a ..1awyer. A minority followed up their threat t 

35 percent of those who threatened to see a lawyer actually did so. 

Fully 86 percent of those who did discuss their problem with a lawyer 

had threatened to do so when they complained to the dealer or the factory. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. In Wisconsin many state agencies attempt to mediate disputes 

between consumers and businesses. For example, the Department of Agri

culture, Trade and Consumer Protection issues regulations to control 

unfair trade practices. (See Wis. Stat. 8 100.20 (1975).) In order to 

gain information about business practices which might indicate the need 

for new or amended regulations, the Department is eager to receive con

sumer complaints. After a writte~ complaint form is filed, the agency 

sends a standard form letter to the complained-against'business. Often 

the business responds with an offer to settle. If it does not, the 

agency must drop the matter unless its investigators determine that an 

unfair trade practice has been committed. One agency investigator is 

very active in mediating consumer disputes in the northern and central 

parts of the state, but the agenc; is much less active in Milwaukee. 

The Office of Consumer P.rotection of the Department of Justice also 

mediates c.r.nsumer complaints by sending out a series of standard letters 

on the Attorney General's letterhead. Usually, this will p'rompt an offer 

by a business to make some adjustment. (See, generally, Jeffries, 1974.) 

There has been some conflict between Agriculture and Justice about which 

agency has jurisdiction to deal with consumer complaints. At times 

officials of Justice have viewed people at Agriculture as insufficiently 

aggressive in champio,ning the consumer; those at Agriculture have not 

been pleased by Justice's invasion of what they view as their territory. 

The Motor Vehicle Department also mediates consumer complai~ts. 

particularly those involvingOused cars. It is given authority to enforce 

1 
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the requirements that used car dealers disclose on a standard sticker 

placed on the window of cars on their lot all defects they know about. 

It has 14 field investigators, most of whom are former members of the 

state highway patrol. These investigators mediate consumer complaints, 

dispensing justice based on their view of the condition of the car and 

the degree of compliance with the sticker law. (See [Madison] Wisconsin 

~ Journal (Feb. 11, 1979), sec. 3, 4.) 

The Commissioner of Insurance also processes complaints by con-

sumers (see Whitford and Kimbal1,~ 1974) as does the Public UtUities 

Commission. 

2. One lawyer told us the "I am in an office with three lawyers, 

and we openea " last November,breaking away from a larger firm. We have 

three secretaries and a half time book~keeper, and they keep good records 

of every activity of the office. We take over 50 telephone calls every 

morning up to 1:00. Seven out of ten of these calls will involve a 

client ~~ho wants to shoot th~ breeze on some off-beat problem I or idea. 

We do not bill in these ca'ses, and I do not think that most lawyers 

would. A lot of free advice is available to anyone who will call. 

There is no real crisis in the delivery of legal services. The middle 

class can afford them, but it just doesn't want to pay." 

3. White (1977:' °1272) found th'at' the warranty and wananty disclaimer 

sections of the Uniform Commercial Code were heavily cited in reported 

cases from California, New York and Ohio published in the late 1950s and 

early 1960s, and these sections comprised a substantial plurality of all 

the citations to the Uniform Commercial Code from each of the three states 

studied. He explained this result by noting that "many of these warranty 

52-434 0 - 80 - 39 
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cases are brought by an allegedly injured consumer-buyer against the 

seller, with whomOhe has no continuing relationship. Unlike the busi-

nessperson, the consumer-buyer pays no added litigation cost in the form 

of injured or severed business relationships." (Compare Macaulay, 1963.) 

However, White does not indicate how many of the warranty cases he 

found involve consumer-buyers and hc~ many involve business buyers. 

Moreover, he does not indicate how many of the cases involving consumer-

buyers reflected situations where the consumer-buyer alleged that a 

personal injury had been caused by a defective product. It would seem 

that while a consumer's litigation costs might be lower in terms of 

severed or injured relationships, the potential benefits of litigation 

to a consumer-buyer also would be less in cases where there was no 

personal injury to prompt a large claim for damages. For example, , 

recovery of the p~rchase price is likely to yield much less in a case 

involving a defective automobile than in one involving a defective 

machine tool or needed raw materials. 

Jane Limprecht, my research assistant, collected all of the reported 

cases in 1977 which involved a breach of warranty theory from the 

Modern Federal Digest, the U.C.C. Reporter, and West's General Digest. 

Of the 147 cases she discovered, 82 involved business purchasers and 65 

involved consumer-buyers. 30 of the consumer caseS had personal injuries 

prompting substantial damage claims; 35 did not involve personal injuries. 

Included within these 35, were 9 involving a new car, 3 concerning a new 

pick-up truck and 4 relating to used cars. In 9 of these automotive 

cases the damages sought were reported. The lowest claim was for $1050 

and the greatest was for $9000. Six more of the 35 consumer-buyer cases 
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where there was no personal injury involved mobile homes where the lowest 

claim was for $5,400 and the highest was for $14,395. Four more involved 

boats and yachtso; the lowest claim here was $950 and the highesot was 

$37,00n The other consumer-buyer but no personal injury cases involved 

such things as an inflatable mammary prosthesis, a vault for a child's 

casket, a home sewage treatment system and a stove whi~h exploded and 

destroyed a house. Of course, as White recognizes, reported cases can 

be but a distorted reflection of what goes on at trial, in pre-tfial 

negotiations, in lawyers' offices and in attempts by consumers to 

exercise self-help. Nonetheless, these reported decisions suggest that 

consumer product quality cases which involve no personal injury are 

likily to be prompted by only certain kinds of products--particularly 

yachts, cars and mobile homes--and we might guess that they are likely 

to involve consumers who can both afford these products and lawyers. 

4. A conflict of interest problem does not always stop a lawyer 

from acting as a mediator. One lawyer told us that "in one case a 

customer came to the office and he had a complaint against a store we 

represent. Clearly, the store should have made good"on the matter, and 

so I called the store and told them to fix things up. They did without 

question, and the man left my office happy." 
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TABLE 1 

INTERVIEWS WITH LAWYERS IN FIVE COUNTIES 

County No. of lawyers 
and firms: 

In County * Interviewed Frequency of consumer 

Total Firms Solos Total' Firm 
Lawyers Lawyers reps. 

Door 24 5 8 6 4 

Douglas 30 6 12 9 6 

Iowa 20 4 12 9 2 

Richland 12 4 5 5 3 

Rock 164 27 55 n. 11 

Totals 51, 

* Source: Wisconsin Legal Directory 1976-1977. 

** The lawyer who was familiar with Magnuson-Moss 
taught consumer education classes in a local adult 
education program. 

clients 
Solo None Few Some 

2 1 5 o· 

3 1 8 0 

7 1 7 1 

2 3 2 0 

11 .2 11. .2 

11 34 6 

__ -:--___ ._._._._.~_~._.'H._~ __ ... _. 
\ 

Many 

0 

0 

0 

0 

'0 

0 

Familiarity with: 

Mag.-Moss WCA Wis. Regs. 

.1 ** 3 3 O':l 
0 
<:0 

0 8 2 

0 3 2 

0 2 1 
~ 

Q 11 2 

1 29 11 

\ 
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No. of lawyers 
interviewed 

19 

Never 

Once 

Several 
times 

Frequently 

Totals 

Never 

Once 

Several 
times 

Frequently 

Totals 

--------- -~--~-- ~ 
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TABLE 2 --
INTERVIEWS WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF 

GROUP LEGAL SERVICE PLANS 

Familiarity with Frequency of consumer 
clients 

None Few Some Many 
1 9 2 7 

Mag.-Moss WCA Wis. Regs. 
343 

'TABLE 3 

DRAFTED WARRANTIES 
CONSIDERING MAGNUSON-MOSS 

Lawyers for General 

House counsel Business Practitioners Total 

4 (29%) 12 (50%) 36 (60%) 52 (53%) 

0 2 (8'7.) 10 (16'7.) 12 (12%) 

" 

7 (50'7.) 9 (38%) 14 (23%) 30 (31%) 

.2. (21'7.) J. (4'7.) ~ ..!l. (4'7.) 

14 24 60 98 

TABLE 4 

CONSUMER CO}1PLAINT CONS IDERING 
MAGNUSON-MOSS 

For business For consumers 

Business G.P. Total H.C. Business G.P. 'rotal 
H.C. 43 77 

19 46 75 13 21 
10 (771.) (831.) 

(71%) (79'7.) (82%) (80'7.) (100%) (88%) 

0 3 3 0 1 4 5 
0 (71.) (51.) 

(51.) (31.) (41.) 

0 2 9 11 
4 5 6 15 

(16%) (12%) 
(28'7.) (21%) (111.) (16%) (8'1.) 

1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 

(2%) (11.) 

14 24 56 94 13 24 56 93 
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Table 5 

Complaint and Success Rates Among New Car Buyers with Problems 

Complained beyond service manager 
(eg. to general manager or dealer) 

Complained to manufacturer 

Contacted state or private 
remedy agent 

Discussed problem with lawyer 

Buyer was a lawyer 

Did not complain beyond service 
manager 

Percent 
ComElaini!!8 

53.1% 

23.4 

6.5 

4.6 

1.0 

46.9 

( N)l. Percent of 2 
Problems Resolved • 

(183) 51.8% 

(70) 56.4 

(29) 45.6 

(17) 46.0 

(4) 0.0 

(193) 42.6 

1. The number of buyers in each category is given in parentheses. 

Percentages total more than 100% because some buyers did more than one 

thing. The percentages cannot be directly derived from the numbers in 

each category because a weighted sampling design was used. 

2. The resolution rate does' not necessarily reflect the effectiveness 

of a particular complaint avenue; those who consulted a lawyer, for 
. .. 

e~ample, may have resolved matters themselves apart from any help 

.offered by the lawyer. 
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Table 6 

Channels to Contact With a Lawyer 

Lawyer was the spouse or other 
relative of buyer 

Lawyer was friend, neighbor or 
coworker of buyer 

Lawyer was employee of state 
agency contacted by buyer 

Lawyer was private attorney 
contacted by buyer as client 

Buyer was a lawyer 

Percent 

9.5% 

23.8 

9.5 

42.8 

19.0 

-1L. 

2 

5 

2 1. 

9 

4 
22 2. 

1. This figure represents those who identified their attorney as a 

state employee. It is probably an undercount, since some others who 

contacted state agenc~es may have talked to lawyers without knowing it. 

2. One respondent both talked to lawyer friends and consulted an 

attorney as a client. Th~ percentages are calculated using 21 as a 

base and do not reflect sampling weights. 
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TABLE Z 

Contact with Lawyers by Income Group (N 17) 

Pe.'rcent in Percent of Percent of in\,:ome those contact- income group Income me gory ing attorney contacting 
attorney 

Less than $10,000 13.4% 8.3% 2.7% 
$10,000 $15,000 20,,5 10.6 2.3 
$15,000 $20,000 35. ~! 34.3 4.3 
$20,OqQ - '$25,000 12.6 36.4 12.7, 
Over $25,000 18.4 10.3 2.5 i:"OC7% i06% 

Tabl~ 

!.a~er Contact By Education (N 17) 

Percent of 
Percent of those with Perc\~nt of those educational delay in contacting group contacting Education solving problem ~pey attorney 

Less than 
11 years 10.9% 2.1% 0.8% 
High school 
graduate 39.7 21.7 2.2 
Some college 23.5 " 65,,2 11.2 
College 
graduate 14.8 8. y, 2.2 
Some post--
graduate 11.1 -k..2. 1.1 roo:o 100.0 

, ,; 
! 
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TABLE 9 

. Lawyer Contact By Age (N = 17) 

Percent of 
those with Percent of those 
delay in contacting 

Age solving problem attorney 

18-24 13.4% 1.6% 

25-29 16.8 63.1 

30-39 25.1 17.8 

40-49 15.2 7.8 

50-59 17.2 7.6 

OVer 60 12.3 2.1 

" 

Percent of 
age group 
contacting 
attorney 

0.5% 

15.2 

2.9 

2.1 

1.8 

0.7 

t 

t. 
I····.;· 
II 

Advice or action 

Urged to continue complaining 
to dealer or manufacturer 

Referred to state agency 

615 

TABLE 10 

Told to return if no resolution 

Coached in complaining 

Wrote or telephoned seller 

Could not help 

Advice could not be determined 

Number of 
attorneys 
offering 

6 

2 

2 1. 

1 

1 2. 

2 3. 

.2 4. 
19 

1. One client was going back to see his attorney again the day after 
the interview. 

2. The attorney wrote the factory but was "too slow." 

3. One attorney vas' a coworker in a state consume,'C protection agency 
who had the same problem and also could not get it resolved. The 
other attorney refused the case because he r~presented a former 
owner of the dealership. This respondent, following his dealer's 
advice to "sue me," was preparing to represent himself in a small 
claims court and was the only buyer interviewed who reported using 
or.. planning to use that remedy. 

4. Two respondents were given two sorts of advice each. Actually, 17 
had contacted an attorney, and 9 did so as clients. 
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PANEL II: LET THE TRmUNAL FIT THE CASE---ES
TABLISIDNG CRITERIA FOR CHANNELING MAT
TERS INTO DISPUTE RESOLUTION MECHANISMS 

Introductory Remarks of Maurice Rosenberg 7 

, as' Moderator 8 

In the program, the title of this panel discussion is couched in more 
dignified terms, but the theme is actually "Let the Forum Fit the Fuss." 

In any event, my function is to serve as moderator, which, given the 
traffic on this platform, means I will have to imitate the control tower at 
O'Hare Airport. 

We are concerned here with how we Americans can civilize our systems 
of civil justice so that we can resolve legal disputes with less wear and 
te~r and with J.:etter results than by litigating to the hilt. As you know, 
gomg: to court IS the U.S.A.'s fastest growing indoor diversion. It is now 
in second place just behind . . . basketball . . . but it de
mands far more of the participants than basketball does of the spectators. 
Earl Johnson has estimated, based on the eXperience in California, that 
state courts throughout the country handle up to 10 million cases a year. 
I am not sure how safe it is to generalize from California to the rest of 
the country. If we did take our cues from that state, based on the last 
five days rainfall out there we ought not to be sitting here with our 
diving helmets off. 

The estimate of 10 million state court cases a year contrasts sharply 
with the figure of about 130,000 civil cases filed annually in the federal 
courts. Those figures make a point about the relative impact on the lives 
of common citizens of the state courts compared to the much more visible 
and exalted federal courts. 

The pains of the rapidiy growi~g volume of cases in our courts are well 
k.."1own. They breed delay, require m3;Ss production methods, produce 
de-humanized "processing" and badly strain the machinery of justice. 

It is essential to find alternatives to courts for some sizeable part of the 
deluge of disputes if we are to avoid a continuing deterioration in the 
system of justice. Earl Johnson will layout the main alternatives: 

7. Harold R. Medina. Professor of Proce
dural Jurisprudence. Columbia University, 
Special Assistant to Attorney General of 
U. S. (1976-77); Chairman. Advisory 
Committee to National Center for State 
Courts (1975-77); Chairman. Advisory 
Council for Appellate Justice (1971-76); 
American Law Institute. Author: JUS-

TICE ON APPEAL (with Carrington & 
Meador 1976); CIVIL PROCEDURE (with 
Weinstein. Scott & Korn 1976); CON
FLICT OF LAWS (with Reese 1971). 

8. May bear only slight resemblance to 
what actually was said. 
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detouring cases away from the courts; eliminating many occasions for 
controversy by changing the substantive law; reducing decision points; 
and providing alternative modes of handling many disputes. Well 
enough. Then: what sorts of cases shall we say belong in the courts and 
,what sorts do not? That question asks us to examine the characteristics 
or criteria of the traditional judicial process to learn what it is about the 
courts that makes them very appropriate for some types of disputes and . 
not for' others. 

Stating them hastily, some of the attributes of courts that might qe 
enumerated in any inventory of special characteristics are these: 

(1) Courts give a disagreement a very sharp focus. The controver
sy is molded into an adversari~l confrontation and the disputed issues 
are made to come to a head before the court. 

(2) The participation of the parties is. made effective by giving 
each a professional advocate as champion. Each advocate is dedicat
ed to the proposition that first loyalty,belongs to the client's inter
ests. 

(3) The. adversaries confront each other in the presentation of 
evidence of the facts and in arguments about the law. It is thoug~t 
to be of great importance that they are entitled to cross-examine 
each other's witnesses. 

(4) The end of the process is an authoritative decision-usually a 
reasoned decision, supposedly based upon the evidence and the law; 
except when a jury sits and delivers an opaque general verdict. 

(5) Characteristically, courts deal in zero-sum outcomes: at the end 
of the process, the plaintiff's hand is raised as winner, or the 

. defendant's. Judgments decreeing compromise are uncommon. 
(6) The decision reached is ordinarily reviewable by a multi-judge 

appellate tribunal. ' 
(7) Law-trained people make ~he rules and conduct the proceedings 

from beginning to end. 
I am not at all sure what those characteristics lead us to conclude in 

answer to the question we started with-what sorts of disputes should 
rationally be assigned to courts instead of to other agencies of dispute 
resolution. But I have a strong belief it would be useful to try to channel 
to the courts work that is particularly suited to the special attributes 
courts possess. 

Now for the cast of characters who will speak to you 

Remarks of Earl Johnson, Jr.9'as Presentor 

It is somewhat revealing that when the Judicial Administration Divi
sion of the Association of American Law Schools finally has the opportu-

9. Professor of Law and Director of the 
Program for the Study of Dispute Resolu
tion Policy at the University of Southern 

California Law Center. Deputy Director-, 
Neighborhood Legal Services Program. 
Washington, D.C. 1964-Q5; Dir., OEO Le-
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nity.to take c~n~er stage at the plenary session of the annual meetings, a 
domInant tOPIC IS not the better design of the judicial system but rather 
t~e need for, a~d p~oper role of, non-ju~icial mechanisms f~r resolving 
dISp~teS. ~. cymc mIght say that all the Innovations in judicial adminis
tratIOn dun:ng the last. couple of decades have failed so badly that the 
re~ormers are now castIng about for someone or someplace else that-can 
baIlout the ,courts. A less cynical observer might counter that the courts 
hav~ succeeded too well .. As a .result, too many people are knocking on 
the. co~house door seeking rehef for their grievances and resolution of 
theIr dIsputes. . 

. In any ev,en~, recent rears have given us an abundance of colorful 
~~ages to d~8crIbe the plIght of the American judicial system. Analogiz
Ing to the fIeld of ecology, Tom Ehrlich, President of the Legal Services 
CoT' and fo~m~rly ,pean of S~nford Law School

1 
diagnosed the problem 

as legal pOH?tIOn. BorrOWIng his terminology from the health field, 
~ayless ~a~Ill1ng, another former Stanford Dean, labeled the affliction as 
h~e:leXls. ~~nd, any num~er of people have adopted an image from the 

mumtIOns fIeld, and called It the "law explosion." Meanwhile, this past 
May! at the ABA Conference on the Resolution of Minor Disputes, Chief 
Justi~ BurgeI;" warned of the hordes of lawyers descending like locusts on 
AmerIcan SOCIety. 

rr:hough t?ere are some differences in analysis and emphasis in these 
VarIOUS artIcles and speeches, they share a common theme: we have 
becon:e too. depend~nt upon an over-legalized, over-formalized method of 
resolVIng dlspute~ m the U.S. We have passed too many laws creating 
too man~ legal rIghts that can only be implemented through the courts. 

There IS less consensus about the cures. Nonetheless, one does often 
h.ea~ about the four de's: de-legalize, de-lawyer, de-formalize and de-judi
CIahze.. In othe~ words, let's reduce the number of laws. Let's make 
them SImple enough so ~hat it isn't necessary for a citizen to hire a lawyer 
b~fore he ta~es any major step or every time he attempts to resolve any 
dISPUte. ~t ~ ~ake some ~f the time-consuming, confounding formalities 
out of ~he JudICIal process Itself. And finally, let's take as many disputes 
as pOSSIble- completely out of the. judicial framework and resolve them 
through other means. 

We've also ?egun to hea~ about wholesale as opposed to retail ap
proac~es to dISPUte resolutIon. For instance, legislation that would 
prescrIbe certain levels o~ chi~d support payments for different levels of 
~nc?~e, rather than leavmg It to the dIscretion of some judge in each 
IndIVIdual case. And the sug~estion that more disputes and problems be 
aggreg~ted through class actIOns and otherwise. Others have advocated 
the delIberate de~loyment of economic incentives to encourage settle
ments between dIsputants. Some have m~ntioned the possibility of 

gal Services Program, Washin~on,' D.C. 
1966-69. Author: TOWARD EQUAL 
JUSTICE (with Cappelletti and Gordley 
1975); OUTSIDE THE COURTS (with 
Kantor and Schwartz 1977) and JUSTICE 
AND REFORM (2d ed. 1978). Board of 

Directors, California Rural Legal Assist
ance; Chainnan of the Board, Western 
Center on Law and Poverty 1971-73 and 
Board member since 1976; Member ABA 
Special Committee on ResolUtion of Minor 
Disputes since.1977. 
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automatic relief which in certain circumstances might award the citizen 
money he seeks without a prior hearing of any kind before any forum. 

I mention all of this to suggest that many people perceive a crisis in our 
system. More importantlYt that many astute observers feel that both the 
crises and the solutions, if thu)re are any, transcend. what we have 
traditionally thought of as the judicial system. Likewise, I wanted to 
underscore that what I am discussing today is only a part-an important 
part, to be sure-but only part of the fundamental systeI?-~?e changes 
that are currently under study by the new generation of JudICIal reform
ers-a group that might be called the justice system reformers. 

The term "justice system reform" appears appropriate because the 
focus widens to embrace many elements beyond the courtroom and the 
clerk's office. Thus, justice system reformers are concerned with legal 
services how they are rendered and financed, the impact of economic 
disparities between disputants on the dispute resolution process, the 
substantive law both its content and its expression, and how that 
substantive law ~tructures the disputes and determines the mode of their 
resolution. 

These and a half dozen other fundamental topics comprise an approach 
to improving the administration of justice. It certainly is not entirely 
new. Professor-Alfred-Bonard was talking about it five years ago when 
he urged us to address problems of justice system policy in "macro-jus
tice" terms and ·people like Profes~:;or Maurice Rosenberg, our panel 
chairman, have been exainining judicial administration problems in that 
broadened context for several years. 

That systems approach has, among other things, opened our thinking to 
optional forms of resolving disputes. It is that part of the total spectrum 
of justice system reform to which this paper is addressed. In the course 
of this discussion I may touch on related issues such as simplification of 
the substantive law, the place of government-subsidized legal representa
tion, and the like. But, the central theme is the possible design of 
non-judicial forums and their potential. role in a revised comprehensive 
justice system. 

The present regular courts tend to adhere to one model of dispute 
resolution. The nearly universal characteristics are (1) adjudication by a 
(2) professional law-trained judge (occasionally assisted by. a juI?'") (3) on 
the basis of adversarial presentations by (4) the contendmg dIsputants 
who bear full responsibility for investigation of the fa<;ts of the dispute, 
the research of the applicable law, etc. Under -nrdinary circumstances 
these latter tasks require the expertise and skills of expensive well-edu
cated, professional lawyers. 

Alternative Models of Dispute Resolution 

It is possible to find or devise variations of nearly everyone of the 
elements 'of the present judicial model.. To begin, there are several 
alternatives to outright adjudication: conciliation which attempts to 
facilitate two party negotiation, mediation which may go a step further 
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to recommend possible settlement terms, arbitration in which the dispu
tants consent to be bound by a neutral's decision, and persuasive justice in 
which the third party's recommendation is backed up by publicity or other 
sanctions short of judicial enforcement. (An ombudsman office tradition
ally fits this definition.) Sometimes these dispute resolution techniques 
can be combined. So-called Med-Arb is an example: The dispute resolver 
first attempts to arrive at a voluntary settlement between the disputants, 
but, if that fails, issues a binding decision. 

It is equally easy to conjure disput;e resolvers other than professional' 
judges. The most obvious are lawjers who possess the same knowledge 
and general orientation as a judge but who often have been enlisted as 
part-time arbitrators, mediators, etc., and even adjudicators~ But for 
various disputes and. different forums other community members lacking 
legal training may be appropriate and even superior substitutes. Psychol
ogists and others with special training in human relations may bring· 
extraordinarily useful skills to many disputes and many processes of 
dispute resolution, especially conciliation and mediation. Other' disputes 
may cry out for subject matter experts, that is, people who know ~thing 
about the law or human relations but a great deal about widgets or 
engineering or longshoring. In fact, one of the reasons private arbitra
tion has become so common in labor and commercial disputes is the 
subject matter expertise offered by the arbitration panels available to 
disputants. 

Some of the recent experiments with community mediation have ven
tured beyond these specialists, assigning the dispute-resolving role to 
common citizens. In some instances, these people have been chosen 
because they are perceived to be community leaders whose decisions or 
r~ommendations would c3.rry special respect with disputants. Else
where, however, the choice is from volunteers who are peers of the 
disputants. And it is entirely possible to conceive of random drafting of 
citizens for the:Je purposes in a manner analogous to jury service. 

Some of the most interesting possibilities, however,: have to do with 
subtle factors such as the difficulty and distribution of respon!'libilities 
within the process. As highlighted above, our present court system is 
based on a pure adversarial model. The litigants are expected to research 
the applicable law, investigate the underlying facts of the transaction in 
dispute, and present their versions to the judge. As a practical matter, 
for most disputes in the courts, that means hiring a lawyer who is 
familiar with the law (or at least with how to find it), experienced at 
discovering the relevant facts, and possessed of the knowledge and skills 
to make an effective presentation consistent with the formalities of a 
traditional courtroom. 

In many of the alternative forums which have grown up outside the 
Anglo-American courtroom, these tasks are simplified. Common notions 
of. fairness and equity may displace complex, precise legal rules as the 
basis for decisions/recommendation's. Thus, parties are relievec;l of the 
necessity of searching the statute books and libraries for the law which 
will control the solution of their problems. Alternatively, lawyers may be 
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banned entirely from a forum or reduced to a subsidiary role in which 
they can only advise the disputants but not speak out themselves. 

Some other interesting developments have involved the redistribution 
. of responsibilities for discovering the· facts. In several alternative fo
rums, the dispute-resolv,er has assumed these duties himself. This is 
observed in its simplest form when a small claims judge interrogates the'· 
parties and witnesses bdore him. But more sophisticated versions do 
exist. The British Columbia "Rentalsman" and the Swedish "Public 
Complaint Board" described later in this paper both employ full-time 
investigative staffs. 

Once we depart from the rather narrow professionalized adversarial 
model on which our present judicial system is based, we open up the 
possibilities for greater eommunity involvement in the decision-making 
process itself. Laymen are fairly comfortable with common notions of 
justice and equity and find less need for the guidance of judges and 
lawyers so essential to solve the mysteries of technical legal rules and 
judicial precedents. Similarly, if lawyers are barred from the hearings or 
reduced to a subordinate advisory role, the common man may feel more at 
ease either as disputant or decision-maker. Conciliation, mediation, per
suasive justice and even arbitration may also be less intimidating forms 
of dispute resolutjon for the laymen. 

Whatever tlie reasons,' it already is possible to detect a trend toward 
alternatives to the professionalized adversarial judicial model both within 
the United States' and elsewhere. 

One of the most pervasive is found in England. Beginning shortly 
after World War II, Parliament began creating specialized "administra
tive tribunals" to hear cases arising out of newly enacted social legisla
tion. Each tribunal is composed of a chairman, often a lawyer, and 
several citizens usually possessing some subject matter expertise or 
representative of an interest group relevant to that class of dispute. 
There now are several thousand administrative tribunals in England and 
their jurisdiction has spread beyond the social welfare area. In fact, in 
recent years, the tribunals have been handling nearly as many non-crimi
nal cases annually as the entire English court system. 

The "Public Complaint Boards" in Sweden are a more recent develop
ment and on a less ambitious scale. But they also incorporate more 
revolutionary features. Aimed principally at consumer disputes, the 
Boards accept complaints by telephone or mail and actively pursue a 
satisfactory resolution of the case. Staff members contact the commer
cial firm involved to learn its version of the facts. Where appropriate, 
staff also attempt to mediate the dispute to produce a suitable settlement. 
If that is unsuccessful, the disputing parties appear before a hearing 
board composed of citizen representatives from consumer groups and the 
relevant industry, i. e., dry-cleaning, auto repair, etc. The decisions of 
these Boards are not binding. But they are very persuasive since 
recalcitrant disputants can expect to appear on a "blacklist" reported in 
the newspaper. It is not surprising, then, that the Swedish PCBs report 
ninety p~rcent compliance with their recommendations. 
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The Rentalsman, found in British Columbia and a few other Canadian 
provinces, is an example of another model-non-Iawyers employed on a 
full-time basis to resolve disputes. In this instance, the disputes are 
between landlord and tenants. The Rentalsman and his deputies have 
been granted exclusive jurisdiction over these problems. Landlords and 
tenants can register complaints by telephone or letter. The Rentalsman's 
Office attempts to mediate informally. If unsuccessful, an investigator 
often looks into the case and a hearing is scheduled at a convenient 
location. Again mediation is tried based in part on the investigative 
report. If this second attempt fails, the deputy rentals man-a layman
decides the case. Unlike the Swedish Public 'Complaint Boards, he 
possesses the adjudicative power. 

The community ingredient becomes even more immediate when dispute 
resolution becomes a local or neighborhood matter, rather than part of a 
national scheme of specialized tribunals or boards. The "Community 
Conciliation Committees" established in many Polish cities and towns 
during the 1960's exemplify this development. These Coml'llittees are' 
composed of local citizens chosen by broad-based community organizations 
because of their credibility with other residents of the area. Members 
serve without pay on a rather infrequent basis-two or three times a 
month. They hear both civil and criminal cases at evening sessions in an 
informal manner without lawyers. These disputes may be brought to 
them directly by the parties or on referral from the courts. If a mediated 
settlement is impossible, the . Committee will announce its own solution to 
the problem. Community Conciliation Committee decisions are not bind
ing, but the Committee can use its powers of persuasion which have 
proved quite effective in producing compliance. 

Other eastern European nations have institutions similar to the Polish 
Community Conciliation Committees. But it should not be assumed that 
this basic model is unique to the communist countries. Within the last 
two decades, several very diverse societies have created similar forums. 
For instance, Iran has "houses of equity"-community based, unpaid, lay 
tribunals empowered to decide mGst minor civil and criminal cases. Sri 
Lanka's version is the "Compulsory Conciliation Board." 

Recent years have seen community-based justice establish a tentative 
foothold in several American cities. Variously called "arbitration-as-an
alternative-to-adjudication," "community mediation" or "citizen dispute 
centers," they all embody a similar approach. Principally focused on 
crimes between relatives, friends or neighbors,· these programs seek to 
mediate a long-term solution to the problems which underlay the criminal 
offense. If the defendant struck his next-door neighbor out of frustra
tion over a long-standing, unresolved controversy about a barking dog or 
an overhanging tree, the mediators seek to deal with the dog or tree as 
well as the punch in the mouth that brought the neighbors to court. 

Different programs use different types of mediators. Some depend on 
lawyers, others on psychologists or other,professionals in human relations. 
A few approach the true community model, drawing their mediators from 
the general population, people who possess no extensive formal training 
in either law or psychology. 

--------~------------------------~------------------~--------
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The existing community mediation efforts have ~upplied the ch~ef 
inspiration for an ambitious new experiment-the "Nelghborh?od J ustlCe 
Center," which eventually could become an important ele!l1e~t m our t~tal 
justice system. Initial1y the U.S. Dep~rtment of JustIce ~s spo~sonng 
three centers scheduled to OPf.'.H this spring in representatlve neIghbor
hoods in Atlanta, Kansas City, and Los Angeles. Unlike their predec~s
sors, the community mediation programs, these Neighborho~ Just1~e 
Centers are open to civil as well as criminal cas~s. Also unh~e th.ell" 
ancestors here in the United States, they may begI~ to offer arbItratIOn 
services, as well as mediation. Moreover, they are organized to refer 
people to the courts, social services agencies or ~awy~rs when the prob
lems are not suitable either for mediation or arbItratIon. 

But the potential of Neighborhood Justice Centers does not stop with 
community mediation, arbitration and refe:ral. "Some pl~n?ers also .ex
pect these Centers to evolve into decentralIzed one-stop mtake pomts 
for the entire justice system. They could beco~e a plac~ where C?urt 
actions are filed when less formal resolution techmques are mapp~oprIate, 
thus saving a long trip to the do~town ~ourthouse.. Small claIms and 
housing court judges might hold mght seSSIOns at a gIven center once or 
twice a month to hear cases between residents of the area. ?t~er 
methods of resolving disputes-fact-finding, ombudsman, some VarIatIon 
of the British Columbia rentalsman or Swedish Public Complaint Board, 
and other approaches not yet designed or labelled-may be folded in as 
Neighborhood Justice Centers gain a firm footing. 

Three Rationales for Alternative Forums 

But why consider using any of these alternative foru~. ~~t. is 
wrong with our tried and tested centuries old Anglo-Amencan JudlCIaI 
model? That is an important threshold question that is rela~d int}mately 
to the issue of which criteria one might employ in allocatmg different 
categories of disputes to different kinds of forums. 

N or is there a single answer to this question. I suspect that differe~t 
reformers would provide this audience with different answers. It IS, 

however, possible to detect at least t!t:ee i~de~~ndent rationales for 
diverting civil cases away from the tradltlOnal JudlCIal forum. For some, 
the primary goal is to relieve the court w~rkload. For. a second, the 
primary purpose is to improv~ ~c~ess for dispute~ and dIsputants that 
cannot economically reach the JudICIal forum. A thIrd group o~ reformers 
feels that the judicial mode is at best an inferior way of resolvmg at least 
some kinds of disputes and furthermore that it is :a socially an~ psycholo?,
ically disruptive approach to such controversies. For conv7mence, I WIll 
label the first motive for channelling disputes to alu;;natIve for:u~ ~ 
the "judicial overload" rationale, the second as the access to JustIce 
rationale, and the third as the "superior'process" rationale. 

This is not to say that a given forum must be supported by o?ly ?ne of 
these rationales. Some alternative forums are seen as contrIbut~n~ to 
two or more of these purposes. Nonetheless they are very dIstmct 
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rationales. Deciding which one is the predominant motive will largely 
determine which kinds of disputes should be allocated to the non-judicial 
forum and the criteria which should be applied in judging the perform
ance of that alternative forum. 

The Judicial Overload Rationale 

Possibly the weakest of the three rationales, yet also probably the most 
powerful political motive for the current trend to use non-judicial forums 
is the "judicial overload rationale." With caseloads mounting daily in the 
regular courts and backlog and delay far beyond tolerable levels, it is easy 
to understand the motivation to channel som~ of the overwhelming 
demand to other forums. The Los Angeles Superior Court probably was 
merely harbinging the future throughout the country when it recently 
announced that by summer 1978, its courts will no longer be able to 
conduct any civil trials. 

To be effective for this purpose, of course, the non-judicial forum must 
be dealing with the precise same cases that would be heard in the courts. 
Otherwise it won't diminish the dem1l.nd on court resources but merely be 
an add-on, handling disputes that wouldn't have reached the courts 
anyway. Furthermore, the alternative forum won't make much sense as 
a conserver of judicial resources unless it can resolve cases cheaper than 
the courts. Otherwise it is merely eating up government funds that could 
have been used to hire more judges. 

There are a number of non-judicial forums whose 'clear primary func
tion is to relieve the judicial caseload. They bear different names and use 
different kinds of dispute-resolvers and different processes of dispute 
resolution. But most do share a common trait. They usually perform a 
pre-processing role for the courts in private disputes similar to what 
administrative agency hearing officers and tribunals do for disputes 
arising out of the operation of administrative bodies. A pair of exam
ple~ne domestic and one foreign-should illustrate. 

In Pennsylvania, Ohio and New York, some jurisdictions require all civil 
cases under a specified level to be submitted to compulsory arbitration. 
In Philadelphia, where the jurisdiction extends to $10,000 disputes over 
12,000 cases a year-that's about 80% of the civil caseload-are referred 
to arbitration panels chosen at random from a list of over 3,000 lawyer 
volunteers. These three lawyer panels hear the cases usually in the office 
of one of the panel members. Awards are binding unless one of the 
litigants asks for a trial de novo within 20 days. There is a price for that 
appeal-reimbursement of the $110 the state paid the arbitrators. Re
quests for trial de novo hover aro,und 10% with most of these settled 
without an actual trial. All the evidence is not in since the jurisdictional 
limit Wa& raised from $2,000 to $10,000 a few years ago. But delay in the 
courts was cut in half, and apparently fewer cases end up in tria!. Thus a 
final resolution OC(;urs much earlier on" the average either through arbi
tration award or sett1ement. The pre-processing of the arbitration sys
tem apparently weeds out aU but the toughest, closest cases. 
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The country of Sri Lanka offers a s!ightly different p~e-processing 
format. It has a compulsory community mediation system. Composed of 
local t~itizens serving on an unpaid basis, these tribunals possess no 
adjudicatory power. On the other hand, no civil case can be filed with 
the regular courts until it has been heard by one of these boards. If the 
conciliation board's mediative efforts are successful, of course, litigation 
becomes unnecessary. If unsuccessful, a certificate is issued permitting 
the disputants to take their case to the courts. Thus, only when the 
common citizens fail to bring about a negotiated settlement does the ' 
profes~ionalized adversary process take over. 

All of these pre-processing alternatives are terribly sensitive to appeal 
ra1tes and their own cost. Unless they result in final resolution of a 'Very 
high percez:ttage of the cases assigned and at significantly less cost than 
the courts, such forums can merely become a superfluous step that delays 
the litigation process. They also can just waste monley that could have 
been used to hire more judges or lawyers. 

This suggests some selectivity in assigning caSes to non-judicial forums 
in fur"therance of the "judicial overload" rationale. Subject matter will 
seldom be a useful criterion. The most relevant consideration is whether 
the parties are likely to be satisfied with the outcome in the alternative 
forum. That probably is more likely to turn on factors like the amount in 
dispute, the credibility of the non-judicial forum and the persuasiveness 
of any disincentives to appeal. 

The Access to Justice Rationale 

The "access to justice" rationale is a more recent phenomenon, and to 
me a more important reason for diversion to non-judicial forums. Here 
the pressure is not coming from judges and those concerned about 
caseload, backlog and delay. Rather it is originating with ,litigants and 
potential litigants, consumer organizations, and the like. Litigation has 
simply become too expensive for most people. The high cost of litigation 
through the courts irritates many litigant':!, but for some it constitutes a 
total bar to the judicial process. No matter how meritorious the claim or 
how worthy the defense, the average person is unable to afford to litigate 
m/cst cases. Even the affluent find the courts uneconomic unless the 
amounts in dispute exceed their investments in legal fees and other court 
expenses by a substantial margin. Otherwise, they can win in the 
courtroom yet lose in the pocketbook. 

Many lawyers have told me they advise clients it doesn't pay to litigate 
a $2,000 or even a $5,000 dispute. But meantime, institutional litigants
credit companies, landlords, and the like---can afford to haul individuals 
into the courts over even a few hundred dollars because of economies of 
scale, risk distribution and like factors. Do the individual defendants 
thrust into the judicial arena in such a case enjoy true access to the 
courts? Pretty clearly not. Sociologist David Caplovitz found, in a 1971 
study of debtors, that most capitulated ,despite good defenses when they 
found it would cost them more to hire a lawyer and win the case than to 
just pay the dubious claim. 

<:) 
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I have to pause a moment before discussing the use of non-judicial 
forums in the context of the "access to justice" rationale. There is 
another distinct approach to this problem which merits consideration. 
That is subsidized access to the regular courts. Rather than affording 
litigants a less costly means of asserting their rights, govemment could 
merely absorb the expense for those unable to pay their own way in the 
regular courts. Cost would then no longer constitute a barrier for the 
assisted parties. 

Of course, I'm not talking merely about legal aid for the poor. The 
underlying principle would have to be extended far beyond these present 
manifestations if it were to respond to the dilemma of the well-t<Hio 
person implicated in a dispute over a sum insufficient to warrant recourse 
to costly forums like the courts. Government subsidies would have to be 
available irrespective of means to any individual desiring to prosecute or 
defend most claims. It seems doubtful that many legislatur~s would 
choose this course of action over the alternative of somehow curtailing 
the cost of litigating such matters. . 

Thus, it is not surprising to see forums beginning to emerge not only in 
the United States but elsewhere in which the primary effect is to lower 
the cost to the disputants. Not necessarily the cost to the government, 
but to the people using the forum. Moreover, for the most part, these are 
not disputes that are taking the time of the courts at present. Almost by 
definition, they are cases that disputants couldn't afford to bring to court. 

One of the more revealing examples is found in British Columbia, 
Canada. Called the Rentalsman, this is a forum set up in 1974 which has 
exclusive jurisdiction over most landlord-tenant disputes in the province. 
It is revealing especially to note the extent to which the Rentalsman's 
Office has gone to lower the transaction costs for disputants seeking an 
official resolution of their grievances. A complaint can be lodged by 
telephone or a simple letter, as opposed to traveling to some distant 
courthouse to file a formal document. The Rentalsman's staff will 
contact the other party, often by telephone and attempt an informal 
mediation. If that. proves impossible, the office has its own investigative 
staff to look into the facts of the dispute. Thus, the pru.-ties don't have to 
hire a lawyer and conduct their own expensive investigation. 'When a 
hearing does take place, it is at a convenient time and place. It is 
informal and non-adverSary. The deputy Rentalsman first seeks once 
again to mediate the dispute and only if unsuccessful does he adjudicate. 

As a consequence of all these measures, the Rentalsman is processing 
about eight times as many landlord-tenant cases as the courts did when 
they had jurisdiction. Moreover, it is reported that in only 1% of these 
cases does either disputant use a lawyer. It seems fairly apparent that 
tenants and landlords can now afford to take many disputes to the 
Rentalsman they couldn't have litigated in the courts. 

It also should be noted that the Rentalsman appears to cost the 
government more. That is, the Rentalsman's budget seems larger than 
the portion of the judicial budget which formerly had been allocated to 
landlord-tenant cases. At the same time, recognize it is handling 'many 
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more cases and it apparently is saving the disputants significant legal 
fees and other transaction costs. 

You will recognize the basic process used by the Rentalsman as very 
similar to some American consumer protection agencies, television hot
lines, etc. The Swedish Public Complaint Boards which handle a wide 
variety of consumer disputes in that country follow a similar pa.th.. The 
main difference is that the Rentalsman possesses ultimate adjudicative 
power if mediation and persuasion fail. The American and Swedish 
analogs do not. 

The Beverly Hills Bar .A.ssociation is about to inaugurate a different 
sort of forum predicated on the "access to justice'·' rationale. Members of 
the Association finally have become fed up with having to tell clients who 
corne in with a $2000 or $3000 or $5000 case, "Sorry, we can't help you. It 
would cost more to litigate that case in the courts than you would stand 
to gain." So they are starting a free, voluntary arbitration program for 
disputes between $750 (the small claims court limit) and $5000. Associa
tion lawyers will serve as unpaid arbitrators. But the parties cannot be 
represented by lawyers. That would defeat the purpose. The Associa
tion hopes to sign up landlords and merchants who will be willing to 
submit all customer controversies to the program. 

There are other examples in the "Harlem Neighborhood Court," Los 
Angeles ~Inight small claims settlement officer." and the like. But the 
most frequent elements are easy complaint filing by telephone or letter, 
lawyers unnecessary or banned, hearings informal and at convenient 
times and places, and an inquisitional process often with the forum 
responsible for most of the investigation. 

Under the "access to justice" rationale, we are not very concerned 
about the subject matter of the dispute allocated to an alternative forum. 
The most significant criterion is whether a person of reasonable means 
could afford to prosecute or defend this kind of dispute in the regular 
courts. If not, it may be a legitimate category' for assignment to a 
process that lowers the litigants' transaction costs. 

It is here that the rlOtion of "second class" forums is most apparent and 
the danger of "second class justice" most acute. By definition, these are 
disputes which usually cannot as a practical matter be taken to the courts 
if litigants are dissatisfied with the process in the alternative forum. 
This is in stark contrast to compUlsory arbitration and like procedures 
discussed under the /(judicial overload" rationale. Time is too short to 
offer even tentative answers to the many questions: Is rough justice 
better than no justice to a disputant involved in a case that can't be 
litigated economically in the regular courts? Or need an alternative 
forum that lowers the costs to disputants necessarily offer a rougher cut 
of justice? Is the Rentalsman's staff of non-lawyer housing law experts 
really offering second class jq.stice compared to landlord-tenant judges? 
In another context could even an amateur panel of common citizens come 
up with a better solution to a minor dispute in an hour or two of 
deliberation than a professional judge 'could in the five or ten minutes 
he's likely to devote to the same matter? ' 
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On the other hand, would a system of non-judicial forums akin to the' 
Re?talsma? actually be less expensive for government than providing 
f~l1y sub:ndized access to. the regular court system? Might not the 
d~sputant s ¥,ov~rnment-paid lawyers settle rather inexpensively most 
dlSp~tes whICh m an e~.sentiaUy lawyer-free alternative forum would 
req~Ire a .full-scale hearing? If ~o, which would ~ the better way of 
dealmg WIth the "access to justice" problem? 

Th~ defi~itive an~wer to this last question probably would require a 
maSSIve sO~lal ex~nmen: in which two analogous communities tried out 
the competing polIcy optIOns. 

And ther:e are many other issues in this field-some of them suggested 
above:-whIC~ cry out for more modest research efforts, too and for 
expen~entat1on. ' 

The Superior. Process Rationale 

But let me mo~e o~ to the "superior process" rationale. This provides 
most of the mO:lvatIon for th~ ~mmunity mediation programs which 
have sprouted With .LEAA fundmg m a number of cities and underlies the 
:h.e~x:c of the. NeI~hborhood Justice Centers and several other recent 
~mttatI~es.. ThIs ratIonale rests on the contention that the professional
Ized adJudicatory model presently used by the courts is ineffective and 
even counterproductive in certain categories of disputes. 

Courts ar: faulted first, for their inability to get at the underlying 
causes of. dISpUtes, second for their tendency to aggravate tensions 

. bet~een disputants, a~d third for the limited range of remedies they have 
aV~llable. If a man IS charged with hitting his neighbor because the 
n:Ighbor W?!1't ?O .something to quiet his barking dog, the judicial inquiry 
Will be qUIte l,muted. Did" A" hit "B"? The two will meet in an 
~~,ersary atmosp~ere. Mter a .short hearing, the judge will sentence 
A to 3~ days o~ ~mpose a $200 f~ne. Eve? if he h:ars about the barking 

d.og, the Judge WIlt on1," use that Information to mItigate the jail term or 
fme. 

Forums. ~mplementi~g. the' "superior process" rationale seek to substi
tute conCIlIatIOn, mediatIon, and what might be characterized as short
term therapy for t~e adjudicatory process. The Dade County Dispute 
Settlement Center, m fact, uses psychologists as dispute-resolvers. Oth
e;s use l~~ers or co~mon citizens who have received training in conoilia
?on-medIatIOn tec?m~ues. T~e aim is to reach and resolve the underly
mg causes of the mCIdent whICh provoked the official intervention-the 
barking dog or its equivalent. 

The process is informal, leisurely, frequently non-directive. The dispu
tants are enc~urage? to iell their full stories, the irrelevant as well as the 
rel~vant, theIr feehngs as much as the objective facts. A case that 
typIcally would have been heard in five minutes by a professional judge 
may take two or three hours. The dispute-resolvers will seek to work out 
an agr~ement that addresse~ the underlying causes. The dog ownor will 
keep hIS dog penned after mne p. m. but the other man will prevent his 
children from teasing the dog. 
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It will be rare that these forums serve the "judicial overload" rationale. 
M.ost cases they undertake would have occupied limited court resources: 
many would have settled without a hearing and the majority would take 
only a few minutes to try. Moreover, these forums often are more costly 
than the courts on a per case basis. Hence, if relief of court work1oa~ 
were the goal, it would make more sense to use the money to hire more 
judges. Likewise, increased access, though sometimes realized, is not a 
significant goal of these forums. 

A superior result is the goal and the test. Thus, it becomes important 
to allocate to these forums only such cases as' they can be expected to 
resolve better than the courts could. Common sense or research might 
sugges~ that litigation in the courts is counter-productive for disPll;tes 
between people with a continUing emotional relationship-members of 
the same family, neighbors, and the like:, simply because a negotiated 
settlement is likely to be preferable to an adversary proceeding and an· 
imposed solution. Similarly, research may establish that litigation is less 
effective than some o~her approaches in disputes between parties involved 
in a continuing economic relationship-landlord-tenant, supplier-mer
chant, seller-consumer, etc. This proposition appears more problematic 
since these economic relationships tend to be rather transitory and 'casily 
exchanged compared to the emotional ties discussed above. It is easie't .. 
for a customer to shift patronage to another store than to disown a son or 
even to ignore a next-door neighbor. In addition, it may be preferable to 
offer disputants voluntary government-sponsored forums where they can 
seek to work out their problems short of litigation, despite the fact the 
"failures" will end up in the professionalized. adjudicatory setting any
way. 

Toward a New Justice System 

Whichever rationale is under consideration, it is apparent we do not yet 
have all the answers as to what forums work or which disputes should be 
channeled to which tribunals. In fact we are just beginning to ask the 
right questions. -

The next decade is apt to see an enormous amount of activity in this 
field. New fOl'ums will be devised, experiments will be undertaken, 
evaluations will be conducted, debates will rage. In one way or another, 
through careful planning or confused groping I submit American society 
will move toward a new justice system: one in which the courts as we 
know them win still occupy an important position but alongside a variety 
of alternative forums offering disputants other methods of resolving 
disputes, other types of·dispute resolvers and even other aspirations. It is 
also a justice system where non-lawyers will have a prominent role. 

The entire enterprise offers both challenge und 0ppol'tunity to the law 
schools.' The chances for creative scholarship and partiCUlarly for empiri
cal research are exciting. Meanwhile, there will be iK:ed to be fleA.;ble in 
our educational programs to adjust them to the needs .')f a rapidly 
evolving and :t.:robably dramatically restrr:ctured justt~e sys·cBm. Who is 
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to train the lay arbitratorst the mediators and other dispute resolvers, 
both professional and amateur? And how do we equip law students to 
function effectively in a multi-faceted justice system where they may be 
called upon to be neutral mediators as often as they are expected to be 
partisan advocates? 

I'm sure there are many in this audience who are skeptical that 
anything nearly so dramatic as I have suggested will happen ever, to say 
nothing of within the next decade. But I submit that the three rationales 
I discussed today are each supported by different but very powerful 
constituencies. These constituencies range from right to left across the 
political spectrumt and are found within and without legal profession. 
Pushing from different directions and for different reasons I suggest 
they win thrust what might be viewed as revolutionary change upon the 
judiciary and the legal profession. It may be the historic role of the law 
schools not only to respond to that change but to help shape it. 

Remarks of Paul D. Carrington 10 as Commentator 
This is a happy occasion. For those of us who labor in the boiler room 

of the law that is judicial administration, an opportunity to address a 
general audience is an uplift. And to speak of our concerns to legal 
scholars is heady stuff. Rarely do you captains of the law lend your ear 
to us Who are concerned with such matters as whether your ship's engines 
will drive its propellers. 

Professor Johnson's prese-ntation proceeds from two premises. They 
are old ones. One is that it is a good policy to make justice available to 
aU. Virtually every step in the long history of judicial reform was 
justified by reference to that same premise. 

Perhaps the most eloquent appeal ever made in English for the cause of 
access to justice was voiced by the great nineteenth century reformer, 
Lord Brougham. His speech in favor of the Hilary Rules reform w~, 
indeed, one of the most powerful ever made in Parliament. His perora
tion is worth recalling; he said: 

"it was the boast of Augustus that he found Rome of brick and left it 
of marble. But how much nobler will be the sovereign's boast when 
he shall have it to say that he found law dear, and left it cheap; 
found it a sealed book, left it a living letter; found it the patrimony 
of the rich, left it the inheritance of the poor; found it the two-edged 
sword of craft and oppression, left it the staff of honesty and the 
shield of innocence." 

Elegant words these, but Brougham's experience, like lTl.any others, 
teaches that the purpose is more easily stated than served. Brougham's 
words were uttered in support of a reform which proved to be a fiasco. 
The Hilary Rules proved to be tools of delay and obfuscation. The system 
was a greater source of injustice than 'the common law pleading which it 
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displaced. Within a decade, the Hilary Rules were repealed. Thust the 
idealism in Professor Johnson's presentation is an old idealism. But like 
many ideals, this is one to be approached with a cautious recognition that 
its pursuit can be self-defeatin.g. 

The second premise of the movement for alternatives to judicial proce
dure is that the courts cannot bear the load. That, too, is an old idea. 
Nothing is more ubiquitous and endemic than the congestion of courts. 
Was there ever a system that was not overloaded? Well, the federal 
courts in their first decade were underutiliz~. And we also have had 
state court systems underutilized, usually in underpopulated areas. But 
overloading, and cries of concern about open floodgates have been a 
no'rmal feature of judicial in~titutions for millenia. 

The fact that congestion is old stuff does not diminish the fo~ce of the 
observation that we are at a moment of crisis. Our judicial institutions 
truly cannot bear the weight that is now being imposed upon them. If 
you take nothing else away from this session, please believe at least, that 
the wolf we decry here is real. Current demands are now being met by 
mass production methods which are making our courts less distinguisha
ble from our least revered bureaucracies. This erosion is occurring even 
at the highest levels. Our courts are trying to make decisions faster, with 
less investment of effort. But fairness and justice are already threatened 
by haste. Alternatively, our legislatures could increase the number of 
decision-makers, or reduce perhaps the number of decisions to be made. 
Those are the three dimensions of the problem. There are no others. 
Unpleasant choices must be made or thlW will be made for us by the 
march of events. In guiding our thinking about these matters, Professor 
Johnson ~rforms very useful work. 

N eVltJrtheless, my presence here will foretell that I have some doubts 
about a complex system of alternative procedures for dispute resolution. 
My doubts are of two kinds. First, I find the task of measuring the 
supposed benefits and the apparent risks of the prof<>&al to be very 
troubling. And, secondly, I am not clear to whom the benefits would 
flow. 

T 
1. 

The economics of judicial administration is an extremely primitive 
science. The costs of the complexity proposed will not be easily assessed. 
We know that just as there is no free lunch, so there is no free justice. 
Every official procedure, whether. we call it a legal procedure or not, 
inflicts costs. Some of these costs are quite indirect and difficult to 
detect. Others are passed on by the litigants in ways which may have 
quite unintended social consequences. 

A simple example of the difficulty of cost-benefit assessment is offered 
by the proposal to use official mediators whose services are imposed on 
disputants. How does one know whether official mediators are earning 
their keep? It is clear that the mediation is itself a new cost. Whether 
there is a net saving yielded by their efforts is a sizeable question. 
Experience and the kinds of data generally available ~re subject to 
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multiple interpretations and explanations. Our experience with pretrial 
and pre-appeal conferences, for examples, is not reassuring. 

Similarly, the use of lay decision-makers is a dubious economy. We are 
able to say with little doubt that the traditional means of employing lay 
decision-makers, the jury trial, ·is not an economy in final terms, at least. 
Perhaps some moderately drastic changes in jury trial procedure, such as 
the elimination of voir dire, would make jtiry trials more economic; 
perhaps jury t..~als could be made to be as cheap'as non-jury trials, 
although this would require quite a lot of surgery, major surgery on our 
accustomed procedures. Perhaps lay decision-making would be still more 
economic if we eliminate the professional judges and lawyers who make 
the jury trial so expensive. But it is no more than possible that this is so; 
it is neither self-evident nor demonstrable. The costs of such a proceed
ing would still be substantial; the side effects would be consequential; 
and the benefits elusive. 

Cost-benefit analysis is more complex when the calculus includes the 
psychic costs and benefits of different kinds of proceedings. Lawyers 
generally indulge in the convenient assumption that a good adversary 
fight is the best way to take out one's aggressions and exhaust hostility. 
But this assumption is highly questionable; Charles Dickens may have 
been much closer to the truth when he said that no man's nature is made 
better by legal bickering. Hence, some of the more conciliatory alterna
tives proposed by Professor .Tohnson may be superior to other legal 
proceedings of a more conventional sort. Especially, I am sorry to say, to 
the extent that lawyers and judges are removed from the process. But in 
this area of social psychology nothing is clear. We are in a very poor 
position to give guidance to the officer who would match disputes with 
procedures according to the degree of adversariness appropriate to parti.c
ular occasions. We have a very long way to go to surmount this problem. 

This concern for the inadequacy of our understanding grows where 
Professor Johnson's alternatives would increase the separation between 
the costs and benefits of litigation. Parenthetically, this is also a puzzling 
question in regard to systems for prepaid or publie financing of legal 
services. What happens when users of the system have reduced concern 
or even no concern about the ineffable costs associated with the users' 
benefit? 

We have now accumulated a mass of experience in the fields of medical 
and hospital services which suggest that there is a large risk that 
potentia1 beneficiaries will in such a situation overuse the system provid
ed for them. In the field of health, this has resulted in grave economic 
effects. To the extent that some of Professor Johnson's alternatives 
make courthouses more like hospitals in the degree to which costs are 
borne by the public or groups other than the immediate users, it seems 
quite possib1e that they will replicate the experience of overuse by 
persons asserting claims of diminishing merit and significance. 

The social consequence of overuse of legal institutions is more adve:rse 
than the consequence of overuse of hospitals. For, after all, in almost 
every dispute, one of the parties is involuntary; even if he wins, he loses 
in some sense. 
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For this reason, we might well want to add to Professor Johnson's list 
of alternative means of dispute resolution the alternative of forbearance. 
There are some grievances which society has no appropriate means to 
correct because the irreducible minimum cost of correction is simply 
excessive. In regard· to such matters, the public is too wise to promote 
forbearance, and to impose on its ·institutions the duty to discourage 
grievants. We need not replicate the advice of Charles Dickens to· suitors 
in equity: suffer any wrong, he advised, before you go to Chancery. But 
a system which gives too little reinforcement to the virtue of forbearance 
can be. a menace and even a cause of injustice to those who are beset by 
unjust claims. There is a danger that this will· happen where costs and 
be.nefits are dissociated. 

II. 
Let me now proceed to a brief discussion of my second level of concern. 

My question here is not whether there is a cost or benefit to be measured, 
but who receives it. This question is more political and less economic. 
But it appears that Professor Johnson and I share a common premise that 
judicial reform should serve the interests of those who are generally least 
advantaged by the legal system. 

There is a lesson to' be learned from our relatively recent experience in 
creating small claims courts to serve as forums for the poor. That reform 
is about 50 years old. What happened to the small claims courts is that 
they were quickly captured by institutional litigants. Institutions have 
employees who quickly gain the experience needed to make effective lay 
presentations; such experience lay persons can usually be expected to roll 
over the beleaguered poor who appear to contest their claims as tenants 
or consumers. It is a rare tenant or consumer who leaves the small 
claims court with the warm feeling that he has secured justice at a low 
price. The lesson to be learned from this experience is this: Do not 
underestimate the ability of those who seem to ~xploit the present system 
to exploit its substitute or alternative even mor\~ effectively. 

More particularly, I admit to special apprehensions about the proposed 
alternatives making g1~eater use of lay judges. An effort has been made 
over the last century to professionalize our jUdges. Just as the last 
justice of the peaceships are being retired, we are now hearing anew of 
the virtues of lay judges. How are these lay decision-makers to be 
selected? Is there to be a procedure for disqualification for bias? Will 
they be expected to obey the law? "What kind of supervision is contem
plated? 

Some of the proposals advanced seem to rest on the assumption that 
social pressure win be brought to bear on lay decision-makers to assure 
the integrity of such procedures. This is most explicit in the proposal of 
neighborhood tribunals. 'I'here may be a few neighborhoods in America 
in which there remains a sense of community and obligation among 
neighbors. But surely they are few. Transiency of the popUlation has all 
but eliminated that admirable fellow-feeling of'the past. Especially in 
those neighborhoods populated by the less resourceful citizens who are the 
intended beneficiaries of these procedures. For these reasons, I am 
skeptical about the integrity and trustworthiness of lay tdbunals. 
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Similarly, we might ask: who benefits from the complexity of a system 
of alternatives? Rarely, I suspect, will it be those citizens who are 
disadvantaged by the flaws in the present system of justice. The one 
group that is generally advantaged by complexity is the professional class 
who learn to manipulate the comple~ty and turn it" to their own profit. 
Again, we have experience to draw on. Perhaps the most notable 
contribution of Roscoe Pound was his leadership in the unification move
ment. For decades, efforts proceeded under his guidance to simplify the 
judicial hierarchy and to consolidate courts and jurisdictions. This move
ment was intended to serve those who might be disadvantaged by the 
complexity of the law, who would be burdened by the costs of jurisdic
tional sq1:1abbling. Let us not draw more costly jurisdictional lines 
without a good purpose clearly in mind. As we populate our courthouses ' 
with various levels of para-judges, including such figures as magistrateS, 
referees, court-appointed arbitrators, and other retainers, we are likely to 
be increasing the value of the professional lawyer's skill. We may well be 
making justice more of a game to be won by the side who has' the best 
champion. And so it is by no means clear that the beneficiaries of 
alternative dispute-resolving processes will be those who are intended to 
benefit. 

Conclusion 

The plan for a complex system of dispute-resolving alternatives needs 
more thought. There is a serious risk that it would disserve the public 
and the poor. 

Remarks of Robert B. Kent 11' as Commentator 

I think that it is well pointed out that the attractiveness of a search for 
alternative methods of dispute resolution stems from two related but very 
different concerns. The first is the overcrowded condition of eourts of 
general jurisdiction and, most importantly, the impact of that ~ondition 
on the quality of the administration of criminal justice. The second is the 
lack of access to the system, the inability of courts as we know them to 
deal effectively 'with substantial categories of matters for reasons apart 
from the crowded conditioml. 

With all respect to Paul Carrington, the "twas ever thus" approach to 
court congestion simply will not wash in the face of the difficulty we are 
having in disposing of serious criminal cases. Indeed the persistence of 
courts in their elaboration of the pretrial conference and the institution of 
the preliminary conference on appeal reflect a continuing stress regarding 
their ability to do their work. 
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As Earl Johnson has made clear, determining the appropriate forum 
and devising appropriate tribunals involve many questions, and the ques
tions encompass more than those matters which may be lumped into the 
category of "minor disputes." 

I recently became rather intrigued by a state supreme court disposition 
ordering a new trial. A do-it-yourself type wanted to panel his basement 
and took a wrench to a capped gas line, long unused, which protruded into 
the basement. A bluish vapor, accompanied by hissing, moved his wife to 
get him, the kids, and herself out of the house .before i.t blew up. ~eir 
suit against the gas company for loss .of theIr dwellmg resulted m. a 
verdict for the defendant. It was set aSIde upon appeal because the tnal 
judge had excluded testimony based on a strict reading of the pleadings 
and on his unwillingness to permit their amendment in the late stages 'of 
the trial. My enthusiasm for the appellate court's action diminished 
markedly upon my being reminded of the nearly obvious: neither hus
band and wife on the one hand nor the gas company on the other had any 
interest in the matter; the dispute was between their respective insurers. 
Whatever else that action did not belong in a civil session with jury, not 
once let alone' twice .. And yet arguably this was not a minor dispute. It 
did ~ot belong there for at least two reasons. It contributed to the 
congestion which haunts the administration of jus~ice in courts already 
beleaguered by serious criminal cases, matters whICh clearly do belong 
there. Second the cost of judicial processing of such matters under our 
current syste~ has an impact on the cost of insurance which is making 
restless many segments of the community. This case was before the 
court with a jury essentially because it had about it the look of an action 
of trespass on the case. Earl Johnson appropriately ha,s focused our 
attention on criteria for channeling matters into a variety of dispute 
resolution mechanisms. One criterion which bedevils the process is: Does 
the claim have about it the look of an action of trespass on the case? 

it s~ems to me that serious consideration of the entire topic of dispute 
resolution inevitably involves another look at the place of trial by jury in 
civil cases. We are in need of another round, another serious discussion 
of the constitutional right to trial by jury in civil cases. I do not propose 
abolition of that form of trial in all cases which may be labeled civil. I do 
suggest that the nature of the tribunal appropriate for particuiar types of 
disputes ought to be a matte~ for the le.~slative p~oc~ss an.d ~h~t ~ou:ts 
should have a role in determinmg what CIVIl cases Wlthm theIr JurIsdIctIOn 
should be tried to juries. Questions of appropriateness should be faced as 
problems of present day judicial administration; they should not be 
answ~Tcd solely in terms of the assignment of matters to courts of 
common law or equity in bygone times. 

One may be reluctant to fan the flames which break out within our 
profession when this subject comes up. Rec:nt proposals.for expansion of 
no-fault insurance into the realms of medIcal malpractice and products 
liability, together with approaches advocate~ here today, have stirred 
anxiety. I have recently received an invitation to join an association of 
lawyers; the invitation was cast in the form of a memorandum on "The 
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Very Real Threat to Human Rights." The memorandum began with the 
assertion that "the American system of civil justice is under serious 
attack," and it concluded with the sta~ment that "the interest groups are 
aiming to abolish the adversary system." To say that both the system of 
civil justice and the adversary system need careful, deliberate study with 
a view to possible change is not, in my view, to make threats against 
human rights. 

I realize that there are ways around the requir~ment of trial by jury in 
civil cases, but they trouble me. Changes in substantive law ought to 
stand on, their own merits and not as the bases for assigning matters to 
administrative agencies simply to get away from juries. Chipping aw~y 
at the incidents of jury trial has the danger of fallout for the criminal 
field, wherein I confess to a rather fierce bias in favor of the constitution
al right to trial by jury, and not a watered down version thereof. And 
making access to the civil jury depend, on ability to pay a substantial 
admission fee seems to me an affront to the notion of equal access that 
we ought not to accept. 

I think it fair to say that the one serious obstacle to total incorporation 
of the Bill of Rights into the Fourteenth Amendment is a justified 
reluctance to impose upon the states the terms of the Seventh Amend
ment. 

At the state level we should be considering seriously elimination of the 
constitutional requirement of trial by jury in civir cases in order that we 
may proceed with the process of fitting the forum to the nature of the 
dispute and to the needs of the disputants and the community at large. 

At a recent conference sponsored bY,the Massachusetts Bar Association 
a number of practicing lawyers made or endorsed the suggestion that as a 

. profession we are too adversarial, too combative in our approach. It is 
not the observation but its source that is of interest. The lawyers further 
suggested that we in the law schools do something about that, and I know 
that Frank Sander will address that topic. Meanwhile my coHeagues in 
the field of civil procedure need not fear. The adversarial system will be 
around for some time, and the present discussion simply broadens our 
horizons. 

Remarks of Frank E. A. Sander 12 as Commentator 
Paul Carrington's skeptical comments, though well-merited in a number 

of respects I will touch on lat~r, remind me of the story of the Maine 
farmer who, when asked whether he believed in infant baptism, replied 
"Believe in it? Hell, I've seen it done." The movement towards alterna
tives is a reality. It seems to me the present posture for us law teache~ 
is not, as Paul Carrington might have us believe, whether alternatives are 
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a guaranteed success, or whether we already know the answers to all the 
relevant questions, but rather whether this is a subject worth engaging 
our interest. My answer is a resounding yes. Indeed, I find it puzzling 
how we could have been teaching courses like procedure for so long with 
such a single-minded focus on the litigative judicial process, and with so 
little emphasis on possible alternative dispute-resolution processes~ 

Professor Johnson has usefully described three prongs of the movement 
towards alternatives. I would like to add three others. First, it seems to 
me that up to now we have had far too single-minded a preoccupation on 
the adversary system 3$ the paradigm dispute resolution process. While 
the adversary method may be ideally suited to the resolution of sharp 
conflict over factual issues, there are many other problems for which it is 
not so ~ell-suited. Take, for example, a dispute between two neighbors 
over some tools that have been lent back and forth, or about a dog of one 
that keeps trespassing on the land of the other. Perhaps this festering 
situation will ultimately degenerate into some kind of physical assault 
and wind up in the criminal courts. This kind of problem is not likely to 
be effectively resolved by the criminal adversary process, for the ultimate 
issue is not who hit whom, but rather how this degenerating relationship 
can be constructively restructured. For that type of dispute between 
interdependen~ individuals, a mediative process seems far more apt than a 
coercive process. Or consider some of the issues arising in school discipli
nary disputes. Professor Paul Verkuil has written an evocative piece 
contrasting an ombudsman approach. to these problems with the due 
process model that seems to be evolving as a result of recent' Supreme 
Court decisions.I3 One could cite many other examples. 

I also sense a perceptible public disenchantment with the increasing 
complexity and remoteness of the traditional dispute resolution process . 
Sometimes that process appears to be so cumbersome that it develops a 
life of its own and loses sight of the underlying problems it was designed 
to resolve. Disputants appear to yearn increasingly for a simple and 
accessible procedure that permits them to ten their story and gElt prompt 
and constructive assistance towards the resolution of the underlying 
controversy. Often a court is not the best way to assure this objective. 

Professor Carrington rightly reminds us of the happily fading era of 
the justice of the peace. But not all lay judges are alike. What is 
envisioned here, in the neighborhood context for example, is a lay 
individual drawn from the community, who, after training, and perhaps 
working together with two others, will try to conciliate the kind of 
dispute between neighbors that I have just described. That is a very 
different role from the one performed by the justice of the peace who, as 
I understand it, sought to perform coercive, quasi-judicial functions, but 
often did so without appropriate controls and restraints. In our case 
what is contemplated is an attempt to help the disputing individuals to 
reach a consensual agreement. 

13. Verkuil, The Ombudsman and the Limits of The Adversary System, 75 Colum.L 
Rev. 845 (1975). 
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That brings me to the third point-the increasing loss of a sense or" 
com~uni~y to w~ich Pa;tl Carrington rightly allu~es. The intriguing 
questIOn IS whether the kmd of process I have just described might not be 
ab~e to help restore some of that sense of community, as individuals in the 
neIghborhood become involved not only in: helping to solve their neigh
bor's problems, but also in learning more about their common concerns. 
At least this seems to me an avenue worth exploring.14 

Qualifications and Que~tions 

While my perspective is decidedly more optimistic than that of Profes
sor Carrington, I fully agree with his attempt to inject a note of 
necessary caution. He is quite right in suggesting forbearance as a 
possible alternative for many problems that are simply too trivial to deal 
with in any formal way. Indeed, we must be seriously concerned wheth
er, by making additional dispute resolution processes increasingly avail a
b~e, we are not thereby encouraging the needless processin.g of some 
disputes that ought to be handled by avoidance. This is indeed a difficult 
quest~on which needs further scholarly illumination. One aspect of that 
questIOn concerns the costs and benefits of avoidance. Obviously it is 
cheaper in the short run to provide no means of redress for some disputes. 
But what is the ultimate psychic cost to the inilividuals who are thus left 
with festering concerns, and what is the potential social cost if that 
concern ultimately erupts into violence or destruction? These are impor
tant questions that need to be further researched. 

There are also important, due process concerns where the alternative 
procedures contemplated are not entered into consensually. Thus it is one 
thing if two neighbors voluntarily come into a Neighborhood Justice 
Center t? res.olve their sq~abb~es abou: a boundary line or a trespassing 
dog. It IS qUIte another thmg If one neIghbor attempts to bring the other 
to. court and the~ a:e compe~led instead to take up the case through 
neIghborhood mediation. ObVIously the latter situation raises important 
questions such as the fairness of the procedures, as well as possible denial 
of the right to jury trial and the right to legal representation. These, too, 
are issues that need to be further considered. 

I also agre(~ with Paul Carrington that there is a serious information 
gap on a number of critical questions. Fll"St,- we need to know more 
about the relative effectiveness of different types of dispute resolution 
processes. How, for example, does arbitration compare with the tradi
tional court process? As an occasional labor arbitrator, I have the distinct 
impression that arbitration is far more efficient than the judicial process 
at least in that setting. But we need to find out whether that surmis~ 
can be scientifically verified, and if so, what are the limitations of 

14. There is some evidence that such an 
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extrapolating those conclusions to other settings. We also need to know 
much more about the role of lawyers. Do they playa useful role in 
nonadversary, nonjudicial processes? Or does their predisposition to 
adversariness and conflict retard their effectiveness in those settings? 
What is the potential role for lawyers as dispute-resolvers in the!;'e 
settings? Finally, as indicated above, we need to know much more about 
the role of lay individuals in nonjudicial contexts. 

A final concern I have is the increasing evidence of a kind of Gresham's 
law wi~h respect to nonjudicial processes. Just as we are beginning to 
become more aware of the unique characteristics of various dispute 
resolution processes and to begin to develop some possible typology for 
matching particular types of disputes to appropriate processes, an increas
ing judicialization a.nd formalization is beco1l).ing apparent. In arbitra
tion, for example, which was once seen as an informal substitute for the 
judicial adjUdicatory process, we are increasingly beginning to see the 
presence of lawyers, transcripts, discovery proceedings, and all the other 
familiar trappings of the judicial process. This is something we need to 
guard against if we are to preserve the unique characteristics of these 
different processes. 

Implications for Law Schools 

It is almost a truism by now that we in the law schools are still far too 
preoccupied with the case method, typically focusing on the appellate 
process in the context of adversary litigation. We need to broaden our 
perspective to take in the entire justice system.lS From a systemic 
perspective, this means looking at how disputes arise and how they might 
be prevented, through the introduction of such measures as no-fault 
statutes or simplified processes (e. g., in divorce or probate). Then, with 
respect to those disputes that cannot be prevented, we need to consider 
wh"at alternative dispute resolution mechanisms are available and how 
particular disputes might best be matched to relevant characteristics of 
particular dispute resolution processes. 11) To be sure, as Professor Car
~ington remhids us, this endeavor is still in a very primitive stage. But 
should we not at least begin by asking ourselves what are the unique 
characteristics of courts, so that those beleaguered institutions might be 
reserved primarily for the disputes that demand their unique services? 
Finally, with respect to those disputes that are best handled by the 
judicial system, we need to deal not only with the traditional questions of 
how to try the case in court, but also how the judicial process could be 
made more effective by such measures as requiring the parties at an 
earlier stage to disclose their case and by using cost mechanis"ms (particu-

15. See, e. g., Ehrlich and Frank, PLAN- . 16. See, e. g., Sander, Varieties of Dispute 
NING FOR JUSTICE (Aspen lnst. for Hu- Pror;essing. 70 F.R.D. III (1976) for a sug-
manistic Studies 1977). gestive analysis. 
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larly encompassing also attorney's fees) in such a way as to discourage 
dilatory litigation and to encourage reasonable settlement. 

F:om t~e perspective o~ :the client, we need to focus on diverse ways of 
solVIng hl~ probl~~, e~taI!~ng the full range of services from counseling 
and planrung to htIgatIon, as well as the vast variety of possible dispute 
settlement mechanisms. 

It seems ~ me t~at the systemic issues I .have just alluded to belong 
ve~ approprIately mto a course in procedure or the legal process. Alter
nativel!, special courses or seminars in alternative methods of dispute 
resolutIOn, such as I have offered' at Harvard, can be developed. 

The client·-oriented concerns could be met by more courses in drafting 
counseling and negotiating. We have begun to see a few of those in th~ 
law schools, but all too few. Since there is an increasing de~and for 
lawyers as neutrals (either arbitrators or mediators) we might well do 
more along these directions. Of course there have been some efforts of 
this kind in labor courses, but the need as I see it far transcends that 
particular field. ' 

One advantage of greater academic involvement in the realm of alter
n~~ve dispute :esolution is that it fits well with the current emphasis on 
clIrucal educatIon. For example, a student might work at the Boston 
Hou8ing Court and attempt to compare that mechanism with the rentals
ma~ that Professor Johnson has described. Or a student might be 
asSIgned to a Neighborhood Justice Center of the kind that are springing 
up all over the country with a view to attempting to address some of the 
questions suggested above,. such as the role of lawyers, if any, in that 
process or the need for particularized due process gufu'""antees. Or a law 
student could help to design a grievance system for prison complaints. 
AU these e.fforts, and ,?thers, would help ~~e. student to gain a twtter 
understandmg of the dIverse range of nonhtIgIOus processes and institu
tions. 

Finally" o~e ~ould hope that law teachers will become enge:tged in 
research tha" WIll help to answer some of the questions that have been 
~oted .aI>;>v~. Such research might provide an excellent opportunity for 
mterdiscIplmary collaboration with a legal sociologist or a political scien
tist. 

In suI?, I hope that ,;e ~11 be stimula~d rather than deterred by t:'f~ 
quandarIes and uncertamtIes that beset thIS field. It is evident that the 
world a~ large is proceeding apace to experiment in various ways with 
alternab~es. I trust that we will see this movement as an exciting 
OPP?rturuty for law teachers and students and that we will not be left 
behmd because we are not yet certain of all-or even most of-the 
answers. 

17. See, e. g., Brown and Dauer, PLAN· 
NING BY LAWYERS (Foundation 1978); 

Bellow and Moulton, THE LAWYERING 
PROCESS (Foundation 1978). 
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APPENDIX 4-..AnDlTIONAL CORRESPONDENOE 

(a) 

Hon. ROBERT W. KASTEN MEIER, 
Hon. RICHARDSON PREYER, 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, 
Washington, D.O:, JuZV 18, 1979. 

V.S. House Of Representatives, 
Washington, D.O. 

DEAR CONGRESSMEN KASTENMEIER AND PREYER: I want to thank you for the 
thorough hearings which your two Subcommittees jointly held on the Dispute 
Resolution Act (H.R. 2~63, H.R. 3719, and S. 4::!3). We hope very much that this 
measure can be enacted into law during this session of the Congress. 

There are two questions concerning the dispute resolution program on which I 
should like to comment. One relates to where and h'Ow the program should be 
set up in the Department of Justice; the other relates to the ,implications of fi-
nancing it through LEU funds. 

My strong preference is that the legislation creating the progra.m should ad· 
here to soun'd principles of administration by accordtng the Attorney General 
the widest freedom and flexibility as to where in the Department he estabHshes 
the program and how he organizes its day-to-day administration. In urging that 
courSe I fully recognize the desire among some of your Subcommittee members 
that the program be lodged with the Office for Improvements in the Administra· 
tion of Justice. Given the strong and active interest of the Office in developing 
new modes of resolving disputes-as you know, it develope'd the plans for the 
Neighborhood Justice Centers, set them up and is monitoring their lX~rform
ance-und its wDrk with the Congress from the start in developing the present 
legislative proposal, I share the view that the Office should be closely involved 
in the dispute resolution program. You ma.y be sure that it is my intention that 
OIAJ will have a substantial part in setting the policies, directions and standarfis 
of the program. I would not want to weight down OlA.J with heavy, !(let-ailed, 
day-to.day administrative duties in any way that might compromise its ability 
to fulfill its essential goals of developing new ideas for improving the justice 
system, and working up these ideas by research, consultlltion and drafting to the 
point where they can be enacted as legislation or adopted as rules. 

Thus, I hope the Congress will see fit to leave the Attorney General a free 
hand in deciding how to bring OIAJ's interest in the new dispute resolution pro
gram to most effective realization. The question whether OIAJ should be estab
lished statutorily can be taken up at another time and considered on its merits. 
In the meantime, you can be certain 'Of my firm intention that OIAJ will have a 
commanding role in the dispute resolution program. 

As to funding, the Administration's position continues to be that we do not 
seek or support new funding for this program. We have testified that if the bill 
is enacted with'Out new funding, we would plan to nnance it from alreatly
appropriated LEAA funds. r.rhat plan should not be understood as an indicati,on 
that LJDAA would be involved in any way in administering the program, for we 
have no such intention. Of course, if the funds for the program are separately 
appropriated, then LEAA money would n'Ot be used and there would not even be 
a financial conriection between the program and LEAA. 

I very n1Ucl1 hope that this bill may be moved along without delay. If we can 
be helpful in any way, please let me know. 

Sincerely, 

(b) 

GRIFFIN B. BELL, 
A.ttorney General. 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
OFFICE FOR IMPROVEMENTS IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE, 

Washington, D.O., A.u,gust 8, 1979. 

Ron. ROBERT W. KASTEN MEIER, 
U.S. House of Representatives, 
Washington, D.O. 

DEAR CONGRESSMAN KASTENMEIER: I appreciate the opportunity to respond to 
your inquiry as to whether the proposed Dispute Resolution Act (H.R. 2863, R.n. 
3719 and S. 423) would authorize activities that would duplicate existing federal 
programs. It would not do so because the federal government's involvement in 
promotinf,?: the non·ju'dicial resolution of minor disputes is presently very limited 
and tIle efforts that do exist need the focus and coordination that would be sup-
plied by the Dispute Resolution Program. 
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S~me federal organizations do employ mediation and conciliation, but pri
~arlly to defined ar~as that are not the principal focus of the Dispute Resolu
tion Program. For Instance, the J!"'ederal Mediation and Conciliation Service 
employs mediation techniques, but only in the resolution of labor-management 
problems. The Community Relations Service of the Department of Justice also 
practices mediation and conciliation, but under Title X of the 1964 Civil Rights 
Act, it can only "provide assistance to communities ... in resolving disputes dis
agreements, and difficulties relating to discrimination based on race colo~ or 
national origin ... " In addition, CRS does not mediate minor disput~s beh~een 
indivi'duals, but enters situations that generally involve groups of people. Its 
activities have focused on school desegregation, police-community disputes, prison 
problems and other controversies involving classes of disputants. Though we 
a~ticipate that .the expertise .of CRS. will prove helpful in implementing the 
DIspute ResolutIOn Act, there IS very httle overlap between its present activities 
and those that wi! be conducted under the Act. 

The federal agencies devoting special attention to consumer affairs do not offer 
programs compar&'ble to those contemplated by the Dispute Resolution Act. The 
Office for Consumer Affairs receives consumer complaints but it does not mediate 
or arbitrate disputes and it does not offer funds to local g~vernments or non-profit 
organizations to conduct their own programs. The FTC has a small program to 
study existing alternative mechanisms in the business and consumer fields. It is 
attempting to develop an information base that may prove helpful when the Dis
pute Hesolution Program is implemented, but the subject matter being exa~l1ined 
is limited and no grant funds are available to initiate new programs. 

The Department of Housing and Urban Development has awarded money to 
the American Bar Association to study court handling of housing matters. As part 
of the project, the ABA is also exploring alternatives to court resolution of 
housing disputes. It is also looking at small claims courts, but its principal focus 
is on special housing courts as they compare with courts of general jurisdiction 
that handle housing matters. The area of overlap with the proposed Dispute 
Hesolution Program, therefore, is small. 

The federal activity that most clearly resembles the contemplated Dispute Reso
lution Program is planned jointly by Action and the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration. The agencies plan to spend $5.5 million in FY 1980 on a total of 
twelve grants to non-profit organizations to fund four models of community ac
tivity, which include arson prevention, property protection, victim-witness pro
grams and dispute resolution. 

As is evident from the limited amount of money being made available and the 
broad objec:tives of the program, very little money will go to dispute resolution 
activities. Additionally, the money that is eventually used for dispute resolution 
projects will have to be spent according to fairly rigid criteria and will not be 
available for the type of local experimentation encouraged by the Dispute Resolu
tion Act. Furthermore, the specific focus of the Action/LEAA program is crime 
prevention and not increasing access to justice through the use of speedier, less 
costly and more effective alternatives to court ajudication of civil as well as 
criminal disputes. Finally, the Action/LEAA program does not contemplate the 
establishment of anything resem,bling the Resource Center in the Dispute Resolu
tion Act. The Action/LEAA program is, therefore, distinct from the Dispute 
Resolution Program in its purpose, its approach and the amount of money that 
will be spent on dispute resolution. Certainly, however, when the Dispute Resolu
tion Program is established, it will be necessary to coordinate these two programs. 

Action also provides limited funding and volunteer assistance to the San F'ran
cisco Community Board Program which promotes the use of alternative methods 
of dispute prevention and resolution in San Francisco. Action supplies only a 
small percentage of the resources required by this program. 

As the above survey indicates, the present involvement of the federal govern
ment in minor disputes resolution is extremely limUed. Rather than duplicating 
present federal activities the Dispute Resolution Pr?gram would fill an o.bvio~s 
gap in Federal activity and help to focus and coordmate Federal efforts 111 tlns 
area whel,~ they already exist. 

If this Office can provide any further assistance, please do not hesitate to con
tact us. I remain convinced that the Dispute Resolution Act would make a 
significant contribution to the improvement of the quality of justice in America. 

Sincerely, 
DANIEL J. MEADOR, 

Assistant Attorney General. 
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(c) 

COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING ORGANIZATION 

Hon. ROBERT W. KASTENMEIER San Diego, Oalif., AprU 24, i9"19. 
u.s. House of Representat·ve' J d' . 

ington, D.O. 'L S, U 'LOwry Oommittee, Raybttrn BUilding, Wash-

DEAR CONGRESS1IAN KASTENMEIER • E I d· 
of a report we have re CT ••• nc .ose IS ~ copy of the executive summa,ry 
place in San Die 0 6 pared re",a~dlI1g ~ court Improvement experiment taking 
to your position o~ th~U~;~~t~ P~f~~d~itlllSt.tO YOUdfihS an in~o~lI1ati~nal item due 
committee. ' er les, an t e Adull111strahon of Justice 

This experiment has attracted tt t· 
other jurisdictions considering repl~ca~fo~O~t t~roug~?~t ~alifornia wi~h sever~l 
ment as it does oroach the uesti : IS a ~o 1 .lCa y controverSIal experI
court responsibilities shoild on o~ ~OUIt consolIdatIOn of lower court and trial 

Respectfully, " you WIS a copy of the full report, please advise. 

SCOTT H. GREEN, 
Sr. Orimi1t,aZ JU8tice Evaluator. Enclosure. 
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Executive Summary 

NARRATIVE 

On April 25, 1977, Senate Bill 1134 was introduced in the California 
State Senate by Senator Bob Wilson. This legislation called for a 
five year experiment, whereby the EI Cajon Municipal Court would 
perform judicial tasks which are normally the responsibility of the 
sup~rior court. 

The purpose of the experiment is to test the feasibility and potential 
benefit of giving Municipal Court judges the authority to hear speci
fied superior court matters. The highlighted elements of the bill 
included: 

1) 

2) 

El Cajon Municipal Court judges who meet the necessary qual
ifications of a Superior Court judge can hear, upon consent by 
all parties: 
a. civil matters when the value of demand or property is more 

b. 

c. 

than $5,000 and less than $30,000. 
felony cases with a specified senBence of three time periods 
of imprisonment in state prison. 
domestic cases in which both parties reside within the 
court's jurisdiction. 

The judge will serve without additional compensation as do the 
clerks who are designated as assistant county clerks. 7 

There were opposing issues raised as to the constitutionality of Senate 
Bill 1134 concerning, what might be construed as, the establishment of 
a second Superior Court in San Diego County. The implications of 
"this issue were avoided when the Chief Justice of the California Su
preme Court, at the request of the Presiding Judge of the San Diego 
Superior Court, assigned the EI Cajon Municipal Court judges to sit 
as Superior Court judges under authority of Article vr, Section 6 of 
the State Constitution. In this capacity. the EI Cajon Municipal Court 
judges could hear all superior court matters. (Although working by 
aSSignment of the Chief Justice. the EI Cajon judges have followed 
in concept, Senate Bill 1134). 8 

6 
Sentences are specified in Penal Code Section 1170 (determinate 

sentencing). This excludes capital cases from the El Cajon Munici
pal Court's jurisdic tion. 

7 
Government Code. Sections 73650-73658. 

8 
S. B. 1134 was enacted on January 1. 1978. 
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The results, after the first year of the El Cajon Municipal Court 
experiment, indicate that many of the success measures established 
are being achieved. Products of the experiment, to date, have been 
a reduction in the downtown Superior Court workload and a quicker 
process for disposing criminal cases without complaints of due pro
cess violations. Additionally. preliminary data indicate that the ex
periment has not caused increased workload overall for interface 
agencies. Some agencies have experienced a decrease in workload 
while others have had to transfer personnel to respond to shifts in 
workload. The District Attorney's Office indicates that an additional 
clerical position was necessary to handle the displacement of work 
from downtown to the branch office. 

With the support of the San Diego Superior Court. two other San Diego 
County Municipal Courts (San Diego and South Bay) began hearing 
felony criminal cases in May, IH78 under assignment of the Chief 
Justice. At the time of t.his report. North County Municipal Court 
was also preparing to take on this additional work task. During 1978 
the three Municipal Courts authorized to hear superior court matters 
processed 843 felony matters thereby reducing the downtown superior 
court criminal filings by 19%. 

The criminal workload for the superior court during 1979 should be 
further reduced if the active participation of all the Municipal Courts 
continues. The Municipal Courts absorbing this additional felony 
work should provide some f'lexibility to the Superior Court in directing 
additional efforts towards reducing its backlog of civil matters. 

The preliminary findings concerning this court experiment are 
positive. There are, however, factors which must be further 
scrutinized before definitive statements of effectiveness can be made. 
These factors include: 

1) The limited impact the experiment has had on civil litigation. 
2) The long range impact this experiment will have on lower court 

case processing, especially when considering the increase in 
superior court workload compared to a reduction in preliminary 
hearings. 

3) The advantages. either in workload or cost reductions that have 
prompted the full cooperation of both defense and prosecuting 
attorneys. 

4) The overall cost implications of this experiment for both the 
court and interface agencies. 

4 
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Additionally. eighty-one percent (81%) of those Superior Court 
judges responding to a survey question stated they were opposed to 
thE' consolidation of superior and municipal courts into one court of 
~ene~al jurisdictional responsibility_ Therefore. the political rami
flcatlOns of the expansion of this experiment (which entails the con
solidation ?f superior and municipal court judicia~l responsibilities) 
should serlOusly be considered in context with thfa potential benefits. 

During the next six months the evaluator wql be collecting data in an 
effort to address those issues noted above. In addition to the El 
Cajon Municipal COUI.'t. the assessment will be expanded to include the 
other :vlunlcipal Courts in San Diego County that ar1e also hearit1g , . 
super lOr court casework. Reviewing the activities of these other 
Mun~c~pal Courts will be useful in ~onsidering whether the El Cajon 
MUOlclpal Court experiment is transferable to other jurisdictions 
which vary in many ways from the milieu of the El Cajon Municipal 
Court. 
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ISSUES. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The El Cajon Municipal Court judg(~s. assigned by the Chief Justice of 
the Supreme Court of California and working within the parameters 
of Senate Bill 1134. have been hearing superior court cases in the El 
Cajon Municipal Court since September. 1977. The purpose of this 
court experiment is to test the fea&ibility and potential benefit of 
giving municipal court judges jurisdictional authority to hear matters 
formerly the exclusive responsibility of the Superior Court. 

ISSUE I: WORKLOAD IMPACT - The El Cajon Municipal Court e~
periment will reduce the San Diego Superior Court criminal and civil 
workload. and do so wHhout jeopardizing the processing of lower 
court work. Additionally. interface agencies will not have to assume 
an increased workload as a result of the experiment. 

A. SUPERIOR COURT 

Conclusion 

During calendar year 1978. the El Cajon MuniCipal Court judges 
saved the San Diego Superior Court approximately one judge-year 
of work. with the greatest workload impact being in the criminal 
field. The El Cajon MuniCipal Court was able to process 381 superior 
court criminal cases. {9% of the total superior court case filings. and 
8% of the disposition of cases reported for the San Diego Superior 
Court during 1978)1 that previously would have been thl;! responsibility 
of the Superior Court. Survey data collected from El Cajon Municipal 
Court judges: Superior Court judges. Deputy Districl: Attorneys and 
defense attorneys in El Cajon indicate agreement that thereha"s IJeen 
a positive reduction"Iii San DiegoSuperior C-ourt workload as a 
result of the experIment. . 

The El Cajon experiment had a minimal affect on the civil superior 
court caseload during 1978 (123 cases or less than 1% of the total 

. civil filings in the Superior Court). 

1This data excludes filings and dispositions for the North County 
Branch Court. since the El Cajon experiment has no impact on their 
workload. 

6 
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Findings 

1. TIll' workload impact of the EI Cajon Municipal Court judges 
carrying out superior court case work represents a time saving 
of 91. 3% of one superior court judge-year. 2 

2. The judicial time-saving was primarily in the criminal work
load, with 71% of one judge-year saved. 

3. In the superior court civil workload, 3.50/0 of one judge-year was 
saved, in addition to 16.80/0 of one judge-year in domestic work 
that would have been processed in San Diego Superior Court 
without the experiment. 

4. EI Cajon representatives of Defenders, Incorporated (5) and the 
District Attorney's Office (6 out of 10), as well as El Cajon 
judges (5), agree that one advantage of the experiment is a reduc
tion in the downtown Superior Court workload. 

5. One hundred percent (100%) of the nineteen (19) Superior Court 
judges responding to the questionnaire indicated that one of the 
advantages of municipal courts carrying out superior court 
responsibilities is the reduction in workload for 'the Superior 
Court. 

B. MUNICIP AL COURT 

Conclusion 

During the first year of the experiment, the EI Cajon Municipal Court 
experienced no detrimental effects in processing lower court case
work. However, additional data, representing a longer time period, 
must be reviewed. Changes in lower court procedures and the addi
tion of a new judge in El Cajon during this period preclude definitive 
statements as to the affect of the experiment on the municipal court. 
casework processing. 

Findings 

1. The criminal disposition to filing ratio for the EI Cajon lower 
court casework decreased ;rom 80% in 1977 to 79% in 1978, 
which ·is not a significant change. 

2This i.s based on the current Judicial Council measure of one 
judge-year equalling 74, 000 minutes of case related work for a Sup
erior Court with 21 judges or more. Time study results show that the 
EI Cajon Municipal Court saved Superior Court 67,590 minutes. 
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Changes in drunk driving arraignment procedures, leading to 
guilty pleas earlier in the process, and a greater emphasis on 
settleltnent of misdemeanor cases at the read iness conference 
are iQ.tervening factors which could explain why the lower court 
workload was not affected. 
As a result of the experiment, felony pleas prior to the prelim
inary hearing increased by 126% from 1977 to 1978 (106 to 240). 
Fewer preliminary hearings took place in 1978 (3·30)o·compared 
t? 1977 (4~1), a 20% reduction, resulting in a savings of judicial 
time prevLOusly spent for this proceeding. 3 

INTERFACE AGENCIES (District Attorney, Defenders, Incor
porated. County Clerk. Marshal's Office, Sheriff's Department 
and Probation Department) 

Conclusion 

When reviewed systematically, interface agencies that work with the 
~l ~ajon Municipal Court. except for the District Attorney's Office. 
lOdlcate they have not experienced additional workload because of the 
experiment. The District Attorney did hire an additional secretary 
due to the transfer of workload to EI Cajon Branch Office. 

.A i?roduct of the experiment is the displacement of cases from o'ne 
cou.rt to another. This required workload shifts by the interface 
agend.es. but should not result in additional work departmentwide. 

Findings 

1. District Attorney- The experiment has required the assignment 
of one attorney, one investigator and one clerical position to the 
EI Cajon District Attorney's Branch Office. The clerical 
pos ition was add itional. while the attorney and investigator were 
transferred from other divisions in the District Attorney's Office. 
Although the increased workload in El Cajon would appear to be 
counter balanced by the reduction in casework downtown. data 
should be reviewed over a longer period. The expansiQn of this 
process to the other Municipal Courts could create detrimental 
workload shifts for this agency in trying to cover all the addi
tional courts hearing felony cases with attorneys experienced in 
felony work. 

3 Judicial Council Reports, 1977 & 1978 (This includes cases dis
posed of as misdemeanors at the pI'lHiminary hearing as well as 
felony dispositions) 

8 
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2. Indigent Defense - The EI Cajon Municipal Court has contracted 
with Defenders, Incorporated to represent approximately 950/0 of 
indigent felony defendants since July, 1978. This agency has 
increased staff to handle this additional workload. However, 
this increase was primarily due to additional case wor.k result
ing from new contract arrangements with the court unrelated 
to the experiment. 

3. County Clerk - There has been no additional workload other 
than the initial training of the Municipal Court clerks to carry 
out superior court clerical procedures and having to develop and 
maintain a system for assigning case numbers in sequence with 
the downtown Superior Court filing system. There could be 
workload reductions to the downtown Superior Court Clerk's 
Office as a result of the EI Cajon Municipal Court clerks taking 
on some of the Superior Court clerk's responsibilities. This 
will be examined further in the final report. .. 

4. Marshal and Sheriff - There has been no additional workload for 
the Marshal's Office or Sheriff's Department in transferring 
prisoners to court or in providing bailiffs. By agreement with 
the Sheriff, the Marshal is transporting felony defendants to 
EI Cajon Court and staff has not been increased to carry out 
this responsibility. 

5. Probation Department - The Probation Department has had to 
make periodic shifts in personnel to handle the additional pre
sentence reports being requested by EI Cajon Municipal Court 
judges. This has not resulted in additional work overall for the 
agency, but simply a displacement of requested reports from 
the San Diego Superior Court to the EI Cajon Municipal Court. 

ISSUE II: CASE PROCESSING TIME - The EI Cajon Municipal Court 
experiment will reduce the time to process superior court felony 
cases without causing delays in the processing of their lower cburt 
casework. 

Conclusion 

The median time for the EI Cajon Municipal Court to process similar 
felony cases from the date of lower court filing to superior coUrt 
sentencing, or not guilty finding, is substantially less than the tradi
tional process. This has been accomplished without causing delays 
in thE' processing of the EI Cajon lower court work. An analysis of 
this data over an extended period of time will validate this conclusion. 

Findings 

1. The superior court felony cases adjudicated in the E11 Cajon 
Municipal Court were resolved 28 days faster than similar 
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cases processed under thE' traditional system. The median 

~~~~;~ ~!rd~~:ef:~!~~l!~ll~~t~~~a~~y;!~: ;:snilc~~a~a~~u~~~~u8 
2. A greater proportion of cases with multiple defendants were 

sent to the downtown Superior Court during the experiment. and 
this had a slight impact on case processing time. HoWever. the 
felony cases adjudicated .in El Cajon were not significantly dif
ferent in regard to the type of offense (categorized as crimes 
against persons. property crimes, narcotics and other offenses). 
or the number of multiple offense cases than those sent to the 
downtown Superior Court. 

3. Attorneys responsible for defense of indigent clients and Deputy 
District Attorneys in EI Cajon agree that superior court cases 
are resolved more expediently in the EI Cajon court. Seventy
four percent (740/0) of the Superior Court judges responding 
to a questionnaire (14) also cited the reducW:m in case process
ing time as a positive result of municipal courts handling sup
ior court cases. 

4. During the study period. the median time to process El Cajon 
lower court cases decreased from 40 to 33 days. indicating that 
the experiment did not detrimentally affect lower court casework. 
The reasons for the decrease are suspected, to be the addition of 
a new judge, changes in lower court procedures and elements of 
the experiment itself. which will be examined in the final report. 

ISSUE III: COST ANALYSIS - The EI Cajon Municipal Court exper
iment will demonstrate an adjudication process that is more cost
effective than the standard model. 

Statement A cost analysis of this experiment will be presented in the 
final report. Preliminary workload impact and case proceSSing data 
explained earlier in the report indicate that there are expected cost 
advantages to the EI Cajon Municipal Court experiment. 

Findings 

1. The average cost per case for indigent defense services was 
reduced by $72.00 when samples of similar cases processed 
under both the traditional system and El Cajon Municipal Court 
experiment were compared. 

4The median was used. rather than the average case processing 
time since it is not influenced by the small number of cases that are 
extend ed over time. 

10 
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The ,..reduction in ~relimin~ry. hearings in El Cajon MUnicipal 
Cou. t due toearl1er negottatlOns of pleas produces a cost 
savin.gs for ~itnesses (specifically law enforcement officers), 
and hme savmgs for lower court judicia!~::ld non-judicial 
personnel. , 

The reduction in total days to process felony cases under the 
experiment should produce a savings when analyzed on a cos t 
per case basis. 

ISS~~ ~V: D1!E PRO.CESS - The El Cajon Municipal Court experi
mel!. will not Jeopard1l~e the due process rights of defendants or 
litigants. 

Conclusion 

~ltho~gh ha~ing the pr~rogative to request that a case be adjudicated 
m .th>, S~n D.lego Sup~rlOr Court, attorneys in 69% of the felony cases 
orlgmatmg 1n El Cajon agreed to have their cases remain there. This 
would indicate acceptance of the changes in procedures. 

Qualitative data shows that representativ0s of El Cajon Defenders, 
Incorporated and the District Attorney's office, as well as the San 
Di~go ~uperio.r Court judges agree that due process rights are not 
b.emg Jeopardized by the procedures of this court experiment. Addi
tlOnal survey data from private attorneys relating to possible due 
process infractions in the EI Cajon Municipal Court is needed before 
any final conclusions can be reached on that issue. . 

Findings 

1. One hundred percent (100%) of the defense and prosecuting 
attorney~ surve!ed in El Cajon (15) agree that due process rights 
are not JeopardIzed by the El Cajon experiment. 

2. All nineteen superior court judges responding to a questionnaire 
felt ~h~t due process was being protected under the EI Cajon 
Mumcipal Court experiment. 

ISSyE .V: ADDITIO~~L ISSUES - Case Profile; Attorney Stipulation 
CrIter1a Appeal Rates, and Superior Court Judges Survey 

A. CASE PROFILE 

Conclusion 

Disposition an? sente~c~ data does not SUbstantiate the assumption 
that the El CaJon Mumclpal Court is retaining less serious superior 
court felony cases and transferring more complex cases to the down
town court. 
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FindinB!. 
1. Review of thoEle felony cases that originated in the El Cajon 

Municipal Cottrt jurisdiction, shows 11% were reduced to mis
demeanors by.'El Cajon judges as opposed to 16% by the San 
Diego Superio:~ Court. 

2.. Preliminary data indicate that jail sentences wer<~ similar in the 
El Cajon Munibipal Court (65%) and the San Diego Superior Court 
(67%) when cO!llparing felony cases originating in the EI Cajon 
Municipal Court district during January through June of 1978. 

Valid conclusior,:s regarding prison and probation sentences 
cannot be made &It this time due to the limited number of cases 
in these categories. 

B. ATTORNEY STIPULATION CRITERIA 

Conclusion 

Defense attorneys and Deputy District Attorneys agree that the most 
important reason for requesting that a case be sent to the San Diego 
Superior Court was whether there are pending charges against a 
defendant downtown. Other factors of importance noted by the attor
neys include the seriousness of the charges against a defendant and 
the likelihood that a case will go to trial. 

The San Diego County Bar Association has voted against the removal 
of the stipulation requirement, which requires that both defense coun
sel and District Attorney agree to leave the case ,ioEI Cajon, from the 
experimental process. In addition, of the fifteen EI Cajon defense 
attorneys and Deputy District Attorneys surveyed, 790/0 do not believe 
that all types of felony cases should remain in El Cajon. 

C. APPEAL RNfES 

Conclusion 

El Cajon Municipal Court did not experience a higher percentage of 
felony superi.or court cases appealed when compared to San Diego 
Superior Court during 1978. Results for civil matters are inconclu
sive due to the limited number of superior court civil cases heard in 
EI Cajon. 

Findings 

1. The appeal rate for 1978 Superior Court criminal cases disposed 
in EI Cajon Municipal ,Court was 2%, compared to 5% in San 
Diego Superior Court. This implies that the EI Cajon Municipal 
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Court did not experience a di~proportionate number of appeals 
during the first full year it heard superior court matters. 5 

2. One supE-rior court civil case and one domestic case heard in 
l~l Cajon Munieipal Court had an appeal filed last year. 

D. SUPERIOR COllHT JUDGES SURVEY 

Conclusion 

The majority of the San Diego Superior Court judges surveyed feel 
that municipal courts are capable' of handling all felony and domestic 
cases to final disposition. and civil 'cases up to $15,000. However, 
they indicate that a disadvantage of this type of system is the potential 
for judicial administration problems. Also, they agree that the other 
Municipal Courts in San Diego County should provide superior court 
services similar to those being done in the EI Cajon Municipal Court. 
In contrast, they are opposed to the consolidation of lower courts and 
superior courts into one court of general jurisdictional responsibility. 

Findings 

1. The majority of the nineteen Superior Court judges surveyed 
stated that municipal court judges are capable of hearing all 
felony cases (84%) and domestic cases (74%) to final disposition 
and civil cases up to a $15,000 limit (58%). 

2. In the Superior Court judges survey, the most frequently men
tioned disadvantage of municipal courts carrying out superior 
court functiolls was the potential for judicial administration 
problems (56%) followed by delays in lower court casework com
pletion (42%). 

3. Ninety-four :percent (940/0) of the eighteen judges responding to 
the question feel that other Municipal Courts in the county should 
provide similar judicial services such as those currently pro
vided in El Cajon. 

4. Eighty-one percent (81%) of the Superior Court judges responding 
(13 of 16) oppose the consolidation of superior and municipal 
courts into one court of general jurisdiction. (Three judges 
declined to answer this question, and one marked a don't know 
response). 

5 
The higher rate of appeals for the San Diego Superior Court 

may be attributed to the volume and complexity of cases, originating 
throughout the county, that are heard by this court. 

') 
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STEERING COMMITTEE RESPONSE 

The steering committee members have reviewed this report and 
recommend it be released. We are pleased with the preliminary re
port and acknowledge the effort that went into its preparation. 

One committee member has expressed his concerns about the experi
ment and issues he feels should be reviewed in the final report. The 
committee believes it appropriate that his comments be made part 
of this report. We include these remarks for the reader's consider-
ation. 

Judge William A. Yale 
----~teering Committee Chairman 
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QInuntu of ~mt ~ie.sn 
OFFICE OF DEFENDER SERVICES 

Counly CourlhouSQ 
Room 5005, 220 Wesl Broadway 

San Diego, California 92101 

(714) 236·5059 

lOUIS S. KATZ 
April 17, 1979 Dlreclar 

Mr. Scott Green 
Comprehensive Planning Organization 
1200 Third Avenue 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Evaluation of El Cajon Court Experiment 

Dear Mr. Green: 

I have reviewed your pre+iminary report regarding the work 
of the El Cajon Court to date sitting as a Superior Court. 
I would like to suggest that in preparing your final report 
you consider the following items. 

1. Your report indicates a higher percentage of felony 
defendants sentenced in E1 Cajon to State prison than those 
sentenced out of San Diego. The reasons should be explored. 

2. In your report there is a larger percentage of cases filed 
as felonies reduced to misdemeanors in the San Diego Court 
than in E1 Cajon. 

3. Does a Cour.t located in the metropolitan center of the 
County draw on a broader cross-section of jurors than a 
branch Court in East County? 

4. will there be a larger or smaller percent of motions granted 
pursuant to P.C. 995 or P.C. 1538~5 by a Superior Court 
than by the El Cajon Branch Court sitting as a Superior 
Court? 

5. Should the E1 Cajon experiment be reviewed by private 
practitioners who practice in both Courts in addition to 
the staff of Defenders, Inc. and the District Attorney's 
office? 

6. Would there be an increase or decrease in the percentage 
of guilty pleas on misdemeanor charges if the counseling 
attorneys do not try the cases where their office provides 
counseling? 
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Since the information contained in the preliminary report is 
based on a limited sample of Superior Court cases handled in 
the El Cajon Court, we will be in a better position after the 
experiment has been in effect for a full year to evaluate any 
differences between sentencing and plea bargaining practices 
in the El Cajon Court as compareQ to the downtown Courts. 

At this time, as the public defende~ I am not prepared to say 
the possible pressure in E1 Cajon to give up a pre1iminal::Y 
hearing is beneficial to the entire jUdicial system. My 
concern is that an attorney representing a defendant may be 
in a better position to plea bargain and to evaluate a case 
after he has had the opportunity to observe witnesses testify 
at the preliminary hearing and to find out what evidence the 
prosecutor will present. But, ,I recognize the advantages 
to the system of early case disposition where a guilty plea 
is inevitable. 

I do not recommend that a defense attorney give up his client's 
right to a preliminary hearing unless there are substantial 
advantages to be gained. At this time, the report does not 
answer my questions as to the benefit to a defendant of the 
pre-preliminary hearing plea bargain process used in E1 Cajon. 
I am interested in examining the results of a full-year study 
of the plan before I reach a final conclusion. 

Sin,cerelY , .±' 
-I '1/ '", 

J x' I '.-'../A/ '.{ 
I "'../( •••• I J 
LOUIS S. KATZ, Director 
Office of Defender Services 

LSK: jmg 

cc: 
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(d) 

DISPUTES PROCESSING RESEARCH PROGRAM, 
LAW SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-l\1AlJISON, 

Madison, Wii8., October 4,1919. 
Congressman ROBERT W. KASTENMEillR, 
U.S. House of Representatives, 
Washington, D.O. 

DEAR CONGRESSMAN KASTEN1tfEillU: 'We are writing to express our unqualified 
support for the passage of your amendment to S. 423, the Dispute Resolution Bill. 
The undersigned are faculty members at the UniVersity of Wisconsin-Madison 
who are currently engaged in studies of dispute processing. 'l'hese include a 
detailed study of minor disputes in Milwaukee and a nation-wide, Department of 
Justice-funded study' of civil litigation and dispute processing-the Civil Litiga
tion l{esearch Project. Our research has led us to recognize that many citizens 
have little or no access to mechanisms for the effective, timely, and non-costly 
resolution of minor disputes. We believe that it is important for all levels of 
government to work to solve this problem. 

We think, however, that the federal government should take the lead in this 
effort. There is a pressing need for a national body to coordinate, study, and 
assist in the development of dispute resolution mechanisms. Although most of the 
problems created by overcrowded court dockets, over-use of judicial resources, 
and the paucity of effective alternatives must ultimately be dealt with by state 
and local government, there is a clear necessity for national coordination and for 
the encouragement, both fiscal and substantive, of local initiatives to develop non
judicial mechanisms to resolve disputes. There is no existing institution to help 
communities who want to respo.ud to their needs. A national body, such as the 
Dispute Resolution Resource Center you propose, is needed to serve as both an 
information clearinghouse and as a SOUl"ce of technical expertise and assistance 
for communities wishing to improve, expand, or develop their dispute resolution 
mechanisms. Such leadership is crucial to the orderly development of nationwide 
dispute resolution mechanisms. 

Your amendment to S. 423 meets the needs outlined above. At the same time, it 
encourages local entities to experiment with those programs best suited to their 
particular geographic regions, and provides financi,al aid to those communities 
and groups who need help to get programs started. In addition, the amendment 
provides for obtaining needed empirical data OD. the cost, effectiveness, and 
extent of use of various dispute resolution mechaniBms which can be used by local 
groups and planners of future reforms in this imporant area. For these reasons, 
we endorse your amendment to S. 423, and hope its passage through Congress is 
swift and successful. 

Yours very truly, 
STEWART MACAtTLAY, 

Professor of Law. 
RERBERT KRITZER, 

A88i8tant Professor, PoliticaZ Saience. 
DAVID M. TEUBEK, 

Professor of Law. 
JOEL B. GROSS1t!AN, 

Professor of Political Saience. 
JACK LADINSKY, 

Profes80r Of Sociology. 

(e) 

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, 
SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH INSTITUTE, 

L08 Angeles, GaUf., October 15,1919. 
Congressman ROBERT W. KASTENMEIER, 
U.S. House of Representatives, 
Washington, D.O. 

DEAR CONGRESSMAN KASTENMEIER: I have received a copy of a letter written 
by Professors Macaulay, Trubek, Kritzer, Grossman, and Ladinsky of the Uni
versity ?f Wi~consin supporting passage of your amendment to S. 423, the Dispute 
ResolutlOn BIll. I have spent the past ten years conducting research and writing 
about various alternatives to litigation. Lilre my Wisconsin colleagues I am con
vinced that many Americans have no dispute processing institution to ~hich they 
can practically turn when faced with upsetting conflict. S. 423 appears to be an 
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intelligent attempt to respond to this need in a careful manner. I endorse its 
passage. 

Sincerely yours, 

(f) 

WILLIAM L. F. FELSTINER, 
Research Assooiate Professor of 

Social Solence in Law. 

.AMERICAN BAIt ASSOCIATION, 
San Jose, Oalif., May 81, 1979. 

Ron. ROBERT W. KASTENMEIER, 
Ohairman S1tbcom1j~ittee on Oourts, Oivil Libel·ties and the Administration Of 

Jtl8ti~e, Oom1nittce on the Judiciary, Housc of Represcntatives, Washington, 
D.O. 

Re: R.R. 2863-Dispute Resolution Act. 
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: 
1. Request to amend definition of dispute resolntiOn mechanism-section 3 (4). 
Thanlr you for your letter in reply to mine in which I proposed that section 3 (4) 

be amended to read as follows: 
(4) th.e term "dispute resolution mechanism" means a.ny court with jurisdic

tion over minor disputes, including b1tt not l'imited to small oivU clai'ms, and any 
forum which provides for arbitration, mediation, conciliation, or similar pro
cedure, which is available to resolve any minor dispute; [amendment is in italic]. 

Please accept this letter in lieu of a request to appear personally in support of 
this bill and the proposed amendment at the jOint subcommittee hearings that 
have been scheduled in June. 

2. An explicit reference in the bill to small claims courts is vital to insure 
receipt of a fair allocation of federa.l funds under the Act. _ 

You wrote "There is no doubt that a 'court with jurisdiction o,er minor dis
putes' would include small claims courts." Few would disagree with that 
interpretation. 

The purpose of the amendment, however, is to evidence the intent of Congress 
that small claims courts be given an opportunity at least equal to that given 
criminal courts in securing financial assistance to improve existing dispute reso
lution mechanisms which satisfy criteria under the Act or to establish new 
mechanisms. 

Judges and lawyers have developed considerable experience within the past 
few years in various forms of diverSion of minor criminal cases. The grave impact 
of all forms of crime in our society and 011 the caseloads of the criminal courts 
makes the concentration on criminal courts understandable. In the absence of 
express mention of small claims courts by Congress, it will be natural for low 
level administrators entrusted with implementation of the Act to continue to 
focus their attention 011 minor criminal disputes. Numerous criminal courts have 
already begun using alternative dispute resolution mechanisms outside the courts. 
Relatively few small claims courts have participated insiniilar activities. 

3. Small claims courts are unsurpassed in lligh volume quality dispute 
resolution. 

Only recently has it become widely recognized that there is no mechanism for 
resolving minor civil disputes either inside or outside of the courts that is more 
capable than small claims courts in resolving' minor disputes in large volume. No 
ways have been found to resolve large numbers of disputes in a manner that is 
conSistently more fair to both sides, faster and less expensive to operate than the 
techniques used by small claims courts. 

Small claims courts generally use sihlple procedures and investigative tech
niques in contrast to the adversary methods which are used in other types of 
courts. Small claims courts give greater protection to the unrepresented and 
inexperienced litigmlts than is possible ill mOre formal courts. 

A majority of litigants in small clajms courts are individuals and up to half of 
tIle cases are :filed b;\T individuals. On the other' hand businesses and public 
agencies file a significant percentage of all small claims cases and the vast 
majority of them are against individuals. The former benefit from the absence 
of delay and low filing fees, the latter from informal and simpl/;, procedures. 

Approximately 400,000 small claims,cases are filed ammally in California and 
comparable numbers are filed in several other states which have large urban 
populations. ' 
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There is 110 mechanism for resolution of civil disputes that serves a broader 
spectrum of the population than small claims courts. 

Yet existing mechanisms for the resolution of minor disputes, including small 
claims courts, are inadequate in meeting the needs of our society, as the authors 
of the proposed Dispute Hesolution Act are a ware. The relatively recent prolifera
tion of alternative dispute resolution m~chanisms outside the courts supports this 
conclusion. 

4. Small claims courts should become more innovative ·and accessible to the 
public. 

Several small claims courts have used alternative dispute resolution procedures 
either. under court sponsorship or in cooperation with nonjudicial organizations. 
This has occurred in such widely separated communities as Portland, Maine, 
New Yorlr Cit;y, Chicago, J\linneapolis, San Jose and Santa Monica, California. 

Approximately 100,000 small claims cases have been analyzed in six California 
judicial districts around the state which tried a variety of innovative procedures. 
These include: night and Saturday sessions; court employed legal advisors to 
assist small claims litigants to prepare for trial but who did not appear in court 
with them; law clerks for s111a11 claims court judges; mediation; more interpre
ters for non-English speaking litigants; and a specially prepared booklet explain
ing small claims court procedures. 

The foregoing marks the recently completed first phase of the Small Claims 
Court Experimental Project which the California Legislature created in 1976 and 
expanded in 1978. The statutory Advisory Committee of the project and the 
Department of Consumer Affairs are to submit an interim report to the Legisla
ture this summer. 

The Municipal Court at San Jose and the Santa Clara County Bar Association 
have been operating the Neighborhood Small Claims Court there for almost two 
and one-half years. Endorsed by the National Conference of Special Court Judges. 
this privately .financed small pilot project provides night-time mediation and 
voluntary non-binding arbitration of cases at a cOnlIn unity recreational center 
that is located in a low income predominantly Spanish speaking neighborhood. 
1.'he deputy clerks and court officer are bilingual. The mediation and arbitration 
proceedings are conducted by lawyer-volunteers. More than three-fourths of these 
small claims cases are completed in the neighborhood although either side has 
the right to a trial de novo in the regular session of the small claims court by 
making an objection to the award within 5 days. 

This is unfortunate because a significant percent of small claims cases involve 
i~sues which ar~ less likely to be resolved satisfactorily through use of conven
tIOnal small claIms court procedures than through alternative dispute resolution 
mechanisms. This is true particular1y in cases where the opposing parties nor
mally w?uld have continuing relati.onships with each other, such as family mem
bers, neIgI~bors, landlords and theIr tenants, businesses and their customers of 
long standmg. 

Conventional small claims court procedures do not allow sufficient time for busy 
courts to probe deeply into what sometimes are complex histories in order to 
determine the ca~se ~f the dispute and help the parties resolVe their differences. 
Moreover the t~'pIcal .ludgment or court order identifies one side as the "loser" and 
this often embitters that party. 

There are also numerous cases where the parties have crogs claims against each 
othe~ and the fact~ and .the law woulC!- require a court to deny relief to both sides 
but m an alternatIve dIspute resolutIon. mechanism the parties can reach satis
factory settlement. 

S.mall c~aims courts ShO~lld be encouraged by Congress to improve and extend 
theIr serVICes to t~e pubhc u~lder this Act. It also is in the public interest to 
encourage alternatIve mechamsms that .are outside the courts to become linked 
to. courts in ways which will encourage the courts to srstematiclly refer appro
prIat~ cases.t? them for resolution. Ideally ever~Y small claims court judge woUld 
~eco.me famIllar with ~very nonjudicial alternative dispute resolution mechanism 
m hIS or ~er commumt;y. It 'yould be equally desirable to provide easy access to 
small ?lal1,ns courts by havlI~g alternative mechanisms refer parties to those 
courts m dIsputes they have faIled to resolve. 
Th~ National Conf~rence ?f .Special Cou~t Judges and The National Judicial 

Col.lel"-e are e~gaged m prehmmary plannmg of a national seminar for small 
claIms ~ourt Ju~ges ~hich has tentatively been titled the National Seminar on 
fles~lutlOn of MlI~or DIsputes. The seminar will review the latest developments in 
Jud:n-ng ~mall clmms ?ases and show judges how they may use or establish alter
natIve dIspute resolutIOn mechanisms. 
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The Municipal Court at San Jose also refers a few small claims c~se~ to lay 
mediators who are volunteers affiliated with the Neighborhood MedlatlOn and 
Conciliution Service, a unit of Santa U~ar~ Count! G0'Yer~ment. .. 

Small claims have been subject to blllding arbItratlOn 111 the .CIVII Court of the 
City of New York for more thun two decades whenever. the partIesagr.e~ to accept 
lawyer-arbitrators selected by the Court. The Henuepm County ~lunlClpal Court 
operates the Uonciliation Court at Minneapolis tlmt was orgalllzed abo?t 1915. 
It now processes more than 00,000 small claims annua~y. ~'or the past SIX years 
lawyers as court referees hear these cases. Several Ii lOrIda cou~ts refer ~mall 
claims cases to Citizen Dispute Settlement programs that are bemg establIshed 
in that state. . ·t 

Incidentally "small claims courts" as used in thIS letter means any court, um 
-or session of a court in which the jurisdictional ceiling for a civil claim usually 
isn ot higher than $1,500, informal and simple procedures are followed, and 
la wyers are not allowed to represent parties or generally do not appear for 
parties. It t· 5. Congress should encourage small claims courts to use and develop a erna lve 
dispute resolution mechanisms. . . 

Pretrial settlement conferences have been long an mtegral part of AmerIcan 
court procedures. Few cases actually go to trial among those th~t ~re .filed ill !l~y 
court. Many institutions have developed diverse forms of medIatIOn or conCIlIa
tion practices and procedures. Arbitration has been pop~lar for severa~ decades 
in the resolution of civil disputes. What is new to courts IS the systematIc use by 
small claims courts of mediation or conciliation, and arbitration when the other 
alternatives have failed to resolve the dispute. Also new are s~veral of the inn~
vations that are listed above in the reference to the Small ClaIms Court Experl~ 
mental Project in California. . . 

The list of communities in this letter having innovative small claIms courts IS 
not a complete list of them. Nevertheless most small claims courts in thi~ c~untry 
do not use alternative resolution mechanisms. Undoubtedly many of theIr Juill:es 
ha ve never heard of their use in small claims court cases. 

Innovations by small claims courts will require funds beyond those required 
for the usual operations of the courts. Small claims courts in particular have 
been amonO' the last in the judicial systems to receive .financial assistance. The 
chances of ~ecuring local financial support for small claims court innovations in 
this period of government retrenchment are not very good. 

Recent studies show that users of small claims courts generally perceive them 
in a favorable light. Thisis a striking contrast to the public's perception of crimi
nal courts and courts which process civil litigation other than small claims. It is 
ironical therefore that small claims courts are usually treated within a state 
judicial system as its stepchild. 

The authors of this bill, however, recognize that inadequate mechanisms for 
the resolution of minor disputes are "of enormous social and economic conse
qnence." These inadequacies are important among the factors which thwart 
efforts in this nation to "insure domestic tranquility", that still is one of the 
fundamental responsibilities of government. 

State and local governments need encouragement from Congress to make 
changes in their judicial systems so as to improve the services that are available 
to the most people. A.ccordingl~r, the intention of Congress to assist small claims 
courts should be explicitly stated in section 3 (4) of the Act as suggested in the 
proposed amendment. 

Respectfully submitted, 
ROBERT BERESFORD, 

Oha·innan, Oommittee on Small Olaims 001trt:~, 
Nat·ional Oonference Of Special Oourt Judges. 

(g) 
HARVARD LAW SOHOOL, 

Oa'm"bridge, Mass., Febr~ta7'1/ 18,1979. 
Hon. ROBERT W. KASTENMEIER, 
Ohairman, S1tbcommfttee on Oourts, Oi1i'il Liberties and the A.dmbni8trati01~ 'of 

JU8tice, Hou8e Of Repre8entative8, Washington, D.O. 
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE KASTFJNMEillR, By COincidence, your letter and enclosed 

Hearings volumc arrived on the dnte that I appeared to testify at a hearing 
Senator Kennedy was h!l.vin!r here in Bo!';ton on the diflT1ute resolution act and the 
general question of 1,'ncilitating alternative dispute resolution mechnnis1l1s. I was 
much encouraged by Senator Kennedy's statement that he planned to make the 
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passage of this bill a high priority, both in the Se~ate and in the House, .and I am 
therefore hoping the bill will become law early thIs year. The more I thmk about 
the suiJject, the ore I feel that this bill is precisely the right first step for the 
federal government to undertake as our greatest needs at present are better 
coordination of the available knowledge that we have, more resell:r~h to learn 
more than we presently lmow, and some modest seed money to facIlItate useful 
experiments. These, precisely, are the things that the dispute resolution act would 
accomplish. . . 

If there is anything else I can do to work towards the' passage of the bIll, 
please let me know. 

Sincerely, 

(h) 

FRANK E. A. SANDER, 
Professor of Law. 

P.R.E.A.P. (PRISON RESEAROH EDUOATION AOTION PROJEOTS), 
Westport, Oonn., May 7,1979. 

Congressman ROBERT W. KASTEN MEIER, 
House Office B1tilding, '. 
Washington, D.O. 

DEAR CONGRESSMAN KASTENMEIER: I was pleased to read a copy of B.R. 2863 
(financial assistance to community resolutiOtl of minor disputes), which you and 
your colleagues have so wisely introduced. 

We SOrely need community mechanisms to resolve minor disputes at the earliest 
possible poin t. In my 24 years of ministry to Federal prisoners, as well as in our 
research center, I have been struck by the numbers of persons who committed 
crimes which could have been prevented before they escalated into more serious 
behaviors, if there were an appropriate process. 

Training in dispute management is a needed skill for citizens who wish to take 
responsibility for making their communities safer. Your bill provides an oppor
tunity for neighborhoods to begin to manage their own conflicts. 

I strongly support R.R. 2863 and would appreciate your keeping me informed on 
its progress. 

Sincerely, 

(i) 

FAY HONEY KNOPP, 
Ooordinator. 

PROJECT FOR SERVICES AND RESEARCH IN DISPUTE RESOLUTION, 
. Stillwater, Okla., June 12, 1979. 

Re: Dispute Resolution Act. 
Congressman PETER W. RODINO, 
Ohairman, Oommittee on the Judiciarll, Raybw'n House Office Building, U.S. 

House Of Representatives, Washington,D,O. 
DEAR CONGRESSUAN RODINO: I understand that S. 423, the proposed Dispute 

Resolution Act, has passed the Senate and been referred jOintly to your com
mittee and to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. The orderly 
development of procedures for effective, peaceful resolution of interpersonal dis
putes is made possible by this bill, I urge your support of it. 

The iJill is timely.in that opportuuities for intel1personal conflict management 
are growing and changing. An ever-increasing number of programs now offer to 
deal with disputes through interventions by social agents (conciliators, mediators, 
arbitrators) rather than legal agents (pOlice, lawyers, courts). The American 
Bar Association's recent Alternatives Update Report (Winter 1979) lists 186 
such dispute resolution projects in 35 states, Puerto Rico and the District of 
Columbia. 

The programs range from family violence centers and conciliation courts 
t~r0.ugh c~nsu.mer advisories and tenant services to pre-trial diversion and 
v:cbm reStItutlO~ centers as well as prog:ams for the resolution of neighborhood 
dIsputes. There IS presently great dIverSIty accompanied by a lack of coordina
tion in t~i~ vi?,orous iie~d; no fewer than five organizations compile information 
on a natIOnwIde scale 111 attempts to keep up with the growth of data about 
dispute resolution alternatives. ' 
. As coord~nator of tile Dispute Services team at Oklahoma State UniverSity, I'm 
111terested m the development of procedures which will extend social dispute 
resolution alternatives to clientele not now served. Federal leadership and sup-
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port at this time can help channel the efforts being made nationwide, and hasten 
the widespread availability of dispute services. 

Thank you for ~'our patient consideration of my request. 
Yours very truly, 

Bon HEL1.f, Ph.D., 
Project Ooordinator and Associate ProfelJsor, 

Department Of Psyohology. 

(j) 

SANTA CLARA COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION, 
San Jose, OaUI., July 10,1979. 

Hon. ROBERT W. KASTENMEIER, 
2d District ot Wisoonsin., 
Dirksen Building, 
Wa8hington, D.O. 

DEAR CONGRESSMAN KASTEN MEIER : As you are probably aware, the Santa Clara 
County Bar Association has sponsored the Neighborhood Small Claims Oomt 
project, all innovative way of dealing with minor disputes in the neighborhood 
where they occur rather than in a downtown courthouse. Should you not be fully 
familiar with the project, we are enclosing a brief description. 

Therefore, we were very interested in R.R. 2863, a bill that provides financial 
assistance for the development and maintenance of effective, fair, inexpensive and 
expeditious mechanisms for the resolution of minor disputes. On June 28, 1979. 
the Trustees of the Santa Olara County Bar Association unanimimsly passed a 
resolution in support of that bill. 

Thank you. 
Yours very truly, 

Enclosure. 

Ck) 

NORDIN F. BLACKER, 
PreSident-Elect, 

Santa Olara Oounty Bar Assooiation. 

NEIGHBORHOOD SMALL CLAIl>fS COURT EXPANSION PROPOSAL 

A. PRESENT OPERATION 

The Neighborhood Court began operations on January 4, 1977 at the Hillview 
Community Center in East San Jose. It has operated continuously every Tuesday 
and Thursday from 5 :00 p.m. to 9 :00 p.m. since that date. The court serves a 
target population that includes all of East San Jose. Lawyer volunteers who have 
been nominated by the Bar Association and apPOinted by the court conduct media
tion and arbitration. Two deputy court clerks and a bailiff complete the court 
staff. 

The arbitration awards are nonbinding in that any party is allowed 5 days 
within which to object to the award; however, in nearly two and one-half years 
experience with the project, less than 1 % of the cases 11a ve been returned for trial 
in the regular session of the Small Claims Court. 

Defendants who live outside' the target area are given the right to have the 
heari~g transferred to the courthouse if they request ,a transfer in writing; how
ever, III the experience of the project, only 15% of defendants residing outside 
East San Jose ha ve requested a transfer. 

B. EXPANSION OVERVIEW 

The proposed expansion of the project would divert to the Neighborhood Court 
for mediation and arbitration 25% of all Small 'Claims Court cases filed at the 
Municipal Court Building in San Jose, or 3,375 cases. (The present caseload of 
the Neighborhood Court is approximately 200 cases per year.) 

Several basic factors led the committee to recommend the significant expansion 
of the pro.iect that is proposed. First, the municipal court caseload increased 25% 
in 1978 and the increase in the monetary limit on municipal court civil cases to 
$1i),000 will be ef'fectiye in July of this yenr. Second, the project has proyed itself 
successful in terms of satisfaction for the litigants who have actually used it 
Third, the project affords an excellent opportunity for attorneys who wish to pro: 
vide public service, in that their service may be performed during the evening 
hours. IraI' more ntto1'lleys lla ve requested to participate in the project tllan can 
possibly be utilized with the current cnselond. . 
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C. LOOATION 

To successfully handle the number of cases c~ntemplated w.ill ~equire a lar~er 
facility than is presently available to the proJect at the HIllvle,,: ComI?umty 
Center A public school building in which classes are conducted ~t m~ht wIll.pro
vide s~fficient space for the mediation sessions and contested arbItratIon hearmgs. 

D. ASSIGNMENT OF CASES 

The clerk of the court would assign approximately 25 cases. each court day to 
the Neighborhood Court. The assignments would be ~ased on ZIP ~odes, to ensure 
that the plaintiffs and defendants resided in the proJect area. AssIgnments would 
be limited to individual litigants. 

E. HEARING PROCEDURES 

Due to the large number of cases which would be set for mediati~n and arbitra
tion four nights each ,,,eek, evening sessions would commence WIth procedures 
generally followed at the courthouse . .A. deputy clerk would call the calendar and 
note each party pI'esent, inform the plaintiff if the defenda~lt had. not be~n ser,:ed 
and continue the' case to permit service, segregate the files of cases m WhICh 
there is no appearance by defenda~t or plaint~ff,. or b~th, segrega~e the cases 
where there are motions by either sIde, ascertam If an mterpreter IS needed, et 

ce~~~e conclusion of these preliminaries, one of. the medi~tor/arb~trators ,w.O?ld 
direct the cIeri\: to administer an oath to all parties and WItnesses m the" aItmg 
room. Then the mediator/arbitrator would expl~in the procedures. Thereafter, 
mediation and arbitration sessions would proceed m smaller rooms. 

F. DURATION OF PROJECT AS EXPANDED 

The project as expanded would continue for the Pel;iod of one year beginning 
in 1979 with funds received from the Hewlett FoundatIOn grant of $20,000. 

Proposed budget 
Buduet allocation Personnel: 

(1) Coordinator ($4 per hour times 10 hours per week times 12 months plus fringe) ______________________ . _________ ;-______ $2,392 
(2) Court clerks ($4 per hour times 16 hours per week tImes 12 months plus fringe) ______________________________________ 7,656 
(3) Court bailiffs-$42 per night times 12 months_________________ 8,740 

Subtotal ________________________________________________ 18,788 

Nonpersonnel: Travel ____ -~-________________________________ --_____________ -- ~g~ 

Supplies -----------------------------------------------------____ 
Subtotal ____________________________________________________ 732 

Other costs: Administrative overhead, subtotaL _________________________ ..;____ 480 

Total ___________________________________________________ - __ - 20,000 

EXPLANATION OF PROPOSED BUDGET 

1. Coordinator is necessary to assure that the substantial number of attorney 
volunteers will be present and follow through on their aSSignments. 

2. The number of clerks is increased by one from the present project total in 
order to make proviSion for the increased caseload. 

3. The costs for court bailiffs has not been increased over present. 
4. Nonpersonnel cost of' travel has been increased due to the fact that the 

Center will be in operation four nights each week instead of two. 
5. Nonpersonnel cost for supplies lIas not been increased. Other costs of admin

istrative overhead reflect a requirement by the County for percentage reimburse
Ulent based on the number of personnel employed on the project. 
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Hon. JAMES H. SCHEUER, 
U.S. Houso Of Representatives, 
Rayburn House Ojftoe Building, 
Washington, D.O. 
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SQUIRE, SANDERS & DEMPSEY, 
Washington, D.O., June "I, 19"19, 

Re: Dispute Resolution Legislation. 
DEAR CONGRESSMAN: I am writing on behalf of the Consumer ~lectronics Gro:up 

of the Electronic Industries Association (EIA/CEG) for WhICh I am SpeCIal 
Counsel. FJIA/CFJG represents manufacturers of consumer electronl.c produ~ts 
such as television receivers, radios, phonographs, audio systems and tape eqUIp
ment. EIA/CEG represents substantially all of the domestic manufactprers of 
television receivers and also some Japanese affiliated manufacturers WhICh have 
facilities in the United Sta.tes. 

The Board of Directors of FJIA/CEG wishes to go on record as supporting legis-
lation on resolution of consumer controversies. 

We agree that it is desirable to encourage inexpensive and expeditious con
sumer dispute settlement mechanisms at the state and local government leve~. 

We hope that legislation on this subject would make clear that the mechumsms 
which would be funded do not include consumer advocacy activities in judicial 
and reO'ulatory activities but are for the purpose only of I'esolving private dis
putes. We also hope that such legislation would permit the use of dispute resolu
tion mechanisms by the business community, 

Best wishes, 
Sincerely, 

J. FJDWARD DAY, 

(1) 

NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTER OF VENICE & MAR VISTA, 
TTemce, GaUf., September 21, 19"19. 

Representative DANIEL LUNGREN, 
Longworth H 016se 0 jftae B'uildmg, 
Washington, D.O. 

Re: S. 423. 
DEAR MR. LUNGREN: Within the next few days S. 423 (The Dispute Resolution 

Act) will come before the House Judiciary Committee. We strongly urge an Aye 
vote. 

We are pleased to report to you, as a California Representative on the Judiciary 
Committee, that last week the California Legislature passed a landmarl{, piece of 
relevant legislation-The Neighborhood Dispute Resolution Act (A.B. 11136, intro
duced by Assemblyman Mel Levine). Within the next few days we are expecting 
Governor Brown, whose Legal Affairs Office helped draft and snpport the bill, to 
sign AB1186, making California the first state in the United States to pass such 
legislation. The Act established a program setting a state policy which encourages 
the use of dispute resolution centers for settling appropriate interpersonal and 
consumer disputes, setting guidelines for the operation of such centers, providing 
confidentiality for dispute resolution proceedings, encouraging the use of federal 
and other funds by state and local government, and providing a mechanism to 
decide which programs will be supported by the state government with any avail
able funds. 

We believe that the passage of AB1186 demonstrates the leadership of Cali
fornia government and the people of California to continue and to expand the 
availability of experimental informal dispute resolution. We hope that you will 
foUow that lead by voting for S. 423. 

The concept of informal dispute resolution through mediation for·a wide variety 
of interpersonal and consumer disputes is being demonstrated on a limited basis 
throughout the United States as a PI'eferable alternative to court adjudication. 
There are a few such experimental programs in California, including our Neigh
borhood Justice Center in Los Angeles and the Community Board Program in 
San Francisco. These, and several other mediative programs in California, have 
begun to demonstrate the success of and the need for such informal dispute 
resolution. 

We would be pleased to supply allY additional information you may desire. As 
soon as we receive an emolled copy of AB1186, we will forward it to you 

Sincerely, . 
JOEL EDELMAN, Di1'ectm', 

o 
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